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Chapter 1: Why regulate? 

In theory regulation shouldn’t be necessary. Free markets do all the work. Scarcity is a fact of 
life; the free trade of goods helps us make the most of what is at hand. Self interest is the magic 
ingredient that makes it possible, with players striving to maximise their own pleasure and gain. 

Because people want different things, buyers assign their personal value to a product and 
seek a compatible seller. If both parties can satisfy their desires at an agreed-on price, the 
transaction takes place. If supply exceeds current demand, the buyer gains the upper hand and 
takes home a bargain. If demand outruns supply, the seller can stretch the price limit of the 
keenest buyer. Through myriad daily exchanges, the invisible hand of the market sorts out 
relative values, sums up all individual preferences and finds that pivotal price at which supply 
matches demand. Through this constantly adjusting mechanism, the multitude of trades within 
the economy can rank and meet the needs of the community. All without the visible hand of 
government. 

Competitive markets favour the efficient, the perceptive and the creative. Those who 
assemble assets in the most productive way can offer better value for money: they are rewarded 
with more customers and bigger profits. This process appears to allocate scarce resources 
between competing claims to best effect. The miracle of the market is that it forces self-
interested suppliers to think about what other people want. Through their selections, consumers 
unwittingly provide direction to producers and investors on the most rewarding industries in 
which to engage. In choosing from potential candidates, wise entrepreneurs will seek a speciality 
in which they have some advantage over likely competitors: perhaps special skills, scale, geo-
graphy or access to cheaper inputs. Some fail, but as these will be the ones who misread market 
signals or respond less diligently, their loss is society’s gain. In this way, the nation’s collective 
resources are directed into the most efficient uses, everyone achieves optimum value in all their 
purchases and each person is better off. The same process applies to competing countries: 
each produces and exports according to what it does best, and the exchange benefits all. 

Unfortunately, the theory of free markets comes with some complications and a darker side. 
Competitive markets are about seeking and exploiting advantage. Success compounds and 
concentrates the advantage; competition can morph into monopoly. Certain conditions are 
necessary to sustain the competitive balance that makes markets work. Only reasonable parity 
of bargaining power can ensure the promised efficiency of resource pricing and allocation. Only 
the presence of multiple competing entities, on both sides, ensures that the buyer or seller truly 
has a choice and maintains that balance of power. Only genuine choice keeps the invisible hand 
working adroitly, matching goods and services to personal preferences. To make sound choices, 
all parties need good access to accurate information, at reasonable cost in time and money. For 
contracts to be enforceable, buyers and sellers must have confidence in the rule of law and its 
ability to protect their property rights. 

In reality, perfect competition in an idealised free market rarely occurs. Markets sometimes 
‘fail’ when left to their own devices. Though markets reflect cultural values, some social 
objectives may simply not be met. Some goods just don’t attract private providers, because the 
return won’t compensate the outlay. For ‘public goods’, there is no way of charging each 
separate user: the provision of clean air, medical research, street lighting and defence forces are 
typical cases. For other goods, the market might step up but work poorly: perhaps some vital 
factor of production is lacking; perhaps tough competition spurs safety shortcuts or deleterious 
side effects such as pollution; perhaps the access to timely and reliable information unduly 
favours some competitors at the expense of others, or producers at the expense of consumers; 
perhaps the power of one participant inhibits competitors, curtails the free play of market forces 
and free choice and enforces excessive prices. 

Market malfunctions often attract government attention and lead to remedial legislation and 
regulation. If so, they usually stimulate intense political debate. Competition can be brutal, and 
disastrous for losers. Sometimes it’s not the markets that fail but the combatants. Some of the 
biggest political debates revolve around what constitutes a ‘failing’ market, how to identify it and 
how to rectify it. Some social objectives are so valued that governments feel obliged to supply or 
regulate a market to ensure a particular outcome. The rhetoric of regulation usually names the 
public interest as the intended beneficiary. Various theorists have ventured the contrary view 
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that sectional interests—often with considerable political or economic power—are the real 
initiators of regulatory action and the major winners. In the motivations that led to regulation of 
the Australian dairy industry, we see evidence that lends support to both these perspectives. At 
certain times governments seemed moved to regulate in the interests of general public welfare; 
at other times, sectional interests were more prominent. 

Public partners and free traders 
Australians always knew that the story of free markets was more nuanced than the theory. 
Simple geography said the free market alone was unlikely to bring forth the labour, capital and 
technology needed to create a wealthy society in the Antipodes. Nineteenth century colonial 
governments took a lead role in development, generally in a spirit of partnership with the private 
sector. Public ownership of vital but unprofitable services such as transport, communications 
and urban utilities was common, sometimes occurring after private enterprise failed. In a similar 
spirit, industry legislation tended to steer rather than police colonial production. 

Australians nevertheless contested the relative virtues of free markets and government 
intervention. Political forces lined up for or against free trade or protection. Australian colonies 
won self-government at the height of international free trade and of Britain’s power as the world’s 
industrial giant. Free trade inhabited the cultural code. But Australia was a stranded economic 
infant, and ready-made arguments from Europe and the US said ‘infant industries’ required 
careful nurture and protection. It seemed to many Australians that local industries would need to 
build a critical mass at home before they could confront the world. 

The free-trade versus protection debate was fought ferociously, the prevailing opinion in each 
colony depending on the dominant industries and interests. In pastoral and mercantile NSW, the 
winning politics focused on strong export industries like wool and gold and voiced a vigorous 
free-trade policy. The famed Father of Federation, Henry Parkes, won four terms as Premier as 
an ardent free-trader: ‘good government and commercial freedom’ was his formula.1 Victorian 
politics favoured embryonic manufacturing and a protectionist path. All colonies used custom 
duties to protect themselves from each other. 

It took years to reach the compromise that allowed the Australian Federation to be born in 
1901. The Constitution was crafted to create a national market and a unified nation while 
maintaining state rights and integrity. Central to that compact was the agreement to end the 
customs tariffs that taxed cross-border trade and any similar border barrier. The trade-off gave 
the states the power to control their own internal trade, production and services. The Federal 
Government was limited to external affairs and anything not explicitly designated for the states. 

Governments and dairying 
Colonial governments actively encouraged the dairy industry but did not regulate it: land 
legislation and agricultural services were its major supports. As a simple, low-cost enterprise, 
family dairying was deemed an admirable vehicle for close settlement of the land outside the 
city. Butter factories sprang up in country valleys as the cream separator made commercial 
processing possible from the 1880s. Some farmers separated the cream themselves and sent it 
to the factory; others sent whole milk for separation at the factory. Located to serve farmers 
within a 10-mile (16-km) radius to allow transport by horse and cart within two hours, the factory 
often formed the focal point of a community. 

An early lure to more government interest was the nature of the fresh product: desirable yet 
dangerous. A highly nutritious dietary staple, milk also provided perfect growth factors for 
perilous bacteria. Rapidly perishable, its transfer from cow to consumer held many hazards and 
intrinsically required much care. Public health was a high-ranking social objective and the first 
cause for government intervention. After typhoid outbreaks in Sydney were traced to city dairies, 
the 1886 Dairy Supervision Act targeted standards of dairy hygiene and gave local authorities 
the power to inspect and register dairy premises and cattle, subject to supervision by the Board 
of Health.2 The Dairies Supervision Act of 1901 restated these provisions to mesh with state 
powers specified in the Australian Constitution. 

Governments showed less interest in dairy market imperfections. Most obvious was the 
lopsided market power. As sellers, dairy farmers were inherently weak. Small, independent and 
numerous, with scant information and minimal choice of buyers, they also had to dispose of their 
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milk immediately, before it soured. Nature’s cycle of cow lactation added a seasonal urgency to 
this imperative. Mating was timed for calves to arrive in early spring so the mother’s milk flow 
was fuelled by lush pastures, then tapered to an end around 9 months later. All farms in a region 
generally reached peak production during the same few months, then declined together to 
minimal output in winter. 

The ability to convert milk to butter or cheese, which could be stored for much longer periods, 
was a godsend. But the summer rush of raw milk put farmers at the mercy of the factory. 
Factories also needed the capacity to handle supplies as they occurred, which left them idle at 
some times and overstocked at peak periods. The distribution of the processed product to 
consumer markets involved another intermediary, a wholesaler from the select group who 
guarded the gate to the market. In Sydney, the ‘Sussex Street agents’ took goods for sale on 
consignment but gained a reputation for unfair dealing and manipulation of stock levels to their 
own advantage. The market power was concentrated as product moved along the chain.3 

Geography increased farmer isolation from markets and market information. Domestically, 
huge distances fragmented a sparse population into small clusters. External markets were far 
away. Technology brought markets closer. Refrigeration and steamships gave Australian butter 
makers access to British buyers. The telegraph link sped information across the oceans. At 
home, government railway extensions could convey fresh milk from country to city within a 
practical timeframe. The ability to siphon the summer ‘surplus’ to a city milk market helped 
smooth the peak butter bump. This flexible link between fresh milk and butter markets would 
become a central feature of the industry. A related feature was the flexible flow between 
domestic butter markets and those overseas, which absorbed what exceeded Australian 
consumption. 

The result was an interdependent connection between three distinct markets. This three-
cornered relationship—and the role of government in it—would lie at the heart of the industry’s 
anguish over dairy deregulation a century later. 

Participation in world markets was precarious. Australian butter volumes would never swing 
world prices. Australian product was a price taker, not a price setter, and incurred more costs 
and hazards than most in getting to market. An annual challenge was managing the release of 
product from Australia’s summer surplus to achieve the peak London prices in the lead up to 
Christmas but avoid the traditional January collapse. Export fluctuations were beyond Australian 
control and yet reverberated back to the domestic market. If London prices fell, the Australian 
industry would keep more produce at home, flooding the local market and depressing the 
domestic price. The perennial balancing act exposed the industry to exploitation by agents at 
home and overseas.4 

In grappling with market predators and malfunctions, early dairy farmers shunned government 
‘interference’. Of independent mind, they favoured ‘self-help’ and cooperation. Under the 
leadership of passionate advocates such as Charles Meares, dairy farmers discovered the 
economics of sharing: by pooling their meagre capital they could share in any profits, spread the 
risk of any losses and aggregate their power as sellers. By 1907, co-operative factories 
produced nearly two-thirds of NSW butter.5 By 1911, half of Australia’s butter was exported,6 
and marketing co-operatives were setting up city floors to multiply farmer power in selling at 
home and abroad. Fresh milk required speed and hygiene and a dedicated channel to the 
market. The first co-operative for marketing milk was formed in 1900 when Dairy Farmers Co-
operative began processing fresh milk from Illawarra co-ops and distributing it to Sydney 
consumers. Not all co-ops were successful. They struggled against proprietary processors and 
agents, and sometimes against each other. But enough survived to make cooperation the 
preferred form of economic organisation, able to compete with and often take over proprietary 
companies that were once the dominant players. 

None of this was yet of direct interest to governments, who first focused on the nutritional 
needs of citizens. The Pure Food Act of 1908 set minimum standards for milk composition (3.2% 
fat) and strengthened measures against contamination. With the Labor Party’s rise to 
government, concern with the cost of food for the poorer classes added milk affordability to milk 
quality on the political agenda. Official enquiries on Sydney’s supply began in 1911 and found 
two disturbing patterns: the measures directed towards milk quality were poorly conceived and 
poorly enforced and were no match for the rising tide of tuberculosis; and the wasteful and 
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duplicitous practices of the ‘middlemen’ added such costs that the final price to the consumer 
was far from affordable. The overlapping of milk runs alone added 30% to the retail price. This 
was a clear case for government action: to coordinate both hygiene and efficiency controls. In 
1913, a hybrid structure was proposed where a central government body would oversee hygiene 
inspection from cow to consumer and supervise a system of distribution carried out by 
combinations of dairy co-operatives.7 The timing was unfortunate. When the Labor premier hit a 
political hotspot, milk proposals went to the backburner. Then suddenly the nation was at war. 

The European war created special conditions for government intervention in Australia. Market 
forces were glaringly impotent, with product shortages and gluts magnified by loss of manpower 
to the fighting and severe threats and restrictions to shipping. Governments acted to fight 
inflation, prevent profiteering and ensure that domestic consumers and British forces were fed. 
This opened the door to three new types of dairy industry regulation: price control, compulsory 
market quotas and the compulsory pooling and sharing of returns. Farmers scorned the 
‘socialistic experiment’ of price-fixing and formed the Primary Producers’ Union in NSW to 
combat it. Yet they saw merit in the wheat pool introduced in 1915 and welcomed the butter pool 
of 1916. With stocks accumulating, an industry conference encouraged the Federal Government 
to seek more steamers and offer the dairy surplus to the British Government. Contracted sales 
of butter and cheese to the British Ministry of Food delivered a guaranteed and lucrative price. In 
return, the Federal Government required a quantity of best-quality butter for the domestic 
market, set the local price below the export level and stipulated that returns be averaged and 
shared pro rata among suppliers.8 Operated by an industry committee under government 
direction, the scheme fired industry imagination. 

Farmers saw upsides in the wartime model and its record export prices, but market forces 
returned with a sickening thud after British contracts and domestic price controls ended in 1921.9 
Walter Massy-Greene, the Nationalist federal minister who ran the price controls and butter 
pools, was punished by the farmers of his northern NSW seat of Richmond, the largest dairy 
electorate in Australia. His decisive loss to a Country Party candidate in the 1922 election10 
summed up the confluence of factors that would bring producer interests to new prominence in 
the post-war scene. 

Conquering competition between the wars 
The 1920s and the depression that followed were the crucible that forged the future shape of 
Australian dairy regulation. Worldwide economic and political instability was rampant, with war 
debts fuelling inflation and hindering recovery. High unemployment accompanied weak domestic 
demand in many countries. The US was unique in enjoying buoyant economic growth. Trade 
liberalisation retreated before a desire for self-sufficiency and protection, and a growing 
tendency to overproduction of primary products. With difficult economic conditions and surplus 
labour, Britain looked to Empire markets to counter the emerging American industrial giant.11 

In Australia, wool, meat and butter were badly affected as recession suppressed British 
income and markets.12 Early attempts to revive the good times by emulating war-time pooling 
failed without government compulsion.13 Soldier settlement schemes then swelled the ranks of 
small rural producers.14 When farmers chose between agricultural pursuits, milk production 
offered the ‘immense attraction’ of a regular fortnightly or monthly cash payment.15 The 
population grew 19% in the post-war decade but milk production rose 47%, with little per-capita 
change in consumption. Butter and cheese equivalent to 102 million gallons (464 million litres) of 
milk was exported in 1918 (18% of output), rising to 237 million gallons (1077 million litres) by 
1928–29 (29% of output).16 

Structural change was also under way. The Australian economy was diversifying as 
resources drifted from primary to secondary industry and policy focused on fostering 
manufacturing. Before the war, the ‘New Protection’ deal between manufacturers and organised 
labour had traded high wages for tariff protection to keep out cheap imports. After the war, 
Australia was poised for industrialisation. To nurture the infant, the tariff tool was sharpened. In 
1920–21, tariff legislation was amended to expand coverage and push up the scale of duties. 
Massy-Greene was the responsible minister, who also created the Tariff Board as the case-by-
case watchdog of tariff application. Through this accommodating tribunal the tariff was 
consolidated within an array of industries. 
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Rural producers were left out of the political compact that drove manufacturing tariffs and yet 
suffered cost consequences. Tariffs not only increased the price of imported goods but also 
allowed domestic prices to rise. The general cost of living increased, as did input costs for local 
production. This made it harder to compete on world markets. In 1926, protective duties 
accounted for about 10% of domestic price levels but could add 40% to costs in some areas.17 
The labour force was compensated through a regulated ‘living wage’ adjusted periodically for 
cost-of-living increases. Family farms received no compensation for either extra living costs or 
added costs of production. They thought it unfair. 

Small rural producers were, however, gaining a political voice. Typically on small plots, often 
on marginal land, these were the rural battlers. They formed the backbone of the Country Party 
as it grew from small state organisations to a national body. In 1919, a country surgeon, Earle 
Page, won a federal seat on a platform that included free markets and cutting tariffs so farmers 
could buy machinery at competitive rates.18 The Nationalist Party, led by Prime Minister William 
Hughes, owed its major allegiance to city business interests that gained from tariff protection. 
Page helped form the federal Country Party, which won 14 seats at the 1922 election, allowing 
Page to engineer a coalition with the Nationalists, who needed the Country Party’s support. He 
then demanded the ousting of Hughes and backed Stanley Bruce, who ran an importing house 
and sympathised with cutting tariffs and promoting country interests. In early 1923, the Bruce–
Page Nationalist–Country Party combination took control with Page as Treasurer. The allocation 
of five of the eleven Cabinet posts to the Country Party surpassed its numerical strength, but 
heralded its coming influence on government policy.19 

The Bruce–Page partnership gave rural industry a central role in an ambitious plan for 
national development and the revival of imperial economic power.20 The slogan ‘Men, Money, 
Markets’ summed up the formula whereby rural construction and settlement were linked with 
closer integration with the British economy and a strong foothold for Australian primary exports. 
Australia needed the men and the money to populate the land, feed the populace and deliver 
development. Both countries would gain from complementary trade: Australian primary goods 
into Britain and British manufactures into Australia. Conditions of mutual preference would 
protect both from American competition. Unemployed British workers were encouraged to swell 
local labour, and export earnings and overseas borrowing would help pay for infrastructure and a 
raft of measures to boost rural production and productivity.21 

Dairying closely matched the farming style envisaged in Empire development plans. But that 
was no quick fix for the industry’s cost burdens and poor returns. With local prices again linked 
to the export price, instability in world markets derailed domestic markets.22 Having owned 
several dairy farms himself, Page understood the problem.23 When prices fell, farmers typically 
lifted production to maintain income rather than pull back production to rebalance supply. The 
Country Party had criticised high tariffs, and primary producers had spurned government 
interference. But Page could see little political scope for rolling back the tariff that protected 
secondary industry: his federal coalition partners were champions of urban manufacturers, and 
Labor was guardian of the manufacturing workforce in the states. Page therefore urged his party 
to change tack and ‘get into the vicious circle’ and argue for similar protection for primary 
products. By 1925, Prime Minister Bruce could no longer seriously accept the view that primary 
producers were averse to government intervention, because of the numerous requests he 
received for protection.24 

Above all else, farmers sought ‘stabilisation’, by which they meant stable incomes, not stable 
supply. This meshed with new political objectives that relied on rural expansion and foreign 
exchange earnings. Both ruled out a market-based recalibration of supply that implied 
production cutbacks or farmer exits. A modification to the market mechanism had to be found. 
Two aims were uppermost: collective control in exporting the surplus, and local elimination of 
competitive price-cutting. Farmers and governments found common cause in this goal. 

Industry advocates campaigned for a federal statutory body with power to fix a ‘remunerative 
price, more in keeping with the costs of production’. Encouraged by the Prime Minister’s 
recognition of primary industries, interstate delegates conferred with Bruce in August 1924. 
Bruce rejected the price-fixing plan on constitutional grounds but promised financial support for 
production-boosting initiatives. He also revealed his new conviction that no permanent solution 
to dairying difficulties could be achieved without an ‘organised and orderly system of marketing 
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of the export surplus’. Seizing the moment, an industry committee formulated a proposal based 
on recent New Zealand legislation designed to coordinate distribution and selling agents, at 
home and in London, through an export board.25 They hoped in this way to control the gateway 
to the export market. 

The dairy industry was therefore among several primary industries that, in 1924, saw the 
creation of their own export control boards, industry bodies with power to control the shipping of 
exports and their release onto the London market. Critical to that power was the government 
licence required to enter the export market. The legislation was not won without a fight between 
co-operative and proprietary forces, but a producer poll yielded resounding support, and the Act 
took effect from February 1925. A complementary Export Guarantee Act allowed the 
government to guarantee bank advances of up to 80% of the market value of the produce. As 
Bruce saw it: ‘productive units are of no value to us unless a payable market is available for their 
production. The problem of marketing our surplus production has become acute in the last few 
years.’26 

Apart from one government position, the Dairy Produce Control Board consisted of 
representatives of farmers, butter and cheese factories (co-operative and proprietary) and dairy 
exporters. It enhanced Australian leverage in the London market through several means. 
Conditions in the licence could be used to standardise and elevate quality, helping Australian 
produce to challenge the superior reputation and pricing of Danish butter. The board could 
regulate the volume and timing of Australian export supply by withholding a portion of each 
manufacturer’s output from shipment if market information indicated overstocked markets or 
advantage in spreading deliveries. The scheme was supported by London importers, who 
consulted weekly with the board’s London agency. From information on Australian production 
and levels of sold and unsold stocks in various grades, an estimated average price gave a ‘lead’ 
to the London market on pricing Australian butter.27 

Domestic stabilisation—Paterson’s way 
The London price would nevertheless still reflect the stark reality that the dairy farmer ‘buys in a 
highly protected market and sells in the cheapest in competition with the world.’28 From the 
London market price, costs were deducted for freight, insurance, commission and exchange. 
What really pained Australian farmers was the fact that their domestic price was not even set by 
the world market price, but by the London price minus the exporting costs—estimated at 3d a 
pound (around 18% of the price)—even though these costs were not incurred for product sold in 
Australia. 

To rectify this situation, Thomas Paterson entered the scene. Paterson had been a dairy 
farmer and president of the Victorian Farmers’ Union. From 1922 he was the Country Party 
member for Gippsland. While many schemes to ‘stabilise’ the industry were floated, a relatively 
unknown Queenslander outlined an idea that Paterson relayed to an industry gathering in 
January 1925.29 Welcomed as the best solution yet, it aimed to compensate for the 3d a pound 
deductions by imposing a levy on all butter and cheese production, sufficient to pay a bonus on 
what was exported. Paterson travelled widely to win support for the plan. Labelled ‘Paterson’s 
Curse’ by opponents, the scheme won favour from dairy conferences in all states.30 

The government statistician explained how a levy on output could actually deliver a higher 
overall return. Annual average butter output was 220.5 million pounds (100 000 t), 63.5% of 
which was consumed locally and 36.5% exported. A levy of just over 1d a pound on factory 
output would raise about £1 million, enough to pay a subsidy of 3d a pound on export butter. By 
boosting the effective export price, the domestic price could also be raised by 3d a pound, 
yielding a gross gain on all output of £2.75 million and a net gain of £1.75 million, just under 2d a 
pound. That amount could then be distributed pro rata back to all farmers.31 Since everyone 
benefited through this ‘equalising’ effect, there was little incentive to upset the system by 
competing for markets and beating the price down. 

The Paterson Plan began in January 1926. It ran in parallel with the export control board, 
which fell under Paterson as Minister for Markets and Migration, and aided by government 
imposition of a 6d a pound duty on imports from New Zealand.32 The industry body which ran 
the scheme consisted of the export board minus the government official. It calculated and 
collected the levy and disbursed the export subsidy in liaison with an advisory committee in each 
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state. Its success would rely on providing sufficient reward to convince all factories to participate 
and desist from seeking market advantage by selling more cheaply outside the scheme. Most 
butter factories signed up; cheese makers remained aloof.33 In 1927, the Raymond Terrace Co-
op showed the benefit of farmers acting in unison.34 

As Paterson’s voluntary plan took effect nationally, NSW’s Labor Government prepared to 
follow Queensland comrades in offering farmers a compulsory state monopoly.35 With the cost of 
living on electors’ lips, a producers’ and consumers’ conference was held in September 1926 
with the aim of closing the gap between farmer return and consumer price in primary produce. 
The conference broke new ground by bringing opposing interests together to debate the merits 
of compulsory marketing. The NSW Agriculture Minister, William Dunn, a country school teacher 
from a farming background, had just returned from an overseas marketing study. Not a fan of 
compulsory pooling, he admitted that voluntary pools were failing, and ‘disciplined’ marketing 
was needed to ensure farmers a ‘fair return’.36 

If farmers had a monopoly, the NSW Lang Government wanted consumers to have a say. 
The Marketing of Primary Products Act of 1927 offered the monopoly by means of compulsory 
acquisition of a commodity by a statutory marketing board if two-thirds of producers so voted; 
the quid pro quo was consumer representation on the board. When Labor lost government, the 
Nationalist–Country Party coalition ditched the consumer positions owing to farmer protests.37 
But dairy farmers missed out on their unfettered state monopoly when fear of compulsory 
acquisition depleted the yes vote on the NSW North Coast by just enough to miss the required 
two-thirds majority.38 NSW dairy farmers thus continued to rely on the voluntary Paterson plan, 
though NSW’s Director of Dairying thought it could not hold a candle to the proposed state-
based pooling scheme. 

Butter makers gained from the Paterson scheme as export volumes and prices rose each 
season and the domestic price held a premium.39 According to one enthusiast, without this plan, 
‘many farmers would have been forced to discontinue their calling.’40 With it, Australian dairymen 
reaped £6.5 million by 1929 and £20 million by 1934.41 Jack Lang felt compelled to remind them: 
‘When attempts are made to inflame you against the city unionist, I would ask you to … think 
who this person is. He is the worker in the big cities who pays the extra 3d a pound on butter 
under the Paterson scheme.’42 

There were, however, two lurking dangers in this voluntary plan. Price differences between 
states opened the door to cross-border discounting. From 1929, an interstate committee worked 
at closing this door by trying to control butter movements and state prices. Their efforts weren’t 
helped by the dairy farmers who made their own butter on the farm: not enough to qualify as a 
levied ‘factory’ but enough to disrupt the Paterson applecart when they sold at cut rates.43 But 
the fatal flaw was revealed when the proportion of exports escalated far beyond the plan’s 
capacity to sustain a meaningful gain. In a perfect storm, Australian production and export levels 
kept rising as a general depression and a flood of surplus from all butter countries descended on 
Britain and the London price. Falling export prices drove compensating production, pushing the 
proportion of exports well beyond 50%. With diminishing reward for the loyalty on which the 
scheme depended, more and more factories withdrew levy payments and scrambled for markets 
with competitive discounting.44 By 1933, the scheme had virtually collapsed, with prices at an all 
time low,45 the levy at 20% of the farmer price,46 and farmers searching for a more robust 
stabilisation formula. They were also trying to rid their industry of the threat from margarine. In 
Sydney, the consumption of butter had dropped by a third.47 

Compulsory equalisation? 
With voluntary regulation in tatters, the industry discarded the idea of Paterson’s levy on 
production for more precise ways of holding the home price high. The intent was to quarantine 
the export price so it did not set the domestic price. That required effective industry discipline. A 
national industry conference in April 1933 stipulated three basic principles: the domestic price 
must be determined by Australian economic conditions and production costs; incentives to 
undermine the local market with competitive pricing must be removed by ensuring that all sales, 
local or export, yielded the same return to the factories; and legislative backing was needed to 
enforce any such scheme. Three building blocks were critical: state quotas to control how much 
could be sold within each state; the regulation of trade between states to prevent interstate 
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dumping; and the fixing of compulsory export quotas to extract the surplus from the local 
scene.48 By allocating product between different markets and pooling returns, the industry 
intended to secure an average price that provided a reasonable margin over cost of production, 
regardless of volume of production. 

State legislation was needed to enforce the state quotas and federal legislation was needed 
to regulate interstate trading and fix export quotas. Governments set the legislation in train, the 
Paterson scheme ended on 25 April 1934 and the new scheme started on 1 May.49 The federal 
legislation gained 95% support from farmers but was ultimately defeated by the Constitution. A 
challenge to the dried fruits legislation on which the dairy plan was modelled was upheld by the 
Privy Council in July 1936, with a ruling that it infringed the free trade provisions of Section 92. 
The federal quota legislation was therefore invalid. A referendum held to validate this type of 
legislation was rejected.50 

The scheme was forced to revert to a voluntary version. It was run by the Commonwealth 
Dairy Produce Equalisation Committee Ltd, a non-profit industry body. Denied federal legislative 
force, the committee derived its power from a deed of agreement with individual 
manufacturers.51 The committee negotiated with manufacturers to fix wholesale prices for local 
sales and to predict prices for overseas sales as a basis for forward factory payment of farmers. 
The total value of all actual sales was divided by the total quantity sold to give the average 
realised price, which each factory ultimately received on all its sales. By delivering an equal 
return to all participants regardless of where their produce was sold, the incentive to undercut 
the agreed-on local price was removed. At its regular reconciliation, the committee reclaimed 
money from factories who had oversold locally, and rebated money to those who sold more low-
priced exports. The farmer return was adjusted accordingly. The scheme ran separately for 
butter and cheese. Queensland, NSW, Victoria and Tasmania signed up for both, though 
Tasmania pulled out in 1936. South Australia signed up just for cheese.52 

The stabilisation plans cushioned Australian dairy farmers from the worst world prices. The 
Paterson plan and the equalisation scheme increased aggregate farmer returns by an average 
15% for the years 1926–27 to 1938–39. In its first year, the Equalisation Committee added £5 
million (69%) to the local butter and cheese prices paid by Australian consumers, an amount that 
equated to 8.5% of federal tax revenue from all sources.53 With higher export prices in 1937–38 
the consumer paid only 12.5% extra.54 

Stabilising fresh milk 
When butter markets floundered, dairy farmers sent more of their milk to the city for drinking. In 
the early 1920s, fresh milk achieved a 45% premium on its value as butter, giving this outlet 
special appeal.55 Once again, farmers strove for stable incomes. But consumer interest 
challenged farmer interest in the supply of fresh milk and posed different priorities. Quality and 
affordability predominated, and the control of supply became a vital precondition. 

On affordability, the NSW Board of Trade regarded the use of butter stabilisation schemes to 
‘disjoin’ the world price from the domestic price as detrimental to local consumers. Production 
costs merited consideration, but the public had the ‘undoubted right’ to a say in setting the 
farmer’s ‘proper return’.56 On the quality side, consumer priority was based on the view that 
nutritional value and the need for ‘unremitting’ sanitary control made fresh milk supply a public 
utility, akin to water, electricity, gas or transport. The Board of Trade set out some basic 
governing principles: universal accessibility; a ‘fair’ price based on normal market factors, free 
from artificial scarcity or other manipulation; ‘fair’ competition in milk sale, untainted by coercive 
or fraudulent rivalry; and strict maintenance of the standard of nutritional value. The Board 
concluded that these requirements would not be met without serious planning and complete 
reorganisation of the supply mechanism.57 

There were several competing channels of supply. The major processing and distributing 
companies, like Dairy Farmers and Fresh Food & Ice, brought country milk to the city, 
pasteurised it and sold it direct to homes or shops through their own milk runs or as wholesalers 
to independent vendors with a delivery business. Dairy Farmers had 100 company carts selling 
milk into the retail trade, but independent vendors took 60% of its output. Initially the companies 
brought milk from areas close to Sydney, like the Illawarra or Camden. From around 1912, they 
brought extra milk from factories in the Hunter Valley. 
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During the 1920s, ‘cheapo’ companies started to challenge the dominant milk companies, 
buying cheap milk from small butter factories or direct from farmers.58 Competing with the 
independent vendors who bought pasteurised milk from the companies were suburban 
dairymen-vendors who milked twice daily and sold raw milk straight from the cow to homes in 
their area. Though declining in numbers, they still supplied a third of Sydney’s milk.59 Adding to 
competition were ‘hawkers’ who bought milk from farmers at very low rates and undercut 
established vendors who paid award rates to employees who did the milk runs. 

The inability to store milk made it imperative to match fresh milk supply to demand within a 
brief timeframe. This was complicated by the mismatch between fairly static consumption levels 
and huge seasonal fluctuations in production. Summer demand soaked up only one-third or less 
of the possible supply, but most farmers made no attempt to adjust their output, since winter 
production was more laborious and more costly.60 

To regulate their milk intake, the major milk companies ran different winter and summer 
supply policies. To meet winter demand, they sought milk from further afield. At times of surplus, 
most companies allocated ‘block’ days when they refused to accept supply, forcing the farmer to 
direct his milk into butter or cheese production.61 Three common practices undermined this 
control measure: some farmers ignored instructions, either sending milk on block days or holding 
block-day milk on the farm until their allotted days; some farmers split consignments between 
different companies; and some broke away from their established company to sign up with a 
‘cheapo’, who paid lower prices but promised to get greater volumes to market. The price 
pressure from cheapo companies then restricted what the major companies could pay loyal 
suppliers. Dairy Farmers paid the price laid down by the Milk Suppliers’ Association, but the lack 
of a fixed retail price spurred competitors to undercut consumer and farmer prices.62 

Fresh milk supply was an urban issue that required a large measure of rural solution. To the 
Board of Trade the goals of cost efficiency, better affordability and top quality and safety implied 
a high level of coordination, through some central authority and perhaps even a monopoly. The 
Board found that much of the price premium for fresh milk reflected inefficiency, not value. The 
worst culprits were milk collection services that overlapped and milk companies who sourced 
from too far afield; milk company distribution costs were also 16% higher than those of 
independent vendors.63 The Board proposed that farmers organise a ‘co-operative monopoly’ to 
coordinate milk collection. The milk companies could operate as one to negotiate its bulk 
purchase but otherwise act as independent commercial entities restricted to processing and 
wholesale selling. Milk vendors working as independent family enterprises could best distribute 
the milk to retail and other small consumers.64 In all this the Board stipulated that ‘competitive 
and free markets are essential as public safeguards’ unless the law was altered to prevent the 
two great interests of farmers and milk processors combining to ‘obtain undue advantage at the 
public expense.’65 

The Board’s report in 1923 provided food for thought but no immediate action. As milk 
production continued to climb and the economic climate deteriorated, competitive excesses 
grew. Suppliers, companies and vendors multiplied and fought more ruthlessly for a limited 
market. Outlying co-ops offered milk at lower prices or set up their own distribution companies in 
Sydney. Milk companies offered vendors rebates based on sales volume, encouraging them to 
enlarge their territory. With a licence from the relevant local council, they could extend their runs 
over several council areas. Milk vending offered easy entry to unemployed newcomers. Councils 
placed no restrictions on numbers, but many ‘hawkers’ didn’t even register.66 With perhaps 10 or 
more vendors supplying one street, they undercut each other on price, then diluted or gave short 
measure to the consumer’s milk. To sour a competitor’s reputation they’d add lemon juice or 
junket tablets to delivered milk, then proclaim the superior freshness of their own product. Some 
even discouraged rivals with the ‘milk bash’ in the dark hours. 

Aggressive competition by many small players is supposed to create an ideal market. 
Theoretically, competing channels should have driven efficiency gains, passed onto consumers. 
Keen prices were there, yet the market was failing in its most basic task. Falling prices did not 
increase demand, nor contract supply. Falling butter prices spurred further production and a 
flood of fresh milk into Sydney. Competition was so intense that good practice went out the 
window. The result was hazardous for public health. The Dairies Supervision Act, with 
registration and supervision of dairymen and milk vendors in the hands of 59 different councils, 
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wasn’t up to the job. Each had their own standards and levels of inspection, and exerted no 
effective control over the numbers and types of people registered.67 

The fresh milk issue was a lively topic at the Lang Government’s conference of producers and 
consumers in 1926. The compiled data showed that the farmer–consumer price gap was widest 
for fresh milk. The Minister for Lands blamed the intermediary system, which was ‘unsound, 
archaic, and cost too much.’68 When a farmer committee and a consumer committee considered 
the matter, both endorsed government creation of some central statutory authority to control 
pricing, collection and distribution of milk. 

Intent on action, the Lang Government introduced a Milk Bill in March 1927 under the 
auspices of the Minister for Health. A Metropolitan Milk Board would have the statutory power to 
control the supply of milk from producer to consumer, fix prices and even engage in wholesale or 
retail distribution. Farmers would have a majority but consumers would be represented.69 The 
Bill attracted much opposition and political lobbying. The milk companies resisted government 
involvement, and Dairy Farmers was adamant that a single co-operative channel—a co-
operative monopoly—would eliminate competitive inefficiencies and prove superior to state 
regulation if given sufficient support. The co-op was already working towards a merger of the 
Sydney milk companies.70 Dairy Farmers and many others were also against a consumer voice. 
With the labour movement plugging for consumers, Lang pressed on with his Bill but failed to 
complete its passage before losing the December election. 

In the new Nationalist–Country Party Government, the Country Party held four of fourteen 
Cabinet seats. The Minister for Health, Dr Richard Arthur, was a Nationalist but was sympathetic 
to the milk company merger. Dairy Farmers offered Arthur a deal: in return for a legislated 
monopoly they would absorb the other companies and accept a Milk Board, as long as farmers 
had absolute control and the Board had no power to trade. Though drafted into the original Bill, 
the co-operative monopoly and the farmer control drew so much opposition that the Bill was 
deferred and amended.71 In December 1929, the Milk Bill was finally passed with both features 
removed. Dairy Farmers had achieved some amalgamation, but several milk companies were 
still in full-blooded competition. 

The Metropolitan Milk Board 
The Metropolitan Milk Act of 1929 attempted to stabilise prices, supply and quality in the Sydney 
area. The Metropolitan Milk Board could use its registration powers to control the number of city 
suppliers. It could also fix prices: a minimum for the farmer and a maximum for the consumer. 
Quality could be controlled by conditions of registration, the monitoring of equipment and 
processes and the grading of milk.72 The Board’s four farmers, two consumers and chairman 
had a vote; two milk company representatives had only an advisory voice. 

These powers failed to stabilise the market. Delay in setting prices allowed jockeying for 
market position with low prices. Then the Board was unable to enforce its set prices in the face 
of a mounting milk surplus. With others undercutting them, the major milk companies couldn’t 
pay the regulated farmer price and decided to stop buying milk and receive it simply as agents, 
disposing of it ‘to best advantage’.73 In October 1930, Lang returned to government with a 
promise to stabilise prices, but a new company started in Sydney with Singleton milk and 
escalated the price war. Legally, the farmer price of 12½d a gallon was still in force, but the 
actual price ranged from 6½d to 8¾d. By May 1931 it was down to 5d and the Metropolitan Milk 
Act was declared a toothless tiger.74 

A second producer and consumer conference had firm views on the milk supply. Farmers 
wanted the current Milk Board to have full legal control over all steps in the supply process, with 
farmer co-ops responsible for their conduct. Consumers agreed to co-operative control of milk 
collection and bulk supply to Sydney, but asserted that distribution had nothing to do with 
farmers. They wanted a new Milk Board which would negotiate the bulk supply price and take 
full control of metropolitan distribution.75 

Lang blamed the Milk Board’s failure on its cumbersome character and on milk company 
abandonment of set pricing. The new Milk Board would be streamlined and have just one farmer 
and one consumer and an independent chairman. But the crucial difference lay in giving the 
Board ownership of the milk. The Milk Board would assess demand, buy the required supply 
from farmers and pay them directly. The Board would then supply companies with milk to 
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process and distribute as Board agents at set Board prices. In this way, the Board could truly 
control country supplies and prices and match them to city demand.76 

That consumer interest was still uppermost was clear when the Milk Bill was introduced to 
Parliament. The Minister said this was not about farmer viability, though it would enhance it. The 
stabilisation of farm prices was incidental to the main purpose of securing an adequate supply of 
good-quality milk as a public health utility.77 Country Party members also saw that farmer 
interests were secondary. They contested a clause which allowed the Board to exclude any area 
from sending milk to the city. Objecting that it would force farmers to turn their milk to butter, they 
voiced the ‘definite suspicion’ that the Bill was designed ‘to contract the supplying areas’. 
Confirming the suspicion, the Minister refused to amend the clause, because that would defeat 
the purpose of the Bill.78 

With passage of the Milk Act of 1931, the era of regulation arrived. The new Milk Board took 
office in January 1932. With cut-throat competition continuing till the very last moment, speed in 
regulating prices was critical. The public enquiry had little time for close analysis of disparate 
production costs and chose a ‘fair’ minimum price for farmers. An averaged fixed charge 
covered treatment at country factories and a freight allowance for transport to Sydney. The city 
milk companies were allowed a standard margin to cover milk processing and transport to 
wholesale depots. Wholesale and retail prices were set as a maximum. Compulsory vesting of 
milk ownership started on the same day as the regulated prices to prevent anyone trying to 
undercut them. All country milk for the Sydney market became the property of the Board on 
delivery to a country factory or receiving depot.79 

With five surviving milk companies, the Board’s consumer representative opposed anything 
approaching monopoly and won. All five companies were appointed as Board agents, despite 
the chairman’s objection on efficiency and practical grounds.80 To control supply, a producing 
district, called the milk zone, was established as the area from which the Milk Board would draw 
its city milk. The agent companies were directed to draw their milk from the country factories that 
previously supplied them. They purchased the milk from the Board on its arrival in Sydney and 
the Board paid monthly cheques directly to farmers. Dairy Farmers soon acquired three other 
agents and covered sixteen factories; the proprietary Fresh Food & Ice drew supply from the 
other seven. By 1934, Dairy Farmers marketed 70% of the country milk coming to Sydney.81 The 
Milk Board controlled distribution in a defined area, called the metropolitan milk distributing 
district. Wisely designated not as a Metropolitan Milk Board but AS the Milk Board of NSW, it 
had provision to extend either the supply zone or the distribution district as required. Newcastle 
became a second metropolitan distributing district in September 1932, and Wollongong a third 
in 1945. 

Compulsory farmer and vendor registration allowed the Board to restrict entry to the 
industry—another tool to control supply. With annual milk production of around 70 million gallons 
(320 million litres) and metropolitan demand of only 20 to 28 million gallons (90 to 127 million 
litres), city markets were unable to absorb more than 40% of country milk produced on 
registered dairies within the milk zone.82 In 1937, at least 1000 dairy farmers in the milk zone 
were not licensed to supply the Milk Board.83 

Registration remained the means for controlling quality. Anyone who did not comply with 
stringent standards of sanitation and operation could be denied registration or have it cancelled. 
By 1934, Dairy Farmers was attributing a very obvious improvement in supply quality to the Milk 
Board controls.84 With similar strides in distribution,85 a new public faith in milk quality pushed up 
consumption from 0.46 pints (260 mL) a head per day in 1934 to 0.55 (313 mL) by 1937 and 
0.60 (341 mL) by 1941.86 

Vendor distribution initially remained a trouble spot. The Board controlled the sale of milk runs 
to prevent an increase in the number of traders but allowed some route duplication—perhaps 
three per area—to maintain some competition and consumer choice. To eliminate the early 
morning ‘hawkers’, the hours of delivery were strictly aligned with prescribed work hours for 
vendor employees under the industrial award.87 But price-cutting and dubious practices survived 
because the retail price was set as a maximum, not a minimum. In late 1933, the vendors’ 
association formed a trade committee to stabilise retail prices at the maximum. The methods 
included arranging for troublesome vendors to be bought out; setting up a subsidised competitor 
against price-cutters; approaching offenders’ customers with even lower prices; and encouraging 
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stable shop prices. As trade settled, distribution became more efficient, vendor numbers fell and 
volume delivered per vehicle rose.88 

The Milk Board permitted these unofficial measures but refused requests to fix the retail price 
as a minimum. Proposals for a block system of delivery, with one vendor per zone, were also 
dismissed because the saving could not justify throwing 2500 vendors out of work.89 In 1942, 
wartime conditions drove this restriction of competition. To save resources and labour, the block 
system was introduced, giving each vendor a monopoly of a designated delivery zone. 

In 1934, Dairy Farmers applauded the ‘sound economic position’ created by the second Milk 
Board, reflecting that the first board attempted to fix the price but made ‘no effort whatever to 
regulate the supply.’ The second board succeeded because it did both. Suppliers relished the 
resulting stability.90 The farmers’ share of the retail price had risen from 27.5% in 1925–26 to 
40% in 1932. It would reach 57% by 1955.91 

Similar arrangements were instigated in other Australian states to deal with similar problems 
of metropolitan supply. The result was a set of separate state systems, each with its own 
idiosyncrasies, each with its own milk board and specific regulations, governing the fresh milk 
supply of the major cities. These continued to develop, with minor modifications during and after 
the war, but remained secure and separate within their state borders. 

The equalised system for stabilising butter and cheese also grew. As a temporary relief to 
maintain production in wartime conditions, the Federal Government paid a one-off subsidy in 
1942–43, which it distributed through the Equalisation Committee that orchestrated butter and 
cheese sales.92 The expedient was repeated in 1944 and 1945, at around £6.5 million a year. 
From 1947, the expedient became more permanent, with an annual subsidy—or ‘bounty’—
included in 5-year stabilisation plans and reaching £15 million a year by 1951. Since this subsidy 
was always delivered via the Equalisation Committee, it was available only to participants in the 
equalisation scheme. In this way, the subsidy became the glue that made ‘voluntary’ 
equalisation effectively ‘compulsory’ and held the system together, doing what the Constitution 
had not allowed. 

Three features—state market milk regulation, domestic prices held above world levels, and 
equalised manufacturing returns—became an unquestioned way of life for Australian dairy 
farmers for decades. 
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Chapter 2: Regulation going wrong 

November 1975 was a tumultuous time. The patrician Victorian grazier and Liberal leader, 
Malcolm Fraser, had outmanoeuvred an equally patrician Labor Prime Minister, Gough Whitlam 
QC, by engineering a grand ‘dismissal’ by the Governor-General, Sir John Kerr. While Fraser 
claimed he was saving the country from bankruptcy, Whitlam urged its citizens to maintain their 
rage over this offence against democracy. 

Victorian dairy farmers were already in a rage, but not because of any injustice to Whitlam. 
Most were glad to see the back of the Labor Government, but they wanted all and sundry to 
know how desperate things were on the farm. Thousands were putting their names to a 
manifesto to politicians, and many were calling for a blockade of major roads to reinforce their 
point. The sudden collapse of the world market for skim milk powder—due to a 1.2 million tonne 
surplus—had them facing a 37% cut in returns for this product. This was on top of a steady 
decline in their raw milk price since 1971.1 By February 1976, Victorian dairy farmers were 
shooting cows by the thousands and burying them in mass roadside pits. 

Dairy factories were in a rage with the European Economic Community (EEC) for its 
production excess, and equally with its own Commonwealth Equalisation Committee for setting 
interim prices at $400 a tonne just before a world crash. Realised prices of $250 had cost the 
committee $4.6 million, which would have to be recovered from the factories.2 The hard man of 
Victoria’s dairy manufacturers, Jack McGuire, was madder than most, since his Murray Goulburn 
Dairy Cooperative had geared up for skim milk powder and would take the biggest hit.3 The 
general pique was further inflamed by Labor’s recent termination of several federal subsidies 
and by its ditching of the Australian Dairy Produce Board, which ran its export controls. The 
Australian Dairy Corporation, which replaced it, gave less power to factories.4 

NSW dairy farmers were also in a rage: at a High Court decision that allowed Victorian 
companies to send their milk into NSW, defying all the principles of state regulation of the fresh 
milk trade. The justices ruled that the NSW Dairy Industry Act contravened Section 92 of the 
Constitution, which said that trade between the states must be free.5 Farmers in the southern 
Riverina held a mass meeting to complain that Victorian milk would enter the NSW border town 
of Albury and steal their share of that market.6 Farmers on NSW’s Far North Coast contemplated 
a northern border breach to crash Brisbane’s milk market, since they were barred from Sydney.7 
By December, farmers in the north and south had formed an action group representing all NSW 
dairy farmers who were outside the official milk zone that supplied Sydney’s fresh milk.8 

Australian dairying was in crisis and awash with caustic complaints: 
Too much production for too few markets. Australian milk output had peaked at 7.5 billion 

litres in 1969–70,9 but Australians drank less than a quarter as fresh milk, and consumption per 
person was going down, while margarine was ripping into butter sales. In a decade, butter use 
declined more than 25%, despite a 30% drop in its wholesale price.10 

Too much production in one place. In 1973–74, Victoria produced 58% of Australia’s milk, 
NSW a paltry 16% and Queensland just under 10%.11 Victorians thought this showed their 
superior efficiency. The northern states thought Victoria’s production was out of control and gave 
Victorians too much power in industry politics. 

Too much disparity between dairy incomes. In this time of crisis, more than 40% of farms 
earned a net negative income, while only around 10% earned $10,000 or more.12 

Too much disparity between dairy incomes and those of other Australians. The Victorian 
manifesto claimed that many dairy farmers received less than half the basic wage while working 
much harder than most of the workforce. The income of Victoria’s dairy farmers had fallen by 
one-third since 1971–72, while the average earnings of other Victorians had risen 58%.13 

Too small a margin between escalating costs and returns for the product. Costs for dairy 
inputs rose an estimated 47% in just 2 years, between 1973–74 and 1975–76.14 

Too big a gap between manufacturing returns and those from fresh liquid milk. In NSW, milk 
for manufacturing purposes was bringing farmers 23¢ a litre while market milk returned 74¢.15 
The market milk price also followed the consumer price index (CPI) much more closely. Since 
1960, Victoria’s CPI had risen 61%, its market milk price 57%, but its manufacturing milk price 
only 27%.16 The disparity was even worse in NSW and Queensland. 
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Too much disparity between fresh milk prices in different states. The NSW retail price was 
said to be 20% higher than elsewhere.17 

Too many dairy farmers being forced off their farms. In just 4 years from 1970, the number of 
Australian dairy farms had fallen by 7000, from 36,279 to 29,218.18 

If regulation was supposed to smooth the glitches in free markets and deliver better social 
and economic outcomes, then something seemed to be going seriously wrong with Australia’s 
regulated dairy system. 

Certainly the regulatory system had taken a battering from recent changes in its operating 
environment. The year of 1973 was a dramatic example of what the world could serve up. On 1 
January 1973, Britain finally entered the EEC, thus stopping dead the major export market for 
Australian dairy manufactures, especially butter and cheese. In February 1973, the Bretton 
Woods agreement that had underpinned fixed exchange rates since the Second World War 
finally collapsed in the wake of the budgetary drains of the Vietnam War. Most countries allowed 
their currencies to float and eased restrictions on capital flows, releasing a surge of inflation 
through the developed world.19 From October 1973, another Arab–Israeli war sparked the 
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries’ (OPEC’s) cut in oil production and its 70% 
hike in prices, and sent the inflationary surge into a compounding spiral that changed the price 
structure of most goods. By mid-1974, the US and Canada had 11% inflation, the UK 16%, and 
Japan 23%.20 In Australia, 1973 saw a Labor Government fresh from the political wilderness 
push through a program of radical reform, beginning with a 7% upward revaluation of its 
currency. Coupled with a subsequent US devaluation, it stripped 11% from real returns on dairy 
exports and opened the door to imports.21 This was followed by a whole new approach to 
agricultural policy in general and the dairy industry in particular. 

The end of the British market 
Britain’s entry into the EEC in 1973 was perhaps the most directly brutal blow in its effect. Britain 
had let post-war leadership slip from its grasp, responding with only fleeting enthusiasm to US 
pressure to foster some form of European union. Six European states—Belgium, France, West 
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands—took the initiative. In 1958, the EEC was 
born. If Britain stayed aloof, it risked becoming a political and economic backwater; if it joined the 
Six, preferential trading arrangements with its Commonwealth could be jeopardised. A 
compromise strategy of seeking a settlement with Europe that would also satisfy Commonwealth 
farmers failed at the first attempt—an early indicator of what might follow. The EEC was just 
embarking on its Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), established in 1962. Shaped by post-war 
food shortages and a Cold War climate, it had two key objectives: to increase agricultural 
productivity through technical progress and optimum use of inputs, especially labour; and to 
ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural community, particularly by boosting individual 
earnings. The chief instrument of the CAP was market management through import taxes, 
export subsidies and government-supported ‘target’ farmer prices.22 The policy worked and 
agricultural production grew, heralding future problems for Australia. 

Britain’s increasing interest in a European partnership eventually accommodated Europe’s 
increasing interest in protection. The EEC finally accepted Britain’s overtures in 1971, and the 
British parliament voted to join up on 1 January 1973.23 The new community would have a 
population bigger than the US, a gross national product of nearly £400 billion a year, and 41% of 
world trade.24 Good news for Britain and Europe but not for Australia. Britain’s dairy industry 
became subject to the CAP, effectively closing the UK market to non-EEC countries. Australia 
would be exposed to the growing CAP surpluses without its previously assured export sink. In 
1973, the EEC dumped a third of its butter production on the world market.25 

During Europe’s food shortages, Australian primary producers had enjoyed halcyon days, 
when the world was eager for their output. Dairy farmers were blessed with ready markets and 
good prices. Any dips in the general trend were met with soothing sympathy from the ruling 
Liberal–Country Party Coalition. Jack McEwen, the Minister for Trade, Country Party leader and 
Deputy Prime Minister, was a former soldier settler and a determined rural advocate, and was 
adept at delivering. He was unashamed in voicing his ‘farmer knows best’ philosophy and his 
conviction that his party’s job was ‘to see that the will of those who produce and own the product 
is carried into legislative and administrative effect.’26 
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Alert to dangers for primary exporters, McEwen hastened to put Australia’s case in the 
British–European negotiations. Britain was seeking a 5-year transition in which to gradually 
conform with EEC requirements. Australia wanted a similar phasing-out of Britain’s preferential 
treatment of its UK exports, which British officials insisted would be best achieved by leaving all 
negotiations in their hands. When McEwen’s successor, Doug Anthony, visited Europe in June 
1971, he was shocked to learn that the British delegation had already accepted a deal which 
looked after Britain but left Australia out in the cold.27 Australian ministers had assumed that the 
EEC’s regime would be ‘progressively applied’, and even expected ongoing sales to the UK as 
Europe’s ageing farmer population produced less.28 Instead, the sales would cease abruptly in 
1973. A more astute New Zealand Government had negotiated special survivor status as the 
only non-EEC country to retain significant access to its former British markets. 

Australia was caught totally unprepared for one of the most dramatic events in its trade 
history. The impact on primary exports soon became starkly clear. During the 1960s, more than 
60% of Australia’s milk became butter, 35% to 46% of which was exported, about 80% to the 
UK.29 Of 19 countries sharing Britain’s butter import quota, Australia was the third biggest 
supplier with 16%, behind New Zealand at 41% and Denmark at 22%.30 Australian butter 
exports to Britain fell from 69,700 tonnes in 1970 to zero in 1974, and cheese exports from 
15,300 tonnes to zero. The scarcity of alternative markets was evident when total butter exports 
reached only 18,900 tonnes in 1975, and total cheese exports only 28,800 tonnes.31 At the same 
time, the EEC’s agricultural support policies continued to encourage more production. 

Australia was propelled into a substantial restructuring of its dairy trade from a meagre and 
insecure base. Future prospects presented a more motley, more fragmented and more 
fluctuating face, and the major alternatives indulged in protection and surplus dumping.32 The 
US maintained tight import quotas that restricted entry, and price supports that often caused 
overproduction which ended up in world markets or overseas aid. Japan was also subsidising its 
local industry towards self-sufficiency goals. McEwen had tried to encourage some diversity of 
export markets, notably to Japan, which took about half of Australian cheese exports from 1971. 
Dried milk powders had become another popular means of converting milk to storable form and 
became significant export products. Skim milk powder sold well in Japan but hit hard competition 
from the US. In general, exports to the US, the Philippines and the Middle East fluctuated, and 
the remaining markets were small and diverse.33 Life was never going to be as easy without a 
steady, reliable transfer to Britain. 

Structural imbalance at home 
It wasn’t all the fault of outsiders. Government policy had focused on minimising dairy 
competition at home and compensating for dairy competition overseas. A production-driven 
industry was disconnected from consumer desires and was poorly prepared for the coming 
catastrophe. Structural imbalances caused the impact of global events to hit unevenly, bringing 
discord to the industry. 

One structural imbalance occurred because of the two different systems of dairy support. The 
two models of stabilisation set in place in the early 1930s had become entrenched in succeeding 
decades, each driven by different priorities and by different forms of protection. The result was 
two separate sectors, one for manufactured dairy commodities and one for fresh drinking milk, 
commonly called market milk. The first was national- and export-oriented; the second was 
domestic and state-based. The first was still exposed to world price fluctuations; the second was 
comfortably insulated. The first put no limits on production; the second matched fresh milk 
supply to market demand. Farmers’ returns from the first were typically half those from the 
second.34 The two systems nevertheless shared the common feature that milk payments were 
made on a uniform basis, without regard to the scale or efficiency of the individual farm or 
factory. 

Fresh liquid milk was sold in separate state markets, regulated by state authorities, according 
to specific state rules. Freed from market forces, life was orderly and income was secure under 
the stewardship of the state milk authorities. They matched supply orders to local consumption, 
orchestrated the movement of the milk, and set prices and margins at each stage of the supply 
chain. The designation of farmers and vendors to particular processors and the allocation of 
exclusive geographic zones of distribution provided a series of private monopolies with an 
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uncontested price. Market milk prices typically differed from state to state, but freight costs and 
the dangers of deterioration provided sufficient natural protection to prevent price erosion from 
interstate. The resulting price benefit was estimated to contribute at least 45% of average net 
farm income for the market milk sector.35 

Milk not required for fresh milk went into manufacturing other dairy products with a far longer 
shelf life. The manufacturing sector still used schemes that stabilised incomes but not supply. 
Domestic wholesale prices were set above world levels through the Equalisation Committee, 
and returns were pooled to deliver an ‘equalised’ average to all, regardless of what their own 
product actually realised. The annual subsidy (bounty) paid by the Federal Government provided 
a further boost to returns: an annual $26 million to $27 million in the 1960s.36 The high home 
price was protected from outside competition by tariffs and import controls, and internally by 
restrictive state quotas on production of table margarine. Through the 1950s, protections for 
butter and cheese alone contributed an average 27% of dairy farmer income.37 More recent 
bounty payments on casein and skim milk powder and compensation for currency devaluations 
added further buffers.38 

In the early 1970s, the average annual protection afforded an average dairy farm roughly 
equalled the salary of a science graduate of a few years’ standing. Close to $5000 of an average 
net farm income of $7170 came from the bounty ($1151), domestic price fixing (at least $3201) 
and a mix of input subsidies ($416), not to mention a range of rural concessions.39 Taxpayers 
funded the bounty and other subsidies. Consumers paid for domestic price-fixing. 

Another major imbalance in the industry arose from uneven access to the higher fresh milk 
return. Because market milk regulation had developed to protect metropolitan supply, milk 
boards sourced milk from farms located close to the major cities. Farmers beyond the traditional 
supply area were called on as a last resort and derived most of their income from manufacturing. 
This geographical divide became more significant as the price differential rose. The loss of UK 
markets fell on those who relied largely on manufacturing milk and already received lower prices 
than those who supplied drinking milk. They saw themselves as the ‘have-nots’, cheated by the 
‘haves’ with their hold on market milk. 

A similar geographical divide developed between the states. In size of the fresh milk market, 
NSW was way ahead; this most populous state had the most concentrated urban strip, 
stretching from Wollongong to Sydney and up to Newcastle. In 1974, 35.5% of Australia’s dairy 
farmers received more than 50% of their revenue from market milk; 34% of those came from 
NSW and 25% from Queensland, but only 22.2% from Victoria.40 Around 58% of Australia’s 
dairy farmers relied mostly on manufacturing milk, and large swathes of them were in Victoria.41 

This state imbalance arose from the massive southward shift in production. In 1910, NSW 
was the top milk producer, with almost 240,000 gallons (1 million L), Victoria was a close sec-
ond, and Queensland produced less than 90,000 gallons (400,000 L). Butter production ranked 
in the same order. During the 1930s, Victoria overtook NSW, and Queensland overtook both, 
producing 35% of the nation’s butter in 1938–39, against 29% by Victoria and 26% by NSW. 
After the war, Victoria emerged as the top dairy state, making 44% of Australian butter by 1955–
56. By the mid-1970s, it produced close to 60% of Australia’s milk and nearly 75% of its butter.42 

The Australian dairy industry had another enduring feature. Despite the protective largesse, 
many dairy farmers were living in poverty, reflecting what was called the ‘small farm, low income’ 
problem. Though this was common in Australian agriculture, dairying was worse off than most, 
despite being among the most highly protected rural industries. Present from dairying’s earliest 
days, the poverty problem was still prominent in the 1960s. Behind the rosy picture of big butter 
exports to Britain, close to 60% of dairy farms had an annual net farm income of less than 
$2000—defined as the threshold of ‘low income’—while 35% returned less than $1000 and 14% 
were in negative territory. The situation was worse in the manufacturing milk sector, where 
almost 40% earned less than $1000. The market milk sector fared slightly better, with 25% 
under $1000.43 Though some farms did very well, others scraped an existence from the free 
labour of all family members. 

Economist Doug McKay found a distinct relationship between low income and low output. The 
phenomenon was attributed largely to constraints on growth due to the quantity or quality of the 
land; a lack of managerial ability to organise given resources to achieve a better result; and 
inefficiency caused by lack of capital to develop farm potential and adopt new techniques that 
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required extra investment.44 A Lismore accountant could attest to this combination among his 
dairy clients on NSW’s North Coast: ‘One point stands out fairly clearly—the farms with the 
larger herds and the capacity to feed them well are relatively better off than those with smaller 
herds because of the greater bulk of production.’45 

In 1968, the Minister for Agriculture, Doug Anthony, warned that the structure of family farms 
would have to change: holdings would have to get bigger so producers could take advantage of 
new technology, maintain competitiveness and enjoy a reasonable standard of living. He also 
criticised the anachronism of a two-tiered industry with a gap in returns that invited competitors 
to invade. Anthony urged the industry to solve its structural problems.46 But his party’s ‘farmer 
knows best’ policy had left it bereft of the motivation and tools to initiate and manage major 
structural change. Left to themselves, farmers kept milking their cows and taking their subsidies 
and supports. Instead of dissolving the wide gap in rewards between the two sectors, the 
industry preferred to haggle over who should gain the benefit of the differential, especially as the 
good times turned bad. 

The Whitlam way 
Campaigning on the theme of ‘It’s Time’, the Whitlam-led Australian Labor Party charged into 
government with a whirl of radical social reforms and a whole new take on industry assistance. 
Whitlam said McEwen’s ‘protection all round’ pandered to both primary producers and 
manufacturers with two negative effects: firms and industries were formed in the belief that 
governments would always keep them afloat; and protection in one industry could add to the 
cost of inputs for unprotected industries, pricing them out of export markets.47 

To help the government sort out such evils, a prominent agricultural economist, Fred Gruen, 
was recruited from the Australian National University as an independent source of economic 
advice. From his formative years in policy research in NSW’s Department of Agriculture, he had 
plenty of ideas. In 1949, he’d declared closer rural settlement schemes unsuited to Australian 
conditions and predicted their failure. In the 1960s he was vocal in debates about dairy industry 
protection, including the ‘tariff compensation’ argument for protecting Australian agriculture. 
Though an advocate of less protection, Gruen challenged the idea that farmers should lose their 
lower levels of assistance before manufacturers lost their higher levels, and opposed the attitude 
that ‘anything any farm pressure group asked for was ipso facto unjustifiable.’48 

With Gruen’s helpful advice, by July 1973 Whitlam had slashed all tariffs on imported goods 
by 25%; by September a Bill was in Parliament to replace the Tariff Board with the Industries 
Assistance Commission (IAC), which would advise on all forms of assistance in all industries. To 
reverse the Tariff Board’s historical neglect of rural industries, the enabling legislation instructed 
the IAC to screen rural pleas for assistance in an independent and rational fashion, with equal 
treatment of competing interests. To assist the IAC, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
continued its role of providing data and research on specific industries. To scrutinise all prices, 
the Prices Justification Tribunal started work in August 1973.49 To counter collusive, 
anticompetitive and exploitative behaviour, a new Trade Practices Act took effect in 1974. 

The Whitlam Government recognised the inherent vulnerability of primary industries and the 
social benefit of helping farmers exposed to drought, flood and falling prices. But it took a 
radically different approach to assistance. In Whitlam’s view, McEwen’s deference to farmer 
judgement allowed a minority to articulate the arguments that saw the interests of the very 
largest producers put into effect. That’s why rural assistance schemes typically provided benefits 
according to farm size and output, and taxation concessions favoured farmers with high 
incomes. A good 23% of total government assistance to primary industry in 1971–72 went into 
subsidies allocated according to scale of production. It was inequitable, said Whitlam, and 
ineffective.50 It encouraged overproduction for the wrong reasons and drew resources into the 
wrong places. 

The second tradition Whitlam wished to dispel was the view that because people chose to go 
into an industry, they had the right to be maintained there by the government and society, and at 
a certain level of income. The third was the model of government simply reacting to specific 
industry problems, with quick fixes. The result was an ad hoc array of often conflicting policies, 
worked out in back rooms with affected farmers without reference to overriding government 
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objectives. The effect was magnified because Australia’s farmer organisations were structured 
around separate commodities and conducted their advocacy on that narrow basis.51 

Whitlam intended to rationalise rural policy, integrate it with national goals, and encourage the 
restructure of rural industry to meet market needs in the most efficient way. The Government’s 
1974 Green Paper on Rural Policy sought measures that were ‘economically sound and socially 
equitable’. It identified a need to reform agriculture around its natural competitive advantages so 
resources were allocated for economically rational reasons by market mechanisms, and less 
artificial protection was required. Due regard would be given to social outcomes during 
adjustment.52 

The dairy industry fell under Senator Ken Wreidt as Minister for Agriculture. He found a 
diverse array of aids, generally introduced to assist with specific problems which were 
themselves diverse. Some measures worked in conflict with others, some extended benefits 
beyond the target group, and some benefits designed for dairy farmers imposed costs for 
others.53 Dairy farmers might welcome the reduction of tariffs on goods that were inputs to their 
own production, but they were shocked by the broom that swept through their supports, both 
general and specific.54 Devaluation compensation went quickly, then came warning that the 
annual subsidy paid through the equalisation scheme would be phased out. From July 1973, that 
$27 million subsidy was cut to $18 million and then to $9 million in its final year, to end in June 
1975. Slated for rapid repeal were anti-dumping duties, free school milk, numerous rural benefits 
on petrol, fertiliser, telephones and other services, and investment and tax concessions. State 
constraints on competition from table margarine were also on the hit list. The Government led by 
example, phasing out margarine quotas in the ACT; South Australia followed.55 

While demolishing ad hoc supports, Wreidt developed systematic programs that would 
mitigate the fallout from losing the UK market. After adopting a general scheme for farm 
adjustment, Wreidt drafted a dairy-specific version. It built on the marginal dairy farm scheme 
introduced in a small way by Doug Anthony in 1970 to encourage small-farm amalgamations. 
Labor’s program was more expansive and more targeted to efficiency upgrades, and would pick 
up when the Anthony scheme ended in 1974.56 The IAC was set to work on longer-term 
restructure strategies for adoption when the adjustment program ended in June 1976. 

To foster independent rural policy, Wreidt ended decades of insider domination of marketing 
authorities by revising positions and appointing members with ‘special qualifications’. In mid-
1975, the Australian Dairy Corporation replaced the Australian Dairy Produce Board, which had 
run export controls since 1924. Only two of the thirteen Board members were appointed to the 
Corporation’s eleven-member board. Wreidt broke tradition by choosing an industry outsider, 
Cadbury’s marketing director, Tony Webster, as an independent chairman.57 

The Whitlam Government was short-lived but its fresh approach shifted the ground of agri-
cultural policy at a critical time and started a process that would work its way through the dairy 
industry over decades. Because of the constitutional division of powers, most of the Federal 
Government’s reforms hit more directly on the export-related dairy manufacturing sector. But this 
had plenty of implications for market milk, which was otherwise removed from global gyrations. 
In that state-regulated sector, there was one major structural imbalance that had to be solved. 
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Chapter 3: Haves and have-nots 

The market milk state 
Jack Ferguson was a legend in NSW market milk circles. A smart, knockabout type, he moved 
through railway union and Communist Party to the top ranks of the Australian Labor Party (ALP) 
and into the Legislative Council. This he relinquished when called to the chairmanship of the Milk 
Board in 1952. Industry horror at a unionist running its affairs turned to respect for his efforts to 
stabilise the industry and improve the dairy farmer’s lot. It was regarded as a sad day when he 
retired in 1968, even sadder when he died a year later.1 

Ferguson brought year-round certainty to city milk supplies. Consumers drank fresh milk in 
fairly regular amounts every day, but laborious winter supply often fell short. The Milk Board 
traditionally ordered its milk supply from factories as a required regular volume—called a 
quota—tied to past winter output. This intended winter stimulus failed because factories didn’t 
follow suit in sharing their quota among farmers,2 forcing the Board to seek milk outside the 
normal supply area. After a succession of poor seasons, with winter milk rationing, Ferguson 
targeted farmers directly. He introduced individual farm quotas in 1955, to motivate and oblige 
milk zone farmers to produce the same volume of milk all through the year. He promised to pay 
them well, in recognition of the extra winter cost, and he did. Milk zone farmers became the 
‘haves’. 

Individual quotas were based on output in the lean months. To qualify, farmers soon gave 
Ferguson more winter milk. May–June production jumped 65.4% in the first year of individual 
quotas; the variation between summer peak and winter low shrank by a factor of three.3 Quotas 
imposed an obligation to supply the specified volume but gave direct access to the premium paid 
for milk going to city fresh milk markets. They were prized by milk zone dairy farmers as a 
predictable, guaranteed outlet, at a price set by local costs of production; certainly worth the 
extra cost of meeting Milk Board production levels and quality standards. Banks also recognised 
the stable income of quota holders and more readily approved loans that lifted capital investment 
in quota farms.4 In 1958, 5500 NSW dairymen held quotas of varying sizes: half were under 30 
gallons (136 L) a day, 43% between 31 and 80 gallons (360 L); fewer than 1% held quotas of 
more than 150 gallons (680 L) a day.5 

Quotas were an administrative device: a slice of market share allocated by the Milk Board at 
no cost to the farmer. Then Ferguson introduced quota negotiability in 1966, allowing farmers to 
buy and sell quota from each other at privately agreed-on prices without having to buy or sell the 
farm itself. Driven by concern for the ‘small farm, low income’ problem, Ferguson offered an 
escape route to uneconomic farmers with quotas of less than 30 gallons a day: they could leave 
with some cash or grow by buying more quota. In 1968, the eligibility limit was lifted to 50 gallons 
a day, later 70 gallons.6 Over 6 years, 1600 farmers sold quota; 1200 of those left the industry, 
and the bottom ranks shrank: 82% fewer farms had under 30 gallons a day; 60% fewer had less 
than 70 gallons.7 

Ferguson was not such a hero outside the milk zone, where farmers might be called on for 
stop-gap supply but held very little quota. These were the ‘have-nots’. Those outside the magic 
milk zone produced milk mainly for manufactured products, and the price gap against market 
milk was widening. By the 1960s, farms on the Far North Coast had the lowest incomes and 
land values in the state. As dairy farmers dropped out, hippies could pick up prime land for 
peanuts.8 Grievance festered in the outer regions at the lack of access to the regulated milk 
market. Distance from the major metropolis was no longer a valid excuse for exclusion: better 
processing and fast modern transport overrode arguments about milk deterioration en route.9 

NSW’s Liberal–Country Party Government heard the political message. In 1970 they 
extended Milk Board control from the milk zone to the whole state and rebadged it as the Dairy 
Industry Authority (DIA) under a new Act. To open the Sydney market to non-zone farmers, they 
introduced the Base Market Quantity (BMQ): defined as the total amount of quota held within the 
milk zone in June 1970. That base quota quantity was 104 million gallons (474 million L) a year. 
The milk zone became the BMQ area and the rest of the state became the non-BMQ area. The 
104 million gallons belonged to the BMQ area, but any increase in milk sales above that base 
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quantity would be shared with the outsiders. Milk zone farmers would not lose anything, but the 
outsiders would gain from what was called Equitable Distribution (ED).10 

In the spirit of state coverage, the merger of three different dairy farmer organisations was 
finally pulled off in 1972, bringing together the market milk farmers in the Milk Producers 
Association (MPA) with the manufacturing milk farmers of the Primary Producers’ Union and the 
dairy section of the United Farmers’ and Woolgrowers’ Association. The new organisation was 
called the NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA), and it aimed at representing dairy farmers in 
the whole state. Its president, Joe Calcraft, a Nowra man, came from the MPA and the milk 
zone, but its constitution provided for one vice president from the milk zone, or BMQ area (Ken 
Smith), and one representing the outsiders of the non-BMQ area (Harold Stone). 

Milk zone farmers produced 60% of NSW’s milk, 66% of which became market milk; outside 
farmers produced 40%, less than 6% of which became market milk.11 The most disadvantaged 
farmers were the hundreds who still separated and supplied only cream to their factory. Locked 
into the narrow product base of butter and cheese, they were unlikely to survive without 
switching to whole milk supply. But they lacked the capital to invest in the bulk milk vats and 
road access needed to change from milk cans to bulk tanker pickup, now required to send whole 
milk to the factory. Next in need were those who sent whole milk for manufacture but had no 
market milk quota.12 Since the outside farmers provided two-thirds of the state’s manufacturing 
milk supply, they took the biggest hit from market disruptions. The outsiders looked forward to 
some market milk comfort. 

ED quota was given free, but the process was slow, milk sales were sluggish and the 
distribution formula was obscure. Outside farmers received only 16% of the first ED allocation, 
despite being 42% of the state’s dairymen. They soon aired their agitation through the DFA. 
President Joe Calcraft sympathised with their plight and craved DFA unity.13 He explored ways 
to modify the ED formula but the Authority wouldn’t budge.14 He then looked to quota 
negotiability as the path to equity. Negotiability was a milk zone mechanism, but Calcraft was 
coming to think that statewide negotiability could solve many have-not problems. Outside 
farmers could then buy quota from milk zone suppliers without having to wait for the slow ED 
process. Calcraft thought non-zone farmers would jump at it. 

As regulator, the DIA was against the idea. The DIA chairman, Daryl Crowfoot, had spent his 
career in the Department of Agriculture, from district dairy officer to head of the dairy division. No 
Jack Ferguson, he was keen to put his own strongman stamp on milk regulation. All legal advice 
confirmed that quotas were not a tangible asset: they did not confer any right to have milk 
accepted by the Authority and did not carry a value of possession. The DIA also believed quota 
negotiability had achieved its purpose. Of the 1470 farmers with less than 30 gallons in 1966, 
only 270 remained in the industry, and the average quota had risen from 56 gallons a day to 89 
(405 L). More alarming was the emerging bias in the buyers. In 1971–72, 38% already held over 
100 gallons (455 L) a day, and a farmer survey showed that the biggest farmers wanted to buy 
the most quota. Not only did excessive accumulation threaten the traditional family farm struc-
ture: as milk zone farmers grew, their inclination to provide surplus milk declined, potentially 
jeopardising supply in poor seasons. For these reasons, the DIA gave notice in 1973 that it 
would end private negotiation of quota transfer in 1974. The DIA would take charge and use an 
administrative process to reallocate relinquished quota, favouring farmers under 100 daily 
gallons.15 

The negotiability fight 
Now the milk zone farmers were outraged. They’d agreed to ED sharing only because they 
could still buy extra quota.16 But the Country Party Minister for Agriculture, Geoff Crawford, sided 
with North Coast farmers, informing them of the ultimate inequity: that milk zone farmers had a 
right to the whole BMQ of 104 million gallons no matter how few they were. Since his hands 
were tied by the original BMQ commitment, he advised the northerners to push the DFA to seek 
the change. They said they were always outvoted at the DFA.17 

The tide started to turn in 1974. Crawford and Crowfoot confirmed that negotiability would end 
in June 1976. The milk zone side sought to save it, devising ways to give outsiders more while 
losing nothing themselves. But more ambitious resolutions from non-zone areas kept piling up: 
more DFA representation; an end to quota negotiability; annual adjustment of the BMQ volume; 
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all ED increases plus forfeited quota to go to low-quota farmers.18 Mostly, such resolutions didn’t 
get the numbers. Then the tide turned some more. Alex Armstrong, from the Far North Coast, 
was elected to the DFA council in late 1974 and became the vice president for non-zone 
farmers. Armstrong was big and tough and mighty angry at the arbitrary line on the map that 
created paupers on one side and paid handsome market milk prices on the other side. 

With indestructible faith in negotiability, Calcraft convened a special executive meeting in 
January 1975 to explore ways to make negotiability work for non-zone areas. The outcome 
showed how far apart the two DFA poles really were.19 The milk zone pole was determined to 
minimise the volume of any quota transfers to outside areas and to ensure that they were paid 
for, at $150 to $200 per daily gallon. The non-zone representatives were totally opposed. 
Armstrong wanted to do away with quotas and proposed equalised payment for market milk 
across NSW.20 Armstrong’s motion failed to get up, but further fiddling with compromise 
solutions continued. 

In late 1975, the contrast in situations was stark: 43% of milk zone suppliers had more than 
135 gallons (614 L) a day (some more than 600); 98% of the outsiders had 60 gallons or less, 
and 65% still had 0 to 20 gallons.21 With market milk paying three times the manufacturing price, 
and no extra sales for sharing, the inequities behind these figures were in danger of tearing the 
DFA apart.22 Calcraft saw only two options: either cut the BMQ quota of the milk zone and 
reallocate it to non-zone areas or extend negotiability throughout the state. Since the first option 
was unthinkable, Calcraft reaffirmed his commitment to the second. Two possible schemes were 
put to the DIA, both involving purchase of quota from willing milk-zone sellers. A visit to Lismore 
made Calcraft fully aware of the vigorous objection to paying anything for quota that was 
promised free by ED.23 

Calcraft was fired up by the actions of those he was trying to help. Alex Armstrong and other 
Norco suppliers formed the Dairy Farmers Action Group to take their case for equity to the 
politicians, just as the DFA establishment was doing for extended negotiability. Armstrong raised 
the stakes in late 1975 when he circulated a public letter criticising DFA policies, including its 
negotiability position. Some called for Armstrong’s resignation. He got off with a warning since 
the DFA was coming to grips with the High Court decision that opened NSW to interstate milk. 
Cool heads were wanted, said Calcraft.24 

The warning didn’t stop Armstrong. He had a friend in Parliament. Labor’s Don Day held the 
North Coast seat of Casino, wrenched from Country Party hands in 1971, partly on the promise 
to fight for equity for non-zone dairy farmers.25 As a self-employed car salesman, Day seemed 
an unlikely ally, but he saw parallels between the dairy farmer underdog and the working class 
battlers of the ALP base. He repeatedly attacked the generous quotas held by some government 
members and called for an end to geographical divisions between farmers.26 

Armstrong’s cause received a setback when Minister Crawford was dumped in favour of a 
milk zone quota holder, Bruce Cowan, who promised quick action on the DFA’s negotiability 
policy. Armstrong called on Cowan to reject DFA pressure, claiming that negotiability had 
already cost the industry $16 million and milk consumers were paying for it.27 Milk zone leaders 
thought this ridiculous: negotiability and bigger farms increased economic viability, which could 
reduce milk price. But Armstrong’s claims reflected Don Day’s basic argument that negotiability 
had introduced a distortion. It centred production in high-cost areas. Investors and ‘wealthy 
people’ bought all the quota and located it ‘on concrete farms around Sydney’, the most 
expensive and least cost-effective location. This uneconomic use of the land built a huge capital 
cost into the industry. It made Sydney the most expensive milk market in Australia, said Day.28 

In early 1976, Labor Opposition leader Neville Wran called for a milk enquiry. Instead, the 
Cabinet acted swiftly to allow non-zone farmers to purchase controlled volumes of quota.29 A 
week later, North and South Coast farmers were demonstrating outside Parliament. Don Day 
was there, handing out Bega milk to show he cared about the south as well as the north. Inside 
the House, South Coast independent John Hatton urged the government to end negotiability, as 
the outsiders received 10¢ a litre less than 10 years ago.30 By the end of March, the government 
had called an election. 

For the dairy industry, this election was about the ‘haves and have-nots’. The Coalition 
Government insisted that quota negotiability would allow outside farmers to buy into the Sydney 
supply. Wran’s ALP campaigned on a promise to abolish all geographical divisions, to 
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permanently end negotiability, and to redistribute quota from the milk zone to outside areas at no 
cost. Designed to deliver a minimum quota based on the income needs of the family farm, the 
redistribution would favour those with less than that minimum. Other parts of the plan promised 
public hearings for price setting processes, a big marketing effort to arrest declining milk sales, 
an independent tribunal to adjudicate farmer–Authority disputes, and urgent discussions with 
Victoria on orderly milk marketing.31 With inflation on the gallop, a temporary price freeze would 
help consumers who were ‘paying through the nose for milk’ owing to the high costs of ‘fancifully 
high quotas’.32 

Don Day was the man behind the policy and its two basic goals: establishing greater equity 
and affirming the family farm as the milk production unit.33 It would also change the economics 
of milk pricing, since more milk would come from lower-cost areas—a boon for consumers. 
When Labor won government on 1 May 1976 with a one-seat majority, there was good cause to 
think that Day’s unlikely North Coast seat was critical, held with an increased margin despite 
abysmal votes for federal Labor in this same Country Party heartland: ‘tiger country’, as Labor 
called it.34 

Labor’s quota redistribution 
Day became Wran’s man for the dairy industry. As Minister for Primary Industries, he threw 
himself into the big ticket task of quota redistribution.35 The total quota volume was now 513 
million litres (113 million gallons). Outside farmers had only 6.6% of it. At the big end, a mere 88 
milk zone producers controlled 21.6%.36 

Day’s pre-election goal was to take a flat 30% off all milk zone suppliers for rapid 
redistribution. Sydney processors fell into a panic, fearing they’d run out of milk because the 
outside areas wouldn’t be able to supply this kind of volume, regularly and reliably, for years. 
Some hard facts and figures convinced Day to ease the pace, and note that not all zone farmers 
were quota barons. 

Day now promised to resume an average 15% of the milk zone quota. That translated into 68 
million litres (15 million gallons) targeted for transfer in two major tranches, one of 32 million 
litres, the second of 36 million litres.37 Milk zone farmers with less than 60 gallons a day would 
lose nothing, and those with 60 to 150 gallons would lose only 5%, while those with 150 to 300 
gallons would lose 15%. Only those holding more than 300 gallons a day would lose 30%. The 
first round of reallocations would take all farmers to a minimum of 25 gallons (114 L) a day.38 
Even before the legislation was ready, Day kicked off with a quick transfer of 1.6 million litres 
directly from milk zone factories. Day hoped eventually to see 45% of outside production going 
to market milk—still less than the average 60% to 70% of milk zone production, but a big 
advance.39 

Day quickly showed the industry who was boss. Calcraft resigned as DFA president in June 
1976 and died a month later. Jack Eggert, from Wauchope, became president. A robust front-
row footballer, full of bulk and belligerence, he promised to be a formidable opponent. Day left 
Eggert’s first deputation in no doubt that quota negotiability was finished. Quota belonged to a 
property and could be transferred only by a property sale. If production ceased, the quota must 
be forfeited into the DIA pool. Day said the industry should accept that fact and get on with 
adjusting to the new reality.40 

But the battle was just beginning. The DFA executive held firm to its negotiability policy; 
Armstrong and northern colleague Waddell opposed it. Then a new group formed to defend milk 
zone quotas: it was called the Cumberland County Dairy Farmers group. An attempt to reconcile 
opposing camps only inflamed passion and hardened determination.41 Within days, the 
Cumberland group became the Dairymen’s Rights Organisation (DRO), led by Rowan Moore. 

The DRO decided to take the government to court to win compensation for milk quota ‘ripped 
off’ by the Minister. Rowan Moore was a quiet, mild-mannered young man, but he’d invested in 
growing the farm his family had worked on in Camden since 1850. He wasn’t going to just give it 
away. He counterattacked on two points: Day’s quota theft threatened the jobs of 2000 farm 
workers in near-city areas; it would also send NSW backwards to ‘Dad ’n’ Dave dairy farms 
lacking capital to keep up with progress in the industry’.42 On Friday 30 July, more than 600 
Hunter Valley farmers jeered Day as he tried to explain his policy in Maitland.43 Wran would get 
similar treatment wherever he went; on a Hunter Valley visit, farmers poured milk all over his car. 
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‘Confiscation without compensation’ became the catch cry of the DRO, repeated by the 
Opposition. The DRO claimed that quota had previously changed hands at up to $400 a 
gallon.44 Day replied that fewer than 20% of quotas had ever been traded, so 80% of current 
quotas cost nothing, making a mockery of compensation claims.45 Jim Collins, of Bega, 
calculated that the cost of quota bought at $200 a gallon would be recovered in a single year 
through the extra 55¢ in the milk price, hardly cause for compensation. As the argument raged, 
Day said no way would he ever pay a cent. The only thing he might consider was an industry-
funded scheme, with no cost to government or consumer.46 

A DFA group including Rowan Moore set to work on an industry scheme. The essentials were 
voluntary surrender and compulsory compensation. All quota holders would be invited to 
surrender all or part of their quota for reallocation; only the shortfall from the political target 
would be resumed. Either way, all relinquished quota must be paid for. Funding figures were 
calculated amid the transition from imperial to metric measures, from quota cited in gallons per 
day to quota allotted in litres per week. A levy of 0.2¢ a litre on all DIA market milk would yield 
$1.026 million a year, enough to pay $4.50 per weekly litre ($143.20 per daily gallon) if collected 
over sufficient time. The levy could be deducted from the farmer margin in the milk price, the 
government could advance the money so farmers were paid on surrender, and the government 
would be repaid from levy collections.47 

In November 1976, Day finally introduced his Bill to deliver on election policy. Quota value 
and compensation were the two major points of dispute. The government said quota had never 
had any money value, was merely an administrative device, not an item of property or a property 
right, and all legal advice confirmed that. The Opposition pointed to the extra cost entailed in 
meeting quota obligations, including investment in capital equipment; to the fact that property 
with quota was valued differently from nearby property without quota; and to death duties that 
included quota value. Moreover, massive loans were held over assets valued in good faith and 
now being confiscated.48 

The legislation passed with minor concessions in March 1977, and the first major round of 
reallocation was soon in train. It would redistribute 32 million litres of quota obtained by 
compulsory resumption without compensation. Day had a deadline to complete the full 68 million 
litre transfer by the end of 1978.49 Whether compensation would figure in the second round of 36 
million litres was unresolved. 

The fight for compensation 
The DIA couldn’t justify paying compensation for something surrendered voluntarily. Legal 
opinion also saw discrimination in the DFA proposal: the vast majority who wished to stay in the 
industry would be funding compensation paid mainly to those who were leaving: a benefit to a 
group who had already reaped the income gain from their quota.50 

The DRO still took the government to court, hiring rising QC Michael McHugh, who warned 
that their only real argument was the need for natural justice, and there was no law of natural 
justice in Australia.51 Despite the likely outcome, the DRO went ahead as a tactic to stall the 
redistribution process. It had the added effect of making confiscation without compensation too 
politically hot to ignore. 

At a meeting in Berry, where DRO men Rowan Moore and Jack Ward were putting their case, 
Day was scheduled to follow with the government view. As he reached the platform, the whole 
audience walked out. The following week the boot was on the other foot when Moore addressed 
a meeting up north, at Lynches Creek. He escaped the lynching but took a lashing from Alex 
Armstrong. He soon faced an even more torrid time down south. With a couple of colleagues, 
Moore chartered a plane to fly to enemy territory at Bega and booked into a motel before 
attending a public meeting. The whole town turned out, packed to the rafters in the local RSL 
club. As Moore rose to chair the meeting, a local DFA man, Jim Collins, easily won a motion for 
the gathering to appoint its own chair. The rowdy, aggressive ruckus that followed so incensed 
the plane’s pilot that he cancelled the motel booking, put the luggage in a taxi, and hired a 
council officer to place flares on the local airstrip, ready for take-off. ‘There’s no way you guys 
are staying here tonight,’ said the pilot. ‘You’ll be lynched.’ 

After a year of such warring that many thought the DFA would split asunder, August 1977 saw 
the first moves towards compromise when Eggert pulled in the Premier to force key parties to 
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talk. This achieved four advances. Wran granted a moratorium on quota reallocation until 1 
October, pending the result of the court case.52 Day agreed to revisit the DFA’s compensation 
proposal. The dairy farmer parties agreed to seek agreement with each other and present their 
policies to the government. Day agreed to establish a committee from the DFA and the DIA to 
propose ways of reallocating quotas before Day’s deadline of December 1978.53 If the farmer 
groups could unite around a plan that did not clash with government policy, Wran said he’d 
accept it.54 

Day and Eggert negotiated a ‘Stabilisation Scheme’ for round 2 of the redistribution, based on 
the DFA’s industry-funded compensation plan. It would call for voluntary quota surrender before 
compulsory surrender, pay compensation at a maximum of $150 per daily gallon ($33/L), initially 
from a government loan repaid from a fund financed by a 0.2¢ a litre levy deducted from the 
farmer margin on market milk. Recipients of reallocated quota would pay nothing. A stabilisation 
committee with DFA and DIA representation would administer the levy fund and disbursements. 
Day insisted that the scheme was an absolute one-off, would in no way compromise the 
government position that quotas held no monetary value, and would not come out of the 
consumer pocket.55 

After intense industry negotiation, a formal agreement was signed on 14 September 1977 by 
Eggert for the DFA executive, Armstrong for the Dairy Farmers Action Group and Moore for the 
DRO. Being ‘so keen to get something done,’ Eggert signed first.56 Day expected the factions to 
unite on the remaining reallocation. But two issues set off another round of conflict. Eggert and 
his colleagues took Day’s stipulation that all farmers be treated on a common basis to mean that 
farmers both inside and outside the milk zone were eligible to receive $150 a gallon ($33/L) for 
surrendered quota.57 They also understood Day’s reference to a 60 gallon (273 L) a day 
threshold to mean that allocations to non-zone farmers would be limited to whatever was needed 
to lift them to 60 gallons a day. Outsiders welcomed Eggert’s interpretation on the first issue but 
not the second. Day disagreed vehemently with both. 

Day blasted the notion that non-zone farmers be paid for surrender of quota allocated at no 
cost. Since the whole purpose of the scheme was to cushion milk zone suppliers from 
resumption of quota they’d paid for, it would be absurd to compensate those who received it for 
nothing. But Eggert’s team had already held meetings throughout the state, saying that all 
farmers would receive $150 per daily gallon for surrendered quota. Faced with Day’s determined 
denial, Eggert complained that non-zone members would be discriminated against in not 
receiving payment. His real worry was that without this incentive, less milk would be offered from 
outside, forcing milk zone farmers to surrender more to reach the required amount.58 Day 
restated his constant promise: to transfer a full 15 million annual gallons (68 million L) from milk 
zone areas to outside areas. That the full 15 million gallons should come from the milk zone was 
‘non-negotiable’, said Day.59 

Some of the outsiders who planned to surrender quota for payment accused Eggert of selling 
them out. One brought a legal claim against him. Though the claim was withdrawn, Eggert was 
at the end of his fuse with Day. He feared an imminent breakdown in supply.60 Some big 
metropolitan farmers had sold up because they didn’t believe government guarantees that the 
redistribution had a definite end. The 60 gallon threshold created more confusion and dispute. 
Alex Armstrong wanted that limit to go, but most of the DFA council wanted it to stay. The 
Opposition claimed that Day had led dairy farmers to believe that everyone would have a 60 
gallon minimum. Day said his policy had only ever specified one permanent quota limit: the 
condition that quota only be transferred from farmers who had a minimum of 60 gallons a day. 
To set a quota barrier for non-zone farmers that did not apply to zone farmers would contradict 
government policy.61 

Frustrated by delays, Day introduced enabling legislation for the industry-funded stabilisation 
plan on 1 December 1977. The voluntary surrender phase was expedited and the guarantee of 
compensation brought a rapid response. All the required milk was volunteered, with 30 excess 
offers. By mid-year, the DIA had approved 175 surrenders with a value of $3.2 million. The final 
reallocation was completed 8 weeks ahead of Day’s schedule.62 

Meanwhile, the DRO lost its court case. The crucial question was whether there were any 
proprietary rights in quotas. In Gardner versus DIA, the complainant argued that he had a 
legitimate commercial expectation of the renewal of his existing milk quota but that the Authority 
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had introduced a scheme which altered the value of his and thousands of other quotas. Justice 
Samuels held that it was clear from the Act that the quota was ‘subject to variation’ at any time. 
Indeed, the nature of the statutory scheme invited variation. Further, the court excluded natural 
justice on the ground that the scheme affected numerous people and was thus a ‘political’ or 
legislative determination. If special circumstances engendered a ‘legitimate’ expectation in a 
particular plaintiff, the situation might be different. But the judges ruled that in this case the 
natural justice argument had no teeth.63 The court made it clear that the milk became vested in 
the Authority at the time it left the cow. Thus was the non-value of quotas established in the 
Supreme Court of NSW. Leave to appeal that decision was refused by the High Court of 
Australia, which put an end to the compensation question.64 

Voluntary surrender—controlled transfer 
The Stabilisation Scheme and the levy that paid for the second quota redistribution was a one-
off. Looking ahead in June 1978, Eggert hoped for unanimous agreement that any future quota 
reallocation would be funded by those receiving the allocation. When the impossibility of such 
agreement became acutely obvious, Eggert developed his own scheme.65 

At the annual DFA conference, Eggert bemoaned the ‘near riots and much bitterness’ caused 
by the government’s quota program. Yet stagnation would be lethal. He proposed a quota 
scheme that would allow movement and change, and offer all farmers a chance of steady 
improvement. There would be no levy in Eggert’s scheme. Reallocated quota would be 
purchased by those receiving it, but at an administered price, controlled by the Authority. This 
voluntary scheme would apply equally to all farmers in the state, but give preference to bringing 
everyone to a minimum of 1909 litres a week (60 gallons a day). All other eligible farmers could 
purchase up to 200 litres a week. The scheme met Day’s three fundamental conditions that 
there be no direct dealing between farmers, no commitment on the government or DIA that 
placed any value on quota, and strict preference to small quota holders. The DFA conference 
gave almost unanimous support to Eggert’s proposal, and Day applauded the new sense of 
unity.66 

In November 1978, unity was dealt another blow when the Norco board broke away from the 
DFA to pursue cost-free quota redistribution to non-zone dairymen outside the DFA’s 
‘discriminatory policies and attitudes’. Resoundingly re-elected, Eggert pushed on with pursuit of 
his reallocation policy, but faced another ‘complete stall’ due to the Norco lobby against it.67 
Another urgent plea to Wran brought a speedy press release from Day outlining the ‘Milk Quota 
Stabilisation Scheme 1979’. While it didn’t follow DFA policy fully, it was good enough. In March 
1979, Alex Armstrong resigned from the DFA council in disgust. That the council still struggled to 
express a unified response to the resignation suggested that all was not healed.68 

Amendments to the Dairy Industry Authority Act in 1979 allowed the relabelled Surrender and 
Reallocation scheme to go ahead, with the first surrender pool closing on 30 June 1979. 
Farmers were paid $4.50 per weekly litre for surrendered quota, which the Authority reallocated 
on the basis of current quota and production. There were then 3874 dairymen registered in 
NSW. While 119 farms surrendered quota, 1501 applied for more. The result was an average 
weekly allocation of some 281 litres to 751 farms, all paid for at $4.50 a litre.69 

In 1976, 41% of NSW’s dairy farmers shared only 7.5% of the market milk trade. The principle 
of equity for ‘have-nots’ required the removal of market forces from quota transfer and a political 
reallocation. By June 1980, the non-zone suppliers represented 37% of the state’s dairy farmers 
but shared 22.2% of its fresh milk market.70 Though the shift split the industry, farmers gradually 
settled down to life with the compromise solution. The nominal fixed value on quota facilitated 
voluntary exchange through a controlled administrative process. Its yearly surrender and 
redistribution provided a stable mechanism for managing growth and change without resort to 
the market.71 Each year, the figures were reassessed to restructure a new pool and reallocation. 
The ‘State Concept’ ensured that any growth in milk sales was allocated pro rata to the quota 
holding of all dairy farmers in NSW. 

The tropical state 
NSW was not alone in suffering ructions over inequity. The Brisbane milk market was the 
Queensland equivalent of the Sydney pot of gold, and was run by the Brisbane Milk Board. Early 
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quotas were allocated to individual dairy farmers around the city outskirts who supplied direct to 
a metropolitan processor. As country co-ops were called on to fill gaps in supply, they received 
bulk factory quotas. From 1955, the Board took 40% from direct suppliers and 60% from country 
factories in the state’s south-east. The companies who processed the milk each held an 
exclusive distribution franchise for a given area. By 1960, consolidation put these in the hands of 
a single company, Queensland United Foods, with a Brisbane monopoly.72 As the close direct 
suppliers fell in numbers and the more distant country suppliers rose, the disparity in the quota 
levels of individual farmers became a glaring hotspot of direct supplier ‘haves’ and country co-op 
‘have-nots’. From the late 1960s, the latter claimed the right to city milk access on the basis of 
equity rather than history. 

In 1970, a Coalition Government dominated by the Country Party and peanut farmer Premier 
Joh Bjelke-Petersen faced a booming Brisbane market and a fractured system of regulated milk 
supply. Amending legislation provided for the formation of a Milk Quota Committee independent 
of the Brisbane Milk Board and a voice for the Queensland Dairyfarmers’ Organisation (QDO) on 
both bodies. The Committee’s allocation of milk quotas was a controversial issue that put direct 
suppliers at odds with country factories, whose total share of Brisbane quotas reached only 63% 
by 1978. As elsewhere, the loss of British markets dramatised the divide between those who 
could fall back on market milk and those who could not. In 1976, 4360 Queensland dairy farmers 
supplied whole milk to their factory but only 3000 had any paid for as market milk, and the 
amount varied enormously. The government formed an industry-dominated committee of enquiry 
which recommended the creation of a pool of quota for redistribution by deducting 5% from 
existing quotas.73 

The urgency of this emotive issue coincided with the rise of a new farmer leader as president 
of the QDO. Like his NSW counterpart Jack Eggert, Pat Rowley belonged to the quota ‘haves’. 
Rowley was no firebrand but a calm conciliator with an uncanny capacity to steer warring flocks 
towards a centre-ground solution. Under his leadership, the QDO fine-tuned the policy that led to 
the Milk Supply Act 1977. Its purpose was to recognise that quotas had a value and to pay a 
dignified sum to those giving up quota while allowing others to acquire quota for a reasonable 
price. For each gallon (4.5 L) transferred from individuals into the quota pool, $200 was paid as 
compensation. A five-member Milk Entitlements Committee was created to oversee the quota 
redistribution, and a three-member Appeals Tribunal was created to adjudicate the inevitable 
disputes. 

The committee embarked upon its thankless task in 1978, dividing suppliers into three 
groups. At the top were 355 ‘haves’, with more than 66% of their intake going to market milk. In 
the ‘average’ group, 647 suppliers had more than 44% market milk. At the bottom, most of the 
1572 ‘have-nots’ had ‘below average’ market milk access, ranging from 11% to 42% of output. 
Stage 1 of the redistribution process aimed at bringing the bottom group up to the 44% 
average.74 A Dairy Farmers Action Group formed within the QDO kept the cause of the have-
nots on the boil. By 1980, 55,000 litres of market milk quota had been redistributed.75 By stage 
4, the committee was working towards a benchmark quota of 400 daily litres per farm. By 1984, 
over 600 farmers had exited and a third of the market milk quota of south-east Queensland had 
been transferred.76 

The dairy state 
Victoria also had two separate milk sectors. The market milk sector was governed by the 
Victorian Milk Board and worked on a system of supply contracts, similar to NSW quotas. The 
manufacturing sector was governed by the interlocking state and national industry bodies that 
nutted out the minutiae of equalisation. Both sectors were under pressure, as in other states, but 
the structural balance of the Victorian industry was different, the gaps between the two sectors 
were more extreme, and in every way, the numbers were bigger. The battle between haves and 
have-nots would need a unique ending. 

Several significant features defined the Victorian industry. It was the major dairying state by a 
long shot. Where Queensland had once led in butter production, marketing boards and 
stabilisation schemes, Victoria now reigned supreme. State patterns of post-war development 
varied, partly owing to climate, partly to different policies on soldier settlement. Queensland had 
favoured broadacre clearing for beef and other grazing, and sugar over cows. NSW had 
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expanded into western grain and grazing, and irrigated rice and cotton. Victoria had deliberately 
chosen closer settlement for returned soldiers, to create a dense population of family farms big 
enough to be viable. Pastoral properties were purchased, subdivided and offered at low interest, 
and a large proportion were used for dairying.77 

As the 1970s began, Victoria produced most of the country’s milk (54% and rising), had most 
of the farms (43%), had most of the cows (43%), had the highest proportion of farms relying only 
on manufacturing milk (59%) and had most of the dairy factories (37%), though these were 
rationalising. It also had the highest production per cow (3200 litres): having first passed other 
states in the 1930s, it had 1.4 times the national average by the 1950s, double that in 
Queensland. Victoria could also boast the highest production per farm.78 With a majority of dairy 
farmers concentrated into the smallest mainland state, the logistics and economics of dairying in 
Victoria were bound to be different from the sparse ratios of expansive NSW and Queensland. 

All agreed that Victoria had the climatic advantage in dairying, with good overall rainfall, lower 
heat and humidity, and pastures that burst into abundance at slightly different times in different 
regions. Victoria’s farms also consistently earned the highest net incomes, despite the 
overwhelming reliance on manufacturing milk and the lowest proportion of farms geared to 
market milk (18% in 1972–73).79 In 1973, Victoria produced 65% of Australia’s butter and more 
than 87% of its butter exports.80 As skim milk powder and cheese grew in the 1960s, it 
dominated those as well. Victoria therefore suffered more from falling world prices and the lost 
British market, at a time when inflation was ripping away the margin between farmer prices and 
farmer costs. 

When Victorian dairy farmers turned their sights on the more rewarding prospects of market 
milk, they saw great inequities; some even hinted at corruption. That hadn’t mattered when all 
was well with manufactured products. But when things went sour, the distortion in market milk 
access became an outrage. More than 75% of Victorian dairy farmers had either no access at all 
or the right to supply only meagre amounts: 10 to 15 gallons (45 to 68 L) a day. For that 75%, 
the slide in manufacturing milk price was fatal: from 125.8¢/kg butterfat in 1965–66, the ‘real’ 
price, adjusted for spiralling costs, hit 71.7¢/kg in 1975–76.81 As the real price fell, farmers left 
the industry, or vented their anger at the distorted system of market milk contracts. 

Victorian haves and have-nots 
Victoria’s regulation of market milk had followed a similar course to that in NSW. The Dairy 
Supervision Act 1905 required dairy farmers and milk vendors in proclaimed areas to hold a 
licence, and dairy supervisors inspected dairy premises and examined cows for signs of 
disease. By the 1920s, demand for drinking milk in Melbourne outstripped the supply from 
suburban dairy farms, and milk was brought from Gippsland. By 1928, a royal commission 
proposed the creation of a Milk Board, finally formed in 1933. The enabling Act provided for 
control of the milk supply through a system of contracts for required milk volumes, but unlike 
NSW, the milk was not ‘vested’ in the Board and the contracts were private—between dairy 
farmers and supplying factories. The contracts required Milk Board approval, but the means by 
which factories allocated them among farmers was opaque and illogical, provoking dissent and 
allegations of ‘undesirable practices’.82 

Milk Board contracts arrived in 1951, driven by seasonal shortages and the notoriety of 
private contract practices. A new Act empowered the Board to ‘vest’ milk produced in proclaimed 
areas, and to enter into direct supply contracts with individual dairy farmers. The contracts 
specified a fixed quantity of milk for supply each day of the year, delivered to an authorised Milk 
Board agent, as in NSW. The Board maintained the concentration of contracts in the dairying 
areas around Melbourne. As in NSW, those with contracts were a privileged lot, with security 
and predictability of market outlet and a price typically double that of manufacturing milk. At the 
other end of the spectrum, over 50% of farms still supplied only cream to their factory and could 
not participate in the whole milk trade and its benefits.83 

Gradually the Board enlarged its reserves by allocating some contracts beyond its traditional 
zone. By the early 1970s, the Milk Board’s authority extended over 21 districts embracing 95% 
of the state’s population. Of 15,392 dairy farms registered in 1974, 14,005 were licensed to 
provide whole milk, yet only 6556 (46.8%) held market milk contracts, which varied from 10 
gallons (45 L) to 980 gallons (4455 L) a day.84 The biggest contracts were held closest to 
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Melbourne, the average there nearly three times the rural average. Contract holders in remote 
areas were also paid less, because the set prices allowed for transport costs from the agent’s 
depot to the Board’s market areas.85 

This skewed pattern arose from Milk Board policy. Contracts were attached to specific farms 
and not privately tradeable as a separate asset. Any consolidation that did occur was controlled 
through the Board, and was also concentrated in the metropolitan zone.86 The Board ignored the 
great geographical redistribution unfolding in Victoria’s dairying industry. The newer entrants 
were congregating in three major regions. In 1974, the major dairying area was still Gippsland 
(in the south-east), with 35% of the licensed dairy farms and 38% of the milking cows. But the 
Northern Irrigation District, from Shepparton to Cobram and Swan Hill, now held 23% of farms 
and 25% of cows; and the Western District (around Colac and Warrnambool) had 24% of farms 
and 24% of cows. Other small but significant pockets were situated in the Kiewa, Mitta and 
Murray Valley areas, and around Ballarat, Bendigo and Melbourne.87 

The great disparity in the contracts contradicted this shift in farm distribution. Between 1961 
and 1974, the mean size of outer area contracts increased only 10.5% while the mean for inner 
areas rose 47%.88 The Milk Board had two basic defences for its discriminatory policies. The first 
involved quality: market milk suppliers had to meet higher quality standards and more 
demanding criteria to obtain the relevant permit. Secondly, the Board insisted that not enough 
market milk would be supplied without the contracts.89 With manufacturing prices plummeting, 
most of the industry wasn’t buying this story. 

Huge conflict erupted over who had market milk contracts and who hadn’t. Those without 
contracts produced most of the milk and fumed at their exclusion from Melbourne’s milk market. 
The farmer organisations were also split. Members of the dairy division of the Victorian Farmers’ 
Union (VFU)—led by Gordon Murdoch—tended to cluster in the traditional supply areas (the 
haves). Members of the Victorian Dairyfarmers’ Association (VDA)—led by Cos Gardiner, from 
the north—clustered in the low-contract areas (the have-nots). Both tough-minded, these two 
groups were poles apart on many industry issues.90 Attempts to merge them had failed, and the 
disunity caused both to lose many members. The VDA targeted the inequity of the contract 
system, argued that all marketable milk should attract the same price, regardless of end use, 
and held that returns should be equalised across the state.91 The VFU group wanted milk 
contracts to continue and be tradeable, and opposed any equalising of returns.92 Since the VDA 
had bigger numbers, pressure rose for milk contract benefits to be accessible for all. 

The Liberal Party’s Ian Smith had become the Victorian Minister for Agriculture in May 1973 
at a youthful 33, a sprightly exception in a generally ageing Cabinet. A grazier from the Western 
District, his brash manner was balanced by some agricultural nous and a common sense 
approach to policy. He saw that the milk supply system was out of whack with industry structure 
and the two dairy farmer organisations were fighting each other rather than industry issues. 
Smith decided to grab the bull by the horns and run two parallel strategies: an enquiry would put 
the spotlight on the industry; and his department would force the farmer factions together. Smith 
said ‘I’ll bang their heads together until they agree to unite.’93 

Though Smith knew what he wanted, the open enquiry was intended to bring the industry with 
him, a feat made possible because the weight of industry numbers and interests fell in the 
direction he wanted to go, unlike in NSW. In April 1974, a committee of enquiry started to visit 
dairy areas. In October, the committee became a board of enquiry, headed by John McFarlane. 
It held open hearings in Melbourne and took 300 submissions from all parts of the industry. The 
problem was clear: the regulatory system had become stuck in its 1950s form. With geographic 
shifts of population and dairying, and improvements in transport and farm hygiene, it no longer 
made economic sense to have the many 12 gallon (273 L) contracts far from Melbourne, and the 
few very large contracts close to the city. The enquiry’s crucial purpose was to work out how to 
even up the fortunes of the haves and have-nots and bring balance and prosperity to the 
industry. The Minister intended the contract system to be totally remodelled or totally eliminated; 
the enquiry would help devise the nuts and bolts of the solution. 

The enquiry confirmed the disparities in the contract system and rejected the Milk Board’s 
excuse for them. The only special requirement for a contract was an extra 0.2% fat, a difference 
obviously irrelevant to factories, depots and the Milk Board, since the milk from those with and 
without contracts was usually collected and mixed in the same tanker. The department 
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confirmed that 97% of milk suppliers could meet the contract standard. The enquiry’s detailed 
analysis also concluded decisively that Victoria’s milk supply was now so plentiful that it could 
meet fresh milk demand at any time of the year without contracts.94 

The one point of unity was that nobody wanted to lose the market milk premium: the prize that 
all the fights were over. But the enquiry found the old way of collecting and distributing that 
premium ill-suited to modern needs. Four alternative models were considered. The one that 
came up trumps proposed sharing the total market milk volume among suppliers in proportion to 
their contribution to the total Victorian milk output; but rather than actually supplying that physical 
volume separately from the rest of their milk, farmers would simply receive the equivalent share 
of the returns, paid through their receiving factory. This option embodied the two important 
principles of equitable sharing and efficient use of resources. It equalised returns between 
market and manufacturing milk.95 

In May 1975, the board of enquiry recommended the end of the contract system, its 
replacement with the equalised system, and abolition of the Milk Board. In the Board’s place, a 
new statutory body would run the whole market milk system. Two important criteria for selection 
of its members were absence of vested interest in the industry and possession of special 
qualifications in financial, marketing, technical, industrial or consumer areas.96 

To avoid major disruption, the McFarlane board proposed phasing out contracts over 5 years, 
reducing their size by a specific proportion each year while giving farmers with little or no 
contract an increasing share of the liquid milk market. The board believed that the phasing-out 
method provided a more equitable form of compensation than money and simpler 
administration. Contract holders would have time to evaluate their options, adjust production 
patterns and seek individual compensation for loss, if appropriate. About a third of contract 
holders would likely end up with lower incomes, but case studies suggested that much of the 
loss could be offset by switching to an optimum seasonal calving pattern and lower feed costs. 
The other two-thirds would either be unaffected or increase their incomes. When all non-contract 
holders were added to the picture, the board calculated that at least 12,000 dairy farmers—more 
than 85%—would receive the same or a larger gross income from the new system.97 

For those who would lose out, the new authority could consider their application for 
compensation on two separate grounds: reduction in either income or capital value. It was noted 
that contract holders would still receive market milk premiums above the equalisation figure for 
some time, and capital loss would depend on farm location and alternative land uses. Many 
contract farms would actually have high capital gain due to proximity to urban, industrial or 
leisure areas. In cases of capital loss, the owner would be compensated only for the deficit 
attributable to goodwill inherent in the contract.98 It was assumed that the industry would fund 
any compensation. 

The enquiry was helped in its data analysis by a liaison group representing different parts of 
the industry. Among the group were the heads of the two warring dairy farmer organisations and 
two officers of the Department of Agriculture, Ian Howey, chief of the dairy division, and Michael 
Taylor, of the economics branch. From the enquiry, Howey and Taylor moved to the second leg 
of Smith’s strategy: the merging of fighting farmer groups. They’d never envisaged playing God 
to dairy farmer politics, but they were in the deep end. World markets for skim milk powder and 
casein collapsed, as the enquiry reported in November 1975. Negative income was now the fate 
of over 60% of farmers who supplied only manufacturing milk, compared with 24% of market 
milk farmers.99 

Dairying was a tough way to go backwards. Led by Wally Watts, farmers in northern Victoria 
suddenly rebelled and started shooting their cows. A young dairy-bred Max Fehring had just 
returned from several years in Tanzania and couldn’t believe his eyes: farmers were digging pits, 
trucking cows there and shooting them on the spot. Others took cows to markets but couldn’t 
find a buyer since the beef market was also depressed; chook sales were fetching more. The 
industry was in uproar, emotions were running wild. In a desperate bid to bring some help and 
order, the government paid a bounty of $5 for each cow that was shot, then tried to set an 
artificial milk price, which didn’t work. The government extended the slaughter scheme and 
increased the bounty to $10.100 With well over 40,000 cattle shot out of desperation, one farmer 
noted the contrast to regimes that paid a $900 subsidy for Japanese farmers to raise a cow, and 
a $4000 subsidy for Australian manufacturers to make a car.101 
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At least the cow bounty got agricultural officers talking with farmers. A truce brokered 
between opposing factions in late 1975 was converted in 1976 into a merged organisation called 
the United Dairyfarmers of Victoria, or UDV.102 The Department of Agriculture wrote the UDV 
constitution and installed the department’s deputy head, Rod Kefford, as a temporary 
independent chairman. The UDV president was to be elected through a member vote. There 
were two candidates: Bill Pyle, an office-bearer in the VFU, and Doug Miles, a central councillor 
of the VDA. With interstate tensions coming to a boil after the High Court decision, the 
department felt Bill Pyle could handle a battle better than the gentlemanly Doug Miles.103 Pyle 
was also the first choice of the farmers, and became the first president of the UDV. Mike Taylor 
thought he was just the man for the job: caring, moderate and reasonable, but seriously 
passionate. With a good set of blinkers to what he didn’t want to see or hear, he starting 
rounding people up to make the UDV a workable and representative lobby organisation. He’d 
prove a worthy opponent to NSW’s new farmer leader, Jack Eggert. 

The transition 
Victoria’s change was total. All contracts would go. Yet the transition to an equalised system 
looked mild against the NSW fury where Eggert faced up to Armstrong and Day. Compensation 
caused a political glitch but not a war. 

The McFarlane board proposed a compulsory 5-year phasing out, with cash compensation 
only where warranted. Since farmers would pay a levy to fund it, the UDV set a ceiling of $180 
per daily gallon ($40/L). But a group of contract holders broke from the UDV to form the MPA 
and seek better compensation conditions. Faced with Cabinet and party members sympathetic 
to this cause, Minister Smith came back with a voluntary scheme of surrender, with a 
compensation payment of $250 a gallon ($55/L), to be paid to all farmers who relinquished 
contracts. Devised as a political compromise by the Department of Agriculture, the 10-year 
voluntary scheme allowed people to retain their contracts for 10 years but paid the full $250 a 
gallon only in year 1, to encourage early surrender. Stepped down by 10% each year, the cash 
incentive would be zero by the tenth year, when all contracts ceased, whether surrendered or 
not.104 

For those who wanted a quicker restructure, Ian Smith argued that the transition would in 
practice be 5 years anyway, since 24% of contract holders surrendered 14% of the total contract 
volume before the Bill even passed Parliament. Many small contract holders planned to opt out 
immediately to gain full compensation, assuming they’d get as much market milk benefit without 
a contract. Conversely, several big contract holders intended to hang on; a farmer on a 100 
gallon (455 L) contract would receive $25,000 for immediate surrender, but by supplying contract 
milk for 10 years would earn about $130,000 more than a farmer supplying the same amount for 
manufacture.105 

The UDV and the National Party said the government, not the farmers, should pay the extra 
needed to offer everyone $250 a gallon. Government members refused, and Labor agreed that 
taxpayers should not wear the cost.106 Farmers funded the whole scheme through a levy which 
was passed onto consumers via the retail price of milk.107 Many farmers would say consumers 
got a bargain, because the end of market milk contracts took out all those extra year-round costs 
from the system. 

In July 1977, the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority (VDIA) replaced the old Milk Board. 
Chairman Des Cooper came from 30 years in the grain industry. To revive morale, he joined with 
the UDV in a series of farmer meetings to paint a brighter future with more markets for more 
market milk products.108 A popular flavoured milk called ‘Big M’ soon hit the market. 

Department of Agriculture staff went into contract country with a ‘Cash It or Keep It’ campaign 
to help contract holders assess their options.109 As expected, most contracts were surrendered 
early, and a few stragglers hung on. In the first year, 4871 farmers gave up contracts. During 
year 2, contract farmers produced 12% of all milk and 31.6% of the market milk. By 1983–84, 
they produced 5% of state milk and 14.8% of market milk.110 With 1 year to go, 5883 contracts 
had been surrendered and 444 farms were hanging on. At 30 June 1986, when all contracts 
automatically ceased, almost $38 million had been paid in compensation for 6382 contracts.111 

During the phasing in of equalisation, sourcing and payment for contract milk occurred as 
before, with a regulated price per litre. Non-contract milk operated on a pool system whereby the 
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VDIA drew milk equitably from depots throughout the state to supply market milk processors; the 
proceeds of market milk sales were distributed amongst all non-contract farmers in proportion to 
their total milk production. In 1977–78, the non-contract farmers who produced milk acceptable 
to the VDIA throughout the year received a rate per litre almost equal to the average rate 
received by a contract farmer. A winter incentive of 4¢ a litre recognised the higher costs of 
production in the autumn–winter months and encouraged non-contract farmers to plan calving 
patterns for milking through that period.112 

Victoria’s redistribution was painless compared with the ruckus in NSW. The losers were few, 
the winners numerous, though their gain was modest. A smaller market milk volume spread over 
three times the number of farmers turned out to be not so much—the reason milk contracts were 
terminated, not reallocated. Redistribution of the market milk premium on a purely proportionate 
basis calmed the politics of inequity but meant everyone shared the lower manufacturing prices. 
The change highlighted the fact that the mathematics of the situation were quite different from 
those in NSW, where market milk was the main game, and redistribution gave everyone access 
to a higher price. 

Regulating the Border Zone 
State systems of regulation met at state borders. When milk boards controlled a limited area of 
supply and distribution around major cities, they operated independently, without regard to 
competitive trading in cross-border regions. As they extended their geographical reach to outer 
zones, conflicting systems and interests came into close proximity. When the NSW DIA gained 
statutory power right up to its border lines, regulatory intrusion into the free trading zone 
touching Victoria sparked a border war with lasting ramifications. Finding the right regulatory fix 
was no simple task. 

The 1960s saw NSW and Victorian milk boards progressively defining new distribution 
districts, licensing farmers, processors and vendors, and implementing regulated market milk 
prices. NSW’s authority marched southwards, proclaiming areas down to Wagga Wagga and 
Tumut.113 Victoria’s Milk Board likewise moved northwards. The NSW industry accepted that 
NSW control would end along that Wagga Wagga line, since a mix of Victorian and NSW 
companies were competing in the area further south. It was regarded effectively as part of 
Victoria, and most of the NSW industry—and much legal opinion—thought it better to leave it 
that way. 

On the NSW side, the Haberfield family dairy company in Albury had been buying Victorian 
milk since the 1940s, processing it in Albury and selling on both sides of the border through 
small shops and milk runs. As the only pasteurising firm, it secured a solid base around 
Wodonga, Kiewa and Tallangatta in Victoria, and in NSW covered a large area to the west of 
Albury and north to Wagga Wagga and Griffith, and held big contracts for local military camps 
and the Snowy Mountains Authority. A keen competitor for suppliers and customers emerged in 
the early 1950s when the Kiewa butter factory—just 17 km south of the border—built a milk 
processing plant and sold into Albury and Wagga Wagga. In 1959, Kiewa took over the 
Tallangatta factory, became the North-Eastern Dairy Company (Nedco), and pushed Haberfields 
out of that area.114 

Well connected with Victorian authorities, Nedco encouraged the Milk Board to proclaim 
certain north-eastern areas and designate Nedco as a licensed operator. As Haberfields lost 
former markets they fought back. Equipped with legal advice that Section 92 would shield them, 
they chose Wangaratta, a newly declared district, where Nedco and the Milford co-op had 
licensed milk runs. On 3 September 1968, Haberfields milk was sold in Carroll’s Wangaratta 
supermarket, despite the lack of a Victorian licence and the Milk Board rule that supermarkets 
couldn’t sell milk because they weren’t open 7 days a week. Haberfields also undercut Victoria’s 
regulated price. Nedco retaliated with price cuts in Albury and Wodonga, and the local paper 
declared ‘Milk Price War on the Border’.115 

When Haberfields moved into Myrtleford and Bright, Victoria’s Milk Board fought back. In 
1969, they bought off Haberfields suppliers with milk contracts and prosecuted seven 
Wangaratta retailers for selling Haberfields milk. The local magistrate dismissed two cases on 
precedent and adjourned the rest. The Milk Board appealed to the Supreme Court, then the High 
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Court, which in July 1970 dismissed the appeal. Haberfields and Nedco continued their cross-
border trade.116 

Nedco was also battling for territorial control against the Murray Goulburn Cooperative, which 
was gobbling up smaller Victorian co-ops from its Cobram base. In 1973, the Whitlam 
Government chose Albury–Wodonga, straddling the NSW–Victorian border, as its first country 
growth centre, and signed a tripartite agreement with both states.117 Against all industry advice, 
DIA chairman Daryl Crowfoot set out to take milk control to the border. 

The DIA licensed Haberfields as its Albury processing agent. Murray Goulburn became a 
registered DIA agent via its NSW co-op at Finley.118 NSW also made pasteurisation compulsory. 
From 1 July 1973, a regulation under the Pure Food Act prohibited the supply or sale of 
pasteurised milk not processed by a firm licensed to conduct the prescribed pasteurisation.119 
Only NSW processors could gain the required licence. In May 1973, Crowfoot announced the 
intention to exclude Victorian milk from Albury. Nedco exploded. Albury and Wodonga councils 
got into the growth centre fight, and dragged in the Victorian Premier and the federal Minister for 
Urban Development.120 

While the milk war raged, Haberfields, Murray Goulburn, Nedco and the state farmer 
organisations quietly pursued an ‘orderly’ resolution. In December 1973, an agreement signed 
by all parties said Haberfields would exit Victorian towns and Murray Goulburn would leave 
Albury, Corowa and Urana. Nedco would stay in Victoria in return for $100,000 from the NSW 
industry and Victorian milk contracts for its suppliers. Victoria’s Milk Board would control 
Wodonga.121 In February 1974, Crowfoot upset the agreement by advising that formal DIA 
control to the border applied from 1 March.122 All milk sold in the NSW Murray milk district must 
be processed and distributed through DIA-registered processors, licensed by a NSW certificate 
to pasteurise. The NSW industry thought it was madness and told Crowfoot so. 

For years Nedco had held two NSW certificates of registration as a milk vendor, one to sell its 
milk in Albury, the other to sell in Wagga Wagga. Carroll’s Food Mart had two Albury 
supermarkets which sold Nedco’s Kiewa brand milk. Nedco held a licence under Victoria’s Milk 
Pasteurisation Act to pasteurise milk at its Kiewa plant. Because it did not have a NSW 
certificate to pasteurise milk, the DIA changed the conditions of Nedco’s existing certificates on 
22 February 1974. Nedco could only sell milk in NSW that was pasteurised by a specified NSW 
processor: Haberfields in Albury, Inland Dairies in Wagga Wagga. The DIA changed the 
certificates of Carroll’s Albury supermarkets, prohibiting the sale of milk not delivered by a milk 
vendor authorised to sell milk pasteurised by a DIA-registered processor. The DIA threatened to 
cancel Nedco’s and Carroll’s certificates unless they complied.123 

Nedco immediately threatened legal action against the DIA, and Minister Ian Smith backed 
them.124 On legal advice from government law officers, Nedco entered new agreements with 
Carroll’s in Albury and other shopkeepers in Wagga Wagga and Junee. The agreements were 
set up to ensure that Nedco was legally engaged in interstate trade and that Carroll’s was not 
acting as an importer of Victorian milk. Nedco appointed Carroll’s as its agent to sell its 
Victorian-processed milk on commission; no property in the milk passed to Carroll’s and no 
action constituted a sale by Nedco to Carroll’s. All Nedco deliveries were made by Nedco 
employees in Nedco-owned vehicles from Nedco’s depot at Wodonga, and Carroll’s stored the 
Nedco milk separately. Agreements and milk movements in the same format covered deliveries 
by Nedco to shops in the Wagga Wagga–Junee area. With contracts restructured, Nedco and 
Carroll’s Food Mart took the DIA to the Supreme Court.125 

Murray Goulburn warned all Victorian parties not to back Nedco: that would incite NSW 
retaliation in Victoria, ‘imperilling orderly marketing’.126 The border war was now driven by the 
gap in farmer prices. Haberfields’ NSW suppliers had to be paid the regulated market milk price 
of 52¢/gallon; Nedco’s Victorian farmers were paid a manufacturing price of 27¢/gallon. 
Haberfields couldn’t compete; the DIA subsidised it to match Nedco’s Albury price.127 Though 
the DFA pushed for a negotiated settlement, the case went to the High Court in August 1974. 
The DIA was accused of breaching Section 92.128 

The DIA defence rested on ownership of the Victorian milk becoming vested in the DIA at the 
NSW border, which made it subject to the DIA’s power to apply strong public health controls. 
Nedco and Carroll’s allegedly breached the conditions of their NSW registration as milk vendors 
by selling milk not pasteurised as required, and contravened regulation 79(10)(c) of the Pure 
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Food Act, intended to secure the purity and wholesomeness of NSW milk. The DIA relied on a 
1939 precedent whereby the Milk Board prosecuted Metropolitan Cream for selling Victorian 
cream in Sydney.129 It had argued that product supplied for a distributing district created under 
the Milk Act had to comply with the scheme specified by that Act. Metropolitan said the Act 
breached Section 92. The High Court, under John Latham, disagreed. It came down to the basic 
intent of the law: ‘simple legislative prohibition’ of interstate trade was invalid, but laws that 
merely intended to govern the conduct of the trade could be valid. Latham found no evidence 
that the Milk Act was directed against interstate trade itself. The DIA therefore claimed that it 
was reasonable regulation of trade to require that pasteurisation take place in approved 
premises within NSW so they could be inspected by NSW officers and the law could be enforced 
in NSW courts.130 

The judges under Garfield Barwick looked to a more recent precedent, by which the decisive 
test was the practical effect of the law.131 They drew a distinction between laws which operated 
directly and immediately to restrict interstate trade, and laws which created an indirect or remote 
impediment. The DIA said the effect of its Act on Nedco was indirect and remote. Barwick said 
an Act did not work in a vacuum: its effect was what it did ‘in the situation in which it is to work 
according to its proper construction.’ The NSW Act operated to prohibit the sale of Nedco milk, 
and ‘to prohibit the sale of perfectly healthy milk in quite honest transaction cannot … be 
regarded as being regulatory in nature.’ The Nedco milk was pasteurised according to Victorian 
requirements comparable with those prescribed in NSW, and Victorian consumers were not 
falling ill.132 

The DIA asserted the right of the NSW legislature to choose its method of regulation. The 
Court saw the chosen method as calculated to burden the interstate trade in pasteurised milk, in 
preference to less discriminatory measures. Those provisions were thus invalid when applied to 
interstate trade. In October 1975, the High Court handed a 5–1 win to Nedco. Cross-border 
trade became a commercial, not regulatory, matter. Competitive advantage could not be 
regulated away. Attempts to preserve a state trading monopoly would breach Section 92. 

But how to restore peace when war was legalised? Commercially, Nedco, Haberfields and 
Inland Dairies signed a carve-up of trade that represented relative shares before the regulatory 
games began. Haberfields would process and pack all milk for the Albury district, but Nedco 
would supply 46% of the raw bulk milk. Nedco similarly supplied 8.7% of milk to Inland Dairies 
for Wagga Wagga and Junee.133 On the regulatory front, Don Day amended the NSW Act to 
remove the offending provisions but strengthen others. In mid-1977, the VDIA took control of 
Victoria’s market milk and quickly proclaimed Wodonga as a regulated area.134 The VDIA and 
DIA then agreed to establish a special ‘buffer’ zone roughly 20 km deep on each side of the 
border, where pricing would be controlled by the two authorities.135 

Two discrepancies between NSW and Victorian regulation presented a challenge. At the retail 
level, Victoria set a fixed price while NSW set only a maximum price. But secondly, Victoria’s 
fixed price was lower than NSW’s maximum, because most of its raw milk was produced on a 
cheaper, seasonal basis. To overcome the temptations of state differentials, the two authorities 
agreed to fix border zone prices at intermediate levels between the prices in force in Sydney and 
Melbourne. Day prepared legislation to allow the creation of a border zone, and to allow the 
NSW Dairy Industry Prices Tribunal to set fixed minimum retail prices so it could enter legal price 
agreements with the VDIA.136 The border zone and its pricing schedule became operative from 
20 January 1978.137 The DIA made good the discrepancy with NSW prices and margins by 
payments to its border zone parties from its prices rationalisation reserve.138 

Other interstate differences still threatened border stability. Firstly, the border agreement 
didn’t equalise farm gate prices, leaving a constant source of pressure. Secondly, the VDIA 
insisted that competition around quality and service continue without impediment, while the DIA 
intended to deter Victorian intruders.139 Thirdly, another Victorian player was causing a stir. 
Midland Milk of Shepparton was a long-registered vendor in the NSW shires of Murray, Berrigan 
and Corowa, but in 1977 started trading in Albury and Hume, where it was not registered. When 
Midland applied for a general NSW licence, Haberfields pleaded against DIA approval on two 
grounds. The DIA compelled Haberfields to duplicate plant to handle Nedco’s Victorian milk 
separately, but Victorian plants and products just had to meet DIA requirements. Also, 
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Haberfields’ prices and margins were controlled right from the farm, but Midland’s milk supply 
was purchased at manufacturing milk rates from Victorian farmers.140 

Midland gained its NSW license. In March 1979, a Memorandum of Understanding was 
signed between the VDIA, DIA, Haberfields, Nedco, Midland and Murray Goulburn, specifying an 
exchange of trade in Albury, Mulwala and Corowa on the NSW side and Wodonga and 
Yarrawonga in Victoria. All agreed to pay supplying farmers the regulated market milk price of 
the state of origin. The VDIA and DIA undertook to do all in their power to ensure that other 
processors did not enter the buffer zone.141 
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Chapter 4: Shrink, grow or share? A national debate 

In retrospect, 1965 appears as a tipping point in the course of Australia’s dairy industry. In that 
year, the European Economic Community (EEC) crossed the threshold from net dairy importer 
to net exporter.1 The dairy farms and herds destroyed during the Second World War had been 
given abundant new life under the tender care of Europe’s Common Agricultural Policy. World 
dairy markets would never be the same again.2 

Even before then, the Australian industry was shaken out of its comfort zone. Termination in 
1955 of British contracts begun during the war brought renewed exposure to volatile export 
values. As Australia’s dairy herd reached its peak of 3.4 million,3 a widening gap between local 
and world prices hit home in 1957–58.4 British butter consumption was falling and EEC 
formation was just around the corner. In 1958, the peak farmer body, the Australian Dairy 
Farmers Federation (ADFF), commissioned an industry study to guide farmer negotiations on 
regulatory arrangements.5 Prime Minister Bob Menzies promised to hold an enquiry on the 
‘urgent problems of the dairy industry’. The committee created in 1959 under the retired Tariff 
Board head, Mortimer Eugene McCarthy, attracted a wide range of opinion. In particular, it 
received a body of economic analysis which highlighted the folly of producing more product than 
could find a profitable market, and even more foolishly, of subsidising the surplus production that 
yielded poor returns. So the debate began: should Australia’s dairy output be restrained or 
allowed to soar? 

The plea for contraction raised the claim that regulation created a problem, not a solution; that 
its costly protections actually induced the oversupply of product beyond what consumers wanted 
and would pay for. The result was an industry that produced first, then thought about markets. 
The counterargument—favouring growth and continued support—would shift over time but 
retained some key elements: that the world price was ‘unfair’ owing to oversupply and ‘dumping’ 
by other countries; that Australian production was efficient and cheap by world standards and 
deserved compensation for world market distortions; that exports generated essential foreign 
earnings; and that no one should tell farmers how much to produce. The debate was still running 
when the loss of the UK market brought its own kind of verdict. Indeed, the debate would run 
through several phases, in varying guises, for a good quarter century before a resolution of sorts 
was found. 

Industry contraction can be achieved by diverse means: one way is to let the market do its 
work as it will; another is to force a production cut on all farmers; a third might restrict the 
number of farmers. Such choices inhabited the search for a formula for managing structural 
change towards maximum efficiency with minimum pain. This was a national debate seeking a 
national solution. It was complicated by interstate disputes about who fell into the efficient camp 
and who fell into the overproducing camp, and what to do about it. The fact that each state had 
developed its own form of regulation didn’t help. 

Round 1—Protection, production and profit 
The McCarthy enquiry of 1959–60 was the first formal step into this national debate. The Sydney 
University economists commissioned by the ADFF found signs of ‘a parlous economic condition’ 
in the industry. Reflecting on its historical persistence they asked why the fragility continued, 
despite an elaborate price support scheme and lavish care from governments. They pinpointed 
the root of the problem in ‘excess supply’.6 

A similar diagnosis was conveyed by several other economic analysts. In advising on 
remedies, they focused on breaking the nexus they saw between overproduction and 
overprotection. They all wanted a market signal to get through to farmers but fell into two broad 
groups on how to do it: some wished to lower the general level of protection to encourage 
inefficient farmers to leave; others preferred to protect a certain quantity of production and let the 
market penalise any excess. Either way, their goal was to shrink the industry. 

Professors Downing and Karmel produced the first category of advice. They rejected the 
premise that protection must cover ‘costs of production’ up to whatever level of cost and output 
the industry took upon itself. With protection on butter and cheese then running at 91% of export 
prices and costing taxpayers and consumers a collective £42 million,7 they proposed slicing 
protection to a regular 15% to 18% of the export value. They saw equalised returns continuing 
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but wanted to abolish the extras: the subsidy, tariff and import controls, and margarine quotas. 
Production falls would naturally follow. 

Those falling into the second group advocated the replacement of equalisation with a two-
price market entitlement or quota scheme that would alert farmers to the profitability, or not, of 
added output. The sugar industry had pioneered such a model in 1930, imposing output quotas 
at the mills and paying low world prices for sugar produced in excess of mill quotas.8 Such 
schemes restricted only the right to produce for a high-priced market, not the right to produce 
per se, but by doing so were able to keep the domestic price high. The states applied similar 
principles to separate and elevate the market milk price. It seemed logical to apply a national 
regulated quota system to manufacturing milk output. 

The Sydney University group favoured a two-price system, hoping a lower output would bring 
farmers higher profits. They saw two formidable obstacles. The first was the perverse supply 
reaction that caused farmers to lift production when prices or protections rose, but not to shrink 
production when the surplus forced prices down. The equalisation system made it worse by 
blinding suppliers to the effect of their own production decisions. Resources that would yield 
more reward in other activities became locked in dairying because there was no signal to induce 
a shift, and no rational policy basis for setting the level of protection. The pressure generated by 
expansion simply led to demands for more protection, usually granted. As a result, contraction 
was inhibited and more expansion occurred, negating the income gain from the extra protection. 
Protection just kept being ratcheted up, in a self-defeating way.9 

To put direct pressure on production decisions, the group proposed that each farmer be given 
a domestic quota as a proportion of his total production (say 60%). The quota volume would be 
paid for at a higher price and extra non-quota milk at a lower price, to signal its low profitability. 
The incentive to restraint would depend on the difference between the two prices—something to 
be carefully managed to encourage the efficient to stay and the inefficient to leave. Regular 
quota reviews would take account of individual production records and overall market shifts.10 

Another group of agricultural economists, including Fred Gruen, added a couple of variations 
on the theme. They’d skip finessing of the lower price and just pay world prices on non-quota 
excess.11 Because regular quota reviews would encourage farmers to lift production in advance, 
they also wanted quotas to be freely tradeable. Quotas could be fixed just once, and 
restructuring would occur as quota changed hands. Economists at the University of New 
England agreed. Bitterly critical of equalisation for its inability to restrict output and foster 
innovation, they saw world prices for all over-quota product as a must, and transferable quota—
unattached to any farm—as essential to avoid inflation of land values, resistance to resource 
movement and regular resetting of quotas.12 

The McCarthy committee strongly supported equalisation for its order and equity and differed 
with the economists on some basic points. Against contraction, the committee argued that 
Australian conditions favoured large dairy production and imposed a ‘moral obligation to use 
these resources to add to the world’s supply of food.’ Where the academics argued that real 
returns would be higher if the resources went into more profitable products, the committee 
pushed the point that more output earned more total revenue, and planned production cuts that 
reduced revenue would be ‘an admission of defeat’. The committee saw merit in the quota 
concept but rejected the schemes for the very reason that they would restrict output and require 
controls.13 

The McCarthy committee nevertheless trod pioneering ground in recognising that the ‘small 
farm problem’ was unlikely to be solved without government action, and a cost-reducing solution 
was preferable to payouts from the public purse. They argued against indiscriminate subsidies, 
advising aid targeted towards farms with potential.14 They offered a gentle formula for fostering 
structural change. It aimed at a gradual 20% cut in the protection component of farmer incomes, 
achieved by peeling back the annual subsidy (£13.6 million) to zero over 10 years, and slightly 
shaving the local butter price. To encourage adjustment, the released subsidy could fund 
projects designed to raise efficiency and real returns. 

The industry found the McCarthy proposal unpalatable and unfair, claiming that the subsidy 
allowed more dairy farmers to approach living standards considered the right of everyone else.15 
Both Labor and the Country Party agreed, and the Coalition Government consigned McCarthy’s 
report to Canberra shelves. Only agricultural economists continued the overproduction debate—
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until 1968, when a government plan to assist dairy farm adjustment echoed one-half of the 
McCarthy report but remained deaf to the proposed cut in subsidy. 

Round 2—Production quotas or equalised returns 
The EEC’s single milk market and common milk price were due to start in July 1968. The year 
before, EEC officials were already worried that existing prices had brought forth huge surpluses 
requiring enormous subsidies. Hoping for more controlled production, they prepared a plan to 
encourage small farmers out of the industry or into larger, more viable farms, but the plan was 
rejected by the agricultural community.16 

In Australia, Doug Anthony was also worried. The escalating local surplus was colliding with 
the EEC excess on the export market. In February 1968, he put a plan to Cabinet to encourage 
marginal dairy farms to exit or amalgamate and diversify into non-dairy lines. The program was 
to start in 1970. In 1969–70, production peaked at 7.5 billion litres, export prices crashed, and 
the government warned that there was a limit to how much it could keep up subsidies if this 
trend continued. The ongoing pledge to underwrite a price on total production—itself 
uncontrolled—was a blank cheque.17 

In May 1970, Anthony did a deal for the 1970–71 year. If the industry would forego open-
ended underwriting and cut butter and cheese targets, the government would meet the request 
by the peak body of factories and farmers, the Australian Dairy Industry Council (ADIC), for a 
specific grant of money ($15.9 million) on top of the annual subsidy.18 At the same time, Anthony 
pushed the ADIC to develop a long-term plan for controlling production to levels that matched 
market demand. As ADIC chairman, NSW’s Harold Stone accepted that this was a timely task. 
Harking back to the McCarthy enquiry, the ADIC took up a McCarthy reject: the concept of a 
two-price market entitlement plan. 

In June 1971, Stone was negotiating a similar trade-off with a new minister, Ian Sinclair. He 
admitted that without power to compel production cuts, he was struggling to gain voluntary 
restraint from farmers and factory managers. Giving proof to the perverse supply response, 
Stone explained that with rising costs and falling returns, the only avenue for farmers to maintain 
their incomes was to ‘increase the production from their farms’. Nevertheless, Stone promised to 
work for industry restraint. Multiple approaches were planned: seek an immediate halt to state 
licensing of new farms; request existing farmers to shelve new investments; and coordinate a 
plea for factory cooperation. Most importantly, Stone aimed at implementing a two-price quota 
scheme in time for the next 5-year stabilisation plan, due to start mid-1972.19 

A month later, Cabinet had the shocking news of imminent exclusion from the British market. 
Production control was now critically urgent. Sinclair was loath to jeopardise industry restraint by 
denying the requested grant.20 Treasury argued that a grant calculated to maintain the same 
farmer return would surely not aid production control but have the opposite effect.21 Treasury 
was ignored, and Cabinet delivered most of the grant. Come 1972, Sinclair prepared to 
negotiate the 5-year stabilisation plan with the inclusion of production controls, but the ADIC’s 
two-price quota plan was behind schedule.22 

The devil was in the detail that the two-price plan would need to define: whether to restrict the 
total quota to domestic sales or include a certain level of exports; whether to pay non-quota 
production the bare export price or keep some relief; whether to allocate quota as a national pool 
or state by state; whether to allocate to the individual farmer or the factory; who would do the 
allocation and on what relation to current production; whether quotas would be transferable; and 
whether the transfer happen only within the state or also between states. These were just a few 
of the minefields. The bigger minefield was whether a market quota plan could be integrated with 
the equalisation juggernaut or should replace it. Equalisation had been going for almost 40 
years. Its sharing of risks and returns was a way of life for a generation of farmers and factory 
managers who had known nothing else. Equalisation wasn’t designed to control supply, only to 
stabilise and share income. The sharing hid the price and profit returns of each individual factory 
and farmer. 

Equalisation shared the spoils but rode on self-interest. The price-setting process was a 
nightmare, with endless haggling to reach agreed-on wholesale prices. The struggle began with 
getting onto the price-setting bodies to ensure a seat at the tables where the horse-trading was 
done.23 Positions on the equalisation directorate still reflected the days when production was 
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evenly spread between eastern states, and favoured factories (16), not farmers (2). But some 
states now did much better than others, regardless of earning efforts. Those whose product sold 
mostly on the higher-priced domestic market contributed to the pooled returns; those who sold 
on the export market received compensating payments. Changing patterns of production and 
export had reshaped the aggregate transfers between states. Victoria was the big winner, with 
Tasmania also ahead. The biggest transfers occurred in the butter pool: in 1972–73, Victoria 
gained to the tune of $4.6 million transferred from other states; $2.38 million came from NSW, 
which exported less than 1% of output.24 

The battle for production control struck at the patterns that drove those transfers. NSW was 
ripe for change. The NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) supported the two-price concept, 
and Ken Smith and Don Strike worked hard to devise something fair to farmers whose states 
had adjusted production to viable markets. Two schemes collided at the meeting of all 
agriculture ministers at the Australian Agricultural Council (AAC) in October 1972. The ADIC 
plan was based on farm and state quotas, as practised in NSW; a Victorian plan sought national 
and factory-based entitlement. The AAC ministers opted for a national quota equivalent to 
domestic sales, with each state free to allocate its share to factories or farmers. Victorians fought 
to include some exports in the national quota and to equalise the prices the factory paid farmers. 
Don Strike moaned that a farmer wouldn’t know he’d contributed to the overproduction—hardly a 
disincentive to excess.25 

Victoria could, with good reason, believe that quota plans were targeting its farmers and 
processors, who were racing ahead in production and exports. Jack McGuire, head of Victoria’s 
biggest dairy co-op and exporter, abhorred equalisation politics but rejected allegations of 
overproduction, lashed out at the ‘dedicated restrictionists’, and asked why Australia should 
slash its output and vacate the field just because the EEC couldn’t exert any control.26 The quota 
plan was blocked on industry committees and deferred at the AAC in August 1973.27 

With the industry now reeling from international and national shocks, attention shifted to 
saving equalisation. In 1975, the Whitlam Government would end the annual subsidy that held 
equalisation together. If loyalty to the scheme also disappeared, it would be every factory for 
itself. NSW’s DFA wanted a two-price quota plan but would settle first for a change in the way 
equalisation returns were distributed.28 Total revenue was shared nationally; the non-export 
states wanted a bigger share of returns from their own production and selling effort.29 NSW 
made a bid to retain at least 50% of returns from NSW butter sales, and finally won agreement 
for each state to retain 80%. This would provide big turnarounds on butter equalisation transfers 
for the non-export states in 1974–75: a $955,000 success for NSW.30 

The victory was won at a price. Victoria opposed the change until several factories threatened 
to withdraw from equalisation, risking remaining subsidy payments should equalisation collapse. 
The concessions then came with four strong conditions, of which the first three were that the 
80% rebate was a one-off; Victoria’s cut was conservatively capped; and Victoria wanted more 
control on federal bodies. This was complicated by tense rivalry between the Victorian Dairy-
farmers’ Association (VDA) and the Victorian Farmers’ Union (VFU) dairy section, led by Gordon 
Murdoch. NSW was plugging for the VFU because it supported the two-price quota plan, and 
Murdoch opposed the Victorian Government’s ‘folly’ of financing 150 new dairy farms when a 
pile of current production remained unsold. NSW won majority support to give the VFU one of 
the two Victorian positions on the ADFF council. The VDA pushed back: for three VDA positions 
and one VFU. The final outcome gave two votes to each organisation, doubling Victoria’s 
voting power.31 

The fourth Victorian condition was an absolute stand for holding onto equalisation concepts 
and mechanisms and giving it a full national structure, where Victoria’s production dominance 
would prevail. The ADIC was expected to prepare a plan for restructuring the industry on these 
lines before June 1975, when the government bounty ceased.32 

At this point, the federal Minister, Ken Wreidt, handed the question of the industry future to 
the Industries Assistance Commission (IAC). In April 1974 he asked for a report on industry 
assistance needs by October 1975 as a basis for a long-term plan.33 Sir John Crawford, 
agricultural economist extraordinaire, former Secretary of Commerce and Agriculture and then 
Trade, and now at the Australian National University, was brought in as Special Commissioner 
to lead the IAC enquiry. During the IAC proceedings, the industry worked at multiple plans 
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through multiple channels. Three major divisions drove the approach to the enquiry. Would they 
seek a truly national system or retain a state-based structure? Would they go for a 
manufacturing quota plan to control production, or revitalise equalisation? And which products 
would be included under either umbrella? 

The DFA pursued a two-price plan for butter and cheese, with a state-based structure.34 The 
Victorian industry favoured equalisation but had different views on its structure. The VFU and 
VDA called for compulsory equalisation and one national pool covering all manufactured 
products. At Murray Goulburn, McGuire criticised this national thinking and asked why efficient 
Victorian dairy farmers should subsidise inefficient farms in areas not suited to dairying. He 
aimed at concentrating the market power of Victorian farmers in a Victorian super co-op which 
Tasmanian and South Australian co-ops might in time join. Big enough to be a monopolistic 
seller and domestic price-setter, the super co-op would also negotiate its own overseas sales 
and equalise returns in its own product pools. Only a small national coordinating body was 
needed, with Victorian dominance. Rejecting production controls, Murray Goulburn noted the 
‘dangerous’ exodus of dairy farmers and advocated a strategic plan focused on future growth 
requirements.35 

The ADIC embarked on a national approach by bringing in Spectrum International Marketing 
to prepare a proposal, helped by an industry ‘think-tank’ that lacked industry support. The 
Equalisation Committee also set to work on a separate long-term plan. In mid-1975, Wreidt 
created the Australian Dairy Corporation (ADC) to replace the Australian Dairy Produce Board 
(ADPB). The ADC board had only three factory positions (the latter had eight), and Jack 
McGuire had one of them. Three farmer positions went to John Bennett from Tasmania, Bill Pyle 
from Victoria, and Bob Sample from Queensland. Rounded out with two specialist experts, an 
employer and a government representative, the ADC launched into another industry plan.36 

The IAC therefore faced a vast array of proposals, some of which were still in the pipeline 
when it reported in October 1975. Among the calls for production controls and quota plans, there 
were still many advocates of expansion. Some wanted adequate supplies for future trade 
openings. Tasmania’s farmers felt the ‘moral obligation’ to meet world food needs. The Victorian 
Department of Agriculture was full of ideas for promoting research and farm productivity and a 
total pooling scheme for all products, including market milk.37 

If the industry expected some magic solution to pop out of the IAC enquiry, it was sadly 
disappointed. With no clear message from the industry, the IAC refrained from issuing strong 
guidelines. It found that two-price schemes offered market-based production decisions and, with 
tradeable quotas, would have saved much protection money and facilitated industry adjustment 
if introduced when proposed in 1960. But their day had passed. The savings and adjustment 
benefits now wouldn’t be worth the administrative pain and industry conflict. The IAC left it to the 
industry but favoured a form of equalisation for each product, plus a legislated levy to enforce 
market discipline while the industry decided which way to go.38 

With the ball back in the industry court, the ADC, ADIC and Equalisation Committee released 
plans in quick succession in early 1976. They all retained an equalisation framework, modified in 
different ways. Again the industry failed to agree. A decision was deferred even though two of 
the largest factories intended to withdraw from equalisation and others were likely to follow so 
they’d be free to match any price cuts from the drop-outs.39 

Round 3—Equalisation, then production control 
Meanwhile, Victorian dairy farmers were shooting their cows and demonstrating in the streets, 
and the state was gripped by drought. A lot happened just after the IAC concluded its 1975 
enquiry, including the dramatic collapse of the skim milk powder and casein markets and the 
High Court’s Section 92 ruling that exposed the fragility of state markets. All parts of the industry 
were vulnerable and venting their anger and despair. The federal Coalition won power with 
promises to restore stability. Ian Sinclair, as Primary Industry Minister, sent Crawford scuttling 
back to the IAC drawing board to deliver an urgent plan. Sinclair advised a government 
approach gauged to industry willingness to pull back production.40 

One reason for wanting contraction was to alleviate a growing low-income problem. At least 
43% of dairy farms had negative net incomes in 1975–76.41 This occurred even though the 
industry had already shrunk by 1 billion litres (13%) in 5 years and shed cows at 2.7% a year. 
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Most of that shrinkage took place outside government programs. Anthony’s scheme took effect 
mostly in Queensland. Much of Wreidt’s scheme financed farm refrigeration and conversion from 
cream to whole milk supply. Only 6% of exiting dairy farms went to non-farm use; more than 
50% shifted to beef production. But beef prices had also collapsed, future dairy exports looked 
dismal, and total domestic milk demand was projected to fall by 13% to 4.1 billion litres by 1979–
80.42 More contraction was needed. 

The IAC’s brief was to tell the government how to achieve a stable and viable industry in the 
long term. In the interim, all state governments committed to production restraint and to 
measures to prevent growth, such as halting new dairy registrations.43 Sinclair collaborated with 
the states on a raft of short-term rescue and adjustment measures, including carry-on finance 
and substantial underwriting of skim milk powder returns. Without generous underwriting, 
multitudes of dairy farmers were expected to withdraw from whole regions in Tasmania and 
Victoria, causing closure of factories.44 Skim milk powder was under huge pressure due to 
domestic price-cutting outside its equalisation pool.45 

Against this background the IAC again heard diverse messages. Some who urged expansion 
in 1975 were more muted in 1976. Some were still wedded to equalisation, but more gave 
support to a two-price plan or emphasised adjustment. Some, including the United Dairyfarmers 
of Victoria (UDV), insisted on one national industry, while others demanded a separate, viable 
industry for each state. The Queensland Dairyfarmers’ Organisation was adamant on the latter 
point and on the need for production cuts in the exporting states.46 The Victorian Department of 
Agriculture put priority on stability and proposed a compulsory levy to force all factories to 
remain in the equalisation framework, fund export support and remove the incentive for domestic 
price-cutting. It added a national entitlement scheme covering all milk and milk products through 
which to transmit market signals and encourage adjustment.47 

When the IAC reported in September 1976, it was unable to specify the ‘right’ size of the 
industry, but it took a more definitive position on production aims. Expansion was out of the 
question, but slashing the limit to domestic consumption was going too far. The IAC’s advice 
was to restrain production levels selectively, and not too much; to regulate, but allow market 
signals to do much of the adjustment work; to acknowledge that export prices frequently 
reflected the surplus dumped by other overproducing countries; and to accept that raging 
inflation was as destructive of farmer income as poor export prices. Nor was wider access to 
market milk quotas the panacea that was often assumed.48 

From that moderate position, the IAC finally did recommend a market entitlement scheme, not 
as a static mechanism but as a flexible base from which to progressively open the industry to 
market forces without decimating it. The IAC proposed a three-stage process to be managed by 
the ADC.49 This was to be a cornerstone mechanism for adjusting the industry to a size that 
would make it profitable and responsive to changing market conditions. 

Stage 1 was crisis management, a conversion from voluntary to compulsory equalisation. The 
only real change would be a compulsory levy collected from factories and distributed so that 
their exports effectively received a subsidy. Stage 2 would introduce the market entitlement plan 
to gradually expose farmers to actual export prices. The national quota would cover all 
manufactured products and include domestic sales plus ‘preferred’ export markets, giving 
farmers a direct message on the profitable level of production through their quota cut-off point. 
Any excess would receive a price related to the real return in the least profitable export markets. 
Stage 3 would target factories. The pooling of export returns would end, so factories received 
the actual prices obtained for their own export sales.50 

The industry generally welcomed the compulsory equalisation of stage 1. The precise form of 
stage 2 was contested, and most people didn’t want to become locked into stage 1 before they 
knew exactly what stage 2 would mean for them. Many feared being disadvantaged at quota 
allocation time because of Victorian dominance of the ADC and the lack of market milk 
representation. NSW and Queensland refused to agree to stage 1 unless assured that the 
production-limiting stage 2 would actually happen. Victoria was pushing for a truly national 
entitlement scheme that included market milk, a concept that NSW and Queensland were 
determined to resist.51 

The AAC meeting in early 1977 agreed to start stage 1 in July on the understanding that 
stage 2 would soon follow.52 Ministers agreed on federal legislation to impose the compulsory 
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levy on manufacturers to fund export support. Don Day accepted that NSW’s non-exporting 
factories would also pay, but the Nedco High Court case, border flare-ups and Ian Smith’s 
invasion threats were very fresh. Day wanted protection against an interstate war in the market 
milk sector. The IAC had proposed a second levy, backed by another piece of federal legislation 
that might be held in reserve for such a purpose. This ‘sleeper’ legislation was destined for future 
prominence. In the case of an interstate intrusion into the liquid milk market of any state, a levy 
could be collected on market milk sales and the funds could be paid out in a way that penalised 
those responsible for the intrusion and compensated those whose orderly markets were 
destroyed.53 This second levy was accepted by all except Victoria. Ian Smith put it on public 
record that he would challenge it in the High Court.54 

Federal Cabinet agreed to start stage 1 in July 1977, and Parliament passed the required 
legislation. It also passed legislation to allow the levy designed to protect state market milk 
arrangements: it was not proclaimed but held in reserve as a ‘sleeper’ safeguard should an 
interstate intrusion arise.55 

The stage 1 levy represented the premium the domestic market paid over exports. It was 
calculated as the difference between the domestic wholesale price the industry wanted—called 
the Domestic Value for Levy Purposes (DVLP)—and the assessed average export price. The 
Minister set these two prices on advice from the ADC and the industry. As stage 1 started, the 
assessed export price for butter was a very low $800 a tonne. To protect Australian butter prices 
from falling to this level, the industry gained a wholesale butter price (DVLP) set at $1500, 
requiring a levy of $700 a tonne. The levy was paid by factories. On the assumption that the levy 
cost could be passed to domestic consumers, the levy was effectively imposed on all domestic 
butter sales, but the proceeds were distributed by the ADC across all butter production, 
equalising the return for all butter whether sold domestically or by export. There was no point 
discounting to win domestic sales. While this might stifle initiative, the higher need was to protect 
the domestic market from the pressure of big surpluses sold at low export prices. Stage 1 
compulsory equalisation brought everyone back into the system, with few complaints. It covered 
the main export products but had the flexibility to bring others in or drop some out.56 

The planning for stage 2 got off to a rocky start. NSW and Queensland wanted quotas to 
cover only the traditional dairy products. Victoria rejected the proposed quota formula as biased 
against its production and insisted that market milk sales be included.57 To make the point, Bill 
Pyle flew to Sydney in July 1977 to publicly expose NSW’s ‘giant milk rip-off’ and tell Sydney 
housewives that Victoria’s 13,800 dairy farmers could save them 10¢ a litre on fresh milk. He 
said NSW and Queensland were ganging up to force a national quota plan that exposed much of 
Victoria’s production to low export prices but left their own production untouched. Pyle urged 
NSW consumers to demand that Victorian milk, butter and cheese be allowed into the state and 
to reject any increases in NSW prices.58 

The ruse failed. Led by NSW and Queensland, all other states continued to oppose the 
inclusion of market milk. Various compromise formulae were rejected by one side or the other. In 
January 1978, the AAC decided that stage 2 would start on 1 July, cover only the prescribed 
dairy products and protect a generous volume based on domestic sales plus 40%. Victoria’s 
allocation would still cover only 90% of its production, whereas other states would have all 
production fall within quota. To get stage 2 started, a move was made to increase the protected 
volume to give more to Victoria.59 But it didn’t work. 

The industry never did get the intended stage 2 (or ever reach stage 3). Victoria wouldn’t 
have a quota scheme without market milk included. NSW and Queensland wouldn’t have it with 
market milk, and without a limit on Victorian production. The Federal Government let the industry 
decide the national quota volume. When they could not agree, Sinclair refused to make arbitrary 
allocations. To honour the promise to introduce a stage 2 aimed at production restraint, he opted 
for something intended to achieve the same basic objective. The fall-back was selective 
underwriting. By guaranteeing returns only on certain products, the government hoped to identify 
the less profitable products and deter the industry from making them. The practical effect was 
that stage 2 became stage 1 plus selective underwriting.60 

Would this restrain and reshape the industry? The EEC had a stockpile of 300,000 tonnes of 
butter and 820,000 tonnes of skim milk powder—equivalent to a normal full year’s international 
trade in those products. Cheese was more promising, with Australia continuing to expand into 
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Japan, from 600 tonnes to 30,000 tonnes in a decade. Absurdly, profitable cheese markets had 
gone begging in 1977–78 because the industry didn’t make enough cheese to supply them, 
while one company sat on 10,000 tonnes of butter that couldn’t be sold. Selective underwriting 
for 1978–79 therefore identified butter as the problem area, and the government guaranteed a 
minimum return up to only 84% of the previous year’s output. Cheese, as a bright spot, would 
have no underwriting limits: manufacturers could produce as much as they liked and receive the 
guaranteed minimum.61 That year much of the surplus went into cheese of various kinds, which 
the market bought at good prices, making it unnecessary for the government to pay any 
underwriting subsidy on cheese.62 

Round 4—A new fork in the road 
By 1980, Australia’s dairy industry was at a new turning point. The 1970s contraction had been 
remarkable, with huge exits and enormous structural change, most of it a spontaneous and 
desperate response to economic misery. The industry had shrunk by itself, but it wasn’t a pretty 
process. The states came out more different than when they went into the decade. The 
imbalance in the national profile was greater. This would have great significance for the future 
national debate. 

In one decade, Australia’s milk production had shrunk by more than 28%: from 7.25 billion 
litres in 1970–71 to only 5.18 billion litres in 1980–81. The national dairy herd was culled by 30% 
and the number of farms with dairy cows by 53%, a loss of almost 30,000. Farms carrying herds 
of 30 or more had dropped by 16,576, leaving just over 20,000.63 This was a major crash, which 
hit selectively on the manufacturing sector. Manufacturing lost a third of its milk supply, 
compared with 10% for market milk; the total production of the major dairy products fell by 
16.5%, and major dairy exports by 32.8%. Only 13% of Australia’s milk went into exported 
product in 1980–81.64 Cheese was the only dairy product whose production and exports rose. 

The biggest losses were in the small farms. Nearly 15,000 farms with herds of 30 to 99 cows 
left the industry. The growth in farm size was minuscule by comparison: only 159 more farms 
had herds of 150 to 199 cows and only 620 more had over 200 cows.65 The contraction fell 
mainly on Victorian farms in raw numbers; in percentage terms Queensland and NSW were hit 
harder. Remarkably, in percentage and even in raw numbers, NSW and Queensland each lost 
more cows than Victoria. Their manufacturing sectors were withering. 

Total Australian milk cattle holdings (1971 vs 1981). 
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Total dairy cows in Australia (1971 vs 1981). 

 

Total Australian milk market (1970–71 vs 1980–01). 
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Dairy factories in Australia (1970–01 vs 1980–01). 

 

Australian production of manufactured dairy products (1970–71 vs 1980–01). 
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Australian dairy product exports (1970–71 vs 1980–81). 

 

NSW and Queensland were now even more focused on market milk, while Victoria was even 
more concentrated on manufacturing, which used 85% of its milk. Because Victoria had started 
to equalise its manufacturing and market milk sectors, seasonal production was even more 
widespread. Since NSW and Queensland had redistributed their market milk quotas to give 
virtually all farmers a share, they had a more pronounced year-round profile. For this reason 
alone, their cost structures diverged even more.66 

For those who survived the contraction, the upside was a leaner, more robust and more 
profitable industry. A slim surplus made exports less significant but more rewarding, and 
average returns were higher. Surveys by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics (BAE) showed 
dairying to be second only to wheat in rural industry incomes. The BAE attributed 75% of the 
improvement to the exit of high-cost farmers.67 In this respect, the theory of shrinking production 
to gain better returns actually worked. It showed in more buoyant markets for dairy farms. 
Victorian real estate agents were seeking potential sellers for eager buyers.68 

There were different responses to the contraction. One camp feared that Australian dairying 
would continue to shrink, fail to cater for its own population and be swamped by imports. Most 
farmers felt this way in 1980 and said the industry must be spurred to growth.69 Another camp 
soon came to think that things were now about right and needed to be carefully managed to 
sustain self-sufficiency around current levels. At roughly 5 billion litres, the industry could supply 
domestic needs without flooding the market and have a little left over for profitable exports.70 
There were of course overlap, nuance and movement between these views. One version saw 
small farm numbers as a good thing, but advocated vigorous investment in productivity to gain 
far more milk from each cow on each farm. The ADFF President, John Bennett, called farmers to 
drop the blinkers of tradition and embrace modern best practice.71 

A third camp, mostly bureaucrats and economists, thought there was more shrinking to do. 
They settled on a national output around 4.3 to 4.5 billion litres. They were looking at the dairy 
industry as just one part of a bigger picture that contained consumers, other industries and other 
countries. They were fully aware of the subsidies that distorted world prices but saw this as a gift 
to Australian consumers, who could buy ‘dumped’ dairy imports at cheap prices. They 
understood that the main purpose of exports and foreign earnings was to buy valued imports, 
and that Australian purchases of overseas goods of one kind allowed foreign consumers to buy 
Australian goods of a different kind. In this global view, an import duty effectively taxed 
Australia’s own exports.72 The logical advice was to shrink the Australian dairy industry to a size 
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that encompassed only its most efficient producers, that wouldn’t be burdened with unprofitable 
exports and that therefore wouldn’t need compensatory protection. Fred Gruen set this tone in 
1975, when he dared to suggest that the drift out of dairying should not be discouraged, that 
butter and cheese manufacture should be allowed to phase out, and that the far more efficient 
New Zealand industry should make up any shortfall in Australia’s dairy food needs.73 This view 
gained more adherents in the early 1980s and consequently more ferocious industry opposition. 

These responses emerged against a changing mix in the economic and political climate at 
home and overseas. At the level of world trade, Australian agriculture had suffered from being 
locked out of the EEC and the UK. The Tokyo Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade’s (GATT’s) Multinational Trade Negotiations had offered hope that agriculture might be 
brought within the full GATT framework and subjected to all the rules and disciplines that applied 
to industrial products.74 Tariffs were the only permitted protection for industrial goods, but 
agriculture’s separate treatment allowed the subsidies, levies and quantitative restrictions at 
which the EEC excelled. Those non-tariff barriers had grown, but hopes for full GATT coverage 
for agriculture were dashed in 1977, when the EEC and Japan conspired to maintain its ‘special’ 
status.75 However, as Tokyo talks drew to a close in early 1979, Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser 
reported exciting progress.76 

What it would mean for the dairy industry was less certain. World milk production had grown 
at 1.7% a year, outstripping world demand. EEC milk production continued to increase at 3% a 
year. The Food and Agriculture Organization identified the dairy policies of northern hemisphere 
countries and the resulting world dairy market as the ‘most striking example of misallocation of 
resources in the agricultural sector.’77 An Australian MP, Michael Baume, reported that the 
‘average German dairy farm comprises 20 cows—and a Mercedes.’78 In Australia, cheap EEC 
cheese was a mounting aggravation. With only a 5% tariff to hurdle, highly subsidised EEC 
cheese imports almost doubled in a few years. Yet the EEC virtually excluded Australia’s 
cheese. In Fraser’s Tokyo breakthrough, the EEC offered to guarantee access for ‘worthwhile’ 
cheese quotas, in return for concessions on imports into Australia. When the details arrived, 
the ADIC concluded that the government had ‘traded off the dairy industry for concessions 
on beef.’79 

A second factor in the international mix was the scheduled end to New Zealand’s preferential 
access to British markets. New Zealand had been aggressively shoring up other markets, 
competing fiercely for Japanese cheese sales and forcing its way into Australia with ‘dumping’ 
prices. Under the New Zealand and Australian Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) that had been in 
place since 1966, New Zealand was limited to 1200 tonnes of cheddar cheese imports a year, 
but was getting around the limit by selling large quantities of non-cheddar cheese, which was not 
restricted, something Doug Anthony showed little inclination to change.80 But frustration with the 
EEC and Multinational Trade Negotiations led Anthony to think more about bilateral 
opportunities and trading blocs closer to home. At the annual NAFTA review in April 1979, he 
floated the idea of a more formal and closer economic association that would give both countries 
greater strength in dealing with the rest of the world. Aware of New Zealand vulnerability, he 
hinted that Australia would otherwise drop NAFTA and leave New Zealand on its own.81 Officials 
from both countries were soon mapping out the areas in which closer relations could be applied. 

A closer relationship looked good to Australia’s industrial manufacturers, but the dairy industry 
went into a tailspin. New Zealand’s dairy industry was much bigger and more efficient, and 
received considerable indirect government support. Australia’s industry wanted specific 
guarantees for dairy products rather than being bundled into some general agreement. In March 
1980, formal negotiations to establish Closer Economic Relations (CER) were officially 
launched. Australian dairy leaders worked tenaciously for a direct agreement with the New 
Zealand Dairy Board (NZDB). The ADIC proposed a limit on cheese import volumes, indexed to 
future growth of the total Australian cheese market. The NZDB agreed to voluntary restraint, and 
to the formation of a joint government and industry committee that would confer directly and 
regularly.82 It asserted that it had ‘absolutely’ no intention of disrupting the Australian market.83 

A third factor in the international mix was increasing pressure for reform of tariffs on industrial 
products. GATT’s Tokyo round agreed on record reductions. In Australia, the Crawford report on 
structural adjustment in manufacturing, tabled in March 1979, concluded that higher economic 
growth and employment would come only if manufacturers became more competitive, with long-
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term reduction of tariffs. A key target was the clothing, textile and footwear industries, where 
tariffs had risen by between 50% and 80%, adding to Australian costs and annoying Asian 
neighbours trying to build export industries in these fields. Yet high unemployment and industrial 
disputes made the government loath to act. When Cabinet deferred protection cuts for 7 years, a 
disgusted Liberal back bencher, John Hyde, castigated the government for its soft policies.84 

Indicative of another factor that began to impinge on the dairy industry, Hyde reflected a shift 
in the political balance, the emergence of a free-market Liberal lobby. Political ideologies were 
grappling with ‘stagflation’: rampant inflation combined with rampant unemployment. The 
Treasury argued for strong inflation control and fiscal restraint, which meant smaller government, 
tighter budgets and a rein on industry protection and welfare spending. In the government and 
the bureaucracy, tensions arose between the ‘dries’, who followed that line, and the ‘wets’, who 
feared its social consequences. Those driving the new economic liberalism gained ideological 
sustenance from the election of Margaret Thatcher as Britain’s prime minister in 1979 and of 
Ronald Reagan as US president in November 1980. The farmer counterpart emerged in the 
formation of the National Farmers’ Federation in 1979 with an explicitly free-trade and 
deregulatory agenda. 

By contrast, 1980 brought a rare sense of unity to the dairy industry. The states were 
attending to internal haves and have-nots problems and redistributions of market milk access. 
The proportion of Australian farms with some access to market milk margins had more than 
doubled since 1970: from 42% to 91%.85 Export prices were firming up. The industry agreed on 
how to proceed. With farmers still leaving at four a day, the manufacturing sector needed more 
investment, more confidence and more milk, and farmers would respond only if they were 
offered two things: more revenue and a longer time frame of certainty for production planning.86 
To enhance certainty, the industry sought a 3- to 5-year guarantee on government 
underwriting.87 On the revenue side, the industry embarked on a concerted campaign to gain 
substantial and systematic increases in the domestic wholesale prices, or DVLPs, of prescribed 
manufactured products. In both cases they took their cue from the industrial environment and 
wanted their returns indexed to consumer price index increases. 

Both strategies required convincing the Minister. In September 1979, Peter Nixon—another 
Country Party heavyweight—became the new minister. As a Victorian dairy farmer, he knew the 
industry.88 He went part of the way with price claims but wanted to see connections between 
price rises and production and consumption. The ADFF’s executive director, Clay Manners, 
applied masterly skills to this task, and the industry supplied multiple submissions justifying their 
price argument.89 The UDV showed that a typical dairy farm returned a 0.6% loss on investment 
and would need an extra 44% on the milk price to achieve the 10% return expected from other 
commercial investments. Queensland farmers cheered this UDV discovery that the solution to 
their predicament lay in realistic domestic pricing, an attitude reflected in the recent all-states 
agreement that farm milk for long-life UHT product must be paid for at full market milk prices.90 It 
seemed there was consensus in the industry. 

A likely milk shortage helped the consensus. Projections for 1980–81 were just over 5.0 billion 
litres. Many leaders warned that production below this level would put export markets at risk and 
threaten future domestic shortfalls. The ADFF took a consistent ‘hard line’ in seeking regular 
domestic price increases. Manufacturers supported the price campaign for fear of losing factory 
supply. They wondered about the effect on sales if prices moved up too quickly, but their bigger 
concern was to keep milk flowing through their plants. Too many factories were running on lower 
volumes of milk, causing efficiency to fall. Rationalisation seemed an obvious answer, but most 
factory managers didn’t want their own factories to close. They opted for encouraging supply.91 

The sense of a supply crisis was heightened by a surprise butter shortage in early 1981. The 
ADC suspended all export licences, and the ADIC called on Victorian manufacturers to come to 
the rescue and on all dairy farmers to boost milk output. The crisis showed how quickly domestic 
supply could be jeopardised. It didn’t pass unnoticed among farmers that tight supplies put them 
in a stronger position to demand better prices.92 

Now farmers and manufacturers started to part company on how to manage the supply 
shortage. The ADFF wanted more frequent price increases, priority for domestic markets over 
exports, and regular reviews of product mixes to ensure the highest returns. Manufacturers 
instead pressed state governments and dairy authorities to allow new farmers into the industry. 
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The conflict prompted the ADFF to go direct to the federal minister and politicians, and to 
‘pursue all avenues’ to gain domestic price increases for all dairy products.93 

In the parallel campaign for longer-term underwriting, Nixon wanted to escape annual ad hoc 
decisions and asked his department and the BAE for a proposal.94 The plan revealed in 
February 1981 was designed to bring dairy assistance in line with other rural industries. It 
applied two new concepts: governments should offer only crisis protection, not income elevation, 
and Australian dairy products should reflect world prices. Regarding any price above export 
levels as a consumer subsidy, the plan set a maximum on domestic prices for prescribed 
products. Coinciding with the butter shortage, the proposal was flatly rejected by the industry as 
absurd.95 

After many meetings with the BAE and the Department, the ADIC executive remained 
adamant that the world export price bore no relationship to the cost of producing dairy products 
and could not determine Australian prices. Nixon finally compromised by underwriting a moving 
average of equalised returns rather than world prices, and opted for a 2-year scheme, ending 
mid-1983. To ensure a link to world prices, the ADC was to consider related criteria in setting 
domestic prices and product levies.96 Wary of zealous interpretation of the criteria, the ADFF 
gained Nixon’s assurance that moderation would be the rule.97 But the dispute put the industry 
on edge about future designs of governments and bureaucracies. 

That edginess increased during what came to appear as a ‘watershed’ year in 1982. The 
ADFF’s domestic price program met increasing resistance from the factories. Inflation and 
wages were running high and the economy had fallen in a hole. The factories were winning 
the battle for new dairy registrations.98 The ADFF encouraged farmers to pressure their 
factories and co-operative directors for regular price movements so farmers could also 
move with inflation. 

The ADFF described the industry watershed as a choice between halving again in the next 
decade and actively deciding to arrest the decline by paying farmers enough to make them 
willing to supply. The industry was now orientated to the domestic market, exports accounted 
for less than 20% of total milk production, and domestic price increases achieved over the 
previous 3 years had not obviously dampened domestic demand. A forceful ADFF submission 
showed just how cheap Australian dairy foods were in relation to other foods and to dairy foods 
in other countries.99 In March 1982, the ADFF agreed to pursue a real 10% price rise over the 
next year.100 

A possible obstacle was the real intent of the New Zealand industry. The first meeting of the 
joint consultative committee rattled the Australian contingent. Alerted to the ailing New Zealand 
economy, they perceived a desire to grasp at CER and dairy concessions as a ‘crutch’.101 The 
NZDB tried to allay Australian fears by pointing to its record of competitive restraint and its belief 
in commercial cooperation. But its willingness to ‘help out’ now that the Australian industry was 
‘in decline’ was alarming. The NZDB had already joined forces with Australia’s largest butter 
canner, who was seeking assured supplies for export operations. Other Australian exporters 
were likewise said to be looking to New Zealand if the Australian industry was unable to meet 
demand.102 This convinced many dairy leaders that contraction was foolhardy and only vibrant 
growth would defend the Australian industry against New Zealand predations. 

Though Fraser promised support against unfair competition, Anthony welcomed cheap New 
Zealand imports and refused to change New Zealand access.103 When the NZDB planned a 
cheese promotion program in Australia, the ADFF gave it the thumbs down and swamped 
ministers and politicians with submissions and delegations to ensure that CER talks did not 
disadvantage their industry. It pushed two policy lines: that New Zealand cooperate in third 
markets; and no New Zealand product could be imported unless it was formally agreed on.104 

In March 1982, the whole CER deal hung in the balance. Anthony persuaded a New Zealand 
minister to visit Canberra for a charm assault on all avenues of influence, including Tasmania’s 
dairy industry, home of the ADFF president, John Bennett.105 In April, a Memorandum of 
Understanding on Dairy Products was signed by the New Zealand and Australian dairy 
industries. A gentlemen’s agreement rather than legally binding, it provided for a Joint Dairy 
Industry Consultative Committee and explicitly stated that trade would be progressively 
liberalised in a way that did not result in ‘unfair competition’ or disruption to either industry. To 
enforce this, the Committee would consult twice a year. The Memorandum acknowledged that 
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the New Zealand Government played no significant role in domestic price determination, which 
was derived from realisations from world markets, and that Australian governments had the right 
to set domestic prices and to prevent them falling when world prices collapsed.106 

Victorian farmers were particularly relieved that a major threat was formally resolved.107 But 
industry affairs seemed to head downhill in late 1982, opening old wounds and new fractures. A 
tired old cycle looked set to revive as domestic milk production finally started to kick upward, 
coinciding with rising EEC and US surpluses and subsequent offloading. Export prices took a 
downward turn, and the entry of more EEC cheese imports—subsidised by $1000 a tonne—
forced more Australian milk off the domestic market and into export. Adding fuel to the fire, New 
Zealand appeared to be breaching the Memorandum—with un-notified sales in Australia and 
severe undercutting of Australian butter in Hong Kong.108 

The domestic upsurge started in Victoria, where the ban on new dairy registrations had been 
brief, and many farmers burned by the 1970s slump pursued productivity gains to ensure they 
never repeated the experience. They were definitely on the side of industry growth.109 They also 
perceived that the 1970s contraction had concentrated dairy manufacturing in their state, 
meaning that supply increases in other states would go into sheltered domestic markets and 
push more Victorian surpluses offshore. With 32% of their milk now going into exports, Victorian 
farmers believed they bore the burden for the Australian industry. They thought it only fair that 
this burden of low export returns be ‘shared’.110 

Round 5—Share or fight 
Growing the industry now meant sharing the poor returns that might result. In the Victorian view 
the obvious way to share low export returns equitably was to create a national milk pool and 
redistribute the returns on a national basis. Put another way, this meant opening access to 
market milk returns and therefore interstate market milk markets, especially in Sydney. 

The UDV returned to the 1977 ‘sleeper’ legislation that, once proclaimed, would penalise 
interstate trading in market milk by imposing a levy on the intruder. The UDV declared the 
legislation contrary to Section 92 and resolved to do everything to have it revoked. Other states 
were accused of using ‘police state tactics’ to prop up high-cost farms and block the entry of 
Victorian milk.111 

Tension emerged in the ADFF, where the equalisation system and its separate pools and 
levies for five ‘prescribed products’ was under review. It suffered from two flaws: the higher the 
proportion of exports, the further the product levy had to be stretched; and the lower the export 
price, the higher the levy needed to hold up the domestic price.112 The UDV wanted to end some 
product pools where the levy didn’t reap enough reward.113 Also starting to surface was a more 
extreme solution that would end product levies and impose a single levy on all milk production. 
Such ideas had been hinted at during the IAC enquiries. They would henceforth gain a generous 
airing. 

Providing a prominent outlet, the Balderstone report on future policies for Australia’s 
agricultural products was tabled in November 1982. It advised less government intervention and 
more use of ‘market forces’, and the gradual reduction of assistance to highly supported 
industries, of which dairying was a prime example. The report targeted the market milk sector as 
the area of high protection, with ‘excessive’ controls on cross border movements, and noted the 
practicality of Victorian supply to NSW.114 Nixon then announced another IAC enquiry on dairy 
industry assistance.115 

Conflicting views clamoured for dominance as the ADFF executive began to develop 
proposals for IAC hearings.116 The ADFF’s aggressive price policy started to wobble under 
concerns about rising production. Talk turned to ways to share export costs.117 NSW, 
Queensland and Western Australia sought clarification of ADFF policy on state borders and 
fresh milk trade.118 Victorian-sourced UHT milk sold in Sydney at dramatic discounts.119 DFA 
members urged Minister Nixon to clamp down on Victorian factories and farmers who preached 
growth when they stood on the brink of a huge surplus that would drag everyone down.120 
Queensland’s Pat Rowley visited the DFA and declared the need to impose corrective controls 
before the surplus got out of hand: ‘If the industry does not act then the result could be lower 
prices, a further shake out of dairy farmers and an open door for New Zealand.’121 
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The ADFF executive juggled these confusing currents into a single policy that proposed 
abolition of the equalisation levy paid by manufacturers on each prescribed product and its 
replacement with a levy on all milk, including market milk, paid by all farmers. Under the existing 
system, the price paid to farmers for manufacturing milk varied according to the product mix of 
their factory and the levies it incurred. Under the proposed new system, all farmers would pay 
the same levy and all exported products would receive a uniform subsidy. The ADFF included all 
milk on the grounds that support for the export market helped protect the domestic market for 
dairy products, which in turn protected the market milk sector from competition.122 

The proposal caused heated debate at the ADFF meeting at the end of 1982. One side 
argued that the new levy, not being tied to any product, would encourage manufacturers to 
export products with the best return. NSW and Queensland said any levy that transferred market 
milk revenue must be accompanied by a quota-type scheme which sheeted the low returns from 
high surpluses to those most responsible.123 An 8–7 vote resolved that the ADFF submission to 
the IAC include the all-milk levy, plus a ‘sleeping’ entitlement scheme.124 

The Victorians valued the all-milk levy needed to ensure production restraint and market milk 
protection. They started at 5¢ a litre and revealed an absolute minimum of 2.5¢ to 3¢ a litre. The 
other states rejected a levy of this size; NSW refused any levy on market milk; Queensland 
demanded production controls in any package.125 The full ADFF meeting in February 1983 could 
not reach agreement. As a result, the ADFF would not pursue any new proposal at the IAC 
hearings.126 

On the world scene, production had gone up 2% in 1982. In the first quarter of 1983, EEC 
production was up 10%. EEC butter stocks were 32,000 tonnes in April 1982 and 345,000 
tonnes a year later: twice the world’s normal butter trade for 1 year. With over 200,000 tonnes of 
butter, the US was competing aggressively for South American markets that Australia and New 
Zealand had formerly held. The EEC had begun to drop export prices and attack the Japanese 
market.127 

In this environment, the industry entered another IAC enquiry divided on the same question 
that split it in 1975 and 1976. Unable to agree on an ADFF policy position, the states submitted 
separate IAC submissions which diverged in intent.128 It was forward to the past with another 
debate about a market entitlement plan. Much would change before that was resolved. In 
particular, NSW was working out its internal relationships and how it fitted into the new industry 
jigsaw of the 1980s. 
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Chapter 5: An industry parliament in NSW 

Don Day had been a man on a mission when he grabbed the dairy industry by the throat and 
rearranged the milk quotas of NSW. Day took the short, sharp route to structural change and hit 
a massive backlash. The conflict that followed almost brought the NSW Dairy Farmers’ 
Association (DFA) undone and left Jack Eggert and milk zone farmers suspicious of Day’s 
partisan aims. Day likewise distrusted them. 

Day had another big-picture mission. Having rearranged the state’s regulated milk quotas, he 
set about restyling the regulator. A driving influence was a government promise to help the 
industry grow its market. Day’s attachment of a Dairy Promotion Council to the Authority in 1978 
was widely applauded. Subsequent reforms proved less popular. 

A new regulator 
The regulator’s job was to run the fresh milk part of the industry, to control the quantity, quality 
and price of milk all the way from farmer to consumer. It was a powerful role, determining the 
financial fate of thousands of industry people and indirectly many more thousands in the 
community. A seat at the table where the decisions were made was all important. The structure 
of the controlling body, the number and nature of decision-making seats and their arrangement 
at the central table; this was fighting business in the regulated dairy industry. 

An unwritten law had come to govern the Milk Board: the farmers ‘owned’ it. An independent 
chairman sat between a consumer and a farmer representative, but only the farmer was directly 
elected by his constituents; he embodied their direct personal interest in having their livelihood 
dependent on board decisions. The farmers also occupied the moral high ground, since the 
community accepted that farmers needed help against hardship. In this farmer-dominated 
regulator, no other sector of the industry was represented. 

When the NSW Dairy Industry Authority (DIA) replaced the Milk Board in 1970 and covered 
the whole state, farmers gained an extra elected representative and effectively remained on top. 
But they lost ground in price-setting. The determination of sector prices and margins moved to a 
Dairy Industry Prices Tribunal, which contained no farmers. Their only input occurred as Tribunal 
recommendations passed via the DIA to the Minister, who held the ultimate power to accept 
or reject. 

By 1977, Day wanted to restructure the regulating body again. Supervisory staff had 
mushroomed with the spread of Authority control from 87 municipalities to 225. The overlap of 
dairy hygiene and farm service functions between the DIA and the Department of Agriculture 
caused wasteful duplication and confusion.1 To rethink the regulatory roles, Day set up a multi-
department committee under Bill Gent.2 

Premier Wran also invited the NSW Dairy Industry Council to offer a view. The Council was 
an unofficial group of sector representatives—farmers, processors and milk vendors—formed in 
1971 to provide a collective industry voice. Though informal, the Council had established an 
industry power base untouched by Authority controls. Its opinion did matter. It affirmed the DIA’s 
comprehensive regulatory role but suggested change along three lines. The Council favoured 
the old Milk Board format of a compact, full-time team of three, modified to put the consumer in 
the chair and make the third member a general industry representative. DIA powers should also 
be broadened to cover manufactured products. But change in price-setting was the big goal: to 
get rid of the Prices Tribunal, neutralise the ‘politicisation’ of the Minister’s final say, and gain 
regular price reviews based on indexation principles.3 

When the Gent Report emerged in February 1979, it shocked the industry. It split regulation 
down the middle, so the Department of Agriculture controlled the farm and the factory, and the 
DIA ruled distribution and marketing.4 The Gent group thought this would free up the DIA to 
connect with the consumer, an emphasis made explicit by adding ‘marketing’ to its name. Just 
as troubling, its board was expanded to seven, but only the independent chairman would be full-
time. Farmers would have two part-time representatives, appointed, not elected. In a double 
sting for farmers, the Department of Agriculture and the processors and vendors would each 
have a seat at the table.5 

Day was soon pitted against the DFA again. No one could see the sense in separating the 
regulating functions. The more representative board was another thing. Processors and vendors 
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looked forward to having a say and even seemed prepared to accept the regulatory restructure if 
price-setting was out of the hands of the Prices Tribunal and politicians, as proposed by Gent.6 
But the DFA read the splitting of regulation as a ploy for Public Service Board control and saw 
the diminished farmer presence as a frontal attack. Jack Eggert demanded a full-time 
representative, elected directly by farmers.7 

Day revised the regulatory split and restricted the Department to on-farm activities, giving the 
Authority responsibility from when the milk left the farm, rather than when it left the factory.8 He 
also upped the farmers’ strength by giving the board three full-time members, including a farmer 
and a consumer. All industry representatives, full- and part-time, would still be selected by the 
Minister, but from a panel of three people elected by their own sector.9 The three full-time 
members would form the pricing committee, just as the industry wanted. Less appealing was the 
intention to give the Prices Commission the power to fix the retail price of whole milk. That the 
Minister would have no final say was said to be taking the politics out of pricing. The industry 
believed that the reality was that the Minister for Consumer Affairs now had the whip hand, since 
the Prices Commission was in his domain.10 

The DFA continued to fight: against the new regulatory split, and for the direct election of their 
own representatives. They also made a bid for an extra part-time position.11 But Day stood his 
ground. Still alert to milk-zone bias in DFA elections, he refused to allow ‘simple majority 
representation’.12 Day took the legislation to Parliament in November 1979, where it passed with 
little amendment and won praise for provisions to bring manufactured dairy products under 
Authority control.13 

Having masterminded the legislation, Don Day wasn’t there to drive the changes. Jack 
Eggert’s barrage of criticism and repeated calls for Wran’s intervention took its toll.14 In March 
1980, in the midst of more lobbying over a ‘pittance’ price increase,15 Wran made Jack Hallam 
MLC the Minister for Agriculture and moved Day to Development and Decentralisation. 
Agriculture was seen as a major promotion for Hallam, who was well qualified by his farming 
experience.16 

Hallam was a young man tipped to be going places, and he promised to leave the day-to-day 
running of the industry to the new regulator.17 In July 1980, the Dairy Industry Marketing 
Authority (DIMA) took the reins. All sectors gained their desired representatives, by managing 
the candidates elected as their nominees.18 There was also much continuity in the full-time 
board. Chairman Don Ferguson had been deputy of the DIA. Don Strike was still the full-time 
farmer representative. Edna Roper MLC continued to care for consumers. Among part-timers, 
Jack Eggert took the producer seat. Speaking for processors and manufacturers was Jim 
Forsyth, the managing director of Sydney’s second milk processor, United Dairies, and a leading 
light of the Market Milk Agents Association. Defending milk vendors was Gerald Fitzgerald, long-
serving secretary of the Amalgamated Milk Vendors Association (AMVA). Bryan Mullins spoke 
for the Department of Agriculture.19 Approval of retail prices was the preserve of the NSW Prices 
Commission. 

Jack Hallam declared the opening of a new era and gave the ‘all clear’ for a price review.20 
But he soon faced intense industry unrest. Jack Hallam was no Don Day clone. Where Day had 
aggressively restructured the industry, Hallam wanted the industry to solve its own problems. 
This put the spotlight on the regulator—the DIMA—and the man who headed it. Don Ferguson 
was the son of the legendary Jack Ferguson, revered chairman of the Milk Board. People 
expected a great deal of the son, and he expected a great deal of himself. But these were big 
shoes to fill and he was a very different person from his father. 

Soon putting him to the test was a fresh face on the DFA scene. The new secretary brought a 
youthful vigour and creative professionalism to producer problems. Winston Arthur Watts had 
just spent 7 years with the Livestock and Grain Producers’ Association, most recently as its 
commercial manager, where he worked on policy development and industry papers as well as 
media liaison and public relations.21 With an earlier stint in the dairy division of the United 
Farmer’s and Woolgrowers’ Association, Winston Watts slipped into his DFA role like a hand into 
a glove. He was smart, aggressive but personable, and comfortable with farmers. He could 
prepare a concise submission on call. The pugnacious Jack Eggert said that with his voice and 
Winston’s pen they made a good team. They would certainly make a formidable pair in the 
coming years. 
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The partnership started with an all-out campaign on the top priority of farmer price. The 
market milk price structure had been held in a ‘freeze’ for most of Wran’s reign, and the industry 
hoped to emulate the Australian Dairy Farmers Federation’s national price campaign on 
manufactured products. Jack Eggert expected ‘price injustices’ to be rectified by the DIMA’s 
operating without political pressures.22 Eggert and Watts set their sights on a minimum 6¢ a litre 
increase for farmers. 

Regulating price 
Price-setting was the ultimate issue for the industry. Many analysts would argue that a regulated 
industry often ‘captures’ the decision-making processes through overlapping membership of 
industry bodies and strong representation on the regulating authority. In this way, an ‘industry 
club’ can directly influence decisions affecting their own vested interest, to the detriment of the 
‘public interest’ that the regulated system was set up to protect. As American economist George 
Stigler said: ‘As a rule regulation is acquired by the industry and is designed and operated 
primarily for its benefit.’23 Australian economist Ted Seiper said the regulated industry captures 
its own demand curve.24 

The NSW dairy industry did have a discernable ‘club’. The same people had multiple hats 
through leadership positions in multiple bodies. Their main gathering place was the meetings of 
the Dairy Industry Council, where they argued the case for their own sector, and then went for a 
sociable drink. Usually they conferred in the Dairy Farmers Co-op’s boardroom in Harris Street, 
then migrated to the County Clare Hotel. Despite the occasional blood-on-the-floor conflicts, they 
came to respect the differing views and became pretty good mates. Now that all the main 
sectors had a voice on the DIMA, there was more overlap between Authority and Industry 
Council. Eggert, Forsyth and Fitzgerald were on both, providing added access and insights. 
Murray Mead was the general manager of Dairy Farmers, and also Dairy Industry Council 
chairman. While not an official DIMA member, he could extract more from governments than 
anyone else, simply through his people-person skills, his unfailing courtesy and his acceptance 
that concessions had to be made. He was also a close friend of Gerry Gleeson, the head of the 
Premier’s Department. 

Other factors hindered the industry’s capacity to conquer the regulatory controls. Critics 
claimed that the industry was privileged to have governments guarantee a price based on the 
cost of production when unregulated industries had to take what the market would bear. This 
was clearly true during certain periods. A downside of regulation came to the fore in inflationary 
times when costs of production escalated and governments tried to dampen prices. Wran’s very 
public policy of holding a long freeze on the milk price was a good example. The pressure to 
include productivity and profitability factors in price claims, the length and delay of the enquiry 
process, and the meagre increase when the freeze was lifted were others. 

An added factor was the advancing political prominence of the consumer movement. The 
Australian Consumers’ Association was formed in 1959 and took off in the 1960s. Its magazine, 
Choice, revealed trends in marketing and tricks in the marketplace. Victoria and then NSW set 
up an advisory Consumer Protection Council. In 1969, NSW added a consumer ‘watchdog’ unit 
to the bureaucracy. Whitlam strengthened consumer protection in the Trade Practices Act and 
the Prices Justification Tribunal, and in 1975 appointed the first federal Minister for Consumer 
Affairs. Neville Wran then formed a NSW Department of Consumer Affairs and a Prices 
Commission to investigate consumer ‘exploitation and rip-offs’.25 The crinkled, friendly face of 
the Minister, Syd Einfeld, personified the government’s caring concern. His prices legislation of 
1976 allowed open public enquiries where consumer groups and other parties could present 
their views to the Commission, whose intended role was to target ‘undue prices and rates’ in 
essential goods and services.26 

The Prices Commission represented another side of regulation. It had no brief to protect 
vulnerable farmers or stabilise suffering industries. Unlike industry-specific bodies it was not 
open to friendly capture. The Commission had a broader social purpose of ‘stemming the 
inflationary tide’ and keeping industries honest. Healthy competition was the best form of 
consumer protection, and the Commission hoped to restrain would-be price-gougers by showing 
it could take control if they went too far. One high-profile hit led to regulated reforms in the 
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funeral industry. Another Commission crusade took pest controllers to task.27 As final arbiter of 
the retail milk price, the Commission became a bogeyman for the dairy industry. 

In the price review of August 1980, Winston Watts pushed hard for the DIMA pricing 
committee to go beyond traditional criteria. He wished to include the many skills that were 
integral to running a dairy farm, a loading for costs due to drought, fire and flood, and 
compensation for income lost in the implicit ‘consumer subsidy’ imposed by price freezes. Watts 
urged the government to demonstrate that the dairy farmer was entitled, as part of the 
community, to receive a fair return for his labour and capital investment. He estimated that the 
farmer price for market milk was about 30% below where it should be.28 

The resulting 5¢ a litre retail increase sounded generous, but it had to be split several ways. 
Although the Commission signed off on the retail price, the sector allocations were still set by 
Cabinet. Farmers gained a hefty 67.5% of the increase, receiving factories saw only 2.0%, 
processors 11.7%, vendors 20.2%, and publicity 0.4%.29 The AMVA was delighted, the receiving 
factories were disgusted, processors were alarmed at the high vendor share, and the DFA said 
farmers needed twice what they received. Watts was livid that the DIMA’s own pricing committee 
advised the Commission to ignore his allowances for managerial skills, the labour of farmer 
wives, interest on capital and loss of price relativity with other rural products.30 

A growing body of opinion argued that prices should reflect consumer views of value, not 
industry costs of production. The industry suspected this idea was gaining traction in the 
economics section of the Department of Agriculture and being fed into the price-setting process. 
The Dairy Industry Council decided to go all out for a public price hearing and regular reviews.31 
The DFA declared, ‘The Battle Begins,’ and took the fight to the public and the Parliament.32 

In 1981, the campaign achieved a non-public review but a good increase, recognition of a 
case for regular price revision, and then another review.33 Though prices still lagged claims, 
Eggert hoped to achieve all aims in 1982.34 He didn’t reckon on the new Minister for Consumer 
Affairs. Paul Whelan made headlines when he publicly criticised the milk price result, said the 
Prices Commission should be sacked, and promised to object to all future increases.35 

The government continued to baulk at mandatory price reviews, and the industry continued 
on the treadmill of pleading, demoralised by perpetual ‘cap in hand’ begging just to allow their 
case to be heard. If an enquiry was granted, industry resources were strained in compiling new 
data to reflect ever escalating costs. By the time the decision was finally made, costs had 
increased yet again and the whole cycle restarted.36 The DFA likened the process to ‘price 
suppression’ rather than ‘price control’.37 Consumers seemed less sensitive to the milk price 
than a Labor Government, which still saw it as the sacred cow of protecting the battlers. 

Hallam found the process equally oppressive.38 The constant parade of deputations was 
wearing and the battle through Cabinet was tedious. Each time he argued to adjust the milk 
price for inflation, other ministers instinctively resisted. It usually came down to the agriculture 
and consumer affairs ministers locking horns. That contest hotted up under Paul Whelan. By 
1982, Hallam wanted to be rid of the whole price issue, and Whelan was happy to take it.39 They 
quietly prepared a joint Cabinet submission to transfer all price-setting to Consumer Affairs. 
When this ‘secret’ plan was leaked, the industry erupted, and some bodies considered calling 
their members out on strike. Wran was begged to intervene.40 

Wran too must have wearied of the standard appeal to the Premier when the industry failed 
with the Minister and the regulator. The government was struggling with double-digit inflation, a 
contagion of industrial disputes and wage blow-outs, and a recession that pushed 
unemployment above 10%. Wran really thought the industry wasn’t doing too badly: from 1973 
to 1980, market milk prices had increased by 123% while the consumer price index rose only 
119%, and the manufacturing milk price only 71%.41 When Wran joined the Fraser 
Government’s national ‘wage pause’ in late 1982 and called his own price pause, he told dairy 
farmers he knew of no other commodity that got a price review every 6 months whether entitled 
to it or not.42 

For Wran, as for Day and then Hallam, the real price problem lay with manufacturing milk, 
which might cost 12¢ to 18¢ a litre to produce but return only 8¢ to 12¢ a litre.43 Hallam worried 
that the state’s dairy manufacturing would disappear.44 Compensation for surrendered quota had 
encouraged the departure of many manufacturing suppliers. Only a few areas had enough 
surplus to support a local manufacturer. With half of that going into low-return products, supply 
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continued to dwindle, throughput fell, productivity followed and factories ended up with 
uncompetitive products and the prospects of closure.45 

Unlike market milk, the state government had only indirect levers to apply to manufacturing 
milk. Price controls operated at the wholesale level and through state and federal agreement. 
Day’s most useful tool for lifting manufacturing supply was still the quota control. Warning that 
anyone wanting to be in market milk had an obligation to contribute to manufacturing and would 
not be allowed to ‘farm down to quota’, Day set the obligation at 20% over the nominal quota 
volume.46 Since the extra was paid for at the manufacturing milk price, objections were 
boisterous.47 

Farmers objected too when Hallam and the DIMA tried to let in more suppliers. The 
compromise was to promise not to start new registrations unless farm numbers fell below 3100 
and to impose quota qualifications that would direct new dairies into manufacturing.48 It was 
impossible to please everyone. The processors demanded new entrants and opposed any 
qualifying restrictions.49 An exasperated Ferguson noted the DFA’s lack of constructive 
alternatives.50 In February 1982, the DIMA starting taking new registrations. 

The DFA did agree to the DIMA’s decision to allow farmers to change factories in order to 
exert competitive pressure on factory performance. Unlike Victoria, NSW farmers had been tied 
to particular factories to secure their supply, but it was hoped that the ability to shop around for 
the best price might force factories to lift their game and explore new product prospects. The 
policy was scheduled to allow transfers from mid-1983.51 Yet controversy hovered over the 
potential for factory closures and the challenging question of whether shaky country factories 
should be propped up to preserve country employment and a local collection point for loyal 
farmers. The DFA insisted on a veto and on being consulted before any action.52 

The DFA was much more on side with a drive to shift more products into the officially 
regulated category and under the control of the state authority.53 The main candidates were on 
the market milk periphery: UHT, flavoured milk, skim milk, sweet cream and thickened cream. 
The challenge was to gain all-state agreement on paying a common farmer price at a level 
approaching the market milk rate, to eliminate interstate price-cutting and elevate farmer returns. 

Regulating quality 
From a community view, product quality and safety was the most critical function of the 
regulator. The dairy authority lost control of its basic raw material when the DIMA was formed in 
1980 without responsibility for farm supervision. Predictions seemed to come true when quality 
problems soon arose. In early 1981, complaints jumped by more than 400% and continued for 
several months.54 For processors, taking delivery of suspect milk was a dangerous prospect, 
and they perceived a general ‘breakdown’ of raw milk quality, not a one-off event. They blamed 
the inability of the Department of Agriculture to maintain farm controls and started a campaign 
throughout all sectors to have farm supervision returned to the DIMA.55 

Two factors seemed to be at work. One was the drop in bacteriological quality, which the 
DIMA targeted with tighter testing standards and severe penalties. This sudden ‘king hit’ to 
farmers caused indignant deputations to the DIMA, and a rapid back-down, which Ferguson 
explained as instant success of rapid remedies. He warned he’d repeat the remedy if further 
deterioration occurred,56 which it did. Quality issues raised broader community concerns when 
temperature control through the system appeared lax. Choice made allegations about the way 
milk was handled.57 

The second quality issue was less obvious to consumers, but just as worrying to the Minister. 
More farmers deliberately used additives such as lactose to bring the composition of their milk 
up to the level required for acceptance. This was all about working the regulations and getting 
the most out of milk payment systems. Under the Pure Food Act, drinking milk had to contain a 
minimum of 3.2% fat and 8.5% non-fat solids, called solids-non-fat, or SNF. The SNF was made 
up of protein, lactose, minerals and vitamins. Though milk had to meet these compositional 
standards to be accepted for drinking, it was actually paid for on volume. For this reason, breeds 
such as Friesians were popular for their high milk yield. However, during drought and other 
periods of stress, their milk components often fell below the acceptance standard. If the milk was 
rejected for the drinking market, the farmer was paid the manufacturing milk price, which was not 
only much lower, but was determined by fat content. Farmers who produced mostly for 
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manufacturing therefore favoured different breeds, such as Jerseys and Guernseys, which 
excelled in high-fat milk rather than top volume. But the quota redistribution had oriented more 
farmers to market milk incentives and Friesian herds and put more farmers on the borderline of 
compositional acceptance. 

Market milk farmers with Friesian herds maintained the milk solids in low periods by hand-
feeding their cows. Because this cost money, they aimed at just clearing the acceptance 
minimum. If they misjudged, rejection was even more costly. It was cheaper and easier to add 
lactose to boost the SNF content, and a pretty safe bet since pure lactose wasn’t detected on 
testing.58 The practice was common enough to be taken for granted. One honest farmer whose 
milk was repeatedly rejected openly tried lactose and drew media attention. The scandal put 
Hallam on the front page, prompting his sudden interest in a scheme that paid for specific milk 
components on a sliding scale. In 1981, Don Ferguson gave advance notice of such a scheme 
and announced an interim acceptance test that would measure protein instead of SNF.59 With 
market milk accounting for 64% of the state’s milk output and Friesians constituting well over 
80% of the stock, farmers didn’t welcome a system that no longer paid on volume and couldn’t 
be subverted with added lactose.60 

Hallam was soon at odds with the industry. He was wedded to compositional quality but 
denied farm supervision failures, citing his Department’s statistical evidence of consistent 
bacteriological quality. But the issue wouldn’t go away. Several trouble spots were identified: 
temperature problems throughout the supply chain that allowed bacteria to flourish; poor 
sampling techniques by tanker drivers at the farm; falling factory throughput and higher test 
costs leading to laboratory cost cutting; evidence of unsuitable tests and poor testing technique 
at factory laboratories; and poor communication and confusion between the supervisory sections 
of the Department and the Authority.61 Hallam said he’d review the situation at the end of 1982 
but otherwise it was business as usual.62 

Processors were so concerned about quality issues that Dairy Farmers Co-operative 
sponsored an industry seminar in January 1982, entitled ‘Quality where are we going?’ Their 
deputy general manager, Don Kinnersley, said, ‘The last 12 months have seen the biggest 
challenge to milk quality for many years.’ Most of the audience agreed, said tighter regulations 
and heavy penalties were necessary, and criticised poor temperature control.63 Samples from 
milk vendors ranged from 17 to 20 °C, when consumer safety demanded storage at less than 5 
°C.64 That put the milk vendors right in the firing line. 

Regulating distribution 
In 1980, the regulated system ensured that 2500 specialist vehicle vendors still delivered 100% 
of the milk that left NSW’s processing factories.65 They took 71% of the milk direct to homes, 
and 29% to shops, canteens and other retail outlets and institutions such as hospitals. At least 
95% of vendors were individual owner-operators: family men who earned an average net income 
of $246 a week for working a 6- or 7-day week in tough conditions and all weathers and had 
often mortgaged their home to do so.66 Milk vendors still operated to varying degrees in other 
states, but the total monopoly of milk distribution was unique to NSW. 

Jack Ferguson used to say the milk industry was like a stool with three legs: the producer, the 
processor and the vendor; if you took one away the stool would fall down. But the vendors 
thought the stool a very uneven structure, where the vendor leg received scant consideration. 
The vendors were treated as poor cousins, and considered themselves the ‘Cinderella’ sector, 
forever forbidden to attend industry balls. When they were finally invited to send their 
representative, Gerald Fitzgerald, to the DIMA party from mid-1980, they hoped to see their 
problems attended to and their potential recognised.67 But the vending sector found itself at a 
crossroads. As a food delivery system, regulated milk distribution was looking antique, and a 
‘bloody vendors’ mentality ran rife in the industry.68 

The vendor position in the regulated structure was always less clearly defined than that of 
other sectors. The original desire to protect the farmer and the consumer from exploitation by the 
‘middlemen’ caused the Milk Board to set the minimum price paid to farmers and the maximum 
charged to consumers, but the margin for the vendor was always open to pressure, because it 
was not enforced by a set retail minimum. Similarly, the desire to maintain consumer choice 
made the Milk Board resist exclusive delivery zones until wartime conditions compelled it. When 
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the war and zoning ended, vendors missed the stability: the AMVA fought to run its own de facto 
zoning and the Milk Board fought to break it down. By 1960, Jack Ferguson was so concerned 
that he reinstated an official system of zoning run by the Board. The AMVA was happy to hand 
over an onerous task and regain the comfort of well regulated, exclusive vendor zones, specified 
on vendor certificates of registration.69 But the weakness caused by the lack of a minimum retail 
price continued. 

The milk vendor was at the front line of demographic change. In a more mobile society, with 
more women in the workforce, fewer people needed milk delivered to the door. Vendors 
delivered to more corner stores, then small supermarkets, then major supermarket chains. From 
1974, a home delivery fee was added to the vendor’s retail price to compensate for the lost 
business and the increased cost per drop. But it disadvantaged the vendors further against 
stores and supermarkets. In 1970, about 90% of milk was dropped at the doorstep; by mid-
decade, home deliveries were under 76%.70 

Changing forms of packaging intensified the trend. Hygiene and convenience had driven the 
shift from the milk billy to the glass bottle, but supermarkets preferred the stackable waxed 
paperboard carton. In 1966, only 10% of plain milk was packed in cartons; by 1978, it was 
49%.71 Vendors preferred the glass bottle for visual appeal, greater economy—recycled up to 
100 times—and its Australian manufacture with Australian materials. The paperboard cartons 
were made from imported material, by multinational companies, who were all for the 
supermarkets. In many countries, home delivery had become the exception not the rule, and the 
AMVA foresaw the same trend in Australia. 

Other demographic trends made some milk runs very vulnerable. In Sydney, people were 
migrating to the western outskirts, leaving inner areas with fewer families, fewer children, more 
ageing people and numerous one-person households in high-rise buildings. By contrast, milk 
runs were booming in the Western Suburbs, where families with children—the biggest market for 
fresh milk—were congregating.72 Outside these growth areas, milk vendors now typically served 
only 50% of dwellings within their zone, and on some runs 20% or less.73 About 40% of all milk 
runs sold less than 400 litres daily, the minimum regarded by the AMVA as an ‘economic’ 
proposition. 

Traditionally, home delivery runs had been worth twice the value of the semi-wholesale trade, 
delivering to shops; now the reverse was true. Aspiring vendors sought out runs with a high 
percentage of shops and sold off home trade at give-away prices. Alternatively, they ‘weaned’ 
customers from home delivery through poor service, leading to more complaints to the DIMA.74 
Ironically, all evidence suggested that routine home delivery maintained milk consumption and its 
decline led to loss of sales.75 For this reason, the industry supported home delivery, in principle. 

An ‘economic’ run was still defined by the DIMA as one that sold a minimum 318 litres a day. 
At the DIMA, various committees exercised their minds on how to make milk distribution more 
efficient and small runs more viable. They faced conflict between policies developed as an hoc 
response to social change and the DIMA’s apparent duty to foster more sales. Six-day deliveries 
were approved out of concern for vendor profitability but had the effect of losing sales. Similarly, 
evening deliveries were approved because many vendors wanted a reasonable lifestyle and 
scope to hire a helper, but 86% of consumers preferred morning milk.76 The AMVA thought 
zones sized to sell at least 400 litres would ‘capture the vendor’, making a second job impossible 
and opening more time for milk promotion. However, bigger runs meant more milk sitting in 
unrefrigerated vehicles for longer periods.77 The DIMA registration committee refused to raise 
the minimum above 318 litres, and the prices branch denied that vendors with runs of that size 
considered them unviable.78 One DIMA officer was bold enough to suggest that it was up to the 
vendor and market forces to determine whether they survived.79 

Other sectors certainly saw these small-scale operators as inefficient and ineffective, not 
much changed from the horse and cart days. The processors cursed the burden of having the 
milk vendors as their route to market. Processors had no defined distribution areas in their own 
right, only the zones of their designated vendors, whose performance determined sales.80 
Processors complained that vendor service was poor, that they neglected quality and 
temperature control, and that they saw themselves as delivery people, not as the frontline sales 
force they should be. Vendors also criticised their supplying processors. Frequent product short-
ages caused loss of sales; leaking cardboard cartons brought customer abuse; queues at collec-
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tion depots cost valuable time; processor staff were rude and unco-operative; and the trend 
towards rationalising processor depots forced vendors to travel further to collect their milk.81 

Supermarkets were frustrated with vendors and regulated milk distribution. Milk was a great 
drawcard for customers. Though supermarkets dominated the retailing of most grocery items, 
they handled only about 20% of milk sales. Bread was already used as a loss leader, with 
discounts to draw trade from traditional bread vendors.82 But supermarkets paid as much for a 
litre of milk as the low-turnover corner store, and exclusive delivery zones blocked vendor 
competition. Regulated vendor prices were non-negotiable, regulated delivery times 
inconvenient, and vendor trucks unrefrigerated and mostly uninsulated and often unclean. 
Vendors blamed some problems on supermarkets that didn’t organise enough refrigerated 
space for the milk and didn’t rotate the stock. It was harder to dispute the high unit cost of this 
small-scale form of delivery to large-scale retailers. 

Supermarkets were starting to test the boundaries of regulation and explore possibilities for 
bypassing the vendors. They would prefer to deal directly with processors and organise their 
own deliveries. In 1980, Franklins insisted that Dairy Farmers deliver unregulated dairy foods 
into their bulk warehouse, eliminating vendor deliveries.83 Hopes flourished to do the same with milk. 

Another supermarket option was to buy through a bulk wholesaler with volume discounts. 
John David, owner of Davids Holdings and a chain of wholesale grocery outlets, supplied most 
of the small grocers and small supermarkets and aspired to become chief wholesaler to the 
major chains. He wanted to use milk as a leading staple, but the law did not provide for a 
wholesaler to be registered to sell milk. In 1980, David took over his main rival, A.G. 
Campbells.84 In 1982, he opened a huge self-service warehouse at Waterloo. He bought milk 
from retail vendors and sold below cost to all comers, including many householders.85 Soon 
after, he advised the industry to ‘get rid of the Dairy Authority, get rid of the pricing controls and 
let us get on with what we have to do—sell milk.’86 

Supermarkets could alternatively buy their own processor, bulk-warehouse their own milk and 
bring the middleman margin in house. Victorian legislation of 1982 opened the door for 
supermarkets who processed milk to distribute it to all their stores across all zones. The 
Safeway chain purchased a Victorian dairy company and proceeded to process and sell milk 
under its own name through its Melbourne stores.87 Vertical integration made possible what 
supermarket chains wanted: their own house brand milk to sell at a significant discount.88 

With mounting rumours about supermarket intentions, the DIMA met with supermarket chiefs 
and warehouse groups on 14 February 1983. The retailers had two most pressing demands: a 
cheap ‘negotiated’ price, preferably direct from processors with volume discounts, and 
centralised bulk billing to replace individual payments to each vendor through each store. Other 
claims included flexible delivery times, refrigerated trucks, delivery on pallets and supply of 
house brand milk.89 Don Ferguson supported the vendor distribution system and dismissed the 
supermarket chiefs in an off-hand way that reportedly riled them. 

In this summer of discontent, Don Ferguson had already organised a seminar on future 
directions. Called ‘Dairying in the next 10 years’, its purpose was to identify and evaluate current 
problems as a basis for defining future industry goals. The set date was 17 February 1983, just 3 
days after the retailer showdown. About 300 people from all parts of the industry attended, 
including representatives of supermarkets and warehouses.90 After Don Kinnersley addressed 
future consumer needs, one questioner asked whether it was time to remove some price 
controls and ‘let the market run free after the processors.’ Kinnersley opted not to answer, on the 
grounds that no politician would allow it, which brought John David to his feet, asking why not. 
He said NSW had the most ‘virile, dynamic supermarket industry’ in the world, engaged in highly 
competitive sale of a whole range of beverages, yet they were denied the opportunity of ‘getting 
into the act with milk’. When, he asked, ‘will we realise you need to free up the marketplace and 
allow the market forces to get in there and sell milk like every other commodity?’ Kinnersley 
pointed out that NSW had no fixed minimum and there was nothing to stop retailers cutting the 
price of milk, and many were doing so.91 

The strident tone at the seminar shook up attending vendors, especially in conversations 
where supermarket people questioned the very role of the vendors who served them. When the 
Dairy Industry Council met to consider the supermarket demands, two AMVA representatives 
expressed surprise at supermarket dissatisfaction and approaches to the DIMA for change. 
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Fearing that Hallam may defer to the supermarkets, they sought the unified support of all 
industry sectors and a written confirmation that they favoured retention of the existing system 
and its many benefits.92 They were stunned at the lack of endorsement. As a processor, Jim 
Forsyth expressed disbelief that vendors were unaware of 2 years of supermarket demands.93 

The Dairy Industry Council dismissed most of the supermarket demands as unachievable 
within the existing system of regulation. Any notions of warehousing and direct delivery were out 
of the question.94 The processors hoped to appease the supermarkets by conceding central 
billing. A proposal to the DIMA envisaged each Sydney processor setting up its own central 
billing facility for the vendors of their milk. Each supermarket chain would then receive five 
centralised accounts. The AMVA president, Mike Hewitt, decided to talk with the DIMA to find 
out just what the supermarkets wanted so vendors could advance their own appeasements. 

Though Gerald Fitzgerald was officially ‘retired’ from his position as AMVA secretary, he 
remained the vendor representative on the DIMA. Fitzgerald had always warned against 
becoming captive to supermarkets.95 To size up this billing situation, he visited Franklins’ head 
office, where all their vendor dockets were collated. Each vendor put in a weekly handwritten 
docket in his own format to each of their stores. The stores forwarded each docket to the head 
office, where it was matched and attached to papers that confirmed the amount, and passed on 
for authorisation of payment. All these accounts were handled in a huge room, with numerous 
people sitting around tables piled high with slips of paper. A chastened Fitzgerald could see the 
supermarkets’ point. 

Running a centralised billing system offered processors benefits like gathering sales 
information and charging vendors a billing fee. But the AMVA decided vendors should do it 
themselves.96 If processors could make money from a service charge on the billing, so could the 
AMVA. Just as importantly, AMVA state councillors believed that once processors controlled 
billing they would be seen as the suppliers to the chains; vendors would then lose their identity 
and become a mere agent for Dairy Farmers or United Dairies.97 The Council proposed that the 
AMVA create its own billing agency, registered as a separate organisation to keep the financial 
operation at arm’s length.98 

As Fitzgerald’s secretarial successor, Ted Flint was determined to fight processors over the 
billing issue but struck resistance from suspicious vendors. He asked the secretary of the South 
Coast Milk Vendors’ Association, Bob Grey, to chair an important vendor meeting on the 
subject.99 Grey went on to gain Don Ferguson’s endorsement.100 But supermarket vendors 
continued to resist the idea of anyone interfering in their business, especially as they would have 
to pay for it. There was some way to go in convincing vendors, processors and supermarkets to 
go along with the AMVA billing plan. Meanwhile, more momentous events were unfolding. 

The regulator under siege 
The NSW industry was feeling overwhelmed by a range of unresolved issues and a sense of 
going in circles. Each sector was protecting its own interest, leading to lots of conflict and few 
solutions. As the regulator, Don Ferguson was becoming a focal point of frustration. He too 
seemed overcome by endless complaints and scant cooperation. Regarded as a ‘nice bloke’, 
Ferguson was under huge pressure from some very forceful industry characters but lacked the 
punch to override their demands and pull them into a big picture vision. Some factories were 
refusing to follow DIMA rules and some groups were poised for unilateral action.101 There was 
little respect from outside the Authority, and there were difficult relations with industry 
representatives within the Authority. Part-time members were drawn into operational matters, 
becoming administrators rather than representatives; full-time members were torn between 
representing sector interests and fulfilling a duty to regulate the whole industry. The farmers felt 
their relative loss of power and believed the processors received preferential treatment. 

Ferguson’s February seminar had revealed a flailing industry, short on consensus and 
desperate for direction. Though many participants criticised the lack of opportunity to debate the 
hot issues, several provocative thoughts were aired that day. Many people clearly believed that 
parts of the regulated system needed to be removed, reshaped or seriously streamlined. Don 
Kinnersley warned that the DIMA had only about 3 months to get industry sectors together to 
prevent a revolution.102 
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Hallam was probably thinking the same thing. He was certainly fed up with constant industry 
complaints and deputations and the multitude of perverse anomalies in the regulations. A 
mountain of ministerial correspondence was sitting like a time bomb in a room in the McKell 
Building, near Central Station. Hallam’s conversation with federal Labor colleague John Kerin 
about getting some short-term help led to a phone call from Kerin to his friend Bob Whan over 
the Christmas of 1982. 

Bob Whan joined Jack Hallam’s staff in the New Year of 1983 to tackle the roomful of letters. 
They came from dairy farmers and factories around the state, all asking for discretionary action 
related to the regulatory rules, and all requiring a ministerial decision on a minute detail. Whan 
picked out common themes and developed routine responses. Many queries arose from the fact 
that quota was tied to the physical location of a specific farm. The original thinking was 
reasonable—to assure the milk supply for the local factory—but urban development often 
rendered this condition unworkable. A dairy farmer who’d moved his grazing property to the 
outskirts had to keep his dairy at the original address in town and bring his cows down a busy 
street to milk them at the spot his quota was tied to. Other letters required a decision on whether 
a farmer could move his supply to another factory. Vendor zones were another classic: in 
Sydney’s CBD, a vendor was going broke with a handful of customers and couldn’t gain more 
zone area. It all provided great insight into the regulatory morass as Whan’s initial assignment 
was extended and he became a member of the Minister’s special advisory unit, attending to 
dairy matters. 

Bob Whan’s father was a dairy farmer, but the son had been glad to escape farm life and gain 
a tertiary education. With a local degree in wool technology and postgraduate research at Leeds 
University, Bob Whan had become a wool classer and then joined the wool marketing section of 
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics (BAE) in 1961. In 1969, he stood unsuccessfully as a 
Labor candidate in the federal election, with John Kerin as his campaign manager. In late 1972, 
Whan left the BAE to become the federal MP for Eden-Monaro in the Whitlam Government. After 
losing his seat in 1975, he worked for several years with the Australian Council of Overseas Aid. 
He was at a loose end when Kerin called about helping Hallam. 

Whan and Hallam got on well. Hallam wasn’t inclined to lengthy debate, but Whan found a 
way of getting to know him better. Hallam was fit and athletic. He started work very early but 
stopped for afternoon exercise. Whan took to joining him at the Woolloomooloo swimming pool. 
After-swim chats opened brief windows for gauging the Minister’s thoughts. He’d either like what 
was proposed or he wouldn’t. In this way, Whan learned of Hallam’s concern that he had to 
reverse or settle many of the DIMA’s decisions and that many issues were unresolved.103 For 
example, in April 1983, Hunter Valley farmers were so incensed at the DIMA allocation of quota 
to newly registered farmers that they called for Hallam’s dismissal.104 

On a flight back to Sydney from a country visit, Hallam announced his answer to the dairy 
hiatus. Whan would do a report on restructuring the industry, covering the many problem areas 
and providing a clear statement on long-term policy objectives. Whan had already gleaned three 
main reasons for the industry mess. Fundamentally, it was overregulated and the regulations 
were out of date. Secondly, Don Ferguson wasn’t coping as regulator and the industry criticism 
was savage. Many people attributed his patchy performance to excessive drink; in retrospect, 
they would learn he was suffering from a brain tumour, which took his life a few years later. The 
third factor was industry manipulation of regulations to wring out all possible advantage. With 
these points in mind, Whan insisted he’d have to have industry people working with him and Don 
Ferguson had better be one of them; a farmer representative had better be another. The DFA 
vice-president, Rowan Moore, of quota rights fame, found himself in that hot seat. Ron Messer 
was seconded from the federal Department of Primary Industry as secretary. Bob Whan was 
made the Agriculture representative on the DIMA, and the Dairy Industry Policy Review 
Committee was officially formed at his first DIMA meeting on 11 May 1983.105 With Whan as 
chairman, the committee set out a range of issues and invited written submissions, to be 
received by 10 June 1983. This enquiry would be run on a very tight time frame. 

The 1983 policy review 
Hallam’s instructions were to banish those regulations that cluttered up his life and to take the 
whole price-setting business off the Cabinet table. Paul Whelan had recently gone from 
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Consumer Affairs, to be replaced by the more adroit and ambitious Paul Landa, who was even 
more determined to control retail prices. 

The policy review committee set off on a whirlwind tour of the state’s dairy areas. During 
many hours of driving they debated problems and solutions. Whan’s thoughts inclined towards 
mechanisms for marketing and ideas for product development. Rowan Moore, who saw himself 
as ‘just a common average producer’, was consumed with how to digest and represent the 
varied views of farmers. The four men were all previously connected in some way. Moore and 
Ferguson were a similar age, had grown up around Camden and crossed paths in local 
activities. Messer and Whan were connected through Canberra primary industry networks. 
Whan and Ferguson were old pals from 1969, when Ferguson chaired the committee that chose 
Whan as Labor’s Macarthur candidate. Now playing second fiddle, Ferguson saw Whan’s 
leading role for what it was: a means for shifting him sideways. He bore it graciously and drew 
on his industry contacts to set up meetings around the state and marshalled industry statistics 
from the DIMA staff. 

Some 67 submissions arrived from all parts of the industry, though not one from any retailer. 
The committee sat in a Sydney office until they read everything, sorted the wheat from the chaff 
and categorised the arguments. One clear consensus was on the DIMA’s resuming full control 
from cow to consumer. Several submissions complained that the industry was over-regulated.106 
Hot topics included price-setting procedures, the appropriate size of the industry, and the need 
for a more flexible quota system, fewer factories and more economies. Most agreed that NSW 
should stabilise its production at 800 to 900 million litres a year and work for a national limit of 5 
billion litres. Norco believed that NSW could produce manufacturing milk efficiently and should 
step up production and compete with other states. 

The DFA struck the clearest guide to future directions with three major proposals. The first 
urged a return to the tradition of a ‘producer-controlled authority’ on the grounds that farmers 
suffered a unique double squeeze: costs and product prices were entirely outside their control, 
yet they were obliged to sustain output at the same level all year, regardless of other 
conditions.107 Whan and Moore accepted this logic; Ferguson seemed less certain. Secondly, 
the DFA proposed an automatic price review mechanism conducted by people in the know, 
according to a transparent and objective formula. An inbuilt self-correction would ensure that it 
went beyond cost of production and put pressure on productivity. The significant weighting for 
the relationship between production and sales was expected to make it acceptable to 
governments and deflect accusations of excessive protection. If the derived index set the retail 
price too high and sales were lost, the weighting worked against future retail rises. If the farmer 
price stimulated excess production, the weighting worked against future farmer increases. The 
submission demonstrated the reliability of this formula. The policy committee was impressed. 

The third DFA proposal looked for more industry self-regulation. Winston Watts conceded that 
the level of government intervention and ‘nightmare of regulations and red tape’108 was largely 
the result of the industry’s own pleading. It now needed drastic treatment to break the cycle. The 
Ontario Milk Marketing Board was offered as a good model because it was structured to help the 
industry regulate itself. To complement it, the DFA proposed an ‘industry advisory committee’ 
which would ‘filter’ and assess policy proposals both to and from the Authority. Watts saw the 
advisory committee as an ‘industry parliament’ which would coordinate industry opinion and 
communicate it directly to the Minister.109 Unlike the informal Dairy Industry Council, which 
Hallam found so wearisome, the advisory committee had to have the statutory backing needed 
to elevate its legitimacy, status and power and to oblige the Minister to listen. 

The idea of a broad-based industry advisory group was tried out in interviews with other 
industry bodies. The vendors thought it promising in theory but likely to succumb to sectional 
self-interest.110 The processors looked at the mechanics, saw it as a creature of the public 
service and the Minister111 and instinctively resisted. Nor did they see the need to restructure the 
authority. Jim Forsyth’s political antennae had been twitching since Bob Whan’s sudden rise. 
Discreet enquiries suggested that Whan might favour total deregulation of the industry, which 
the processors definitely did not want. 

Hallam wanted a radical overhaul, and the policy committee posed three options: a return to a 
free market with no constraints; a free market with some constraint on the concentration of 
ownership; and a regulated industry. The committee thought claims that a free market would 
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promote efficiency were simplistic and ignored distorted world prices and the pressure for 
consolidated control of processing and distribution.112 On the other hand, rules designed for one 
set of conditions and objectives easily solidified into rigid blockages, causing diseconomies and 
injustice when conditions changed. 

This was the crux of the committee’s findings: the current regulatory structure contained no 
mechanism by which the policy goals and regulation settings could be debated, reviewed and 
adjusted to changing demands and conditions. That’s why decision makers were forced into ad 
hoc determinations that piled complexity onto underlying rigidities and caused more problems 
than they solved.113 The industry needed a whole new policy-making structure to keep regulation 
dynamic. 

Bob Whan had ideas on structure. He’d seen the Wool Corporation baulk at hard policy 
decisions because, as a statutory authority, it stood between the industry and the Minister and 
had no real ministerial protection. The reserve price system, intended to provide a floor, was 
captured by the industry, which ended up setting its own price. To prevent the dairy industry 
falling into a similar trap, he proposed that the statutory authority be set up like an administrative 
department rather than a traditional representative and policy-making board.114 

The result was a proposal for two new statutory bodies, each with direct access to the 
Minister. On one side was the NSW Dairy Industry Conference, where industry representatives 
would develop policy, assisted by a secretariat. On the other side was the NSW Dairy 
Corporation, structured to function as a purely administrative body, with marketing, monitoring 
and supervisory responsibilities and its own department. The Dairy Corporation would receive 
policy directions from the Dairy Industry Conference indirectly, via the Minister. Overriding the 
structure, the Minister would have ultimate responsibility, yet be shielded from routine 
involvement. These ideas meshed in many ways with DFA proposals. The Conference sounded 
similar to Winston Watts’s ‘industry parliament’.115 The third core component of the proposed 
new structure also lined up with DFA proposals. An articulated mechanism for bringing regular, 
automatic price fixing into practical being would be adopted to deliver regular small increments 
rather than large leaps that attracted public criticism.116 

After the report 
Three country co-ops—Hunter Valley, Norco and Bega—applauded the notion of fewer 
restrictions and less regulation.117 Other processors were less impressed.118 The AMVA was a 
little nervous at the promised attention to the distribution system but considered the report 
generally ‘constructive and innovative’.119 The Dairy Industry Council was ‘most positive’, with 
the notable exception that United Dairies was ‘strongly opposed’ to the Conference concept 
because it handed control to the Minister and two sets of bureaucrats.120 

The Conference was now the critical policy-making forum at which to gain an influential 
position. In the spirit of self-regulation, the committee report proposed that the industry establish 
its own electoral base, with the guiding proviso that farmers should hold the majority and 
consumers must be represented. This was when the real fight began. 

The Dairy Industry Council was the channel through which negotiations were conducted. The 
DFA had stipulated that a producer majority meant 50% of the total Conference votes, plus 
one.121 Processors and vendors would concede farmers a large share but not an absolute 
majority. Jack Eggert wanted 31 Conference members, with 16 farmers; the processors wanted 
32 members and 15 farmers. The slight difference was critical. The AMVA was prepared to give 
farmers a 50% stake as long as vendors held a minimum 20%. Everyone agreed that the 
vendors should have ‘adequate’ representation and suggested three, namely 10% or less. 
One galling requirement was the strict government instruction to include a unionist and a 
consumer.122 

The Dairy Industry Conference also needed an executive: the inner sanctum of agenda 
setting and decision making. The Dairy Industry Council agreed on 10 members, including a 
part-time chairman with a vote. The policy committee had suggested five farmers, three 
processors and one vendor.123 The DFA would accept this if farmers had the 50% plus one 
majority in Conference so they could vote a farmer into the chair and control the executive.124 

By late August, the industry had compromised around a Conference of 34 members, with 17 
farmers. To restrain farmer dominance, the policy committee proposed that all policy decisions 
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require a two-thirds majority. The farmers trimmed this to 60%.125 A Conference executive would 
include four farmers, a voting chairman and the non-voting head of the Dairy Corporation. The 
total was ten, but farmers expected to have five of the nine votes.126 

There was still some way to go in the give and take. Many more meetings were held, many 
more letters exchanged, as variations in the relative numbers swayed to and fro.127 A last-ditch 
meeting was held on 5 October 1983. Mortified at their meagre representation of 3 out of 34, the 
vendors were going for six positions, but Jack Eggert was dead against it.128 AMVA 
representatives fought fierce opposition to finally win five vendor positions. The trade-off was two 
extra farmers.129 Then government circles said the consumer presence was too small.130 An 
extra consumer replaced one vendor.131 

The Conference finally contained 39 members, including an elected chairman. Farmers had 
19 positions but expected the chairman to be a farmer, giving them effective control. The 
remaining breakdown was nine processors, four vendors, one small retailer, one supermarket 
retailer, two consumers and two unionists. The executive had a chairman, four farmers, two 
processors, one vendor, one consumer and one unionist, plus the non-voting Dairy Corporation. 
Though the processors and vendors felt they had lost the numbers game and the whole 
structure was too big to work, they could see they’d reached the limit of negotiations, and 
decided to accept what they had and give it a go. 

Bob Whan had his own struggle as he drafted the Cabinet submission Hallam would make on 
the new legislation. Paul Landa was going to block it if he lost any influence over the retail price 
of milk. Whan had worked with a consumer affairs officer, Frances Buckeridge, to find a form of 
words that would give her minister some last resort veto. Landa complained that it didn’t do the 
job. The Cabinet meeting of 1 November delayed the item for a week so Whan could confer with 
Landa.132 Several changes increased consumer representation and added oversight rights for 
the Prices Commission. Cabinet approved the submission on 8 November 1983, 3 weeks before 
the close of Parliament.133 

With drafting time running out, effort was focused on the sections that set up the Conference 
and the Corporation. On 29 November, Cabinet objected to the price mechanism’s being left to 
regulation and insisted that everything be in the Bill. Whan worked through the night to have 
everything ready for a Cabinet meeting on the last sitting day. The Bill put a consumer 
representative on a committee that would oversee the price mechanism, and gave the Minister 
for Consumer Affairs and the Prices Commission final control. In the event of price objections, 
that Minister could direct the Commission to investigate the price and the system and revoke a 
price change. The Cabinet approved the Bill by one vote. It passed the Assembly and finished in 
the Legislative Council at 1 am—the last piece of legislation of the 1983 session.134 

Hallam told Parliament that the policy review was directed towards greater industry self-
regulation, simpler administration and a more prominent role for commercial forces.135 He made 
no apology for farmer dominance of the Conference. One of the reform objectives was to provide 
a sound base for the development of family farms with some protection against market 
domination by large agribusiness firms. The farmer majority provided a counter to their power.136 

Independent John Hatton said the new structure could not have worked when the industry 
was divided by the milk zone boundaries. And he could never figure out why politicians had ever 
wanted to be involved in price fixing; it was a no-win situation. The Opposition conceded that 
industry endorsement showed that the consultative review process had brought results.137 The 
DFA executive thought it was ‘the best thing that has happened in the industry for a long time.’138 

Policy by Parliament 
The Dairy Corporation was constituted on 6 January 1984 and replaced the DIMA. Bob Whan 
became general manager of the new-style regulator and took over the running of the 
administrative department that had served the previous authority. This new authority no longer 
implemented policy developed by its own board, but took its policy directives from another 
place—the industry ‘parliament’. 

In this new regulatory model, the relations between government, industry and regulator had 
been turned right around. It was the job of the industry to develop policy and build a consensus 
through the Dairy Industry Conference. The Minister could respond to a single industry position. 
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The Dairy Corporation was to be the servant in the system, providing the detailed information 
base for industry deliberations, then implementing the policy outcome. That was the theory. 

Each industry sector chose its own Conference representatives during February 1984, gener-
ally through negotiation. The processors had a last-minute hitch when one member challenged 
the arranged line-up and wanted to nominate, forcing a formal ballot. Bob Peel was the owner of 
Perfection Dairies, the smallest of the Sydney processors. His tendency to ignore industry 
conventions kept him and his company on the outside, never one of the group. The ballot was 
held, the result ended up as originally intended, but Peel and Perfection had made the point.139 

Frances Buckeridge represented consumers on the Dairy Industry Conference and its 
executive. Part of her brief was to inform her department of the results of the quarterly input of 
indices and weightings into the automatic price mechanism. Because of a misinterpretation of 
the DFA’s self-correcting feature and the rush to pass the legislation, the 25% weighting for the 
relationship of production to sales didn’t make it into the final formula.140 But Landa was assured 
that the Dairy Corporation’s objectives included a watch on productivity and an obligation to see 
productivity benefits shared with consumers.141 In addition, a price fixing review committee 
would look for pricing anomalies. 

The inaugural meeting of the Dairy Industry Conference was held at the Sydney Opera House 
on 28 March 1984. Jack Eggert was elected chairman. Processor Murray Mead became deputy. 
The positions of the Dairy Industry Council had been reversed: the farmers were back on top, in 
a big way. They would steer the state milk supply into a new era with less government 
intervention and more industry power. As head of the Dairy Corporation, Bob Whan was there to 
inform, facilitate and implement Conference policy. The only riding instruction from the Minister 
was to deregulate the industry, with an eye to electoral impact. They were all in for a wild ride. 
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Chapter 6: Milk war 

In August 1983, Jim Fleming picked up his morning paper and smiled wickedly at the bold 
headline. Splashed across the page was the news that the Industries Assistance Commission 
(IAC) said the price of milk in NSW was 6¢ a litre too high and interstate competition should be 
encouraged. On 9 April 1984, Fleming sold cut-price Victorian milk in Sydney. Packaged in 2-
litre plastic bottles, it retailed in Jewel supermarkets under the No Name label for $1.29, slashing 
9¢ off the regulated price. Fleming hoped to bring down the whole house of cards of state 
milk regulation. 

Jim Fleming was the multimillionaire proprietor of the Jewel chain. His teenage days of 
weighing out biscuits, sugar and butter in his father’s modest grocer shop had been eclipsed 
when the shop became Flemings Fabulous Food Store in 1954. He married Vincent’s APC 
Poster Girl and took off on a glamorous high-flying life, breeding thoroughbred horses, 
conquering the Sydney Turf Club and building a grocery chain. In 1960, the 55 Flemings stores 
were sold to Woolworths on condition that the Flemings didn’t compete for 10 years. Fleming 
worked for Woolworths and learned its ways. In 1971, he re-entered the fray with his own Jewel 
Food Stores. The Fleming philosophy was small margins on big volume. He’d positioned his 
stores at the low-cost end of the market and excelled at promoting generic products under his 
own No Name brand. By 1984, Fleming had 76 supermarkets across NSW and Victoria, and 
more were planned.1 

Like his good friend and wholesale supplier John David, Jim Fleming was a champion of free 
choice, free markets and free competition. Fleming and David had been vocal in demanding 
deregulation of the milk industry and the right to choose their own source and price of milk, as 
they did for everything else. The supermarkets of the Western world acquired milk in diverse 
ways, some directly from their own dairies, others directly into their own warehouse. They all had 
regular discounts, perhaps for a short time, perhaps for a lengthy period. But the NSW industry 
offered no such flexibility. The regulated system didn’t even allow a grocery wholesaler to buy 
and resell milk. That was the preserve of the old-style milk vendors. Since their regulated 
delivery zones defined processor sales areas, Jewel stores had to sell the milk of different 
processors, depending on location. Fleming wanted a single processor to supply house brand 
milk to all his stores, but no one would do it. Nor would anyone cooperate on containers. NSW 
milk was sold mainly in 1 litre cardboard cartons. Fleming wanted to follow overseas trends and 
sell in bigger containers: ‘as soon as you’ve got more milk to hand, you drink more,’ said 
Fleming.2 For years he’d asked Dairy Farmers and United Dairies for a volume discount, a 
bigger container and the Jewel No Name label on the milk. Neither was interested; they turned 
him down. So he did his legal homework on NSW milk regulations and went to Victoria. 

Fleming had gone looking for a Victorian processor who held a NSW licence that allowed him 
to sell milk in NSW. He found Midland Milk, a small family company at Shepparton, run by Bill 
Crothers and his two sons. They’d been supplying milk direct to some Jewel stores in Victoria 
where the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority (VDIA) had started breaking down the old zoning 
system. The Crothers family had been in the milk business for decades. Conveniently located 
close to the NSW border, Crothers had been selling into the southern areas of NSW for 19 
years. The High Court case of 1975 firmly established the right to engage in interstate trade, and 
agreements were thereafter made to share out the trade and set a fixed compromise price in the 
border regions. Midland had since been involved in border flare-ups, and Crothers didn’t see 
why he shouldn’t continue right up to Sydney. Milk was abundant, up 7.5% on the previous 
year,3 and Fleming’s offer to take a truckload every day promised a healthy flow through the 
enlarged Midland plant. Crothers was keen to supply the 2 litre plastic containers that were 
taking off in Victorian supermarkets and prepared to offer a good price to get started; he’d 
happily put Fleming’s No Name label on the bottle, quote for supply into Sydney and send a 
single invoice for multiple stores.4 Fleming was itching for all that. They were a perfect fit. What’s 
more, neither cared a fig for what the regulations or regulators of either state had to say about it. 

That negotiations on a national marketing plan were poised on a knife-edge wasn’t the point 
for this opportunistic pair. But it was mighty important for the state industry bodies who had 
taken conflicting positions in their IAC submissions and since drawn some strong lines in the 
sand. The IAC took a harder line on dairy assistance than its 1970s forebears. The interim report 
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of August 1983 targeted the regulated separation of market milk and manufacturing milk, the 
overcompensation for European Economic Community distortions, and the consequent gouging 
of Australian consumers. It pleased Victoria in proposing that export subsidies be funded by a 
levy on all milk, ending equalisation levies paid only by dairy manufacturers. It angered market 
milk states in challenging the high cost of year-round supply and advocating more seasonal 
production. It pointed no finger at Victoria’s overproduction, envisaged its future supply of other 
states, and appeared to give a green light to interstate milk trade in proposing repeal of the 
‘sleeper’ federal legislation enacted in 1977 to inhibit it.5 An emboldened United Dairyfarmers of 
Victoria (UDV) issued a ‘take it or leave it’ offer that demanded a 2¢ a litre levy on all milk in 
return for continued support of market milk regulation.6 A subsequent compromise came badly 
unstuck in early 1984, and Victoria scraped together a majority vote to start the all-milk levy in 
July without the required production control trade-off and with NSW totally opposed.7 

To Crothers and Fleming, these anguished disputes over regulatory details were irrelevant, as 
were the reform aspirations of NSW’s new Dairy Corporation and Dairy Industry Conference. 
Fleming had no interest in the former and no faith in the latter. Crothers didn’t care much about 
either. It was Victoria’s cost advantage and supply flexibility that led Fleming to light the powder 
keg relationship between the NSW and Victorian industries. He’d fought ‘city hall’ on the supply 
of many controlled products in the past—from Coca Cola to chocolates—and was quite prepared 
to do so again. In fact, he could hardly wait for the fun to start. 

Crothers did what no NSW processor would do: he arranged and paid for fully refrigerated 
delivery from his processing plant to Jewel stores at a negotiated price. Midland milk was 
shipped on pallets in refrigerated trucks from Shepparton to the Blacktown depot of Rapid 
Transport Industries, the company that normally delivered groceries from Davids’ warehouse to 
Jewel supermarkets. There, the pallets were immediately transferred to smaller refrigerated 
trucks that crossed vendor zones to deliver direct to Jewel stores in Sydney, Wollongong and 
Newcastle.8 What was illegal for NSW processors did not apply to Victorian supply.9 Crothers 
boasted that the constant temperature of his milk, several degrees below the NSW norm, 
enhanced its shelf life well beyond that delivered by Sydney’s unrefrigerated vendors.10 Victorian 
milk, drawn from cows bred for high fat content, was also of better quality, evident in the thick 
layer of cream and the full, creamy taste. 

Two quirks of Victorian regulation allowed Midland to deliver into Jewel stores at 59¢ a litre, 
4.5¢ a litre below the NSW price.11 In Victoria, Midland would pay the regulated VDIA price of 
35.1¢ a litre for its raw milk. For milk going interstate, the VDIA had agreed to waive charges for 
certain local services. This allowed Midland to buy milk for 30.92¢ a litre, compared with the 
33.55¢ a litre that NSW processors paid. But the real bonus arose because the VDIA did not 
exercise a vesting power. In NSW, milk that did not become the legal property of the authority 
could not be used in fresh milk products. But Crothers could bypass the VDIA system and buy 
direct from willing farmers, at a negotiated price. With surpluses surging, Crothers was reported-
ly buying two-thirds of his supply at prices ranging from 9¢ to 21¢ a litre. The UDV believed he 
was averaging about 18¢ a litre.12 Jewel was buying half of its milk in 2 litre containers from 
Victoria and half in other package sizes from NSW. But the heavily discounted 2 litre plastic 
bottles were a great hit. Within a month, Jewel’s milk sales rose 80%, as did sales of other 
goods purchased by customers who came for the discounted milk and picked up extra items.13 

Responding to renegades 
Jewel was a renegade and a relatively minor player, but it had poked a hole in the regulated wall 
that preserved NSW’s monopoly of its own fresh milk market. The major chains were just as 
frustrated with regulated rigidities, and a string of Victorian processors were more than ready to 
supply them.14 The stakes were high, since Australians spent $1100 million a year on fresh milk, 
and the NSW market alone had a retail value of $350 million.15 NSW needed immediate action 
to prevent the leaky wall from becoming an open floodgate. 

The new Dairy Industry Conference was not yet operational. As the new regulator, Bob Whan 
felt the weight of responsibility. Some secret retaliation plans had been slipped into his bottom 
drawer following Victoria’s recent threatening stance, but legally NSW was not well placed for a 
counterattack. Victorian companies could freely discount into NSW because there was no 
regulated retail minimum, only a maximum. But NSW companies could not legally discount into 
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Victoria, because it had a specific fixed price. The Amalgamated Milk Vendors Association’s 
(AMVA’s) Gerald Fitzgerald instantly pleaded for the obvious: immediate introduction of a 
minimum retail price that would outlaw discounts below it.16 NSW governments always resisted 
this tactic as constitutionally fragile, too hard to administer and politically too hot to handle.17 
Jack Hallam refused again. 

With the spectre of Section 92 ever present, Whan invoked a combination of moral force and 
public aggression in the hope of warding off invaders. Two multistate agreements had formally 
opposed discounted interstate trade, one adopted by the Conference of Australian Milk 
Authorities in September 1982, the other affirmed by the Australian Dairy Industry Council 
(ADIC) just the previous month. Both stipulated that farmers must be paid the regulated market 
milk price of the state of origin. The ADIC agreement further specified that interstate sales 
should occur only by invitation of the authority of the importing state, and must retail at its 
gazetted price and meet its required quality standards. Whan called on Victorian authorities to 
repair the breach of these goodwill agreements while he pumped up publicity around his plan to 
sell discounted milk into Victoria, in 2 litre plastic bottles under the Dairy Corporation label. He’d 
start by undercutting Midland in its own territory.18 

Crothers was unfazed, confident of his superior Shepparton milk.19 Whan believed that quality 
standards could be Midland’s legal weak point. Victorian dairies used iodine-based sanitisers 
more heavily than NSW’s market milk industry, and Victoria’s iodine limits were more lax. 
Several samples of Jewel’s Midland milk exceeded NSW’s permitted iodine levels, breaching 
NSW quality specifications and threatening ‘toxic goitre’ for consumers. Acting on its foremost 
duty to preserve quality and safety control, the Dairy Corporation prepared to issue notices 
against iodine-offending Jewel stores.20 

More quietly, Whan was doing some mental gymnastics on distribution. The Corporation had 
a brief from the 1983 policy review to tackle distribution reform, and one promising prospect was 
the creation of two separate vendor systems: one for big-volume wholesale delivery to super-
markets, the other for small-volume deliveries to shops and homes. Whan planned to canvass 
the concept with supermarkets and milk vendors in June and commissioned market studies to 
provide the basic data. But Fleming’s pre-emptive strike upset Whan’s timing. The research and 
the talks would have to be catapulted forward to forestall similar action by other chains and to 
manage an unprepared industry. Whan decided to approach NSW supermarkets individually, 
asking them to delay any Victorian initiatives while he consulted with industry groups.21 

The processing companies were already on the case. Don Kinnersley knew Victorian milk 
was on its way when a Franklins rep landed on Dairy Farmers’ doorstep demanding the deal that 
Midland was doing for Jewel. Franklins was the biggest customer and, as a budget chain, had 
the most to lose from Jewel’s discount coup. Dairy Farmers and United Dairies offered them an 
unofficial discount by way of a rebate on sales. More upmarket chains like Coles and 
Woolworths didn’t compete directly with Jewel and initially had less to lose. They’d pushed hard 
for discounts in the past but, as public companies, were reluctant to flagrantly break the rules.22 
Kinnersley and Forsyth kept them placated with assurances that they’d pull out all stops to 
supply milk in 2 litre plastic bottles and would offer price rebates if the competition from Jewel 
persisted. Jim Forsyth also rushed south to apply his persuasive powers on Bill Crothers. But 
Crothers chuckled at the NSW panic and refused to mend his recalcitrant ways. The processing 
duo therefore took to the industry the idea of offering general volume discounts paid as a rebate 
for those who qualified. 

Until the Dairy Industry Conference could be officially installed, the executive of the Dairy 
Industry Council took the lead. The Victorian response was a mixture of caution and glee. 
Publicly, the VDIA and its government soberly warned against a tit-for-tat price war, cautioned 
other companies not to follow Midland, and sought to establish that Midland was paying the 
regulated price to the farmer.23 On the quiet, many Victorians were hoping this might roll on from 
a few truckloads from a maverick to regular movements of large volumes of Victorian milk into 
the NSW market. The two state ministers agreed that any trade should be between authorities, 
and the VDIA spoke of seeking the power to take legal ownership of all milk through a vesting 
provision, but the cheap milk was still coming. NSW’s Council came out fighting. Forced to 
provide matching discounts to other NSW supermarkets, its leaders were bursting to give 
Victoria a dose of the Crothers medicine. A stern telex warned that unless Midland was stopped, 
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there’d be blockades against Victorian milk, and ‘maximum competition’ from NSW milk sales in 
Victoria, funded by the all-milk levy that Victorian farmers were sweating on. Gerald Fitzgerald 
was disturbed by the fiery tone and worried that ‘deregulation seems the industry and 
government attitude.’24 

Whan supported this virile approach but also urged a face-to-face meeting.25 The showdown 
took place in Canberra. Bob Whan led a battalion of NSW processors, the NSW Dairy Farmers’ 
Association (DFA) representatives and vendor Bob Grey. VDIA manager John Bryden led a 
contingent of Melbourne processors, including Crothers and son, major Victorian co-operatives, 
a distributor and two farmers, including Bill Pyle. Bryden was unmoved by the bullish NSW telex. 
He confirmed that the VDIA had upheld the Conference of Australian Milk Authorities’ interstate 
agreement and that Midland was paying the required ‘special’ rate for interstate sales. He 
advised NSW to introduce a fixed retail price to make discounts illegal. The NSW group 
concluded that the Victorians weren’t going to do anything and the VDIA was actively 
encouraging interstate sales. Their weak link was Bill Pyle. Despite past invasion threats, Pyle 
loudly declared the national plan and the all-milk levy worth much more to his farmers than any 
milk sold to Fleming. Murray Mead warned that NSW would stall the national scheme unless the 
milk stopped. He suggested the VDIA restore the farmer price to 35.1¢ a litre to reduce 
Midland’s advantage.26 

The Canberra meeting changed little, but the return to Sydney revealed an escalating crisis.27 
The other chains had given up on state authorities and decided to look after themselves. So had 
John David. Through Davids Holdings he supplied smaller supermarket chains. Through the 
A G Campbell self-service warehouses he supplied the independent retailers and corner stores. 
Altogether he controlled 30% of the grocery business in NSW and Jewel was his biggest 
customer. Fleming and David were determined to break the last three regulated staples: milk, 
bread and eggs. David was already working on eggs from the inside, having so impressed 
Hallam with his egg marketing ideas that he’d been made chairman of the new Egg Corporation 
after a major industry enquiry.28 Though not in the Midland venture, David was eager to seize 
current openings, including supplying milk to Jewel with their other groceries. He was also 
desperate to keep his independent retailers competitive so they did not lose custom for his ware-
houses in the consumer rush to the chains. He’d started a house brand, called Black and Gold, 
as another competitive lever for his retailer groups, and he hoped to offer milk under this label. 

That the supermarkets had been nursing a list of unmet demands was well known. That the 
industry was on the brink of market anarchy was revealed on Monday 30 April. Coles demanded 
statewide discounts on 2 litre cartons, and David’s Sydneygate warehouse was buying milk from 
a local vendor for resale at bargain prices. Vendor depots and supermarket warehouses were 
being inspected, and Kinnersley was seeking quotes for 2 litre plastic containers. Whan warned 
Fitzgerald that things were ‘out of control’ and vendor rationalisation was inevitable. One Dairy 
Corporation officer said the vendors had been sold out.29 

The supermarkets wanted cheaper milk and believed vendors were ripping them off. The 
vendor margin was tied to volume of sales and was currently set at 15¢ a litre. For home 
delivery, the vehicle vendor received the full margin. For shop delivery, the 15¢ was split down 
the middle regardless of the size of the drop or the location of the shop. The 7.33¢ a litre for the 
corner store crawl seemed minimal; the same margin for a similar volume dropped at a single 
supermarket was seen as excessive. The supermarkets said they could arrange it themselves 
for 3.33¢ a litre, instantly saving 4¢ a litre.30 

Rumours flew during a frenzied week. All supermarkets were demanding price cuts, two more 
Victorian processors were applying for NSW registration and many hinted at imminent 
deregulation.31 Hallam confirmed that he preferred to stop the interstate war by closing the gap 
between Victorian and NSW retail prices. Conceding that a counterattack would only unite 
Victorian farmers behind Crothers, an industry meeting felt compelled to give the chains a 4¢ a 
litre price cut to keep their business in NSW.32 

On Friday 4 May, Whan met representatives of all the major chains.33 He was in the throes of 
developing a price structure to reflect the proposed restructure of distribution.34 Since it was 
likely to cause vendor losses of $6 million, it was a question of how much time he could gain for 
vendor rationalisation before introducing it. The answer was no time at all. His news that a 
revamped price schedule with volume discounts would be ready in 2 months35 was met with the 
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bigger news that some major chains, covering hundreds of stores, were ready to bring milk from 
Victoria on the following Monday. The Midland trickle would then turn into a flood of cheap 
Victorian milk. Jewel imports stole about 1% of the state’s milk sales, but the total sales through 
supermarkets was over 20%, a loss that would kill the NSW industry.36 

A shaken Whan offered to buy off the supermarkets by introducing price cuts from 11 May if 
they would hold their fire. Stores that purchased at least 1000 litres a week would save 10¢ a 
litre on 2 litre containers and 3¢ a litre on a 1 litre carton. Whan would rush through a gazetted 
discount on bulk deliveries, taken directly from the price paid to the supermarket vendor.37 The 
supermarkets accepted, expecting soon to buy direct from processors, possibly using private 
contractors to transport milk from processor to store.38 The Transport Workers’ Union (TWU) 
boss, Harry Quinn, advised that his union members would oblige. 

NSW vendors faced a grave threat. Currently 55% of milk was sold through home delivery 
and 45% through shops. Of the latter, about 20% was sold by supermarkets, 5% by other big 
stores and 20% by corner stores.39 Some vendors had already lost part or all of their deliveries 
to Jewel supermarkets, and would lose much more if other chains went to Victoria or arranged 
direct delivery from NSW processors. Even more damaging was the potential loss of home 
deliveries when cheaper milk enticed more consumers to supermarkets. John David’s 
warehouses were on the list of those receiving the volume discounts. David would cut off corner 
store customers by selling to independents who now collected milk with other groceries. David’s 
argument that vendors would still deliver into his warehouses didn’t hold much long-term 
credibility.40 

Saving the vendors 
That vendors were the front line of defence of NSW regulation was confirmed when new prices 
for vendors and chain stores were announced on Monday 7 May.41 From Friday, the new rates 
would allow all major chains to sell 2 litre packs at $1.28 without losing any margin. The 3¢ cut 
on the 1 litre cartons that accounted for most supermarket sales would put the 600 mL glass 
bottle that dominated home delivery at further disadvantage.42 

It wasn’t a good time for the AMVA to fight a milk war. With low membership levels, the AMVA 
was weakened further by a major internal rift that forced Gerald Fitzgerald from his position as 
secretary. When his replacement was sacked after failing to perform, Fitzgerald was called back 
to hold the fort on a part-time basis. Rushing now to his aid was Bob Grey, secretary of the 
South Coast branch and a vendor representative on the Dairy Industry Conference and its 
executive. Grey’s strategic mind and political instincts were a boon to the embattled Fitzgerald. 

Grey and Fitzgerald were alert to rumours of Whan’s intention to reorganise vendor deliveries. 
They’d recently warned that vendors needed to look after themselves because no one else was 
going to. One cheering discovery was a hotbed of activists in the Penrith area, where three 
vendors—Athol Johnson, Bob Bond and Bob Paton—held their own meeting just after the arrival 
of Midland milk and were deluged with vendors from all over Sydney. Retired headmaster Athol 
Johnston suggested they collect signatures on a petition to the government. Each morning he 
and his daughters were getting on the train from the Blue Mountains and asking all passengers 
to sign. Another vendor, Ken Dwyer, organised 50 vendors to swamp the local MP’s office and 
intended further visits.43 With this fighting spirit as an example, the AMVA revved up a lobby 
machine to generate letters, petitions and telegrams to every vendor’s local MP.44 

Fitzgerald was also thinking out vendor options. These ranged from standing firm against 
change, to importing Victorian milk for distribution by NSW vendors, to insisting that the 
processors buy out milk runs at market value, or demanding compensation for vendor losses. 
The cost of a buy-out from chain store vendors was estimated at $5 million. While Whan 
sympathised with some industry-funded ‘compensation’, Fitzgerald and Grey soon found the 
industry did not. They were reminded that farmers lost $7 million through quota confiscation in 
the 1970s, and vendors for years paid too much for milk runs despite decades of evidence that 
home delivery was in decline. The vendors were advised to fund the buyback themselves by 
collecting a levy from their sector, as farmers eventually did with quota. Highly distressed at this 
outcome, the vendor contingent drew the obvious conclusion: the rest of the industry ‘don’t give 
a fig for the vehicle vendor system.’45 
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They would soon be forced to care. Fitzgerald went public with claims that vendors were the 
‘sacrificial lambs’ in the supermarket saga, likely to lose their businesses, their livelihoods and 
even their mortgaged homes. The media grabbed the issue, as did hundreds of very alarmed 
vendors. The AMVA lobby campaign suddenly hit top speed and found its mark. Previous letters 
and visits to local MPs took effect on Tuesday 8 May, when the National Party’s Ian Armstrong 
called an urgency motion to debate the matter. Fitzgerald watched Armstrong call for a minimum 
retail price to protect vendors and small shops, and for proclamation of the 1977 federal 
legislation to penalise those who sent milk interstate. Though the motion was lost, Fitzgerald felt 
the general sentiment turn the vendors’ way.46 

On Wednesday 9 May, the vendors of Sydney took to the streets. An AMVA meeting at East 
Concord Bowling Club was bursting with 700 vendors and masses of media. Before the 
cameras, Bob Grey aired hopes for an industry fund to share the vendor loss but noted strong 
industry resistance. Blaming the weak vendor position on their own apathy he called on vendors 
to get up and fight. The activists had plenty of suggestions, two of which formed an immediate 
plan: that each vendor canvass his customers to send telegrams to the Government and the 
Opposition the next day, and that everyone gather their trucks for a protest convoy around 
Parliament House.47 Placards were quickly assembled as hundreds of milko trucks and vendors 
descended on Macquarie Street, blocking the traffic and causing chaos. Noisy addresses 
through loud hailers broadcast the vendor woes to a captive audience, while a grumpy Hallam 
could offer no alternative. Still dissatisfied when rain dispersed the crowds, the vendors planned 
a repeat performance the next morning. 

By that Thursday morning, Fitzgerald was a media celebrity, the vendor plight was headline 
news, and thousands of telegrams of support flooded into Parliament House. The switchboard 
was jammed with telephone calls. The second vendor demo was bigger and better than the day 
before, with addresses by several MPs, including Hallam and Opposition leader Nick Greiner. 
Through an acquaintance in Neville Wran’s office, vendor Steve Lester gained access to the 
Premier, who took a sounding of vendor arguments from Lester and two colleagues and agreed 
to a more formal deputation later that day. 

A special meeting of the new Dairy Industry Conference also took place that morning. It 
emphatically affirmed the merits of the NSW system of regulation, called for a minimum price 
and all possible legal measures to block Victorian milk, and expressed ‘total opposition’ to any 
withdrawal of zoning arrangements. Recognising nevertheless that the zones might benefit from 
some adjustments, the Conference agreed to seek consultation with retailers, and called for 
government action to set up a vendor compensation program, with very substantial government 
contributions.48 

That evening, the vendors won a major coup when the Premier and his department head, 
Gerry Gleeson, welcomed an AMVA delegation of Messrs Fitzgerald, Grey, Lester, Mendes and 
Carpenter in the presence of Hallam and Whan.49 The beguiling Fitzgerald portrayed the typical 
vendor victim: the small independent battler, in his first business, with a young family, who had 
mortgaged his own home for what was seen as a secure form of employment when 
redundancies were high. Pointing out the moral obligation to give people adequate notice if the 
government wished to dismantle their livelihood, the vendors pressed hard for two key aims: a 
sharing of the loss between all sectors of the industry, and the introduction of a minimum retail 
price to put a floor under discounting. Wran and Gleeson were won. They committed to a three-
part program to save the vendors. Firstly, the vendor’s share of the discount must be halved, to 
2¢ a litre, and the rest carried by the industry through a revised price schedule. Secondly, the 
government would sponsor a campaign to promote the merits of milk in glass bottles, delivered 
to the home. Thirdly, the minimum price concept would be carried through by a special Cabinet 
subcommittee under the Consumer Affairs Minister, Paul Landa. 

The vendors had discovered their political muscle. Public support built over the following days 
as headlines switched from cries of overpriced milk to criticism of the assault on the vendor. A 
tabloid editorial that had formerly declared ‘three cheers for Mr Jim Fleming’ now lamented ‘the 
great milk war’ that was ‘putting people on the dole’. Vendors from the Blue Mountains to 
Blacktown staged their own truck convoy through Penrith and St Marys, and planned another 
through Blacktown itself. Over 350 Nepean vendors at another protest meeting learned of further 
floods of phone calls and letters to politicians demanding a fixed milk price. Yet another vendor 
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meeting pledged to follow Athol Johnson’s example with a public petition to the government and 
set a target of 1 million signatures.50 Jim Fleming simply cited supermarket vendors who worked 
barely 3 hours a day. He promised to continue his discounts.51 

The Dairy Corporation hastened to carry out Wran’s directions. Work started on a new price 
structure; minds were set ticking on a vendor compensation scheme; a media campaign was 
launched to promote the glass bottle and home delivery, colliding with a carton campaign on the 
deleterious effects of the light that penetrated glass and plastic containers. The Corporation then 
slapped notices on several Jewel stores for failing the iodine test and others for breaching their 
registration conditions by obtaining milk from an unauthorised source instead of their specified 
zone vendor.52 Jim Fleming immediately took the Corporation to the Supreme Court. 

Fitzgerald and Grey met Paul Landa and his Cabinet committee on 23 May and heard that 
legal advice said a minimum price would fail a Section 92 challenge and could be portrayed as a 
campaign against cheap milk.53 But the committee came on side after Fitzgerald confided that 
his father was the Landa family’s milko when Paul was born.54 A following meeting with 
processor and Corporation representatives restructured Whan’s original discount offer. To 
contain the cost without breaking faith with the big chains, a two-tiered system was devised that 
gave the full discount only to those buying more than 1500 litres a week. Those buying 1000 to 
1499 litres would receive a smaller discount. To keep the overall vendor cut to Wran’s limit of 2¢ 
a litre, the balance required to fund the discounts would come from a rebate paid from an 
industry fund. Fitzgerald and Grey felt this a fair compromise that halved the vendor loss and 
limited the impost on other sectors.55 At a DFA dinner that night the vendors won industry 
accolades for their fighting spirit56—only 2 weeks after being thrown to the wolves. 

The next day, the Parliament passed legislation that added two significant regulatory powers. 
The first allowed the Corporation to set a minimum price; the second allowed the Corporation to 
impose an extra cost on interstate milk by carrying out strict testing and charging for the tests. 
Tom Hughes QC was working on a legal argument that sovereign states had the right to regulate 
their industries through specific provisions for the likes of licensing, zoning and testing. Though a 
Section 92 challenge to the minimum price would probably still win, that would also make 
Victoria’s fixed price illegal, removing their defence against NSW retaliation.57 Perhaps this 
challenge to regulation could be controlled. 

A new climax 
On 31 May 1984, the industry was tipped back into crisis when Jewel won its court case against 
the Corporation’s use of licence conditions to obstruct its Victorian supply. As in the Nedco case 
of 1975, the court saw more than quality motives in the Corporation’s actions and confirmed 
Midland’s right to sell milk in NSW.58 

A triumphant Fleming declared this just the beginning of the battle.59 The first shot was an ad 
campaign calling on the public to demand the right to buy Victorian milk. The purpose was to 
drive home the Supreme Court decision and to pre-empt any Corporation charge for milk 
testing.60 ‘A fee of that kind over the whole Jewel chain could be an astronomical cost,’ said a 
Jewel spokesman.61 

The court result and the Fleming campaign told the other chains that the Jewel discounts 
could and would continue. What might have been a short-term skirmish would become a major 
battle for market share. The chains had the legal all-clear to take the Victorian option, and many 
were making ready to do so. The pressure on processors for house brand milk escalated 
dramatically in the second week of June.62 The court result equally told the Corporation that it 
had no legal bullets left to fire, and prosecutions for breaching the minimum price would fail.63 
Enforcement powers remained intact against NSW distributors who crossed vendor zones, but 
the risk of prosecuting the main offender, John David, was too high. David was acquiring 
Victorian wholesalers, and could easily obtain Victorian supply. He threatened to do just that.64 
Hopes faded that the VDIA would block the cheap milk, as their vesting proposal was shuffled 
into sluggish committees. 

Bob Whan concluded that the NSW industry would have to meet and beat Victoria in the 
marketplace. To match all the prices and services that Victorian companies could offer would 
require a total restructure of NSW’s dinosaur distribution. Whan prepared to split distribution into 
a specialist supermarket sector and separate home and corner store delivery. The new 
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‘wholesale marketing concept’ would end fixed prices for vendor sales to supermarkets and 
remove regulated zones for shop deliveries. The stores would be free to negotiate with other 
vendors or processors and the Corporation would be released from arbitrating or defending 
wholesale margins. A horrified industry believed the Corporation was ‘moving fast toward almost 
total deregulation’.65 

The industry decided to take charge.66 The DFA rallied all sectors for a series of meetings, 
and Don Kinnersley did some legwork on the supermarket mood. On 13 June, the Dairy Industry 
Council engaged Bob Whan in a long discussion and concluded that he and John David—‘the 
supposed representative of supermarkets’—were perhaps overstating the case.67 The Council 
thought a more modest package of changes might meet supermarket needs while retaining the 
basic regulated structure. Each sector held separate meetings that afternoon to determine their 
own attitude on how far they would go. When they compared notes that evening, the farmers 
and processors had agreed independently that only a major restructure of the wholesale delivery 
system would achieve the cost cuts and services demanded by supermarkets. The vendors 
disagreed on the grounds that the supermarkets would just continue to push for more 
concessions and home delivery would disappear.68 They were not heartened by views on 
vendor compensation. Farmers thought they’d already given enough to vendors. Others thought 
the government should pick up most of the tab. 

The next day a special meeting of the Dairy Industry Conference formalised the industry 
position with a unanimous vote for major reform of the wholesale distribution system, but only 
within a regulated structure that restrained interstate trade and retained zoning, firm prices and a 
monopoly for NSW milk.69 Since the changes needed to save the whole system would fall on the 
vendors, the meeting accepted that the whole industry should contribute to a vendor 
compensation scheme, though no one yet knew where the funds would come from.70 

Challenged on rumours about ‘deregulation of the industry’, Whan offered a dose of ‘get real’ 
medicine. If regulation was used as a crutch to avoid doing anything, it became a liability. 
Change was imperative to meet the demands of the market and maximise sales. Industry 
emphasis on the regulations was a façade to take their minds off the main job, said Whan. The 
retailer representative, a Mr Pankhurst, added the obvious: ‘The distribution revolution took 
place 20 years ago and milk is running 20 years behind.’ The ‘antiquated’ method of supply to 
retail outlets had to go and the industry should ‘get stuck into it and stop mucking around as they 
had for the past 20 years trying to find loopholes,’ said Pankhurst.71 With assurances that the 
Corporation would not act without Conference approval, the industry sought an immediate 
meeting with all the supermarket chains.72 

Within days, the Dairy Industry Council faced 10 retailer representatives. They covered supply 
price, refrigeration, direct delivery, house brands, centralised billing and supermarket 
warehousing.73 A subcommittee of processors was delegated to continue negotiations between 
all parties in meeting what the chain chiefs warned would be tight deadlines.74 John Archer, of 
Peters Milk, joined Jim Forsyth and Don Kinnersley in that role. 

The first notion to be ruled out was the central warehousing of supermarket milk so it could be 
integrated with other goods for delivery to stores without regard to zones. The industry 
dismissed the process as hazardous and costly: the extra time and handling would shorten shelf 
life and cause quality problems, require extra stock holdings and warehouse space, and risk 
stock losses through fluctuations in demand.75 Regarding direct delivery from processor plants 
to stores as the only practical way to supply house brand milk, the industry would go no 
further.76 

The Corporation envisaged construction of specialised supermarket runs as a surgical 
operation whereby all supermarket deliveries would be excised from the haphazard mix of 
normal runs and forged into a separate category operated by processors, under market forces, 
probably by tender. The ‘super vendor’ vision included processor super depots specially 
designed for the collection of house brand products. The AMVA’s counter-concept saw vendors 
who wished to relinquish chain store trade selling into an industry-funded pool, from which 
others could buy it77—a more messy process. 

Should vendors save NSW regulation? Now the full-time AMVA secretary, Bob Grey posed 
this question to 500 milk vendors on 19 June 1984. If they cooperated in creating the split 
delivery system, the industry promised compensation for affected vendors. If they decided to 
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fight, they needed to choose a course they would win. One option was to import their own milk 
from Victoria. The vendors voted to adapt within the existing system, but the AMVA kept the 
industry on its toes with a public warning of possible industrial disruptions to milk distribution.78 
The AMVA hoped that VDIA vesting would come to the rescue, but they wanted to ensure that 
vendors retained the right to deliver to supermarkets and be well compensated if displaced. 
Again they called on Premier Wran for support.79 

Meanwhile, Forsyth, Archer and Kinnersley had done some give and take with the chains. 
Direct delivery from factory to store would be confined to areas actually affected by Jewel 
competition, and each processor could choose its own method of delivery. Still non-negotiable 
was the demand for house brands and a single milk account from each processor.80 The 
resulting deal had two deadlines.81 From 6 August, the five Sydney processors would deliver 
processor-branded product directly to the stores of 14 listed chains in Newcastle, Sydney and 
Wollongong. Supply prices would follow the newly gazetted price structure, with weekly 
deliveries of 1500 litres or more charged at 56.21¢ a litre for 2 litre packs and 60.24¢ for 1 litre. 
From 27 August, supermarkets would receive their own house brands at a further discount, 
namely at 54¢ a litre for 2 litres and 56¢ for 1 litre, and each processor would begin central 
invoicing. 

Three immediate problems sprang from this proposal. The surprise discount for house brands 
was based on new lows in Victorian quotes, and NSW’s gazetted price structure had no 
provision for extra cuts. Who would pay for them and would the resulting retail price breach the 
new legal minimum, set at 64¢ a litre? And who would make the direct deliveries? Employees at 
processing plants belonged to the TWU, and TWU boss Harry Quinn, the union voice in 
Conference, insisted that his members transport the milk to the supermarkets. Vendors would 
not be admitted to his union. That swept to the fore the ‘compensation’ to displaced vendors.82 
The farmers were refusing to come to the party on extra house brand discounts and the vendor 
compensation scheme, leaving vendors holding the baby again. 

Premier Wran was called on by all sectors. Grey went first. The point of reforming distribution 
was to make the whole industry competitive with Victoria. But Grey said the price gap arose from 
the huge difference in farmer returns. Hoping to shock the mainstream DFA membership into 
action, he offered Wran a deal. He wanted the farmer price cut by 1.5¢ a litre, and house brands 
made conditional on allowing orderly rationalisation to occur: free from supermarket ultimata. In 
return, the vendors would cooperate: they’d accept closure of 50% of Sydney’s depots, supply of 
house brands, continuing volume discounts, bulk billing and refrigerated delivery within 2 years. 
All this could be done by adapting the current vendor delivery system, without instant super 
vendor schemes.83 To underline political ramifications, the next day a mass vendor rally 
presented the petition of 1 million signatures to the Premier.84 

The farmers exploded and Jack Eggert curtly informed the Premier that cutting ‘meagre’ farm 
prices was not the answer. NSW farmers already subsidised Victorian manufacturing milk by $6 
million a year through the equalisation levy. He called on Wran to restrict ‘unfair supermarket 
pressures’ and to instruct NSW supermarkets to abide by NSW’s minimum retail prices.85 The 
negotiating processor trio had also hit a brick wall. They had to give the supermarkets an 
industry response but had no room to move below what the price structure allowed, and no 
industry agreement. Had they said the inflexibility of the industry prevented them from going any 
further, the chains would have hit the road to Victoria. They asked the Premier to meet the chain 
stores within 24 hours. Such was the importance placed on this matter.86 

On 18 July, Wran summoned some supermarket chiefs and asked for a 3-month moratorium 
to allow negotiations to continue in a less threatening atmosphere. The chains agreed on the 
understanding that all the issues would be resolved.87 The moratorium would observe the 
current supply system and price structure.88 

During the moratorium 
There were three dimensions to what would happen during the moratorium. First was the 
backdrop of negotiations on the national marketing plan, which many felt was the main factor 
keeping the milk war alive. Secondly, much was expected in restructuring distribution to meet 
supermarket demands and deliver cost savings that would make NSW competitive with Victoria. 
Thirdly, the Victorian benchmark would keep getting harder to meet while growing surpluses on 
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overseas markets continued to push down the price of the excess manufacturing milk that 
Victoria had to offer. 

Though the moratorium would last until 20 October, real progress was expected by the last 
week of September. On 26 July, a special Conference meeting focused on the task. The major 
stalemate was pricing for house brand milk and the inability of the regulated price structure to 
adjust quickly to supermarket demands. Any change to the official price schedule would take 
months of complex and lengthy procedures. Meanwhile, supermarket prices could fall further 
and attract more trade from home delivery and small stores. If the household trade collapsed, 
many vendors were sure to break ranks and buy cheap Victorian milk themselves.89 To meet 
this challenge, Jim Forsyth asked the Conference for authority to deploy a flexible price as 
needed to meet competition. This might mean manipulating price relativities to keep home 
delivery in the game. It might mean adjusting prices in an affected geographic area. The point 
was to be able to negotiate price changes immediately, not in 3 months’ time when 10% of the 
market had gone. To other Conference members, ‘flexibility’ implied that someone else would 
have the freedom to slash their margins. The farmers would have none of it. They aimed at 
achieving a solution through the national negotiations. Forsyth pointed out that national plans 
wouldn’t fix the 75% of trade that went to households and shops in NSW. But in Conference, 
farmers had the numbers. The matter was referred to the executive.90 

Farmers’ hopes were pinned on the Australian Agricultural Council (AAC) meeting of all 
agriculture ministers on 30 July. After the March stalemate on the national plan, there were now 
two alternatives, one from the ADIC and one from the DFA. The main difference was the degree 
of protection provided for manufactured exports and the size of the all-milk levy required to 
achieve it: the ADIC plan implied a levy about three times that envisaged by the DFA. 
Unfortunately, the agriculture ministers did not agree on anything, including use of the 1977 levy 
legislation to deter interstate milk. Indeed, with Labor back in Federal Government, the Cabinet 
wanted to scrap the 1977 legislation because of Section 92 concerns.91 

August was full of threats and rhetoric. At least three major Victorian processors offered to 
supply NSW supermarkets at a new low of 53¢ a litre for 2 litre packs.92 Gerald Fitzgerald did his 
own tour of Victorian companies and gained offers to supply NSW vendors at 45¢ to 50¢ a litre 
delivered to Sydney.93 Bill Pyle warned that Victorian farmers wouldn’t ‘go quietly broke on 11¢ a 
litre when other states are paying 30¢ a litre for market milk.’ There’d be ‘revolution in the 
industry.’94 But early September saw Jack Eggert more optimistic about movements on the 
national plan.95 He’d found that Labor minister John Kerin understood the issues and wanted to 
resolve them.96 National meetings brought the ADIC and DFA plans closer together,97 and Kerin 
had called a special AAC meeting for 27 September to try to clinch the national agreement.98 

In NSW, the most compelling task was radical restructure of distribution to allow direct 
deliveries from processors to supermarkets to proceed after 20 October.99 This was complicated 
by the supermarket demand for house brands and the industry position that regulated zones 
must stay. Processors were just as committed to zoning as vendors, since this provided them 
with a guaranteed market for their branded product. They’d agreed to supply house brands but 
saw it as a threat to their own brand integrity and would hold out as long as possible against it. 
Under existing law, NSW processors could not supply milk across the zones. If a single 
processor produced the house brand for a whole supermarket chain, it would have to cross the 
zones in delivering it. If each processor provided a house brand for each chain in its zoned area, 
multiple specialised packs and packing runs would cause logistical inconvenience and additional 
cost. The industry held that house brand prices must reflect the extra costs; this clashed with 
supermarket demands for extra discounts. The processors wouldn’t see their own margins cut, 
so savings would have to come from rationalising vendor depots. But processor plants weren’t 
yet equipped to handle the size and number of vehicles implied by direct delivery. And not all 
processors accepted the super depot vision: Peters intended to continue depot collection.100 

Centralised bulk billing was another battle front. The AMVA won the 1983 round for controlling 
this facility and invested $100,000 in starting its own Milkbilco company, using Woolworths as 
the guinea pig. But teething problems plagued its operating system, many vendors refused to 
participate, and neither the processors nor the supermarkets seemed to trust the AMVA to do it. 
It had been in abeyance since the arrival of Midland milk. Now the processors were planning to 
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take over. The AMVA was determined to retain its investment and total control. If the processor 
became the billing agency, vendors would lose their supplier identity and their grip on delivery. 

The AMVA had no real objection to house brands and accepted collection from the factory 
rather than the depot, as long as the vendor owner-operator did it. One obstacle was removed 
when Harry Quinn was persuaded to allow vendors to join the TWU.101 Refrigerated delivery was 
more problematic. Whan was introducing statutory temperature requirements right through the 
supply chain. But refrigerated vehicles suitable for ‘super vendors’ required an investment of 
$40,000 to $50,000.102 The AMVA tried to buy time by offering a changeover period of up to 12 
months and an interim requirement for insulation.103 

Other flaws in the original plans dawned more slowly. The huge vehicles envisaged for 
supermarket deliveries were often unsuited to the location, and vehicle size would need to be 
matched to the situation. Attempts to rationalise some vendor depots failed to achieve 
economies.104 Rationalisation implied that some vendors would sell out, but vendor runs had 
already lost value with the Victorian intrusion. If the market was suddenly flooded, they’d be 
worthless.105 Whan assumed that rationalisation of supermarket runs and household runs would 
occur simultaneously, with the aid of demographic data and a computer-generated map. A 
consultant was asked to ‘redistrict’ milk runs for home and small store delivery using Census 
Collector districts and census-based data.106 As the Corporation moved to separate supermarket 
trade from household delivery, Bob Grey decided that the creation of instant ‘super runs’ 
wouldn’t work. 

The AMVA had four non-negotiable demands. The first was a viable home delivery system 
with a minimal price difference with supermarkets. The second was vendor ownership of the 
wholesale distribution system, with full retention of registration, zoning and gazetted margins. A 
third condition was compensation of displaced vendors: at a rate equal to 2 years of pre-Midland 
profit. Finally, residual trade from consolidating supermarket deliveries must be used to make 
household runs more viable.107 The Corporation and the industry dismissed compensation 
based on pre-Midland sales as absurd.108 But the AMVA wouldn’t commit to rationalisation until 
the compensation plan was tied down.109 Another stalemate. 

The AMVA broke the deadlock by proposing that the restructure of distribution be ‘phased’ 
with the compensation process. In place of a large up-front compensation payout for an instant 
one-off surrender of supermarket trade, Grey sought time, sanity and savings. The original 
‘instant’ plan would cost around $10 million. The levy currently deducted from industry margins 
to rebate vendors for supermarket discounts was due to end on 20 October. If continued for 
another 2 years it would provide $4 million for compensation. This would allow willing vendors to 
exit over an extended period and others to buy their trade and have it structured into viable runs 
in a staggered way. Vendors could carry on as normal, serving supermarkets within their existing 
zone but picking up their house brand products from a few selected depots. In return, the AMVA 
would support a complete rationalisation of processor depots in Sydney.110 

Grey confirmed that if the industry abandoned vendors, the vendors would be forced to 
respond by buying Victorian milk.111 The processors essentially endorsed the scheme and the 
AMVA presented a formal proposal to the full Conference on 24 September.112 Eggert objected 
that paying for rationalisation wasn’t part of the original rebate arrangement. Whan complained 
that without simultaneous reorganisation of the supermarket trade and the remaining runs, 
there would be non-viable runs for some time. When Forsyth reminded them that they were 
running out of time on the moratorium timetable, the Conference agreed to the AMVA plan 
‘in principle’.113 

Meanwhile, moves were afoot on the national marketing plan in the lead-up to Kerin’s special 
AAC meeting of 27 September.114 Mead and Eggert stressed to Kerin that NSW farmers would 
not pay twice for protection of their regulated milk market: they wouldn’t pay to support exports 
through the national plan and then take a price cut because NSW supermarkets exploited cheap 
Victorian milk. The DFA and the ADIC subsequently found a compromise on the level of export 
support and the size of the all-milk levy, which was accepted by a Melbourne meeting of 
Victorian manufacturers.115 Hopes then rested on a meeting of all Victorian industry interests 
called by the Victorian Minister, Eric Kent, for 25 September. That meeting agreed not to 
undermine the NSW moratorium and set its own 30-day moratorium on sale of milk into NSW.116 
Kerin warned potential breakaways that he might use the ‘sleeper’ 1977 federal legislation. All 
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seemed assured for the critical AAC meeting. But it came to nought when Kent refused point 
blank to accept the package.117 

Then the Australian Retailers Association revealed its disgust with the AMVA’s surprise 
proposal. The retailer goal remained the same: that the price of milk obtained from NSW reflect 
the actual cost of distribution and be competitive with milk from across the border. The 
Association said the present cost of distribution was an impediment to that goal and the proposal 
was no remedy. The previous demands still stood.118 Any deviation from the required direction 
would cause the chains to canvass all options. 

The processor negotiating committee was scheduled to deliver a final position to super-
markets by 12 October. On 8 October, the Conference executive defiantly resolved that the 
Corporation should establish a house brand price for retailers at a level which reflected all the 
additional costs incurred by processors.119 As Eggert would later relay to Wran, the demand for 
a further cut in the wholesale price—based on the argument that Victorian milk could be landed 
a bit cheaper than the local price—was totally unacceptable to the industry, and particularly 
to farmers.120 

Resealing the border 
In the early hours of 9 October, the DFA pressed the go button on a fall-back plan that was 
brought to the boil after failure of the AAC meeting on 27 September. Operation Padlock 
mounted blockades against Midland Milk at three vital points: the Midland factory, the Sydney 
warehouse of its transport contractor, and a few Jewel stores. At each point, a wall of pickets 
stopped the milk from moving. No milk entered or left the Midland plant; milk already en route to 
Sydney was tracked down and diverted; no milk left the warehouse; and no milk was delivered to 
the chosen Jewel stores. Instead, Jewel customers were given the vendor story through 
handbills, placards and personal accounts. 

Orchestrated by Winston Watts from the DFA office, and largely manned by the DFA, it was 
aided and abetted by the vendors and the experienced services of Harry Quinn’s TWU truck 
drivers. With a rotating roster of farmers and vendors to maintain a 24-hour vigil, hundreds of 
people were prepared to continue for as long as it took to stop the Victorian milk. A telephone 
hook-up from the Midland site to John Kerin kept the Minister in touch and poised to invoke the 
1977 legislation as a last resort.121 Having withstood months of intensive inspection and testing 
by the Dairy Corporation, at 5:30 pm on 12 October 1984, Crothers announced that he would 
cease the supply of milk to Jewel stores in NSW from 19 October. 

The outcome was declared a ‘victory for orderly marketing’. When the flow stopped a day 
before the moratorium deadline, about 2.9 million litres of milk had been imported into NSW, at 
an estimated loss of $1.8 million to the NSW industry.122 Jim Fleming confirmed that the milk war 
was definitely over. With everyone against him—farmers, unions, vendors, processors and 
governments—he admitted defeat. ‘We are pretty good,’ he said, ‘but not that good.’123 

Operation Padlock had resealed the border, taken Midland milk and Jewel discounts out of 
the Sydney scene, and removed the source of supermarket pressure. Suddenly Sydney chains 
were prepared to negotiate.124 The industry understood that this was merely a breathing space; 
that unless things changed, the same process could occur again.125 

The phased vendor rationalisation was launched through a combined industry–Corporation 
committee, using demographic data. It wasn’t easy, as affected parties licked their wounds and 
guarded their interests. Some supermarkets were less than co-operative; Coles and Franklins 
remained negative towards bulk billing through the AMVA’s Milkbilco. Some vendors dug in their 
heels on refrigerated vehicles; more generally they decided that the delivery of 2 litre containers 
was ‘uneconomic’. Whan was frustrated that a fixed-price margin still applied to supermarket 
deliveries when a tender system was the logical way to strike a price. Grey rejected the tender 
option on the grounds that it would lead to deregulation. Jack Eggert sternly warned him that the 
vendors were in a ‘last chance’ situation. Tenders could well become necessary.126 

The final outcome of a gruelling year and a major challenge to the NSW system of regulation 
was a series of wins and losses. Jim Fleming lost the skirmish but proved how easy it was to 
upset the system, and lit the spark for change. John David had leapt into the chaos to secure a 
spot for himself. He gained a Corporation licence to sell milk, but only to end users like cafes, 
not to his retailers, who remained legally compelled to buy from milk vendors. 
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The supermarkets made their point and gained some concessions. The 2 litre container came 
quickly, drawing some trade from the glass bottle favoured by home delivery, a trend which the 
AMVA subsequently worked to reverse.127 Supermarket volume discounts were structured into 
the regulated system, though their retail bargains were limited by minimum pricing. House 
brands faded into the distance once Jewel’s competitive advantage was removed. Two years 
later, supermarkets had grabbed only an extra 5% of sales from home delivery. Without the 
AMVA’s dogged resistance, it could have been very much worse. 

Supermarket delivery systems improved. By mid-1985, 93% of the supermarket trade was 
rationalised; by late 1985, the process had gone as far as it could.128 The number of vendors 
serving supermarkets fell from 350 to 142, fewer than half of which delivered 87%. They weren’t 
all dedicated ‘super vendors’, but many were. In a Sydney supermarket trade of just over 1 
million litres a week, the new runs averaged 15,265 litres a week, compared with only 1693 litres 
a week for those who decided not to participate.129 Progress with refrigerated vehicles was slow. 
The decision on that investment influenced whether vendors veered towards supermarket trade 
or home delivery. The processors also found the going slow in rationalising vendor depots. 
Negotiations on home delivery and corner store runs began in March 1986, and occurred one 
depot at a time, without any industry money to cushion vendor losses. Milkbilco won the battle 
for bulk billing. By late 1985, all the major chains had signed up and the system was running 
more smoothly with special computer software. By 1986, Queensland was debating bulk billing 
after a request by Woolworths.130 

The AMVA had become a political force, a more equal leg on Jack Ferguson’s metaphorical 
three-legged industry stool. When Midland milk arrived, the AMVA was weak, disorganised and 
ridden with internal conflict. The Victorian milk saga brought Bob Grey to the fore and activated, 
united and strengthened the AMVA membership. After 50 years of disunity, all vendors were 
covered by one statewide organisation, an achievement for which Grey’s offsider, Steve Lester, 
was given much credit.131 In finding its political voice and industrial muscle, the AMVA gained 
some control over structural change. 

The farmers broke the downward spiral towards deregulation with Operation Padlock. Kerin 
resisted the temptation to invoke the 1977 legislation and its special interstate levy. He saw that 
it would do nothing to remove the international and national factors that had put the dairy 
industry in dire straits, nor resolve the question of how the industry’s revenue could be more 
equally shared. Now NSW farmers had a job to do on national negotiations and meeting 
Victorian demands in that arena. 
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Chapter 7: Kerin comfort 

‘In many cases the political solution is not the economic solution.’ This was the judgement 
expressed by Doug McKay in 1965 when, as Director of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
(BAE), he observed that though the pure economic solution to an agricultural problem may be 
readily apparent, and the political solution may be equally apparent, often they did not coincide.1 
John Kerin would find that was still the case two decades later when he walked into the middle 
of another of the recurring cycles of dairy industry crises. It would take him more than 3 years to 
find a compromise between the economic and political solutions that would start to move the 
industry towards some structural change. 

That the source of the industry woes went back to the corrupted world price was well agreed 
on. That the absence of government intervention would see the domestic price in all sectors set 
by export levels was also vividly clear: that’s why the industry clung so voraciously to existing 
support measures. At dispute was who wore the burden of those measures and who were the 
‘free riders’, and why the measures failed to keep the world wrongs at bay. It fell to John Kerin to 
provide some answers when he became federal Minister for Primary Industry after the Labor 
Party, led by Bob Hawke, won government in March 1983. His appointment coincided with the 
start of Industries Assistance Commission (IAC) hearings on dairy industry assistance and the 
final signing of the Closer Economic Relations (CER) agreement with New Zealand. Both would 
play a large part in his thinking on where the industry should go. 

Kerin wasn’t an agricultural novice. He grew up on a pig farm, went to Hurlstone Agricultural 
High School, had plenty of association with dairying and knew how desperate and miserable it 
could be. He also had a grasp of the broad picture from his economic training and 2 years in the 
dairy section of the BAE. Yet the intricate quirks and lurks involved in the opaque complexity of 
dairy assistance were only gradually revealed. He was sure that many dairy farmers had little 
idea of all the factors that influenced their monthly milk cheque and how much they actually 
‘assisted’. 

To those in the know, it was evident that distortions were draining the industry of innovative 
incentives and optimal product mixes. Equalisation was all about sharing risks and subsidising 
exports, but only for the five prescribed products that came under its ambit. The levies that 
funded it were paid by the manufacturers of those products. Since the resulting export subsidy 
was also limited to those five traditional products, diversification into non-traditional exports was 
discouraged, limiting trade diversity and the opportunity to capitalise on new technologies and 
new markets. A non-levied product like UHT milk would have to return farmers $3.40/kg to be 
worth exporting, whereas large volumes of cheese exports returned only $2.00/kg. Even within 
the levied products, separation of the product pools defeated a holistic approach to the product 
mix.2 In a similar vein, pooled returns masked signals from the market and allowed sloppy 
operators to gain from the hard work of the diligent. Locational advantages and the wise use of 
time and funds were lost in the sharing of costs related to transport, storage and interest. The 
pool allowances for these items were also open to manipulation by crafty managers.3 

Indeed, a more general pattern of ‘playing the system’ was facilitated by the numerous 
judgements that underpinned the complicated administration of this scheme. The scope to 
influence discretionary decisions through preferential access encouraged the devotion of 
industry resources to the politics of getting representatives close to the action. It was no secret 
that positions on committees, like those that advised the Australian Dairy Corporation and the 
Minister, were guarded as ‘company appointments’.4 This was something Kerin had his eye on. 
Intense pressure on the Corporation and the former minister, Peter Nixon, led to steep hikes in 
the domestic wholesale prices of the prescribed products (the Domestic Value for Levy 
Purposes: DVLP) between 1980 and 1982. Kerin intended to resist similar pressure. He wasn’t 
against manufacturers’ trying to sell their product for more in the marketplace, but he didn’t 
believe the government should deliberately force up the base wholesale price as a way of 
extracting more from consumers. And he saw that New Zealand would swoop if Australian 
products rose above the New Zealand price plus the cost of freight across the Tasman. With 
CER, Australia would have few defences.5 

Kerin thought it too easy—and ultimately counterproductive—to rely on the expedient of 
pushing up prices every time the industry fell in a trough. He suspected that the price increases 
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of 1980–1982 had landed the industry in its current predicament with a surfeit of unprofitable 
exports in 1983–84. This was another flaw in equalisation. It not only distorted the choice of 
product mix at the factory, but also blurred messages from the market to the farm and confused 
decisions about how much milk to produce. The relationship between price and supply was 
complex. The cobweb of imperfect information about future prospects added to the natural delay 
of the lactation cycle and typically caused a 2-year lag in producer response to market settings. 
By the time the sum of farmer decisions became visible in surges or contractions of output, the 
conditions which caused the response had changed again. As a result, production was 
excessive when export markets were depressed, inadequate when markets had improved, and 
again ran into surplus by the next market decline. Drastic price cuts were needed to clear 
surpluses, leading to cycles of dumping.6 

These rounds of overproduction followed by export crises and industry shakeouts were likely 
to continue as long as the European and US policies that triggered them kept recurring, and as 
long as the milk supply to Australia’s manufacturing sector was controlled more by the extent of 
each shakeout than by market-based planning. BAE forecasts suggested the cycles of world 
surplus weren’t about to disappear.7 The European Economic Community behaved particularly 
badly in the second half of 1984, deliberating defying the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade’s (GATT’s) International Dairy Agreement and breaching its minimum prices by 
extraordinary amounts. Butter was sold at US$450 a tonne, compared with the GATT minimum 
of US$1200 a tonne.8 That’s why a circuit breaker was needed to unhitch Australian dairy 
farmers from this pernicious treadmill. 

Search for a circuit breaker 
Kerin wanted the industry to adjust to the world as it was. He wasn’t going to throw it to the 
wolves, but he wanted to steer it in a more responsive and less supported direction, and in the 
least distortionary way. Currently, 25% of dairy assistance was wasted on unprofitable exports. 
Equalisation was failing. The question was what to put in its place. 

The contender proposed by the Australian Dairy Industry Council (ADIC) executive in late 
1982 was the all-milk levy. This would see abolition of the complex equalisation levies on 
prescribed products and the introduction of a single levy on all milk. The levy would be uniformly 
imposed on the milk output of all farmers and used to pay a uniform subsidy on all exported 
products.9 Kerin liked the simplicity and equity of a uniform levy and uniform subsidy and the 
idea that it would be the only form of support to the manufacturing sector. By steadily reducing 
the size of the levy, the level of support could be systematically wound down, progressively 
weaning the industry off subsidies and encouraging structural adjustment at a manageable pace. 
Product mix would be chosen on market-based criteria. Domestic price-fixing and DVLPs would 
be a thing of the past. 

Unfortunately, the states divided over the purpose and detail of applying an all-milk levy and 
an all-export subsidy. To the quota-based market milk states, Victoria’s overproduction was the 
core problem that had to be solved. They didn’t think the export crises had anything to do with 
them, since 90% of exports emanated from Victoria.10 They were prepared to help out with an 
export subsidy in tough times, but weren’t about to extend their generosity to an all-milk levy 
without ironclad guarantees about the volume of Victorian ‘surplus’ they would be called on to 
support. The production controls of an entitlement plan became part of the trade-off equation.11 
The NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) proposed a national entitlement of 5.3 billion litres, 
which allowed for domestic demand plus 1 billion litres of protected exports. Anything over that 
level would receive the real world price. 

Victorians saw things differently. They thought the revenue impact of corrupt world markets 
was the target problem and it belonged to the whole industry for three reasons. Firstly, the 
support of exports provided a floor price for market milk as well as manufacturing milk: everyone 
benefited, including those who didn’t pay the equalisation levies on which the elevated price 
relied. Secondly, the ‘high cost’ market milk sector in other states raised the cost structure of the 
whole industry and inhibited its capacity to compete overseas. And thirdly, the safety margins 
built into state quotas intrinsically tipped more manufactured product onto the domestic market 
and forced more Victorian milk into low-return exports. Victorians believed that the ‘burden of 
exports’ should be equally shared. This was more pressing now that the five traditionally 
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supported products were a much smaller part of production—using only 25% of Australia’s 
milk12—and were even more concentrated in Victoria. These days NSW manufacturers made 
mostly non-levied products, such as yoghurts, cottage cheese and ice cream, that paid no dues 
towards the national floor price. A levy on all milk production would dispel this disparity. It had 
great appeal to Victorians. Redistribution of the national dairy revenue was their mission. And 
the shift had to be big enough to cushion them from external blows. If not, they’d storm over the 
border to seize their share of the market milk premium by force. 

This was the dilemma—both economic and political—that Kerin faced as he sought a 
consensus that would bring reform to this state-regulated industry within his limited federal 
powers. He belonged to a government that was taking a strong stand against industry protection 
in all its forms. Hawke had served on the 1979 Crawford committee on manufacturing and been 
much affected by it. It gave him a vision of the competitive benefits that could accrue from 
breaking down tariff walls and taking on the outside world.13 Kerin’s approach to agricultural 
policy was likewise directed away from individual commodity-based Band-Aids and towards a 
rational fit with broad economic policy.14 As Minister for Primary Industry, Kerin dealt with similar 
issues in other agricultural industries. The wheat industry, for instance, had its own Section 92 
High Court challenges that opened the door to a more free-trade mentality in some quarters. It 
had its own Jim Fleming-type character and its own struggle between forces who wanted to free 
up the industry and those who wanted to cling to equality and price stability. It too was targeted 
in the Balderstone report of November 1982 and then subjected to an IAC enquiry in 1983, 
which criticised its regulatory schemes and recommended deregulation of the domestic market. 
The legislation that Kerin introduced in 1984 didn’t go that far but took the wheat industry a 
couple of significant steps in that direction.15 

The IAC report on the dairy industry was also looking for substantial deregulation. It identified 
the dairy industry as the nation’s most protected rural endeavour. In framing recommendations, 
the IAC aimed at reducing the regulated separation of the market milk and manufacturing 
sectors, and at streamlining the mechanism by which manufacturing assistance was delivered. It 
advocated the all-milk levy as the source of export subsidy. Most of the changes would be swift. 
The specifics implied an immediate halving of assistance to manufacturing, a speedy elimination 
of the market milk premium, and a closer link between domestic and export prices. The IAC saw 
no merit in an entitlement scheme and believed the ‘overproduction’ problem would take care of 
itself if the export subsidy was low: 20% above world prices was suggested. That implied an all-
milk levy of about 1¢ a litre on current conditions. Kerin was obliged to provide a government 
response to this report and in general applauded the IAC’s thirst for market forces.16 

More chastening was the BAE’s warning that the adjustment fallout would be far more severe 
than the IAC assumed.17 Kerin therefore stepped back from the bracing IAC pace and chose a 
more phased approach. He was prepared to save the market milk premium to keep some 
revenue in the industry while other structural adjustments were made. His goal was an efficient, 
market-oriented industry, able to operate at assistance levels similar to those in other rural 
enterprises, and able to achieve a cost base that could match New Zealand imports. This was 
Kerin’s crucial benchmark. Otherwise, New Zealand would ‘cut the guts out of the plodding co-
ops in Victoria.’ 

The policy question was whether to use price pressure or production controls. Kerin was open 
to persuasion on mechanisms as long as the industry accepted the goal and the states united on 
what was proposed. Entitlement schemes aggregated the information about market prospects 
into an individual production quota, but Kerin wasn’t convinced of their value. An entitlement 
quota could become an ‘asset’ that added capital value to the farm, elevating costs. Quotas 
could also lock in a rigid pattern of production, entrenching inefficient producers and inhibiting 
structural change. Throw in the inevitable individual anomalies and you’d have another layer of 
complex and politically charged regulation. 

Kerin, the Federal Department of Primary Industry (DPI), the BAE and the Victorian 
Department of Agriculture put more faith in ‘rational sourcing’ of milk, without regard to state 
borders, as the best way to reduce the national cost structure and solve the dairy dilemma.18 In 
Kerin’s view, one positive result of the otherwise disastrous Australian Agricultural Council (AAC) 
meeting of agriculture ministers in July 1984 was the formation of a market milk committee to 
examine ways to progressively redistribute the market milk premium, reduce the disparity 
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between market milk and manufacturing prices, and make state borders less relevant to milk 
sourcing.19 Rational sourcing based on competitive capability to supply a particular market was 
the economic solution, and Victoria’s cheap seasonal milk was expected to figure largely in it. 
Since Victoria was also the major producer, Kerin considered that no industry plan would work 
unless Victoria found it acceptable. 

Kerin would consider a national entitlement plan only if it was structured to have an impact 
and the industry united around it. The proposed 5.3 billion litre national production target and 
entitlement quota was seen as far too indulgent and therefore of little structural benefit.20 The 
DPI would contemplate entitlements of only 4.4 billion litres, with a mere 100 million litres of 
subsidised exports.21 But the impact of a pullback to 4.4 billion would fall mainly in the 
manufacturing states of Victoria and Tasmania, the states that were regarded as the most cost-
efficient by virtue of their climate and seasonal production pattern, and the ones that were 
hurting most right now. For this reason, Kerin tried to push the industry towards a maximum 
entitlement of 5.0 billion litres and the necessity to make it transferable between farmers.22 
Victorians didn’t like the former. The market milk states didn’t like the latter. 

The Victorians had thrown away state quotas in 1977 and didn’t want new ones. The ADIC 
finally took entitlements on board in 1984 as a trade-off for the revenue transfer of the all-milk 
levy.23 The fight then hinged on the balance of the trade-off. One dispute was whether the all-
milk levy would give exporters a fixed subsidy above the world price or a variable subsidy that 
helped out more during cyclic troughs and less when world prices rose. Victoria wanted the 
former; NSW wouldn’t budge from the latter as a basic principle. The level of subsidy was 
another issue.24 Kerin took the IAC line, that a subsidy that held export returns at a constant 
20% above real world prices was adequate.25 That sounded modest, but it still meant that the 
subsidy rose in line with export prices, contrary to the principle NSW espoused. 

In late August 1984 all sides compromised. The industry and Kerin agreed on export support 
of 25% above world prices—the maximum to keep New Zealand at bay—but capped in 
monetary terms at a maximum all-milk levy of 2¢ a litre. That formed the core of the ADIC plan 
taken to the AAC in September 1984.26 All states agreed beforehand. Resolution seemed 
assured. But the Victorian Minister, Eric Kent, a heartfelt agrarian socialist, believed in sharing 
and kept pushing the boundaries of revenue redistribution to gain more for his blighted farmers. 
Kent thought the plan put no adjustment pressure on the high-cost market milk industry in other 
states: he insisted on a fixed and permanent minimum of 2¢ a litre.27 That equated to a constant 
subsidy of 43% above world prices, totally unacceptable to other states and probably to 
Cabinet.28 That’s when it all fell apart. 

This was the position the industry faced in late 1984 as it regathered to resolve the national 
plan after Operation Padlock brought an abrupt end to the interstate milk war. 

National plan revisited 
After Kent blocked agreement at the September AAC meeting, the industry reaffirmed its 
unanimous solidarity on the ADIC plan and hoped some minor compromise would get Kent over 
the line. A meeting after the federal election was expected to clarify ministerial positions and 
possible areas of compromise. Instead, the meeting of 20 December 1984 caused more 
confusion in the industry. 

Kerin was less comfortable with entitlements, less content to use the unproclaimed 1977 
legislation against interstate trade, and doubtful of the real intent of the ADIC plan. The original 
concept envisaged a scheme whereby the export subsidy provided by the all-milk levy was the 
only manufacturing support. As conditions deteriorated, Victoria wanted some guaranteed 
increases in domestic prices (DVLPs) and their levies as well, including most recently an extra 
hefty increase before the plan actually started.29 Kerin regarded this as moving in the wrong dir-
ection, making it harder to achieve the goal of import parity with New Zealand. He suspected the 
industry hoped to negotiate away the wind-down of support at the scheme’s mid-point review. 

Kerin proposed an alternative version of the plan that would drop entitlements and domestic 
price increases and return to the simplicity of a declining all-milk levy. To ease the revenue strain 
as the manufacturing sector adjusted, Kerin intended to use the 1977 legislation in a different 
way: not to obstruct interstate milk but to progressively redistribute the market milk premium 
across all suppliers. The beauty of the legislation was its flexibility. The original logic was to 
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strike a levy equivalent to the market milk premium and impose it on all market milk sales. The 
proceeds would be distributed back to state authorities but include interstate sales only if 
condoned by the buying state. This removed the incentive for interstate trade. It also made the 
government party to legislated barriers to interstate trade. The new idea was to impose a levy on 
all market milk sales and simply redistribute the proceeds gradually to all states in a uniform 
way, pro rata to production, so all farmers gained the benefit of market milk sales.30 

Eric Kent was very impressed with this concept. In fact, he saw a way to improve it. Still 
upping the ante, he pushed for a variation that would see the complete redistribution of the 
market milk premium within 6 years, ending the divide between the market milk and 
manufacturing sectors. He would even accept entitlements if he could gain this extra support for 
his farmers.31 

As the full Cabinet submission was prepared in January 1985, Kerin asked the DPI to develop 
Kent’s version of the redistribution concept. As promised, Kerin put up the latest ADIC plan, but 
incorporated the progressive redistribution of the market milk premium that had won Kent’s 
heart. Kerin’s stated aim was to reach a position after 6 years where assistance to the industry 
was provided through three measures: support for domestic prices of manufactured products to 
the level of import parity with New Zealand; support for the current pricing level for market milk; 
and underwriting of export returns if prices collapsed. The plan was more complex than 
intended, owing to the phasing down of existing assistance and the phasing in of new assistance 
mechanisms. But it was also because he incorporated elements such as entitlements and 
indexed domestic prices (DVLPs), simply to gain industry and state government acceptance. 
Kerin was prepared to submit this variation on the ADIC plan as the preferred option, on 
condition that it was accepted unanimously by all agriculture ministers at the AAC meeting on 11 
February 1985. If not, he would revert to plan B, which was to phase in the IAC 
recommendations with a few softeners but no entitlements and no government involvement in 
domestic price-setting and DVLPs.32 

In late January, the matter was debated within a Cabinet subcommittee that contained all the 
economic ministers and was chaired by Prime Minister Bob Hawke. Kerin needed white boards, 
diagrams and arrows to explain the intricacies. Cabinet broadly agreed with Kerin’s approach but 
wanted more adjustment pressure on the industry: the national entitlement must be cut from 5.3 
billion litres to 4.6 billion within 4 years, and end completely after 6 years; and import parity with 
New Zealand should occur within the same timeframe, as would redistribution of the market milk 
premium. All federal legislation covering the plan would have a 6-year ‘sunset’ and expire at the 
end of that period.33 Before Cabinet’s corrections even went to the AAC, Kerin’s strategy was 
overtaken by desperate events in Victoria. 

Trouble in Victoria 
The farmer body in Victoria was a far more powerful and vocal force in industry affairs than it 
had been a decade before, when farmer organisations were fragmented and the factories 
virtually ran the show. But there’d been a resurgence of opposing farmer camps. The most 
militant were pro-interstate trade and anti-entitlements. They tended to be younger farmers who 
were still building their farms and production levels, often with high debt. Many came to dairying 
as share farmers in the late 1970s and then worked eagerly towards ownership. An entitlement 
assessed at that point would lock them out of growth and into a heavy debt burden. This was the 
case for ex-trucker and ex-policeman John Watson, who’d entered dairying on a run-down farm 
north of Shepparton in 1982 and borrowed to the hilt for improvements just as drought hit, prices 
started to dive and interest rates took off. By contrast, pro-entitlement farmers were generally 
older and well established, and entitlements would protect their market share. 

When export prices bottomed and manufacturers tried to sell more product locally by 
discounting, another divide opened between farmers and price-slashing factories. Manufacturing 
milk prices fell from $3.60/kg in 1982–83 to $2.50 in 1984–85. Agricultural officials estimated that 
2500 Victorian dairy farmers were at risk of being forced off their farms. Tasmanian estimates 
put 1000 of their 1300 farms at risk.34 Everyone was desperate for promised price increases, 
both from the domestic manufacturing price rises built into the ADIC national plan and from the 
market milk increase that had been stuck in Victoria’s bureaucracy for half a year. 
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Bill Pyle was scrambling to find a new position between Kerin, the DPI, his vacillating state 
minister and disgruntled farmers, all while sending out United Dairyfarmers of Victoria (UDV) 
councillors to implore Victorian factories to cease massive discounting. In early January 1985, 
farmer anger boiled over when Premier John Cain suddenly announced a state election for 2 
March. A group of breakaways from the UDV saw their chance to hold Cain to ransom. Calling 
themselves the Concerned Dairy Farmers (CDF), they summoned Victoria’s dairy farmers to ban 
the supply of milk to Melbourne and blockade the city and the north and south of the state. Two 
of the rebel firebrands were Geoff Gardiner and Bruce Beatson. The UDV leaders were caught 
by surprise, but the ferocity of the grassroots backlash threatened to decimate their membership 
and forced them to pick up the CDF’s militant lead. Rallies and blockades were scheduled and 
hundreds of farmers marched on Melbourne’s Parliament with a list of demands.35 Cain quickly 
moved to increase the market milk price by 2¢ a litre, but this was swallowed up in the sea of 
cheap manufacturing milk and had little effect on farmer income. 

With the Victorian Government pressed to push for an instant 2¢ a litre rise in manufacturing 
prices, the Australian Dairy Farmers’ Federation (ADFF) met urgently on 16 January and sought 
an equivalent boost to the domestic price component of the ADIC package. The DPI did 
calculations to show Kerin that an extra 2¢ a litre for farmers would mean a 20% increase for 
consumers; hardly the road to import parity.36 To put heat on the economic advisors seen to be 
driving the government to a harder line, the ADFF planned its own demonstration in Canberra to 
coincide with the BAE’s annual Outlook Conference. With a prior DFA press release 
condemning the BAE’s work as politically biased or incompetent, 1000 farmers descended on 
the Canberra conference hall and accosted top BAE economists. Mike Dalton received little 
sympathy when he explained that the BAE took a big picture perspective and domestic prices for 
dairy products were 100% above world prices, offering Australian consumers big savings on 
cheap imports. To survive, said Dalton, you need to find ways to become more efficient.37 

The proposals prepared for the AAC meeting of 11 February were shaped to Cabinet’s 
tougher requirements. Quickly pulled together by the DPI, they arrived at the prior officials’ 
meeting without notice. NSW officers totally rejected the latest version of redistributing the 
market milk premium.38 When the ministers met, Kent naturally grabbed the DPI plan, which 
would transfer $36 million a year from NSW to Victoria.39 When Kent was soundly outvoted, he 
refused to agree to anything unless the all-milk levy was fixed as high as 3¢ to 4¢ a litre. Other 
ministers offered to convert their former maximum of 2¢ a litre to a fixed 2¢ a litre but Kent 
refused what he had previously demanded. The make-or-break meeting ended in another deadly 
stalemate. The UDV was furious that Kent had lost the plan and the agreed-on 2¢ a litre.40 The 
Victorian industry erupted again, with Concerned Dairymen groups in full flight. On Friday 15 
February, a telex to Cain vowed to blockade milk supplies to Melbourne, Canberra and Adelaide 
if relief was not announced before 9 pm the following Tuesday.41 

With Victorian farmers going berserk on the brink of an election, Cain called on Hawke to 
heed farmers’ pleas for a national plan and demanded another AAC meeting and a satisfactory 
plan by the following Friday, 22 February. Then he sent the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority 
(VDIA) to Sydney offering Victorian milk to supermarkets under a VDIA label at 5¢ a litre below 
the NSW price.42 Sydney supermarkets asked NSW processors to respond, and Bob Whan 
warned Cain it was easier for NSW to put milk into Melbourne than for Victoria to put milk into 
Sydney. On Monday 18 February, Bill Pyle delivered an ultimatum: unless the AAC agreed to 
the modified ADIC plan, he’d lead a go-it-alone strategy to move milk interstate.43 

Furious at Cain’s blackmail tactic, Kerin granted only an informal meeting of ministers, on 28 
February,44 to which Cain sent Steve Crabb instead of Kent. Crabb broke the deadlock by 
accepting the ADIC plan with entitlements, a maximum 2¢ a litre all-milk levy, and no interstate 
trade. For his side, he gained a 40% export subsidy, an immediate 17% increase in domestic 
prices (DVLPs), and a commitment from other states to investigate rational sourcing.45 Rational 
sourcing essentially meant concentrating more production in Victoria. 

The agreement helped hoist Cain over the election line. He then appointed a new Minister for 
Agriculture, the elegant and astute Evan Walker. But it was all too late, too much of a horse-
traded hotchpotch, and too soft for Kerin. In NSW, the whole exercise was seen as a ‘total 
confidence trick’, leaving the Federal Government free to pursue its firm Cabinet intention to 
‘deregulate’ the industry and adopt the IAC philosophy.46 
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Kerin Plan—Mark I 
Indeed, a new Cabinet submission was well under way, consistent with the approach applied to 
industries like cars and steel.47 Two days after the Victorian election, Cabinet’s industry 
committee rejected the state ministers’ last-minute deal, fearing that entitlements would be 
capitalised and become a cost to consumers, as occurred in the egg industry.48 

The Kerin Plan that finally went to Cabinet on 20 March 1985 was intended to make an 
impact. The industry had shown that it didn’t truly accept the reality of the problem and the 
adjustments that had to be made. To compel adjustment, the emphasis of the plan shifted from 
administered reform to more direct exposure to market forces. 

Kerin was seeking simplicity, equity and clarity in industry supports, and a rapid reduction of 
production levels without complicated entitlements and price-fixing. The new all-milk levy was to 
be the central and ultimately only means of support, providing a uniform subsidy for all exports, 
to a maximum of 30% above a 3-year average of real export prices.49 In a carrot-and-stick 
approach, the plan was structured so the rate at which production fell would determine—
inversely—the rate at which support was withdrawn. The old stabilisation levies for butter and 
cheese would supplement the all-milk levy for a time, but phase out according to a formula that 
slowed the withdrawal if production fell steadily but that sped the withdrawal if output remained 
unchanged. A surprise kick in the tail was the linking of parallel falls in market milk prices into the 
same formula. The 1977 legislation would be repealed, removing the scope to save and 
redistribute the market milk premium, or to deter interstate trade. The immediate end to pooling 
of export returns and allowances would force manufacturers to face the fact that some export 
markets were unrewarding. Underwriting would still provide a safety net of 90%, but only for 
export returns, not for total production.50 

Kerin understood that the plan would hurt. It was projected to reduce domestic returns by 
some 50% to 60% over 4 years.51 The BAE expected up to 60% of Australia’s dairy farmers to 
be put at risk, and predicted significant loss of employment in factories and distribution. To ease 
the pain, Kerin gained a $40 million program of adjustment assistance. To help hold highly 
subsidised imports at bay, he increased tariffs on cheese.52 The industry still saw the production-
based phasing as ‘draconian’, and criticised the government exit from domestic price-setting. 
They said it left the domestic floor price to ‘float’ with corrupt world prices, unrelated to local 
costs. The industry complained that the plan would cut returns too quickly and too much and 
would force out the wrong farmers: those who had high debt because they invested in future 
productivity. The market milk states were livid that repeal of the 1977 legislation would leave 
them subsidising Victorian exports with no protection for their state milk markets.53 The industry 
united in furious uproar. 

When the proposals first leaked, a lobby campaign targeted the Labor caucus to poison the 
plan before it reached Cabinet.54 The UDV sent 11,496 signatures on a petition to a Victorian 
MP known to favour it.55 When Cabinet accepted the plan, the ADFF president, John Bennett, 
claimed it would destroy the Australian industry, called on all state governments to join the fight 
against it and demanded Kerin’s resignation.56 Kerin rejected the accusations and declined to 
resign.57 Bennett organised a mass rally in Shepparton,58 and the Senate Opposition leader, 
Ralph Hunt, called an urgency debate to decry the government’s deception of the industry and 
the people of Victoria.59 The industry relationship with Kerin sank to a new low. 

Victorian farmers were calmed by a 5¢ a litre market milk increase,60 but there was nothing to 
improve the relationship with Kerin as the industry cranked up another campaign to block Kerin’s 
legislation in the House of Representatives. When that failed to garner sufficient support, 
attention swung to the opposition parties in the Senate and an appeal for four amendments that 
would slow the effect of the legislation. These would continue pooled export returns on butter 
and cheese for 2 years; retain the product levies at current levels for 2 years and then phase 
them out evenly; base export support payments on milk content, not the value added by the 
factory; and allow for a two-price entitlement system.61 

Both Coalition and Democrat senators would be needed to secure the required Senate 
numbers. The National Party was on side, but many Victorian Liberals rejected entitlements, so 
the Coalition backed the first three amendments but not the fourth. A Kerin staffer, Julienne 
McKay, had worked hard to ensure Democrat support for Kerin’s plan but lost them to industry 
pressure at the last minute. The Senate passed the three amendments. These were then 
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rejected by the House of Representatives, and passed a second time in the Senate just before 
the House went into winter recess on 31 May, not to sit again until August.62 Mid-saga, the UDV 
wavered and offered to back Kerin’s plan if he changed the base for the export subsidy. A hotly 
contested UDV election on 29 May delivered the president’s position to Jim Saunders, an active 
member of the Liberal Party, who instantly reverted to the industry position. 

Without the legislation, the Kerin Plan couldn’t proceed in July 1985, and the equalisation 
system remained in place. Though the DPI was reportedly ‘hopping mad’ about the industry’s 
using the Senate to block the legislation, the tactic did provide a cooling-off period. The DFA 
intended to ‘sort out the Victorian attitude’ and seek a united position. The key was seen to lie 
with new UDV president, Jim Saunders, who was struggling with divided farmers and hostile 
manufacturers.63 Just as the hand of conciliation was extended to Victoria, Jim Fleming 
struck again. 

Courts and mergers 
The Kerin Plan would have repealed the 1977 levy legislation. With that repeal now on hold, the 
potential to deter interstate trade remained. Fleming, Midland and John David launched another 
legal assault on NSW’s state regulation. On 14 June 1985, the Dairy Corporation was served six 
Supreme Court writs.64 They sought not only to validate interstate trade arrangements, but also 
to upset the traditional zoning provisions and undermine the minimum pricing, registration 
conditions and testing charges added to the NSW arsenal in 1984.65 

John David had been approached in February 1985 to buy and distribute Victorian milk under 
the VDIA label but held off owing to legal uncertainties.66 The Dairy Corporation had granted him 
a licence to sell milk, but not to anyone who would resell it, only to end users such as cafes. The 
Corporation also changed the licence conditions of a milk retailer in Griffith, preventing him from 
receiving milk from his usual supplier, namely Midland. Midland, Jewel and Davids therefore 
developed a new agreement modelled on the Nedco format that passed the High Court test in 
1975. Jewel and Davids would handle Victorian milk as ‘agents’ of Midland and be paid purely 
on commission, without taking ownership of the milk themselves. This guaranteed that the 
transaction would meet the conditions of bona fide interstate commerce and could not be 
subverted by punitive regulatory conditions. Similar agreements were made with the retailer in 
Griffith and another in suburban Sydney.67 

Past experience and legal advice suggested that the Dairy Corporation was likely to lose the 
case and that new Section 92 landmarks for interstate trade would follow. Further strengthening 
the rights for interstate traders was a recent High Court decision against the Barley Marketing 
Board of Queensland. The Court ruled 4 to 1 that the Board could not claim ownership of the 
barley for which it required delivery, because the barley was sold interstate and had the 
protection of Section 92.68 All this took place as the VDIA explored the use of vesting powers in 
the wake of Midland’s 1984 attack on Sydney. 

Watts warned the industry not to overreact, to stick together, and to reject all offers to supply 
milk outside official channels while their leaders and state governments established the ground 
rules for the next round of national negotiations. With low export returns, high production 
volumes and a militant mood in Victoria, the industry was felt to be moving rapidly to a ‘flash 
point’ where Victorian processors would market Victorian milk through supermarket chains in 
other states. Rumours abounded that a major influx, allegedly sponsored by the UDV and the 
VDIA, was planned after the Midland–Jewel court case.69 With a court decision expected by 
November 1985, the prior 3 months offered the best chance to find industry consensus. Should 
the outbreak of interstate trade occur, the disruptive volumes and price erosions were likely 
to be huge. 

South of the border, powerful forces were combining. On the retail side, major amalgamations 
were in train, including Coles’ proposed merger with the Myer department store chain and 
Woolworths’ takeover of Victorian Safeway supermarkets.70 After a dip in the doldrums, 
Woolworths now had a new breed of managers forging a revitalised strategy based on ‘fresh’ 
produce.71 The concept included the warehousing of milk, and Woolworths was shaping its own 
supply chain, starting with leasing Murray Goulburn’s plant at Milawa. The Dairy Corporation 
was advised that Woolworths wished to supply its southern NSW stores from Victoria.72 
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On the factory side, Victorian dairy co-ops were also mobilising market power. Multiple 
merger moves were afoot, partly to counter retail manoeuvres and partly to position for the 
perceived inevitable milk war. As early as 1982, the ‘big three’ of Victorian co-ops—Ibis, 
Camperdown and Colac—had quietly started to explore merger options and invited every co-op 
except Murray Goulburn to join. Over the next 18 months, some dropped out but six remained. 
In 1985, Nedco switched allegiance and signed up with Murray Goulburn.73 The other five 
formed a mega co-op called Bonlac Foods. The result put 70% of Victoria’s milk in the hands of 
three co-operatives: Murray Goulburn, Bonlac and Drouin. They believed their concentrated 
resources would position them to ‘win’ any open competition in liquid milk markets, while the 
sharing of risks and costs in product development and marketing would allow them to be more 
innovative and adventurous.74 The Kerin Plan had so far failed to pass the Parliament but had 
already sent a message about ‘rationalisation’. 

The Rowley plan—a new political discussion 
The defeat of the Kerin Plan was a shallow victory. It left Victorian dairy farmers bitterly divided 
and on the warpath. It left the industry rudderless and exposed to an imminent milk war. It left 
Kerin without the tools to push the industry down a path that would make dairy companies 
perform.75 He would probably try to reintroduce the legislation. Unless the industry came up with 
a sound alternative to the Kerin Plan, it was clear that the Senate would not oppose it again.76 

In July 1985, several industry leaders tried to start a new political discussion. They hoped to 
unearth a mechanism that could give enough to keep everyone satisfied and take enough to 
compel some meaningful change. Ultimately it would boil down to trade-offs between Victoria 
and NSW. NSW still clung to the basic premise that an all-milk levy was conditional on control of 
national production and protection of NSW’s milk market.77 Victoria still clung to the premise that 
it produced 60% of the country’s milk and should receive at least 60% of the industry revenue. 

The new UDV president, Jim Saunders, was one of those Kiwi dairy farmers who migrated to 
Victoria’s South-Western District. He was trained in dairy science, had specialist know-how in 
artificial breeding and was well cultivated in the New Zealand low-cost, seasonal style of 
production. Philosophically he leaned towards free enterprise and against government 
intervention or interstate barriers. He knew the industry would be deregulated at some time and 
didn’t want a bar of entitlements. He therefore favoured a Kerin-type outcome, provided he could 
gain a couple of amendments to ease the transition, including a good price increase at the 
outset. Other key UDV figures felt the same way. Instead of running scared of New Zealand, 
they thought a bit of lateral thinking could see Victoria and New Zealand link up co-operatively 
instead of having a trade war.78 On the market milk side, the UDV had affirmed two other policy 
options: interstate trading and an eastern seaboard market milk pool. Saunders favoured the 
latter as the more civilised way to cushion manufacturing adjustment. The concept received 
support at the UDV conference in May,79 and Saunders wouldn’t talk to the other states unless 
the subject was firmly on the agenda.80 BAE studies showed that unfettered rational sourcing 
through the eastern states would yield a net saving to eastern Australia of $49 million to $60 
million, including major benefit to NSW.81 

Under the chairmanship of the Queensland Dairyfarmers’ Organisation’s president, Pat 
Rowley, key leaders of the DFA and UDV met in July to seek common ground.82 Saunders was 
struggling with two dissident groups. The Concerned Farmers remained broadly supportive of 
the UDV but wanted action; the Victorian Milk Producers’ Association was more radical and 
more antagonistic. Both groups were up in arms about current prices and recent BAE figures 
that showed a big gap in the net incomes of NSW and Victorian farms.83 In Victoria, the bottom 
25% achieved an average $576 a year, compared with $14,044 in NSW. At the top end, 
Victoria’s $24,355 compared with $41,240 in NSW. Victorian farmers felt they were suffering all 
the adjustment pressures while farmers in market milk states escaped serious impact.84 Feisty 
advocates led by Geoff Gardiner in his rebel T-shirt thumped Saunders’s desk and threatened 
more blockades unless he delivered on farmer prices and restored the relativity of state farmer 
incomes to 1981–82 levels.85 

The UDV saw an eastern seaboard pool going a long way towards redressing Victorian 
grievances. The total market milk volume of the five eastern states amounted to almost 1.4 
billion litres: 24% of their total milk production. The UDV wanted market milk revenues shared on 
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that pro rata basis. Victoria’s share would jump from 440 million litres to 844 million; NSW’s 
would plummet from 489 million litres to 226 million.86 These were the kinds of figures that 
always scared the pants off NSW farmers and put them right off eastern or national pools. The 
current pool proposal implied a $50 million transfer from NSW to Victoria, and a tidy sum from 
Queensland. The UDV offered to accept an annual transfer of $37 million in the cause of 
peace.87 DFA negotiators knew that an eastern pool remained a huge step too far for NSW dairy 
farmers; it also didn’t address the core problem of overproduction, on which the all-milk levy was 
contingent. 

More agility was needed.88 In late July, the dairy authority heads of NSW, Victoria and 
Queensland joined the three farmer presidents to nut out a fresh approach to sharing the export 
burden. What they came up with was another version of a two-price entitlement plan based on 
setting the all-milk levy at two different rates. In a national quota of 5.3 billion litres, 1 billion litres 
of exports would receive a subsidy derived from the top rate; excess production would receive 
the lower rate. State-based quotas would include market milk—a big concession which made it 
subject to overproduction penalty. Quotas based on a rolling 3-year average of output would 
keep production patterns fluid. The all-milk levy collected by the states would go into a single 
national pool. Victoria would gain a net income transfer of 20% of the fund, amounting to about 
$25 million each year, restoring the relativity of Victorian returns through orderly increments 
rather than a chaotic milk war.89 This scheme would morph into the ‘Rowley plan’, named for 
emerging under Rowley’s chairmanship. 

The opportunity to repair relations with Kerin opened up when John Bennett stood down and 
Pat Rowley—a market milk man—rose to the top of the industry tree as president of the ADFF 
and ADIC.90 Rowley had a unique way of operating. He was a round-them-up, keep-them-talking 
and give-them-options kind of agri-politician. What he deliberately didn’t do was confront, bully 
and back people into a corner. Rather, he tried to keep the herd together and running in the right 
direction. Within days, he was in Canberra making amends with Kerin. 

Kerin was under Cabinet pressure to push industry change and restart his stalled legislation. 
Rowley was nudging industry thinking away from addiction to open-ended handouts and towards 
acceptance of disciplines and obligations. They had to give the government something to show 
that it was moving the industry forwards. Rowley asked Kerin for time to allow the industry to 
revise its approach. Kerin gave them till 18 September; then he’d assess progress and decide 
what to take to Cabinet.91 He doubted they’d come up with anything sensible that they all 
agreed on.92 

Saunders certainly wasn’t betting on it. In August he went to Kerin to argue that Australia still 
needed a solid dairy export industry and to offer acceptance of the Kerin Plan in return for 
concessions similar to the May Senate amendments. As the export state, Victoria would bear the 
brunt of lower support but it made no sense to decimate the most competitive state, whose 
seasonal production cost a third less than the year-round norm in market milk states. Moreover, 
the clamp on domestic prices (DVLPs) hit Victorian farmers hardest but simply encouraged them 
to produce more to salvage more income. Saunders therefore wanted Victorian farmers 
positioned to survive the adjustment process as they embarked on the Kerin Plan. Most pressing 
was an immediate 17.5% lift in domestic prices to cover the rise in farm costs. The 
corresponding lift in the product levy should then be held constant for 2 years, as an adjunct to 
the all-milk levy, before being phased out over 4 years. He likewise sought a 1-year extension of 
pooling to allow time to develop an export management scheme. Finally, to optimise farmer 
returns, he wanted support paid on milk content of exported products.93 

Meanwhile, Rowley formed a select industry group to reappraise all the national proposals.94 
Victoria tried to keep alive the eastern seaboard pool, but other states wouldn’t share milk mark-
ets that way.95 South Australia floated the idea of a farm or entitlement buyback as a quick way 
of allowing Victorian farmers to exit with some money. But Victoria would agree only if govern-
ments funded it, which they refused to do. The UDV central council didn’t believe a buyback 
would cut overproduction anyway, as remaining farmers would be free to increase output.96 

With time galloping towards Kerin’s deadline, the group gathered on 29 August to choose 
between the deregulation implicit in the Kerin Plan and a scheme that would manage production 
levels but also address Victoria’s demands.97 Saunders said he couldn’t ‘sell’ the dual levy of the 
Rowley plan unless it guaranteed a minimum 2¢ a litre at all times. NSW still insisted that the 
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levy fluctuate with the actual need of the export sector and not exceed 2¢ a litre. To break this 
rerun of an old argument, Winston Watts proposed an extra ‘transfer’ levy on market milk. The 
condition remained that the total of all the levies not exceed 2¢ a litre.98 Subsequently reworked 
to ensure that the total did always add up to a full 2¢ a litre, the ‘transfer levy’ met the Victorian 
revenue benchmark.99 The Rowley plan then easily beat the Kerin Plan on benefits to Victoria. In 
year 1, the Kerin Plan would provide a net transfer of $26.7 million, while the Rowley plan would 
transfer $39.5 million. By year 6, the Kerin Plan would transfer $19.1 million, the Rowley plan 
$28.0 million.100 

Kerin was sceptical of yet another entitlement scheme,101 but agreed to present the Rowley 
plan to Cabinet. Cabinet agreed to accept it if the industry delivered total agreement by 30 
November.102 The ADIC decided to hold a workshop in late October to foster full industry 
understanding.103 The workshop was deferred to late November, when the UDV central council 
confirmed that UDV policy was to accept the Kerin Plan with amendments and to pursue the 
interstate trading of milk. No discussion of entitlement plans could occur without a special UDV 
conference.104 

Meanwhile, the UDV circulated a variety of proposals.105 Many Victorian farmers saw the 
Rowley plan as just another entitlement scheme and automatically out of the question. Rowley 
found that no one was trying to persuade them otherwise and they saw no overproduction 
problem.106 When the ADIC met in late October, the writing was on the wall. Victorian 
manufacturers were inclined to accept the Rowley plan but reluctant to oppose the UDV. The 
UDV’s Arthur Arbuthnot expressed amazement that every time the industry hit trouble they put 
up entitlement schemes: the figures were fair but they’d never been able to sell the concept 
politically to farmers, so why would they now? The UDV vice president, Bruce Beatson, couldn’t 
believe that the Rowley plan was the best they could do: the industry would be pushed 
unceasingly to restructure and produce at least cost so they could match New Zealand when 
CER began. The Rowley plan would just delay the real work until then.107 

One group of UDV councillors did see merit in the Rowley plan. Spokesman Max Fehring said 
so publicly. As well as handing $3000 to each Victorian farmer, the plan put no cap on 
production but gave farmers important information: the exact value of their production on 
different markets. That knowledge would naturally drive a shift to low-cost areas such as 
Victoria. The plan’s state-based framework also offered a platform for a future eastern pool. The 
Kerin Plan merely offered a minor income transfer at the cost of a milk war. To Fehring, the 
choice was ‘the transfer of dollars and financial stability or the transfer of milk and financial and 
market chaos.’ He was voting for ‘market evolution not market revolution.’108 

To sway other Victorians, Bob Whan said the Dairy Corporation had the labels, containers 
and Victorian vendors all set for a NSW invasion of the Victorian market. Watts warned that 
Victorians ‘can’t have their cake and eat it too.’109 But 259 UDV delegates attended a special 
UDV conference on 28 November and voted 145 to 114 to reject the Rowley plan.110 The vote 
showed that 56% of UDV members—many of them young—were prepared to accept the Kerin 
wind-down of subsidies, with conditions, and take on the world. A struggling new farmer, John 
Watson, thought that the premium paid on Rowley entitlement quotas would swiftly collapse 
under competitive commercial pressures anyway. It was that old challenge: how to maintain 
different prices for the same product in different markets. The walls between the markets are 
always vulnerable. 

Pat Rowley concluded that Victorian farmers did not comprehend the gravity of the 
oversupply problem.111 An alternative interpretation was that many Victorian farmers had 
discovered the productivity revolution. Ambitious young farmers were lapping up the advancing 
ability to produce more milk from existing resources and reduce their average cost of production. 
It’s what would help them beat the cost squeeze. It’s what would help them match New 
Zealand’s record as the lowest-cost milk producer in the world, keep New Zealand out of 
Australia, and beat New Zealand in other world markets. Victoria’s agriculture department had 
invested in programs designed to make seasonal, grass-based production more cost-effective. 
These included pasture improvement, grass budgeting and rotational grazing; advances in 
genetic selection of more productive sires through the herd improvement program; and a 
crusade for adoption of the faster, less back-breaking herringbone design of milking sheds. As 
yet, this explosion in dairy technology was offering farmers a production capacity way beyond 
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their market opportunities. But the Rowley plan was seen by many as cutting off their 
productivity route to expansive new markets.112 

The DFA said the UDV decision released NSW from further obligation to assist the Victorian 
industry.113 A Kerin Plan amended to the UDV’s wishes would leave NSW paying an all-milk levy 
but gaining no safeguards against an attack on its regulated state structure and milk market. 
Winston Watts advised NSW to demand its own amendment to the Kerin Plan—one that would 
cut off all levies if milk flowed interstate. If they didn’t get the amendment, they should abandon 
all federal marketing arrangements and save their transfer money. No one would ‘win’, but more 
Victorian than NSW farmers would go to the wall, and production would plummet. Prices would 
rise for those who survived.114 The UDV expected short-term losses in an open market but was 
betting on longer-term gains and ultimate supremacy.115 

Kerin Plan—Mark II 
On 29 November 1985, Kerin announced that the Rowley plan had failed to gain broad support 
and he would put his own proposals to Cabinet by the end of February 1986.116 With the Kerin 
Plan back in play, the industry buzzed with fresh claims to fit into a new puzzle.117 In December, 
sectional interests converged on Kerin, racing to gain his attention and preference before 
Christmas. Kerin was now in the driver’s seat, with the threat of reverting to Mark I. 

Saunders was quick off the mark, resubmitting his August amendments, plus a request for 
underwriting to 85% of the subsidised export price.118 He also secured a Christmas Eve meeting 
with Kerin and flew to Canberra with Victorian minister Evan Walker and Bill Dixson, head of 
Kraft and the Australian Dairy Products Federation. They pleaded for a good price boost and a 
brief respite before tackling Kerin’s intended cutbacks and adjustment. Kerin took enough heed 
to suggest that fruitful negotiations would follow. 

Meanwhile, the DFA accepted the 30% top-up for export returns but still rejected a subsidy on 
an open-ended volume.119 On gleaning that production control might remain an option if dressed 
up for sale to Victoria, the DFA proposed its own set of Kerin amendments on the usual NSW 
themes.120 These included a limit on the volume of subsidised exports and a phasing-down of 
that volume and the all-milk levy that subsidised it. Another element retained a link to Australian 
cost movements. But the killer clause, the absolute ultimatum, was the condition that the 
legislation must allow termination of all milk levies if market milk was traded interstate.121 

The NSW industry backed this approach, particularly the threat to cut off the levy tap if 
interstate intrusions occurred. At a special closed seminar held by the Dairy Industry Council in 
December 1985, a select group of leaders resolved to match any competition and to act in a 
united way to protect and develop NSW markets. The Council executive became a steering 
committee, with the pledged support of the Dairy Corporation and its minister.122 

In early 1986, the national industry regrouped to thrash out a united policy position. They 
accepted an all-milk levy geared to a maximum of 30% above the ruling export prices and 
capped at 2¢ a litre. They backed Saunders on an immediate increase in the domestic prices 
(DVLPs) of all the traditional prescribed products. To reflect local costs, they wished to retain the 
old product levies on butter and cheese for 2 years before their phase-out began. Government 
underwriting was also ticked.123 

There was just one problem. The NSW contingent demanded the inclusion of their killer 
clause, which allowed a state to pull the plug on all milk levy collections if another state entered 
its market milk trade. At first they called it an ‘escape clause’. Then it became the ‘comfort 
clause’, because it would give NSW the comfort and protection it needed against Victoria’s 
interstate milk threat. The Victorians vigorously opposed such a clause. Without it, NSW 
wouldn’t pay an all-milk levy and would throw everything at opposing the Kerin Plan in total. 
Rowley sought a consensus around give and take on both sides. All states except Victoria 
supported the ‘comfort clause’. When Victoria finally accepted it, NSW shelved production 
controls until the mid-plan review.124 

Kerin welcomed the industry’s acceptance of the basic thrust of his original plan but wouldn’t 
accept all their amendments. The major sticking points were the price increases required by 
Victoria and the ‘comfort clause’ required by the market milk states.125 Bob Hawke had been 
conditioned to a kick-off boost to domestic prices when taken to a dairy farm to see how hard 
farmers worked for a meagre return. The tactic paid off when Saunders and Rowley met Hawke 
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now. Once Hawke gave the nod to a price increase before the phase-down, the UDV was 
satisfied.126 That did nothing for the DFA’s demand for the comfort clause, and its attitude had 
hardened on learning that Victoria was issuing new licences for interstate movement of milk. The 
DFA was still prepared to sabotage the whole Kerin deal if it didn’t get its safeguard.127 

Kerin hadn’t necessarily rejected the comfort clause, but faced constitutional hurdles. Federal 
and state authorities were at odds on the issue, and only a messy court case seemed likely to 
resolve the legalities. On Wednesday 19 March 1986, Kerin’s right-hand DPI man, Eric Thorn, 
visited the DFA to discuss their demands. Two days later, Eggert and Watts would join Rowley, 
Saunders and Kerin in Melbourne to discuss the ‘comfort clause’ again. Eggert believed this was 
probably the last chance to reach agreement. If it didn’t come off, there could be chaos in the 
industry. Eggert sounded out his whole executive about farmer sentiment in their area. All 
advised independently that the DFA membership would not accept an all-milk levy without 
protection for market milk. They understood the consequences if there was no legislation. They’d 
face up to the open slather of an open market. The DFA executive gave Eggert unanimous 
support to demand the inclusion of the clause and to warn that NSW would oppose the 
legislation if that didn’t occur.128 

On that fateful Friday of 21 March, Winston Watts chain-smoked his way through a day 
locked up in a room where five people finally found the words that could allow the ‘comfort 
clause’ to enter the legislation. The clause stipulated that should interstate milk enter a state 
without the express agreement of that state’s dairy authority, the state minister could request 
that the federal minister suspend the levy on all milk. Within 60 days of the request, the AAC 
ministers would be required to confer on the matter. Unless a majority disagreed, the levy would 
be suspended. Kerin made it clear that he hoped the ‘comfort clause’ would never need to be 
used; it would ‘pull the rug’ from domestic price support, with impact on all sectors.129 

The Parliament accepted Kerin’s final plan. It took the route of price pressure, not production 
quotas. It aimed at improving the industry’s competitive capacity by progressively reducing 
domestic price support to a level equivalent to ‘fairly’ traded New Zealand imports. Immediate 
termination of levies on skim milk powder, casein and whole milk powder would be followed by 
6-monthly reductions in the equalisation levies paid on domestic sales of butter and cheese. An 
end to export pooling would make exporters more market responsive. A more uniform level of 
assistance to all products via the all-milk levy would encourage a more profitable product mix. 
Kerin hoped to make local product capable of retaining dominance of the domestic market and 
of finding profitable export markets.130 

With the subsidy capped at 30% above world prices, the payment could vary depending on 
actual export prices, the volume of milk produced and exported, and exchange rates. But it could 
never exceed the 2¢ a litre cap—45¢/kg of butterfat—that NSW had always insisted upon.131 In 
year 1, the required all-milk levy was 35¢/kg, which delivered a national fund of $90 million. The 
levy paid by manufacturers on butter and cheese took the total fund to $103 million. The 
resulting subsidy added 45% to the price realised by dairy exporters and $1.30/kg butterfat to 
farmer returns on manufacturing milk over what ruling export prices would have yielded. By 
1992, manufacturing returns were expected to be only 22% above world market prices.132 

Kerin gave comfort to manufacturers by reverting from the swift price cuts of his Mark I plan to 
the transitional price rises of his final plan.133 But he set Australia’s dairy manufacturing sector 
on the path to structural adjustment. As equalised returns disappeared and subsidies phased 
down, manufacturers would have to stand up as independent market participants. They’d have 
to heed market demands, attend to their product mix, seek out market opportunities and new 
technologies, cut their costs to what the market would bear, and not badger the minister for a 
price increase. They had 6 years to make the transition before CER gave New Zealand open 
access. The legislation didn’t directly address the NSW concern about overproduction, but it did 
place all dairy companies and their suppliers on their mettle. ‘They will need to perform or 
perish,’ said Jack Eggert.134 He added, ‘The medicine tastes bloody crook but we would 
definitely be a lot sicker without it.’135 

Kerin’s market milk safeguard definitely gave more comfort to the NSW industry. The position 
that Jack Eggert and Murray Mead stated to Kerin in August 1984 continued to apply: NSW 
wouldn’t pay twice: once to support exports, a second time by having its regulated price slashed 
by Victorian attacks on its milk market. The original gentlemen’s agreement that protected state 
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markets had been undermined by the High Court in 1975. The deterrent against interstate trade 
that was built into the 1977 federal levy legislation had been ruled out. The comfort clause was 
the substitute. It had taken over 3 years to get there. 

The legislation went into effect on 1 July 1986. That same month, the NSW Supreme Court 
found in favour of Jewel, Midland and Davids, and against the Dairy Corporation’s use of 
licensing and registration procedures to frustrate interstate trade.136 This left Midland, Jewel, 
Davids and anyone else free to import and sell Victorian milk in NSW. The NSW industry stood 
ready to apply its comfort clause should anyone choose to do so.137 
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Chapter 8: Reluctant reform 

Market signals and rationalisation were the words of the moment. Everyone wanted to apply 
them to someone else. It was harder to do on your own patch. Someone always lost out and it 
hurt. Compensation was costly, and neither governments nor industry participants were keen to 
contribute. It was tempting to yield an inch rather than a mile on that rationalisation road. 

The NSW industry believed that the 1984 milk war had taught them that they had to change. 
Fending off invaders and free-traders with regulatory tricks or legal obfuscation had failed. The 
brute force of a physical blockade had worked once to great effect but was unlikely to succeed 
again. Deep down, industry people knew that NSW supermarkets didn’t particularly want to sell 
Victorian milk: they just wished to sell under the same commercial conditions under which they 
sold other perishable food. Murray Mead wasn’t afraid to say it straight: ‘It was only after we 
refused to be flexible that they went interstate.’1 

In 1985 the NSW industry remained vulnerable. It had two basic strategies. One was 
commercial. The industry espoused a conviction that the best protection against Victorian milk 
was to cancel its financial advantage by being efficient and competitive in the marketplace, and 
‘flexible enough to respond quickly to market signals,’ added Mead. This was reaffirmed after the 
United Dairyfarmers of Victoria (UDV) rejected the Rowley plan and voted for pursuit of 
interstate trade. In a closed industry seminar in December 1985, Winston Watts warned 40 
invited delegates that Victoria wasn’t going to go away, guaranteed market shares were under 
challenge, and they needed to get their ‘commercial act together’. Rationalisation could be both 
‘orderly and commercial’ if the industry pulled as one, said Watts.2 

The linking strategy was political: to fight to preserve the state-based system intact while 
‘orderly’ commercial adjustments took place. One lingering hope was the prospect of cutting off 
the access of would-be attackers to cheap manufacturing milk. Owing to Section 92, only 
Victoria could do it, and it required legislation that allowed the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority 
(VDIA) to enforce a common farm price for all market milk.3 Another line of defence was to 
demonstrate to Victorian farmers how little they would actually gain from taking over the NSW 
market. Yet another highlighted flaws in the economic argument for ‘rational sourcing’ and its 
implicit disregard for state borders. That the cost of moving milk over long distances was 
increasing faster than most other costs in the dairy industry was just one pertinent factor.4 
Nevertheless, the rational sourcing case had been gaining advocates since the Industries 
Assistance Commission enquiry in 1983. Victorians saw it as the economic justification for 
access to all national markets—the intellectual complement to Section 92. 

Always leading from the front was the state regulator, Bob Whan. As the general manager of 
the Dairy Corporation, Whan was an energetic enthusiast for change, an unstoppable force 
when convinced of the rightness of a course. He took seriously Hallam’s instruction to 
deregulate the industry. Despite industry suspicions of more extreme intentions, his main target 
was the accumulated layers of out-dated and conflicting regulations that made life difficult, 
created costly inefficiencies and ultimately became self-defeating. ‘Rigidities’ was a very Whan 
word, and he wanted to be rid of any that obstructed technological change, emerging markets 
and maximum sales. ‘Regulations are there to facilitate and not to be worshipped,’ said Whan. 
That would mean some regulations had to change and some had to go.5 It’s possible he took the 
mission more seriously than Hallam himself. He was certainly loyal to the Minister’s wishes and 
vigilant of his political security. Over a period of 5 years he frequently bowled up policy programs 
that the industry was clearly not ready for and didn’t appreciate. The leaders who sat around 
industry tables weren’t of a disposition to meekly concede. There were robust times, full of what 
Whan liked to call ‘positive creative tension’.6 

Whan’s war—the commercial strategy 
The 1983 policy review that brought Whan to prominence distilled a broad program of reform 
from industry submissions, Hallam’s frustrations, and Whan’s interpretation of Hallam’s 
diagnosis of industry ills. The Dairy Industry Conference was created as the forum through which 
the industry would develop policy solutions to the ailments. As the industry’s instrument of ‘self-
regulation’, it was intended to be an agent of self-change or self-reform. The Corporation would 
provide information support and implement and administer Conference policy. 
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The 1983 review mandated a list of specific regulatory reforms and identified top-priority 
targets. These included quota arrangements, milk transport costs, factory rationalisation, farmer 
movement between factories, rationalisation of distribution, compositional payments and milk 
standardisation. The direction of Dairy Corporation thinking was evident in a Corporate Plan 
prepared in December 1985.7 The obligation to maximise milk sales required good service to 
consumers and lower distribution costs. The Corporation planned to establish performance 
measures for vendors, using market surveys to offer a positive guide to ways they could 
increase sales. To increase pressure on underperforming vendors, changes to the delivery 
system were top of mind. One idea was to make vendor zones more flexible by authorising two 
or more vendors to trade in a single zone. Another was to allow vendors to obtain supplies from 
the processor of their choice. These were destined to be red rags to the industry. 

The battles between Whan and the industry were numerous. He stepped into dangerous 
territory in challenging the standard practice of using an average price margin for all 36 of the 
state’s processors. Because of processor variation in scale, scope, location and responsibilities 
as Corporation agents, a single margin paid too much to some and not enough to others. This 
provoked demands to adjust margins upwards. Refusing to allow a general upward drift, the 
Corporation examined all agent allowances and adjusted some down and others up. This costly 
procedure involved 36 detailed investigations and resulted in 36 different margin levels—clearly 
not tenable. Whan hoped to subject processor margins to more market competition, but the 
industry firmly rejected the approach. Without it, Whan foresaw the Corporation fixing a separate 
margin for each processor, an economic absurdity. Whan would also stamp out cross-
subsidisation of different-sized packages: each should face the consumer test independently. 
The same should sensibly apply to country processors faced with heavy costs of transporting 
milk to distant and sparsely populated areas. Whan wanted to pass these costs onto consumers 
but the industry wouldn’t hear of it.8 A uniform retail price applied to the whole state. 

Gaining compositional payment for milk was another torrid affair. It typified the difficulty of 
changing the rules even when the change was intended to benefit the industry and satisfy the 
consumer. It didn’t help that a regulated system had to apply one set of rules to all members. 

Several factors were involved. The Corporation was obliged to supply drinking milk of 
consistent quality, but milk composition naturally varied: during the lactation cycle, from cow to 
cow, from season to season, under different feeding regimes and different climates. For 
acceptance as market milk, farm milk had to meet the minimum standards of 3.2% fat and 8.5% 
solids-non-fat (SNF), but drinking milk was sold by volume, quota was allocated by volume and 
farmers were paid for it by volume. If it failed the composition acceptance test, it was diverted to 
manufacture and paid for on fat content in kilograms, at half the rate. Two co-existing payment 
systems sent two different signals on the same milk. Farmers responded to payment signals in 
developing their herds, favouring high-volume Friesians if they produced mainly market milk but 
high-fat-yielding breeds such as Jerseys and Guernseys if they produced more manufacturing 
milk. Under Day’s policies of quota redistribution, payment on volume and preference for 
Friesians had spread from the original milk zone to the whole state. 

Affecting the compositional payment saga was the critical fact that high-volume cows tend to 
produce milk with lower levels of fat and protein. As these cows came to represent a higher 
proportion of the state’s herd, the overall compositional quality declined. More farmers flew 
closer to the wind in passing the acceptance test, particularly at times of herd stress, such as 
drought. Most failures occurred on the SNF test, which essentially measured protein and 
lactose. The cheap expedient of adding lactose could get farmers over the SNF hurdle but did 
nothing to improve the protein content of the milk. Not only was lactose addition illegal as 
‘adulteration’ under the Pure Food Act, but protein was becoming much more highly valued as 
health-conscious consumers looked for low-fat and low-sugar foods. It made sense to modify 
milk payment systems to exploit this market trend. 

Bob Whan inherited the drive for a compositional payment scheme. Though intermittently 
investigated over decades, the push started in 1981 when Hallam hit the headlines over the 
‘adulteration’ side of the issue. In general terms there were three basic aims: to stop the 
manipulation of milk components; to arrest the decline in overall milk composition; and to ensure 
that farmers received a proper and equitable return for the valuable components of milk. A 1982 
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working party divided over which purpose had priority and which components to favour, and on 
what basis to pay for them.9 

From the farmer point of view, those whose milk was above average compositional quality 
resented subsidising those whose milk depressed the average. A fundamental principle said 
each farmer should share the proceeds in proportion to his contribution to the state’s milk 
supply. To this the NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) added a critical condition: that no 
farmer must lose any income by changing to the new system. This meant it had to be about 
reward, not penalty, and that meant it would need an injection of funds to pay farmers extra 
money to improve. The DFA wanted the Dairy Industry Marketing Authority to commit the 
funds—an estimated $5 million—before it would accept a change. A phased introduction was 
also required to minimise adjustment strains for farmers. Rebuilding the compositional quality of 
the state’s milk was a long-term process that would evolve with herd development, feeding 
regimes and farming practice. And any new scheme had to mesh with a volume-based quota 
system. Therein lay a dilemma: if farmers focused on lifting chemical quality, they would struggle 
to improve production per cow.10 

Working party divisions were overtaken by the 1983 policy review. As head of the Dairy 
Corporation, Whan adopted the compositional cause as a mission for his minister. Fresh from 
the 1984 milk war, he also transformed it into a much more commercial issue that went to the 
heart of the industry pledge to be market competitive. For farmers, it was still more about equal 
treatment and not losing any income. For Whan it was about defining, measuring and valuing the 
economic properties of milk components according to market-based criteria. It was about 
encouraging production of milk with higher levels of the most commercially valuable 
components, not just arresting decline. 

The issue hit the Conference agenda in September 1984 when the Dairy Corporation moved 
to introduce an interim test for protein (minimum 3.1%) to replace the SNF acceptance test that 
hid lactose addition. A major survey of protein levels around the state had shown enormous 
protein variance in different areas and from farm to farm in a given area. The Norco region 
looked able to meet the standard easily and consistently. Bega likewise looked forward to 
compositional rewards.11 Those who would clearly fail the test were concentrated in older milk 
zone areas that had chased volume and formed the core power base of the DFA. They didn’t 
welcome a change. The accuracy of test results was challenged, rumours spread that Whan was 
withholding information on protein testing, and the financial effect on farmers in some areas was 
declared ‘quite drastic’.12 

It would certainly be costly to make swift changes. A farmer with a high-volume breed would 
need to substitute 30% to 40% of his herd with Jerseys or Guernseys to increase the average 
protein content of his bulk milk by just 0.1%. Another alternative was supplementary feeding. 
Trials indicated that a 0.1% increase could be achieved by an additional 4 kg of grain per head, 
at $100 a tonne or 40¢ per cow. That extra feed would also yield an added 2 litres in volume; if 
the farmer was already producing ‘above quota’, that extra became manufacturing milk and 
returned less than the cost of the extra grain. Such were the calculations farmers were now 
being forced to make.13 Stud breeders also had a stake. The shrinking market for fat-producing 
Jerseys and Guernseys could be reversed by a scheme that changed breed preference. Those 
who built their fame on Friesians would conversely frown upon a swing to compositional quality. 

As Conference debated the matter, it also came down to who was driving the change. 
Chairman Jack Eggert saw this as a policy issue, which meant the industry was in the driver’s 
seat and Whan, as ‘administrator’ of policy, should wait to be told what was decided. This 
irritation was elevated by Whan’s speedy attention to milk hygiene and imposition of new 
microbiological tests and temperature controls on the farms.14 The entry of the protein 
acceptance test was watered down through the DFA’s control of Conference.15 This was before 
any payment on compositional level was even in the offing. 

Compositional payment needed a couple of important companion policies that complicated its 
practical adoption and its political acceptance. Practically, it required accurate measurement of 
the components, since these would be paid for on a sliding scale. A reliable testing network was 
an obvious prerequisite. NSW had over 40 industry laboratories,16 but many of the primitive 
testing facilities at smaller factories were simply not up to the task. Whan looked ahead to the 
days when factories would amalgamate and scaled-up regional laboratories could sustain the 
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cost of sophisticated equipment and skilled staff. At the heart of such a system he envisaged a 
modern and central Corporation laboratory to replace the cramped and out-dated facilities on the 
Sydney University campus. In fact, he’d selected the site and was busy on the plans.17 But the 
industry trembled at the possible cost. In May 1986, the DFA executive resolved to block the 
laboratory proposal until the price tag and source of the money was clarified.18 This became 
another subject of industry warfare. The much tighter specification on milk components would 
also demand higher levels of accountability from factories—another bone of contention. 

The other logical companion to compositional payment was milk standardisation. Because 
farmers would not all be aiming at or achieving a similar level of components, the milk 
composition would vary more from farm to farm. To ensure consistency in the processed milk 
sold to consumers, the milk components would have to be adjusted at the factory. This offered 
greater scope for adjusting components to meet special consumer preferences, such as low fat 
and high protein, or low energy and high fat, or any other combination that might be desired. 
Special milks could meet the needs of specific market segments.19 As a marketing buff, Bob 
Whan salivated at the product development potential. 

There were three obstacles to standardisation. The expense of equipment needed by the 
factories was one. The second was the Pure Food Act, which required that milk subjected to the 
adding or subtracting of milk components must be labelled as ‘modified milk’. Research showed 
that consumers reacted quite negatively to ‘modified’ milk as some transgression against its 
‘natural’ qualities. This stirred up the processors, who refused to endorse standardisation while 
such labels had to be applied. Whan saw an imminent solution because the Australian 
Agricultural Council (AAC) was pushing standardisation as part of its move to adopt uniform 
national standards as a foundation for ‘rational sourcing’. The proposed Model Food Act was 
intended to foster uniform standards and provided the legislative base for a system with 
compositional payment and factory standardisation. But anything that remotely suggested 
rational sourcing, and the shift to seasonal production that it implied, was a no-go area for the 
NSW industry. As it turned out, the Model Food Act took a long time to go anywhere too. 

A Corporation proposal for a multicomponent payment scheme was circulated from mid-1985. 
The central idea was to structure payment around annual state averages for both fat and protein 
levels. Milk that aligned with the average would be paid a standard component price; milk that 
was higher or lower than the average in either component would receive proportionately more or 
less. It was simply a sliding scale of payment, centred on the average and based on the 
assumption that the average would move upward over time under the payment incentive. The 
scheme was designed to be essentially self-funding, as the cost of paying for above-average 
milk would be more or less cancelled by the savings on below-average milk. There would be no 
acceptance or rejection test, so the financial consequence of falling below average would be far 
less dire than the previous penalty of being paid for rejected milk at manufacture rates. However, 
it would allow milk of a lower compositional quality into the NSW market milk system. This made 
standardising of milk to the state average an essential element of the scheme in order to 
maintain consistency of composition for consumers.20 

The industry rejected the scheme on several counts and voted through Conference to set up 
a separate independent committee outside Corporation control. Hallam demanded a scheme be 
in place at the end of 1986. By mid-1986 the committee had devised a system whereby payment 
was based only on protein, not fat, and standardisation was out of the picture. This was adopted 
by Conference but vigorously opposed by the Corporation. Whan prepared to institute the 
original Corporation scheme, but the DFA recoiled from its inference that milk composition at 
farm level wasn’t important because component shortfalls would be adjusted at factory level. 
The DFA and the industry wanted a scheme that lifted farm quality and avoided factory 
standardisation.21 

To salvage the situation, Winston Watts came up with another plan, and hasty negotiations 
finally brought a compromise that went into operation on 1 January 1987. The Corporation won 
on the inclusion of specific payment for fat. The DFA scored a win by knocking out the annual 
state average as a moving reference point and gaining a fixed reference so farmers would have 
a certain and constant target. The Corporation predicted a funding imbalance as more farmers 
caught up to and overtook that target, which would make standardisation even more imperative 
for long-term viability. Instead, consistency of product had to be achieved by blending milks of 
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different composition rather than by a standardising adjustment. The DFA also won a 4-year 
phased introduction of the scheme, with the intended premium for above-standard milk introd-
uced gradually. Designed to prevent rapid shifts in income from one group of farmers to another, 
it also depressed the market signal to farmers. Whan complained that the minimal premium 
removed the incentive to improve the composition of milk.22 Though acclaimed as a leap of 
progress, the scheme’s compromise represented a modest advance. Meanwhile, Victoria was 
on its way to introducing compositional payment and standardisation without much political fuss. 

Rationalisation of wholesale trade was another issue that set sparks flying. The distribution 
area assigned to the vendors who delivered each processor’s milk determined their proportion of 
sales. Over the years, some areas grew while others declined. Precedent ruled in regulation. A 
convention had developed that the Authority should maintain roughly the same balance of sales 
between companies. In the early 1980s, Peters Milk held about 26% of the Sydney metropolitan 
market, but most of its business was in the old part of Sydney that was stagnating: a legacy of its 
1952 take over of the old Fresh Food & Ice Co based at Ultimo.23 With a declining proportion of 
milk sales relative to United Dairies and Dairy Farmers, which both had growth areas, Peters 
began a persistent push to persuade the Dairy Corporation to reinstate its former market share. 
It became more urgent with completion of its new plant at Greenacre and the need for extra 
volume to put through it. 

The small Perfection Dairies at Baulkham Hills was in the same boat. The Peel family had 
started as suburban dairymen with a dairy at Vaucluse, from which they sold directly to 
surrounding areas. In the 1960s they moved the dairy and their vending business west, and in 
1968 started to build a factory. An arrangement was made to transfer the equivalent of their 
Vaucluse-based trade to the Baulkham Hills area. A partial restitution in 1972 was never 
completed. The proprietor, Bob Peel, intermittently complained, meetings were held with other 
processors, but none felt inclined to surrender any of their growth areas. Likewise, Perfection 
was not too inclined to pay much for any exchange. The issue dragged on for years. 

When Peters’ manager, John Archer, asked for restoration of market share, Bob Whan 
moved to rebalance wholesale trade. He called in Murray Mead and Jim Forsyth and told them 
he intended to transfer trade from Dairy Farmers and United Dairies to Peters, in large volumes. 
They didn’t take it kindly. A Corporation paper on the sharing of growth sales was circulated to 
Conference in September 1985. It pointed out that a processor’s area merely derived from the 
condition in a vendor’s registration certificate that ‘tied him’ to obtaining supplies from a 
nominated source.24 The Corporation believed this was a perfect time to break that tie and allow 
vendors to choose their own supplier. 

The Dairy Industry Council met urgently to express the ‘greatest of concern’ at this 
‘deregulation’ proposal. They raged at this strike at ‘the very heart’ of the industry’s ‘orderly 
structure’. The balance of trade between processors was not considered the concern of the 
Dairy Industry Conference, but it would certainly become an absolute policy matter if any change 
to vendor zoning or registration procedure was contemplated.25 In November 1985, the 
Conference executive decisively rejected the concept of vendors’ having freedom of choice of 
processor. However, it decided that Sydney processors should negotiate the sharing of growth 
trade between themselves.26 

It turned out to be a lengthy discussion. After meetings in late 1985 at which Perfection 
received a small transfer of trade, the processors sought multiple time extensions over another 
year.27 In the meantime, Jim Forsyth and Murray Mead had a few lunches. Forsyth said, ‘There’s 
a solution to the transfer of trade problem.’ Mead guessed: ‘Take out Bob Whan?’ Forsyth 
laughed at the enticing prospect but replied, ‘No, we’ll take out Peters.’ Then they could split 
Peters’ trade between the other three processors. Peters was owned by Adsteam, headed by 
wheeler-dealer John Spalvins. Forsyth figured that Spalvins would sell at the right price. Bob 
Peel took up Forsyth’s offer to join the purchasing syndicate. For months, Forsyth travelled 
secretly to Melbourne, feeling out Jim Shaw, who ran the Petersville arm of Adsteam, which 
controlled Peters Milk. When Spalvins finally took the bait and time came to pay the money, 
Perfection dropped out, leaving the takeover to United Dairies and Dairy Farmers. Just before 
completion, Murray Mead died suddenly from a heart attack in November 1986, leaving his 
deputy, Don Kinnersley, to finalise the split-up of the Peters trade. 
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Being industry mates who understood each other, Forsyth and Kinnersley achieved the 
division amicably, giving 47% to Dairy Farmers and 53% to United Dairies. That put 67% of the 
metropolitan milk market in Dairy Farmers’ hands, and took United Dairies to 30%.28 Winston 
Watts said, ‘At least Peters has fallen into friendly, more or less farmer co-operative hands … 
Hopefully, some efficiencies will come of it all.’ Others said it gave two companies a stranglehold 
on Sydney’s milk and the state’s $500 million a year trade, while Perfection held only 4% of the 
Sydney market. Bob Whan feared quality or shortage problems and applied strict technical 
conditions to the sale.29 John Archer saw the sale of Peters Milk as a depressing result. They 
were just starting to benefit from their new Greenacre factory after a series of teething problems. 
But Spalvins and Adsteam were never happy in a regulated industry where company growth was 
pegged. 

The takeover made Dairy Farmers and United Dairies better off but achieved no resolution on 
the formula to share natural growth in trade. In 1987, Conference agreed to maintain a watching 
brief in the hope that the three remaining Sydney processors would negotiate a solution. 
Conference was still ‘watching’ in 1988.30 United Dairies and Dairy Farmers argued that 
Perfection had every chance to share the redistribution of Peters’ trade but chose not to, while 
they seized the opportunity and acquired extra trade at a substantial extra cost.31 

Quota was another emotive policy area. Quotas were the heart and soul of the NSW market 
milk system. Quotas guaranteed each farm a particular share in the NSW fresh milk market and 
in theory prevented potential intruders from gaining a foothold. NSW farmers were committed to 
retaining the quota system intact and rejected any change that would open them to some 
equalised pool with farmers in other states. They were also generally against any quota trading 
within NSW. Most preferred an allocated quota that was secure in tenure, and appreciated the 
chance to acquire limited surrendered quota at a known price.32 Quota controls, non-negotiability 
and administrative surrender and reallocation allowed the small farmer to survive. 

Bob Whan had other ideas. He believed the quota system was rife with ‘rigidities’. A 
comparative study of seasonal milking and all-year production showed the latter cost 4.66¢ a 
litre more, representing 6% of the retail price.33 The study concluded that a more efficient quota 
system and production pattern would be achieved by reintroducing quota negotiability 
throughout the state, without any restrictions on the quantity or location of quota transferred. In 
June 1986, the Corporation submitted two proposals to Conference on quota negotiability. They 
included the concept that surrendered quota should be freely exchanged, and that it should be 
priced on the basis of individual bids and offers, to establish a ruling transfer price. The paper 
was referred to the DFA executive amid concerns that such a system would in time eliminate 
small farms and become overcapitalised. In December 1986, the DFA executive started 
discussing the question.34 It was about to become a critical issue. 

Another milk war—the comfort clause test 
On 9 April 1987, 3 years to the day from the start of the 1984 milk war, Midland milk started 
rolling northwards to be sold at discount in Jewel’s Sydney stores. The seeds were sown when 
Fleming won his Supreme Court case against the Dairy Corporation in mid-1986, coinciding with 
the start of the Kerin Plan. Both NSW and Victoria had unresolved grievances not met by the 
Kerin Plan, which Fleming’s win was able to inflame. 

NSW gripes started with the fact that although the all-milk levy was capped, the volume of 
exports to which it applied was unlimited, and Victorian production continued to rise. Victorians 
rankled at bearing all the adjustment pressure when NSW had none. The Kerin Plan would 
progressively tighten the screws on Victoria while NSW remained safely wrapped in market milk 
regulation. Market milk represented only 25% of the nation’s milk production but yielded 50% of 
the industry’s revenue. Victoria wanted a share aligned with its production, but the Kerin Plan 
wouldn’t deliver it. The UDV had a policy of pursuing interstate trade as a means to that end but 
was blocked by the comfort clause inserted into the Kerin Plan.35 This allowed any market milk 
state to demand suspension of the all-milk levy if uninvited interstate trade occurred. 

UDV people always chuckled at NSW talk of ‘intrusions’ and ‘incursions’ as indicative of their 
siege mentality and their ultimate vulnerability. The legislated link between the all-milk levy and 
the comfort clause compelled a more cautious—and perhaps more cunning—slant on interstate 
tactics. In 1986, the Victorian Minister, Evan Walker, set up a working party to consider options 
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for freeing up interstate access. These included doing nothing; forming a two-state market milk 
pool; using a federal levy on market milk to redistribute the premium as Eric Kent had wanted in 
the Kerin Plan; and the VDIA purchase of NSW quota. The preferred option was a two-state 
market milk pool, a big step towards the holy grail of a full eastern seaboard pool, which would 
virtually line up market milk rewards with total production. Over late 1986 and early 1987, this 
was discussed secretly by some Victorian and NSW industry leaders.36 But NSW farmers 
remained hostile to the all-milk levy. They were even more hostile to an eastern pool.37 

Meanwhile, Jim Fleming had welcomed a DFA request for dialogue in July 1986, after the 
Supreme Court validated his importations. He’d happily sell only NSW milk if he could get what 
he wanted: his own brand of milk at a good discount to NSW processor brands, delivered to 
Davids’ warehouse for onward distribution to Jewel stores with other goods. He’d sell below the 
regulated minimum price, cut out the new super vendors and breach their more rationalised 
zones. But the industry wouldn’t break with regulation fundamentals. It stalled, he gave it some 
hurry ups, and it finally said no on 3 March 1987. Fleming accepted that ‘the industry does not 
wish to change their current methods of supply.’38 He made other plans. 

When Midland canvassed for cheap milk for Sydney, the DFA warned that interstate trade 
would threaten the all-milk levy. Alert to dire financial consequences, major manufacturers 
cautioned their farmers against taking Midland’s bait. Direct supply to Midland dried up, denying 
the cheap milk needed to give Fleming a worthwhile discount.39 

But the VDIA stepped up. It signed a contract to supply Midland with VDIA milk at a 12¢ a litre 
discount for interstate sale.40 The VDIA indicated two motivations. The first was to ensure that all 
Victorian farmers shared the benefit of Sydney sales through the equalising Section 38 pool.41 
The second was to force Midland to pay farmers more: 28¢ a litre through the VDIA was far 
better than 13¢ to 20¢ a litre for direct supply outside VDIA control. At a NSW–Victorian meeting 
on 4 April, the VDIA chairman, Irving Saulwick, said that at less than 1% of the NSW market, the 
Midland supply would have little impact. He assumed that the NSW industry ‘would not shoot 
itself in the foot’ by invoking the comfort clause.42 

That was a rash assumption. NSW farmers had been prepared to risk open market warfare 
to get the comfort clause. At stake was the wall between states that sustained the market milk 
premium. The Victorians knew they’d need a pretty big stick to frighten the NSW industry 
into giving up some of its ‘pot of gold’. Midland Milk would serve to call NSW’s bluff on the 
comfort clause. 

NSW had a surprise counter-bluff. The comfort clause was slow and cumbersome: it allowed 
60 days before the federal minister was required to suspend the levy, and a majority vote of 
agriculture ministers against the suspension could negate it. Hallam and Whan had done some 
homework on the Constitution and found a rapid action weapon. Section 114 prevented the 
Commonwealth from imposing a tax on state property. Since all NSW milk was legally vested in 
the Dairy Corporation, it was state property, and the all-milk levy was a federal tax on it. Should 
Victorian milk disrupt the NSW market, Hallam could unilaterally direct the Dairy Corporation to 
withhold payment of NSW’s levy collections, without any AAC vote. The Queensland minister 
said he’d back this action. Any constitutional challenge would be lengthy, and NSW would 
meanwhile hang onto its levy funds and sell cheap milk into Victoria.43 

When the Midland milk arrived, the NSW industry moved swiftly to limit market loss by 
matching Jewel’s discount, initially to other supermarkets in Jewel areas, and subsequently to 
vendors and small shops: a costly exercise.44 The demand of Jewel’s retail competitors not to be 
disadvantaged by the regulated price was the real threat to NSW’s market premium. The indus-
try therefore offered a ‘peace plan’ and a threat to stop the levy unless Victoria accepted it.45 

The comfort clause itself provided no means to control Midland. The peace plan was 
designed to force the Victorians to shut down Midland’s packaged milk supply. The Dairy 
Corporation would purchase an equivalent volume of bulk raw milk from the VDIA, to be 
processed and distributed in NSW through normal NSW channels. It would do so for 90 days on 
condition that absolutely no other Victorian milk entered NSW and no discounting of any kind 
occurred. During that period, national leaders must pursue what they all wanted: a stable 
resolution of the financial distribution of dairy income in Australia.46 Minister Evan Walker crowed 
at how Midland’s move had ‘rocketed forward’ negotiations on interstate trade.47 
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Slowing the rocket, the VDIA said it was contractually obliged to give Midland 30 days’ notice 
if terminating its supply. North of the border, this was seen as a stalling tactic to prolong NSW’s 
losses, now reaching $200,000 a week.48 On 16 April, Hallam pulled the plug on the levy. He 
asked Kerin to invoke the comfort clause, and directed the Corporation to withhold NSW’s levy 
collections as per Section 114. The 60-day deadline for deciding the fate of the levy was 15 
June, and Kerin arranged for the AAC to meet on 5 June. 

As of 22 April, it seemed an AAC vote would go NSW’s way.49 Even a tied vote would cause 
levy suspension and force the Australian Dairy Corporation (ADC) to stop support payments to 
manufacturers.50 Since farm prices would then fall, NSW hoped to turn pressure onto the radical 
farmers whose agitation kept pushing the UDV and their government to deliver.51 Victorian 
manufacturers wanted to stick to the Kerin Plan agreement; Victorian market milk processors 
criticised Midland; and Max Fehring spoke for farmers who viewed NSW’s milk market as 
nothing compared with the value of the all-milk levy. The VDIA took up the NSW deal. On 30 
April they cancelled the Midland contract. On 5 May Hallam said he’d withdraw on the comfort 
clause when the VDIA actually ceased supply to Midland, which it quickly did. Midland continued 
to supply Jewel from other sources but agreed in June to cease for 60 days.52 

Although the comfort clause crisis was averted, Kerin went ahead with the AAC meeting on 5 
June, to stress what was at stake should the Kerin Plan fail.53 The industry could farewell the 
$412 million price premium paid by consumers as the states competed it away. The real point 
was to find a lasting solution to the cause of the crisis, namely the disparity between 
manufacturing and market milk structures and prices. Kerin made it clear he wouldn’t be party to 
legislated regulatory measures: the mechanisms were clumsy, unresponsive to market 
conditions, and contrary to the policy of gradually encouraging the most rational national 
sourcing of milk. But Kerin saw a kernel of hope in the negotiated market sharing of the 
temporary ‘peace plan’. He formed an industry committee under Pat Rowley so NSW and 
Victoria could seek a solution along these lines.54 With the peace plan due to expire on 22 
August, the committee would report back to the AAC on 14 August. 

Peace plan breakthroughs 
As the two states embarked on this journey, they clung to the entrenched positions and 
grievances that had plagued the shaping of the Kerin Plan. They were now effectively 
renegotiating its terms. During July, papers from both sides sought a ‘bridge’ to a lasting 
solution, but each believed the other to be at fault and wanted them to do the work of changing. 
The NSW side felt Victoria still ignored the impact of its spiralling production and refused to 
convey market signals to its farmers.55 The Victorian side saw itself as the industry powerhouse, 
denied its fair share of the market milk premium, and felt that NSW ignored the role of the all-
milk levy in holding up the basic floor price which sustained the premium. 

NSW stated three basic demands: an end to third-party interstate milk; a limit on the volume 
of Victorian milk supported by the all-milk levy; and a Victorian payment system that showed 
farmers the specific returns from specific markets.56 Victoria demanded that NSW share the 
market milk premium. It preferred progressive redistribution of the premium and progressive 
establishment of rational sourcing, which implied weaning NSW and Queensland farmers from 
year-round production. The only realistic solution, it said, was to place a levy on market milk, 
similar to that envisaged under the unproclaimed 1977 legislation.57 This was another version of 
the idea that so enthused Eric Kent in December 1984. It was the concept that NSW rejected 
vigorously in February 1985. Requiring federal legislation, it represented the approach that Kerin 
ruled out decisively at the AAC meeting of 5 June 1987. At the end of July, no stable ‘bridge’ 
was visible. 

Then the first breakthrough occurred. The Victorian team accepted the need to actually pay 
some money for a guaranteed share of the NSW market. They proposed a voluntary quota buy-
out, on the lines of their own buy-out of Victorian milk contracts from 1977. That scheme phased 
in a redistribution of Victoria’s market milk premium and encouraged more seasonal production. 
The mechanics of a national equivalent could be organised as part of the review of the Kerin 
Plan scheduled for 1988. There was no mention of market signals or limits on subsidised 
exports, but NSW agreed to extend Victoria’s current 1% market access for 30 days after 22 
August to provide a ‘breathing space’ to explore this new development.58 
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At this critical moment, Fleming struck again, suing Midland for breach of contract and forcing 
it to restart supply.59 Midland now sourced directly from willing farmers, outside the VDIA pool, 
giving Jewel an even cheaper source.60 Matching discounts to Jewel competitors had already 
cost the NSW industry over $1 million a month. Since Victoria had failed to stop Midland, NSW 
threatened to invoke the comfort clause again.61 When the Rowley committee met on 7 August, 
they were back at square one. 

Nevertheless, another huge shift occurred that day. The Victorians agreed to look at a limit on 
supported production, if based on a high-volume year. In return, they wanted an urgent and joint 
pursuit of the levy on market milk sales as the only legal way to erode the price gaps that 
tempted Midland-type operators. NSW also stepped forward with a quota offer. The VDIA could 
purchase 10% of whatever NSW quota was surrendered into the Corporation pool each year, at 
the going rate of $10 per weekly litre. All the other stated NSW conditions naturally still applied.62 
The quota offer gave the Victorians the breakthrough they desperately needed to take back to 
their own people. 

When the Rowley committee reported to the AAC on 14 August, the state ministers welcomed 
the market milk levy as a means of solving the revenue sharing dilemma. But that levy required 
federal legislation, and Kerin wouldn’t contemplate more bureaucratic intervention and another 
layer of federal regulation to sustain state controls. He urged the states to stop ‘stonewalling’ 
against market pressures and negotiate a collaborative arrangement which acknowledged 
market reality, provided measures to avoid a chaotic collapse of regulated controls, and 
gradually allowed economic advantage to determine milk sourcing.63 

But Midland milk still flowed. So Hallam invoked the comfort clause again, with a deadline of 
14 October. This threw up a real threat to Australia’s $500 million export trade.64 Without 
certainty of collecting the levy funds, the ADC could not pay out the support payments to 
manufacturers. Without the payments, export agreements usually renewed at this time of year 
would become untenable; export contracts could be lost to New Zealand and Europe. Export 
returns would fall and push domestic prices towards export parity.65 

Victoria and NSW rose to the challenge. The VDIA used a new licence condition to stop its 
own supply to Midland, and the Victorian industry found ways to disrupt Midland’s other sources 
and production schedules.66 The DFA expanded its quota offer, to permit purchase of a 
minimum of 3% of NSW quota volumes within 3 years and 5% within 5 years, regardless of 
amounts surrendered into the NSW pool. The DFA also agreed to seek immediate introduction 
of a market milk levy. All this remained conditional on Victoria’s meeting NSW’s three basic 
requirements. It was also conditional on other states’ releasing some of their milk markets to 
help offset NSW transfers to Victoria.67 

In late August, Eggert, Saunders and Rowley met Kerin to make an urgent case for a 
compromise between what Kerin wanted and what the states had agreed on. They proposed 
limits on supported milk production; a levy on market milk, paid by processors; and the orderly 
transfer of milk between the five eastern states. The maximum volume to receive support would 
be 6.1 billion litres plus increases in domestic consumption—a big jump from the 5.3 billion litres 
previously proposed.68 Rowley stressed the risk of a national supermarket chain following the 
Midland–Jewel path, and the consequence of ADC suspension of support payments. If farm 
prices fell, farmer reaction would make it very difficult to negotiate any solution. Kerin 
remained unmoved.69 

Before the AAC meeting of 2 October on the fate of the all-milk levy, Kerin warned the market 
milk states that their own regulated structures would surely collapse if they killed the levy that 
supported manufacturing.70 Kerin’s office thought that whatever the vote, the comfort clause had 
not worked. They should start afresh with the legislation.71 

The Victorian minister was prepared for the worst. In July, Evan Walker had asked the VDIA 
to review milk sourcing, pricing and distribution, and to use more market forces in milk 
marketing.72 He’d also gathered some Department and VDIA economists and dairy specialists 
into a think tank. Called the ‘Think Vat’, it explored voluntary schemes that could replace or 
mimic Kerin Plan support.73 Options such as quotas and price fixing were ruled out, leading to 
the idea of a voluntary levy and subsidy combo called the Victorian Milk Plan. It would rely on 
Victoria’s market power in dairy products for discipline and had the tacit support of major 
manufacturers. It was hoped that Tasmania and South Australia and farmers of the Bega and 
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Riverina areas of NSW would also join. Normal market milk regulations would operate, but be 
turbocharged with a milk war strategy involving truckloads of market milk discounted into Sydney 
and other states. Walker announced the plan on 22 September. 

The NSW Dairy Industry Council met on 24 September to consider its advice to Hallam for the 
2 October meeting. The manufacturing states were pressing for the AAC to vote against 
suspending the levy. The NSW industry wanted to avoid a vote, fearing that a negative result 
would embarrass Hallam and put him offside, while a positive vote would bring chaos to the 
market milk sector. NSW leaders advised Hallam to withdraw his comfort clause request 
immediately.74 Whan disagreed. The comfort clause was designed to provide protection for 
these very circumstances; its value would be challenged if it wasn’t used. Whan advised Hallam 
to hear the position of other ministers. If they didn’t offer any resolution, Hallam might still need 
to end the levy. Otherwise, the cost of continued supermarket discounting would destroy the 
capacity of NSW farmers to pay it.75 

Having suspended supply to Jewel for most of September owing to VDIA hassles, Midland 
restarted Sydney shipments from 29 September.76 On 2 October, the AAC ministers decided to 
hold a closed meeting without their advisors. Kerin remained against the levy on market milk but 
observed a fundamental change in attitudes, with less prominence given to perceived ‘states’ 
rights’ and more flexibility applied to dealing with the source of the pressures.77 Hallam withdrew 
his comfort clause request. There was no vote. Hallam and Walker agreed to meet within 10 
days to negotiate some permanent Victorian access to the NSW milk market, and report back to 
the AAC in February 1988.78 Kerin called the two ministers aside to work out a basis for their 
talks; Hallam suggested that 5% of the NSW market be transferred to Victoria over 3 years, 
starting with 1% in year 1. Walker wanted to start with 3% of the market. He felt sure he could 
control Midland.79 

A flawed agreement 
Kerin and Walker wanted to keep Victorian industry leaders on the sidelines and out of 
ministerial negotiations. This meant NSW leaders had to be excluded as well. Bob Whan and 
Hallam’s advisor worked with Walker’s office in preparing for the ministerial meeting.80 On the 
day, Jack Eggert was on hand for consultation, but Hallam and Walker met alone.81 In a spirit of 
goodwill they struck an agreement. From 1 December 1987, all discounted Victorian milk would 
cease and Victoria would have access to 3% of NSW market milk sales. From December 1989, 
it would have 5%. The agreement would involve the physical transfer of milk, unless agreed 
otherwise, and would proceed only if no other Victorian milk was sold in NSW.82 Details were to 
be finalised by negotiation between the two state industries. 

Walker met the Victorian industry to halt interstate sales. He warned Midland that although its 
actions were legal, he was prepared to amend the legislation to maintain orderly marketing and 
the Kerin Plan. On 20 October, the Victorian industry ratified the ministerial agreement, Midland 
promised to toe the line and cease Sydney trade, and it signed a document saying so. Walker 
agreed to reinstate Midland as an authorised VDIA agent.83 

Only a week later, Midland ‘welched’ on the deal. To save the ministerial agreement, Walker 
amended Victoria’s Dairy Industry Act 1984. A few critical words inserted into Section 38 
decreed that all milk processed into market milk must be sourced only through the VDIA and 
paid for at the full farmer price set by the VDIA, regardless of destination. There would be no 
direct supply from farmers for market milk purposes. Since the full farmer price left Midland out 
of pocket on its Jewel contract, it immediately sought two injunctions against the VDIA 
legislation.84 This left the VDIA power uncertain until the court issued a ruling. 

Things were also going wrong in NSW. The DFA observed that the ministerial agreement 
made no reference to the requirement for Victoria to pay for allotted quota and for other states to 
transfer quota to NSW as an offset. Nor did it mention the earlier agreement to limit the volume 
of supported exports.85 

Confusion piled on confusion as industry leaders in both states were kept at bay. It was 
unclear to what extent ‘market milk access’ involved simple Dairy Corporation purchase of VDIA 
milk, or prior VDIA purchase of specific amounts of Dairy Corporation quota. Very different 
interpretations of the ‘agreement’ were used to seek advantage. The VDIA claimed that the first 
5% of access was ‘free’; Walker thought the initial 3% required no quota payment.86 NSW said 
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some requirements had clearly been constant since negotiations began in June, and quota 
purchase had been discussed since August.87 

The two vital issues of payment for quota and a limit on supported production remained 
unresolved. Because Walker hadn’t wished to commit his industry on quota purchase, the 
ministers agreed to let the industry sort that out. Since Walker excluded Saunders from 
subsequent talks, Saunders adopted the view that the quota issue fell outside the ministerial 
agreement and was therefore up for independent renegotiation, now without the comfort clause 
threat. Saunders would talk about paying for quota only if Victoria could acquire more than the 
ministerial agreement allowed.88 

Eggert was determined to sort out the mess. He blamed poor briefing of ministers on both 
sides.89 He suggested that Walker and Hallam ‘recognise’ the four principles submitted formally 
to Kerin in August: that NSW would provide market milk access to Victoria; that the Victorian 
industry would compensate NSW farmers via the VDIA purchase of quota; that export support 
could not cover ever-rising production; and that other states must participate if a more rational 
sourcing of market milk were to occur. To cover the politics, the ministers could simply say they 
now wished to expand their efforts to include the essential principles which the industry itself 
wished to pursue. 

Under Victorian pressure, Rowley convened a meeting of the original negotiating teams in 
Melbourne on 21 December. The issue of limits on supported export volumes had to go to the 
AAC because it involved changes to the Kerin Plan.90 The issue of Midland’s Sydney supply had 
to be set aside because the Federal Court had not yet ruled on the Midland injunctions. Quota 
purchase became the issue of the day. After hours of heated discussion, the Victorian side 
agreed to ‘discount’ the milk sold by the VDIA to the Dairy Corporation by $1.25 a litre for 11 
years, which equated to payment for NSW quota at $7.50 a litre (not $10). The NSW people 
were asked to keep this absolutely confidential while ministers were consulted and specifics 
were clarified. The resounding relief on both sides brought a ‘shaking of hands’ on the deal.91 

The Victorians later said they believed all NSW concerns were covered by the ‘shaking of 
hands’. They also stated repeatedly that they’d done everything possible within the limits of 
Section 92 to stop Midland. The Federal Court ruled on Christmas Eve 1987 that the VDIA could 
set the price for milk for interstate use and could force all market milk to go through it, but could 
not stop direct supply to Midland for manufacturing use. Midland announced that it would 
continue supplying Jewel, pending full court hearings in March 1988.92 

Pressure mounted in the new year. Saunders hadn’t yet told the UDV executive of his $1.25 a 
litre discount on VDIA milk for NSW and needed that deal to take effect immediately. Rowley 
convened another negotiating committee meeting on 22 January 1988. The NSW side said it 
couldn’t proceed until Midland milk ceased, as required by the ministerial agreement. A heated 
debate ended with an ultimatum. If NSW did not start the agreed-on deal, Victoria would 
reinstate a cheap VDIA price for interstate milk and dish up plenty more pain. Eventually the 
NSW team agreed to start the discounted purchase of VDIA milk from 11 February, the day after 
the DFA executive meeting, always the final arbiter. In the stress of the moment, Eggert said 
he’d recommend the arrangement.93 

But NSW farmers didn’t want to yield anything. With emotion building, Eggert was in big 
trouble for his Victorian ‘deal’. After tense debate on 9–10 February, the DFA executive rejected 
the ministerial agreement in the form agreed to between Eggert and Saunders. Crucially, it did 
not eliminate interstate milk supply outside the authority-to-authority framework that was the 
fundamental point of the whole exercise.94 A letter to Saunders cited three other reasons: the 
proposals were impossible to ‘sell’ to NSW farmers while interstate milk was discounted and 
hostility to the all-milk levy remained; there were too many ‘unknowns’, including the quota 
contributions of other states and the Federal Court’s final decision; and the proposals didn’t 
address the real issue of rational sourcing of milk.95 

Eggert suggested that both states revisit the common ground found in their earlier long-term 
talks. The DFA was now exploring proposals for an open quota trading exchange. The UDV had 
circulated a paper on using seasonal production to construct 9-month market milk quotas in 
NSW and southern Queensland. Both would allow individual farmers far more flexibility in their 
methods and timing of production.96 
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Publicly the DFA said many aspects of the proposals ended up as ‘extremely wet Band-Aids’ 
designed to assist the industry ‘politically’ but unlikely to stick for very long.97 The UDV said it 
was ‘saddened’ and ‘disappointed’ by the NSW decision. Evan Walker hit out at the ‘head in the 
sand’ attitude of NSW dairy farmers and described them as a ‘Flat Earth Society’. He told the 
Victorian Parliament that the time had passed for further negotiations.98 

Jim Forsyth and Don Kinnersley hatched their own solution to the Midland problem: United 
Dairies and Dairy Farmers could buy out Midland Milk. Bill Crothers had died in 1987, but 
Forsyth knew the sons. He’d call on them on any Victorian visit, gently planting the thought. But 
the Midland dilemma was about to pale to insignificance. 
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Chapter 9: Shocks and visions 

As tall ships sailed gracefully into Sydney Harbour on Australia Day in January 1988, the nation 
gathered for celebration of 200 years of white settlement. The industry that started with the first 
milking cows brought into Sydney Cove on similar ships was feeling no joy. The previous year 
was fraught with confused and aggressive negotiations that were rapidly disintegrating. But the 
real trials were just beginning. 

Takeover time 
In August 1987, a new factor leapt into industry reckoning when United Dairies became a 
takeover target. As the second largest processor in NSW, United supplied over 30% of the 
Sydney market, much of it in the growing outer west. It also owned Wyong Dairies, which 
serviced the booming Central Coast.1 There’d been plenty of talk and a little action on 
rationalising NSW processors. This was something different: an attack from outside the industry. 

The bidder was Panfida Foods, a subsidiary of Panfida Ltd. Chaired by financier Sam Gazal, 
Panfida was a cash box conglomerate which targeted companies with undervalued and 
underutilised assets. After a quick restructure, it would sell down part of its holding, retaining just 
enough to keep control. It had snapped up the old Farmers Grazcos Co-operative in 1986 and 
relaunched it as Panfida Foods, with Geoff Jureidini as managing director. In 1987, Panfida 
Foods Ltd was listed on the Sydney Stock Exchange at a handy profit, with Panfida Ltd retaining 
a 65% stake. With ambitions in food manufacturing, marketing and retailing, Panfida Foods 
romped through a hectic program of opportunistic acquisitions and now believed that the dairy 
industry was ripe for the taking. Panfida set its sights on Jim Forsyth’s baby.2 

Though a proprietary company, United Dairies had the feel of a co-operative, a legacy of its 
formation by six dairymen vendors in the 1950s. Its shareholders were a small, tightknit group, 
with about 75% of the shares held by major suppliers, including some founding families with a 
strong personal interest in what might follow a corporate raid.3 Panfida’s offer escalated to $2.75 
for 20% or more, but was overtaken by a $3 bid from Associated Dairies Ltd, Victoria’s second-
largest milk company.4 Both bidders were driven by expectations of a breakdown of market milk 
regulations and a transfer of profits from producers and to milk marketers. Associated Dairies 
would have much to gain from a Sydney presence, with potential for economies of scale and 
flexibility of milk sourcing. United Dairies directors showed no inclination to sell.5 

Soon leapfrogging previous bids was a New Zealand entrepreneur, Ron Brierley, through his 
Australian investment vehicle, Industrial Equity Ltd (IEL). Brierley was another corporate investor 
with wide horizons, big plans and deep pockets, who sought out undervalued and 
underperforming companies with a view to building up integrated assets. IEL had already 
created a dairy arm under the name of Southern Farmers Group, based on an earlier takeover of 
the Farmers Union Cooperative in South Australia. Its 1986 acquisition of Consolidated Food Ltd 
added control of 50% of Melbourne’s fresh milk market and 85% of Tasmania’s milk market to its 
70% in Adelaide.6 From this base, Brierley planned to construct Australia’s first national milk 
company under the Southern Farmers banner as part of his pursuit of an Australian dairy food 
empire. It all dovetailed nicely with IEL’s current 20% stake in Woolworths. Having sworn off co-
operative targets since failed bids in Victoria, the Southern Farmers Group was seeking 
proprietary market milk companies. In Queensland, IEL acquired 10% of Queensland United 
Foods, which controlled Brisbane’s market. In NSW, United Dairies became the obvious target 
to stake a claim on Sydney’s supply chain. 

To repel this hostile approach, the United Dairies board quickly bought up small holdings and 
reduced its shareholders to 17. All stood firm for a while, but three directors eventually 
succumbed. By early 1988, IEL owned just over 25% of the shares, a critical threshold which 
allowed them to block any resolution requiring a 75% vote.7 The company was gridlocked 
between two opposing groups. At each annual general meeting, Jim Forsyth put up a motion to 
increase the shares and dilute the IEL holding, hoping its representatives might turn up late. But 
each year, three punctual solicitors gave IEL a prominent presence. Adding to the discomfort, 
the directors who’d sold out couldn’t be removed until their term expired, making board meetings 
a tense test.8 
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Forsyth’s anguish paled against the drama that his good mate, Don Kinnersley, was about to 
endure as Dairy Farmers became the next target. Repulsed by United Dairies, Panfida Foods 
hooked into NSW’s major dairy co-operative, which controlled 65% of the Sydney market. 
Though IEL considered Dairy Farmers takeover-proof, Panfida had a couple of lucky breaks. 
Gazal’s friend Trevor Kennedy alerted him to the historic Bodalla dairy property owned by the 
descendants of Thomas Mort. Since Kennedy’s wife was a Mort, he knew the far-flung family 
shareholders had little interest in dairying or a low-yield investment. In a cheap property play, 
Panfida acquired the Bodalla Estate and the Bodalla Company and promptly sold it to its listed 
Panfida Foods subsidiary. Fortuitously, Bodalla’s dairy farms made it Bega Cooperative’s major 
milk supplier and a large shareholder in Dairy Farmers. Lots of prime city properties made Dairy 
Farmers asset-rich, while its daily milk sales generated plentiful cash flows. And Dairy Farmer’s 
share base was highly vulnerable. 

Dairy Farmers’ shareholders were its farmer members, who joined the co-operative by buying 
$2 shares which they redeemed at the same value on leaving. Since the shares could by law not 
realise any capital gain, many retiring farmers held onto them for sentiment, allowing Dairy 
Farmers to retain the capital. By the late 1980s, inactive members formed close to 80% of the 
shareholder base. From October 1987 a new Co-operative Act would enforce the return of co-
ops to the active dairy farmer members, the ‘wets’, by forcing inactive ‘dry’ members to redeem 
their shares. Within a year, Dairy Farmers would be compelled to amend its rules, expel the bulk 
of its shareholders and pay them out for their $2 shares. This opened the door for Panfida Foods 
to use Bodalla’s active member status to tempt those dries who would otherwise receive only $2. 
Their shares could then be converted to active status in Bodalla’s name. Timing was everything: 
Panfida would have to achieve control before Dairy Farmers had to expel and pay out the dries.9 

On 22 January 1988, Panfida rocked the industry by offering $5 a share, via Bodalla, for 16% 
of Dairy Farmers’ shares. This was followed by a demand for a new board, and an identical 
share offer by Bega Cooperative. As ‘dry’ acceptances flowed in, Dairy Farmers looked destined 
to fall, and for a fraction of its real asset worth. To win over major blocks of ‘wet’ members, the 
Panfida trio of Sam Gazal, Bill Ferris and Geoff Jureidini did the rounds of the next rung of the 
dairy co-op hierarchy, playing to decades-old antagonism to the dominant Dairy Farmers. They 
talked big, describing visionary plans for a dynamic public company and disparaging the 
cooperative management as inept and insular. More quietly, they expected to ride a change of 
government at the March state elections that would bring Liberal Nick Greiner to power as 
Premier. As an old Harvard pal, Ferris assumed that Greiner and his deregulation agenda 
would give Panfida a smooth ride to its goal. What they didn’t expect was a determined fight 
from the industry. 

Visions 
Frustrated by industry resistance to reforms, cold-shouldered over the messed-up ministerial 
agreement, and now faced with takeover moves on the industry’s two major processors, Bob 
Whan decided it was time for some industry bonding. Winston Watts agreed. Whan was peeved 
by Conference’s buck-passing of hard decisions and blame to the Corporation. Watts was 
pained by industry failures and feared its retreat from a foreboding future.10 In downsizing the 
Dairy Corporation, Whan had used a change facilitator called Corporate Visions to help 
departing staff think creatively about future options instead of clinging to the past. He thought 
they might do something similar for the industry. The principal of Corporate Visions, Phil Herd, 
said it would be a first to use his techniques across a whole multi-sector industry rather than a 
single organisation, but he’d give it a go. 

In what came to be seen as an inspiration, a hand-picked group of 13 industry leaders met for 
two full days of future gazing, team building and industry planning at the Rum Corps Barracks 
Motel at Windsor in late February 1988.11 Some of the invitees approached the event with 
scepticism. Some thought ‘what’s Whan up to now?’ and concluded that they’d better be there to 
find out. Yet they were gradually drawn into the evolving process. Phil Herd pressed the group to 
assess the strengths and weaknesses of the industry and their own particular role in it, urging 
absolute candour as they did so.12 Then they were asked to look 3 years ahead and imagine the 
kind of industry they would like to achieve, and how they might get there. From this emerged a 
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shared ‘vision’ of the vital features of the industry in 1991 and a commitment to developing an 
industry business plan structured around some broad goals and specific objectives. 

The vision for 1991 contained no Panfida or IEL. It pictured a cohesive industry that was still 
regulated but more competitive, more streamlined and more efficient—combining economies of 
scale with the snappy coordination of an integrated supply chain. Most striking in the image was 
a NSW processing sector structured into just one large cooperative plus one proprietary 
company with which the co-op enjoyed a ‘family’ partnership. Some price flexibility within a 
regulated structure, and quotas traded through a monthly exchange, also signalled some shifts 
in thinking. Other aspects of the vision involved pushing further and more creatively with reforms 
that had already begun. The solid proviso was that the vision must not be imposed. An optimistic 
Winston Watts accepted responsibility for driving the planning process and winning broad 
industry support. The ‘Windsor group’ soon developed a set of objectives to be achieved by 
June 1989. 

When Nick Greiner came to power in March 1988 and the National Party’s Ian Armstrong 
became the new agriculture Minister, a delegation hastened to advise him of the industry’s 
desire to manage its own reform. He in turn pledged to abide by the policy wishes of the Dairy 
Industry Conference.13 In June, an expanded Windsor group was endorsed by Conference as a 
formal subcommittee. Given the name Dairy Industry Planning Group (DIPG), its members were 
chosen on the crucial criterion of having been through the Vision process. They were Jack 
Eggert, Jim Forsyth, Don Kinnersley, Rowan Moore, Bob Grey, Steve Lester, Bob Whan, 
Winston Watts, Warren Noble, Frank Blake, Richard de Vos, Col Gellatly, Jerry Lattin and Terry 
Outtrim.14 For others who felt that their interests deserved representation, Winston Watts 
suggested they get cracking in organising a Corporate Visions course for their sector. 

The first official DIPG meeting chose Norco’s Warren Noble as chairman.15 He modestly 
concluded that it must have been because he was the tallest.16 Others respected his experience 
in farming, management and policy making and his wide knowledge of the industry.17 They also 
valued Noble’s relative impartiality versus the intense involvement of Kinnersley and Forsyth in 
the Sydney action, and wanted to avoid choosing between them. 

With the DIPG now the designated driver of industry planning, its role was to take charge of 
the industry’s future rather than let it be imposed by others. Each sector was asked to undertake 
its own specialised vision session, with an eye to resolving any conflicting aims that would 
fragment the full industry vision and erode its power. The Windsor group experienced an uplifting 
surge of motivation. Unity of purpose and the collective pursuit of shared strategies was 
expected to generate the energy that would make this planning process ‘unbeatable’.18 

Realising the vision 
In planning proactive reform, the DIPG focused on five main programs, scheduled for delivery by 
June 1989. These key areas were rationalisation of the co-operatives; development of a 
negotiable quota system; revision of transport arrangements; rationalisation of retail vendor runs; 
and creation of a new marketing arm. Progress on any one area was affected by the 
interdependence of them all. 

The single co-operative 
The goal of merging all the dairy co-ops into a ‘single co-operative’ was central to the Windsor 
vision. Reduction of costs and the concentration of power were the two strong drivers. A spate of 
mergers had already put 17 processing plants and 84% of market milk sales in the hands of the 
four largest companies. Yet 23 of the 38 factories that received NSW’s milk served fewer than 
50 farmers, and 7 served fewer than 10. The state’s 22 co-operatives figured strongly in this 
picture, with 25 of the factories and 75% of the milk.19 United they could be a powerful 
combatant against corporate raiders, a robust counter to the major retailers, and a vigorous 
competitor for Victoria. 

The single co-operative concept was a double defence. Winston Watts took the running on 
co-operative merging while Don Kinnersley played a shrewd legal game to save the biggest co-
op from Panfida. He moved swiftly to change Dairy Farmers’ membership rules, redefine the 
dries as non-members, and require that shareholding reflect the volume of milk supplied. The 
changes would block share transfers to Panfida and deny it voting rights and board positions. 
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Panfida challenged the changes in court and organised country meetings to win active 
farmers to their side. Winston Watts had warned often that small co-ops were easy pickings for 
asset-strippers. He now shadowed the Panfida road show with the message to ‘bite the bullet’ 
and commit to forming a super-co-op that could do anything Panfida could do. The Minister for 
Co-operatives, Gerry Peacocke, also called a series of meetings between Panfida heavies and 
the major co-ops. He proved no Panfida pushover. As a National Party member, he was friendly 
to co-operatives, loathed Gazal and despised Ferris’s connections with Greiner. Peacocke and 
Armstrong agreed to give the industry protection from takeovers while it restructured. But they 
wanted meaningful action. 

By June, the single co-op move was gaining momentum, spurred by the fact that Victorian 
milk was still flowing to Jewel, and Panfida was still fighting for Dairy Farmers.20 The six major 
co-ops agreed to commission a feasibility study on amalgamation. Ian Langdon, a Queensland 
academic accountant recently engaged by the Queensland Government for a similar exercise, 
met 11 dairy co-ops in July and received the go-ahead for a NSW study designed to reveal the 
potential merger savings and gains for farmers.21 After Dairy Farmers also triumphed on rule 
changes, Panfida was largely routed. 

Currently outfoxed, the Panfida trio looked at other ways to get Dairy Farmers. They visited 
Victorian processors to talk about a Panfida milk company that might shake up NSW with cheap 
Victorian milk. They wooed some major co-ops, making Hunter Valley a serious offer with a view 
to using it as a base to attack the Sydney market. With the co-ops distracted and dithering, 
‘strong ministerial pressure’ was conveyed to get on with rationalisation. Premier Greiner was 
‘strongly committed to deregulation’ and, failing timely results, might take matters out of 
industry hands.22 

Langdon reported in November 1988, highlighting potential gains from rationalising 
factories.23 The five major co-ops and the NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) formed a 
Rationalisation Task Force to pursue Langdon’s proposals and identified annual savings of $16 
million: five times the combined profits of the five co-ops.24 Yet the merger faltered. Norco 
leaned towards joining a Queensland co-op. Bega would proceed only if it could convert its 
Canberra trade to NSW quota.25 In mid-1989 the remaining three—Dairy Farmers, Hunter Valley 
and Shoalhaven—cast aside past enmities, agreed to merge and hoped others would join once 
they did so. On 1 January 1990, the three became Australian Co-operative Foods—so it didn’t 
look like a Dairy Farmers takeover—but promoted the Dairy Farmers brand name. One vision 
objective was substantially achieved. 

Negotiable quota 
The negotiations of the 1987 milk war drove home the practical need to free up the market 
access embodied in quota. No one was going to ‘give away’ quota to other states; it would have 
to be traded in some way. But ‘negotiability’ remained politically tainted, and many farmers 
feared the agglomeration of huge dairy estates by a wealthy few. They liked the comfort of an 
allocated quota and centralised control of purchase of surrendered quota in limited volumes at a 
known price.26 

Yet theoreticians who talked about rational sourcing and seasonal production had a point: the 
obligation to supply a constant quantity of milk every month did add extra costs to milk 
production and place extra demands on farmer time and management. NSW’s geographical 
variety should make it possible to stagger lactation times to provide year-round supply through 
seasonal production.27 The issue erupted in late 1987 when the Conference consumer advocate 
fumed at the total disregard for consumer interests during the milk war. He demanded studies on 
deregulating the price structure and the quota system.28 

The DIPG flagged this as a top topic. By mid-1988, debate was well advanced.29 Australian 
Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics data showed that quota trading would free up 
the production system and lead to a more efficient industry.30 A Dairy Corporation proposal 
advocated a trading exchange to buy and sell quota on a monthly basis. With the right to supply 
split into 1-month blocks, farmers could select the months and supply pattern that best suited 
their farm conditions or their budget. The quota cost would be lowest for the winter months, 
when production costs peaked, and highest for the spring months, when production was 
cheapest. But processors weren’t confident that it would give them predictable supply all year. 
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With farm numbers still declining, they feared that negotiable quota would reduce production 
levels, place stress on plant capacity, change the geographical pattern of production and reduce 
the amount of milk available to the city. As part of the vision process they agreed to support a 
policy of negotiable quotas, but wanted quota levels set so as to achieve continuity and 
increased supply of milk.31 

A special DFA committee considered the Corporation proposal during October 1988. Farmer 
feedback indicated no desire for seasonal production, a need for smaller farmers to be protected 
by limits on quota acquisitions, a concern that traded quota would become too expensive, and 
anxiety about factory viability if the location of supply shifted. The committee decided that any 
trading scheme would have to continue the security of traditional quota allocations, support 
efficient family farm development, and ensure the availability of milk for all purposes. Change 
would have to move in stages. The resulting proposal provided for partial negotiability of quota. It 
suggested a three-part surrender system, to operate twice yearly. The first 6% surrendered 
would be used to slowly lift quota to all farmers at no cost; the next 47% would be submitted to a 
tender, whereby all NSW farmers could bid for a limited amount of quota; the remaining 47% 
would be distributed through the surrender and reallocation pool in the normal fashion.32 

The proposal was narrowly defeated by 45 to 43 at the November DFA conference. Those 
against expressed concern that the tendered quota may be too costly and availability of 
manufacturing milk might fall. Supporters welcomed more flexibility.33 In February 1989, the DFA 
executive agonised over the features of a quota scheme that would allow change but serve 
farmer interests. They set the basic principle that each farmer should be able to choose his own 
best method of operating at least cost and maximum profit. They threw out the three-part 
compromise and returned to the simple notion that annual quota be converted to monthly quota, 
which could be traded through a voluntary monthly exchange mechanism. Farmers using the 
exchange would need to deliver quota milk only for the months they actually held quota. The aim 
was to provide a market-based approach to the valuing of quota transfers but to keep the 
process under centralised control.34 

In May 1989, a discussion paper went to all DFA branches, with hopes of a positive decision 
at the November conference so the new quota exchange could start by July 1990. Concerns 
remained about rich farmers buying up all offered quota, what would happen in the case of total 
surrender, and whether quota would become too expensive for new entrants.35 

Vendor rationalisation 
Fixing distribution remained high on the dairy industry agenda. Supermarket vendors had largely 
been rationalised into a separate specialist class, with fewer vendors per zone, upgraded trucks 
and improved service. Though ‘super-vendor’ margins were pruned, these streamlined runs 
formed the top profit end of the sector. The Amalgamated Milk Vendors Association (AMVA) 
hoped to transform the system that serviced homes and small shops in a similar way. 

Previous attempts had floundered for lack of industry funding to facilitate buying and selling. 
The resulting patchwork left even the best vendors in the best areas struggling. With little 
progress at the worst depots, walk-offs continued—vendors just abandoned their runs.36 But 
faith persisted in the service value of home delivery and its correlation with higher sales. 

Bob Grey and his AMVA colleagues embraced the vision process. They saw exclusive zones 
as their fundamental strength, but distribution weaknesses were many. The productivity leaps 
that governments were demanding got lost in regulated delivery times, extra travelling to out-
dated depot locations, the prevalence of part-timers and poor business skills, and the tendency 
to take a zoned market for granted. Motivation was eaten up by vendor distrust of processors, 
the AMVA and the Corporation, fear of Victoria and constant rumours of deregulation. Certain 
that political leaders wouldn’t risk the disruption and electoral odium of total deregulation, the 
planning group envisaged a vendor system based on exclusive zones but fit for a less regulated 
environment.37 

That meant designing a scheme to rationalise the numbers and the milk runs of vendors who 
sold to homes and small shops—what they called retail vendor revitalisation. The basic 
principles were freedom and fairness, economic viability, and a professional, market-oriented 
band of vendor business people. Training was crucial, increased margins imperative, and 
additional incentives vital to reward those who performed best. On practical grounds, 
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rationalisation would proceed depot by depot, eventually covering every vendor in the state. At 
each depot, a committee would invite all home and small-shop vendors to surrender their run 
into a central pool. The pooled runs would be valued on their customer list and gross profit, then 
reorganised into more efficient units for resale to existing vendors or newcomers. Buying 
vendors would be obliged to undergo training, maintain their vehicle to a minimum standard and 
hold the run for at least a year.38 

Money was the missing link, which fell to vendors to provide. The AMVA proposed a levy of 
0.5¢ a litre, deducted from the next margin adjustment. The DIPG endorsed the plan. The 
Corporation agreed to collect the levy and provide a full-time staff member. Vendor meetings 
throughout the state approved. By late 1988, the AMVA was ready to start. When a pricing 
review committee ticked the proposed rise in vendor margins, the AMVA employed former 
vendor and Nepean activist Bob Paton for the project. As preparation, he began interviewing 
vendors, processors and Corporation staff in Sydney’s west. The projected budget was $2.5 
million a year, to cover rationalising costs and leave enough for vendor incentives.39 

The Minister accepted the margin increase and the vendor levy as part of the price structure 
due to take effect in January 1989. The AMVA confirmed that retail vendor revitalisation would 
begin and Bob Paton would form a Distribution Enhancement Committee to administer the 
funds.40 Another DIPG goal achieved. 

Milk marketing 
A regulated and production-driven industry had always given token attention to the consumer 
market. Integral to the plan for vendor revitalisation was the aim of revamping the Dairy 
Promotion Council (DPC), created by Don Day in 1978 for the purpose of growing milk markets. 
Despite a decade of Council efforts, and some wins with flavoured milk, sales still trended 
downwards. Though the industry originally argued for an independent company controlled by 
industry, the government opted for an advisory body attached to the Authority. Buried in the 
bureaucracy, bound by public sector rules of employment and tied to a minuscule margin in the 
price structure, it was treading water in the war against competing beverages. Milk was no 
longer a staple that everyone had to have. The industry had to fight for consumer attention. But 
the DPC operated in a straitjacket. 

The DPC did its best with meagre means, using short-term contracts to lure creative and 
transient young marketers. But the industry wanted a solid marketing foundation, not shoestring 
stopgaps. So the Windsor group revived the concept of a separate, industry-funded and 
industry-controlled commercial company staffed by topflight professionals. The retired Director-
General of Agriculture, George Knowles, was called to provide options by August 1988.41 More 
money, new directions and staff incentives would surely bring attention-grabbing milk 
promotions. The underlying substance would come from a broad array of activities, including 
market research, product development and sponsored research, support for vendor distribution, 
nutrition education, public relations, and the creation of a ‘modern’ image for milk and the 
industry. 

As ever, funding was the first hurdle. The DPC had a paltry ‘publicity allowance’ of 0.5¢ a litre 
in the regulated milk price. Knowles proposed an extra regulated margin of 5¢ a litre for the 
growing range of ‘value-added’ milks that catered for specific market segments. Including 
flavoured milks, these products accounted for some 15% of sales, and the special margin would 
inject $3 million a year. An alternative was to deregulate their price beyond the milk input price 
paid by processors. The AMVA baulked at both proposals, the first because flavoured milk was 
already hitting price resistance, the second because deregulated pricing would foster vendor 
competition, eroding vendor margins and zoning, with flow-on effect to all milk. Bob Grey knew it 
was already occurring with flavoured milk, which operated with unregulated pricing and no 
zoning. He’d accept slight flexibility on prices to homes, but demanded a fixed vendor margin for 
sales to shops. The final proposal sought separate price allocations for whole milk, modified milk 
and sweet cream, each set at a different rate.42 

Organisational plans also changed. Knowles suggested a limited liability company with 94 
shares held by the industry through its Conference executive and 6 by the company directors. 
Conference endorsed this model in December 1988, and Minister Armstrong appointed Sydney 
businessman Graham Crouch as chairman. Then legal advice forced a compromise between 
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speed, independence and funding. While funding was derived from a statutory margin, the 
Minister was responsible under the Act for ensuring that the money was spent appropriately. The 
solution was to create the company in two stages.43 

Stage 1 would need no legislative change, could be achieved quickly and would operate 
independently while drawing funds through the price structure. It started on 1 July 1989 as a 
limited liability company owned by the state of NSW through the Minister and his Chief of Staff 
as sole shareholders. Called Milk Marketing Pty Ltd, it could operate like a private company, but 
the Minister would oversee the use of government-collected funds, with the Dairy Corporation 
acting as his agent. Staff would be appointed as private sector employees, paid at market rates. 
Stage 2 would follow on 1 July 1990, after amendment of the Dairy Industry Act. That gave a 
year to devise an independent form of funding.44 

Another question was milk branding. Under regulation, processor brands didn’t compete, 
because each processor supplied its own brand under monopoly conditions in its own 
distribution area. That’s why milk marketing was always generic and left to the state regulator. 
The more recent specialty milks, such as Shape and Moove, were developed by the DPC as 
general industry brands but processed by individual processors for distribution in their own zone. 
A licence from the Dairy Corporation required use of the industry product name but allowed the 
processor to display its own label on the package. Milk Marketing would own the industry brands 
on the industry’s behalf as the DPC had done. But the spectre of deregulation started 
processors thinking about promoting their own individual brands. Milk Marketing offered to act as 
a resource, able to work closely with processors to ensure that their own brand activity didn’t 
compete with central industry brands.45 

PhysiCAL 
Just the kind of product a privatised DPC would like to market appeared in 1987. It could be a 
threat or an opportunity. Rod Polkinghorne, from Sandhurst Dairies in Bendigo, had an 
innovative product and a novel plan. The product was a low-fat, high-calcium, low-sugar milk 
bearing the brand name of PhysiCAL. It had conquered the taste problems of many such 
products. 

Normally milk composition was modified by adding a skim milk concentrate to lower the fat 
content and increase the non-fat solids. Because the concentrate was produced under heat, it 
often carried a ‘processed’ flavour into the final modified milk. Sandhurst’s innovation was to use 
customised ultrafiltration membranes to selectively retain and concentrate the natural protein 
and calcium components of the milk, while allowing other molecules such as water, lactose and 
other salts to pass through, all at low temperature. By this means, nearly 2 litres of whole milk 
was used in making 1 litre of PhysiCAL. The result was the world’s first ultrafiltered milk, and its 
big selling point was a pure, whole-milk taste and creamy mouth feel. 

PhysiCAL was a quantum leap forward for specialty milks. The opportunity lay in 
Polkinghorne’s plan to licence PhysiCAL production to processors in all states and create the 
first national, branded premium milk. The threat lay in the acquisition of Sandhurst Dairies by 
Coles supermarkets in July 1987 to create a vertically integrated milk business. 

The Victorian Dairy Industry Authority (VDIA) had developed some highly successful industry 
brands. It didn’t welcome Polkinghorne’s product or its threat to the low-fat industry brands. 
Sandhurst therefore developed it as a private brand. Its Victorian launch through Coles was a 
runaway success. Sandhurst installed a second ultrafiltration plant and courted milk supplies 
from as far as Gippsland, all to the annoyance of the VDIA.46 

In early 1988, Polkinghorne visited NSW processors to discuss licensing PhysiCAL for 
production in NSW, with NSW milk. He wished to minimise disruption and abide by all NSW 
conventions and Dairy Corporation legalities in sourcing milk and paying farmers. With the 
proviso that he’d set independent retail prices that properly valued this premium product, he 
proposed a joint licensing deal with Dairy Farmers and United Dairies.47 

Jim Forsyth and Don Kinnersley were impressed by Sandhurst’s ultrafiltration plant and what 
it could produce. But Polkinghorne had no patent, only a name and a registered trade mark. 
They could see no reason why they should be tied to him. To play for time until they could import 
their own equipment and improve NSW’s own modified milks, they engaged Polkinghorne in an 
ongoing conversation, at amiable lunches or Melbourne meetings, including one at Essendon 
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airport, where Polkinghorne flew in from Bendigo on the Coles private jet. Meanwhile, the DPC 
was working on a NSW industry brand of reduced-fat milk called ‘Lite White’, which it released in 
October 1988, hoping to build on the success of its low-fat, high-calcium ‘Shape’.48 Both 
products were made by the conventional addition of concentrates, but Forsyth and Kinnersley 
hoped to switch to ultrafiltration as soon as possible. 

Having finally given up on NSW processors, Sandhurst approached the Dairy Corporation 
about PhysiCAL. It sought NSW registration for its Bendigo plant with the intent of sourcing milk 
from southern NSW at Corporation rates, processing it at Bendigo and selling it in NSW through 
NSW vendors. It still wished to set its own price structure for PhysiCAL, but would abide by 
Corporation pricing and publicity allocations if it marketed regular whole milk in NSW. 

Bob Whan thought the Sandhurst offer very attractive. It would protect farm quotas, inject 
competition into the Sydney market and spur NSW processors to improve their technology. 
There were just two sticking points. The AMVA would pull the plug if Sandhurst used PhysiCAL 
as a step towards selling its whole-milk products in NSW. The VDIA warned that Section 38 of 
its Act, specially amended in November 1987 to control Midland’s milk sourcing, required all milk 
processed in Victoria to be acquired through the VDIA.49 

Whan believed that the VDIA could be bypassed if Sandhurst were a registered NSW agent 
and sourced milk from the Corporation to process and retail in NSW. A contract for the supply of 
PhysiCAL looked imminent. But it all became too hard when the VDIA opposed certain tweaks of 
Sandhurst’s agreement with the Corporation. Sandhurst launched PhysiCAL through Coles and 
Jewel in December 1988, using Victorian milk and a Sydney cheese distributor.50 While 
Brancourts routinely delivered cheese to Coles stores, Forsyth and Kinnersley cheered when 
they heard who’d deliver PhysiCAL. It was doomed to fail. Cheese distribution was one thing, 
milk quite another. 

Visions and Victoria 
The vision projects were intended to address structural factors that pushed NSW costs higher 
than those in Victoria and thereby opened gaps for interstate trade. The real indicator of 
progress was how NSW prices compared with Victorian prices plus freight. On this score, NSW’s 
automatic price fixing mechanism seemed to be leading the industry into troubled waters. 

The intent behind automatic adjustments was to insulate price setting from manipulation by 
political or industry interests and to relate the adjustments to real cost changes, either up or 
down. Each quarter, a prescribed formula converted movements in sector indices into updated 
margins and new retail prices. To establish the base from which adjustments would be made, 
periodic surveys were conducted to determine the cost components of each sector, which were 
then averaged across that sector. The resulting sector margin would be above real costs for 
some operators and below the costs of those who were less efficient. In theory, the less efficient 
should be motivated to cut their costs, ultimately lowering the average. In reality, distortions 
could arise and relativities could shift within or between sectors owing to structural, market or 
technological change. For this reason, the Minister could be asked to establish a committee to 
review and possibly revise the basic mechanism. When such a review committee received the 
results of new cost surveys in August 1987, the weakness of applying an averaging system to 
diverse operators became apparent. Disputes arose about the validity of the survey data, 
requiring new cost surveys, then about the recommended changes to the price setting structure. 
The whole issue rose to a climax during late 1988.51 

One evident anomaly occurred in margin increases. From August 1985 to October 1988, 
farmer margins increased by 13.9%, vendors by 25.3% and processors by 27.8%.52 The result 
put NSW farmers roughly on a par with Victorian farm costs, the 3¢ a litre difference attributed to 
the extra cost of year round supply. The situation was quite different for distribution. The 
automatic price mechanism did not register the change in relative costs caused by the shift of 
trade from household vendors to supermarket vendors. It gave supermarket vendors a generous 
margin that exceeded other transport rates, while the margin paid to retail vendors barely 
covered costs. The Victorian system was not weighed down with any home delivery at all. 

Even more significant was the transition from processing to distribution, identified as the 
major source of the price gap with Victoria. A distortion arose around the movement of milk from 
processor plant to vendor trucks, which typically occurred at a vendor depot with cold-room 
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storage. There were two issues. First, Victoria had no vendor depots: milk was transported direct 
from the processing plant to warehouses or stores. The depot step in the NSW model added 
more than 8¢ a litre to NSW costs. This explained why it cost NSW 32.38¢ a litre to get a 2 litre 
pack from processor to store, compared with 24¢ a litre to move it from a Victorian processor to 
a Sydney store.53 The gap highlighted the urgency of ridding the NSW system of vendor depots. 

More contentious was the revelation that some of the margin allowances causing the cost 
differential were paid on services not actually provided. Related to cartage from plants and cold-
room storage at vendor depots, these hidden subsidies—built into the milk price—were 
sustaining many country factories that would otherwise not be viable. The review committee 
decided that the processor margin must cover only processing; any post-factory costs would be 
claimed from a separate fund as incurred. A factory genuinely incurring the costs would be no 
worse off, but double payments and overpayments would end. Those living off an artificial 
subsidy would be forced to adjust.54 It highlighted the urgency of rationalising processors and 
factories. 

Processors contested the review committee’s solution and worked on an alternative, based 
firstly on grouping processors by volume of throughput and secondly on calling tenders for milk 
transport. This would take time. But industry impatience for a price rise led Conference to require 
the new schedule to start by 1 January 1989.55 To meet the deadline, the Corporation 
temporarily put all the contested allowances into a new margin—of 8.89¢ a litre—designed to 
fund the reimbursement claims for actual storage and cartage costs, pending clarification of the 
issues. On learning that the 8.89¢ a litre would be extracted from their normal margin, outraged 
processors lobbied Minister Armstrong mercilessly over the Christmas–New Year period. 
Armstrong agreed to revert to normal methods, but wanted the margins fixed by mid-year.56 

Several factors converged in the early weeks of 1989. Whan returned from holidays to find 
the margin policy overturned. A confrontation with Armstrong ended in a mutual agreement to 
part company, which released both from Whan’s tug of war between Armstrong and Greiner. 
Bob Whan left the Corporation in February, replaced by his deputy, George Davey, with industry 
blessing. The policy reversal meant the intended assault on the 8.89¢ a litre cost component did 
not start with the new pricing in January 1989. The 5¢ a litre rise in the NSW retail price put it 
13¢ a litre above the Victorian price—26¢ on a 2 litre pack—and suddenly elevated the appeal of 
bringing Victorian milk to Sydney. Coles’ displeasure at the flop of PhysiCAL’s Sydney launch 
sent Polkinghorne desperately seeking extra volume to reduce his unit cost. He investigated 
bulking up PhysiCAL shipments from Bendigo with whole milk. Rumours put the industry in a 
panic and the farmers up in arms over the failure of other sectors to rationalise.57 

In early February 1989, Winston Watts listed five urgent tasks for the industry: agree with 
Sandhurst on PhysiCAL distribution in NSW to remove pressure for whole-milk distribution 
through Coles; strip artificial costs from price structures and offer Coles lower prices to alter its 
plans; cut real costs by ripping into depot and distribution rationalisation; create the new 
marketing arm, vital to commercial survival; and complete the co-operative merger to protect 
farmers and deliver more savings.58 Watts, Kinnersley, Forsyth, Blake and Grey met with a 
sense of crisis. They decided to revisit negotiations with Polkinghorne. They’d also offer large 
supermarket chains a promotional allowance of 15¢ on 2 litre plastic bottles. Initially funded from 
the industry’s contingency reserve, the discounts would be repaid as savings were gained from 
rationalisation. To speed the vision projects, they’d create special DIPG committees to resolve 
each issue.59 

March saw the industry ‘drifting out of control’. Talks with Polkinghorne collapsed when NSW 
refused to allow whole milk to accompany PhysiCAL to Sydney. Processors peddled proposals 
to extract the same margins without changing; vendors resisted depot closures because of extra 
travelling distance; and Dairy Farmers dawdled in the hope that vendors would go bust and 
disappear. Loose talk conveyed industry disharmony, and the Minister doubted industry 
intentions. In late March, Watts urged Jack Eggert to convene the Conference executive to gain 
backing for actions that would deliver competitive pricing to supermarkets immediately. The 
industry was ‘just fiddling while Rome burns,’ said Watts, allowing a huge differential to remain in 
the marketplace. ‘We deserve all we get’ was his conclusion.60 
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Coles crisis 
As Watts was briefing Eggert it was already too late. On Thursday 30 March, Coles advised 
Greiner and Armstrong that it had run out of patience waiting for the industry to adjust; from 
Monday, its NSW stores would sell Victorian milk packed by Sandhurst under Coles’ Farmland 
label. Offers to match the Victorian price wouldn’t stop the Victorian imports but would get NSW 
negotiators in the door to discuss pricing, house brands and a ministerial promise that NSW 
would be competitive. Via Jim Forsyth, Coles asked the industry to show good faith on its 
discount offer by paying the promotional allowance up front, right now. If subsequently satisfied 
on all matters, Coles would sell NSW milk at the same price as its Victorian supply. To seal that 
deal, Forsyth arranged for a $210,000 cheque to be made out to Coles and delivered to its head 
office that Friday evening.61 

On Monday 3 April, 2 litres of Farmland milk sold 15¢ below the NSW price, with 1 litre 
cartons at least 10¢ cheaper.62 Woolworths and Franklins planned to sell Victorian milk from the 
following Monday unless the NSW industry offered competitive margins. With the three biggest 
chains embarking on a third ‘milk war’ that dwarfed Jewel’s ongoing assault, the industry 
adopted swift action to contain the damage. 

To deliver a speedy discount to the major chains, a ‘rescue package’ was assembled by key 
industry leaders. It would apply only to those who sold 3000 litres or more per week, adding a 
third tier to volume discounts gazetted into the price structure in 1984. To make deep discounts 
legal, the minimum price provisions of 1984 had to be jettisoned. To maintain the discounts, the 
automatic price rise expected in April had to be blocked. Armstrong was pressed to release 
contingency funds to finance the discounts.63 On April 14, a tiered pricing system provided 
discounts of 7¢ a litre to the biggest supermarkets in the Sydney, Wollongong and Newcastle 
area, persuading Woolworths and Franklins to refrain from importing Victorian milk. 

This selective price slashing was great for the big guns but caused huge disadvantage to the 
small shops and home delivery vendors, who accounted for 75% of NSW sales. On 21 April, the 
scalpel was taken to prices throughout the state and across all sales outlets to achieve an 
overall 5¢ a litre cut, with contributions from all margins in the price structure. The minimum retail 
prices were also removed. On 28 April, the broad margin adjustments replaced the temporary 
top tier of supermarket discounts.64 It was understood that the NSW milk price would now 
essentially be set by the Victorian price plus freight. Overriding the automatic pricing 
mechanism, legislation was amended to allow prices to be set with regard to ‘market conditions’. 
No longer would pricing be directly determined by cost increases. This was a landmark moment 
in NSW milk regulation. 

Processors endorsed the price cuts. Farmers were less sanguine. The new DFA president, 
Frank Blake, said they’d ‘take this one on the chin’ to save NSW sales, but warned Victoria that 
the all-milk levy was once again at risk from the comfort clause.65 July 1989 marked the mid-
point in the Kerin Plan, where supplementary support payments on cheese would cease and 
the butter payments would be halved. The Victorian industry needed the all-milk levy more 
than ever.66 

The price cuts contained the damage but could not be sustained unless costs were cut by 
comparable amounts. Ministers Armstrong and Peacocke urged co-operatives to get on with the 
merger that had been in the pipeline for a year. For the farm sector, the Coles crisis heightened 
the need for a more cost-efficient quota scheme. The DFA hoped for decision on a negotiable 
quota exchange at its November conference.67 Most urgent of all was the overhaul of distribution 
from processor to store. The AMVA’s depot-by-depot plan for retail vendor rationalisation was 
shelved for comprehensive action. 

With intentions to slash Sydney depots by two-thirds, direct distribution from processing 
plants to stores was now on. It would start by creating specialist vendor runs purely for the 
largest supermarkets, taking the discount from processor and vendor margins.68 Building works 
were required, such as factory extensions to provide cold-storage space for the extra milk 
collected there, and alterations to remaining depots. Necessity worked wonders. By mid-1989, 
six depots were closed and hundreds of vendors were relocated. Dairy Farmers concentrated 
supermarket collections at its central plant at Lidcombe. United Dairies concentrated its 
supermarket vendors at Parramatta. Extraction of the super vendors left an uneconomic residue 
of depot trade with no scope for savings, putting these retail vendors and their small customers 
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at greater disadvantage. Bob Grey urged rapid closure of many depots and rationalisation of the 
trade through a pool so cost cuts would help these vendors compete against supermarkets.69 

Nothing went smoothly and feathers were constantly ruffled, especially when Dairy Farmers 
moved to close most of its Newcastle depots. Newcastle vendors refused to accept that savings 
would be gained by forcing a whole lot of vendors to travel twice as far, twice a day, when one 
large Dairy Farmers vehicle could transport all the milk a much shorter distance to the original 
depot.70 Their demand for cost–benefit analyses by an independent panel led to some raucous 
meetings and to the formation of regional rationalisation committees to resolve disputes over 
proposed depot closures and to advise the Corporation on redirection of vendors and changes to 
vendor runs. In recognition that depot closures didn’t necessarily deliver an overall saving in 
distribution, the primary factor to be considered was the net financial benefit accruing to the 
industry. Processors promised that cost savings from depot closures would be returned to the 
industry.71 

Minister Armstrong added another push for change. He stressed that any proposals to 
Cabinet would be far more likely to succeed if backed by an independent report on distribution. 
By mid-year, Ian Langdon was briefed to analyse all the costs and returns of the current vendor 
system, evaluate the likely impact of depot relocation and price discounting, and the effect of an 
efficient vendor system on market milk consumption.72 The report released in November 1989 
painted a pathetic picture. 

The DFA observed that distribution lagged behind adjustments made by the other sectors and 
must now be ‘fast tracked’. Most urgent was the ‘Rolls Royce’ vendor depot system in Sydney, 
Wollongong and Newcastle. In the era of modern transport, a system built for the horse and cart 
was truly wasteful.73 

House brands—a moment in history 
From the start of its Victorian imports, Coles wanted to talk about house brands as well as price 
cuts. The major processors promised action by mid-year.74 A special meeting of the Conference 
executive and the DIPG convened in June 1989. The purpose was to limit revenue losses.75 

After hours of discussing prices in different parts of the market and the state, Forsyth and 
Moore moved a motion on the supply of house brand milk. The key points were that house 
brands be provided only to chains with total sales of more than 200,000 litres a week, be 
supplied only in the major market areas, and be sold only in 1 and 2 litre containers. Critically, 
house brand milk would be sold at a discount of 2¢ a litre below the prevailing price, and that 
discount would be funded fully by a cut in the margin of supermarket vendors, since the prices 
review committee had found their margin overgenerous by at least 2¢ a litre.76 

In a rerun of 1984, the vendors dug in their heels and the industry listened. The industry back-
down started at a Camden meeting of sector representatives on 12 July. They agreed to limit 
house brands to whole milk and exclude specialty milks. They agreed to supply only 2 litre con-
tainers. They agreed to provide a discount of only 1¢ a litre below the prevailing price, thereby 
reducing the vendor margin by 1¢ instead of 2¢ a litre. The Conference executive endorsed the 
changes and also decided that the price of processor-brand milk would be increased when 
house brand discounts started. Those extra funds would be devoted initially to general industry 
projects. The first beneficiary would be Milk Marketing, formed on 1 July 1989 with virtually no 
funding, since the publicity margin was slashed by 70% to cope with the Coles crisis.77 

House brand milk was finally supplied to large-volume purchasers in October 1989. This 
record moment was timed to coincide with an average 1¢ a litre increase in the retail price of 
whole milk, allowing a house brand discount of 2¢ a litre to maintain the competitive position of 
the NSW industry. It was the only retail price increase of 1989. In recognition of changing market 
pressures, an optional fee of up to 10¢ per delivery for home delivered milk was introduced at 
the same time. During 1989–90, sales of house brand milk were 1.86% of whole-milk sales in 
the metropolitan market.78 

The Fleming factor 
Meanwhile, Jim Fleming had another shock for the industry. Fleming was fired to action back in 
September 1988 when Jim Forsyth advised him of a proposed promotional discount that the 
industry intended to offer to major chains. Prompted by more Victorian threats and new Victorian 
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offers to most of the chains, the discount would apply only to those who sold NSW milk 
exclusively.79 Presuming the discount was intended to exclude Jewel, Fleming set his lawyers to 
work, formulating allegations of discriminatory pricing and possible breach of the minimum price 
provisions.80 Since Fleming had been selling well below the regulated minimum for at least 18 
months, without a hint of prosecution, Bob Whan assumed that Fleming was ‘inviting 
prosecution’ in order to force the Corporation into another landmark legal case that it would 
inevitably lose. Judging that course politically foolhardy, in December 1988 Whan recommended 
removal of the minimum price regulations. A horrified industry talked Armstrong out of it. Whan 
left the Corporation in February 1989, and the minimum price regulations went in late April, a 
casualty of Coles milk. 

But Fleming was still in hot pursuit of deregulation. He’d pulled together a group of retailers 
and others of like mind and hired Bob Whan to assist in making a formal submission to Greiner. 
The group that met on 27 April 1989 included John David, Geoff Jureidini of Panfida Foods, 
representatives of the NSW Retailers Association, and two small processors, Perfection Dairies 
and New England Milk Industries. All participants agreed that deregulation beyond the farm gate 
was necessary in order to obtain their desired reforms, and that representations to government 
would need to be backed by electoral strength, which the Retailers Association offered through 
its thousands of small shopkeepers. Fleming predicted that all retailers would support 
deregulation. But they needed to take care in timing, recognising the danger for Perfection in 
losing the confidence of their vendors should the group move too soon.81 

It was Whan’s job to draw up a proposal for deregulating past the farm gate. When he 
outlined a 5-year program to deregulate delivery zones, Fleming said this was far too long. 
‘There is some misconception in the industry that Victorian milk competition “will go away” so 
why change anything,’ said Fleming. He didn’t believe the industry would ever change unless 
they were pushed hard. ‘Let them come back to us with some compromise,’ he advised.82 

The final proposal was submitted to Greiner in August 1989. Fleming wanted a balanced 
group to meet the Premier, including a smaller retailer and a processor, and Bob Peel was keen 
to stand up as owner of Perfection Dairies.83 Fleming’s letter to Greiner detailed Jewel’s history 
of being forced to import Victorian milk because of repeated industry refusals to cooperate, and 
then enduring strikes, court cases and other harassment. Now that others were following Jewel’s 
lead, they all wished to resolve the issues. Retailers would prefer to buy NSW product, but the 
monopolistic and restrictive procedures would have to cease. Fleming believed his group’s 
report could point the way to a sensible deregulated milk industry.84 

The report acknowledged that farmers needed some protection because of their weak 
individual position in the market, that intervention was needed to ensure a reliable supply, and 
that reduction in regulatory activity should be phased where possible. But it said changes were 
taking place in spite of regulation. Interstate milk could be distributed more freely in NSW than 
the local product, and regulated monopolies and prices merely protected the sectional interests 
of vendors and processors at the expense of the rest of the market. Production quotas fixed to 
individual farms likewise hindered rationalisation of the processing sector and prevented milk 
production from relocating to areas of lower-cost production. 

The report made three major recommendations. The first proposed immediate abolition of all 
regulations that protected the monopoly position of vendors and processors: namely the 
wholesale delivery zones and the regulations that tied vendors and processors into those zones. 
The second proposed a fixed farm price and deregulation of all pricing beyond the farm. The 
third proposed freeing up farmer equity in quotas by removing the condition that fixed quotas to 
individual farms and establishing free trading of quota across the state. The submission was 
followed up with a well placed article in the Daily Telegraph, arguing the case for deregulation of 
the industry.85 Fleming’s move followed hot on the heels of the Greiner Government’s swift 
movement towards deregulation of the egg industry, another prime Fleming and Davids target. 

The new industry vision 
The industry was incensed and determined to respond. A joint position paper was carefully 
prepared by the Corporation and the Conference executive as a critique of the Fleming sub-
mission and a statement of industry progress. A DIPG seminar scheduled for 11–12 September 
provided the ideal opportunity for a final polishing of the ideas. There were a few new faces, 
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since the DIPG had recently been reconstructed on more representative sector lines.86 
Armstrong was asked to open the seminar, and participants hung on every word of his 
forthright address. 

Armstrong gave comfort laced with discipline. The ball was in the industry’s court. The 
government wanted less rather than more regulation, and all regulation must be in the public 
interest, but the industry could say where it wanted to go and how to get there. Armstrong 
asserted that the government had no hidden agenda of total deregulation. The National Party 
had a nuanced policy that distinguished between industries. The government acted decisively on 
the egg industry, bringing about total deregulation virtually overnight, because most of its 
members were dissatisfied and seeking change. The wheat industry was another story: 
Armstrong and many farmers opposed federal moves towards deregulation, yet the NSW 
Government acted to deregulate grain transport, handling and storage because of the net benefit 
to society. The key principle for the dairy industry was whether there was net benefit to the 
industry and to consumers. Despite all the rumours, his message was clear: ‘We will only act 
unilaterally if you can’t get your house in order.’87 Agriculture insiders put it differently: the only 
reason the Liberal Party zealots were holding off on the dairy industry was its understanding that 
commercial forces from Victoria and New Zealand were doing it for them.88 

The industry presented its position paper to Armstrong on 14 September, determined to show 
that it was moving towards ‘a more self-regulatory system’. It highlighted the losses to 
consumers and to the industry that would follow deregulated zoning and pricing. It rejected as 
naïve the notion that a regulated farmer price could survive once the industry was deregulated 
past the farm gate and supermarkets took control. The paper described how far the industry had 
already come and intended to go in freeing up the regulations, without the precipitous action 
sought by Fleming. The emphasis was on managed change, through an integrated program 
encompassing each sector. Fortunately, the industry could claim some recent progress. The co-
operative merger was back on track, depot closures were happening, and the new marketing 
arm had been formed. A second Langdon report was assembling the data on which a new 
distribution system could be devised, and farmers were nudging closer to the trading of quotas. 
But the industry explicitly did not look towards deregulated pricing or zoning. To ensure the 
present level of supply at a reasonable price, the industry believed it must have a framework of 
controls which made each sector mesh efficiently with the others.89 

A new DIPG vision statement projected goals and an image for 1992. A united, competitive 
and market-oriented industry would use rationalisation, incentives and better technology to 
improve productivity in all sectors by 10% each year.90 With several deadlines set for June 1990, 
three DIPG committees pushed ahead on specific areas: one to identify all unnecessary 
regulations, one to review the Corporation’s future role and structure, and one to review the price 
setting mechanism.91 

The Fleming group had not gone away. Its new line of attack targeted the price-fixing 
mechanism and its alleged capture and discriminatory use by vested industry interests. With the 
help of documents secured through the new Freedom of Information Act, it put its case to Gerry 
Peacocke as Consumer Affairs Minister, seeking an examination of milk pricing by the Prices 
Commission. The Fleming group claimed that the pricing mechanism was dysfunctional, the 
Industry Contingency Fund—a tax on consumers—was used to manipulate margins and prices, 
and discriminatory discount offers compromised the objectivity of the price fixing process. The 
punch line was that regulated pricing and zoned distribution did not protect consumers but 
denied them choice, value and service.92 After weeks of correspondence along these lines, the 
group made joint legal representations to both Peacocke and Armstrong, urging them to conduct 
‘a review of the milk pricing arrangements in toto.’93 

Perfection bombshell 
That Perfection Dairies, one of Sydney’s processors, was among the Fleming group of agitators 
was disturbing enough. The real shock was Perfection’s declaration in October 1989 that it 
intended to break NSW’s regulated system by sourcing its raw milk from Victoria. After 
processing and packaging by Perfection, the milk would be distributed to a chain store via a 
warehouse system. Industry leaders warned Armstrong that such actions would blow apart the 
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industry’s phased move towards less regulation, and lead rapidly to ‘uncontrolled, random 
instability and industry collapse’.94 

Perfection’s basic problem was a lack of sufficient trade to use its processing capacity 
efficiently. It went back to the resetting of Sydney’s wholesale trade in 1972 after Perfection’s 
owners moved their milk business from Vaucluse to Baulkham Hills and formed a processing 
company. In the reallocation of vendors to processors, Perfection lost more trade than it gained, 
and attempts to rectify that loss had been going on for years. A settlement of sorts occurred in 
late 1985, but the formula for sharing growth in newly developing areas remained divisively 
unresolved. Sharing positive growth in trade was fine, sharing negative growth was 
unappealing.95 

Perfection claimed it could not survive without extra trade and would exit regulation if it 
couldn’t get it. It was struggling for three reasons. First, Perfection was locked into a declining 
distribution area: its vendor zones contained few supermarkets and depended mainly on home 
delivery in areas of low population density that were barely growing. Given the trend away from 
home delivery and towards supermarkets, Perfection’s trade was receding more than the state 
average, and current throughput couldn’t keep the plant and the business viable. Secondly, the 
reform of allowances to processors and distributors was finally about to hit home in margin 
adjustments that would hurt Perfection particularly badly. The company would lose at least 3.2¢ 
a litre, at a cost of $7000 a week. And the new 10¢ home delivery charge would hit Perfection’s 
major source of trade.96 The third factor was supply of manufacturing milk, which was just as 
important to the company as market milk. Traditionally, Perfection received around 75% of its 
manufacturing milk from the Shoalhaven and Hunter Valley co-ops, but they would no longer 
supply Perfection owing to their imminent merger with Dairy Farmers. Perfection had no 
alternative but to source manufacturing milk from Victoria, which was already costing an 
additional $6000 a week.97 

Perfection had a new general manager. Steve Lester had originally been a milk vendor, the 
one who first gained entry to Neville Wran’s office during vendor demonstrations in 1984. He’d 
since worked at the AMVA for several years as Bob Grey’s offsider until departing early in 1989. 
When Perfection’s previous manager retired in mid-1989, Peel sought out Lester to take his 
place. Steve Lester was big and aggressive, and wasn’t backward in putting Perfection’s case. 
As he put it, Perfection was struggling to survive, and the only thing he knew was to fight. He 
and owner Bob Peel believed that home delivery was dead and deregulation would occur within 
a year. Perfection had to become more viable before deregulation arrived. 

To deter Perfection from breakaway action, George Davey, new head of the Dairy 
Corporation, chaired an industry meeting on 20 October 1989. Davey hoped to find a middle 
road that would keep Perfection in the regulated camp. Appeasements included the point that 
the forthcoming margin adjustments were still being finalised. Forsyth noted that revised 
methods aimed at retaining processor viability and perhaps needed some tweaking in view of 
the impact on Perfection. Kinnersley offered to sell Perfection some trade acquired from Peters 
Milk in 1986 and proposed a project to revive home delivery. But Lester didn’t believe that the 
AMVA could save home delivery, and believed that deregulation would demolish the value of 
any trade purchased from Dairy Farmers. Warren Noble suggested that a small group confer 
with Perfection on other options. When Peel eventually agreed, Davey, Noble and Watts were 
authorised to canvass all possible solutions.98 

Perfection supplied its own solution 3 days later. When the delegation visited, the Perfection 
team was ready with a proposal to break the tie between vendors and processors and allow 
vendors freedom of choice in sourcing their milk. If vendor sourcing was ‘deregulated’ to this 
extent, Perfection would withdraw from Victorian imports.99 This ‘vendor portability’ could be 
achieved by varying the conditions specified in each vendor’s certification of registration. The 
only change would be pressure on processors to lift their game in supplying vendors with good-
quality product and competitive pricing. Those who rose to the challenge would be rewarded 
with more throughput for their plant. Perfection was prepared to put its own vendor trade on the 
line. Farmers had gained the privilege of changing their factory, with no effect on orderly 
marketing. Why couldn’t vendors operate under the same principle? It would help to correct 
processor inefficiencies.100 
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The major processors were openly hostile to the concept that migrating vendors could take 
their exclusive distribution zone to another company. Market shares could shift dramatically, with 
Dairy Farmers having the most to lose. The big question was whether Perfection was bluffing 
about breaking away from the regulated system. Was the threat simply a ploy to gain industry 
attention and achieve its real goal of vendor portability? Davey, Watts and Noble hit a stonewall 
in exploring alternatives.101 Lester said his company’s Victorian options were well advanced and 
he needed an answer by 30 October. 

The Conference had rejected a virtually identical vendor portability proposal from the Dairy 
Corporation in 1985. A special meeting of Conference was set for 15 November 1989 to 
consider the Perfection demand.102 The industry was divided. Some could see merit in vendor 
portability. Bob Grey was one. He knew Lester’s ways from working with him on many AMVA 
campaigns and suspected that vendor portability was his real objective. Under regulation, the 
only way Lester could build trade and plant throughput was to rely on growth in his regulated 
zone or acquire a processor with control of another zone. The acquisition course was blocked by 
the Peel family’s aversion to paying out large sums of money, forcing Lester to gain trade by 
other means. Because of his AMVA experience, Lester understood vendors and maintained an 
extensive network of vendor relationships. If vendors could choose their processor supplier, he 
believed a good number would switch to him. 

Bob Grey didn’t care too much about vendor choice, but he was very keen to secure 
individual contracts for vendors. He’d observed the recent deregulation in New Zealand and 
concluded that vendors needed to be aligned with a source of market power. If the industry 
deregulated, neither vendors nor farmers would have power, which left only the supermarkets or 
the processors. Processors had no real reason to have a contract with vendors, and contracts 
with supermarkets would never happen. Though processors had no incentive under current 
rules, Bob Grey could see the thin end of a useful wedge. 

Grey believed he could get farmers to support vendor portability because it was a concession 
that wouldn’t hurt them. Farmers had the majority in Conference and would win any vote. That 
would give processors good reason to want a contract with vendors: so vendors couldn’t shift. 
Grey was in no hurry, so he planned to propose a 12-month trial of vendor portability to gain 
processor attention. The DFA was then caught between the processors’ being against and the 
vendors’ being for the proposal. Watts thought Perfection’s Victorian threat was likely to be a 
bluff, which a Forsyth trip to Melbourne seemed to confirm. Watts and Forsyth sensed a 
scenario concocted by the Fleming group. Perfection would just offer milk at a cheaper price 
than other NSW processors, Fleming and Davids would demand access to that cheaper milk, 
the Greiner Government would refuse to act against Perfection’s infringement of the NSW Act, 
citing consumer interest, and chaos would ensue. The industry believed that Greiner and many 
Liberals would not challenge the industry head on, but would never defend it if they could use 
consumer interest as a shield for their deregulatory desires.103 

Winston Watts suggested a ‘code of practice’ for vendor portability that would exert some 
order on vendor movement. Standards of conduct, agreed on by relevant parties, might just get 
past Perfection, buy some time and minimise disruption. Put together with the AMVA’s idea for a 
12-month trial of vendor portability, it provided a variation on the Perfection proposal.104 When 
Conference met in November, Bob Grey proposed the conditional trial, a subcommittee to 
devise a Code of Practice, and changes to vendor registration to be conditional on meeting the 
code. The package was accepted, with Mudgee Dairy Company and Norco strongly opposed. 
As a subcommittee started work on the code, Perfection offered discounted flavoured milk to 
vendors attached to other companies, prompting retaliation from Jim Forsyth.105 

1989 was a significant turning point. Under enormous pressure from retailers, the NSW 
industry was forced to match Victorian prices and acknowledge that the days of automatic cost-
based price increases were over. Victoria was now the benchmark. Within the vision framework, 
the industry notched up some transformative reforms, intended to close the Victoria–NSW price 
gap: Milk Marketing was formed as stage 1 of an independent industry marketing company; 
NSW’s three major dairy co-ops merged and agreed to rationalise; and farmers accepted a 
system of quota trading through a market exchange. A trial of vendor choice of processor was 
set in train, as part of wider plan to gain vendor contracts with processors. A draft standard 
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contract was soon under discussion between the AMVA and Dairy Farmers and United Dairies, 
but Perfection remained unwilling to commit.106 1990 didn’t look promising. 
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Chapter 10: The ‘D’ word 

Something happened on the way to the Windsor group’s 1991 vision of regulated reform. 
Threats multiplied. Pressures intensified. Industry interests fell out of sync. A critical decision 
was made. A new word entered the lexicon of the dairy industry of NSW. 

For years the industry had defended every pillar of the regulated system, staunchly resisting 
substantive change. In 1988, the Windsor group’s future-gazing projected an industry that was 
far more efficient and market oriented but still regulated. 1989 disrupted that trajectory when the 
industry was forced to take a self-imposed price cut to keep Victorian milk imports at bay. 
Afterwards, the pillar of price regulation was still standing but was far less stable. Though the 
Victorian invasion was held at 2.5% of the market, industry leaders saw that price setting was 
now a commercial exercise, and Victoria set the benchmark. NSW’s fortunes were linked more 
closely to what happened in Victoria, which was heading down a deregulating path. A major 
parliamentary review released in September 1989 virtually made that official. 

These events jolted industry thinking. Instead of regulating their way out of trouble, industry 
leaders resolved to adjust their industry to make it structurally competitive. That such a principle 
was taken on board was a remarkable but limited shift. The reform proposals despatched to Ian 
Armstrong in September 1989 were still couched in the usual terms of ‘rationalising’ within the 
basic framework of regulation. Even the Dairy Industry Planning Group (DIPG) committee 
delegated to test the necessity of many regulations was on track to retain the pillars of zoning 
and price fixing. 

But 1990 was a landmark year. With a gigantic mental leap, the leadership of the NSW 
industry crossed the psychological chasm that lay between plans for ‘rationalisation’ and those 
that contemplated ‘deregulation’. Not everyone jumped at the same time, and some had to be 
pushed or dragged. NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) leaders were the first to peep over 
the precipice and wonder whether they could make it safely to the other side. They believed they 
could do so only if farmers retained a regulated price for the raw milk from the farm. With this 
proviso they initially interpreted ‘deregulation’ as reduced regulation, a nebulous notion that 
seemed to cover the slow adjustment on which the industry had already embarked. Then 
somewhere in the crossing from 1989 into 1990, the DFA began to contemplate the end of price 
and zoning controls in processing and distribution. They had entered the portal labelled 
‘deregulation past the farm gate’. They wanted others to join them. 

Behind that psychological shift was the raw fact that their farmers were hurting and expres-
sing their discontent. Collectively, NSW producers lost an estimated $47 million during 1989—
about $20,000 per farm—from the combination of lost market milk sales, the instant margin cut 
that stemmed the flow of Victorian milk, and then the price rises forgone for the rest of the year.1 
In taking this loss, they felt they were carrying everyone else. Queensland came close to 
suffering a flow-on effect as the NSW price cuts opened a gap with Queensland and made NSW 
milk attractive to Brisbane supermarkets. So far Norco farmers had refrained from taking the 
bait, thereby shielding Queensland from cascading commercial pressures. But Queenslanders 
were avoiding all questions of sharing some of the cost borne by the NSW buffer. 

NSW farmers also still felt they’d been duped by the Victorians in negotiating the Kerin Plan. 
As they understood it, they were paying the all-milk levy to help Victorian farmers sustain a 
reasonable price for their excess production. In return, the levy was supposed to be buying them 
peace and security in their own market. But cheap Victorian milk continued to invade NSW’s 
fresh milk market, and the major Victorian manufacturers—already subsidised on their exports—
were fighting for domestic markets by discounting savagely against NSW dairy foods. NSW 
farmers couldn’t help but ask what was the point of a ‘peace’ levy that cost them an average of 
$7000 to $8000 a year and subsidised discounting against their own products.2 The sense of 
betrayal rose in December 1989, when the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority (VDIA) reverted to 
setting a lower supply price to processors for milk sold interstate, offering further encouragement 
to would-be invaders. It also dashed NSW hopes of a meagre price increase. 

Within NSW, farmers felt that in sharing the price cuts and price freeze since April 1989, they 
were subsidising other sectors. The farm sector had met the commercial benchmark: the farm 
gate price was comparable to the market milk farm price in Victoria. The precarious price gap 
that sustained the commercial appeal of Victorian supply had been clearly traced to the 
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excessive costs built into the regulated structure of processing and distribution. Progress in that 
quarter was at a snail’s pace. 

All this conditioned the DFA strategy settings for 1990 and produced a coordinated national 
and state agenda. With the short-term goal of gaining immediate relief for their farmers, and the 
ultimate aim of shoring up farm gate pricing and the quota system, Frank Blake and Winston 
Watts had two key issues on their minds. The NSW industry needed some serious prodding 
along the reform path that would cut those lethal costs from processing and distribution margins. 
The Victorian industry needed to be taught a lesson: that NSW had something they wanted and 
the Victorians would have to give in order to gain. 

Again, it came back to the basic fact of the dairy industry dilemma: without regulation, 
Australian milk prices would be set by a politically distorted world dairy market that represented 
only 5% of the world’s milk. That environment was in a new state of flux, with both positive and 
negative potentials, and Victorians were getting the jitters. 

Victoria, the world and NSW 
On the bright side, the world dairy market showed prospects of improvement. The Kerin Plan 
had so far operated in a benign environment. The low Australian dollar helped. So did the 
Chernobyl nuclear power plant disaster of 1986: the spread of radioactive contamination over a 
large area of Europe led to a high radioactive content in many dairy foods and a heightened 
demand for non-European products. Europe’s ballooning budgets also forced limits on dairy 
industry subsidies. The introduction of quotas from 1984 placed some restraint on production 
levels, giving hope for a wiser policy course from the European Commission (EC) and an easier 
ride for world markets. More significantly, the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) that opened in 1986 allowed agricultural trade onto its liberalisation 
agenda for the first time. The Australian Government played an active role, initiating the 
formation of the Cairns group of nations that insisted on this inclusion, then shaping the proposal 
submitted to the Uruguay negotiations. It sought an agreed-on formula for progressive lowering 
of export subsidies, import quotas and other trade barriers. The Australian dairy industry looked 
forward to the possibility of subsidy-free world prices. 

On the downside, Article 11 of the GATT was a cause for concern. It allowed countries with 
domestic supply management, such as the EC production quotas, to exclude other country 
exports. By this instrument, Australia was currently shut out of 70% of Western world markets.3 
Conversely, Australia was criticised for its lack of production controls and its likely production 
increases. A member of the EC asserted that all dairy countries should be forced to operate 
quotas and supply management schemes so the EC did not lose its share of the world market.4 
Subsequently, the GATT negotiations took a turn for the worse; the political changes in Eastern 
Europe added extra supply, uncertainty and instability; and the EC reverted to form. In 1990, 
world prices started to dive, and EC traders received a subsidy of $3200 a tonne to export their 
butter at $1700, giving them a total return of almost $5000 while crashing world markets.5 

In the meantime, more local issues hit Victoria’s radar. The reduction of support under the 
Kerin Plan was intended to force the Australian industry to become competitive with New 
Zealand by 1992, when Closer Economic Relations (CER) free trade in dairy products was due 
to start and the Kerin Plan was due to end. Australian Dairy Corporation (ADC) calculations 
showed that 1989–90 prices delivered under the Kerin Plan were close to $1/kg lower than 
would have been received under the old equalisation scheme.6 But import parity was not yet a 
reality and CER timetables had been telescoped. 

The 1984 general election in New Zealand brought a Labour government to power, with the 
Finance Minister, Roger Douglas, bent on a sweeping program of deregulation, privatisation and 
liberalisation of imports. The same policies were applied to the scheduled review of CER in 
1988, with New Zealand negotiators told to achieve full free trade in goods and services as soon 
as possible.7 The resulting protocol agreed that all tariffs, quotas and quantitative import 
restrictions would be removed by 1 July 1990, a full 5 years ahead of the original general 
schedule. The two countries also agreed not to pay production bounties on exports to the other 
country, nor to adopt industry-specific financial measures which would diminish competition. The 
dairy industry’s special arrangements would dissolve into the general free-trade provisions.8 
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The Victorian dairy industry had been paranoid about New Zealand for most of the decade. 
With free trade just 2 years away, the Agriculture Minister, Evan Walker, established a group of 
industry leaders to advise him on implications and strategy. For dairying, it looked as though the 
‘free trade’ could be all one way. With only 4 million people, and production more than double 
that of Victoria, New Zealand exported most of its dairy products, and Australia’s 17 million 
consumers were enticingly close. New Zealand also had the edge in efficiency owing to its high 
production volumes and high export exposure, and was well served by government owing to the 
central significance of dairying to the whole economy. The New Zealand Dairy Board had 
monopoly control of exports and export returns, while domestic price levels were managed by 
setting guide prices for individual companies, with penalties for selling below the guide.9 

The New Zealanders were playing it cool, hosing down fears of aggressive designs on 
Australian markets. That friendly innocence didn’t quite gel with the competitive enthusiasm 
observed over preceding years.10 The Victorians expected continual price pressure across the 
range of traded products, backed by maximum use of a clean, green and ‘pure’ image, and 
aggressive targeting of generic markets. Australia’s butter market, 50% of it generic, was 
considered particularly vulnerable if New Zealand’s guaranteed butter quotas into the EC wound 
down. At the top end, New Zealand’s strength in high-quality functional food ingredients might 
thwart Australian potential in these promising markets.11 

Walker’s strategy group reported in early 1989. They feared being crowded out by New 
Zealand’s volume-based competitive power and forced to place ever more product on uncertain 
export markets. They needed to play their own volume game to keep up factory throughput and 
cost efficiency and to use more milk domestically. The fresh milk market was a safe haven that 
New Zealand was unlikely to enter, and was the best revenue earner in the business as long as 
the premium held firm. Though using only 13% of Victorian production, it returned 25% of farm 
revenue and made the difference between profit and loss for many Victorian farmers.12 
Nationally, 27% of Australian milk production went into market milk products, but Victoria’s share 
was only about 8%, leaving plenty of scope for future gains.13 

On its mainstay manufacturing side, the Victorian industry group developed a defensive 
strategy based on the following logic. To keep New Zealand on its toes and reluctant to savage 
domestic markets, Victoria must remain a competitive threat to New Zealand in third-party 
countries, visibly able to retaliate should New Zealand become too aggressive in Australia. The 
key to Victoria’s ability to compete on world markets was its cost-efficiency, based on high milk 
volume and full factory throughput. Well placed to increase its share of the Australian market if 
production declined in other states, Victorian milk production must expand, which in turn 
required that current price levels be maintained. If support ended with the sunset of the Kerin 
Plan in 1992, domestic prices would fall, and milk production would follow. The bottom line was 
that domestic price support must be continued, to sustain Victorian milk production and all that 
hung upon it.14 

NSW was critical to Victoria’s defence. With the Federal Government showing no inclination 
to extend manufacturing subsidies, market milk and its premium became more important—
something to be preserved, and shared, not eroded. The Victorian industry hoped to work co-
operatively with NSW in yet another attempt to bolster the security of the premium and establish 
a formal basis for sharing the fresh milk market. They now accepted that it may entail a cost, 
such as payment for quota. To save the all-milk levy and the associated manufacturing revenue, 
the Victorians had to convince NSW farmers that the levy supported not only manufacturing milk 
prices but also market milk prices—a hard ask when their daily reality told them differently.15 

Victoria chose to reach out to NSW through the formation of a joint committee, initiated via 
ministerial invitation. The committee met from July to November 1989, then decided to continue 
to June 1990. On the Victorian side were John Watson (UDV president), Mike Taylor 
(Department of Agriculture economist) and Bill Hill (Bonlac chairman). On the NSW side were 
Frank Blake (DFA president), Warren Noble (Norco chairman) and Jim Booth (Department of 
Agriculture economist). Chaired by a former ADC chairman, Malcolm Vawser, the committee 
was asked to consider the preservation of orderly marketing in the context of CER arrangements 
and a review of the Kerin Plan. With new farmer presidents on both sides, it was hoped that the 
personal dynamics could start afresh after the bitter clashes of the milk war years. 
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Victoria still pined for a national fresh milk market that distributed the premium through a 
national pool based on share of total production. The most critical element remained an eastern 
seaboard pool. Among the higher echelons of the DFA, the quota trading exchange planned for 
NSW was seen as a way of making this possible. But in 1989, the request for a share of the 
NSW market was quickly dismissed as politically impossible. Victorian milk had just been used 
to rip revenue out of NSW, and the Victorian industry clearly could not guarantee that any official 
share would not be overtaken by interstate invaders. The politics and the economics looked 
even more difficult as Victoria’s Labor Government pursued further deregulation. With two major 
reviews in the pipeline, one by the VDIA on sourcing, pricing and zoning, and one from the 
Public Bodies Review Committee (PBRC) of the Victorian Parliament on the whole VDIA 
enterprise, the industry expected strong deregulating recommendations. The PBRC report 
tabled in September 1989 was even worse than expected. The idea of a fixed premium added to 
a floor price linked to world prices was not a happy prospect: the United Dairyfarmers of Victoria 
estimated that it would ultimately reduce the farm gate return for market milk by 10¢ a litre.16 
NSW prices would be forced to follow the same decline. 

These developments brought the NSW–Victorian negotiating equation down to basics. What 
Victoria wanted more than anything else was security of pricing for its manufacturing milk 
beyond 1992. What NSW wanted was security of farm gate pricing for market milk and a broader 
range of milk products brought under that protective umbrella: UHT, flavoured, skim, ultrafiltered 
and other specialty milks.17 The key to Victorian desires was active NSW support for extension 
of the Kerin Plan or something equivalent. The key to NSW desires was a fool-proof way of 
circumventing the interstate flows that undermined the protection of market milk premiums. The 
comfort clause had no future: it ultimately failed the test of the 1987 milk war, got the thumbs 
down from government, and would lose its legislative force when the Kerin Plan ended. 

The Victorians thought they’d found the perfect answer in their Section 38 amendment that 
required all milk processed into market milk in Victoria to be purchased through the VDIA, at the 
regulated market milk price. This closed the loophole of buying Victorian milk at manufacturing 
milk prices for interstate sale. By protecting the Victorian farm price, Section 38 also reduced the 
commercial advantage of Victorian supply for NSW. But the lack of corresponding provisions in 
other states left other loopholes open. Victoria’s Section 38 applied only to market milk process-
sed in Victoria. Its weakness hit home in late 1989, when Perfection Dairies threatened to buy 
cheap raw milk from Victoria for processing at its Sydney plant and there was no regulation to 
stop it. Only a similar provision in NSW would do that. There could be no secure national pricing 
until this loophole and the potential leakage of cheap milk was closed in all states. The Victorian 
negotiators were adamant that support for Section 38-type legislation on a national basis could 
not be separated from continuation of the Kerin Plan.18 The NSW team insisted that a national 
structure to support the market milk price was fundamental to any subsidies for exports. 

National strategy 
The DFA’s national strategy had two elements, both of which its leaders hoped to advance 
through the NSW–Victorian committee. The first goal was quick relief for NSW farmers from an 
immediate reduction in the all-milk levy. This was thwarted by a negative Australian Dairy 
Farmers’ Federation (ADFF) vote in late 1989, prompting DFA branch motions seeking total 
abolition of the levy.19 As the basis for any post-Kerin arrangement, the all-milk levy was 
considered out of the question. Winston Watts initially proposed that Blake gain leverage in the 
joint committee by hinting that an alternative mechanism might be possible. After an ADFF 
majority voted in 1990 to hold the levy close to the maximum, which Kerin was persuaded to 
accept, Blake threatened to oppose any extension of federal marketing support.20 

The other arm of the DFA’s national strategy was aimed at shoring up the market milk farm 
price on a nationally coordinated basis, to stop the state dominoes falling. As Frank Blake put it, 
the market milk premium was ‘the glue that holds the Australian dairy industry together.’21 To 
strengthen the glue, Watts beavered away on defining the essential principles of a national 
market milk agreement, centred on the fundamental prerequisite of Section 38-type provisions in 
all states. That goal was adopted as ADFF policy in 1989, though some sceptics believed 
Section 92 would undermine it. In truth, a national ring of Section 38-type legislation was more 
important to NSW than to anyone else. Both the DFA and the Conference urged Ian Armstrong 
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to whip it into the NSW Act immediately after Perfection’s first threatened breakaway. But the 
initiative was waylaid by legal caution engendered by Midland’s Section 38 court case against 
the VDIA. It was also unclear whether processors would generally favour or oppose such 
a provision.22 

The DFA therefore developed a broad-based national marketing plan that might win the 
support of all state industries and be pursued with vigour through the ministers of the Australian 
Agricultural Council (AAC). The negotiation started in the private and relatively congenial forum 
of the NSW–Victorian joint committee. In testing the boundaries of give and take, NSW could 
offer to unite all state dairy industries behind Victoria in the drive for a post-1992 export support 
scheme. To win this backing, Victoria would need to unite all states around several essentials.23 
Within that forum, the two groups began to build a set of shared principles for a national 
approach to protecting the farm gate price, both through the market milk premium and through 
manufacturing support. For NSW, both parts were integral, and adoption of Section 38 
provisions in all states was the essential link between the two. 

NSW put forward principles for a national market milk price-setting mechanism: they were 
based on the Victorian market milk farm price as the minimum floor for all states, Section 38 
legislation, and a common base price for the full range of liquid milks. Victoria put forward 
principles for manufacturing support, which represented a continuation of Kerin Plan concepts, 
based on an export subsidy funded from all milk. In combination, the principles formed a plan 
which both sides could agree on and recommend for discussion by all ministers through 
the AAC.24 

The DFA had some joy in May 1990 when the Market Milk Producers’ Council of Australia 
and New Zealand agreed unanimously with the market milk objectives embodied in the DFA’s 
’11-point plan’, and then recommended them to the ADFF, which accepted the principles.25 The 
DFA’s trade-off strategy seemed basically on track. The bones of Stage 1 were in place through 
the 11-point market milk plan. The ADFF was preparing to attempt Stage 2: agreeing on an 
acceptable export support mechanism. Yet Winston Watts was anything but optimistic. The quiet 
reticence of the Victorian contingent in endorsing the 11-point plan was traced partly to doubts 
about winning their government’s support but, more significantly, to their expectation that any fall 
in export returns would cause a knock-down, drag-out fight for domestic markets that no scheme 
would prevent.26 

The ADFF so far had no tangible agreement to link the two parts of the strategy and faced 
faltering industry confidence. The DFA would withdraw support if NSW looked like being left 
‘holding the can again’. Winston Watts saw only one path: to go flat out to gain agreement, unity 
and government support. Otherwise they could accept right now that current schemes were the 
last and it was going to get pretty tough down the track.27 

Dilemmas in NSW 
Running in parallel with its national strategy, the DFA sought ways to increase farmer returns 
from the NSW system. There were three obvious possibilities: a price increase, higher sales 
through better marketing, and cost reductions. Any price increase in NSW now depended on the 
Victorian price rising and the increase making it into the shelf price of Victorian product in 
NSW.28 With milk sales still falling, the DFA was also keen to activate a major promotional effort 
from Milk Marketing, funded by a full restoration of its margin in the price structure. The margin 
recharge was pushed through by Frank Blake in February 1990, and a major campaign was 
planned under the banner of ‘NSW Fresh’, to harness the loyalty of NSW consumers. 

The major avenue for improving farm returns was to expedite the removal of excess costs 
from processing and distribution. The DIPG objective—to take a managed and staged approach 
to industry reform and restructure—had been restated and rescheduled in September 1989. It 
needed to be kept on track. 

Pressures on the NSW industry continued to pile up. The urgency of supermarket demands 
stepped up after Victoria’s PBRC report of September 1989 advocated extensive deregulation of 
market milk. The recommended changes promised good times for Victorian processors, freeing 
up the constraints on milk movement and saving them money on milk sourcing. Supermarket 
chains in NSW swiftly sought tenders for supply from within and without NSW, a move perceived 
as a deliberate blow to soften up the vendor system for final destruction. Woolworths invited five 
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Victorian companies, including Midland, to supply. Elsewhere, Industrial Equity Ltd’s (IEL’s) 
Southern Farmers group lobbied heavily for cheap milk in Victoria, Tasmania and South 
Australia in the lead-up to taking over all the Woolworths business from January 1990. This 
would make Southern Farmers by far the biggest Victorian milk processor, with obvious 
ambitions in NSW, the biggest milk market.29 When Adsteam suddenly seized IEL late in 1989, 
an even bigger dairy conglomerate loomed over NSW. 

The Fleming group maintained its own unique form of pressure, following its deregulation 
submissions to Greiner with a litigious line of attack, requesting copious documents through 
Freedom of Information channels and attempting to build a case of distortion and self interest in 
the workings of the price mechanism. Together, Peacocke and Armstrong deflected the call to 
institute an independent enquiry into the setting of milk margins and prices. But requests for 
documents through Freedom of Information continued in 1990. 

Perfection’s threat to break away from the regulated system was contained by an industry 
vote to trial vendor portability. It was a last resort, bitterly opposed by other processors as a 
lethal rupture in the structure of regulation. To allow vendors to move was to cut the processor 
loose from the geographic monopoly guaranteed through exclusive vendor zones. Farmers 
worried that the hard work of depot closures would be side-stepped in the shifting dynamic of 
vendor–processor relationships. The idea of creating a code of practice to govern practices 
around vendor movement was the inspiration that kept everyone in the tent. But the code hit a 
major snag when Perfection rejected certain sections as overly restrictive. Conditions introduced 
to allay farmer fears prohibited movement by vendors affected by closures. Other conditions 
required the moving vendor to provide evidence that retail customers had explicitly consented to 
the change of brand that would occur when the vendor changed processor. The Amalgamated 
Milk Vendors Association (AMVA) hoped to use the scheme to entice processors to sign up 
vendors on contract. But Perfection, with some justification, saw the code conditions as 
deliberate obstacles to vendor movement.30 

By late January 1990, Bob Peel had officially withdrawn Perfection’s former undertakings to 
refrain from moving outside the regulated system if vendor portability was adopted. Panic over 
the consequences dragged Armstrong into the mêlée to find a code of practice that all would 
accept. Armstrong disapproved of those who broke the rules and damaged others by doing so.31 
Negotiations were offered on the basis that Perfection would abide by the rules if a satisfactory 
code of practice were devised.32 Jack Eggert, processors and vendors all jumped in to make 
concessions and clear up areas of dispute. Steve Lester agreed that the changes made the 
policy fairer and the industry should adopt them, but indicated that Perfection had lost interest in 
vendor choice as the solution to its problems and reserved its right to break from the NSW 
regulated system.33 

Further changes in the code brought Perfection back into the ring again, prepared to state in 
writing that the company would adhere to the code, subject to the proviso that the other 
processors should do likewise, in writing. Though Don Kinnersley and Jim Forsyth were so 
outraged that they refused to comply, the Conference executive endorsed the code of practice in 
May 1990, and in June the Minister approved its implementation. Another impasse occurred 
when Australian Co-operative Foods (ACF) refused to abide by certain aspects of the code, 
given Perfection’s conditional attitude. By the time the vendor portability provisions were 
finalised in August, Lester had changed tack, returning to the original demand for action on 
sharing growth in trade.34 

Other small processors were also taking an independent stance. Bega had opted out of the 
co-operative merger and aligned with United Dairies, and thereby with IEL, buying an 11% 
shareholding in late 1989. In February 1990, Bega’s management put a proposal to the DIPG for 
a reorganisation of distribution based on the removal of zoning.35 Country processors 
complained that the cost of their long lines of distribution was no longer covered by the regulated 
margin and wanted to deregulate country retail prices to reflect actual costs. This trashed the 
sacred State Concept of uniform state pricing. The proposal was put to the Conference 
executive, with an implied threat that rejection might force country processors to go outside 
NSW for their milk. A couple of these processors were rumoured to be flirting with Fleming’s 
retailer group. 
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Another spoke in the wheel was Bob Whan’s report on the implications of CER. 
Commissioned by Armstrong, the report identified potential areas of competition for NSW, and 
an opportunity to develop a complementary trading relationship by pairing New Zealand strength 
in long-life products with NSW strength in short shelf-life markets. The real punch came from 
media attention to the familiar critique of NSW’s regulated system and its alleged obstructions 
and distortions.36 ‘Time to deregulate the sacred dairy cow,’ asserted one editorial as it 
highlighted processor and vendor monopolies and the 600 regulated prices dictated by varying 
container size, processing regions, transport costs and discounting formulae. The Greiner 
administration was called to explain why it didn’t apply its revered free-market forces to its own 
dairy industry, and to disprove suspicions that it was a slave to its rural constituents. The onus 
was no longer on those advocating reform, said the Australian Financial Review, but on 
governments to justify why regulations should remain.37 Discrete sources reported that the 
Fleming group was very determined to break down the ‘system’ and fully intended to proceed 
with plans to draw interstate milk at manufacturing milk prices.38 

Under the media spotlight, Armstrong used the Whan report to refocus industry attention, 
calling for a detailed response to Whan’s proposals and an update on the program of reform. In 
defensive mode, the leaders stressed the need for a balanced view of the industry and the 
progress made over the past year. Armstrong asked them to think a bit harder, and return in 2 
weeks with a fuller response.39 The revised business plan included a June 1990 deadline for 
removing unnecessary regulation, reviewing the role of the Corporation and identifying those 
functions that could be transferred to industry. Armstrong said he’d be holding the industry to its 
schedule. From this time, the term ‘managed deregulation’ began to appear.40 

All the while the interstate milk issue was reaching another climax, with new rumours of 
Victorian approaches to NSW supermarkets. Franklins confirmed an offer of Victorian-sourced 
house brand milk at a new low price.41 

An industry out of sync 
The industry unity of recent years began to fray as each sector looked to its own survival should 
the worst come to pass. The DIPG was ostensibly moving forward with its objectives but had 
little to show for it. Frustrated by the sense of inertia, the DFA executive and Ian Langdon 
stepped out from the pack, pushing harder for faster reform. 

Langdon was now the chairman of ACF, which was formed from the merger of the state’s 
three biggest co-ops. ACF was a new factor in a discordant industry mix. With responsibility for 
$180 million in assets and a $400 million turnover, the leaders of the merged entity were eager 
for action. In the past, the top rung of United Dairies and Dairy Farmers worked in unison against 
industry threats. But Ian Langdon was no rubber stamp chairman, and intended to lead ACF 
from the front. Two intensive studies of the NSW industry had given him a detailed grasp of its 
ailments. He judged that the combination of a deregulating Victoria, a disruptive NSW processor 
and a deregulation-minded NSW Government was likely to propel the NSW industry into dereg-
ulation very soon. He wanted ACF to be prepared for the market mayhem that would result. 

Langdon was determined to prod his farmer board into independent policy choices and the 
industry out of conventional assumptions. Regulation, he said, was a ‘two-edged sword’. It had 
reached the point where it was not holding industry prices up but keeping them down—a good 
reason for getting rid of regulation past the farm and allowing retail prices to rise. In a new take 
on rationalisation, he said processors should not rationalise to pass savings on to the consumer 
but to invest in their own infrastructure. NSW processing and packaging margins were actually 
lower than Victorian: by 1.5¢ a litre, or $9 million for the state. There was little incentive to do 
more if the savings were simply sunk in a general industry fund used to match Victorian prices. 
Structural adjustments needed to be specific, to target the worst trouble spots. They all knew 
where they were. NSW was not cost competitive, because its distribution system was so 
inefficient, with a string of costly depots and excessive transport of milk.42 

ACF stood apart from the crowd in three significant areas. Most controversial was the refusal 
to join Milk Marketing’s ‘NSW Fresh’ campaign, because ACF needed to develop its own 
differentiated brands for when competitive forces were unleashed.43 Langdon also believed the 
campaign was misguided and ignored the real problems behind loss of sales, namely costly 
distribution and a failing household service, with many small, part-time vendors who delivered 
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only 3 days a week. For this reason, ACF was adopting its own policy for rationalising its Sydney 
distribution and for managing its Sydney vendors.44 Three Sydney depots would be gone by 
July. The Corporation was Langdon’s third target, with regular calls to prune its functions and 
halve its expenditure, currently around $16 million a year. The Corporation’s new general 
manager, George Davey, conceded the logic but posed the vital prerequisite of a thorough 
review and cost–benefit study of the Corporation’s functions.45 

The DFA was also moving to an independent position. One turning point was Perfection’s 
second withdrawal of promises in February 1990. The DFA executive formally accepted the 
possibility of breakdown of regulation and the urgent need to prepare its own plans. The plans 
surfaced in April as the industry replied to Franklins’ Victorian offers with the standard cutting of 
industry margins to match the competition. Watts offered his executive an alternative: to support 
NSW deregulation past the farm gate and let processors and distributors ‘sort it out’ in the 
marketplace. The executive anguished, but decided to reject industry requests to contribute to 
further discounts. That was up to the sectors that couldn’t match Victorian counterparts. All 
haste would be made through Armstrong to expedite the introduction of Section 38 provisions 
in NSW.46 

Further news from Victoria hardened the DFA view. On 9 May 1990, the Victorian Minister, 
Barry Rowe, announced his response to the PBRC report of late 1989. It was a very strong 
statement for market milk deregulation. The preferred option was to remove all pricing regulation 
past the farm gate and to reduce distribution zoning to one city zone and a country zone. The 
real shock to farmers was the proposal to set the market milk price by simply adding a fixed 
margin to the manufacturing milk price, thereby linking it to the fluctuations of the world price, 
and uncoupling it from domestic inflation. With export prices trending down, Winston Watts said 
the NSW industry would ‘fight to the death’ to stop these deregulating proposals.47 

The DFA leadership pulled out all stops to win ministerial support for its national and state 
strategy and the farmer position. The basic priority was to preserve the regulated farm price and 
quota system. On the evening of 10 May, Winston Watts and Frank Blake had a pivotal talk with 
Armstrong and his advisors. The state regulations and ‘gentlemen’s agreements’ that had 
formerly reserved each states’ milk market for its own farmers had been eroded by supermarket 
sourcing across state borders.48 To secure NSW farm pricing, Blake and Watts wanted four 
safeguards: the Dairy Corporation retained as the sole buyer of raw market milk from the farm; a 
farm gate price-setting mechanism for market milk as per the recently agreed-on 11-point plan; 
preservation of quota as the means of allocating shares of the NSW market to individual 
farmers; and introduction of Section 38-type provisions into the NSW Dairy Industry Act, to 
require all milk processed for market milk products in NSW to be acquired from the Dairy 
Corporation regardless of destination.49 

The second purpose was to make Armstrong understand that the farm sector was 
‘subsidising’ the very inefficient processing and distribution sectors and the offenders were 
loitering on promised rationalisation: when the pressure was on, they proved ‘incapable, 
unwilling or very slow to deliver.’ Blake and Watts said the DFA had driven rationalisation and 
adjustments through the vision planning process, yet the NSW farmer received less for market 
milk than his Victorian counterpart, because other sectors took a greater share of the total milk 
revenue to cover their much higher costs. The NSW farmer then had to meet the full cost of the 
all-milk levy from his own pocket, since unlike Victoria and other states, the levy was not 
recognised as a cost of production in the price-setting formula. Because the factories had not 
faced such pressure, their rationalisation lagged. Likewise in distribution. NSW could compete 
with Victorian-sourced milk only by reducing those costs not consistent with Victorian 
counterparts. Yet the avoidance game continued, with reliance on farm margin cuts to make 
NSW competitive. This had to stop. 

Two road blocks stood in the way of the restructure that had to happen. The processing, 
storage and distribution margins that caused so many ructions at the end of 1988 still weren’t 
resolved. Secondly, processors and vendors lacked a coherent plan for aggressively culling city 
depots and reshaping processor and vendor operations. An orderly process of reform and a 
steady revision of relative shares in the price structure was the ideal. But the DFA felt it may 
have to compel change ‘by market forces’. Unless processors and distributors removed excess 
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costs or absorbed them, farmers would not hesitate to seek deregulation beyond the farm gate. 
Other sectors would then have to build markets based on their own efficiencies. 

The meeting with Armstrong was fruitful. Although the complexities were confusing, 
Armstrong was on side about a firm farm gate price and a better return for farmers.50 To call 
industry leaders to account, he arranged a breakfast meeting on 23 May 1990, at the Gazebo 
Hotel. Armstrong opened with pointed reference to the wisdom of New Zealand’s leading 
deregulator, Roger Douglas, who saw that too many reformers naïvely sought consensus before 
the reform, and then compromised to bring the benefits up front and push the costs down the 
line. Douglas advocated ‘reform by quantum leaps’, because consensus for quality decisions 
developed progressively only after they were implemented; step-by-step reform just allowed 
vested interests to mobilise.51 ‘Never allow momentum to falter’ was the Douglas motto, and 
Armstrong questioned his breakfast companions on progress with their stated objectives. He 
insisted that reduction of regulation be pursued with urgency. He knew he faced a strong 
counterview that regulation had been in place for decades, had mainly worked for the benefit of 
the industry and consumers, and should not be discarded lightly.52 

The DFA ultimatum 
The DFA annual conference took place the next day. Frank Blake made a memorable 
presidential speech that delivered a hard-hitting ultimatum to the other sectors. Farm incomes 
depended on the performance and efficiency of the sectors that generated the actual sales, but 
Blake considered it no longer appropriate for farmers to be ‘bonded by regulation’ to other 
sectors. He warned that the DFA was quite prepared to uncouple the farm sector so it could look 
after its own interests independently. This was a public statement of intent to ask the 
government to deregulate the industry past the farm gate and allow the market to force the 
necessary changes.53 

The vice-president, Reg Smith, pressed home the same theme. The areas where NSW was 
uncompetitive with Victoria were well known, but correction was painfully slow. The DFA 
conference carried a resolution to support processor efforts to rationalise vendor depots and 
another to maintain pressure for the Dairy Corporation to reduce its size, responsibilities and all 
possible costs.54 

The DFA followed up with a special position paper to articulate just where it stood. The DFA 
intended to break with Victorian benchmarking on an all-in, total sector basis. It argued for 
sector-by-sector competitive costing and had worked out the maths. NSW had a 6¢ freight buffer 
against Victoria. NSW farmers were competitive with Victorian farmers, ignoring geography and 
the extra cost of producing all year. To be on a true par, they needed to gain 2¢ a litre. That left 
processors and distributors a total buffer of 4¢. If they couldn’t cut combined costs to within 4¢ of 
the Victorian equivalent, that would be their problem. Those costs needed to fall from 24.11¢ to 
19.45¢ a litre. Large processors could exist on 19.45¢ a litre once depot costs were addressed, 
but several country processors would struggle owing to low output and vast areas of delivery. 
The subsidy from metropolitan processors under NSW’s uniform retail price policy was no longer 
appropriate. If the government wished to limit the differential for political reasons, a pooling 
mechanism might allow a cross-subsidy of up to 2¢ a litre. Any processor who wasn’t viable at 
that level should submit to rationalisation. Once proper margins were established, no further 
special allowances should apply.55 

While the DFA applied the blowtorch to processors and distributors, Ian Langdon targeted 
distribution and the Corporation. He knew that Victorian milk could reach Melbourne 
supermarkets for 10¢ a litre less than NSW milk could be landed on Sydney shelves. Two 
factors explained the discrepancy. The average daily load of an ACF vendor was just over 1000 
litres, compared with the average of 5000 litres in Melbourne and Canberra. Since many Sydney 
vendors handled more than 5000 litres a day, many very small vendors clearly delivered very 
inefficient loads. Unrealistic goodwill added to vendor costs. Langdon cited a run advertised at 
$190,000: for a van worth $20,000 and goodwill of $170,000. It involved only 18 hours a week 
and earned a gross profit of $1500, 40% of which would disappear as interest paid on the loan 
for goodwill alone. Such costs pushed vendor delivery margins way above a par with Victoria. 
ACF planned to break the vicious cost cycle by pushing on with depot closures, slashing the 
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number of vendors, putting remaining vendors on a contract, and requiring more of them to load 
directly from the plant.56 

Langdon also believed that the role of the Corporation had expanded beyond the needs of the 
industry and its capacity to pay. Total operating costs of $14.4 million compared with $7.5 million 
in Victoria, $1.8 million in Queensland and $0.9 million in South Australia. Many of the extra 
functions that piled up NSW costs were unnecessary or were duplicated by processors. 
Payment to farmers and freight contracting were two such areas. Another was quality control, 
where Langdon believed the Corporation should adopt an audit role that simply ensured that 
processor procedures were in place and responsibly carried out. Similarly, processor contracting 
of vendors would relieve the Corporation of much of its licensing load, and processor pursuit of 
commercial objectives would allow the Corporation to devote fewer resources to policy making. 
Langdon denied he was ‘anti Corporation’: rather, he was ‘anti the continuation of too many 
jockeys on the cow’s back.’57 

The DFA and ACF were at one in believing that the industry’s future depended on the 
confidence of the farmer and the security of the farm gate price, and that Section 38 legislation 
was the cornerstone of both. Neither thought it would be easily won, but both hoped Armstrong 
would see mutual advantage in carefully managed deregulation of processing and distribution. 

The release of another Whan report commissioned by Armstrong provided more impetus in 
that direction. Focused on market opportunities for fresh milk products, the report again criticised 
the inefficiencies of NSW distribution. Informally, Whan also let it be known that the ‘The Group’ 
he acted for in seeking industry reform now included some of the majors—including Coles and 
Sandhurst, and Woolworths and IEL—and had easy access to the Premier.58 The Fleming group 
continued a stream of applications for industry documents related to price setting, and delivered 
another lengthy submission for an independent prices enquiry. It then leapt on a mid-year 
announcement of a small price increase with abundant publicity about dubious price setting 
processes and the need for a government overhaul. Continuing to press the case for an enquiry, 
Fleming claimed that retail milk prices were being increased to rebuild the contingency reserve 
depleted by the discounts of 1989. ‘The poor old public has to foot the bill,’ said Fleming. ‘It’s a 
bloody joke.’59 

On 1 July 1990, CER with New Zealand came into effect, bringing further uncertainty and 
instability. Victorians were nervous about an export downturn, a domestic dust-up with New 
Zealand, and their Minister’s attempts to break down market milk pricing and put the whole 
Victorian industry on a commercial footing. NSW was nervous about how the Victorians would 
react to the pressures. Winston Watts sensed that Victorian farm leaders were coming to accept 
that they were probably on their own and there’d be a sorting out of the most efficient.60 In July, 
Barry Rowe scrapped the idea of linking the market milk price to the world price but confirmed 
that all distribution zoning would end and all wholesale and retail pricing would be deregulated. 
On 30 July, 2000 Victorian farmers marched on Parliament to voice their concern.61 

The mood in other states was not encouraging. Western Australia had accepted the 
deregulated world and decided to rely on geographic isolation for salvation. South Australia was 
toying with deregulation but waiting for someone else to go first. Queensland was wedded to 
orderly structure and ‘premium’ pricing but now faced a less sympathetic Labor Government. It 
was positioning to use the freight cost from Victoria (10¢–12¢ a litre) to meet any competition 
flowing from NSW. In NSW, the political push ramped up as Premier Greiner found a soul mate 
in Prime Minister Bob Hawke at a Premiers’ Conference. In June 1990, Greiner presented a 
paper to a Brisbane meeting on Hawke’s pet subject of ‘micro-economic reform’, with much 
intellectual input from his chief deregulation strategist, Gary Sturgess. Greiner was also riding 
high in his home state polls.62 

Of the myriad pressures weighing on the NSW industry, the supermarket push remained the 
most immediate, the one that was linked to all the others, and the one that was most likely to 
trigger a sudden crisis through independent processor action.63 Despite Armstrong’s 
continuing—and insistent—encouragement, many in the industry believed the government would 
either force the issue and deregulate overnight, or do nothing to restrain disruptive forces and let 
the whole thing self-destruct.64 Since either scenario was considered a recipe for ruin, there was 
good reason to get back firmly into the driver’s seat and manage a program of change. The 
NSW industry knew what had to be done. Making it happen was much harder. The DFA and the 
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Corporation felt they took a leap forward when the new quota exchange at last opened on 20 
July 1990. 

A deregulation plan 
It was by now a cliché to say that the NSW industry could not become competitive until the 
distribution problem was solved. On the industry agenda since 1984, rationalisation of 
distribution had still only scratched the surface of what everyone knew had to be done. The 
spaghetti maze of milk collection and delivery routes went hand in hand with vendor depots 
established in the horse and cart days. Supermarkets demanded cheaper milk, direct dealing 
with processors and direct delivery from processor plants to stores or warehouses. 

The DIPG planning process had achieved a great deal but went round in circles on 
distribution, trapped in a Catch 22 of sequence, money and people problems. Before the all-
important savings could be harvested, money had to be spent in a massive reassembly of new 
physical facilities, logistics and people resources before or in concert with dismantling the old. A 
minimum of $43 million would be needed just to upgrade processing and distribution facilities so 
rationalisation could proceed.65 Money was tight when interest rates were high, costs were 
escalating and margins had been slashed. The NSW milk price was 8¢ to 11¢ a litre below what 
the normal automatic pricing formula would have delivered since the price cuts of April 1989; in 3 
years it had risen 6% compared with a consumer price index rise of 22%.66 On the people side, 
those most affected by change often took a disruptive approach in a quest to survive, causing 
the industry to hold back its plans. Those who accepted the change usually wanted 
compensation for their loss of value, but attempts to rescue the ‘goodwill’ embedded in business 
investments faced enormous legal and financial challenges. 

For years there’d been plans to minimise milk handling and distribution costs by using more 
centralised collection points. Vendors would travel further to pick up their milk but expand to 
make the economics and logistics work. In the 18 months from early 1989, metropolitan depots 
were cut by 9 (30%), while the number of vendors shrank some 30% over 5 years. But depot 
closures largely resulted in most vendors moving to other offsite depots, with no material savings 
in cartage costs. It took endless consultations and cajoling to achieve this much. But processors 
couldn’t proceed until vendor numbers were halved.67 To unplug the road blocks, the industry 
needed a circuit breaker. 

Under pressure from the DFA, the Minister and Ian Langdon, the momentum of industry 
planning picked up from mid-1990. Winston Watts drove the DIPG timetable with a whip hand. 
Supermarkets and wholesalers saw milk as a high-volume, repetitive item and wanted more of 
the available dollars. To achieve it they’d ruthlessly attract trade from home vendors, play 
processor against processor and demolish zoning. But they seemed less interested in breaking 
the farmer price. Watts had reason to believe the supermarkets would accept a regulated farm 
price if the rest of the industry was freed up. An ‘unofficial’ approach suggested the industry 
provide a timetable of deregulation which the supermarkets could live with.68 Watts pushed the 
DIPG committees to get cracking on proposals and timelines. The logical sequence of steps 
couldn’t happen all at once. So the DIPG decided that only a 2-year transition could achieve the 
restructure needed to survive the removal of regulations. It hoped to offer firm proposals and 
timetables for deregulation and gain in return the time and guaranteed security needed to 
reorganise. ‘A dead set trade-off deal,’ said Watts.69 

Driving this sudden acceptance of deregulation from processor to consumer was the stark 
probability of massive disruption if the industry did not control the process of change. If the 
government reneged on undertakings to allow time to adjust, the industry would suffer chaotic 
and unstructured change, but would also have scope for legal redress. It seemed likely that the 
government would choose a more subtle approach, allowing the industry to starve of funding 
until it broke. Concerns that a current industry player would sabotage orderly marketing went 
beyond Perfection to several struggling country processors. Overlying all these possibilities was 
the instability of the Victorian industry.70 

The DIPG plan that developed from July 1990 was based on several central principles. The 
first was to focus on what would satisfy the supermarkets but preserve a secure farm gate price. 
The second was to establish a sequence of actions to be taken over a 2-year period. The third 
was to extract maximum revenue from the price structure while remaining competitive with 
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Victoria. The fourth was to use financial incentives to induce industry people to accept change 
and adjust their behaviour.71 

Money and motivation were integral to the DIPG plan for a major industry restructure. The 
result was a highly detailed and tightly integrated program, reflecting a great deal of work by 
many people. Market segmentation lay at the heart of a more flexible pricing structure that would 
offer choice to consumers and supermarkets, and pull in more revenue for restructuring. It 
wasn’t necessary to drop the price of every single unit of milk in order to compete with interstate 
milk, only to provide a direct competitive counter to the house brand milks that supermarkets felt 
they had to have. The new idea was to provide an industry ‘standard brand’. Priced just 
marginally above the supermarket brands, and sold only in 1 and 2 litre containers, it would be 
available to all retailers, regardless of size or sales volumes.72 

The proposed pricing policy had three parts. The first part was an old idea: to restrict 
discounting to the product lines and the geographic areas that faced direct competition from 
Victorian milk. This essentially meant 1 and 2 litre white milks in Sydney, Wollongong and 
Newcastle. The second idea was to squeeze as much income as possible from consumer loyalty 
to processor brands by increasing their price differential with house brands. By contrast, the 
industry ‘standard brand’ would be priced to give the industry a position at the budget end of the 
market. Thirdly, periodic price discounts on the standard brand would disrupt the profits and 
expectations of suppliers of Victorian-sourced milks. The discounts would be funded from the 
price increment on premium products. Tiered pricing was a familiar strategy in the grocery trade, 
and the offer of a second, low-priced brand would provide consumer choice and hopefully 
overcome government concerns.73 

To meet supermarket demands on distribution, processors needed to centralise their 
operations and enter direct contracts with supermarkets. ACF and United Dairies agreed on a 
process of transition: from a regulated system of zoning where vendors ‘owned’ distribution, to 
one where processors were in control and had to compete for supermarket business. To 
minimise disruption and appropriate vendor knowledge and customer relationships, processors 
now saw good reason to contract their vendors to conduct the deliveries, just as Bob Grey had 
hoped. They’d aggregate runs, reduce vendors, and offsite depots with a target daily load of 
5000 litres per vendor, mostly collected from existing plants.74 

By late July a committee led by Dairy Corporation staff had prepared a 2-year timetable. For 2 
years the standard industry brand would be offered statewide with a regulated price structure, 
the pricing of ‘premium’ brands would rise, and a fund would be built from the increased price of 
milk. Over the same period, the transition from vendor zoning would occur as some vendors 
exited, runs were integrated and franchise agreements were struck for what would then be 
processor zones. Vendors would be paid for their distribution rights through a loan from the 
industry fund, repaid through ongoing deductions from margins. After 2 years, the pricing of all 
milks past the input price to processors would be deregulated and all zoning regulations would 
be removed.75 

When the DIPG met on 16 August, various committees were still working on margins and milk 
transport, and the next DIPG meeting was scheduled for 18 October. Suddenly the timetable 
was compressed. Concerned that an industry player would break ranks, the DIPG rushed to 
complete its proposal.76 On 11 September 1990, the DIPG put the finishing touches to its plan 
and a DIPG delegation presented it to the Minister the same day.77 The DIPG promised to 
deliver a commercially driven and substantially deregulated industry by 31 December 1992: an 
explicit commitment to deregulation just 1 year after the first DIPG report that clung to the 
fundamentals of regulation.78 

The DIPG proposal was presented as a culmination of the integrated program of industry 
restructuring started back at Windsor in February 1988.79 Paradoxically, rationalisation since 
then had resulted in a few very large processors, and several very much smaller processors, 
and increased the disparity in operating costs and cost recovery from current margins, 
particularly between country and city. For this reason, the DIPG proposed dividing the state into 
two marketing areas: the major metropolitan area and the country area. Processors in the major 
market area could distribute the industry brand plus their own proprietary brand anywhere within 
that area, but not to country areas. Country processors were likewise restricted to the defined 
country area. In a further break with regulated tradition, the plan proposed a different margin for 
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the two areas, to reflect the extra cost of long-distance distribution without rewarding 
inefficiencies or covering costs not actually incurred.80 

To override resistance to structural change, the plan incorporated incentives into vendor and 
processor margins. Rewards would go to processors who updated facilities and distributed more 
milk through an onsite or centralised distribution point, and to vendors who collected the 
maximum volume of product from a central processor site. A vendor who was prepared to travel 
at least 15 km to a plant might add an extra 0.5¢ a litre to his base margin if he collected 10,000 
litres a week, but an extra 1¢ a litre if he collected 22,500 litres. Should a processor not 
accommodate a vendor in this preferred way, the processor would pay the incentive to which the 
vendor was entitled. Processors would thus be pressed to upgrade distribution facilities. 
Similarly, processor margins would recognise the difference in costs where a processor supplied 
minimal milk through a factory collection point, compared with a processor who distributed most 
milk this way. Thus, a processor who supplied 20% of his milk at the plant could add 0.7¢ a litre 
to his base margin, while a processor who distributed 90% onsite could add 3.15¢ a litre.81 

Funds generated from the tiered price structure were to be channelled into the existing vendor 
rationalisation fund, which still received 0.5¢ a litre from vendor margins. Proprietary brand sales 
would add another 0.75¢ a litre, with further increases at 6-monthly price reviews. On the basis 
of the projected increases, by December 1992 the fund would accumulate $20 million. During 
the following 3 years, the price premium (gradually reduced) would be transferred to the still 
regulated farm gate price. Over 5 years, approximately $42 million would go into a fund to assist 
the restructure.82 

The DIPG proposal came with three major qualifications. To protect the farm sector, the 
government must accept and deliver early introduction of Section 38 provisions.83 Secondly, to 
nourish investment, the industry expected to receive meaningful adjustments to all margins and 
retail prices during the 2-year transition, and for the farm sector and Corporation thereafter. 
Thirdly, the plan to buy out all current vendor businesses and reconstruct them for resale as 
expanded ‘distribution business areas’ under contract to processors would probably require 
government assistance to supplement the financing provided through the industry fund.84 

For vendors, the most heart-sinking part of the plan was the intention to remove the statutory 
zoning provisions which provided the foundation for orderly milk marketing. They’d seen 
themselves as the saviours of regulation because they held their ground as the frontline defence 
of zoning over several years. The AMVA was bulldozed into letting it go. The only basis on which 
they capitulated to the industry majority was the proviso that a compensation scheme must give 
all vendors the right to sell their business at its fair invested value. In this regard, the AMVA 
considered the sum generated by the DIPG proposal grossly inadequate.85 

With Winston Watts identified as ‘the driving force’ behind the DIPG paper,86 the industry had 
come to this point after immense goading from several quarters, including all supermarket 
chains, Fleming’s retailer group, Perfection Dairies and the State Government. More friendly fire 
came from the DFA and Ian Langdon. The farmers and then the processors dragged the 
vendors over the line that promised post-farm-gate deregulation by December 1992. But there 
was still no guarantee that this was how the future would unfold. 
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Chapter 11: Playing for time 

As a cricketing man, Warren Noble said that if he had to pick a batsman to ensure his test team 
would not lose, he would pick Bob Grey, ‘because I could guarantee he would never give up his 
wicket; they would have to take it off him.’ Bob Grey, he said, had ‘never given anything away.’1 
He would continue to prove his mettle in the game of time that played out over the next 3 years. 

As a member of the Dairy Industry Planning Group (DIPG), which designed the industry’s 
deregulation plan, Bob Grey had been hustled across the finishing line of its final formulation in 
September 1990, but still clung tenaciously to his right to dissent on behalf of his vendors. Even 
as a delegation presented the proposal to Ian Armstrong, Grey warned of his own reservations 
and stressed that the Amalgamated Milk Vendors Association (AMVA) had still to decide its pos-
ition, which might include the option for vendors to break ranks with the industry and take what-
ever action was necessary to protect their interests.2 He knew many were prepared to do so. 

In a succession of subsequent AMVA gatherings, from state council deliberations to mass 
meetings, vendors weighed up the case for digging in for the status quo against taking on reform 
but demanding a better offer.3 They were, frankly, offended by the disregard for how far they had 
already come. Most accepted the gravity of the escalating threats the industry was seeking to 
forestall but suspected they would again be the sacrificial lambs. They’d go along with the DIPG 
plan only on two clear provisos: that registered milk vendors would still deliver all the milk, and 
that all vendors would be fully compensated for any loss of business value.4 Since the figures 
generated by the DIPG program went nowhere near the necessary sums, their cooperation was 
put on hold. 

Response to a plan 
If the DIPG hoped to appease the supermarkets with its promise of deregulation, it was soon 
clear it had failed. The retailers rejected the plan as too slow, too piecemeal, essentially self-
serving and missing the point: that the distribution system didn’t just need a bit of rationalisation; 
it cried out for complete reconstruction. The retailer representatives on Conference were 
stunned that the plan had been presented as a fait accompli without consultation. They scorned 
the idea of the standard industry brand as already obsolete, given consumer shifts to generics. 
Informal feedback via Bob Whan indicated that the Fleming group simply did not believe that the 
industry was serious, nor that it could be trusted to deliver the reforms; the concept of having to 
‘pay out’ vendors was considered laughable.5 A formal critique delivered to Nick Greiner, Ian 
Armstrong and Gerry Peacocke dismissed the DIPG plan on several levels: it continued to prop 
up inefficient processors through increased margins and postponed their reform; it pandered to 
the mistaken view that the government owed milk vendors a living when the Act explicitly denied 
that responsibility; and the proposed premium brand and price structure offered consumers no 
extra value but would charge them more to sustain the same system. Moreover, the proposal 
threatened farmer security by defending the indefensible, exacerbating retailer aggravation and 
ensuring a concerted challenge. The retailers wanted immediate abolition of all the vendor and 
processor monopolies to allow retailers and consumers freedom of choice. The ‘Group’ made it 
clear that it intended to continue its disruptive activities until it got what it wanted.6 

The ‘Group’ had grown in size and influence into a heavyweight lobby with ‘easy access’ to 
Premier Greiner. It had good reason to believe the government would welcome an excuse for an 
open enquiry or a third-party challenge that would trigger spontaneous deregulation. Perceiving 
that the two National Party ministers, Armstrong and Peacocke, had sided with the industry and 
blocked three separate pushes for a pricing enquiry, the group was adopting a broader strategy, 
of which Greiner was said to be an integral part. This seemed to involve the launch of new 
specialty products, possibly processed by Perfection and Bonlac’s Wagga Wagga subsidiary 
and distributed through Davids. With exclusive access to the innovative products, the group 
would deliberately breach the distribution and zoning restrictions, daring the industry and 
government to stop them. A vociferous follow-up attack on the next price review was expected to 
justify a quick government cave-in, with overnight deregulation. A veiled warning suggested that 
farmers should join forces with the retailers and recognise their common interests in selling more 
milk, or they too would be losers.7 
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The DIPG package was presented to Armstrong as a discussion paper, but certain conditions 
were listed for ministerial approval. One was immediate acceptance of Section 38 legislation; 
another was approval by 1 November of tiered branding and the market split into metropolitan 
and country areas.8 The Minister replied on 2 November, with commendation of industry efforts 
but no specific approvals. Indeed, he had three serious reservations. He supported Section 38 
legislation in principle but had to ensure that its deterrence of interstate trade did not infringe 
Section 92. He was also concerned that country prices could rise sharply when price controls, 
zoning and city-to-country cross-subsidies ceased. But the biggest headache was the industry 
bid for full vendor compensation, with a hefty contribution from government. Quite apart from the 
question of whether the government was obliged to pay anything, he wondered why the 
rationalisation margin would be imposed only on the proprietary brands and not all milk, to 
provide maximum funding from the industry.9 

The compensation issue 
Vendor compensation immediately loomed as a major hurdle for the DIPG plan. To the AMVA it 
was a logical complement to the demand to restructure distribution by wiping out half the 
vendors. It was based on the view that vendors who had invested in good faith should not be 
stripped of the value of their runs because other people decided to change the rules. The DIPG 
proposed that all vendors surrender their runs to the Corporation before zoning ended. Those 
who chose to leave the industry would receive a surrender payment equivalent to the goodwill 
value of their runs under regulation. After the runs were assembled into more efficient units, 
those vendors who remained would receive compensation equivalent to the difference in 
goodwill before and after—a measure of the value that previous exclusive rights had added but 
deregulation took away. The aggregate sum would be met jointly by vendors, consumers and 
consolidated revenue. The industry already had a $4 million kitty from the levy on vendor 
margins. During the 2 years up to December 1992, consumers would contribute a further $20 
million via levies on proprietary brand sales. With those levies continuing at a declining rate over 
the following 3 years, the industry expected to harvest about $42 million over the 5-year period. 
This would leave the government to pick up the tab on any additional compensation payment 
and the interest on advance borrowings.10 With AMVA goodwill estimates totalling around $120 
million, the government could be up for quite a sum. 

The government was philosophically split over compensation. The division was clearly 
delineated by the tough fight over deregulation of the egg industry in 1989, a top target for 
Greiner and advisor Gary Sturgess, now head of the Cabinet Office. The egg industry was in 
uproar because certain large hen producers opted out of the system, refused to pay the 
substantial hen quota levy, then reaped huge rewards by undercutting those who continued to 
pay it. The regular producers saw their business being stolen and wanted the rebels removed. 
The Greiner camp believed the solution was to deregulate the industry, eliminate the hen levy for 
everyone and deliver cheaper egg prices to consumers. 

As the responsible minister, Armstrong took a different perspective. No deregulation zealot, 
he distinguished between the honest producers who obeyed the rules and continued to pay for 
egg quota, and the rebels who broke the rules and made a killing. He wanted the cheats 
punished and refused to let the legitimate producers lose out. He would deregulate only on 
condition that the rebels were dealt with and honest producers were compensated for the loss of 
their hen quota. By contrast, the Greiner camp despised regulated industries, believed their 
participants to be inefficient, and felt more affinity with the rebel producers who had broken away 
from regulation: though they were lining their own pockets, they still offered cheaper prices. 
Greiner flatly rejected the notion of spending any government money on compensation, both on 
principle and because of the danger of precedents. He saw no intrinsic property right in hen 
quotas: indeed, as Sturgess would say, there was ‘something particularly unnatural about egg 
quotas.’11 Armstrong won the battle but gave ground on the war: he could have compensation of 
$15 per bird and a total $61 million, but Greiner would ‘never, ever again’ agree to compensation 
for anything else. The deal was sold to Treasury as a gain for the public, who’d pay less for their 
eggs, and worth a public investment to get farmers to leave the industry.12 To sustain the 
story, Greiner extracted a pre-deregulation promise from retailers to pass on the price cuts 
to consumers.13 
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Given Greiner’s never-again stipulation, the political die seemed already cast on milk vendor 
compensation. Although Armstrong was reportedly sympathetic, the Premier’s top officers 
foreshadowed an uphill battle with Cabinet and Treasury.14 Rejigging the odds was the 
revelation that the large retailers had failed to pass on the deregulation price cuts provided by 
egg farmers and had pocketed sizeable windfall profits.15 Armstrong pursued his own lines of 
enquiry, first seeking legal advice on government liability for compensation, then obtaining an 
independent assessment of the goodwill value of existing vendor runs. Then he assigned Ian 
Webb, his former Chief of Staff and currently in charge of winding up the Egg Corporation, to 
examine the feasibility of the DIPG proposals on milk distribution. In the course of his enquiries, 
Webb interviewed many industry members, and Bob Grey made sure he was high on the list.16 

Overall, Webb judged the proposals as neither feasible nor practical, but his reasoning 
offered vendors some comfort. Regulators might argue that the goodwill of a vendor run was the 
cost of a vendor licence—only $12—but Webb confirmed that AMVA estimates of total goodwill 
of $120 million were in the same ball park as those determined independently by different 
methods of assessment. More significantly, Webb also acknowledged a moral responsibility for 
losses incurred from dezoning. By providing milk vendors with guaranteed margins and 
exclusive trading rights, the government had created a benefit of obvious commercial value, 
implicitly recognised by a Corporation licence mechanism that allowed vendors to buy and sell 
their runs. Processors might mount a similar case since government-defined zones required 
them to maintain depots which would become redundant under dezoning and require a costly 
restructure of processor operations. Unfortunately, the moral obligation applied only to the 
portion of goodwill that was due to the benefits conferred by regulation, which was virtually 
impossible to separate from the total value of the business. Webb didn’t think the DIPG’s 
complicated surrender and buyback mechanism would yield any more meaningful valuation.17 

Even more telling, Webb’s economic analysis indicated that dezoning would yield no quick 
pay-off. The DIPG proposals would accelerate structural changes but, with well over 50% of 
vendors still servicing loans at an average $222 a week, the costs would continue long after the 
zones that gave rise to the debts were abolished. The only way to pull out big savings and price 
cuts for consumers was to remove such costs quickly. Comparisons with the Hen Quota 
Scheme were compelling. Under regulation, debt servicing on hen quota cost 12¢ to 16¢ a 
dozen. Because the entire hen quota was paid out up front on deregulation, these costs were 
fully saved. Had the quota been paid out partially or not at all, production costs under 
deregulation would hardly have fallen and consumers would have seen little benefit. Grey 
rejoiced to see Webb’s words: ‘These principles apply acutely in the case of the milk vendors.’ At 
least 20% of vendors devoted a good third of gross profit to interest commitments.18 Since 
rationalisation of depots and runs was occurring within the regulated system anyway, was it 
necessary to deregulate to achieve rationalisation benefits? Webb saw no prima facie case for 
the DIPG proposal in its current form, and suggested the government provide the industry with 
the opportunity to review its plan. 

Webb’s report went to Armstrong in January 1991. Armstrong held it close for another 4 
months, claiming the need for legal advice on whether it should be released to industry. Bob 
Grey managed to obtain a copy on the sly. By the time the report was officially released to 
Conference in April, events had moved on. 

Section 38 and the Ballarat Agreement 
If vendor support for the DIPG plan was dependent on adequate compensation, farmer support 
was contingent on government acceptance of Section 38 provisions as the cornerstone of the 
plan. The NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association’s (DFA’s) ultimate goal was to achieve national 
security for the farm gate pricing of market milks, and the operation of Section 38 legislation in 
each state was seen as the only effective way to enforce it. The ‘comfort clause’ of the Kerin 
Plan had had its day, worn out the tolerance of federal and state ministers, and ran too close to 
the boundaries of constitutional legality under Section 92. Section 38 provisions were to be the 
substitute for the comfort clause, which was certain to vanish when the Kerin Plan ended in 1992.19 

Though a substitute for the comfort clause, the intended function of Section 38 legislation was 
different. The comfort clause was a threat to bring a system down; Section 38 was designed to 
keep the system sealed up. Victoria’s Section 38 was reworded in November 1987 as way out of 
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the comfort clause deadlock of the milk war. Before the change, Victoria’s market milk system 
could be bypassed and abused. Processors like Midland could appear to buy milk for 
manufactured products but then use it for processing market milk. Occurring outside the control 
of the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority (VDIA), such transactions deprived Victorian farmers of 
their rightful market milk price. The offending processor could then bypass the regulated system 
in another state, freely selling its packaged milk to a NSW retailer at a price that undercut NSW 
milk sold at regulated prices. 

The 1987 amendment was intended to protect Victorian farmers and remove the comfort 
clause threat from the Victorian industry. Section 38 of the Victorian Dairy Industry Act originally 
prohibited the sale in Victoria of market milk made from milk not previously accepted by the 
VDIA. The amendment required that all milk processed into market milk in Victoria must first be 
‘accepted’ and subsequently ‘supplied’ by the VDIA, regardless of where it was ultimately sold, 
thereby enforcing VDIA control and its regulated pricing. Conviction of an offence under the Act 
provided the VDIA with grounds for suspending or cancelling a licence to process milk—a 
persuasive power.20 

By protecting the input price of Victorian-processed market milk, Section 38 reduced the 
incentive for interstate trade into NSW. But it did not apply to milk processed in other states. 
Interstate processors could still legally source raw Victorian milk at manufacturing rates. A 
Section 38 equivalent in NSW would block a Perfection-type breakaway and force all processors 
to compete equally in sourcing milk for market milk purposes. A network of Section 38 
equivalents in all states would stop all cut-price leaks and make it possible to sustain a common 
base price throughout the nation. All processors would be effectively bound to buy through a 
state authority in each state, and the sourcing and point of sale would no longer matter.21 This 
was the position the DFA started to build through the NSW–Victorian milk committee of 1989–
90. It was the basis of the market milk objectives embodied in the 11-point plan adopted 
nationally by farmer organisations in May 1990 and accepted in principle by agriculture ministers 
at the Australian Agricultural Council (AAC) meeting in August 1990. 

Opinion varied as to whether common legislation of this type would infringe Section 92. 
Purists believed that the implicit intent to discourage interstate trade was sufficient to breach the 
law, but it hadn’t been put to a High Court test. Because the law was passed by State 
Parliament, not by regulation, it was presumed to be ‘good law’ until found wanting by the High 
Court. A legal challenge launched by Midland and Jewel in December 1987 ran into this 
obstacle. In seeking a court order that the VDIA be required to supply milk needed for the 
Sydney market at the original 12¢ a litre discount, Midland argued that it could not otherwise 
continue to supply discount milk for Sydney consumers. When Justice Foster dismissed this 
argument in the Federal Court, Midland was forced to pay the regulated price until a full hearing 
gave a result. After Bonlac acquired Midland in late 1988, no further action took place, and the 
case was finally withdrawn in late 1990 with the Section 38 challenge unresolved.22 

While Victorian farmers cared about market milk pricing, of far more significance was what 
they stood to gain on manufacturing. An Industry Commission (IC) enquiry would soon scrutinise 
the Kerin Plan and advise how to proceed when it ended. A repeat of the industry conflict that 
preceded the Kerin Plan would dash any hope of a legislated extension. With world prices 
falling, the industry was again haggling over the size of the all-milk levy. A strategic planning 
workshop held by the Australian Dairy Industry Council (ADIC) in March 1990—and designed by 
Mike Taylor, author of the Section 38 amendment—was a major exercise in focusing minds on 
the crucial links between manufacturing and market milk and the merits of the all-milk levy and 
Section 38.23 This became more relevant when the IC’s dairy enquiry opened in concert with the 
sudden collapse in December 1990 of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 
Uruguay Round, which was expected to reform world markets. 

A major gathering at Ballarat in February 1991 was intended to marshal industry forces, settle 
on the story to put to the IC, and persuade everyone to support and sell it. At a special 2-day 
session, 53 industry leaders representing all states, and farmers and processors from across the 
nation, examined all the options for a post-Kerin Plan arrangement. The Corporate Visions 
model and facilitator managed the mainstream program, while many of the real deals were done 
in parallel meetings on the side. Winston Watts chain-smoked his way through many of them, 
and Pat Rowley hit the peak of his rounding-up powers. It was a real coup—and a huge relief—
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when everyone signed up to a set of principles that locked in the objectives of both market milk 
and manufacturing sectors. The resultant Ballarat Agreement recognised that the industry must 
protect both revenue sources and work together in one interwoven national plan. On the market 
milk side, the group agreed to include all modified, UHT, flavoured and ultrafiltered milks under 
the market milk structure. It explicitly ruled out the comfort clause, because the Federal Govern-
ment wouldn’t accept it. Section 38 legislation in all states was explicitly locked in. On the manu-
facturing side, the Ballarat group agreed to continue the Kerin Plan model with the same all-milk 
levy up to the same limit. It set its sights on a minimum 5-year plan, with no sunset provision.24 

The industry recognised that the free trade attitude expounded by many political leaders 
would pose a challenge in achieving all elements of the national plan. Bob Hawke’s major 
economic statement in March 1991 confirmed that reduction of industry protection remained a 
firm government policy, and the target was a general level of only 5% support by 1996.25 It was 
a cautionary message as Winston Watts agonised over how to frame the DFA submission to the 
IC. The standard industry arguments were now so stale that no one who mattered was listening. 
Struggling for a fresh slant, he took a leaf out of Hawke’s own book, adopting the concept of an 
‘accord’ between industry and government, just as Hawke had used with unions. Claiming that a 
communication and credibility gap currently fed a confrontationist approach in restructuring the 
Australian dairy industry, the DFA submission proposed that the IC recommend a 5-year ‘accord’ 
between industry and governments in addressing reform and identifying commercial alternatives 
to regulations in the long term. The DFA believed that the Ballarat Agreement should form the 
IC’s recommendations for the industry during the ‘accord’ period. This would offer a stable 
platform while the ‘accord’ process of restructuring was pursued.26 

Revising the NSW plan 
The NSW industry had accepted the need for structural reform. What it feared was vulnerability 
to attack during the transition. It craved sure stability while structures were rearranged, and 
some legislative guarantee that major parameters would be held constant for a reasonable 
period. The DIPG proposal of September 1990 asked for a 2-year breathing space in exchange 
for a promise to change. By early 1991, the hurdle of full vendor compensation seemed unlikely 
to be cleared, but the government was stalling on stating its position. This kept alive an industry 
view that the government hoped to engineer deregulation without liability, either through 
psyching the industry into a self-driven deregulation or by creating the space for a third-party 
trigger that let the government off the hook.27 

It looked as though Perfection might oblige. As an escape route for its viability problems, Jim 
Forsyth, Warren Noble and Bega each offered to buy Perfection, but it wasn’t for sale. Instead, 
Lester talked to Murray Goulburn and Bonlac in Victoria, discovering their dislike of Australian 
Co-operative Foods (ACF) and United Dairies. He found them eager to supply raw milk for NSW 
processing, at a price that would have ‘blown Sydney up’. Jim Fleming and John David were just 
as keen to buy the finished product, asking Lester to see them first if he bought Victorian milk. 
Lester knew there’d be no shortage of supermarket customers, all of them legally safe. Ian 
Webb picked up on the Perfection plan, suspecting a deal as early as February or March 1991.28 
This might have suited the Greiner camp but it certainly didn’t suit Armstrong, especially just 
before an election. 

To ward off political dangers, Webb offered to mediate in solving Perfection’s problem. He 
formed a committee of industry leaders, including Kinnersley and Forsyth, and gained Lester’s 
participation up to a deadline of 1 February. Fearing a rogue Sydney processor at this delicate 
time, everyone strove for a solution, but the depth of ill-feeling forced Webb to hold a meeting 
where he conveyed messages between parties separated into different rooms. As offers were 
made and rejected, Armstrong encouraged a ‘commercial’ solution, whereby no one was 
penalised unfairly.29 Lester wanted an extra 200,000 litres of trade a week—the amount the 
Perfection board considered they were still owed from 1972 and subsequent growth. A proposal 
was finally extracted whereby United Dairies would sell its Hornsby depot to Perfection with the 
transfer of several vendors and their trade. To sweeten this very bitter pill for Jim Forsyth, ACF 
agreed to exchange some trade with United Dairies in areas where vendor routes crisscrossed 
territories in inefficient ways.30 Legal advice was sought over the details, with less haste, on the 
basis of the bet that Lester was bluffing. 
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A country processor now owned by Bonlac also threatened the industry-wide branding of 
specialty milks run through Milk Marketing. Murrumbidgee Products planned to cease production 
of Lite White and Shape and launch its own branded products, made to the same formulation but 
using ultrafiltration technology to provide a superior taste, making it an equal rival to PhysiCAL. 
That Milk Marketing would lose the publicity allocation paid for use of the industry brand names 
was bad enough. Much worse, the availability of competing brands would revitalise the retailer 
argument for deregulation.31 

With no official response to the DIPG proposal by February 1991, Winston Watts argued for a 
rapid revision of tactics. The DIPG couldn’t afford to allow things to drift. An electoral win would 
put the government in the driver’s seat to create the ‘misfortune’ that would spark deregulation, 
without fear of an electoral backlash from the consequences. Armstrong had just told them 
informally that the industry ‘will be deregulated back to the farm gate in its next term,’ and the 
government was too broke to pay vendor compensation. Only 6 months before, Watts was 
confident that the farm sector was safe from deregulation demands. Now he believed that 
Greiner and the dry Liberals wanted to deregulate the farm sector as well. The industry needed 
Cabinet commitment before the election to offset the power Greiner would have after a win. 
Time was short, perhaps only 2 months. Watts said they must do four things: revise the 
deregulation package to make it saleable to government during its pre-election jitters; gain in 
return a firm commitment to the two-part national plan; develop a rationalisation plan for vendors 
that needed no government finance; and launch a political campaign to back up their case.32 

The DIPG started to revise its proposal, working off the Ballarat compact to strengthen the 
case for Section 38 provisions. The real quandary was vendor compensation. Bob Grey did low-
key reconnaissance. He spoke to backbenchers of all persuasions, cultivating the shadow 
ministers for agriculture (Bob Martin) and consumer affairs (Richard Amery) and the eccentric 
Democrat Richard Jones. He also mined the rich vein of information available from ministerial 
staffers and bureaucrats. Other useful informants were former political staffers who now 
operated as the Kortlang consultancy. Ian Kortlang was one of the trio of advisors who 
masterminded Greiner’s campaign for government. Malcolm McGregor had been senior political 
advisor to the Opposition leader, Bob Carr. With excellent political contacts on both sides, their 
assessment of government attitudes gave weight to Grey’s view that the government was very 
keen to deregulate, very keen to be seen to be fostering free markets and efficiency, and aghast 
at the thought of paying $120 million to vendors.33 

Grey had already accepted that deregulation was inevitable but equally had sworn that it 
wouldn’t be won easily. He played up the robust legal case vendors could mount for government 
compensation if financially ruined. The egg industry precedent was always good for a stir, and 
although egg producers were paid out, the egg carters made redundant by the changes were 
ignored. They were now gathering steam for a compensation payout. The brewing industry was 
another example of government creating property rights and then ignoring the losses caused 
when it changed the rules. Ostensibly strengthening Grey’s hand, the AMVA scored a win 
against Jewel in the High Court, with a decision that legitimised vendor action in boycotting 
Jewel stores in August 1987. But the victory was costly and too close for comfort, with switching 
verdicts from different courts over 5 years and a final decision split 3 to 2. Despite his frequent 
quips about legal claims, Grey didn’t really want to test his theories in court. If the cost of 
compensating all vendors was so great that the government wouldn’t pay without a long and 
expensive legal battle, the AMVA had to canvass other alternatives.34 Certain that the 
government would provide no answer before the election unless forced to address a different 
option, Grey judged that the government was pragmatic enough to listen to a proposal that 
reduced its exposure to compensation claims.35 

Grey took a cue from the Premier. At a recent meeting, Grey reminded Greiner of a previous 
pre-election statement that he only condoned regulation that produced clear consumer benefit 
and even then, only if it also had a sunset provision. Greiner confirmed that this was still the 
government’s position. A ‘sunset’ provision automatically expired at a set date unless specific 
action was taken to revive it; general legislation normally continued indefinitely until specific 
action was taken to end it. 
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From money to time 
Grey switched his mental focus from money to more time for adjustment—with a firm sunset. 
Webb’s report showed that the case for compensation worked only if the government 
deregulated overnight. If plenty of notice was given, most of the arguments didn’t hold up. The 
AMVA compensation demands convinced the government that sudden deregulation was 
dangerous, but the industry remained vulnerable should the government act more slowly or 
allow commercial forces a free hand.36 Without full up-front compensation, Grey judged 5 years 
to be the minimum for vendors to set themselves up to survive deregulation or to sell early if they 
wanted to get out. It was also far enough down the track to be less threatening and to make it 
easier to gain acceptance from vendor meetings. He decided it was 5 years or nothing. Anything 
less would be risky for vendors. Anything more would be far too long for supermarkets. 

During March 1991, the AMVA developed the bare bones of a proposal. Instead of asking the 
government to compensate vendors and then deregulate, the new option asked the government 
to maintain zoning and pricing control for 5 years. During that time, vendors would continue to 
rationalise and create efficiencies. Because all vendors would be warned not to join or stay in 
the industry unless prepared to work in a deregulated environment, the government could avoid 
a legal or political battle over compensation and still claim to be actively promoting free markets. 
After 5 years, the government could deregulate if it wanted to, and the AMVA could argue for an 
extension if it wanted to.37 As the target period for the national plan agreed on at Ballarat, 5 
years was the minimum period for which Section 38 legislation would be needed to stabilise 
market milk. The logic was that all governments, however hungry for change, must surely prefer 
managed restructure to chaotic disruption that caused unemployment and ruined many 
businesses, particularly before an election. 

Working to an expected election on 25 May, the DIPG pulled together a revised reform paper. 
The Kortlang group was retained to assist in framing a strategy suited to political acceptance.38 
The tiered branding strategy of the former DIPG plan had been discredited and was deleted. 
Instead, 5 years of regulation with regular price reviews would preserve the margins needed to 
keep the industry viable. The farm section of the plan sought government commitment to its 
basic protections: a 5-year national structure as per the Ballarat Agreement; maintenance of 
farm gate regulation for market milk, with 6-monthly price reviews; Section 38 legislation; quotas 
and the negotiable quota exchange; and the Corporation and the Dairy Industry Conference 
structures. The AMVA’s 5-year plan for distribution formed the bulk of the new DIPG proposal, 
presented specifically as an alternative to the previous proposal. The new option would ‘reduce 
government’s liability for compensation’ but ‘require a 5-year period of regulated rebate pricing 
and zoning to do so.’ New vendors would know that regulation was guaranteed only for the term 
of the plan. During the 5 years, rationalisation programs would be accelerated, home delivery 
revived, vendor portability extended, and performance-based contracts instigated between 
vendors and processors. Vendors who breached performance standards could find a competing 
vendor registered for the same area of trade. A more competitive and efficient system would be 
created, with immediate benefit to consumers while giving vendors time to amortise their 
investment.39 The proposal was structured to force the government to make an explicit choice 
between a quick 2-year route to deregulation with huge compensation hassles and a guaranteed 
5-year period for orderly restructure, with minimal exposure to compensation claims.40 

The Webb report lent weight to the relevance of timing when deregulating.41 The revised 
DIPG paper went to the Minister’s office on 26 April 1991.42 The Labor Party quickly expressed 
support but the government went quiet. On 7 May, Armstrong finally spoke out, hailing a ‘new 
era’ for the dairy industry, declaring it ready for less regulation. He explicitly accepted the 
principles contained in the Ballarat Agreement, said ‘exhaustive’ legal analysis had been 
undertaken on Section 38 legislation, and confirmed that it would be enacted in NSW as part of 
post-farm-gate deregulation. Though some discussion would need to occur on key issues, 
Armstrong said the industry would enjoy strong government support in all its reforms.43 

George Davey described the industry’s ‘delicate state of balance’: well positioned to proceed 
with orderly transition to a much less regulated system that would satisfy all demands, but beset 
by a range of threats that could precipitate rapid, uncontrolled deregulation. He pleaded for unity 
and disciplined planning.44 
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After the election 
Despite expectations of an easy victory, Greiner lost his handsome majority at the May election. 
In a hung parliament, he relied on four independents in the Assembly and Fred Nile in the Upper 
House. The position became tighter when the former education minister, Terry Metherell, went 
independent in October. Clinging to power by the skin of his teeth, Greiner’s ardour for 
deregulation had not cooled, but his political licence was constrained.45 

At Perfection Dairies, Steve Lester felt anything but constrained. Promised deadlines on the 
transfer of trade passed once more. Lester felt sure the industry was playing its usual stalling 
game on something it didn’t like. When he started to talk seriously to Murray Goulburn again, 
word soon spread. At a July conference, pointed statements about ‘maverick’ processors and 
loose talk about Perfection bluffs confirmed Lester’s views. When another deadline was missed, 
the Perfection board advised Ian Webb that they were done with talking and would go it alone. 
Armstrong called Lester and Bob Peel to his office to remind them of their deal to stick with the 
industry if moves were made to give them more trade. Lester reminded Armstrong that the 
industry had since procrastinated on promises of depot transfer and vendor movement for over 
18 months. Perfection was now going its own way.46 

Furious at being put in this parlous position, Armstrong recalled George Davey from overseas 
and demanded he ‘fix it’. A jetlagged Davey and the AMVA’s Bert Weingott were soon on 
Perfection’s doorstep, promising the extra trade within 4 weeks. Perfection insisted it take effect 
on 30 August. With relationships so poisoned that the relevant people couldn’t come together, 
Bert Weingott played honest broker and AMVA staff worked non-stop. AMVA members 
approved facilitation financing through AMVA Enterprises. On 29 August, the Hornsby depot and 
its vendor trade were transferred.47 Perfection had to sign an agreement not to deregulate the 
industry for 5 years. If it reneged, it would have to pay a sum that started at $2.6 million and 
reduced monthly for the period it stayed in. Perfection had no intention of breaking away. With 
the whole Upper North Shore right up to Mount Kuring-gai, it was suddenly a viable dairy 
company. The one who was really hurting was Jim Forsyth. But a major threat to industry 
stability was contained, also within a 5-year framework. 

Meanwhile, Section 38 legislation became the objective of the moment. Despite Armstrong’s 
pre-election commitment, the relationship soured when Armstrong took offence at industry 
engagement of professional lobbyists. That brought Kortlang services to an end.48 Then came 
the draft IC report released in June. It was no surprise that it challenged the economic rationale 
for maintaining a market milk premium and long-term manufacturing support, or that it 
recommended deregulation at all levels of the industry. The Commission did accept the 
argument for phased restructuring, though with tighter schedules than the industry envisaged. 
But it put the Ballarat Agreement in doubt by declaring that Section 38 would be constitutionally 
invalid. Advice from the federal Attorney General was unequivocal.49 The IC considered the 
comfort clause much more appropriate because it would force the industry into negotiation when 
conflict arose over interstate trade. The industry defence of Section 38 at the IC hearings met a 
‘tough’ reception from Commissioner David McBride.50 

Adding to uncertainty, Kerin was moved to Treasury. His replacement, Simon Crean, was a 
trade unionist and an unknown quantity in agriculture. His first AAC meeting in August 1991 ap-
pointed a special working party to monitor the progress of each state on dairy industry reform.51 
This followed the Special Premiers Conference of 30 July, at which Hawke and the premiers 
stepped up their commitment to rationalising regulatory activities by agreeing to mutual recog-
nition of regulations and standards between the states. It would mean milk from any state could 
be sold anywhere in Australia unfettered by any barrier. Greiner’s enthusiasm for the ‘common 
market’ concept suggested that Section 38 legislation would be viewed as a ‘trade barrier’.52 

Instead, a sudden thaw and a sense of action appeared in government attitudes.53 Armstrong 
commended the industry’s national approach, confirmed his government’s support for the 
Ballarat Agreement and promised to present Section 38 legislation to Parliament very soon.54 
Armstrong despatched senior officials to thrash out the DIPG proposals with industry leaders so 
he’d have a firm document from which to announce a deregulation package. The main issue was 
the period of notice.55 The government had opted for the ‘time’ approach, to escape 
compensation, but wanted to deregulate as soon as possible. Two options were offered. The 
first allowed a 3- to 4-year period for adjustment. The second proposed a two-stage process, 
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with deregulation in the metropolitan market after 3 years and statewide deregulation after 5 
years. The industry group rejected both options. It stood by its 5-year plan and opposed special 
provisions for country areas. When Armstrong accepted the outcome, the DIPG felt more 
comfortable than it had for some time. 

Then the pace slackened again. Legal advice suggested that Section 38 would survive a 
constitutional challenge only if all states enacted similar legislation and operated from a common 
date, if all state authorities administered their schemes in a fair and non-discriminatory way, and 
if all shared a common understanding of the ‘farm gate price’ and which milk would be 
controlled. In addition, Victoria’s Section 38 needed rewording.56 

The Ballarat Agreement was put to the test when Bonlac, current owner of Midland Milk, 
supplied cheap house brand milk into NSW through Davids’ warehouse. Coles stopped sourcing 
Sandhurst milk at the end of 1990 and offered ACF and United Dairies the chance to supply its 
budget Bi-Lo stores. When the NSW processors declined because the volumes didn’t warrant 
the required discount, Coles went to Midland. The whole Ballarat edifice was built on preventing 
the erosion of the regulated farm gate price. Bonlac’s complicity in assaulting NSW pricing was 
regarded as provocative when unity was critical to the post-Kerin negotiations. Another threat 
emerged through UHT pricing, also part of the Ballarat provisions. An interstate discount war 
flared via different levels of UHT regulation in each state.57 

The Crean conundrum 
A balancing act now occurred between state, federal and international arenas. Everyone 
seemed to wait for another piece of action to fall into place before they took their own crucial 
step. As the country wallowed through the ‘recession it had to have’, another Premiers’ 
conference committed to further regulatory reform, and Keating unseated Hawke to become 
Prime Minister in December 1991. The industry wasn’t at all sure where Crean—who backed 
Hawke—might take them. He seemed to be hung up on export ‘development’ without any 
concern for export support.58 

The United Dairyfarmers of Victoria decided to educate Crean in agricultural realities. The 
president, John Watson, took Crean and his family to spend a day on a typical family dairy farm 
to give him a better understanding of what was involved, why domestic price support was 
necessary and how farming families would be affected by his decisions.59 In January 1992, 
Winston Watts, Pat Rowley and Mike Taylor asked Ian Armstrong to take on the ‘senior role’ at 
the AAC and assist Crean’s understanding. Comfortable with the industry’s position himself, 
Armstrong was willing to advance it. The Victorian and Queensland ministers were also co-
operative. While Crean was noncommittal, Armstrong took briefings on national and international 
proposals and confirmed that he would take the industry views to the AAC on 14 February.60 

A big question mark hung over GATT’s Uruguay Round negotiations, where Australia’s three 
concerns remained export subsidies, import protection and excessive domestic support. The 
European Commission rejected the draft final agreement advanced by the GATT secretary, 
Arthur Dunkel, whose package was a promising step in breaking the Uruguay impasse. All 
Uruguay Round countries were studying the Dunkel proposals to report back by March. Kerin 
was now Trade Minister and was highly involved in Australia’s response. The GATT outcome 
would influence the Australian Government’s position on dairy industry arrangements.61 

Crean’s department advised him to adopt IC recommendations and time frames. The IC 
proposed progressive deregulation of both market milk and manufacturing. For market milk, 
regulatory restrictions on interstate trade should go by mid-1993, controls on supply and pricing 
past the farm gate by mid-1996, and quotas and regulated farm gate prices by mid-1999. For 
manufacturing, the IC wanted support cut to 5% by 1996 and the cheese tariff reduced in 
parallel. Underwriting of export returns would cease in mid-1999.62 

Wedded to export development, Crean wanted to build a ‘value-adding’ mechanism into any 
export support. To the industry, value-adding looked more like adding cost with no extra return at 
the farm.63 It felt that Crean and his advisors still didn’t grasp the core issues. Focused on 
bringing dairy into line with other industries, Crean didn’t see that diversion of funds from export 
support to a value-adding program would deplete domestic prices. Manufacturers tried to 
demonstrate the degree of value-adding already taking place in the industry.64 On the positive 
side, Crean no longer saw the IC report as a blueprint, and accepted support above ‘corrupted’ 
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world prices. However, he gave no inkling of the likely level of support, and finality was needed. 
Australia’s dairy schedules had to be submitted to the GATT secretariat by the end of February, 
and the national support scheme had to be constructed so that it didn’t conflict with proposals for 
GATT reform. 

The national industry was also playing for time. The Ballarat Agreement was a 5-year plan, 
with no sunset. The industry reflected on the time needed for sensible investment decisions by 
farmers and dairy manufacturers. It also observed departures from the government’s broad 
policy to cut protection levels to 5% by 1996. Textile, clothing and footwear tariffs were reducing 
to only 25% by 2000, and car industry tariffs to 15%. Both achieved a 10-year phase-down. Why 
shouldn’t the dairy industry ask Crean for another 10 years of manufacturing support.65 

Crean wanted a final package for Cabinet consideration by 27 April. As the pace of 
negotiation quickened, Crean gave up his earlier desire to incorporate market milk reforms in the 
manufacturing package and recognised this as a state responsibility—good news for NSW.66 He 
clung to a distaste for underwriting but seemed open to the all-milk levy as the basic mechanism 
of export support with the same upper limit. The ADIC asked for a 10-year plan, split into two 5-
year periods. In the first period, it wanted support set at the level of fair-traded New Zealand 
imports, before phasing down during the second 5 years to align with other industries.67 

On 30 April 1992, Crean announced his plan for the Australian dairy industry. Overall, it was a 
good outcome. It retained the basic Kerin mechanisms and adopted a phased approach to 
reducing assistance, though underwriting would cease immediately. The Crean Plan gave the 
industry 8 more years of guaranteed support, after which it would be treated in the same way as 
other industries. The market support would stay at current levels (22%) for the first year, then 
phase down in equal steps to 10% above export parity prices by 2000. The government agreed 
that a 10% market support payment was consistent with the general 5% tariff target, because 
only half of Australia’s dairy products were exported.68 

To get the 8-year period and the 10% endpoint, the industry had to do a couple of deals. The 
Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics suggested that the 5% tariff 
equivalent was 8.2% above world market prices, but the industry said it was 11.4%. Crean 
agreed to a mid-range point of 10% above world market prices, a reasonable compromise. The 
industry also had to give Crean something on the development side and accepted a value-added 
export and promotion program.69 Finally, Crean insisted that the legislated comfort clause would 
end. With most states deregulating, he believed the removal of the comfort clause would place 
an added discipline on market milk pricing by uncoupling the federal and state schemes. 
Similarly, a uniform national input price for UHT near manufacturing milk levels would impose a 
further discipline on market milk reform.70 

The federal industry meetings that followed expressed satisfaction that the new arrangements 
were so close to what the industry sought and so removed from IC recommendations. Much 
credit went to the principal negotiators, Pat Rowley and Mike Taylor. Rowley noted that the big 
difference from the 1985 lead up to the Kerin Plan was the industry’s ability to maintain a united 
front and a common position. Kerin and the Treasurer, John Dawkins, were supporters in 
Cabinet. The Victorian Minister, Ian Baker, gave important backing. Armstrong influenced Crean 
through the AAC. Despite some criticism that the industry would be treated in the same way as 
other industries after 8 years, John Watson was sure that the agreement to give up support at 
the end of the plan was a major factor in persuading the government not to adopt IC proposals, 
and certainly influenced Crean and Dawkins. Watson and Rowley advised the industry to use 
the time to restructure so it could survive without government support.71 

The NSW dairy industry was content with the Crean Plan and its promise of a stable 
environment for 8 years. The Victorians were delighted to receive ongoing support but bitterly 
disappointed at losing underwriting, currently worth about $4000 per Victorian farm. Though 
tempted to lobby the Opposition, they decided it wasn’t worth risking the whole package. With 
Crean determined to maintain adjustment pressure, they shifted focus to the performance of 
their co-operatives.72 

In the first week of May 1992, national and state strategies came together. In the Federal 
Parliament, Crean introduced a bill to amend the Dairy Product Act 1986 and make good the 
Crean Plan. On 7 May, Armstrong’s Dairy Industry (Amendment) Bill 1992 passed through the 
NSW Parliament and introduced the Section 38 principles to the Dairy Industry Act 1979. The 
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legislation wouldn’t be proclaimed immediately, because its strength relied on complementary 
legislation in all states, and other states were yet to move. Winston Watts reminded the 
Australian Dairy Farmers’ Federation that with the Crean Plan safely passed into law, it was time 
for the other states to deliver on the market milk part of the Ballarat deal.73 

Slow road to reform 
In the game of structural change it was dangerous to count chickens before they hatched. The 
Dairy Industry (Further Amendment) Bill 1992 was the instrument by which the industry’s dereg-
ulation proposals would be implemented from mid-1997. Also introduced on 7 May, it would lie 
on the parliament table until September, allowing the industry to verify that the bill met intended 
requirements.74 Grey had just departed on an overseas industry tour but soon had word of 
potential problems. Though the 5-year adjustment was there, the Bill seemed to eliminate 
vendor registration and the right to claim compensation. At an industry dinner, the AMVA 
president, Bert Weingott, warned Armstrong’s policy advisor of ‘grave concerns’ and requested 
an industry meeting with Armstrong when Bob Grey returned from his trip in mid-June.75 

The Bill stated explicitly that compensation would not be payable on the basis of termination 
of vendor registration or any consequence of that termination. Another clause said there would 
be no grounds for a compensation claim as a result of amendment of this or of any other Act. 
The AMVA regarded these clauses as provocative to vendors and ‘against the principles of 
natural justice’. They saw little chance that anyone would win a case for compensation after a 5-
year lead up, but could not accept that vendors would be denied the basic right to sue. Similarly, 
the section of the Bill that said vendors would not be required to hold a certificate of registration 
was no doubt intended to eliminate any lingering obligations that might imply government 
reciprocation. But the DIPG intended that vendor registration continue for the purpose of 
upholding vendor standards and safeguarding public health. The registration would not interfere 
with deregulation of pricing and zoning, but would allow the Corporation to cancel registration if a 
vendor failed to perform to the required standard.76 

On Bob Grey’s return, he informed the DIPG and the Minister that the Bill was totally unac-
ceptable. A meeting of AMVA members also ‘violently opposed’ the loss of registration and the 
right to sue. Armstrong instructed his staff to talk with the industry but could see no reason to 
change. Perceptions of what the DIPG submission signified clearly didn’t mesh. The AMVA 
intent was not a promise to eliminate government exposure, only to make every effort to minim-
ise it. Conversely, the Minister took it that government obligations were fully absolved by giving 
the industry time to deregulate; any vendor dissatisfaction was the industry’s problem to solve.77 

The result was an impasse. Grey courted Labor sentiment through meetings with key MPs, 
and then with its Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committee. Although a Labor Government was 
unlikely to condone massive compensation from the public purse, they saw a need to amend the 
Bill. Other sectors then became alarmed by the vigour of vendor opposition and the obvious 
Labor interest in their objections. They feared that the whole issue would become a political 
football. If the industry didn’t endorse the Bill before the September session and Armstrong 
thought it would fail, he’d probably withdraw it and put the industry back at square one.78 In 
seeking solutions, vendor registration was the easy bit, solved by stipulating that certificates 
would not specify areas of milk sales. Compensation was much harder. Discussions continued 
into September, mainly between the AMVA and Armstrong, with no outward sign of progress.79 
In parallel, a small industry group including Grey ploughed through a maze of conditions that 
might satisfy both vendors and the Minister. Time was running out for the Bill to proceed in the 
spring session of 1992.80 

Money was the mountain that had to be moved. The original DIPG proposals intended that 
compensation be funded by consumers and topped up by government without loss to other 
sectors. The AMVA now asked the industry to provide additional funds for a program that would 
wipe out government worries. It would give all vendors an up-front opportunity to sell their run at 
current values and, if they chose, to buy a rationalised run out of the pool at a value which 
recognised the prospect of deregulation. The purchased trade would be reorganised into viable 
business units covered by processor contracts, to be offered for sale by tender. The industry 
fund would finance the original purchases and meet any shortfall in proceeds from the resale of 
runs. Vendors could then swap uncertain court cases over compensation for the real ability to 
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sell their runs at reasonable values. After several trying weeks, the concept was far from 
accepted by other sectors or the government, but the AMVA pushed it as its preferred solution, 
and the Labor Opposition actively encouraged it.81 

In exchange for industry money, the AMVA would accept specified conditions that would void 
claims on government.82 Those who rejected the offer to sell would continue to operate as 
normal on the clear understanding that their regulated zone would cease on a specific date, and 
rejection of the offer denied them subsequent recourse to government. Those who sold their 
trade into a central pool would receive the predetermined offer as full satisfaction of obligations 
and likewise have no further claim on the rationalisation scheme or the government. The 
absolute limit of industry generosity was assessed at 1¢ a litre on all regulated milk sales over 
the pre-deregulation period. Armstrong agreed with the goal but would make no changes to the 
legislation unless the industry endorsed them. In late September, all members of the industry 
negotiating group had difficulties with different aspects of the proposal.83 

Bob Grey won over the DFA executive in early October 1992, explaining that vendors would 
strongly oppose the current Bill, and serious disruption would follow as aggressive and larger 
vendors looked elsewhere to secure their future. Having come so far in recent years, the DFA 
wanted to continue the adjustment process with order and unity. It agreed in principle to the 
proposal and industry funding, as long as processors, vendors, the Dairy Corporation and the 
Minister made a similar commitment. Any serious breakdown in the program would bring instant 
termination and industry release from any legal liability for vendor claims. Vendors would also 
have to commit to supplying only NSW product,84 just as Perfection had done. 

By 15 October, the DFA executive and the AMVA Council were on board, but processors had 
counterproposals that halved their own financial contribution to 0.15¢ a litre and doubled that of 
vendors.85 Vendors already paid 0.5¢ a litre into an existing fund, would make ‘interest-free’ 
loans from that fund to kick off the new program, and pay an extra 0.15¢ a litre and keep paying 
it when the original retail fund finished in 18 months. With sights set on achieving changes that 
would get legislation in place and reform on its way, the DFA suggested processors pay a 
compulsory 0.15¢ a litre and another voluntary 0.15¢ a litre. Since ACF, United Dairies and 
Norco had already accepted a levy of 0.3¢ a litre, most of the money would materialise 
anyway.86 

When George Davey convened industry representatives on 27 October, the vendor and 
farmer sectors were unanimous in approving the proposals, and processors were ‘substantially’ 
in favour. As a result, the farmer, vending and processing sectors would each contribute 0.3¢ a 
litre and the Corporation 0.1¢ a litre. The fund would end no later than 30 June 1997 and be 
administered by a specially formed company, with the Dairy Industry Conference holding a 
majority of shares and the Corporation the remainder. Legal obligations were solved by 
stipulating that compensation would not be payable for vendors registered after 7 May 1992, for 
those who started legal proceedings after 1 year of dezoning, or for vendors who were offered 
the chance to participate in a rationalisation scheme formed under the Act.87 The underwriting 
fund was expected to raise a maximum of $25 million from industry levies. The money collected 
by the Dairy Corporation as deductions from sector margins would pass to the company set up 
to administer the scheme.88 To calm processors who saw little relevance for their area, provision 
was made for the fund to be regionalised so only funds needed in an area would be raised in 
that area.89 

A submission went to the Minister on 2 November 1992. The industry had reached agreement 
but failed the parliamentary deadline. Parliament had been prorogued, and the legislation had 
lapsed. The implications caused Conference executive Jerry Lattin to pose the question: ‘To 
proceed or not?’90 The vendor scheme had undergone several changes and may need more 
now that the legislation had lapsed. The Conference might also need special provisions to allow 
it to act as a shareholder in the industry company, which would have to comply with the 
Premier’s guidelines for the formation of subsidiary companies by departments and statutory 
authorities. Nor could the Minister’s approval be assumed. 

Another touchy issue was when to begin collecting industry funds. The DFA insisted at the 
outset that no funds be taken from current farmer margins, only from future price increases. Yet 
a delay would reduce the total funds collected by mid-1997, and deductions begun after people 
had been receiving their margin increase for months would be even less palatable. Much 
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industry opinion favoured speed, but many processors insisted no funds be collected before 
legislation was implemented.91 Lattin wished to put the question to full Conference. It would 
meet in December 1992, then not until July 1993. 

The DFA executive concluded that collections should not start until legislation was in place, 
government approvals were obtained and the company was formed. Yet the clock was ticking on 
the deregulation scheduled for 1 July 1997. With the legislation in limbo and half a year of the 5-
year period already gone, the AMVA feared that insufficient funds would be obtained and 
industry consensus might fall apart. The DFA executive had already decided to review the whole 
program if the desired amendments were not proclaimed by the end of autumn 1993.92 

Suddenly it was all go. The Conference executive started preparation for the new company 
and formed a working party to develop recommendations for full Conference.93 The December 
Conference meeting approved the package and requested the Minister to amend the Bill before 
Christmas. Armstrong was warned that present industry support was not open-ended. If the 
amended Bill wasn’t passed and proclaimed by the end of autumn 1993, industry support would 
likely be withdrawn.94 

As Christmas 1992 approached, Bob Grey felt that the industry had made real headway, 
despite the crises and the anticlimactic end to the parliamentary session. He was buoyed by the 
willing collaboration of most of the industry in resolving problems. Ever the optimist, he hoped 
that next year they might even sort out a few problems before they arose. Winston Watts saw it 
as a trying year but ‘a key turning point’. In January, the Ballarat Agreement was well short of 
becoming a reality in the face of the IC report. In December, almost all elements of it were in 
place or soon would be. The resulting stability would allow the industry to rationalise at a pace its 
participants could embrace. In NSW, the industry had stuck together. ‘This is our real strength 
and decided advantage over our competitors and critics,’ said Watts. Watts took his hat off to 
Bob Grey for his leading role and ‘wise counsel’.95 

In January 1993, Cabinet approved amendments in line with the industry submission, which 
Armstrong intended to introduce early in the autumn session.96 Yet another hitch was lying in 
wait. Ministerial approval to form the industry company could not precede official assent to the 
legislative amendments. It made legal sense but didn’t fit the industry time scale, which was to 
have the company running a.s.a.p.97 

Winston Watts started another selling job on farmers who resented paying yet more money 
for yet more promised vendor reform. His critical point was that vendors had a monopoly 
‘stranglehold’ on milk distribution in the state, which the NSW industry must replicate through 
market power after vendor deregulation. Otherwise, specialist distribution companies with no 
industry allegiance would slowly take over and possibly switch their milk sourcing to Victoria. To 
forestall that outcome, the vendor system must be brought into the modern age. Since the 
government wouldn’t fund it, the industry had to. If it refused, there was nothing to stop vendors 
sourcing from outside NSW.98 

By May 1993, the legislation seemed to be ready but couldn’t be introduced until 
September.99 To complicate things, Wal Murray resigned as National Party leader, Armstrong 
took over, and Ian Causley became Minister for Agriculture. He was at least an ex-farmer with a 
reputation for being decisive. 

The AMVA saw no option but to play the time game yet again. It had lost a year of its 5-year 
program. A general meeting voted unanimously to push back the deregulation date to 1 July 
1998. The Conference executive agreed. On 4 June 1993, Frank Blake wrote as Conference 
chairman to ask the new Minister to support the delayed deregulation date but approve an 
immediate start on forming the company that would manage the rationalisation scheme, so it 
would be ready to operate the day after the legislation was proclaimed.100 

The whole saga was not without casualties. In June, Jerry Lattin departed over a 
misunderstanding about fund management, and Frank Blake resigned as Conference chairman, 
having been replaced as DFA president by Reg Smith. In July 1993, Jim Forsyth was elected 
Conference chairman unopposed, a landmark change that put a processor at the head of 
Conference rather than a farmer leader and a measure of Jim Forsyth’s stature in the industry. 
Smith became his Conference deputy.101 

In October 1993, Cabinet agreed to reset the deregulation date to 1 July 1998.102 The 
amended Bill passed through both Houses in November, and the Dairy Industry (Amendment) 
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Act 1993 was proclaimed in December. It provided for formation of Milk Distribution Services 
(NSW) Pty Ltd to run the vendor rationalisation scheme.103 Collection of funds could soon begin. 
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Chapter 12: Preparing for D-day 

From the panic of 1984, the NSW industry had staved off deregulation until 1998: a full 14 years. 
Other states were well on their way to earlier deregulation dates.1 Only Queensland was later, 
by 6 months. All around Australia, state industries were in transition as all parties started to think 
what it would mean for them and how they should position themselves. 

Processors thought about brands and acquisitions, and the capital to fund them. Vendors 
thought about whether to stay or go, whether to grow or stay the same, which processor might 
offer the most secure alliance when they had to win their own customers. The Corporation 
thought about which functions could be transferred to industry, which functions could be 
commercialised and spun off, and how to streamline its organisation and slim its margin in the 
milk price. Milk Marketing thought about how to boost NSW milk sales, what to do about industry 
brands, and when it would become an independent entity as envisaged from its early days. 

The Dairy Industry Planning Group (DIPG), which had gone into limbo during the legislative 
impasse of 1992, was reactivated in 1993 with a charter to drive and unite the NSW industry 
through a collective business plan right up to the deregulation date. DIPG 2, as it was dubbed by 
Bob Grey, was somewhat different from the original. The peacemaker chairman Warren Noble 
resigned in 1992, the membership was made more formally representative, and a changing of 
the guard in various industry positions remoulded the group dynamics in a way that reflected a 
shift in the industry at large. When the fastidious and faithful executive officer, Jerry Lattin, left in 
1993, the group lost a committed and caring administrator and planning partner. Another 
rebalancing occurred when the combative Frank Blake gave way to a more measured Reg 
Smith as NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) president. In a break with the tradition of 
farmer dominance, the laconic but canny Jim Forsyth—by now the nominal father of the NSW 
industry—replaced Blake as chairman of the Dairy Industry Conference and hence its all 
important executive committee. His election was a mark of his authority within the industry. 
When the DIPG was resurrected without Warren Noble, Jim Forsyth was a comfortable face as 
the new DIPG chair. Even so, some of the originals felt a lessening of the group’s cohesion and 
a slackening of commitment to its collective spirit and goals. They were planning to get to the 
future in good shape, but they were, after all, preparing to be future competitors. 

At Australian Co-operative Foods (ACF), Don Kinnersley retired after some clashes with his 
newcomer chairman, Ian Langdon. Kinnersley was used to running the Dairy Farmers ship and 
much of the industry with little interference from farmer chairmen; he found Langdon’s forceful 
leadership somewhat less congenial. Kinnersley’s successor, Alan Tooth, was an outsider 
chosen for his experience and skills in the commercial tussle of unregulated markets. Tooth 
arrived in late 1991 from Cadbury Schweppes. Soon after, he gathered his management troops 
and asked them to list their industry friends and their industry enemies. He was astonished to 
learn that their main future competitors (such as United Dairies) were regarded as their friends, 
and their main customers (such as supermarkets and vendors) were regarded as their enemies. 
These back-to-front relationships seemed a precarious way to approach a deregulated 
marketplace. Faced with the huge task of turning the co-op’s culture around, Tooth sought out 
people at home in the cutthroat competition of free markets. Some were highfliers from soft drink 
multinationals like Coca Cola: culturally about as far from a regional dairy co-operative as you 
could get. Tooth won a stand against the culture of co-operative rivalry when his board agreed to 
abandon the mystery name of ACF, a condition of the 1990 merger. The Dairy Farmers brand 
was a prime asset: an Australian icon for almost a century. In 1996 it became the company 
name as well as the brand. Another form of repositioning took place as co-operatives rethought 
their capital structures, exploring models that would turn their farmers into investors as well as 
raw material suppliers. 

At the Dairy Corporation, George Davey felt a responsibility to hold the industry together, 
facilitating conversation and compromise, preventing fracture at points of conflict that might bring 
the industry down before adjusted structures and practices were in place. He found plenty of 
touchy issues on which to hone his steering and conciliating skills. He knew he was often 
treading a fine line between potentially warring parties, conveying subtle messages which, if 
misjudged or misinterpreted, would incur the wrath of the industry and the Minister. His office as 
chief regulator was no safe haven; one mistake and he’d be out the door as quickly as Bob 
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Whan in 1989. The great irony was that Bob Whan would be back on the scene, on the ruling 
side, as chief advisor to the Minister for Agriculture when the government changed from 
Coalition to Labor in March 1995. Some shuddered as Whan’s hand regained a grip on the reins 
of power, particularly as his Minister, Richard Amery, had no background in the agriculture 
portfolio; indeed, as former shadow minister for consumer affairs, he was regarded as one of the 
enemy. Every time the price of milk increased, Amery promptly denounced the move in 
Parliament and in strident news headlines. 

Processors and territory 
Regulated territory was the starting point for deregulation. The test was to hold onto and extend 
that territory when monopoly rights disappeared. The obvious strategy was to gain more ground 
and establish brand loyalty while the monopolies were still in place. The process of 
concentration that accelerated during 1980s took on new urgency. Rationalisation was still the 
name of the game, since everyone acknowledged the surplus processing capacity in the 
industry, but the motivation became as much about acquiring territorial footprint as gaining 
economies of scale. Since the big players were driven by mental maps of the whole continent, or 
at least the entire eastern seaboard, the rationalisation process breached state borders. 

Evidence that the state-segmented marketplace would go national had been gathering for 
some time. In the 1980s, the South Australian-based Southern Farmers Group went interstate 
with the acquisition of dairy businesses in Victoria and Tasmania and was then taken over by its 
major shareholder, Industrial Equity Ltd (IEL). In 1989, IEL was in turn taken over by John 
Spalvins’s Adelaide Steamship group, which subsequently collapsed. National Foods Ltd was 
formed from the Adsteam ashes and floated in late 1991, based in Melbourne. The new 
company then assembled several dairy businesses from Adsteam and IEL into a subsidiary 
called National Dairies Ltd. Though its market milk sales were on a par with those of ACF, they 
were based in three different states. National Dairies then launched national brands—such as 
Pura white milk and Farmers Union flavoured milk—through its multistate channels. In name, 
structure and marketing, it signalled the direction of future trends, and confirmed National’s 
home base, Victoria, as a prime source of future competition and the essential state in which to 
have a stake.2 

The history of Pura Milk3 
The history of Pura Milk began in the Melbourne suburb of Preston in 1934 when dairy farmer 
Albert Siebel took a stand against being ripped off by milk wholesalers and retailers and set up 
his Pura Dairy to distribute his own milk. In 1935, the Metropolitan Milk Producers’ Association, 
which represented farmer interests, proposed scaling up Siebel’s concept and formed Pura 
Dairy Products Ltd to take over his dairy. The plan for a ‘chain of retail dairies’ got under way 
with a series of acquisitions of small dairies around Preston and Box Hill. In June 1936, a new 
company, called Metropolitan Dairy Farmers Ltd, was formed, with stringent standards of 
hygiene for its farm supply. After the acquisition of several small butter and cream factories, 
Metropolitan Dairies was listed on the stock exchange in 1948. With further acquisitions of 
dairies and milk runs, by 1964, Metropolitan Dairies was handling 32% of Melbourne’s milk as 
well as much of Tasmania’s and rural Victoria’s. In 1965, a new processing plant was opened at 
Broadmeadows, claimed to have the most modern automated milk-bottling plant in the world. In 
1967, the company changed its name to Consolidated Foods Ltd. Further acquisitions and 
mergers saw it become the largest milk distributor in Melbourne, along with extensive milk and 
other food interests in Tasmania. In 1977, Consolidated Foods was taken over by J Gadsen 
Australia Ltd. In the 1980s, it became part of the IEL conglomerate, before falling briefly to the 
Adsteam juggernaut and rising again as National Foods Ltd, with a dairy subsidiary called 
National Dairies Ltd, whose milk brand remained Pura. 

In 1988, Jim Forsyth and Don Kinnersley read the future when they attempted a joint bid for 
the Victorian processor Midland Milk. Prompted to rid themselves of a threat to regulation, the 
acquisition would also give them a foot in Victoria when deregulation finally occurred. Though 
Bonlac outbid them on Midland, Forsyth went on to gain the small Wallace Dairy Company at 
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Ballarat.4 But the real Victorian action started in January 1992, when Coles-Myer announced its 
intention to sell Sandhurst Dairies of Bendigo, including its PhysiCAL brand of modified milks 
and the potential to formalise the supply relationship to the Coles and Bi-Lo chains. Acquired in 
1987, Sandhurst had since tripled its packaged milk output to 75 million litres a year. With 17% 
of Victoria’s fresh milk market, Sandhurst was now the state’s third largest milk processor, 
behind National with 38% and Associated Dairies with 27%, and the only Victorian processor 
with direct farm supply from five major regions.5 

A ‘deluge of enquiries’ from Victoria, interstate and overseas was followed by a secretive 
tender process rumoured to include Murray Goulburn, Associated Dairies, Queensland United 
Foods (QUF) and some syndicates.6 ACF and Bonlac submitted a joint bid with a view to 
running Midland and Sandhurst into one company big enough to challenge Associated Dairies 
as number two in the market. They ran a poor second to a more aggressive QUF. With origins in 
the 1920s, QUF had become the dominant Queensland milk processor through step-by-step 
merging of Brisbane milk companies into one conglomerate. When it went public under the QUF 
banner in 1960, it held a monopoly on the Brisbane metropolitan market. Under the well known 
Pauls brand, it then stretched that monopoly along the rapidly developing Gold Coast and 
Sunshine Coast. From the late 1980s, QUF sought acquisitions in the south-east of the state to 
further bolster its regulated dominance. The Sandhurst purchase added more than 25% to 
QUF’s turnover, and put it into the key state of Victoria and into third place in the national fresh 
milk market with a 14% share, behind ACF at 21% and National Foods at 19%.7 

The five largest processors now accounted for 69% of market milk sales in Australia, and the 
top ten processed 87%. Ian Langdon warned that co-ops risked losing their influence.8 He’d 
originally identified Associated Dairies as a good complementary fit and a top target and hoped 
for a joint bid with fellow co-op Murray Goulburn, which held 19% of the shares. When Murray 
Goulburn declined, he turned to buying Associated shares on market, acquiring 17% by June 
1993. In August he made a direct offer. After an escalating tussle, QUF again leapt to centre 
stage with a knockout bid that bought it another 20% of Victoria’s milk market. Having recently 
picked up Horsham Modern Dairies and Ballarat Modern Dairies, QUF became Australia’s 
second-largest milk processor with 44% of Victoria’s market milk and 22% on the national scene.9 

Ian Langdon regretted playing the Victorian game too conservatively. Fortunately, Alan Tooth 
was doing a deal to buy Midland from Bonlac. This gave the NSW co-op a factory, an 8% stake 
and a base to create competitive pressure in Melbourne. As a bonus, Tooth convinced Jim 
Fleming to give up Midland imports and stock only NSW milk. The Victorian volume that was 
returned to the NSW farmer quota recovered in a single year what ACF paid for Midland Milk.10 

The battle for NSW 
Since first prize in fresh milk was still the Sydney market, the next major tussle in the national 
marketplace was NSW. ACF was regarded as takeover-proof, making United Dairies the logical 
target. In Jim Forsyth’s custody it now held 30% of the Sydney market and 25% of NSW. Forsyth 
always said that come deregulation he didn’t want to be running a milk processor; he’d much 
rather be in transport. It looked as though he might have that option. 

The anti-monopoly guidelines of the Trade Practices Commission virtually barred ACF from 
taking out its local competitor. That left an enticing opening for its main national rival. As a 
legacy from its former IEL parent, National Foods already held 25.5% of United Dairies shares, 
with options to buy more by 20 August 1993.11 It started the ball rolling in early 1992 with a 
partial offer that was quickly dismissed. A quiet offer in mid-1993 to buy all the assets was then 
trounced by a joint bid from Norco and Bega for 50% of the shares. Bega already held 11.2% 
and a seat on the board and had stitched up the 8.4% held by the Perich family, United’s biggest 
supplier.12 This friendly bid was hatched by Warren Noble and his Bega counterpart, Jim Rixon, 
at a Canberra football match. ACF alone could not secure access to the fresh milk market for all 
NSW farmers, so it felt farmer co-ops must control United Dairies.13 It didn’t want a full takeover, 
just enough for a say in future directions and a shield against National Foods.14 

National matched the co-op offer of $6 a share and offered to take 100% of the company. 
ACF was seen as aiding the enemy when it lined up to buy some of United’s country factories for 
consolidation purposes. ACF in turn criticised the Bega–Norco bid as unwise, destined to burden 
the co-ops with excessive debt and dissipate farmer resources in duplicated investments.15 One 
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analyst felt the co-op move revealed their weak supply position and heightened their own target 
potential.16 High tension was evident in an attack on the DFA for its public neutrality, or lack of it, 
from both sides.17 National Foods’ managing director, Graham Reaney, meanwhile cited his 
group’s bountiful $800 million sales, its superior ‘financial muscle’ and its ‘vision’ to make United 
Dairies a ‘platform for growth’ in NSW.18 Privately, the DFA was warned that control of United 
Dairies would allow National to enter the NSW market in ‘an orderly manner’, whereas failure 
would force them to ‘look more seriously at other alternatives’ to gain a strong NSW presence.19 

In early August 1993, the United Dairies board favoured the Norco–Bega offer. Then National 
leapfrogged the co-op price. Bonlac muddied the waters by making an ‘unsolicited’ $20 million 
bid for Bega, which was rejected. Bega then decided to sell its own United shares to National, 
leaving Norco high and dry and giving National a clear run. Forsyth had to advise his board to 
accept National’s generous offer. Once the options expired, National could take control and drop 
its price.20 A last-minute attempt to rally the 35% held by the divided family of the deceased 
founder, Doug Lindsay, failed to meet the deadline. The outcome gave National Foods close to 
30% of the Sydney market and made it the nation’s largest milk processor, with 30% of the 
national market. It also put National Foods head to head with ACF on the co-op’s home turf. 

ACF picked up United Dairies’ facilities and territory at Orange, Kempsey and Wyong, taking 
ACF brands into a wider area and facilitating rationalisation. ACF continued mopping up territory 
within NSW, including the Mudgee Dairy Company and then Comboyne. Remaining staunchly 
independent, Norco, Bega and the Hastings Co-op at Wauchope, where Jack Eggert was 
chairman, continued to decline all ACF offers. 

While ACF and National both aimed at becoming national processors with national brands, 
they approached the goal with different strategies. At ACF, Tooth and Langdon argued that the 
co-operative would be vulnerable if it remained concentrated on market milk. Their goal was to 
build up their manufacturing side, not in traditional bulk commodity lines like butter and milk 
powder, but in valued-added products like yoghurts and fancy cheeses. They hoped to reach a 
50/50 split, with half of their milk going into dairy foods. National’s strategy, by contrast, was to 
specialise in fresh milk, especially in NSW. When Ron della Vedova took over as National’s 
General Manager for NSW, he thought he was in seventh heaven; in this cosy, fresh milk 
industry his territory was defined by law and he had no competitors—the antithesis of his 
cutthroat career in food and pharmaceutical multinationals. He enjoyed being friends with other 
processors and sharing information among all industry participants. It seemed a pity that this 
neat arrangement would end in a few years. Before then, he’d have to establish his company’s 
Pura brand, which no one in NSW had ever heard of. 

Sydney’s third processor, Perfection Dairies, improved its territorial position by less 
conventional means. With threats to source milk from Victoria, Steve Lester won provision for 
vendors to choose their own processor. When the industry tied up vendor portability in 
conditions, he resurrected claims for a rebalancing of regulated market shares. Through further 
threats to break the system, Lester finally acquired United Dairies’ Hornsby depot and the trade 
of the vendors it supplied. United Dairies and ACF between them lost an equivalent amount. 
When Lester returned 3 years later using the same tactics to demand more trade, Tooth 
returned the bluff with a ‘bring it on.’ Yet Lester and Tooth would end up in a distribution and 
packaging alliance that helped both. 

Victoria’s first step in deregulating pricing started in January 1993, setting off skirmishes 
around Albury. The border pact of the late 1970s ensured that Murray Goulburn supplied 46% of 
the raw milk processed by Haberfields for the Albury market. In June 1993, Murray Goulburn 
gave 28 days’ notice that it was ending the agreement and refused all NSW attempts to reach an 
amicable solution.21 Having acquired Nedco in 1985, Murray Goulburn now sold in Albury under 
its own Devondale and Kiewa brands. This took 2.4 million litres of milk out of Haberfields’ plant 
but freed Haberfields to sell into Victoria. The NSW industry talked of the border moving from the 
Murray to the Murrumbidgee, and quiet arrangements were made to compensate Albury 
suppliers with extra quota.22 

The big surprise occurred in 1996, when the Italian dairy giant, Parmalat, made Haberfields 
an offer that couldn’t be refused and became the first foreign multinational on the market milk 
scene. Just where this would lead, nobody was sure. Alan Tooth always thought there wouldn’t 
be enough money in it for a multinational to be interested. 
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Battle for Queensland 
Attention also turned to the home of QUF and several co-operatives with a big enough share of 
the dairy market to make them targets. The Queensland fresh milk market was divided into three 
regions, each dominated by a co-op. Atherton Tableland Dairy Co-op controlled the top third of 
the state, and a smaller Port Curtis serviced central Queensland. In the south-east, Queensco-
Unity Dairyfoods (QUD), the result of a recent co-op merger, was by far the largest supplier, with 
annual sales of $199 million, but much of its milk was forwarded to QUF for the Brisbane market. 
A fourth co-op, Dairyfields, had a $60 million turnover and a Gold Coast location in one of the 
fastest growing markets in Australia.23 

Ian Langdon hoped to absorb Queensland’s remaining co-ops by swapping shares and 
avoiding debt. Eyeing the Brisbane market, he set his sights on the south-east and the new 
QUD. When the target proved unwilling, Langdon travelled to the far north in March 1992 to 
tempt Atherton. Multiple proposals and potential combinations flew around Queensland, and 
QUF was involved in most of them. In November 1994, ACF finally signed Atherton to a joint 
venture, after a competing tussle with National Foods and many distractions from other co-
operatives.24 ACF then turned to central Queensland and Port Curtis. After another lengthy 
battle, both ACF and National lost out to QUF in October 1994. In the meantime, QUF acquired 
58 wholesale distribution leases when vendor runs were sold off in a super auction in September 
1993. By the end of 1994, QUF’s share of the Queensland milk market was 62%.25 

By 1995, National Dairies, QUF and ACF together controlled 86% of the national liquid milk 
market. In 1996, ACF, now called Dairy Farmers, finally achieved full mergers with QUD and 
Atherton, giving it control of northern Queensland and much of the south-east. What it lacked 
were distribution rights for market milk in Brisbane and most of the urban strip on either side, 
where QUF’s monopoly gave it a massive head start for the day when that market opened up. 
Also in 1996, Dairyfields, Norco and QUF formed a joint venture called Norco Dairyfields that 
gave Norco an entrée to the Brisbane market and made Norco Dairyfields number four milk 
processor in Australia.26 Queensland now had only three processors, and National wasn’t 
one of them. 

National Foods filled its other territorial gap in Western Australia by acquiring Masters Dairy in 
1994. In the ACT, Dairy Farmers and Bega formed a joint venture in 1996. Called Capitol Chilled 
Foods, it consolidated their market milk businesses in Canberra and south-eastern NSW. In 
South Australia, ACF wooed the Dairy Vale co-op without success from 1991, achieving only 
a marketing alliance in 1994.27 But Dairy Vale remained strategically important, both as a 
menace to National Foods and as a source of scale economies in dairy foods. After repeated 
rebuffs, Dairy Farmers eventually bought Dairy Vale through an open tender—7 years after the 
first overtures. 

Vendors, compensation and Milk Distribution Services (NSW) 
While processors fought for regulated territory, NSW vendors entered the restructure journey 
that was intended to halve their numbers but make the survivors commercially appealing 
partners for processors. In 1993, 22 processing plants supplied product through 76 milk depots, 
including 15 in Sydney, and over 1400 milk vendors delivered about 25% to supermarket chains, 
50% to the route trade of corner shops and convenience stores, and 23% directly to end users 
(including home delivery). Victorian milk made up the other 2%.28 

The rationalisation scheme sanctioned by legislation in December 1993 would allow exiting 
vendors to sell their runs into a pool run by the industry company, Milk Distribution Services 
(NSW) Pty Ltd (MDS). MDS would reconfigure the runs and resell them to vendors who wished 
to stay in the game. The process would facilitate depot closure, make distribution efficient and 
ensure that vendors who took on deregulation were well placed to succeed. The industry levy 
would underwrite the pool purchases and fund shortfalls between sell and buy prices. The 
Amalgamated Milk Vendors Association (AMVA) had run several similar schemes since 1984. It 
sounded simple. It was anything but. 

Two passions inflamed the difficulty. One was government obsession with blocking all 
possible avenues for compensation claims. The AMVA added a fight for fairness, demanding the 
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basic right to sue—with stringent conditions—and a chance for every vendor to sell out at a fair, 
market-based price. The combination delivered a legal minefield and financial straitjacket. 

Delay in setting up MDS was the first impediment. When the Act was finally proclaimed, 
preparatory work on the company structure was under way, with hopes for immediate operation. 
MDS was to be owned 80% by the Dairy Industry Conference and 20% by the Dairy 
Corporation. Its directors were Jim Forsyth as Conference representative, Ross Dick, the legal 
man for the Corporation, ACF’s Kevin Moore for processors, Reg Smith for farmers (later 
Winston Watts) and Bob Grey for vendors.29 Because approvals for the company formation took 
many more months, collection of funds from the milk price began on 25 February 1994 without a 
company to receive them. The Dairy Corporation held the money in trust until MDS was formed 
in August 1994, almost 2 years after the original proposal. 

Cash flow constraints and Treasury paranoia were at work from the beginning. The levy of 1¢ 
a litre on all milk would provide the bulk of the funds, with potential to raise $22 million to $24 
million by July 1998. Funds would also be received from the sale of rationalised runs, an amount 
impossible to predict. Also possible was a loan or grant from the AMVA’s Distribution 
Enhancement Committee, started in 1989 to fund retail revitalisation.30 The first two sources 
would take time to accumulate funds, and the third was subject to legal scrutiny for months. A 
sizeable cash flow was needed from day 1 to pay for runs offered for sale. Enquiries to the 
Treasury Corporation and other institutions about a 1-year loan of $20 million revealed that 
some collateral or guarantee would be essential.31 These financial issues triggered Treasury 
concern about approving formation of a company that would be owned by two statutory 
authorities established under NSW legislation and reporting to a government minister, and 
therefore operating as a subsidiary of a government agency. 

Treasury was very nervous about backdoor routes to compensation because of delayed 
outcomes of egg industry deregulation. Egg carter grievances eventually led to legal 
proceedings, which determined that the carters had property rights that had been ignored, 
validating a claim against the government. Treasury officials were determined to close any 
loophole that would allow a repeat event. Three areas had to be addressed to gain approval for 
the formation of MDS.32 

To establish accountability, Treasury insisted on a clear link between the minister and the 
directors, with extensive auditing and reporting, and ministerial approval of any changes in 
directors or company articles. To establish beyond any doubt that the company itself ‘was not, 
and never would be an agent of the Crown,’ Treasury required changes of wording in the 
memorandum and articles. Of greatest Treasury concern was uncertainty surrounding the 
income and expenditure of MDS. There could be no Treasury guarantee of any monies owed by 
MDS, or any guarantee by the Dairy Corporation or the Conference, and all creditors had to be 
so informed. This ruled out any loan through the NSW Treasury Corporation itself, because an 
explicit government guarantee attached to all money raised by that body. Advice to other 
potential creditors of the lack of guarantee would also reflect poorly on the company and make it 
impossible to obtain any loan at reasonable interest rates. Requests to limit the disclosure to 
sums over $10,000 achieved only an exemption for sums under $5000.33 As the ultimate cut, the 
industry levies had to be treated as income in future price reviews, to ensure that consumers 
didn’t foot the bill. 

The rationalisation process 
The AMVA’s Distribution Enhancement Committee fund was finally cleared to make loans to 
cover the gap between selling and buying prices, allowing MDS to be formed in August 1994.34 
The first major blow occurred when directors received legal advice that offers could not be made 
as intended. Operating depot by depot, MDS planned to ask every vendor whether he was a 
buyer or a seller or was not interested in the scheme. Having established each vendor’s position 
and obtained indicative sales and financial figures to ensure that the total payout throughout the 
state would not exceed the total available, a firm offer based on proven sales was to be made to 
each vendor who said he wanted to sell. That trade would be rationalised and resold to existing 
or new vendors.35 The whole thing was to be up front and very quick. 

Because of the way the legislation was written, the lawyers said MDS could not use indicative 
figures to establish who was interested in selling, and could not limit their firm offers to those 
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people. To ensure that no vendor could later say he opted out of the process on the basis of 
misleading information, MDS had to make a precise and firm offer in dollar terms to every 
vendor in the state. The legal advice was totally unexpected but absolutely clear.36 

This requirement had a profound effect on timing, on the amount of work and on outcomes for 
vendors. MDS had to make one irrevocable offer to every vendor in the state, with no scope for 
adjustment as circumstances changed, no idea of how many vendors would accept the offer or 
how much the trade might realise when resold. This compelled conservative and very precise 
offers so the total budget of $22 million to $24 million would not be breached. Accurate 
information had to be collected from every vendor in the state, and verified, and the value of 
every run had to be precisely determined, all before any offers could be made. High stakes 
made the pre-offer valuation process very slow.37 

Rationalisation required surrender of significant blocks of trade in each area, but low 
valuations deterred vendors from the scheme. No vendor was forced to participate. Any vendor 
who felt he could obtain a better price on the open market was free to do so. The longer it took 
to complete valuations and make offers, the harder it was to attract the most marketable 
vendors. The scheme shifted from rigorous rationalisation to a safety net for vendors who 
couldn’t get out any other way. Rationalisation became a second string. 

At the first meeting of directors, Jim Forsyth said, ‘We are on a hiding to nothing,’ meaning the 
directors could not win, which turned out to be true. Yet they ploughed on through a punishing 
amount of thankless and unpaid labour to the bitter end, in order to salvage and prepare a sector 
most of them didn’t represent. One of the big time wasters was the need to secure full legal 
advice to support their every step in the process.38 

The most important question was how to value surrendered trade. The company couldn’t 
change the rules during the program, so the method had to be the same from first to last. Seven 
regional vendor meetings were held at the outset to discuss the scheme.39 Most vendors 
favoured the conventional ‘ratio’ method of valuation that related individual weekly earnings to 
average purchase prices reflecting area values. Views differed on how to combine the pooled 
trade. Some vendors wanted a bit of retail, route and supermarket trade in any run, others 
preferred specialised runs. A majority wanted purchase from the pool restricted to existing 
vendors and favoured sale by auction—some because they believed it would bring higher prices, 
others because they expected lower prices. Whether individual vendors were likely to put trade 
into or take it out of the pool would come down to value for money. 

To obtain the vital information for valuation by the ‘ratio’ system, a questionnaire was sent to 
all 1350 vendors in the state. The MDS board hoped to complete the whole process by mid-
1995.40 By early 1995, it was still receiving survey forms. Anyone indicating no interest in an 
offer was asked to put that in writing. MDS divided the state into 30 areas, each to have a local 
committee, and started with rural NSW, to smooth out teething problems before taking on the 
cities. The most difficult area—metropolitan Sydney—would be last. 

The MDS program began on 29 March 1995, when offers were sent to all vendors in the 
coastal area from Berry to Tuross. At a meeting on 6 April, vendors were asked to reply to their 
offer by 13 April. Plans for rationalising surrendered runs were to reach the MDS board by early 
May. A reserve price was set at 10% below the assessed value for each run. The runs would 
first be offered to existing vendors for purchase by tender. Any unsold runs would be offered for 
24 hours to the local processor at the reserve price, and then sold by auction without reserve.41 

The Nowra pool showed what could happen. Only 5 vendors out of 34 accepted the MDS 
offer, making it impossible to rationalise any of the trade. Legal prohibition of second offers 
made it impossible to ‘do deals’ to entice non-pool vendors whose runs adjoined the pooled 
runs. The runs were offered for sale by tender in the same form as purchased. One sold to an 
existing vendor; the rest were offered for sale by public auction after ACF declined to buy them. 
Several local vendors arranged a joint bid for one run suited to dividing between their existing 
businesses.42 

By August 1995, vendors in all country areas had received MDS offers. The need to verify the 
figures given for valuation caused many delays. In every pool, a few vendors had no data to 
support their profit claims, and all runs in any pool had to be audited before any could be resold. 
The MDS board warned that without speedy evidence, it would use the most conservative basis 
for valuation. Then it squeezed acceptance deadlines. Instead of vendor meetings followed by 
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collation of material and mailed offers, vendors had to take their figures to a meeting and leave 
with an offer. In a week, two teams of MDS officials held meetings and issued offers in 12 
regions. This drove up vendor complaints. In early areas, most vendors thought their offers ‘not 
enough, but acceptable’. Many vendors in later areas were irate.43 

Three main factors caused offers to be lower than expected. MDS had to use the same 
valuation ratios for all runs within each area. This disadvantaged the better runs, denying them 
the premium available on the open market. The second problem arose because MDS could 
make offers only on products supplied by NSW milk processors, but many country runs sold 
products from other sources, and the associated profits formed part of their acquisition price. 
Worst of all, most vendors thought the MDS ratios were too low. Some didn’t grasp that only 
goodwill counted in the buy price of their run. The AMVA warned that political action would 
create more uncertainty and depress values further.44 

The AMVA hoped many vendors who sold into the pool would buy back at close to the 
reserve prices—set at 10% below MDS offers—giving them a modest gain and a speedy 
process. Instead, some vendors used the sudden influx of runs to drive down values with 
tenders 80% below their MDS price. Sales were badly delayed because the whole pool had to 
change hands at the same time. And it upset MDS directors representing other industry sectors 
who paid a levy to cover the gap between buy and sell prices. They then required that all trade 
be sold by auction unless sold beforehand by private treaty.45 

The Sydney process started in March 1996 with notice of meetings in early April. The first 
tranche of offers went out in early May.46 The process came to a bitter climax in June. A meeting 
called by aggrieved Sydney vendors banned AMVA officers from attending.47 The AMVA called 
its own special meeting at which the president, Col Passfield, asked that Conference pressure 
the MDS board to adopt a more realistic valuation method to provide a real incentive to vendors 
to pool their runs. He said vendors originally believed the government had a moral and legal 
obligation to compensate them for changes imposed by deregulation. Now they found that MDS 
offers were not compensation but simply a way out for vendors who couldn’t afford not to 
accept.48 Grey said attempts to force MDS to change its methods would just delay the process.49 
The reply from MDS made no concessions. The MDS board considered that it had been placing 
realistic values and making fair offers. 

MDS issued 1345 offers, at a total value of $110 million.50 Of offers made for all 731 country 
runs, 186 were sold and rationalised into 159 runs. Offers for 614 Sydney runs brought only 102 
into the pool. Through the whole MDS scheme, 298 runs were purchased into the pool and were 
rationalised into a total of 258 runs.51 This disappointing result was attributed to lack of proximity 
of many of the pooled runs. By mid-1998, the number of NSW vendors had dropped only 20% 
from the time MDS offers started.52 

The total value of all the runs that entered the pool was $24 million, the total loss on their sale 
less than $7 million.53 The collection of levies ceased in December 1996 after collecting $15.67 
million. The surplus was returned to eligible contributors from each sector of the industry.54 

Processors, vendors and customers 
Come deregulation, vendors would be cast adrift from their exclusive distribution zones. 
Processors would have to win their own customers. What supermarket chains wanted really 
would matter. The choice would be in their hands. Brand appeal and brand loyalty among 
consumers would matter. Consumers could compare products and prices. 

With this realisation came an interest in ‘category management’, an approach that put the 
right products on the shelves in the right proportions at the right time. Supermarkets were like 
landlords renting out space. To help supermarkets maximise profit from a given area and ensure 
that dairy products gained the presence to connect with consumers, the industry needed a say in 
managing stocking and placement. With category management, the industry could reduce out-
of-stock problems, parade distinctive product values and build relationships with major 
customers.55 

Under deregulation, processors would take control of their route to their market and vendors 
would lose their power. Their one big asset was the ‘being there’ factor: years of being the 
people who turned up with the milk gave them an established physical presence and a customer 
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list. Bob Grey hoped that would provide an incentive for processors to keep using them when 
they weren’t forced to. He wanted contracts that drove both parties to perform. 

The MDS process required that those who purchased from the pool should have or should be 
able to obtain a contract with a processor. Contracts bound the processor to work through its 
vendor sales force and erased competition between vendors attached to the same processor.56 
Deplorable relationships between vendors and processors caused many on both sides to 
shudder at the prospect of being contractually bound together. At ACF, Kevin Moore was a rare 
exception who recognised that the vendor was actually a customer, not a burden, and actively 
signed up vendors who would enter reciprocal obligations. In 1994 he took on the thankless role 
of a director of MDS. 

With ACF on its way to becoming Dairy Farmers again, Alan Tooth looked for another edge 
with the supermarkets. The current vogue was to want milk to go from processor to warehouse 
for combination with other chilled products before delivery to stores. In 1995, detailed work by 
ACF’s logistics supremo, Tony Dobson, demonstrated with hard facts and figures that direct 
delivery from processor to store remained the most efficient distribution process for milk. The 
Dobson team showed Woolworths how direct store delivery could save its supermarkets at least 
4¢ a litre on milk costs and guarantee fresh product.57 Dobson’s in-depth study of the supply 
chain informed Dairy Farmers’ decision to segment distribution into three separate channels 
based on drop size, which meant supermarkets, the route trade of corner shops and 
convenience stores, and home delivery. Across those channels, over 900 vendors had intimate 
knowledge of the geography and the customers in Dairy Farmers’ regulated territory. 

Dairy Farmers didn’t want to physically own the distribution network, just to control and 
enhance it. It chose to develop a system of specialist franchises in each channel, which it 
described as ‘being in business for yourself, not by yourself.’ Dairy Farmers would sign up all 
existing vendors who wished to enter deregulation with the co-op. When Tony Dobson and 
colleague Jonathan Moss set out in early 1996 to win vendors to their concept, they hit the 
furious backlash from disappointing MDS offers. No one wanted to hear how vendor numbers 
and margins would have to be slashed and working hours and standards would have to go up. It 
was a gruelling process to tempt them and then negotiate the agreement for each channel. By 
December 1997, 668 had signed. The fundamental entry condition was a refrigerated truck and 
use of the Supervend computer software package to run their business. The franchise 
agreement initially applied for 2 years, with provision for automatic renewal for a further 5-year 
contract, and another 5 years where it was mutually attractive. Those who decided it wasn’t for 
them could sell their franchise to other franchisees or on the open market. 

National Foods was always more reticent about vendors and vendor contracts. In National’s 
home base of Victoria, where processors just delivered to supermarket warehouses, milk 
vendors were practically non-existent. In South Australia, a dual system operated where vendors 
carried both brands of non-regulated products. Farmers Union’s iced coffee flavoured milk had 
had legendary success, giving National’s Southern Farmers group over 80% of the flavoured 
milk market. In 1992, Southern Farmers used this market strength to steal the march on the 
Dairy Vale co-operative by contracting vendors exclusively to the Farmers Union brand in the 
south-east of the state. In 1994, National pulled out of all dual-vending in Adelaide, forcing 
vendors to pick sides. In the rush for the right to sell the famed Farmers Union’s iced coffee milk, 
National Foods won so many vendors from Dairy Vale that the co-op instantly lost 3.5% of its 
trade when dual-vending ceased. When all pricing and zoning controls came off in January 
1995, its share plunged from 45% to 37% overnight.58 

National also had the inside running with Woolworths, which was intent on warehousing its 
milk and ridding itself of vendors. As sole supplier to Woolworths’ chain of Safeway 
supermarkets in Victoria, National was performing well and gaining valuable experience in cross-
docking—a good platform from which to transition into central warehousing. For deregulation, 
Woolworths wanted only one supplier, not multiple brands delivered by multiple vendors, and 
demanded delivery within precise time slots, on time, every time. In NSW, the biggest challenge 
for National Foods was whether it could marshal the capacity to distribute milk right across the 
state, to all Woolworths stores, on time, every day. The regulated zones inherited from United 
Dairies gave it a starting share of under 30% of Sydney and less for the state. Its distribution 
infrastructure was ill equipped to do more. It purchased premises at North Rocks that had 
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operated as a freezer and turned it into a central cool room, which became its major distribution 
centre, a hub from which the orders for every store could be picked, put together and shrink-
wrapped ready either for rapid transfer at a cross-docking platform or for direct delivery to each 
store in the Woolworths chain. It was a gamble, but the land was worth loads if the bet of a 
Woolworths contract didn’t come off. 

In May 1996, a contract binding National and its participating NSW vendors was finalised, on 
a format designed by the AMVA. National allocated each vendor an exclusive area 
corresponding with his Dairy Corporation zone, and agreed to work with only that vendor in that 
area, who in turn agreed to sell only National’s Pura brand milk. National agreed to support the 
vendor with training and promotion activities, uniforms and truck decoration, and provided for a 
joint committee to set prices and margins. The initial contract was binding for the first year of 
deregulation, and then ongoing. It could be terminated if either party failed to honour the 
contract. Unless the vendor was in breach, the company must pay the current market value of 
the run if it wanted to terminate. Though similar to the contracts between most other NSW 
processors and their vendors, this one had to run the gauntlet of National’s head office in 
Melbourne, where executives were well versed in the methods in other states and weren’t 
convinced that the AMVA had the right answer for NSW. On the other side, plant failure and 
shortages were so widespread throughout 1995 that even the most patient National vendors 
questioned the company’s ability to succeed. Many started to doubt the whole contract concept. 
Both parties lacked commitment.59 

While Dairy Farmers and National Foods actively sought to sign vendors, Perfection said it 
would eventually offer a contract to any vendor who wanted one. Up north, Norco took the active 
approach. Fresh from its alliance with QUF and Dairyfields, Norco finalised a vendor contract 
and supported vendors with new marketing programs, including a Moove flavoured milk 
campaign with Milk Marketing and the AMVA. The advice of Norco’s Alan Hoskins to farmers 
was often cited: ‘An existing business must commit itself to the systematic abandonment of 
yesterday, if it wants to be able to create tomorrow.’60 

Self-regulation and the regulator 
The intent of Jack Hallam’s 1983 policy review was to steer the industry towards ‘self-regulation’. 
As the policy body charged with self determination, the Dairy Industry Conference chose to 
remain regulated. Many of its energies were devoted to the work of defence. One worrying 
project was Bob Whan’s plan to rescue the Dairy Corporation’s laboratory from humble, 
cramped quarters in the University of Sydney and build a large, modern central laboratory that 
would proudly serve the Corporation’s regulatory functions. It backed up Whan’s parallel drive 
for a marketing concept—NSW Milk Marque—that proclaimed the superior quality of NSW milk. 
The new lab opened in 1988, an architectural and technical marvel in Myrtle St, Chippendale, 
with state-of-the-art facilities. 

By 1989, the Corporation was under pressure to streamline operations and slim its margin in 
the wake of Coles’ import of Victorian milk. George Davey became head of the regulator at this 
nerve-wrenching time. Still young and relatively inexperienced, Davey was forced to scrutinise 
Corporation functions and costs. Industry expectations were broadcast when he hosted his first 
Corporation Christmas dinner and the guest speaker, Ian Langdon, attacked the regulator’s 
costly procedures.61 Through 1990 there was no lack of advice on potential savings from 
scrapping functions or transferring them to industry. It could already boast staff cuts of 23% over 
2 years, savings of $1.5 million in 1989–90, and another $1 million for the current year. That 
grinding discipline would continue year after year, always with an eye on the Victorian 
benchmark. As part of a longer-term plan, Davey’s target was a margin cut from 1.87¢ a litre in 
the milk price to 1.50¢ a litre, reducing annual income by $1.8 million.62 

But the Corporation had something much more important in the pipeline: a program that 
would transform the industry’s approach to safeguarding the quality of its product. Quality 
problems had been high among the issues that first stirred Hallam’s desire for industry change. 
The traditional approach to enforcement involved an army of inspectors turning up unexpectedly 
to uncover misdemeanours—never a service welcomed by industry. Not only costly, this made it 
the authority’s job to weed out the culprits. George Davey joined the Corporation lab in 1985 and 
soon became manager. At a time when the Corporation was introducing compositional payment 
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and raising the bar on microbiological quality, most of the state’s factory laboratories were basic, 
poorly equipped and operating with untrained staff: often the farmer’s wife would pick up some 
extra money doing a factory test that was never validated. To upgrade factory labs and 
procedures, Davey started a laboratory accreditation scheme in 1987, which offered training, 
and then an audit system so the labs could check their performance.63 

Close behind the proficiency programs was the more radical notion of hazard analysis as the 
cornerstone of quality assurance. A spin-off from NASA space programs and the need for safe 
food for astronauts, the idea was to locate systemic weak points in the flow of processing and 
packaging where some risk factor might enter.64 Wearing the bulky label of Hazard Analysis 
Critical Control Point (HACCP), it switched the focus from testing the end product to identifying 
and controlling problem areas in production. Prevention was better than rejection, and it put the 
onus on farmers and processors to examine and regulate their own procedures. In early 1990, 
Davey began to ease in the hazard analysis concept as a means of shifting more responsibility 
for milk quality from the regulator to the regulated. He set up a special unit to introduce HACCP 
quality assurance to factories throughout the state. Processors learned to evaluate potential in-
plant hazards that could affect product quality, and then to establish effective controls against 
them: a step towards ‘self-regulation’ that gained Conference endorsement in June 1990.65 

The Corporation’s role shifted from quality control to auditing the systems of quality assurance 
instigated by the industry. No longer would teams of inspectors collect thousands of milk 
samples for testing. From January 1991, the Corporation reduced its sampling frequency at 
factory level by 80%. The other 20% of samples were analysed as a performance check and 
used for the factory ranking system. If they wished to self-regulate, processors would have to 
bring their own procedures up to scratch. Davey highlighted the recent scare in which 
widespread illness from contaminated oysters devastated oyster sales. It was a sober lesson on 
effective quality assurance. The Conference agreed that sanctions would apply when factories 
failed to perform tests and procedures as required by the Foods Standards Code and the inter-
laboratory comparison program. In 1991, Norco received the state’s first HACCP certificate for 
its milk receiving operations. By May 1993, 11 factories had HACCP accreditation.66 

By 1997, the industry had accepted the HACCP challenge. During 1995–1997, receiving 
certification rose from 82% to 100%, and treatment factory certification from 70% to 100%. Dairy 
product factory certification rose from 47% to 70%, and factory managers started to step away 
from 1960s factory designs and improve their controls.67 The Corporation also developed 
HACCP for farms. It helped that George Davey’s wife was a senior microbiologist at Dairy 
Farmers, but taking the program to the farm transformed the quality of raw milk going to the 
factory. From a few farmers’ gaining accreditation in 1997, it spread rapidly. At first farmers 
recoiled from the paperwork: ‘I’m a poor farmer, out there milking cows at all hours and you want 
me to fill in forms as well,’ was the common complaint. But the Corporation designed a system 
that was easy to follow and talked everyone through it. By mid-1998, 97 farmers had HACCP 
certificates and 260 had signed on.68 Suddenly farmers became aware of antibiotics in their milk 
before the lab rang them with the startling news. HACCP certainly improved temperature control. 
It gave farmers new eyes to see quality risks. ‘It was a cultural shift,’ said Davey. It changed the 
way they operated. Farmers analysed how they maintained milk equipment and conducted 
cleaning schedules. Somatic cell counts (indicating udder health and mastitis) fell dramatically, 
as did general microbiological plate counts. 

A HACCP program was also developed for milk distribution depots, concentrating on effective 
refrigeration. Eight depots were accredited by mid-1998, by which time vendor vehicles were 
involved.69 In 1997 the program was extended to contractor drivers who collected raw milk from 
dairy farm vats and delivered to factories. Processors lifted product shelf life from 7 days to 12 
days—a game changer for the industry—largely owing to the better raw material they received 
from the farm. No incidence of foodborne pathogens in NSW milk occurred after HACCP at 
factories took off in 1993. The amount of retrieved product in NSW dropped from 215,000 units 
in 1996 to 93,131 in 1997, most of which was stopped at factory or depot and did not reach the 
public. With longer shelf life, improved temperature control, lower bacterial levels, fewer product 
recalls and cheaper liability insurance, lower industry costs saved more than $5 million a year. 
Unburdened by legions of inspectors and testers, the Corporation margin fell from 2.3% of the 
packaged milk price in 1988 to 0.8% in 1997.70 
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The transfer of quality responsibility to industry cut Corporation costs. Quality still cost money, 
but the change gave the industry more control over its own quality and its own costs. The Dairy 
Corporation became a leader in food industry application of HACCP and put the NSW dairy 
industry in a strong position for future moves towards mandatory HACCP-based food safety 
programs. 

Commercialising the Corporation 
In the deregulatory climate cultivated by the Greiner Government, it was ‘user pays’ time. 
Commercialisation and privatisation of public sector roles were in vogue. Which functions were 
most amenable to transfer from government control to private hands and how to transform 
regulatory structures into a service that people would pay for were topical questions. 

Troublesome issues included whom to transfer functions to and by which mechanism, who 
would own the mechanism, what exactly would be transferred and how the transfer would be 
made. Transfer issues led to questions about who actually owned any assets accumulated by 
the government agency. Ownership queries came back to who had paid for the assets. Because 
the collective structures, functions and assets of the milk industry were generally funded from an 
allocation or margin in the price structure, there was always dispute about whether the consumer 
paid for them, because the cost was added to the retail price of milk, or whether the industry 
paid for them, because levies were a cost deducted from their margins. The industry was 
inclined to the latter view, which meant the industry owned them. 

As early as 1991, Corporation managers looked at how they might jump on the 
commercialisation bandwagon.71 The foremost function of the laboratory was to support the 
Corporation’s regulatory role. Funded through the price structure, its testing service and ready 
technical advice made seamless contributions to the industry, introducing new testing 
technologies, training factory technicians and dispersing knowledge gained through its own 
research. Since 1986, the Corporation had also offered a few extra services on a cost recovery 
basis. These included testing of raw materials and finished products; testing for compliance with 
environmental regulations; herd recording tests for herd management; general hygiene 
assessment; and applied research for troubleshooting quality problems. In 1991–92, the total 
volume of business was $280,000, a pocket-money sideline that helped with fixed overheads but 
yielded little profit. 

Industry restructuring put the Corporation in a financial bind. The laboratory was designed for 
large-scale regulatory testing and anticipated growth. Its facilities were excellent but costly to 
maintain. The transfer of routine regulatory testing to industry slashed the number of samples 
passing through the laboratory and pushed up the overhead cost per test. It also released more 
resources to generate income from external clients. Gas chromatography and high-performance 
liquid chromatography had wide application, and Corporation scientists could easily take on 
analysis of chemical residues, wastewater and food additives.72 The economics were more 
tricky. The Dairy Industry Act restricted the Corporation lab to dairy-related work. The volume of 
dairy work was limited by the size of the NSW industry, its lack of export trade and a reluctance 
by NSW factories to contract the Corporation lab as a routine test service provider. 

To subsidise its regulatory functions, the Corporation lab needed to acquire the ability to 
accept non-dairy work. The options were commercialisation, corporatisation or privatisation. 
Commercialisation would formalise the Corporation’s fee-for-service activities but not overcome 
the dairy restriction of the Act. Corporatisation would convert the lab to a private company, of 
which the NSW Government would be sole owner. The Premier’s Office of Public Management 
considered this feasible only for a full government department, not for the Corporation 
laboratory.73 

That left privatisation. Among the dairy bills before Parliament in 1992, the Dairy Industry 
(Corporations) Amendment Bill 1992 would empower the Corporation to form private 
subsidiaries with non-dairy activities. It could legally provide wide-ranging services to the general 
public. Privatisation could be full or partial. The government would favour full privatisation, but 
that would restrict the lab’s use as a resource centre for the dairy industry and compromise a 
key Corporation responsibility. Partial privatisation could keep a foot in the regulatory camp and 
retain the credibility and integrity attached to that impartial status. Segregation of regulatory and 
commercial functions, performed under different identities, would preserve confidentiality for 
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dairy clients regulated by the Corporation. It would also separate conflicting priorities such as 
profit generation versus regulatory importance. 

A proposal for partial privatisation of the lab on these lines was finalised in August 1992, with 
the Corporation to be controlling shareholder of a private company and the Dairy Industry 
Conference the minor shareholder. The Minister’s office gave verbal approval. Another year 
passed before Coopers & Lybrand advised that feasibility hinged on gaining a critical mass of 
commercial business within 5 years. Likewise, the Bill that would allow the Corporation to form 
private subsidiaries wasn’t proclaimed until December 1993, by which time prolonged 
uncertainty had sunk lab morale to an all-time low.74 

In January 1994, Anjali Boronowsky and Peter Sutherland seized the initiative: to expedite 
privatisation of the Corporation’s laboratory services and explore the possibilities of dairy and 
non-dairy work. By April, a former officer of NSW Agriculture, Paul Gilchrist, was engaged.75 
Within the industry, he saw promising prospects. With more responsibility for quality assurance, 
some processors saw value in contracting a central laboratory to do most of their testing work.76 

The other growth area was tests for herd recording. NSW Agriculture provided this service 
from 1918 but began withdrawing from the 1980s as private providers got into the act. It now 
wished to get right out. The DFA was desperate to ensure that farmers retained reliable access 
to vital herd testing information. Regular testing of milk samples from individual cows provided 
data that many farmers used for herd management. Knowing the level of components like fat 
and protein helped farmers identify early in lactation those cows that were not covering the cost 
of purchased feed. Somatic cell counts indicated udder health. Farmers used such data to 
inform their culling and replacement policies for more profitable milking.77 Only 45% of NSW 
farmers currently engaged in herd recording, but more were coming to see the information as an 
investment, not just a cost. The Corporation lab did some herd testing for NSW Agriculture, but 
demand had recently jumped and the Department predicted a threefold increase in the near 
future. Paul Gilchrist believed herd testing alone could turn the lab from its current loss of 
$700,000 to breakeven within a year. With testing for dairy processors, further scope for cost 
cutting and extra work for other industries, the company could become reasonably profitable.78 

Gilchrist knew the government would prefer full privatisation, in line with its deregulation 
policy. If the Corporation retained a majority shareholding in a laboratory company, the 
government would see it as a failure to grasp the nettle of privatisation and require another 
round of privatisation later.79 Gilchrist believed the Corporation should be a minority shareholder, 
as a major client and a body associated with NSW milk quality. He advised partial privatisation 
through a subsidiary whereby the Corporation shared an equal one-third ownership with the DFA 
and the processors. The three-way ownership could be justified because the industry funded the 
lab construction and its operation through a margin in the milk price, and the subsidiary’s initial 
clients would be its three owners. The land, building and equipment, valued at $2.5 million, 
should be returned to the industry via a gratis share in the new company.80 

The idea of commercialising the core analytic activities of the lab was well received by the 
industry. The proposed ownership fell initially on fertile ground, but soon became complicated by 
deregulation priorities. Many processors disapproved of the DFA’s having any control over 
testing. The processors were interested in ownership themselves, but some believed the 
processing sector should be the sole owner.81 George Davey had a sneaking feeling that the 
processors would really prefer to sell off the whole lab operation and turn the proceeds over to 
the industry. 

The proposal appealed to the DFA since it coincided with a hiatus in the NSW Herd 
Recording Scheme, which was about to lose its home in NSW Agriculture. The DFA was 
working with the Department on finding a suitable commercial vehicle for the service and sized 
up the laboratory company. On the downside, the DFA couldn’t risk any unreliability in the 
service provided to farmers or any attachment to doubtful commercial viability.82 There were 
other private providers, and the Corporation lab had no experience in commercial competition. 
To give the lab a chance to prove itself, Gilchrist proposed the appointment of an interim board 
and manager that could operate commercial services while ownership structures were 
completed.83 

Gilchrist and the Corporation raced ahead of the DFA’s commitment. By December 1994, 
they were progressing the three-way ownership structure and possible transfer of the herd 
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recording services from NSW Agriculture.84 In January 1995, Pacific Analysis Pty Ltd was 
formed, with all shares initially held by the Corporation. The intention was to offer a 24.5% share 
as a grant to the DFA and likewise to a processor body.85 From 1 March 1995, Pacific Analysis 
operated as a private subsidiary of the Corporation, contracted to service its core analytical 
requirements and able to offer a commercial service to the dairy and other industries. NSW 
Agriculture was a key client for herd tests.86 Pacific Analysis aimed at developing the herd 
recording service into a nationally competitive operation with a large customer base and keen 
pricing. The lab already did most of the chemical tests on farmer-submitted milk samples.87 In 
September 1995, herd recording samples were increasing, with more requests for somatic cell 
counts. Extra staff were appointed, and a 32% price cut was offered on the fat, protein and 
somatic cell count package.88 But the DFA’s attraction to part ownership of Pacific Analysis was 
on the wane. 

For the DFA, herd testing was one part of a more complex equation in improving herd 
productivity and profitability. Testing the milk of individual cows provided farmers with a more 
accurate picture of cow performance and milking efficiency. Herd recording information could 
also be collated with genetic information on breeding sires. Artificial breeding aimed at making 
semen from superior bulls available so dairy farmers could breed for specific attributes in their 
herds.89 When herd recording was put with artificial breeding geared to the development of 
particular traits, real productivity gains occurred. That’s what herd improvement programs were 
all about. The days when state agriculture departments were responsible for providing herd 
recording and artificial breeding services to industry were just about over. As private providers 
took over, state governments progressively withdrew. NSW Agriculture handed its artificial 
breeding centre at Berry to a DFA trust in the 1980s. Only the NSW and Queensland depart-
ments retained any involvement with herd testing, and both planned complete withdrawal.90 

The industry itself had also stepped up with the formation of the Australian Dairy Herd 
Improvement Scheme (ADHIS) in 1982 as an initiative of the Australian Dairy Farmers’ 
Federation (ADFF). The ADHIS calculated Australian Breeding Values for production traits, 
which they released to the industry.91 The ADFF also aspired to a national herd recording 
scheme with computer software to collate herd test results with cow breeding traits. NSW, 
Victoria and Queensland pooled resources to develop the software, but the project fell through 
just as NSW Agriculture decided to transfer its herd improvement services to industry. At the 
same time, the artificial breeding centres of Queensland and Victoria were integrated to form a 
new farmer co-operative called Genetics Australia. In assisting farm productivity and profitability, 
it needed herd recording to work with its artificial breeding, and the ADHIS was creating a 
national repository for this collated data.92 

All this became relevant when responsibility for herd recording was transferred from NSW 
Agriculture to a DFA-owned company called Dairy Express in 1995. In looking for a provider, 
both parties had an eye to retaining developments carried out for the aborted national scheme. 
They saw value in an agreement between the NSW and Queensland industries and the 
commercial arm of animal genetics research at the University of New England, called 
Agricultural Business Research Institute (ABRI).93 In 1996 Dairy Express conducted a tender to 
select a commercial provider. Pacific Analysis was one of four strong bids, but ABRI won the 
tender to operate and manage the herd recording program on behalf of the DFA.94 ABRI had an 
established record. Pacific Analysis was still a commercial infant, not yet certain to stack up 
against competition from a well polished provider. The DFA went into partnership with ABRI in 
the Dairy Express Herd Recording Service and opted out of any joint venture with the 
Corporation, as did the processors. 

Dairy Express became a client of Pacific Analysis, which sent daily test results to ABRI to use 
in its herd recording calculations for report to farmers. In August 1996, Pacific Analysis was 
reconstituted as Pacific Industry Services Corporation Pty Ltd (PISC) to recognise the expansion 
in its range of outside services. Pacific Analysis became a division of PISC, continuing the core 
business of analytical services to the dairy and food-related services. PISC quickly established a 
Food Safety Solutions division, a consultancy service writing HACCP programs for any industry 
on a fee-for-service basis.95 In the early years, the Corporation had to make grants to keep 
Pacific Analysis and PISC afloat. But PISC became self-supporting for the first time in 1998. 
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Milk marketing and industry brands 
Market development was the weak spot of a regulated industry. The idea of forming Milk 
Marketing as an independent industry company was part of a drive to prevent deregulation, not 
accompany it. Professional marketing and strong industry brands were intended to make NSW 
milk more competitive and more resistant to the commercial threat from the south. Milk 
Marketing engaged in two different functions: generic promotion of milk as a general product that 
had to compete with a multitude of beverages; and to manage the specialty milks developed for 
the industry as a whole and marketed under specific industry brands. 

The industry brands assigned by the Dairy Corporation to Milk Marketing in 1989 included the 
modified specialty milks Lite White and Shape, and the flavoured milks Moove, Good One and 
Shayks.96 These brands targeted particular segments of the market and were able to build brand 
loyalty and command a premium above the regular whole milk price. In this regard, Australia 
was unusual, unlike the US, where modified milks sold for less than regular milk, and unlike the 
UK, where the lack of strong branding allowed supermarkets to gain dominance with their cheap 
house brands. In its management of the industry brands, Milk Marketing brought in extra 
revenue to the NSW industry. The industry brands were worth real money. 

As an industry partner in a deregulated environment, Milk Marketing’s role looked more 
problematic. The company had been stranded in its halfway house, starved of funds, since its 
stage 1 formation as a subsidiary of the Dairy Corporation in mid-1989. As the DIPG assembled 
its package of reform proposals for Ian Armstrong in September 1990, Milk Marketing was 
prodded to articulate a view on its future role. The result exposed its dilemma about how to 
handle the future relationship between shared industry brands and those owned by individual 
processors when everyone was pitched into competition.97 Struggling to identify the common 
ground in a free market, Milk Marketing argued that processor brands should be designed to 
open new markets rather than compete with established and successful brands: to increase the 
size of the pie rather than fight over its slices. 

The promise of marketplace deregulation by December 1992 brought urgency to the 
resolution of Milk Marketing’s future.98 Processors wanted a speedy transition to stage 2 
independence and proposed that the DIPG steer the process.99 Opinion sought from all sectors 
saw a place for a centralised marketing organisation in a deregulated environment.100 However, 
there were three dividing issues: the future role of Milk Marketing, its source of funding, and the 
ownership of Milk Marketing and its industry brands.101 The DIPG set a marketing objective to 
resolve these issues by March 1992.102 The Dairy Industry (Corporations) Amendment Bill 1992, 
which gave the Dairy Corporation and the Dairy Industry Conference the general power to form 
private companies, also cleared the way for the industry marketing arm to become an independ-
ent private subsidiary of the Conference and the Corporation.103 The Conference expected to 
become a majority shareholder, on behalf of the industry, in a subsidiary marketing company.104 

Looking ahead to deregulation, processor brand and pricing strategies became a hot topic, in 
which Milk Marketing’s future was clearly entwined. ACF had the greatest interest. With 63% of 
the state’s regulated milk market, ACF derived most use of the specialty industry brands held 
under the Milk Marketing umbrella and contributed most to its funding. It was also intent on 
developing its own premium specialty products under the Dairy Farmers brand. Funding 
implications arose from its demand that a processor whose modified product competed with 
industry brands should not pay the licence fee on the industry product.105 The result was 
provision for a partial rebate of the margin for modified milk promotion in such cases.106 

Other money issues came to the fore when ACF released a hot new specialty product called 
Farmers’ Best. Marketed as a no-cholesterol product, it substituted a vegetable oil for milk fat, 
and ACF caused a stir when it argued for a lower input price on the raw milk. That fed into a 
broader processor push for a single common input price for all market milks. That worried John 
Colbran as CEO of Milk Marketing, which obtained 84% of its funding from margins in the price 
structure. Those margins varied considerably between whole milk, flavoured milk and modified 
milks, the latter of which received by far the biggest margin, reflecting their higher cost of 
promotion. Colbran feared that a single input price would become an average that reduced his 
overall budget.107 

The task of clarifying functions, funding and ownership fell to Colbran in early 1994.108 Victoria 
was one source of ideas, being well advanced on a similar debate. The Victorian Dairy Industry 
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Authority (VDIA) didn’t have a separate marketing subsidiary like Milk Marketing, but had some 
very successful industry brands, including Big M flavoured milk and Rev and Skinny Milk in the 
reduced-fat category. The brands were managed entirely within the VDIA’s own internal 
marketing division and licensed for production and use by processors for a fee. In 1992, with 
deregulation just around the corner, the Victorian industry discussed how to privatise the 
industry brands. It made an early decision not to sell to individual processors but to transfer 
brand trademarks and the VDIA’s marketing operations to a separate VDIA subsidiary owned 
equally by the VDIA, the United Dairyfarmers of Victoria (UDV) and the Milk Processors 
Association of Victoria (MPAV). Called Australian Milk Marketing Pty Ltd (AMM), the company 
would take over brand management and the licensing to processors from July 1994. The VDIA 
would retain ownership of the industry brands to which AMM would have exclusive rights in 
Australia. Once all shareholders agreed that AMM was operating as planned, the VDIA would 
exit, leaving the company jointly owned by the UDV and the MPAV. An independent valuation 
said the top three brands—Rev, Skinny and Big M—were worth a total of $20 million to 
$29.4 million.109 

In NSW, Colbran came up with a variation on this model: a joint venture between Milk 
Marketing and processors which would own and manage the industry brands. Colbran promised 
a list of options for the ownership arrangement.110 This started a tangled debate about who 
actually owned Milk Marketing and its brands. The Minister and his policy advisor held the two 
company shares in trust, but was it in trust for ‘the industry’ or in trust for the people of NSW? 

The industry considered that the shares were held on its behalf, since the current situation 
was a transient expedient designed to operate only until the industry devised an independent 
source of funding for the intended private industry company. The special publicity allocation 
contained in the Corporation’s margin delivered a total $8.7 million to Milk Marketing that year. 
Extra revenue came from licensing processor use of the brands.111 The industry considered both 
these sources as industry money, which established its ownership of the company and the 
brands, as did the original intent that Milk Marketing manage the brands for the industry and 
then hand them over to the industry itself. Legal opinion to Milk Marketing considered it 
consumer money, which the State Government held in trust for consumers’ benefit. In this view, 
both Milk Marketing and its brands were the property of the government, and therefore the 
people of NSW, and the industry may have to pay up to $30 million to acquire the brands. The 
DIPG requested firm legal advice on this matter.112 

The Milk Marketing board, consisting of industry representatives and an independent chair-
man, lead a search of all the archives related to its formation, looking for documentary evidence 
regarding industry ownership of the assets, namely the brands.113 Milk Marketing’s legal 
advisors continued to advise that the state of NSW enjoyed beneficial ownership of the 
brands.114 

During 1994 the focus remained on a joint venture company between processors and Milk 
Marketing which could collectively manage the industry brands.115 From his earliest days at 
ACF, Alan Tooth stressed the importance of brand strength when everyone had to compete for 
sales. When it came to the industry brands, he was always adamant that ‘you can’t control your 
future by sharing brands with others.’ He could not see how they could possibly thrive under 
common industry ownership as deregulation drove all processors to create a distinctive market 
position. Milk Marketing put its hopes in a joint brand management plan that would work in 
deregulation by giving processors more say in pricing and distribution strategies. Both ACF and 
National were ‘loath to support’ a proposed ‘co-operative’ marketing proposal.116 So attention 
switched to brand franchising from the collective company to individual processors.117 It was 
hoped that a network of geographic franchises would replace the original user agreements.118 

Meanwhile, the DIPG made little progress while it awaited firm legal advice on Milk 
Marketing’s funding, operations and industry brands.119 That now paled before a greater concern 
about the fate of the industry regulator, the Dairy Corporation. 
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Chapter 13: And then came Hilmer 

Paul Keating let the cat out of the bag in 1986. The country was on the verge of becoming a 
‘banana republic’. Australia had fallen in the world wealth hierarchy. Identified as the third richest 
OECD nation in 1960, it would hit 15th place in 1990.1 

Hawke and Keating attributed the symptom to the disease of excessive protection, which 
sealed many sectors of the economy from the healing airs of competition. From 1983 they set 
out to turn that ranking around. They attacked the barriers against the world, then moved on to 
those that fragmented the domestic market. One of the biggest obstacles was eight state or 
territory governments doing things their own way and creating their own rules and standards. 
Under ‘New Federalism’, Hawke intended to renegotiate federal–state relationships and foster a 
co-operative approach, consistent standards and a national market. Through the Special 
Premiers’ Conferences, all heads of government were challenged to engage with the agenda of 
microeconomic reform. High on the list were big items of infrastructure that poured extra costs 
into the economy, like ports, rail, telecommunications and utilities such as electricity, water and 
gas. Many were monopolies run by government trading enterprises of some kind. 

Reform in all these areas would reduce many input costs of the dairy industry.2 More worrying 
were references to agricultural marketing boards and state marketing authorities. Hawke’s 
economic statement in March 1991 sent a shudder down Winston Watts’s spine. Labelled 
‘Building a Competitive Australia’, it pointed the way to a more productive Australia. Some of it 
was more of the same, like reducing tariffs and unifying infrastructure. The new policy highlight 
was extension of competition law to all corners of the economy. Hawke identified the Trade 
Practices Act (TPA) as the foremost tool to guarantee consumers the best deal from 
competition, but observed its ‘patchwork coverage’. It was designed mainly to keep a rein on big 
financial and trading corporations, like BHP and the banks.3 For purely historical and 
constitutional reasons, it bypassed many areas, such as some federal enterprises, state public 
sector businesses and certain private sector enclaves like the professions. ‘It is another 
important instance of the way we operate as six economies, rather than one,’ said Hawke. Yet 
the consumer benefits to be gained from pulling former havens into a national framework of 
competition law could be immense. Hawke said it had to be done and he’d already prompted the 
premiers to summon their best efforts at the next Special Premiers Conference.4 

Watts read Hawke’s statement as a call for deregulation across all Australian business. He 
noted the cheers from the NSW Government.5 It was another factor that led to the revised Dairy 
Industry Planning Group (DIPG) plan of April 1991. The Special Premiers’ Conference in July 
1991 agreed to consider a national competition policy and asked for a report to the November 
Premiers’ Conference on how and why the TPA excluded government trading enterprises, 
marketing authorities, unincorporated bodies and government procurement.6 The November 
Conference was derailed by the Hawke–Keating spat, but the premiers met anyway and agreed 
to advance exploration of these areas. 

After Keating became Prime Minister in December 1991, he put his own urgent stamp on 
competition objectives. His One Nation statement of February 1992 announced a raft of 
measures designed to kick the economy out of recession through a leap in productivity and 
competition. He replaced Premiers’ Conferences with his own forum of the Council of Australian 
Governments (COAG). In May 1992, COAG agreed on the need for a national competition 
policy. Insiders in the Prime Minister’s department argued for an enquiry that would flesh out the 
mechanics. The Deputy Secretary, Rod Sims, tested the idea on Roger Wilkins, head of the 
NSW Premier’s Department, and suggested Fred Hilmer to run the enquiry.7 In October 1992, 
Keating asked Professor Hilmer, of the Australian Graduate School of Management at the 
University of NSW, to chair an independent committee that would provide the principles and the 
blueprint for a national competition policy. Hilmer in turn consulted Nick Greiner, who gave it the 
thumbs up, confirming bipartisan support. Mark Rayner of miner CRA and Geoff Taperell from 
law firm Baker and McKenzie completed the line-up from the big end of town.8 

While beating the drum of competition policy, Keating summoned his soft side to extend a 
helping hand to those enduring the effects of structural change. In 1993, he beat John Hewson’s 
more zealous free-market policy and scraped back into government in March.9 In August 1993, 
the Hilmer report called for a bold and urgent embrace of national reform. 
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The Hilmer report 
It was Hilmer’s job to make the case for government intervention to rid the economy of excess 
regulation and make the free market work well. Hilmer set out three factors that compelled a 
national competition policy. First, Australia was on its way to operating as a single integrated 
market, with state boundaries eroded by transport and communications advances and by mutual 
recognition agreements. Secondly, those microeconomic reforms only served to shine the light 
on the sheltered areas that remained remote from competition. Third, the domestic, pro-
competitive reforms already under way were occurring on a sector-by-sector basis, and cried out 
for a national framework with consistent rules.10 

The Hilmer committee presented two principal goals. The first was to strengthen and extend 
the scope of the TPA to all parts of the economy. The second was to establish a regime for 
bringing competitive discipline to public monopolies where even the extended TPA might not 
reach. Great benefit was expected from sweeping away the maze of monopolies, regulations 
and anticompetitive rorts created willy-nilly by governments over the century. Greater efficiency 
and competition in government-owned rail, gas, electricity and water utilities would increase 
national gross domestic product by 2% or about $8 billion. Reform of agricultural marketing 
schemes was projected to reduce costs to consumers by about $550 million.11 

Hilmer didn’t imagine that all regulatory restrictions would vanish, but he wished them to be 
put to a systematic test, so the only restrictions on competition that remained were justified in the 
‘public interest’. Hilmer marked out six clear lines of policy action that would make markets work 
better. The first would operate via the TPA, putting limits on anticompetitive conduct in all 
business activity with strong and clear rules. The rest involved five specific kinds of action 
needed to maximise competition where the new TPA didn’t reach: reforming regulation which 
restricted competition without good reason; reforming the structure of public monopolies to 
separate commercial functions and make them compete; providing third-party access to hitherto 
monopolised facilities (like telecommunications); monitoring monopoly pricing; and fostering 
‘competitive neutrality’ so government enterprises had no advantage in competing with private 
business.12 Exemption from the TPA rules was possible, but a rigorous process would precede 
authorisation. 

Most of these policy areas affected the states, making the federated structure with nine 
different governments one of the biggest obstacles. Strong direction and discipline would be 
needed in implementing the policy. Three new bodies would do this work. The Australian 
Competition Commission would be the national regulator that would enforce the TPA’s rules of 
competitive conduct, determine authorisations of anticompetitive conduct, and administer price 
surveillance and access to essential facilities. The Australian Competition Tribunal would 
adjudicate where Commission decisions on applications for exemption were in dispute. Both 
Commission and Tribunal would report to the federal Treasurer. The National Competition 
Council would be a high-level, independent body set up jointly by all governments to oversee the 
process in the five other policy areas: regulation reviews, the structure of public monopolies, 
access to essential facilities, price surveillance and competitive neutrality.13 

Hilmer said the report’s reform package had to be taken as a whole, and Keating wanted to 
implement it quickly. But the Hilmer reforms invaded state government territory and relied on the 
states’ agreement and cooperation.14 Keating planned to handle all this through COAG, which 
he chaired.15 Most of the state premiers who embraced Hawke’s New Federalism were no 
longer in power and the co-operative climate had dissipated, leaving a more fractious path for 
competition politics. The restructure of public utilities could also threaten government revenue 
streams, presenting budget difficulties.16 That revenue dilemma was top of mind for the NSW 
and Victorian cabinet offices, which promptly started work on a special states’ package to put 
before COAG. 

The COAG meeting on 25 February 1994 was critical for the future of the Hilmer reforms. It 
started badly, as the states tried to divert Keating from immediate adoption. Victoria’s Jeff 
Kennett demanded an audit of the cost to the states, and other premiers cited individual industry 
impacts. Keating told them to be ‘brave’ and asked them to lunch, without their bureaucrats. The 
premiers outlined some conditions and Keating came to the party. Reassuring them that they 
would not lose their right to govern as normal, he backed off on immediate adoption, traded 
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concessions, and agreed that the next COAG meeting would discuss rewards for the states to 
come on board. All agreed to Hilmer-type competition policy, in principle.17 

The Darwin COAG meeting of 19 August 1994 got down to the horse-trading. The Council 
agreed in general to a package of reforms and then set out some conditions and rewards for 
participation. One condition was a phase-in period for extension of the TPA and the continued 
right of the states to provide exemptions. Another was a grandfather clause, to protect and 
maintain contracts entered up to that date. Amended legislation would be released for public 
comment before the legislative package was finalised at the next COAG meeting in February 
1995. The aim was to bring competition policy into effect on 1 July 1995. The fundamental 
prerequisite was the agreement that all governments would share the economic benefits. So that 
the states knew whether their participation would be worthwhile, the Industry Commission would 
assess the extent of the benefits.18 

By October 1994, the draft legislation was ready for public comment. It revealed the 
sweetener for ‘participating states’, which included the ability to grant exceptions to the TPA to 
particular conduct and to participate in nominating appointments to the Australian Competition 
Commission, with a majority able to veto a federal nominee. Clearly, it would be better to be ‘in’ 
than ‘out’, with more discretion to make judgements on specific enterprises. At this stage, it was 
not clear how many states would take the bait.19 

Hilmer and the dairy industry 
Release of the Hilmer report sent a flurry of faxes between national and state dairy 
organisations. The Australian Dairy Industry Council, Australian Dairy Farmers’ Federation and 
United Dairyfarmers of Victoria (UDV) had all made submissions to the Hilmer review, explaining 
why state and national marketing arrangements were so important. The reforms proposed by 
Hilmer seemed likely to leave the national scene intact, since Australian Dairy Corporation 
activities didn’t directly relate to domestic competition. The prospects for state systems were 
more threatening.20 

The NSW industry was still sweating on deregulation legislation passing the Parliament to 
allow its 5-year adjustment period. The partial deregulation scheduled to occur in 1998 lagged 
the proposed Hilmer timing and presumed the continued regulation of farm gate pricing and 
quotas. At best, the Hilmer process would disrupt the deregulation timetable. At worst, the need 
to justify practices classed as anticompetitive threatened the institutional edifice that regulated 
farm supply and pricing. The Dairy Corporation itself was at risk. 

The industry initially adopted a restrained defensive mode. Hilmer reforms required state 
governments to agree to transfer powers to the Commonwealth. Though the Federal 
Government could use existing constitutional powers to push through the reforms, the federal 
approach was intended to engage, not coerce, the states. The NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association 
(DFA) saw this as the opening for warning off the NSW Government. Reg Smith asked Premier 
John Fahey to adopt a ‘most cautious’ approach, since the transfer of state powers would inhibit 
discretionary judgements on practices in NSW industries and the Hilmer premise that agricultural 
structures were inefficient was unfounded. Smith said the dairy industry was not only expanding, 
reinvesting and adopting world’s best practice but was also addressing a progressive 
deregulation program in harmony with governments, with sound planning and timetabling.21 The 
Conference executive sent a similar letter to the Premier. 

Industry anxiety leapt when the COAG agreement of February 1994 solidified state 
commitment to the reform process and approved drafting of enabling legislation.22 The DFA 
executive was alarmed at this ‘recent and unexpected agreement’. Rural marketing boards, such 
as the Dairy Corporation, were clearly regarded as market distorting agencies. It seemed 
inevitable that the dairy industry would come under scrutiny. Following the vendor example, the 
DFA threw the threat of hefty compensation at the Fahey Government, citing a reimbursement 
value of $352 million on quota holdings should government action seriously affect quota values. 
Reg Smith suggested that members remind their local MPs of these issues.23 

Minister Ian Causley was quickly on the case, seeking briefs on Hilmer implications. The 
message was not to overreact. State participation would depend on the degree of compensation 
offered by the Federal Government for lost revenues, and that was far from certain. Government 
utilities were the real concern.24 Causley said there was still ‘a lot of water to flow under the 
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bridge before the dairy industry might be called on to justify its special structures;’ he personally 
favoured the longer phasing-in period of the dairy industry program. Farm gate price regulation 
and quotas would be deemed anticompetitive by the Hilmer proponents but could gain 
exemption if justified in the public interest. Causley didn’t swallow the argument about doing it for 
cheaper consumer products and advised the industry not to get ‘too excited’ at this stage. 

Roger Wilkins, now head of the Cabinet Office, and Col Gellatly, head of the Premier’s 
Department, were also reassuring. Highly involved in competition policy negotiations, Wilkins 
gave Reg Smith and Winston Watts a comforting overview of the state of play.25 It seemed the 
states would retain the right to determine outcomes for market milk and the ‘community interests’ 
by which to judge them. Current deregulation programs would also be honoured. Though the 
current TPA exemption for government enterprises would go, the state would be the manager of 
competition actions. Some federal body would probably maintain an overview, but the states 
would retain the power of exemption and—if justified—even to maintain the status quo. The 
dairy industry would continue to negotiate with the State Government on regulatory issues. It 
would just have to ‘justify’ the arrangements in terms of efficiency and competitive criteria. 
Wilkins was very familiar with the dairy industry’s position. Since it was already following a 
program of deregulation, Wilkins said it was unlikely to be a high priority for review. Certainly, 
nothing ‘sudden’ would happen. 

Port Macquarie Protocol 
The industry might not ‘overreact’ but it was certainly thinking ahead. George Davey saw it as 
his role to take a lead. He had a close eye on the UK, where milk deregulation was scheduled to 
occur on 1 November 1994. Milk marketing boards (MMBs) created in the 1930s to market all 
milk retained their legal monopoly when the UK joined the European Economic Community 
(EEC), but their obligation to sell every litre became more difficult when production shot up under 
the EEC system. A move into milk processing to soak up some of the excess led to surplus 
processing capacity after the European Commission (EC) introduced quotas in 1984 and put a 
cap on UK production. Other UK dairy companies complained and the government forced the 
Board’s processing arm to operate commercially.26 From the EC came a surge of imports and 
legal challenges against two-tiered pricing based on end use. Locally, dairy companies attacked 
MMB control of supply.27 

A free-market UK Government was only too willing to abolish a statutory milk buying 
monopoly but gave the MMB of England and Wales (MMBEW) the chance to write its own script 
for the transition. The government had in mind a co-op that could source enough milk to retain 
processing capacity and compete in Europe. The MMBEW chose to do what it knew best, make 
the most of its starting advantage of an existing network of farm supply around the country, and 
go for maximum market power for farmers. It decided to form a large supply co-operative that 
would concentrate on trading milk, buying all the raw milk of its members and selling it by 
contract to processors, who would be their customers, not competitors.28 The Scottish Board 
went for three new co-ops and the same deregulation date of 1 November 1994. 

To gain insights into the UK approach, George Davey invited Andrew Dare, CEO of the 
MMBEW, to address NSW industry conferences in May 1993. Though a farmer’s son, Dare had 
spent most of his career on the processor side of the fence, including 20 years with a major dairy 
manufacturer, Unigate, and a period as head of the processor organisation, the UK Dairy Trade 
Federation. In planning for deregulation, Dare could summon the perspective of a processor. As 
head of the Dairy Trade Federation in 1990, he’d complained bitterly about the MMBEW plan to 
turn itself into a ‘voluntary monopoly’ that could dictate to buying processors; he’d proposed 30 
competing regional supply co-ops.29 Now he was fighting for the voluntary monopoly, arguing 
that farmers would be in the weakest position: they were numerous and their customers few, 
with more than 60% of their milk handled by four major processors.30 Dare was stumping around 
to every farmer gathering, trying to sign up all suppliers for the proposed raw milk trader, called 
Milk Marque. 

Dare chose to embrace the free market from the middle, putting farmers in the best possible 
market position by aggregating their milk pool and market power, and putting processors in the 
best possible position against European competition and UK retailers by catering to their 
individual supply needs. Under the catchcry of ‘excellence replacing statute’, Dare said Milk 
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Marque must become the most efficient marketer of raw milk in the EC, pay farmers good prices 
in comparison with other EC countries, and provide unrivalled service to its processor 
customers. 

In 1993, Dare’s message to NSW was to capitalise on the strengths of its existing position, 
used branded products and innovation to the hilt, plan well ahead for deregulation and control 
the process of change. Dare considered the NSW supply management system and quality 
assurance programs among its top assets. He was less impressed with the long time frame for 
deregulation. Britain would deregulate its whole supply chain in a single day and with much less 
notice. That speed partly reflected the threat posed by European competition, but Dare thought 
the NSW process was a huge source of uncertainty which, no matter how it was controlled, was 
bad for the industry. He hoped to have all the UK changes to industry arrangements in place by 
April 1994, even though the Bill was yet to pass through Parliament. 

With the Hilmer legislation fast becoming a reality, George Davey took Dare’s advice to take a 
proactive stance, plan well ahead and try to control the process. Other advice included 
upholding the quality image in products and farming practices, the market strength in the 
industry brands and industry unity. Davey organised a planning workshop for the Corporation 
executive in late September 1994 with three intentions. The first was to reshape the 
Corporation’s functions to fit the wind-down of post-farm regulation over the next 4 years. One 
piece of unfinished business was the privatisation of Milk Marketing. The second was to carve 
out a continuing and justifiable role for the Corporation in any post-Hilmer world. To survive, the 
Corporation would have to add unique value to a deregulated industry. With the third motive of 
consolidating industry unity around shared goals, Davey invited some industry leaders to inject 
their views.31 

Held over two full days in a hotel at Port Macquarie, the September workshop was an 
exercise in exploring the hazards, defences and opportunities of what was labelled the ‘Brave 
New World’—a telling variation on the title of ‘Towards a New World’ given to the British MMB 
proposals for deregulation.32 On the first day, Jim Forsyth, Alan Tooth, Reg Smith, Bob Grey and 
Winston Watts presented their individual ideas on the future structure of the industry, where 
Hilmer might take them, how the industry could best respond, and the role and functions of the 
Corporation up to and beyond marketplace deregulation. On the second day, the Corporation’s 
executive laid out its own timetable of objectives and strategies.33 

The opening prognosis was that total deregulation was ‘highly possible’ by 2000, and the 
Hilmer future might hold no place for the Corporation. The group identified supply management 
as the Corporation’s premium contribution, especially linked to its high-level technical expertise 
in milk quality.34 The consensus was strong to fight hard to protect both farm gate pricing and 
supply management as statutory functions. But the Hilmer reforms could ultimately force them 
into more competitive ways, in which case they’d need to be prepared with ways of achieving the 
same ends in a commercial and competitive environment. Urgent action was regarded as 
necessary to put the strongest possible structures in place. 

George Davey’s working strategy was to continually slim operations. Something labelled the 
Dairy Industry House concept was a possible cost-saving measure that appeared to solve a set 
of problems. The Corporation’s place of residence was costly. The Milk Board bought the 
Regent Street building in Chippendale in 1954 to symbolise its sturdy stature and to house large 
staff numbers. A dwindling Corporation staff now rattled around an oversized space spread over 
nine floors, and the ageing building was costly to maintain. More suitable premises were 
needed, and the current home was a real estate asset of some worth. The Dairy Industry 
Conference was located somewhere else, and Milk Marketing was accommodated in more 
salubrious quarters at Bondi Junction. In these more stringent times, it made sense to sell the 
old Milk Board building and lease a single space to house the Corporation, the Conference and 
Milk Marketing. A one-stop shop, where the three bodies could interact closely, be in walking 
distance of Parliament House and share the rent had great appeal. The idea of all industry 
sectors eventually coming together in one Dairy Industry House won favour in the interest of 
unity and economy.35 

The Dairy Industry House was discussed at Port Macquarie. The concept of shared location 
morphed into an idea about sharing an organisational structure. The group examined the Milk 
Marque model and how to replicate it. Milk Marque was poised for deregulation with remarkable 
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market power, having signed up over 65% of the farmers and around 70% of the milk supply of 
England and Wales. An even higher percentage of Scotland’s farmers joined Scottish Milk. 
Since EC quotas meant Britain could produce only 80% of its own milk needs, processors were 
already overbidding for the milk offered through Milk Marque’s distinctive contracts.36 The Port 
Macquarie group came up with the idea of merging the three statutory bodies—the Corporation, 
the Conference and Milk Marketing—into a single supply company called Quality Milk Pty Ltd. 

Quality Milk could solve a few industry issues and generate a Hilmer-friendly structure in one 
hit. A corporate business centred around management of market milk supply seemed to offer the 
best hope for all dairy farmers to retain access and equity in the liquid milk market. Through 
commercially negotiated contracts, processors would be assured a regular supply of high-quality 
milk, backed by the Corporation’s technical expertise. Unlike Milk Marque, processors would be 
part of Quality Milk, thereby avoiding the pricing and supply problems apparent in the UK.37 The 
company would have two arms, a regulatory authority and a commercial body. Its functions 
would cover those currently performed by the three organisations: supply management, pricing 
and quality; industry policy and government relations; and product marketing. The model was 
called the NSW Dairy Industry Concept. 

The Dairy Industry Concept was seen as a transitional structure and a template for a 
deregulated future. It formed a central pillar of a broad plan labelled the Port Macquarie Protocol. 
The Corporation executive filled out its part of the Protocol with a vision of being ‘the best 
providers of quality milk and services to the dairy industry’—a realistic goal given its strengths in 
supply management, quality assurance, skilled people and commercial services.38 The Protocol 
listed a range of objectives. These included control of the entry to marketplace deregulation; 
retention of farm gate regulation; development of the public benefit case for regulated supply 
management; review of commercial supply management models; and improved efficiency in all 
current operations. The Corporation would establish Quality Milk as a company and develop 
market-based models for supply management and quality assurance to offer as commercial 
services. It intended to be well on the way by December 1995.39 Industry administration would 
likewise be consolidated through Quality Milk. A key Protocol objective was maintenance of the 
strong unity of sectors developed over the last decade. 

The Port Macquarie group went home committed to the Dairy Industry Concept as a 
multipurpose solution to several industry needs, including gradual transfer of ownership of 
several services to industry so that self-control was feasible by 2000. With state elections due in 
March 1995, a sense of urgency drove progression of a plan that might gain pre-election 
commitment from both Government and Opposition. 

The DFA executive approved development of the concept, raised the possibility of including 
manufacturing milk, and authorised Reg Smith to quietly brief key people in the Queensland 
Dairyfarmers’ Organisation because of implications for future structures and cooperation 
between the states.40 George Davey sounded out the Minister and the Premier’s Office, both of 
whom reacted favourably and set things moving. The Government Trading Enterprise Reform 
Unit was asked to assess the concept against Hilmer criteria, and a member of the 
Corporatisation Unit of the Office of Public Management was assigned to assist Jim Forsyth and 
Ross Dick in working up a proposal. Forsyth briefed the Opposition to ensure both sides of 
politics were on board.41 The DIPG endorsed the Protocol principles and formed a committee to 
prepare a report for the December Conference meeting. The Conference executive also 
endorsed the merger plan. It welcomed the flexibility of a company with a small number of 
directors and an advisory body similar to the Conference but far less cumbersome than the 39-
member format. At the farmer level, DFA regional meetings brought no objections. On 15 
December 1994, the Conference endorsed the concept and empowered the executive to 
develop it.42 

The Dairy Industry Concept would have to be implemented in a series of steps. First, a 
separate body called Quality Milk Pty Ltd would be formed. The Corporation would hold the 
shares but its board of directors would represent the industry. The functions performed by the 
three statutory bodies could be transferred progressively. Some of the Corporation’s functions 
could be performed by Quality Milk without legislative change, some would require enabling 
legislation, while basic functions such as vesting and the power to appoint agents would remain 
with the Corporation. After passage of enabling legislation, the Conference would be replaced by 
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an industry body set up to advise the Quality Milk board. Then the functions of Conference and 
Milk Marketing would be transferred, along with further Corporation functions. The statutory 
regulatory arm would be maintained as long as possible. The commercial arm would stand ready 
to take over regulated activities as required. Should total deregulation occur, the industry could 
retain cherished functions through transfer of the Quality Milk shares from the Corporation to the 
industry, and the Corporation could be abolished. 

By early 1995, a brief was prepared for appointing consultants to examine the Dairy Industry 
Concept. The Queensland Dairy Authority (QDA) had also decided to review its regulatory role 
and possible commercial roles, and appointed Coopers & Lybrand for that purpose. Pat Rowley 
put in a good word for Queenslander Steve Spencer, who worked for Coopers & Lybrand.43 
Fresh from the Rowley ‘cup of tea and a talk’ treatment, Spencer was sent south to parley with 
George Davey and Terry Outtrim. They hit it off immediately. By March 1995, the Corporation 
had called for consultant submissions, was advancing the sale of its Chippendale building, and 
was investigating the joint lease of office space with Milk Marketing and the Conference 
secretariat.44 

In the lead-up to the March elections, politicians on both sides were pressed to declare what 
they would do for the industry. Causley praised the ‘proactive incentives’ set out in the Port 
Macquarie Protocol and promised to restrain federal Labor’s use of rural industries as Hilmer 
guinea pigs. Labor’s agriculture shadow, Bob Martin, endorsed the Dairy Industry Concept and 
foreshadowed a restructure of the Dairy Corporation into a government enterprise trading body, 
with clearly defined commercial, social and regulatory roles.45 When the Labor Party won 
government, it readily followed the Coalition’s cooperation with the Hilmer plan. The COAG 
meeting on 11 April 1995 endorsed the Competition Principles Agreement, and committed the 
new NSW Government to undertake a review of all state legislation that restricted competition. 
The NSW Dairy Industry Act 1979 fell within the sweep of this obligation.46 

From COAG to Leura 
The surprise in the new government was the appointment of Richard Amery as Minister for 
Agriculture. As the long time shadow minister, Bob Martin had been the main point of contact for 
the industry. Amery, as shadow minister for consumer affairs, was seen as siding with the 
enemy in his constant criticism of price increases. Another surprise was the discovery that Bob 
Whan was back on the scene as Amery’s Chief of Staff. With the industry due for a substantial 
price increase, the relationship started badly. The Minister’s approval was required but he 
seemed to avoid contact. When an industry group finally met him in late April, he wouldn’t 
approve a general price increase before the price-setting mechanism was reviewed. He set up a 
new Price Structure Review Committee and appointed two powerful consumer representatives. 
John Holloway was Director of Consumer Affairs and became committee chairman. High-profile 
media personality Jane Singleton took the second consumer spot.47 Neither was popular with 
the industry representatives. Thus began a long haggle over a new price-setting formula that 
would keep milk price rises below consumer price index increases. 

It was mid-June 1995 before an industry group discussed the Dairy Industry Concept with 
Amery. Steve Spencer had beaten off two other contenders and stood ready to start the project. 
Amery seemed relaxed enough with the industry but not with the Dairy Industry Concept.48 He 
was by nature a regulator, and the idea of ‘subcontracting’ any of his statutory responsibilities 
was simply unacceptable. He appreciated that beyond 2000 it would be hard to maintain the 
statutory protection of farm gate supply, and the industry may wish to explore alternative 
schemes, but Amery saw a serious conflict of interest in the proposed structure. The role played 
by the Conference as a political forum enabled industry groups to reach a consensus and 
develop policy; it was quite different from the role performed by the Corporation. As a marketing 
organisation, Milk Marketing had another distinctive function. Amery wouldn’t approve 
engagement of consultants for the Dairy Industry Concept. He would only permit work on the 
supply management component.49 

The industry was still intent on the Dairy Industry Concept, but the people now calling the 
shots were at best unfamiliar with the proposals, at worst opposed. Industry people put out 
feelers for some kind of summit meeting where industry and government leaders could talk 
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frankly and establish guidelines for future actions.50 Amery agreed to a gathering set for late 
August. 

Early August was awash with Hilmer-related seminars. The message from the top said that 
the Labor Government took competition policy very seriously and all its agencies had better do 
likewise. Any anticompetitive activities must be addressed through changes in practice and 
policy. No one should view exemption from the new TPA as an escape. ‘Think of them only as 
slim possibilities,’ said Kate McKenzie, deputy head of the Cabinet Office.51 The NSW 
Treasurer, Michael Egan, opened the first of a series of seminars designed to introduce 
government officers to competition policy. He was accompanied by Allan Asher, Deputy Chair of 
the Trade Practices Commission, in a combination explicitly intended to signal the determination 
of the NSW and Federal governments to achieve a thorough implementation of competition 
policy.52 

There’d be no mollycoddling. The Cabinet Office would assist, but each agency was 
responsible for its own compliance, and failure to comply would expose it to action and penalty 
by the private sector or the federal regulator, the Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission (ACCC). ‘Needless to say, the NSW Government will not be too happy to find that 
agencies have not performed the task adequately,’ said Egan. The projected benefits equated to 
an estimated average of $1750 a year for each Australian household. Importantly, 
implementation of the reforms would increase taxation revenue, which the Federal Government 
had agreed to share over a period of 10 years. States which achieved the milestones set out in 
the reform agreement would receive substantial payments on an annual basis. NSW stood to 
gain around $2 billion. 

The core of the Hilmer package was stated in the federal Competition Policy Reform Act 
1995, which amended the TPA. The conduct rules in Part IV were expanded and applied as a 
Competition Code to all businesses. One of the major changes in the TPA was the extended 
coverage from companies to individuals. Dairy farms which were sole operators or partnerships 
were not previously covered by the TPA but would be now. So were co-operatives.53 The 
amendments also lifted the shield of the Crown except for interdepartmental dealings. One of the 
NSW Labor Government’s first steps was to introduce the Competition Policy Reform (NSW) Act 
1995, which adopted these amendments as NSW law. Egan explained that the Cabinet Office, 
Treasury and the Premier’s Department would have key roles in the whole National Competition 
Policy process. But the three new national bodies would enforce compliance, enquire into any 
irregularities and override exemptions if these were deemed not to be of public benefit. It was 
notable that the head of the ACCC, Alan Fels, went one step better than Hilmer and suggested 
including ‘Consumer’ in the title of the new Commission.54 

To ensure a positive atmosphere at the coming summit with government people, industry 
leaders put in prior preparation. The day after the Egan seminar, a workshop was held to 
discuss supply management issues. Pat Rowley was there as a national representative and Ivan 
Jones as UDV president, as well as representatives of all the NSW sectors and main bodies. As 
the project consultant, Steve Spencer had quickly struck a good rapport with the industry’s inner 
circle and facilitated the workshop. Spencer was new to dairying, his work for Rowley his first 
introduction, but he learned quickly, wishing to immerse himself in this strangely complex 
industry. After ranging across possible deregulation scenarios, the group intended to impress on 
the government the unanimous industry view that every effort should be made to maintain 
coordinated supply management for market milk.55 

The industry–government summit occurred at a hotel in Leura over 2 days at the end of 
August. It represented a renegotiation of where the industry stood now that government power 
had shifted into different hands. A select group of government leaders and industry leaders were 
present.56 In opening the summit, Amery commended the industry for its proactive stance and 
stressed the importance of managing change rather than relying on government. He believed 
that commercial pressures, not government intervention, were far more likely to be the major 
drivers for deregulation. This view was echoed by Pat Rowley and Ken Baxter, now head of the 
Premier’s Department. 

Baxter’s opinions mattered, and they’d not always been complimentary to the dairy industry. 
In 1987 he’d criticised industry management, expressed amazement at the excess of industry 
meetings with no observable outcome, and deplored the blunt resistance to change and the 
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heavy reliance on ‘the man from government’ turning up to solve any problems.57 Now he 
praised the dairy industry as one of the few agricultural industries that continued to experience 
substantial change and had managed it well. He confirmed it was not high on the government’s 
list of Hilmer priorities. Agricultural marketing boards which relied on vesting would eventually 
become subject to competition policy. If established by a state statute they might gain exemption 
by a state statute. Provided the industry continued to demonstrate that it was being soundly 
managed, why would the government want to get involved?58 

The Leura summit confirmed government support for the regulatory structure but knocked the 
Dairy Industry Concept on the head, owing to potential conflicts of interest. The most emphatic 
change was insistence that the Dairy Industry Conference be retained in its current form as the 
primary interface between the government and industry. It was after all Bob Whan’s 1983 baby 
and he still believed it had worked well. The most heartening affirmation was government agree-
ment that the Dairy Corporation should retain a regulatory role after 1998, particularly in food 
safety and milk quality, and could take on commercial functions as long as they were clearly 
separated from the regulatory arm.59 Amery therefore gave his blessing for work on a commer-
cial supply management model. Though the future of Milk Marketing and its brands remained 
unresolved, it was seen as a comfortable fit with the commercial arm of the Corporation. 

In the revised Port Macquarie Protocol, Conference remained an independent industry body 
providing policy advice to government. However, the Dairy Corporation would still have two 
arms. The regulatory arm would deal with vesting, pricing, registration and quality enforcement. 
The commercial arm would have its own industry board and include at least four commercial 
entities: Quality Milk running supply management, Pacific Analysis running laboratory services, 
Quality Services running quality assurance audits, and Milk Marketing running industry brands 
and generic promotion. 

Back to the drawing board on Milk Marketing 
When the Dairy Industry Concept was killed off, the debate on Milk Marketing’s future began 
anew. One confusing question was what was meant by ‘industry ownership’ and who this 
included. The term ‘the industry’ did not represent an entity at law.60 It certainly didn’t represent 
common interests and priorities. 

Processors wanted to get their hands on the brands, which had 22% market share and a 20¢ 
a litre price premium. They’d signed franchise agreements in 1995 which guaranteed distribution 
rights on industry brands for 13 years, and franchise royalties would continue to fund brand 
development and promotion. Farmers were most obsessed with security of the supply 
management system and its quotas, and any outcome on Milk Marketing would have to be 
based on that goal. They also wanted a say in generic promotion and were prepared to fund it as 
a deduction from their price margin. Vendors thought they should have a share of anything that 
was going, having contributed to milk promotion like everyone else, but they didn’t have the 
wherewithal to fund anything in the future.61 The other sectors feared that vendor lobbying could 
derail the whole transfer of Milk Marketing ownership if they were just written out of the script. 

Collectively, the industry asserted four claims: the ‘absolute requirement’ that ownership of 
the industry brands be transferred to entities that represented the NSW market milk industry; the 
expectation that this transfer occur at no cost; the assumption that brand transfer would be the 
first step in restructuring the funding and ownership of Milk Marketing; and the demand of 
processors that the transfer be achieved while safeguarding the future validity of the industry 
brand franchise agreements.62 

Minister Amery intended that Milk Marketing be structured to meet the challenge of deregul-
ation but wasn’t yet sure whether the government should retain a role. He wanted to protect the 
farmers’ position in whatever happened and to ensure they weren’t run over by stampeding 
processors as deregulation progressed. He also wished the small processors to have a fighting 
chance against the likes of Dairy Farmers when the deregulation gun went off. And he certainly 
challenged the industry assumption that it owned the brands. He regarded the real owners as 
the consumers who paid the extra margin that went into promotion and brand development. The 
government owned the brands on their behalf. He wasn’t about to give them away. Impatient to 
have the ownership resolved, Amery asked Don Saville, of the Department of Agriculture, to 
review the whole situation. The terms of reference covered ownership of Milk Marketing and its 
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assets and responsibility for its future funding; Amery stipulated that it would no longer be 
appropriate for promotion to be funded via a margin added to the retail price.63 Saville was to 
seek an industry consensus to include in his report, due to the Minister by mid-1996. 

John Colbran organised an industry meeting at the Holiday Inn at Coogee on 20 February 
1996. Milk Marketing was itself determined to stay in the picture and in control of milk promotion 
and brand development. Milk Marketing staff longed to be independent of public service 
restrictions and industry interests and to be a standalone subsidiary, accountable to its parent, 
whether private or statutory, via its own broad-based board. The current Milk Marketing board 
(representing industry interests) wanted the company and its brands owned 50/50 by farmers 
and processors. It preferred that to occur through joint ownership of the proposed Quality Milk 
company, which would then own 100% of Milk Marketing and its brands. A fall-back was for 
processor and farmer entities to have direct ownership of Milk Marketing. The Amalgamated Milk 
Vendors Association (AMVA) agreed with that concept but would insist on a stake in the 
ownership. The processors also supported that concept, subject to suitable franchising and 
funding, and to the ownership of industry brands and assets being transferred to Quality Milk at 
no cost.64 

The DFA agreed with these general propositions but above all wished to ensure that the 
privatisation process would not reduce government support for the regulated quota system. In 
demanding that the government hand over some very valuable assets at no cost, the industry 
might well find the government demanding the price of total deregulation—a price the DFA was 
not prepared to pay. The DFA was focused on getting the supply management company 
properly established. Since that would take some time, it proposed a transitional privatisation of 
Milk Marketing whereby the Dairy Corporation still held a 10% to 20% share, and farmers and 
processors held equal shares of the rest. This holding company could gain immediate ownership 
of the brands, to satisfy the processors, and allow the Dairy Corporation to transfer farmer 
money and sales information to Milk Marketing.65 

Coming out of the Coogee meeting, a working group was formed to pursue a rapid 
consensus.66 It adopted a privatisation model whereby farmers and processors had joint 
ownership of Milk Marketing and the brands, farmers funded generic promotion from their price 
margin, and processors funded brand development through the licence fee paid on the brand 
franchise. The AMVA could have a seat on the board with voting rights but might have to make 
some financial contribution.67 

The industry remained locked into this joint ownership model for the rest of the year, with 
minor adjustments to deal with various legal hitches. It also remained steadfast that ownership of 
the brands must incur no cost. As Amery was drawn into the Hilmer process he became more 
locked in to the opposite view—that the brands were a public asset—and politically he must 
ensure that the government could not be condemned for giving away something valuable. Don 
Saville found that Treasury expected to recoup the value of the assets and estimated the 
goodwill at over $20 million. He advised the industry against forcing the issue of brand 
ownership and provoking government demands for payment. He proposed that the brands be 
retained by the Dairy Corporation, who could contract exclusive use to the industry-owned Milk 
Marketing. Saville noted the lack of marketing expertise and the excess of vested industry 
interests on the current Milk Marketing board and advised a change. 1996 ended with the two 
Milk Marketing shares held by the Minister’s office being transferred to the Dairy Corporation 
while the brand issue was sorted. Bob Whan became chairman of Milk Marketing, and a new 
non-industry board was appointed for 1 year. 

Jim Forsyth stated the industry expectation that one Milk Marketing share would now be 
transferred to a processor company called NSW Processors Pty Ltd and one share to DFA 
Nominees Pty Ltd. The brands would be transferred into their joint ownership. He expected the 
whole privatisation to be completed before the Hilmer review of the dairy industry began in early 
1997.68 Amery replied with some astonishment that the proposal ignored the margin paid by 
consumers to Milk Marketing, and the industry clearly underestimated the risk of failing the 
public benefit test that was basic to the Hilmer review. He’d also like to know how the 
‘privatisation’ could occur before the start of the Hilmer Review when industry had not yet 
provided any feasible offer for the assets of Milk Marketing, nor any indication of how processors 
would subscribe the funds required to obtain 50% of it.69 
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The whole ownership game started again in 1997. Bob Whan called for another big industry 
meeting at Coogee to resolve the ownership question once and for all. The pieces were thrown 
up in the air again as a wider range of options were put on the table. The six options covered 
different combinations of company and brand ownership. The first four retained some kind of 
joint industry ownership of both. The other two proposed selling the brands to interested parties, 
either in NSW, interstate or international. Most of the industry went for option 1, which was pretty 
much a repeat of the model of the previous year. Alan Tooth never quite got the hang of this 
collective ownership thing. He wanted full control of the brands that Dairy Farmers marketed and 
rapid certainty about which brands they would be. He’d gone along with the joint ownership talk 
all through 1996, thinking this would surely mean the death of the brands in a deregulated 
environment. If that was to be the outcome, he thought Dairy Farmers would opt out and 
develop its own brands. Now that separate sale of the industry brands was on the table, he 
was interested. 

Tooth went to the Coogee meeting aiming at getting the brands into the collective hands of 
the processors according to the present share of brand business, the intention being to then 
auction the brands to those who were interested. He also wished to break any lingering link 
between the brand and the government. Dairy Farmers were soured by the Victorian experience, 
wherein the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority, in leasing out the brands, tried to coerce the 
licensed processors into marketing an uncommercial product. He was prepared to pay for the 
brands if the link with government was broken and if he could buy the brands outright for sole 
use by Dairy Farmers. Complicating his plan was the desire of the DFA and the government that 
farmers retain access to generic promotion. Since none of the six options filled both bills, Tooth 
proposed an option 7, whereby the DFA would take over Milk Marketing and continue with 
generic promotion, leaving individual parties to purchase the individual brands through auction or 
public tender. He found little industry support. A month later, Ron Haberfield came up with a 
variation, whereby the processors would first buy the brands collectively through the NSW Milk 
and Dairy Products Association, then they could decide how and when to dispose of them. This 
was called option 8.70 

This was exactly what Alan Tooth did not want. Supermarket customers saw NSW as a single 
market and wanted to deal with a single entity that owned and controlled the brands they were 
handling. Yet the other processors thought option 8 with ownership through a unified industry 
body was the answer. The truth was that other processors thought co-ownership preferable to 
ownership by Dairy Farmers. The rest of 1997 was spent haggling over the formula by which the 
processors would collectively buy the brands into a processor-owned company and what they 
would then do with them. For most of that time they still had no idea how much the government 
might want for them. Bob Whan was engaged in getting satisfactory brand valuations.71 Where it 
would end was anyone’s guess. 

Supply management for all occasions 
The DFA had bigger worries. The Dairy Corporation’s management of supply was considered 
the jewel in the crown of a stable, balanced market. Every week it met processors’ precise 
orders for market milk, amounting to more than 570 million litres each year, sourcing milk from 
one end of the state to the other to meet the needs of all its markets with safe product at a stable 
price, and all at a total administrative cost of only 0.29¢ a litre. As the very first Milk Board found 
in 1930, controlling price wasn’t enough if processors dealt directly with farmers flush with milk. 
Vesting ownership in the Milk Board was the critical feature.72 The Corporation ‘owned’ the raw 
milk supply to the liquid milk market. This was exactly what the Hilmer process was likely to 
attack. Quotas would probably fall under the same cloud. They kept the lid on available supply 
and blocked off competitive pressure from milk surpluses. They were the means by which the 
market milk premium was maintained. 

Though Amery rejected the Port Macquarie notion of merging three statutory bodies, his 
natural instincts went against letting the free market rip. The Leura summit endorsed the 
exploration of a supply management system that would meet Hilmer competition criteria but offer 
security and stability close to what the Corporation’s monopoly achieved. That was the job finally 
given to Steve Spencer. 
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A secure supply management system in whatever scenario might arise was the DFA’s 
passionate priority. The project had three dimensions. The first was design of a voluntary supply 
management model which would protect farmer power and pricing and still succeed in a 
commercial environment. The second was coverage of the eastern seaboard and a capacity to 
manage the supply of farmers in Queensland and Victoria as well as NSW. The third was how to 
separate the regulatory and commercial activities of the Corporation while operating in a 
regulated environment, and to permit an orderly transition from regulation to deregulation if the 
need arose. Naturally, the model would have to withstand trade practice issues and preserve the 
viability of the NSW dairy community.73 

The NSW dairy industry was highly integrated in structure and culture. It was comfortable with 
collective models in regulation. It sought collective strength in a commercial model. Spencer 
looked for what could be held together if regulation was pulled out of the current supply system. 
The will to carry on as before wouldn’t be enough. Spencer had to find the functions that could 
provide some glue; the organisational form would follow. The central function was a facilitator in 
the middle of the chain to actually run a system, including an information flow that would match 
milk demand with supply and marry up the logistical mismatches that might occur at different 
times in the week or the year. Control of most of the milk supply was fundamental. For any 
system to hold together it would have to offer sufficient benefits to win the commitment of 
processors and farmers in three states.74 The UK experience was a rich learning resource. 

In September 1995, Spencer travelled to the UK to learn how things stood after almost a year 
of deregulation. Hugely advantaged by its former role as sole purchaser of raw milk, Milk Marque 
still controlled close to 70% of supply under voluntary conditions, despite the emergence of close 
to 100 other licensed raw milk purchasers. It used its market power to continue pricing according 
to end use, maintaining a premium for market milk. Forced to divest its former processing 
subsidiary, Milk Marque had no processing capacity to soak up surplus and had to sell every litre 
of its members’ milk. It managed this through an auction system, selling milk by volume in 
contracts that offered different levels of service: mainly the extent to which the buyer could vary 
the volume of milk supplied daily, each month or over the entire contract period.75 The auctions 
were graduated into separate rounds so small buyers had a chance against large buyers. 
Though major processors tried to bypass Milk Marque and sign up farmers for direct supply from 
day 1, the craving for security had kept most farmers loyal to Milk Marque. Because processors 
were forced to bid for most of their milk from Milk Marque, they complained loudly about its 
monopoly and price hikes. As early as May 1995, the head of Northern Dairies visited Australia 
and painted a gloomy picture in which dairy companies had to market themselves to the farmers 
and pay more for milk—which sounded like a dream outcome to NSW farmers.76 

Spencer’s job was to create a voluntary model that had the power of the Corporation-based 
monopoly but wouldn’t break Hilmer rules. One option was to follow Milk Marque and include 
manufacturing milk. The NSW industry saw two good reasons to restrict its model to market milk: 
the first was to fence off price pressure from manufacturing milk; secondly, bringing 
manufacturing milk within a collective model would be seen as re-regulation and a backward 
step in Hilmer terms.77 Another choice was to include market milk processors on the inside of 
the model, as committed partners, not on the outside, as aggressive opponents.78 They’d feel 
little market pressure to buy through Quality Milk when Victoria was awash with milk—unlike UK 
processors subject to the production constraints imposed by the EC. 

The challenge was how to make most industry participants choose to do their business 
through Quality Milk when they had other options. A commercial model would need the ‘critical 
mass’ to set benchmarks in the market, which would come only if the supply company offered 
services that suppliers and processors couldn’t secure on their own and valued sufficiently to 
‘lock in’ their commitment. Wide-ranging conversations with industry people identified a strong 
attachment to several features. These included two-tiered pricing, equitable access to the 
resulting market milk premium, the translation of quotas into a contractual entitlement to 
premium pricing, and the ability to trade that entitlement between farmers. Though Quality Milk 
couldn’t have the powers of vesting and compulsory acquisition, processors needed confidence 
that it had enough power to pull in the volume and quality of milk demanded by their customers, 
at a single input price at the factory gate. The supply company would need to operate a set of 
contracts with farmers that modelled quotas, with ‘committed volumes’, and a set of contracts 
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with processors that guaranteed ‘contracted volumes’ delivered to a minimum quality at a 
specified price at the right time. Another set of contracts with farmers would need to build in a 
flexible safety margin of supply to cope with fluctuations of demand on the processor. The 
supply company would provide a service by balancing contractual commitments on both sides, 
matching intake and despatch volumes so as to minimise the physical movement of milk, setting 
prices for the contracts, and testing quality either in house or by outsourcing.79 

Such a model would fail if it could not capture and provide the market milk needs of the 
processing sector and effectively set the market for stable farm gate pricing. Goodwill within and 
between industry sectors during the lead-up to deregulation was critical to preventing this 
outcome.80 When presented to the full Conference in December 1995, the concept was 
welcomed with enthusiasm. The exception was Perfection Dairies, whose Steve Lester was 
toting the line that the industry should be deregulating as quickly as possible. Jim Forsyth 
warned that the threat to bring milk from Victoria would always be there and they had to build 
something structured around that expectation. 

The next stage of the project was to fill in the details of the supply company mechanisms, with 
the requirement that they could be rapidly ‘switched on’ if farm gate regulation was commercially 
challenged or officially removed. An opportunity for a commercial service that might be easily 
‘switched’ arose when the Department of Agriculture considered shedding the extension 
services provided to dairy farmers for a century. Terry Outtrim wrote a proposal for those 
services to be taken over by the Dairy Corporation, which could offer them immediately on a 
commercial basis through Quality Milk.81 

Andrew Dare was also invited back to Australia in February 1996 to provide an update on the 
UK scene. He was feeling the heat from disgruntled processors complaining that Milk Marque 
auctions made the input price for their cheese and butter businesses too dear. Dare said it was a 
beat up and average prices had changed little. The message for farmers was that the early rise 
in farm prices was not sustained. Processors were clamouring for a single input price and 
passing on pressure from the retail end, where supermarkets used cheap milk as a key loss 
leader to build store traffic. In the UK, 50% of milk was used for drinking, and a pronounced price 
gap had opened up between milk sold in supermarkets, at 23 pence a pint, and home delivery, 
at 38 pence a pint, with the latter rapidly losing ground. More than ever, Dare advocated the 
need for farmers to gain market strength through effective farmer-controlled businesses. 
Otherwise they’d receive what the processor and retailer were prepared to give. Contrary to his 
embrace of free markets in 1993, his advice was to hang onto regulation for as long as humanly 
possible and control the process of change.82 

In May 1996, Steve Spencer revisited the UK. The positive lesson was how sophisticated a 
supply management model had to be to hold together, and to this end Milk Marque continued to 
refine its contracts and auction system. The negative lesson was that, despite its sophistication, 
the UK system was still falling apart. The auctions set the price of milk, and processors then had 
to try to recover that price in the marketplace, which they found difficult. They increasingly 
bought direct from farmers. The major dairy companies could offer farmers a higher price than 
Milk Marque because they incurred lower handling, haulage and administrative costs, and used 
most of the milk for the higher-priced liquid milk markets. They could also introduce innovative, 
cost-saving elements such as the option of alternate-day collections. Another effect of direct 
sourcing was erosion of Milk Marque’s membership, its economies of scale and the efficiency of 
its milk auctions. And once Milk Marque’s membership was eroded, processors no longer 
needed to offer farmers a higher price to lure them away.83 

Spencer urged the NSW industry to heed the British experience. Once deregulation happens, 
he said, the hares are off and running and it’s too late to put a system in place. Britain 
deregulated its whole supply chain on a single day. That created tremendous uncertainty for all 
parties about how their plans would work, and applied adjustment pressure at all points from the 
farm to the retailer. NSW could choose to have an alternative system ready on paper to 
implement when the need arose. It would be much wiser to put a commercial system into 
operation while the industry was still regulated, so practices could be bedded down and glitches 
ironed out ready for the Dairy Corporation to make a prompt ‘switch’ when needed.84 Spencer 
made the point that the regulated system had many strengths but little scope to modify its 
arrangements quickly; its quota system lacked the flexibility required for a commercial 
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environment, and its information systems were based on 4-weekly records and were thus 
unsuited to quick commercial decision-making.85 

A danger in setting up a ‘shadow’ entity and contract system was the possible appearance 
that the industry showed ‘loss of faith’ and was ‘hedging’ its options, which could be enough to 
trigger deregulation in itself.86 As it turned out, the processors were focused on their own 
company models and just didn’t believe this collective model would hold up in a deregulated 
environment. The farmers were terrified of doing anything that gave the slightest suggestion that 
they would even contemplate any alternative. They decided to throw everything into defending 
regulation at the Hilmer review. 
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Chapter 14: The ‘public benefit’ test 

Competition policy was big picture and all-embracing, designed to remake the domestic part of 
Australia’s economic relationship with the world. The vision took it as given that competition was 
good—not for its own sake, but for what it unleashed. Competition stirred creative energy and 
motivation, the will to do better. In Paul Keating’s words, it was ‘the engine which drives 
efficiency.’1 The Hilmer committee believed Australia needed a tidal wave of competitive energy 
to cleanse all corners of the economy and create a truly national market—urgently. 

In this grand federal–state compact, the merits of competition were neither queried nor tested. 
Neither would it have totally free rein. Keating set his government apart from John Hewson’s free 
market fervour and took account of social costs. Hilmer accepted that some social objectives 
may justify deviation from good competitive practice. Anticompetitive behaviour could be 
sanctioned where there was sufficient ‘public benefit’. 

Hilmer saw that a ‘new mechanism’ was required to achieve the right balance, to ensure that 
the transformative force of competition policy was not unduly diminished. The governing 
principle asserted that ‘Any restriction on competition must be clearly demonstrated to be in the 
public interest.’ The demonstration would occur through a ‘systematic review’ of restrictive 
regulations. Even should they pass this test of public benefit, the regulations would then lapse 
within 5 years unless re-enacted after scrutiny through a further review. Hilmer felt the process 
of scrutiny should not be too tightly prescribed but must definitely take ‘an economy-wide 
perspective’.2 

This was the basis of the Competition Principles Agreement (CPA) signed by all states in 
1995. It was the basis on which they would receive their competition payments from the Federal 
Government. The Industry Commission (IC) study predicted a $23 billion boost to gross 
domestic product, of which the states would receive a fair share for doing the heavy lifting of 
reform.3 The National Competition Council (NCC), under the presidency of Graeme Samuel, was 
set up to make sure they lived up to their end of the bargain and conducted their regulatory 
reviews in the true spirit of the CPA. 

In the first line of targets were the government monopolies that controlled the nation’s vital 
infrastructure. Their reform would deliver the big rewards, bringing savings to virtually all 
industries. State agricultural marketing boards stood in the second line of fire, with Hilmer explicit 
in his ‘sceptical bias’ against the need for separate regulators for individual industries. Apart from 
risking ‘capture’ by the regulated industry, they splintered the use of common regulatory skills 
and knowledge, inhibiting consistency and adding cost; they would ‘fragment the application of 
competition policy.’4 

The philosophy behind national competition policy gave it features and priorities that many 
found counterintuitive and difficult to grasp. It involved a massive exercise in government 
intervention in order to enforce free markets; it was about creating national markets from state 
services, and placing national consistency before state rights; it was about shifting power from 
producers to consumers—the intended winners; it was about raising ‘public interest’ above 
vested interest. Perhaps most confusing of all, it was about protecting the process of 
competition, not the competitors. In the eyes of Hilmer and those in charge of competition policy, 
much of what was criticised as ‘unfair’ and anticompetitive was just the unpleasant result of 
being the loser in a fair competitive struggle. 

The burden of proof of ‘public benefit’ was perhaps the most difficult and most fractious 
aspect of the whole competition review process. It was up to those who claimed exemption from 
pure competitive practice to demonstrate very clearly the nature and extent of the alleged ‘public 
benefit’. That was the measure against which state market milk authorities and their regulatory 
functions would stand or fall. 

Placing further load on the onus of proof, there were two parts to the public benefit test. The 
first obligation was to demonstrate in a robust and convincing way that a net public good arose 
from anticompetitive conduct: that the public benefits outweighed the public costs that were 
assumed to be there. Should that part of the test be passed, the second swung into operation. It 
was then necessary to prove that such benefit could not be delivered just as effectively by 
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alternative, non-regulatory, more competitive means. In neither test would any ‘costs’ of 
competition be assessed. 

To encourage and maintain state cooperation, what counted as a public benefit was not 
defined, the ways of demonstrating it not specified. This was a deliberate political decision but it 
made the concept elusive for those who had to come up with the proof. They were asked to 
prove why governments should intervene in their livelihood. At best, the obligations were as 
Winston Watts said, ‘very cloudy.’5 

National competition policy—first hurdles 
The NSW Dairy Corporation ran the state’s dairy regulation. Hilmer’s public benefit test 
challenged the Corporation’s very reason for being. The first Hilmer hurdle was to gain a 
temporary exemption from the amended the Trade Practices Act (TPA) just so the Corporation 
could legally continue normal operations until a National Competition Policy (NCP) review 
passed judgement on its future. The Carr Government adopted the new Federal TPA as NSW 
law in July 1995; its expansive anticompetitive provisions would apply from 21 July 1996. 
Because the Corporation represented the Crown in NSW, it had formerly enjoyed protection 
from the TPA through the ‘shield of the Crown’. Now it would be subject to the competition code 
if its activities could be construed as ‘carrying on a business’—a perplexing question.6 Legal 
advice suggested that some functions were potentially suspect, including milk receiving and 
quota management. Should a court view them as commercial in character and therefore subject 
to competition code, something as simple as a refusal to allocate a new quota or to transfer an 
existing quota to a new farmer could be judged as a misuse of market power in breach of 
Section 46 of the TPA.7 

In January 1996, the Corporation sought temporary exemption for four areas: milk 
acceptance, quotas, agency agreements with processors, and administration of the quota 
exchange. ‘Considerable’ public benefit was claimed in allowing orderly structural reform in the 
transition to marketplace deregulation, which would in turn support a smooth restructure of the 
manufacturing sector. Dramatic impacts on production and regional employment and possible 
compensation claims for loss of property rights were instanced as the public cost of not taking 
this controlled approach.8 The Corporation’s application was passed by the NSW Cabinet Office 
with flying colours and exemption was granted for 2 years, until July 1998. 

The second hurdle was to gain maximum industry control over the review process and avoid 
any loose cannons. Each state retained discretion on which legislation it would subject to 
scrutiny, but all those designated had to be reviewed by 2000 and the timetable had to be 
supplied to the NCC by June 1996. For industries of national significance, a single national 
review could be conducted by the NCC itself. All farmer organisations of the Australian Dairy 
Farmers’ Federation (ADFF) were determined to keep the NCC well away from their business, 
and all wanted separate state reviews in which they would know every nut and bolt of their 
legislation and all the quirks of the legislators. The NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) firmly 
believed this was the route to ‘a sensible outcome’.9 Owing to the interdependence between 
state industries, ADFF members also wished to coordinate the timing and rationale of their 
reviews. The preferred timing was mid to late 1998, when all marketplace restructures were 
complete. The plan was to standardise the composition of review panels and the arguments for 
demonstrating public benefit. A national assessment of review results was considered 
particularly important in resolving any divergence. Otherwise, a decision by one state may have 
adverse consequences for other state regulations.10 Through 1996, the ADFF executive director, 
John McQueen, marshalled support among state members who signed up to this nationally 
coordinated strategy. 

Winston Watts proposed to Amery’s office that agriculture ministers conduct the final national 
assessment of state reviews through the Australian Agricultural Council.11 At the ADFF, Watts 
pushed for a two-pronged approach: one to address the economic arguments and mount 
vigorous evidence of ‘public benefit’; another to cover the political process. In the end, said 
Watts, it will ‘probably be our political muscle that determines the very final outcome.’12 

Political factors were already thwarting the industry’s grand national plan. Premiers and 
agriculture ministers agreed that their dairy reviews should coincide, and most ticked 1998.13 But 
Victoria’s minister resisted uniform national criteria owing to Victoria’s unique industry structure. 
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Some NSW bureaucrats rejected 1998 for fear of political ructions close to a state election in 
March 1999. The DFA had to do its own rethink, because the Dairy Corporation’s TPA 
exemption would expire in June 1998, requiring the review to be completed by late 1997.14 Bob 
Carr threw an extra spanner in the works by seeking a national review conducted by the NCC, a 
scenario the DFA considered ‘disastrous’: those ‘dry economic rationalists’ would surely 
recommend ‘total deregulation of the dairy industry around Australia’.15 Reg Smith led a round of 
robust industry protests to Carr on the grounds that the move went totally against all industry 
advice and the NCC would be unable to handle the complexity of different state legislations and 
industry structures. Watts sought Bob Whan’s support in ensuring that this submission wasn’t 
‘hijacked’ by Cabinet Office bureaucrats. Smith called on the new Federal Minister, John 
Anderson, to pull strings with his Treasurer to deter Carr from an NCC review.16 

Carr finally backed off from the NCC idea and accepted a state review, with a panel that 
reflected the balance of interests proposed by the ADFF. It didn’t happen automatically. There 
was plenty of jockeying over the number of industry representatives. In early February 1997, the 
DFA, the Dairy Corporation and the Dairy Industry Conference were each asked to nominate a 
representative to join with those of NSW Agriculture, the NSW Cabinet Office and NSW 
Treasury, and the review chairman, Don Hayman, head of Policy, Planning and Technology in 
NSW Agriculture.17 This was considered a good outcome for NSW, but national coordination 
went missing. NSW was to be the first review, Queensland second. Others would follow in 
ragtag fashion and with scant coordination of criteria or argument. Despite John McQueen’s best 
efforts, only NSW and Queensland worked on a joint plan. This reflected the similarity of their 
position in the national industry. 

Preparing the industry case 
As first cab off the rank, the NSW review was the big one that everyone would watch for 
precedent. In the vast NCP exercise, governments were forced to prioritise their reviews. Close 
to 1800 pieces of legislation were nominated, covering a wide range of activity. The NCC 
proposed they be dealt with according to effects on competition, with top targets subjected to 
comprehensive review and minor cases limited to ‘desktop assessments’.18 The NSW 
Government drew up an expansive list, but nominated only 198 statutes as sufficiently 
anticompetitive to warrant a review. Victoria cited 400. John Howard’s Coalition, fresh into power 
in March 1996, listed fewer than 100.19 

In NSW, the Agriculture portfolio had the highest NCP load: 57 different pieces of legislation 
were up for review, a legacy of the pre-war rush for agricultural marketing legislation to protect 
farmer returns. Amery set up a Legislation Review Group to manage the review process in 
conjunction with the Cabinet Office. They slotted review candidates into one of four categories. 
The dairy legislation fell into the top priority category: identified as the most restrictive, these 
would have the most intense scrutiny and the highest level of industry representation and public 
consultation. The bottom category covered legislation slated for repeal owing to general 
acceptance that it was obsolete.20 

The high-scrutiny ranking of the dairy legislation demanded the industry be fully informed and 
well equipped for its review. To DFA leaders, the commercial supply models explored with Steve 
Spencer offered the best survival options should the worst occur. That work also formed the 
‘homework’ for understanding the issues, arguments and challenges that the Hilmer process 
would present. Because many DFA members regarded the very contemplation of alternatives as 
‘going soft’ on deregulation, the DFA executive came under strong pressure to keep its mind and 
money on the main game of saving regulation. During 1996 the DFA swung its whole focus and 
resources to active defence of regulation and repeatedly emphasised this priority.21 But its 
leadership understood that task meant going beyond the positive benefits of regulation to prove 
that the regulated way was better than any alternative. Reg Smith had to bring his members to 
see the Hilmer contest in these terms, and gain their trust and explicit support for the extensive 
project work that the contest required.22 

The DFA annual conference of May 1996 was a well orchestrated part of that strategy. To 
shore up the external politics, Premier Bob Carr was invited to open the conference and absorb 
the significance of the dairy sector. To shore up the internal politics, the main conference item 
was a closed session devoted to the topic of ‘Protecting Regulated Marketing’. A presentation by 
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Steve Spencer was the main act, designed to show delegates that the Hilmer test would be no 
walk in the park and no mere test of political clout: it would be complex, economically based and 
full of risk if the industry was not technically well prepared. Much of the argument would be 
‘economic rationalist’—typically unfriendly to agricultural industries. Early reviews showed that 
no amount of industry support for regulation would sway the process. The review was obliged to 
assess an array of options, which may deliver cost–benefit outcomes equivalent to regulation 
and may apply in the future, whether the industry liked them or not. ‘The farm sector should not 
cower from this process of exploring options,’ said Spencer. Rather, they must prepare their 
arguments and fall-back options well before the review began.23 

Spencer’s address was a platform from which to seek support for a ‘smart’ approach to 
defence. Smith, Forsyth and Spencer then led detailed discussions before executive motions 
were presented. One affirmed the absolute DFA priority of retaining statutory farm gate 
regulation that ‘guarantees the farmer both equitable pricing for market milk and continuation of 
supply management of market milk under a negotiable quota type scheme.’ Others endorsed the 
proposed project work as crucial to that goal. All were carried.24 Mission achieved. 

There were now some NCP precedents. The review of the NSW Rice Marketing Board was a 
high-profile case undertaken in 1995. Australia’s rice was produced in a tight geographic area of 
NSW, the Board had vesting powers over the rice, and the local Rice Growers Cooperative was 
its only authorised buyer. That made the NSW co-op the sole supplier of Australian rice to the 
domestic market and a single-desk exporter as well.25 The review recommended retention of the 
single desk for export (under Federal Government control), but removal of domestic regulation 
(in NSW). How to respond was hotly debated by the NSW Cabinet. Amery ‘went against’ 
domestic deregulation as being disruptive for very little benefit. In April 1996, he prevailed over 
colleagues who predicted headlines of ‘the first test and government backs off’. The DFA 
rejoiced but Winston Watts noted that Amery’s win relied on a very low estimate of ‘community 
cost’: between $2 million and $12 million. For milk regulation, economists regularly cited annual 
consumer ‘costs’ of at least $100 million.26 

In September 1996, a ‘no change’ NCP outcome looked a huge challenge. The DFA 
executive appointed Steve Spencer to drive the development of their submission, sharing costs 
with the Queensland Dairyfarmers’ Organisation.27 Through Spencer, Rosemary Richards, an 
economist in the Meyers Strategy Group, was commissioned to assist in planning the economic 
modelling that was fundamental to the industry defence. Richards had experience in measuring 
costs and benefits in other industries and some exposure to other reviews. She opened the gate 
to an esoteric world. 

In October, a 2-day industry workshop at the Holiday Inn at Coogee was designed to solidify a 
united NSW industry position.28 The DFA intended to fight the Hilmer test from the front foot, and 
to turn the test back on itself. Hilmer explicitly intended the NCP review to test regulation, not 
competition. The DFA explicitly intended that the test of regulation be addressed by a parallel 
and comparative test of competition. It would assess the costs and benefits of both the regulated 
and deregulated systems, and present the cost–benefit total on that basis. 

Economic arguments were built accordingly. The Coogee workshop established four primary 
and four secondary arguments as working hypotheses for the program of research and 
modelling. Some advanced the benefits of regulation, but several predicted the cost of 
competition. The four primary arguments were: the significant fall in the price of raw milk at farm 
level would not be fully passed on to the consumer in lower milk prices; the domestic market milk 
arrangements underpinned the continued growth in export incomes of the total dairy industry; 
domestic market milk arrangements underpinned the critical food safety disciplines in the fresh 
milk industry; and the existence of regulated arrangements ensured an equitable balance of 
market power between processor and farm sectors. The four secondary arguments were: 
deregulation would have an adverse impact on the ability to meet the market milk needs of the 
state (like year-round dairying); the loss in farm incomes under deregulation would have a 
significant impact on regional economies; similarly, the loss in farm incomes would have a 
significant adverse impact on environmental practices; and regulated supply management did 
not add significantly to the cost of moving milk compared with potential alternatives.29 

The Coogee workshop confirmed the united industry position that the regulated system 
should be retained and fought for vigorously at the NCP review on the basis of these principal 
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arguments.30 A steering committee would drive the NCP program. Reg Smith, Pat Rowley, John 
McQueen, Alan Tooth, Jim Forsyth and Steve Spencer were supported by Winston Watts, Fiona 
McCredie, and Arthur Aroney. Spencer observed scepticism amongst the committee about the 
value of the economic modelling. He offered a strategic rationale. The terms of reference 
required quantification, and models were conventions used by review panels to measure costs 
and benefits. Governments were also compelled to produce tangible evidence that they had 
applied the NCP process rigorously. Yet the required assessments had not been modelled for 
some time, especially on a state basis. Finally, to carry through its intention to put competition to 
the test, the DFA needed its own measurement of the ‘public cost’ of competition.31 

The DFA had a strong working hypothesis that a fall in farm gate prices for market milk would 
trigger production falls that would seriously restrict the volumes available for manufacturing. 
Reduced factory throughputs would threaten the viability of country factories as well as farms, 
undercutting demand for a whole range of businesses in dairying regions. Meanwhile, little of the 
revenue released from the farm sector would find its way to consumers owing to the market 
power of retailers. That case would need firm and justified estimates in three crucial areas: the 
likely fall in farm gate pricing, the impact on volumes and flows of bulk milk on the east coast, 
and the effect on downstream sectors, regional economies and consumers. 

The Hilmer review was shaping up as a mammoth measurement test. Winston Watts and 
Steve Spencer began by travelling to different areas of the state during December 1996 and 
January 1997. In hired meeting rooms, they conducted small focus group discussions and over 
100 individual interviews with a wide range of farmers. They talked about the sorts of things that 
would happen on the farm if regulation were removed. They learned the types of supply 
responses farmers would make; the key factors that would influence and constrain their choices; 
the regional issues pertinent to those responses; and the alternative land use options available 
in the absence of dairying. A structured survey was then designed to provide some measure of 
production responses.32 

In February 1997, the survey went to 1000 NSW farmers. The final sample represented over 
15% of the state dairy population, a range of farm types and sizes, and all the supply regions. 
One survey section asked farmers where they saw their farms heading in the medium term. 
Another asked detailed questions on their likely response in terms of production volume and 
seasonality to two possible deregulation scenarios: if their market milk price fell by 10¢ a litre, 
and if it fell by 18¢ a litre. Analysis showed that over 3 years, farmers currently planned to 
increase production by about 25%, average cow productivity would rise from 5450 litres to over 
6100 litres, and average herd size would rise by 22% to 158 cows. Responses varied with region 
and individual factors. Overall, it seemed that a 10¢ a litre price fall would cause a 10% drop in 
total production with the exit of 29% of farmers, but an 18¢ a litre fall would cause production to 
fall 44%, with 49% lost from dairying. A 10¢ a litre fall would hit hardest in the north (25% drop), 
have minimal impact on South Coast volumes, and boost production in the Riverina by 11%.33 

These data were fodder for the economic models. Three different models were developed by 
experts in their field. The first was a price transmission model. It would test the argument that 
concentration in the retail sector led to market power sufficient to allow major retailers to capture 
the benefit of falls in farm gate price and prevent their transfer to consumers.34 The second was 
a supply response model to predict how the farm sector may respond to a price change under 
deregulation and to estimate the consequent impact on industry structure, regional development 
and sustainability. The Centre for Efficiency and Productivity Analysis at the University of New 
England (UNE) conducted both analyses.35 

The third model was intended to provide the holistic view of the whole industry moving from 
regulation to full deregulation, and would use relationships identified in the first two models. It 
was designed by Professor Gordon MacAulay, of Sydney University, to assess the regulated 
system against a deregulated scenario and other transition options. Work on regional multiplier 
effects was commissioned from the Centre for Agricultural and Regional Economics at UNE.36 

At this time, three economists in NSW Agriculture observed with some disquiet the emerging 
trend for NSW reviews to adopt a ‘net cost’ approach that defied the NCP principle that the test 
prove only the public benefit of regulation, not of competition: Jennifer Nash, Margot Fagan and 
Scott Davenport criticised the before-and-after approach that compared measured costs and 
benefits of deregulation with the regulated situation. They said regulation was unduly 
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advantaged because its benefits related to specific economic objectives, such as higher farmer 
returns, and went to a specific group, such as producers of a given commodity. Those specific 
benefits were more easily quantified than diffuse public costs of regulation and broad public 
benefits of deregulation, which were not well suited to measurement by conventional economic 
models. The Agriculture economists felt this incorrect emphasis could hinder reform. Moreover, 
all the complex cost–benefit measuring, which had to be done anew for each case, would cost 
more than the likely gains from the review. They argued for the use of economic theory to predict 
costs and benefits, not measurement by economic modelling: the Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission (ACCC) and its predecessor often used non-measurable benefits and 
costs in their determinations, and the NCP agreements clearly envisaged judgement of social 
objectives by subjective values.37 

In early 1997, the DFA encouraged members to take an active part in the review process and 
to remind local communities to make submissions about the likely effect of deregulation on their 
activities and enterprises. DFA leaders warned that ‘emotional and traditional viewpoints will 
hold far less sway than in the past.’ They would have to demonstrate benefits to the community 
beyond the industry itself if regulation were to endure.38 

The review process 
Hilmer proposed independent review processes. How to achieve this was not specified, leaving 
governments free to choose. Victoria would engage external consultants. The NSW Government 
went for more active participation by interested parties. The NCC acted as watchdog to monitor 
compliance with the CPA. Because the NSW Government wanted its full due of Federal 
competition payments, the Treasury and Cabinet Office acted as watchdog on their own state 
reviews. 

Amery, his advisors and the Cabinet Office determined the who, when and terms of the 
review. The chosen panel first met on 12 March 1997, chaired by Don Hayman from NSW 
Agriculture. Other government members were Jim Booth from NSW Agriculture, Peter Hendy 
from the Cabinet Office and Frank Jordan from Treasury.39 Through George Davey, Reg Smith 
and Jim Forsyth, the industry held three of the seven positions. With two more from Agriculture it 
looked a more friendly panel than expected a few months before. A good start. 

The meeting set a plan of action and a timetable to meet the Minister’s deadline of 30 
September. Don Hayman encouraged an attitude of objectivity and cooperation, and allowed for 
extra consultation and input.40 Government members had alternates—Scott Davenport from 
Agriculture, Peter Shields from Treasury and Ray Steinwall from the Cabinet Office—plus 
observers. Industry representatives were allowed support, making it possible for Winston Watts, 
John McQueen, Steve Spencer, Terry Outtrim and Fiona McCredie to attend some or all panel 
meetings. Watts and Spencer were an ever-present team behind Reg Smith. John McQueen 
tried to build a unified approach from this first case. Other people invited to provide specialist 
background on particular issues included the Australian Dairy Corporation’s Chris Phillips and an 
ACCC representative. 

The DFA’s commissioned research would channel considerable external expertise into the 
review, saving government money. The panel agreed to accept this research program and have 
it monitored by a research subcommittee and subjected to outside peer review. The DFA 
approach was discussed with officers of NSW Agriculture, who welcomed the peer review as an 
extra validation.41 Meetings began with the chosen reviewer, Garry Griffith, a NSW Agriculture 
research economist located in the Beef Industry Centre at UNE.42 

To set the scene for submissions, the panel was required to prepare an issues paper 
identifying the questions that would need to be addressed. That paper framed the direction and 
scope of public debate. It stated clearly that legislation should not restrict competition unless it 
could be demonstrated that the benefits to the whole community outweighed the costs; and the 
objectives of the legislation could be achieved only by restricting competition. The restrictions on 
competition were put into three separate categories: those related to price setting and supply 
management, those related to food safety and quality, and those related to the industry service 
functions of the Corporation and Conference, including the Milk Marketing margin for funding the 
service of generic promotion.43 
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Reg Smith initially reported a strong feeling among the panel that they should work co-
operatively. The draft issues paper prepared by the review secretariat put that commitment to 
the test. The industry people criticised loaded terminology and lack of direction about how costs 
and benefits might be assessed and expressed.44 Extensive negotiation gained some changes; 
the DFA declared the result ‘reasonably balanced’ but remained unhappy with the flavour and 
approach.45 Reg Smith complained that it focused on farmers and ignored the scale of processor 
investment.46 

The review was obliged to clarify the objectives of the dairy legislation. The issues paper 
related objectives to forms of market failure that the legislation tried to address and to the 
resulting ‘competitive restrictions’. It explained that the restrictions could have positive outcomes 
where they effectively addressed market failure but have public costs where they weren’t 
effective or did not address any market failure at all. The central question was ‘Why can’t the 
market be allowed to set the price for market milk?’47 The paper instanced market failure 
reasons that were often advanced to justify regulated pricing and asked whether those reasons 
were valid or relevant. It invited the community to identify what forms of market failure were 
addressed by regulated prices and quotas. It asked what the impact of those regulated 
arrangements on regional development in NSW was and whether the target market failures 
could be addressed in other ways. Through these and other questions it sought comment on 
how the regulations did or did not do something of real worth that could not be done just as well 
in a competitive market. 

In Don Hayman plain-speak, the panel’s job was to decide whether regulated farm gate 
pricing and the milk quota system that went with it had sufficient merit to stay. That question was 
put to eight regional public meetings at Nowra, Bega, Parramatta, Finley, Singleton, Taree, 
Lismore and Orange over a period of 5 weeks.48 Around 1300 people attended, including a good 
65% of the state’s dairy farming population, and others from processing and local 
communities.49 The mood was hot, hostile and emotional. ‘I saw big farmers shed tears,’ said 
George Davey. ‘We heard stories about the predicted dire impact on individual farm businesses.’ 
Fiery protests provided grist for local media. Riverina farmers were said to fear for their quotas. 
Hunter Valley farmers were said to fear for the security of their incomes. Taree farmers feared 
closure of their local co-op factory, with the loss of 115 jobs, $5 million in wages and $20 million 
in annual turnover for the local community.50 Adding insult to injury, people had no idea that 
regardless of the outcome of this review, another would take place in 5 years’ time. The Bega 
meeting took particular umbrage at this point.51 One farmer couldn’t see how the review could 
put a monetary value on social issues and personal stress and then measure it against 
economic input: ‘I think they’re trying to compare apples with oranges and the oranges will lose 
out.’52 Jim Collins was a lone Bega voice, saying that the ‘indefensible’ quota system was too 
costly and caused too much production ‘on the wrong farms in the wrong areas.’53 

Many farmers blamed DFA leaders for the looming NCP threat, and Reg Smith took the brunt 
of many personal and brutal attacks. It was a confronting experience for the whole panel. After 
each meeting, the group retired to a pub to recover with a few beers and discuss the events of 
the day, the positions presented and meeting outcomes. It fostered a collegiate feeling despite 
differing views. The panel also visited both farmers and factories to gain a feel for the integrated 
industry. The DFA reported panel surprise at how ‘complex’ the industry was and how important 
it was to many regional communities.54 

When the door closed for submissions on 27 June, 454 had been received, of which the vast 
majority favoured regulation. Just at this time, the NCC threatened to recommend that NSW lose 
$10 million of the first tranche of NCP payments because of its failure to fully deregulate the rice 
industry. Amery said the Government obeyed the rules, but the review failed to show much 
public benefit from deregulation. The Deputy Prime Minister, Tim Fischer, became implicated, 
since his electorate included rice growing areas and he had publicly supported Amery’s earlier 
decision. ‘A lot of people feel we are being penalised because the NCC didn’t get the outcome it 
wanted on rice,’ said one source. Other government circles, including Treasury and the Cabinet 
Office, were said to favour more deregulation and to be hoping the NCC’s stand may force 
further reform.55 

Another burst of controversy arose around the dairy review on 10 July, the day that invited 
industry bodies presented their submissions in person. The IC created a public stoush by 
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releasing a press statement before its presentation, highlighting NSW’s 20¢ ‘tax’ on milk 
consumers. Newspapers blazed with headlines of consumer rip-offs. The DFA went on radio 
saying that all 450 submissions except that of the IC favoured regulation.56 Amery declared the 
Commission ‘wrong on milk price’, and its assertions ‘simplistic’ and ‘not supported by history’ or 
by the way large chain stores pushed up milk prices after dairy deregulation.57 Amery was in turn 
criticised for pre-empting the findings of the dairy review, having already defied his own expert 
review of the rice industry; the NSW Government was blasted for dragging its feet on agricultural 
marketing and ‘merely pretending to honour its obligations on dairy industry reform.’58 

The NCC subsequently challenged the objectivity of industry representatives on the dairy 
review panel, based on public statements that regulatory arrangements should remain 
unchanged. The NCC warned that it would assess progress on review programs, including the 
dairy industry, at coming consultations with state NCP units.59 Amery labelled the reprimand a 
‘flagrant attempt to interfere with government business’ and called for a review of the NCC’s role. 
Reg Smith rejected the allegation that industry people could not objectively seek the ‘real facts’. 
He referred to ‘the pot calling the kettle black’, given the NCC bias in demanding reform ‘regard-
less of the evidence’.60 The NCC president, Graeme Samuel, said he favoured ‘experts involved 
in industries’ rather than industry people with ‘a vested interest in the outcome’. He reminded 
everyone that governments agreed to a process that said ‘fundamentally competition is good’. 
Amery said he expected dairy people ‘to fight for what they believe to be in the best interest of 
their industry,’ whereas the NCC wanted to ensure that ‘deregulation is the answer to every 
question.’ The NSW Opposition, especially the National Party, supported Amery to the hilt.61 

The review debate 
The debate within the panel was structured by the NCP principles and agreements. The 
government economists were there to represent the ‘competition is good’ presumption. They 
didn’t have to prepare a formal defence of that proposition. They had to assess the arguments of 
those who said that regulation was better. 

The Dairy Corporation focused most of its argument around dairy food safety, considered its 
most important and most secure role, and secondly around its function as manager of an 
efficient, centrally coordinated supply system that was continually reducing its costs and 
streamlining its processes. The Corporation’s own efficiency improvements over the years had 
pushed down the size of its margin in the milk price, thereby transferring productivity benefits 
directly to consumers. The Corporation argued that the dairy legislation had provided a stable 
platform from which to restructure the whole industry supply chain and increase its efficiency and 
productivity.62 The new price-setting process explicitly passed on those gains by including an 
efficiency factor (x) for each sector. The formula boiled down to consumer price index (CPI) 
movements minus the efficiency term: simply, CPI − x. Price changes were always less than the 
movement in CPI, and the benefit of industry efficiency was transferred to consumers via term x. 
Contrary to IC arguments, the consumer was getting a good deal. 

The review panel agreed that intervention in food safety was justified on market failure 
grounds. This much was obvious: poor milk hygiene led to sick people, some dangerously so. 
The Corporation could supply plenty of troubling evidence. But without the Corporation and its 
powers, would standards of safety control slip? The panel accepted that market forces alone 
would not compel processors, manufacturers and distributors to supply food safety to the 
desired level—a definite cost. The panel also conceded that the food safety legislation behind 
the Corporation resulted in less foodborne illness and lower medical and productivity costs—a 
definite benefit. Because the licensing of dairy farmers, factories and vendors was deemed 
necessary to enforce food safety standards, this too went into the benefit side of the ledger.63 

Pricing and supply management were the areas of real contention. From market failures 
commonly cited in favour of regulation, the panel distilled six possible reasons for retaining 
regulated pricing and supply systems. The first two were the supposed consumer preference for 
stable milk prices and guaranteed year-round supply. Though traditional rocks of regulatory 
defence, these were rejected on the basis that processors and retailers could meet these needs 
through contracts and price incentives if they considered them important.64 

Debate focused on four other possible justifications for regulation: the countervailing power 
needed by farmers to protect them from the market power of processors, wholesalers and 
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retailers who would squeeze their returns; the corrupt world dairy prices which, without the 
market milk margin, would depress local dairy returns to unsustainable levels; the state dairy 
industry development that relied on the market milk margin to finance an efficient manufacturing 
sector; and the regional development that arose from the way statewide quotas provided 
equitable access by all NSW farmers to the entire NSW milk market. 

The Industry Commission vs the DFA 
The IC regarded this first dairy review as ‘particularly important’ in setting a precedent.65 In 
tackling the issues, the IC and DFA submissions became standard-bearers for the opposite ends 
of the argument. Neither really complied with the spirit of the expected cost–benefit 
measurement, but their methods and conclusions were poles apart. The IC adhered firmly to the 
Hilmer emphasis on the costs of regulation but did so in a very broad-brush way. It wasn’t going 
to spend huge amounts of money on modelling and counting precisely every cost and benefit 
associated with NSW dairying. It focused on the big picture and the most significant impacts. It 
based its arguments on order of magnitude estimates and the ‘broad policy messages emerging 
from the estimates’.66 It came up with a result that was virtually all costs and virtually no benefits. 
The market milk regulations needed to be abolished—that was the message. 

The DFA conducted the expected cost–benefit measurement but upended the pro-
competitive bias of the Hilmer construct. It insisted that the net costs of competition also be 
tested:67 the net benefits of regulation would be measured by comparing the cost–benefit 
balance under the base case of operating with farm gate regulation versus the cost–benefit 
balance of operating without it. When its research examined regulated arrangements it found 
that the benefits clearly outweighed the costs. When it measured the impact of deregulation, it 
found the reverse. When it considered several in-between options, these also failed to deliver 
the same positive outcomes as the existing regulation. This was exactly the emphasis and 
construction of evidence that Scott Davenport and two Agriculture colleagues criticised as 
against the intention of Hilmer and the CPA. Davenport was an alternate, then the official NSW 
Agriculture member on the panel. His co-critic, Margot Fagan, was an Agriculture observer at 
many review meetings. 

The DFA team intended to counter the IC’s ‘purist form of base economics’ with ‘real world 
realities’.68 But it expected to fight fire with fire, model with model, measurement with 
measurement. The DFA team seemed stunned, almost cheated, when the IC didn’t produce a 
highly quantified cost–benefit balance sheet. Competition policy was about reducing the web of 
regulation, but it was also about bringing uniformity and broad applicability to regulations that 
needed to remain. The debate became a contest between a big-picture, economy-wide view and 
an industry-specific view. The first saw the dairy industry as just a small piece in a big puzzle. 
The latter made it front and centre of a regional and national context. 

The IC’s broad analytical framework and database encompassed all industries across the 
national economy. It acknowledged that the dairy industry had lifted its productive use of 
resources, but what mattered was efficient use of resources across the nation. The IC saw that 
levels of assistance for market milk had increased while levels provided to most other industries 
had fallen. Of various supports to the dairy industry, the dominant ones were the price supports 
for manufacturing milk and the arrangements for fresh milk, and the latter were the more 
intrusive. The only justification for this special treatment would be some dairy-specific market 
imperfection that could not be addressed by general legislation or by policy measures that 
targeted a common defect.69 

The Commission identified three key problems with farm gate regulation: transfer costs 
(movement of money from one group to another), efficiency costs (impacts on consumption and 
production levels due to intervention) and adjustment costs (capital and labour movements due 
to policy changes such as quota).70 

The IC argued the general point that income transfers always accompany the regulation of 
price and quantity, and the benefits to recipients are matched by the costs to those who pay for 
them. Hence benefits to dairy farmers were a cost to consumers and the wider economy. The 
artificially high prices paid for milk then affected buying power, and caused less to be spent on 
buying goods supplied by other industries. An estimate of that cost to the national economy was 
derived from the degree to which the regulated market milk price exceeded the market-based 
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manufacturing price: that basic ‘cost’ of farm gate regulation was around 20¢ a litre, or $130 
million a year for NSW. Milk might be good value compared with other products, but that wasn’t 
the point: it was higher than it would be without regulation. Two other costs arose because 
restrictions on quota use and transfer meant production didn’t always occur in the lowest cost 
regions, with efficiency costs for Australia as a whole. These costs were difficult to quantify but 
too significant to ignore.71 

From its big-picture perspective, the IC quickly dismissed the purported ‘benefits’ of 
regulation. Countervailing power for dairy farmers was available from alternative sources, like 
the major manufacturing co-ops that put a floor in all returns, the TPA sanctions against misuse 
of market power, and intense competition in retailing.72 As a solution to ‘corrupt’ world prices, the 
IC said it made little economic sense to tax Australian milk consumers to match longstanding 
subsidies provided to overseas farmers. The real issue was the return the nation received from 
devoting resources to dairying compared with other agricultural pursuits that faced corrupted 
world prices without ‘compensating’ assistance—beef and wheat producers being good 
examples.73 As a way of supporting regional development, the IC likewise saw milk regulation as 
a very imprecise instrument. Its flow-on benefits were variable, including pressure on land prices 
which penalised other rural activities. Moreover, losses from deregulation in some regions would 
be matched by gains to other regions as resources shifted around. Positive and negative 
multipliers would cancel each other out. If governments wished to sustain population in particular 
regions, they should do so explicitly, by adopting policies that made those regions more 
attractive generally. Similarly, if governments wished to minimise individual pain from structural 
adjustment, they should assist those affected directly.74 

The DFA used the results of its economic models to make the opposite case.75 The 
assumption that release of the regulated farm gate margin must accrue to the consumer had no 
basis, since there had been virtually no attempts to measure the transmission of that fall in farm 
gate price. The Centre for Efficiency and Productivity Analysis corrected that deficiency by 
modelling the transmission of margins to test the hypothesis that concentration in the retail 
sector implied market power, and consequently retail margins would increase at the expense of 
the farmer margin. The results suggested that concentration would allow the retail sector to 
capture most of the margin lost by farmers, and to capture the dominant share of retail price 
increases. The model indicated that a 1¢ increase in the deregulated retail price would lead to a 
0.8¢ increase in the retailer margin and a 0.2¢ increase in the processor margin. Furthermore, a 
1¢ increase in the ex-processor price would give rise to a mere 0.07¢ increase at the farm gate. 
In this scenario, the farmer would be purely a price taker from the processor, which was not 
considered a ‘socially desirable’ market outcome. Hence the need for the countervailing power 
provided by regulation. The model’s results were supported by evidence from other industries 
and from the dairy industry in other countries. 

The DFA’s supply response model showed that income losses by dairy farmers would cause 
production to fall. The likely range of market milk prices at the farm gate would vary with location 
and freight differentials, and probably be between 36¢ and 38¢ a litre, depending on volumes of 
milk moving into Sydney from other sources.76 Overall, for a 10¢ to 12¢ a litre fall, the loss in 
incomes ranged from $80 million to $120 million. MacAulay’s spatial model looked for the prices 
and volumes of bulk milk flows in the eastern states if regulation were removed. The primary 
scenario depicted a fall in NSW production by some 190 million litres and an average farm gate 
price of close to 31¢ for all milk. This would not alter consumption of NSW drinking milk, but it 
would reduce the supply of milk for manufactured dairy products in the state—a major point with 
implications for the viability of factories and their surrounding communities. The flow-on effect of 
deregulation was assessed at a loss of $150 million to $200 million into regional economies. As 
such, the regulations provided a benefit to the community through the level of farm incomes that 
flowed to dairy farmers and to regional economies. 

Conflicting perspectives were brought face to face at the panel presentations of 10 July, 
where the IC took ‘a very hard economic line’, and the vibes from the panel’s government 
economists were openly ‘hostile’ to the DFA and other industry bodies. The ‘very close 
questioning’ from Treasury was particularly tough.77 The government representatives were 
conventional economists, who generally viewed the issues through a prism similar to that of the 
IC. To comply with the terms of the review, they expected to put each cost and each benefit of 
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regulation into a cost–benefit ledger and come up with a total figure for regulation only. The DFA 
comparison of net cost–benefit before and after deregulation undermined the bias of the Hilmer 
mission. But the panel also found the IC’s style of presentation difficult to fit into its required 
balance sheet format. The IC was asked to provide extra comment on assessing costs and 
benefits and to couch its discussion in balance sheet terms. It added comment but again only in 
general terms.78 Without quantified cost–benefit data to represent the IC perspective, the NSW 
Treasury was forced to engage directly with the DFA’s economic modelling. This led to a contest 
between DFA and Treasury models. 

Battle of the boffins—DFA versus Treasury 
The panel had endorsed the DFA research process. The peer review proceeded well, with frank 
and open exchange between the DFA team and the reviewer, Garry Griffith, who found some of 
the approaches innovative and exciting.79 After a full discussion of the DFA work on 22 July, the 
panel again accepted the DFA approach based on peer validation and as a valuable comparison 
to the IC assessment. DFA cost–benefit calculations then proceeded on the basis of price–
quantity results from its models. 

Trouble began at the end of July, when the review secretariat prepared and circulated a draft 
report with recommendations when the panel had not yet discussed conclusions or recommend-
ations, and had not authorised the preparation of any report. Industry people thought they were 
being railroaded into a fait accompli. They were prepared to forward a dissenting report.80 

The DFA regarded the draft report as a ‘slavish reiteration’ of the IC philosophy. It had 
expected the panel to discuss evidence from all submissions before any conclusions were 
reached. Instead, the discussion was largely technical and ignored the subjective content of 
submissions. The DFA traced the trouble to the lack of direction in the original issues paper. 
People were asked to identify the market failures the legislation attempted to address. But not 
everyone could express their views in economic terms. They could come up with a list of 
reasons why they’d be worse off without regulation, but it was another thing to quantify it in the 
required way. Now, any omission or error of approach in a submission was used to dismiss it. 
The DFA regarded this as a political ploy to establish a ‘measuring point’. Any deviation in the 
final report would then be seen as a weakening by the panel.81 

On more specific matters, the DFA complained that the draft report read the objectives of the 
legislation too narrowly. Due regard was not given to the Corporation’s responsibility for 
‘managing’ the market milk system and for engaging—via its policy direction from the 
Conference—in all activities involved in the good management and development of the industry. 
Market failure was also misconstrued and narrowly applied. The review secretariat dismissed 
any market failure argument that favoured regulated pricing, particularly the need to compensate 
for highly subsidised and totally artificial world prices. They failed to recognise that the traded 
world price did not reflect competition. A third irritant was disregard for the clear legislative 
objective to maintain a dairy industry in regional areas and to use statewide equity of access to 
quota for general regional development.82 A raft of quotes from previous ministers spelled out 
that intent and included explicit reference to the value of the ‘multiplier effect’ of the dairy 
industry in the state’s economy. 

Spurred by the DFA challenge, Treasury got into the modelling game. It used DFA data on 
the likely fall in farm gate price as an input in its own multi-sector general equilibrium model to 
assess the economy-wide impacts of deregulation. On 29 September, Treasury submitted a 
preliminary report, without detail, showing that the fall in farm gate returns had negligible impact 
on milk production—a surprising result to the industry people, who highlighted the large adverse 
impact on production indicated by the MacAulay modelling and the DFA survey.83 

During October and early November, the battle of the boffins was in full flight.84 Meetings 
were held between Treasury and DFA consultants, and between Treasury and independent 
researchers. They tracked down differences in the Treasury and MacAulay outcomes to 
confusion about whether NSW farmers respond to the marginal or average price in their 
production decisions. On the basis of the industry view that farmers respond to average prices, 
production would increase under regulation where average prices included regulated market 
milk prices (upheld by quota) and exceeded the marginal price. In the cost–benefit ledger, this 
would be an efficiency cost of regulation, since quota attracted excess resources to the 
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industry.85 MacAulay had a counter view: where quota was freely traded, this cost would be 
minimised, since the gain from a regulated price was reflected in the value of the quota itself, not 
in an inflated value of fixed assets such as land. It was therefore inappropriate to model a fall in 
the cost of fixed assets as a way of assessing the impact of removing quota. MacAulay thought 
the distortion arose from the exit/stay decision: farmers respond to average returns when making 
the exit/stay decision but base their production decisions on marginal returns. 

The first week of November 1997 proved crucial in the industry’s standing its ground when the 
‘experts’ went head to head. The DFA consultants met with Treasury representatives to discuss 
discrepancies in their approaches, models and results. Both parties agreed on three basic 
points: a freely tradable quota system should remove production distortions; some NSW farmers 
would not be viable in a deregulated market (marginal operators having stayed owing to quota 
grants and reallocations); and there may be a distortion in the exit/stay decisions for inefficient 
farmers if the decision was made on average price rather than marginal price.86 

Where they differed was on the validity of the level of production MacAulay adopted for his 
simulation of the impact of deregulation. On the basis of the expected exit of inefficient farmers 
(indicated by the DFA survey), MacAulay adopted a 40% reduction in production. Treasury 
argued that the direct impact of deregulation should be represented by a price shock only.87 
Treasury believed that deregulation would cause no fall in production, because any losses would 
be offset by gains elsewhere and by new entrants. Treasury modelling therefore assumed a 
20¢ fall in the farm price for market milk, a 100% flow-on to the consumer of that fall, and no 
loss in production.88 

Treasury challenged the DFA view on which prices farmers respond to and how they react to 
deregulated farm prices. They criticised the use of the DFA’s farmer survey, implying that the 
result was ‘contrived’.89 The DFA side criticised the Treasury for not using a recognised 
modelling approach relevant to market milk deregulation; for abandoning previous panel 
agreement on deregulation impacts based on extensive research; for not providing any detail of 
model calculations or assumptions; and for avoiding peer review. The November meeting 
agreed to disagree on six key points: the impact of deregulation on prices; the impact on 
production volumes; the rationale for production changes; the impact on regional economies; the 
major evidence behind the rationale; and the relative margin capture by different sectors. 

What went into the final cost–benefit table in the final report was what the whole review 
exercise ultimately came down to. Here, the two sides again had to agree to disagree.90 
Treasury subsequently submitted its results to the review panel for inclusion in the final ‘cost–
benefit’ table. Spencer advised the industry panel members to insist that the Treasury model 
lacked transparency and credibility and its results should be excluded or given a very heavy 
caveat in the panel report.91 

The review panel split down the middle. The industry representatives—Reg Smith, Jim 
Forsyth and George Davey—took common positions around the DFA approach and industry-
specific costs and benefits. The Government representatives from Agriculture, Treasury and the 
Cabinet Office took common positions on the opposite side. As conventional economists, they 
employed conventional assumptions and methods with only slight gradations in vigour. Those 
variations changed somewhat with substitutions during the review. For the Cabinet Office, the 
strident Peter Hendy gave way to the more measured Jim Booth; for Agriculture, Jim Booth was 
replaced by an ardent Scott Davenport; for Treasury, Frank Jordan by Peter Shields. It was 
noticed that Jim Booth’s economic position became tougher after his move to the Cabinet Office, 
as did his drive to bring the debate to a conclusion. 

Don Hayman proved a fortunate choice as chairman, able to diffuse the heat of debate 
through a judicious sense of humour and an even-handed approach. He was a big man with a 
big voice who thought out loud and used analogies that often sent the group into fits of laughter. 
When tensions escalated over submissions, models and the report, Hayman had a difficult task. 
He faced pressure from the Cabinet Office and Treasury to make the review hard and dry and to 
get the federal NCP payments without dispute, reprimand or controversy. At the same time, as a 
senior Agriculture representative, he had a constituency within the Minister’s office that opposed 
too much change in the farm sector and was against being too hard. In the face of that daunting 
balancing act, Hayman proved ‘pretty reasonable’ and ‘gave the industry a very good hearing.’ 
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The result 
The review group found that the intended outcome of the legislation was to ensure the 
wholesomeness and purity of milk and dairy products in the interests of public health. It agreed 
that the Corporation’s role in food safety and quality assurance should remain intact, with future 
consideration of bringing that role under a single comprehensive food safety authority.92 

The group agreed on the need to redefine the objectives of the legislation to make its 
purpose less ‘process’ and more ‘outcome’ oriented. The group also found net public benefit 
from the industry service of generic promotion, which should be funded through a specific levy 
while supply management arrangements remained. Likewise for other industry services 
provided because of supply management functions and financed through the Corporation 
by specific margins. 

Whether those supply management and price-setting regulations should be retained divided 
the group right to the bitter end. Two separate cost–benefit tables were published, reflecting 
divergent methods of assessment. The industry table showed that the benefits of these regul-
ations outweighed the costs by more than 3 to 1, and possibly as much as 4 to 1. The Govern-
ment table showed that the costs of these regulations outweighed the benefits by as much as 
2.3 to 1, but possibly only by 1.1 to 1, depending on assumed price and production falls.93 

In judging the possible reasons for retaining regulated price and supply management, the 
review group split into three separate positions. The industry members continued to place their 
strongest emphasis on the weak seller position of farmers and therefore the need to give them a 
strong countervailing market power against processors and retailers.94 They supported the DFA 
estimate that only 10% of farm gate price falls would go to consumers, about 70% would be 
‘captured’ in retail margins, and the remaining 20% would end up in processor margins.95 They 
referred to the mountain of evidence of the market power and ‘hard bargaining’ practices of the 
retail sector, which they considered unlikely to be addressed through the ‘supposed protection’ 
of Part IV of the TPA. Corrupt world prices similarly justified continued regulation for three 
reasons: to provide a buffer that held returns at a level equivalent to those likely from an 
uncorrupted world price; to compensate for the further weakening of the farmers’ seller position 
that would occur if prices were based on world benchmark prices; and to keep resources in 
dairying to take advantage of trade liberalisation when it finally arrived. The industry members 
also strongly supported current arrangements on the basis of state dairy industry development 
and the State Concept of equitable access to the NSW fresh milk market. 

As chairman, Don Hayman couldn’t justify price and supply regulation on the basis of industry 
development, and considered that there were less competition-restricting ways to give producers 
countervailing power. However, he was swayed by the effect of corrupted world prices and 
judged that so long as this applied, the only effective cushion for farmers was regulated price 
setting. Given the need to preserve these arrangements, Hayman therefore supported the 
legislated provision of equitable access to the market milk margin via quota. 

The effect of the chairman and industry positions was to bring them collectively to conclude 
that the benefits of the current arrangements exceeded the costs.96 Four of the seven adopted 
this overall assessment. That majority swung on Hayman’s view of the need for a cushion 
against corrupt world prices, which in turn hung on the view that world trade reform was on the 
medium-term horizon and that deregulation now would force resources out of dairying and 
negate the opportunity to take advantage of the anticipated future improvement in world 
market prices. 

The three other Government members were not convinced that abuse of market power in the 
NSW dairy industry would be any worse than in any other industry, or that the TPA would be 
ineffective in addressing the problem.97 They argued that the DFA’s 10% pass-through to 
consumers was derived from subjective assessment. At most, the results reflected possible 
competitive revenue shifts, not anticompetitive market outcomes such as market power abuse. 
They saw evidence of significant retail competition in the seasonal price variations for food items 
such as fruit and vegetables, and felt that nothing different should occur with milk. They agreed 
with Hayman that industry development and countervailing market power did not justify 
legislated price setting, although there may be a case for authorising the industry to conduct 
collective negotiations following deregulation. But they did not agree with Hayman on the need 
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for legislated price setting to compensate for corrupt world markets. Consequently, there was no 
reason to ensure equitable access to the market milk margin.98 

The strong and divergent views within the group made it impossible to agree on a single 
recommendation about the form and duration of any government intervention. Two alternative 
options were presented: retain the existing price setting and supply management arrangements 
until the next review required by the NCP; and remove the existing arrangements. The second 
option raised issues of timing of removal, the impact on the industry, and the desirability of a 
coordinated approach across the states. The government members recognised that sudden 
termination of regulation would result in significant adjustment costs, which might therefore 
justify a period of transition before regulation ceased, possibly 3 to 5 years.99 

The DFA stressed that the capacity of the industry to respond to significant rapid change was 
very slow: as a very capital-intensive business with high cost of fixed infrastructure, its effective 
investment cycle was more like 10 years, not 5. Any transition process which destabilised 
returns would take a severe adjustment toll. Extended transitional arrangements may help to 
offset adjustment costs, but the higher risk was that deregulation in other states would erode the 
benefit actually received during the phase-out period. Some NSW farmers would be 
disadvantaged if farm gate prices deregulated in Victoria before completion of the transition 
period in NSW. If NSW deregulated before the end of transitions in Victoria or Queensland, 
farmers in those states could be at risk.100 

To minimise adjustment costs nationally, the government members thought it preferable for 
any transitional arrangements to be subject to interstate coordination. In the absence of such 
coordination, they advised 3 to 5 years’ notice that regulated pricing and supply management 
would cease. 

The ultimate position was divided. The chairman and industry members recommended that 
the current pricing and supply management arrangements remain in place until reviewed again 
by July 2003 as required by NCP agreements. The government department members 
recommended that the regulations be removed, preferably in a coordinated way across states; 
that in the absence of coordination the removal occur with 3 to 5 years’ notice, starting from July 
1998; and that the NSW Government support an industry application to the ACCC for 
authorisation of collective negotiation as a transitional measure following termination of the 
current arrangements.101 

The original review deadline was 30 September. Extensions took the debate well into 
November. The Minister wanted to present the report to Cabinet in time for a decision before the 
Christmas recess. Amery received the report on 26 November. He faced the complication of a 
single report but a split recommendation.102 The Cabinet decision was agonisingly slow. 

On 19 May 1998, Amery announced that NSW would continue to support dairy regulation. 
Milk quotas and farm gate prices would retain exemption from the Trade Practices Act for 
another 5 years. One concern was that NSW might be penalised for supporting its dairy farmers 
and rural communities. Therefore, the NSW affirmation of regulation contained the proviso that it 
would have to be reviewed if the Federal Government imposed penalties on the NSW 
Government through NCP payments.103 Reg Smith and Jim Forsyth suggested another proviso: 
that the decision be reviewed if market forces, especially from Victoria, had a negative effect on 
the industry. The second proviso probably cancelled the first. Disruptive commercial activity was 
gathering strength in the Victorian industry. The NCC had challenged the NSW dairy review 
process and warned that it put NCP payments at risk. Perhaps ultimately it saw no need to take 
on the political odium of playing the villain when the Victorian industry was forcing the 
‘commercial reality’ override. 

Winston Watts said at the outset that the industry would have to develop economic 
arguments, but the outcome of the review would ultimately come down to their political muscle. 
The NSW industry won the political battle of the NCP review. The first weapon was won by 
gaining enough numbers on the review panel to have a fighting chance. But the industry had to 
develop the economic muscle to bring off the political win. Ultimately, the political win was 
possible because the industry side assembled an economic modelling defence of sufficient 
credibility to counter Treasury and IC propositions and assumptions—to make them fight and 
argue their deregulation case in detail. Otherwise it would have been a walkover for the 
‘competition is good’ position. 
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Chapter 15: 1998 

The day that could have occurred in 1984 finally arrived on 1 July 1998. The barrier of exclusive 
vendor zones that had protected the NSW market milk industry was demolished on a single day. 
Despite the prolonged lead-up and the years of preparation, 1998 was a leap into the unknown: 
the safety of monopoly markets, defined territory, prescribed supply chain partners and the 
familiar practices of decades would be swept away. Territory and customers would have to be 
fought for. 

Many in the industry didn’t think regulation would remain intact until July 1998. Processors 
argued for the deregulation of wholesale and retail pricing to be phased in from mid-1997 to 
minimise sudden price shocks, particularly in country areas that had always been subsidised, 
but Minister Amery was against it.1 The commercial pressure from UHT discounting off a low 
input cost in Victoria and South Australia also escalated from 1995. 

Though the term ‘deregulation’ had assumed draconian connotations in the industry, it was 
really just the ‘normal’ way of doing business. The two main processing protagonists had 
different kinds of advantage in the battle that was about to be unleashed. Dairy Farmers had 
territory, a supply base and distribution network to match it, and about 65% of the population 
was raised on the Dairy Farmers brand. National Foods had a stash of cash, experience and 
market leadership from a few years of deregulation in the southern states, but limited territory 
and a brand that was relatively unknown in NSW. As a co-operative, Dairy Farmers answered to 
its farmer owners, had to take all their milk and treat them equally, and was stretched for capital. 
As a public company, National Foods had no farmer loyalties, answered to its investor 
shareholders and had access to much more money. Since the farm gate was still regulated, all 
processors would be working off a common input price if they sourced their milk from NSW. 
National Foods had far sturdier supply lines from Victoria and intended to use them if needed. 

One certainty was that brand strength would be a critical factor once processors lost their 
geographic monopoly. Multi-country, multi-product surveys had shown that the only people who 
made big money were the one or two market leaders, not just because of economies of scale, 
but also because of the market power they derived from their ability to pull in consumers.2 For 
that reason there was vital unfinished business to be done in resolving the destiny of the 
specialty industry brands developed under Milk Marketing. Equally clear was the looming divide 
between commodity milk—as in the supermarket house brands that would be driven by 
volume—and processor brands that purported to deliver attributes not available in the ‘milk is 
milk’ commodity lines. 

Another certainty was that specialist milk vendors would no longer deliver 100% of the milk in 
NSW. Even vendors contracted to a processor could not be sure that they would retain their 
customer base when everyone had the freedom to pick and choose. Some older vendors who’d 
spent their working lives in a regulated market didn’t really grasp the depth of the change that 
was about to occur. They knew that zoning would disappear but felt the Amalgamated Milk 
Vendors Association (AMVA) would pull yet another rabbit out of the hat to smooth the way. The 
AMVA had run out of rabbits but would find itself in the middle of a contractual mess when the 
realities of competitive markets hit home. 

Brand business 
The fate of the industry brands was still unknown at the opening of the deregulation year. They 
were valuable assets, with 22% of the market, several years of statewide consumer coverage 
and the biggest price premium. In the decade from 1983, low-fat specialty milks had grown from 
2% of the NSW milk market to 21%.3 As modified milks of various kinds continued to grow at 
13% a year, the ‘industry brands’ appeared to strengthen their position with consumers, despite 
proliferation of processor-branded alternatives. Lite White alone was taking 12% of total white 
milk sales by 1996, a feat John Colbran attributed to the superior branding skills of Milk 
Marketing, since ordinary skim milk was stuck at 1%.4 

Though the industry brands were designed for a regulated market, most NSW processors 
wanted to be able to sell them after deregulation. The length of time spent haggling about how to 
achieve this was an indicator of the status of these specialty brands in the marketplace, but also 
of the height of the political hurdles that had to be cleared in transferring to an industry entity 
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what was seen as a public asset. One of the roadblocks was the difficulty of placing a realistic 
value on the brands, for the very reason that the value to an industry owner would depend on 
the conditions of ownership. 

In deciding what to do with the NSW industry brands, there had always been two basic 
options: privatise Milk Marketing complete with the brands or privatise the brands independently 
of the company. The first concept had persisted for several years. Throughout 1996 it took the 
form of a co-ownership model in which both the company and the brands would be jointly owned 
by farmers and processors and nothing would be paid for the privilege. Continued government 
resistance to the notion of ‘giving away’ public assets ended in a transitional arrangement 
whereby ownership was transferred from the Minister’s office to the Dairy Corporation at the end 
of 1996. The industry-based Milk Marketing board was thrown out and Bob Whan became 
chairman of a temporary board of bureaucrats, with a year to resolve the ownership issue. 
Amery wanted the industry to have thoroughly examined all options before reaching a decision 
which could be incorporated in the Hilmer review. The one constraint was the government’s 
refusal to allow the brands to be sold to an exclusive group.5 

In 1997 Alan Tooth latched onto the sell-off route as the only way forward, and proposed an 
option that would see generic promotion remain with Milk Marketing under the control of the 
farmers, and the Dairy Corporation put the brands up for sale to the highest bidder. After Tooth 
made the case for a complete break with government, other NSW processors made the mental 
leap and finally agreed that it could be worth actually paying money for the brands in order to 
sever the government link.6 They could then also break the link with the farmers who didn’t want 
to pay for equity in a company and were only really interested in generic promotion. The catch 
for Dairy Farmers was that the group persisted with a joint ownership model in which the NSW 
Milk and Dairy Products Association–owned company would buy and manage the brands 
collectively. Meanwhile, Bob Whan was plugging for a very different model, in which farmers 
would have 100% ownership of both Milk Marketing and the brands, and provide access to 
all processors.7 

The rest of the year was spent debating four main issues. The first question was the 
ownership structure of the processor company. Dairy Farmers wanted it based on market share, 
so its 63% would give it unequalled dominance. The Minister wanted it based on equal shares 
between the eight processors, equal board representation and equal votes, for the very reason 
that he didn’t want everything to end up with Dairy Farmers. But that would give 55% ownership 
to processors who in total held less than 6% of brand volume, which sounded fine to small 
processors as long as it didn’t imply that they would have to pay 55% of the sum required to 
buy the brands. 

Just what that sum might be was the other central question. An independent valuation by 
John Turner estimated that the three major brands would bring in a revenue of $16.7 million to 
$27.6 million over the first 5 years of a franchise agreement and even more in the second 5 
years. The big rider was the conclusion that the combination of ongoing franchise agreements 
and a joint ownership structure would make it so difficult to actually realise those values that a 
joint company would be unlikely to pay more than $1 million. On the other hand, if the brands 
were offered for tender by single investors, they could fetch $15 million to $22 million.8 

That threw the spotlight back to third issue: whether the collective processor company would 
continue with joint ownership or dispose of the brands to the highest bidder. Because Whan 
rejected Turner’s valuation methods and conclusions, the fleeting prospect of a brand auction 
again quickly died. The co-ownership and co-management model persisted, with further possible 
ownership combinations, until Tooth finally ran out of patience in September 1997. Declaring co-
ownership utterly unworkable for the length of the franchise period, he demanded a decision one 
way or another. If the brands were going to be a shared asset, Dairy Farmers would develop its 
own brands independently, because shared brands would never thrive, as evidenced by the 
deteriorating Victorian situation where the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority (VDIA) was 
threatening to terminate Australian Milk Marketing’s licence to market the brands.9 Tooth’s 
ultimatum brought the issue to a head and led to a decision to form a processor company based 
on market share, which would buy the brands directly from the government and offer them for 
sale, with the attached condition that the buyer would have to honour the licenses as they stood 
until 2003. 
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This raised the next contentious question of how to sell government assets and who would be 
eligible to buy them. The Treasury insisted on an open tender, but the processors and the 
Government wished the brands to remain in NSW industry hands. It took time, but the solution 
finally emerged through writing the articles of association of the processor company so it could 
take responsibility for how the brands were sold and then legally restrict bidding to its 
shareholders. To satisfy the government need to secure a fair return on public assets, Forsyth 
and Whan negotiated a reserve price of $4 million, to be paid up front before the brands would 
be transferred to the processor company. Dairy Farmers and National Foods agreed to 
underwrite this amount on a 75/25 basis. If the brands yielded less than this sum, the processors 
would be levied make up the shortfall. If the sales brought more than $4 million, the Treasury 
wanted the excess. The processors held out for all proceeds to go to the Dairy Corporation for 
use by Milk Marketing in generic milk promotion.10 

On 19 December 1997, NSW Milk Brands Pty Ltd was officially formed, with Jim Forsyth as 
chairman. In January 1998, Milk Marketing assigned the industry brands to that company. Milk 
Brands then formally agreed to auction the brands individually to the highest bidder among its 
owners. The challenge for Dairy Farmers was to find a way to get its hands on the brands when 
everyone else was looking for technical rules by which to offset the advantage of their regulated 
market share. Since Dairy Farmers ended up with only five seats on a Milk Brands board of 
eleven, Tooth was determined to have the sale procedures decided by the shareholders, not the 
board. On the basis of shareholding, Dairy Farmers could still not win a vote on its own, but no 
one else could get the required 75% majority for a special resolution without Dairy Farmers’ 63% 
consent. 

Many a tussle was fought, but the brands finally went to auction on 25 March 1998 under a 
laboriously debated and stringently scrutinised set of guidelines that Jim Forsyth ensured all 
parties had signed. These included a provision that the sale would be followed by a special 
resolution to approve it by a 75% majority. Alan Tooth relished the power to block the transfer of 
brands if the buyers were not acceptable. Bonlac’s Tony Phillips attended the auction as owner 
of Murrumbidgee Dairy Products, intent on acquiring Moove as an ideal NSW launch pad for 
Bonlac’s new long-life flavoured milk. A pre-auction skirmish occurred when Phillips realised that 
Dairy Farmers would have to approve such an acquisition, and forced an immediate vote to 
authorise the sale of the brands before the auction. Dairy Farmers and Perfection combined their 
market shares to come out as victors of the vote, and moved that the special resolution be 
resubmitted to the meeting following the auction sale. That became a non-event when Dairy 
Farmers scooped the pool. 

Four companies took part in the auction: National Foods, Dairy Farmers, Norco and 
Murrumbidgee. The two minor brands, Shayks and Good One, went uncontested to Dairy 
Farmers for $50,000 each. Moove was the star turn. Norco started strong and made an early 
exit, leaving National and Bonlac pushing past the $1 million mark. When National dropped out, 
Dairy Farmers started an escalating duel with Bonlac which pushed Dairy Farmers to a winning 
bid of $3.55 million.11 National returned to the fray in a tight fight for Shape—won by Dairy 
Farmers at $1.35 million—then for Lite White, which Dairy Farmers took out for $2 million. The 
last on the list was Hi-Lo, a brand originally developed by Dairy Farmers in the 1960s and 
donated to the industry in the early 1980s. As the acknowledged owner, the co-op paid the 
nominal sum of $1, bringing its total payout for all six brands to $7,000,001. The result delivered 
a $3 million windfall to the Dairy Corporation for use on generic promotion. 

Dairy Farmers regarded the auction outcome as a coup, since the specialty milk market was 
worth over $90 million and Lite White and Shape were both market leaders with a 70% share of 
their segment. It was hoped that acquisition of these prime brands, familiar to the whole NSW 
market, not just the regulated Dairy Farmers zones, would provide an edge in the most crucial of 
all contests: the tenders for the supermarket supply contracts. 

Pitching to supermarkets 
Market milk sales in NSW were now split roughly 40% to the supermarkets and 60% to the 
rest—mostly the route trade of convenience and corner stores, but still including a patchwork of 
home delivery. Supermarket margins and Victorian prices set the benchmarks for the 
deregulation scene in NSW. 
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Multi-state supermarket chains had several years’ experience of milk deregulation. Western 
Australia had gone first in 1990, followed by Tasmania in 1993, then South Australia and Victoria 
in January 1995. Deregulation of the crucial Victorian market occurred in several stages, and the 
gradual dismantling of zoning allowed processor–retailer alignments to develop well ahead of 
the final deregulation date. Woolworths’ Safeway chain favoured National Foods. Queensland-
based Queensland United Foods (QUF) gained automatic placement with Coles through its 
purchase of the Sandhurst business in 1992. The maximum price limit was lifted in January 
1993, allowing retail prices to drift upward, but removal of the minimum price barrier in January 
1995 sparked fierce competition between the two main players. Woolworths wanted a single 
supplier and stuck with National Foods, which secured its position by quoting low on the very 
small house brand component. Processor hostilities peaked as the Coles supermarket contract 
came up for renewal in early 1996. National bid aggressively, forcing QUF to undercut it to retain 
the business. The reduced margin was reflected in earnings 36% below projections.12 

National Foods and QUF each gained a firm 5-year contract with a major Victorian chain. 
Coles’ contract with QUF ran until 2001. Woolworths’ contract with National Foods was renewed 
in early 1997 until May 2002. With the lines of supply firmly established, the initial burst of 
competitive activity settled down into a fairly stable duopoly. Over the 18 months from mid-1996, 
Victorian retail prices increased by 15¢ a litre in three successive steps, dramatically improving 
industry profitability. National Foods saw a 37% increase in 1997 profits and QUF an 81% boost 
on its low of 1996.13 Stoking National’s profit base was its legendary Farmers Union Iced Coffee 
flavoured milk, which raked in more dollars in South Australia than National made from white 
milk in its three major states. Courtesy of South Australia’s low farm gate price for the raw input 
for flavoured milk, a handsome margin provided a rich cross-subsidy source for house brand 
milk in South Australia and elsewhere. 

Dairy Farmers had only a bit part in this southern scene. Its mere 7% of Victoria’s market, all 
of it regional through Midland Milk, ruled out any broad-based distribution capability and any 
chance of business with a major Victorian chain. Locked out of the Victorian pot of gold as retail 
prices and processor margins rose, Dairy Farmers felt keenly the lack of an external profit 
source to supplement the slim regulated margins that continued to starve it of investment 
funds in NSW. 

It was against this background that Dairy Farmers and National Foods devised their pitch for 
supermarket contracts in NSW. Under regulation, supermarkets considered milk a raw deal: 
vendor margins of 9% were deemed excessive, while their own margins of 13% were half those 
on other food categories. The major chains made it crystal clear that they expected deregulation 
to deliver a normal minimum of 25%. That would be more difficult in NSW, where rising retail 
prices in Victoria and elsewhere had fuelled political rhetoric about rapacious retailers let loose 
by deregulation. Heightened by the Hilmer review, the political antagonism towards consumer 
price hikes made supermarkets resistant to gaining their extra margins from that source. That 
implied a reduced buying price.14 

Adding to the pressure on processor revenues, marketplace deregulation would elevate 
internal cost structures. Several functions previously performed by the Dairy Corporation and 
funded through a specific allocation in the retail price were transferred to processors, who 
therefore bore the direct cost. A range of other new costs included the development of 
differentiated processor products and brands, and the expensive advertising and marketing 
campaigns needed to capture consumer attention—something that wasn’t necessary under 
regulation. Thirdly, processors would now be responsible for their own distribution, requiring a 
substantial investment in the sheer physical capability of getting the product to customers across 
the whole state. They’d also be the ones paying vendor margins, which would be rolled into the 
wholesale prices quoted to supermarkets and other customers. 

Supermarkets currently sold close to 40% of NSW packaged milk. Woolworths sold close to 
40% of that. Coles and Bi-Lo together sold 27%, Franklins 22%.15 Woolworths was first prize 
and had some strong predilections about what else it wanted. One was a strong leaning towards 
control of its own distribution through central warehousing, another the desire to minimise 
complications and workload by dealing with a single supplier, preferably one with national 
brands and national operations.16 
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Dairy Farmers had attempted to engage all its customers in a thoroughly researched analysis 
of supply chain logistics. As the data piled up, it showed that central warehousing didn’t work for 
milk, and direct delivery from processor to store remained the most cost-effective solution if 
segmented by distribution channel. Dairy Farmers calculated a cost one-third cheaper than 
central warehousing, a saving that both partners could share.17 The facts, and a sponsored trip 
to study fresh milk practice in the US and UK in 1996, convinced those who participated that 
central warehousing was ill-suited to fresh milk distribution. Coles embraced this revelation. 
Woolworths refused to go and remained aloof from the direct delivery strategy. There was also a 
deep well of anger towards Dairy Farmers among some senior Woolworths executives about the 
way they’d been treated in the 1980s. Alan Tooth always hoped the appeal of his total offering 
would overcome the hostility. When the final package was presented in late 1997, most custom-
ers welcomed the detailed analysis of each step in the whole supply chain. Woolworths cut short 
the presentation and insisted on a tender that included only price, on a single sheet of paper. 

Dairy Farmers’ price strategy for the tender process started with the judgement that the 
margin available under regulation would not sustain the co-operative and its franchise network in 
the future. That was balanced by the imperative to put market share and factory volume ahead 
of margin at the outset, but to take a middle course rather than a bare-bones approach. The 
underlying drive was to get product on the shelves, then raise the wholesale price structure 
gradually over a period of 2 to 3 years, with a flow-on to retail prices. The intention was to 
equalise NSW margins with those of Victoria and South Australia and create some uniformity in 
national pricing. The reasons were twofold. First, if NSW couldn’t deliver retailer profit margins 
similar to the southern states, the danger would persist that major retailers would source milk 
from outside NSW. Second, being very NSW-centric, Dairy Farmers had to achieve profits 
comparable to what its major competitors enjoyed down south and could always turn against it in 
NSW and Queensland—a lethal prospect long term. More positively, the Dairy Farmers milk 
division kept in mind that the route trade still sold more milk than supermarkets and offered a 
vital alternative channel to offset supermarket power. 

National Foods approached the tender process from a very different position. In the southern 
states it was the market leader, with 75% of the milk market in Tasmania, 64% in South Australia 
and 55% in Victoria. These three states generated 63% of its national sales, including 36% in 
Victoria.18 National Foods’ overall profit-to-sales ratio was 4%, compared with Dairy Farmers’ 
3%.19 But National was the underdog in NSW, where an ‘arrogant’ Dairy Farmers would hit 
deregulation with 65% of the milk market. With only 25% of the most populous state, National 
desperately needed to stake a quick and very big claim to be regarded as a truly national player. 
Since taking over United Dairies in 1993, it had played the regulation game, taking advantage of 
Jim Forsyth’s prominent position in all the industry forums to maintain its insider status and ‘good 
guy’ image while secretly planning for deregulation day. 

As general manager, Ron della Vedova had to take a supply capacity geared to the milk 
needs of less than a third of Sydney and expand it to a level capable of statewide coverage. 
That meant getting his hands on a lot more milk and making a major investment in processing 
and distribution infrastructure. But the result of supermarket contracts wouldn’t be known until 
almost the last minute, and he didn’t want to overspend on a speculative investment or start too 
soon and signal plans to the opposition. Having abundant reserves of milk and resources in 
Victoria was a great comfort that made it possible to lay quiet plans for a late start and a 
superhuman effort once the supermarket outcome was known. Before then, della Vedova was 
prepared to give NSW supermarkets the guarantee that he could and would bring milk from 
Victoria if needed. Victorian backup was his ultimate strength. 

National Foods had good reason to believe it had the inside running with Woolworths through 
its supply performance in the southern states. Its cross-docking experience in Victoria set it up 
well for whichever choice the supermarket chains made about delivery—through central 
warehousing or direct from plant to stores. Through cross-docking, it was skilled in stocking each 
truckload with store-specific orders out of its own distribution hub and doing regular back-and-
forth shuttles to a central transfer point, where the load could be switched from a National prime 
mover to a Woolworths one, ready for store delivery. This experience also provided the 
wherewithal to do direct-to-store delivery if that was required. It was prepared to assemble store-
ready orders over a wide product range, including even competitors’ products, to provide a 
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single interface of delivery and satisfy Woolworths’ desire to eliminate separate deliveries for 
different products. 

The central plank of National’s NSW strategy was that market milk would always take 
precedent. Manufactured dairy products could be shunted down to Victoria, where milk was 
cheap and plentiful, so every drop of available NSW milk would be used for drinking. When Max 
Ould became managing director in September 1996, the decision to centralise dairy food 
manufacture was implemented quickly, with construction of a $57 million plant at Morwell, 
scheduled to open by early 1998, in time to take over dairy foods formerly made in Taree and 
western Sydney.20 With all NSW investment to be directed into building market milk capacity, the 
Penrith plant inherited from the Nepean Co-op was chosen as the processing base, with plans to 
close down the old United Dairies plant at North Rocks while discreetly upgrading Penrith.21 A 
flexible distribution hub was developed at a separate North Rocks site after the purchase of 
premises that had housed a freezer. As that hub was fitted with facilities needed to pick, shrink-
wrap and load all supermarket orders on a store-by-store basis, capable of delivery either to a 
central supermarket point or direct to stores, the old distribution system was run as it always 
had. Ron della Vedova found it wasn’t easy to do business as usual with run-down plants and 
distribution infrastructure that catered for less than a third of Sydney while trying to start the 
major upgrades needed for statewide supply. A clandestine reincarnation of the Penrith site was 
conducted step by step from the inside out to prepare it for its central role. 

National’s other job was to secure the basic milk supply. Despite Victorian-backed guarantees 
to supermarkets, della Vedova preferred to be self-sufficient. Quota milk remained committed as 
directed by the Dairy Corporation, but manufacturing milk was free to move, and della Vedova 
built up a manufacturing supply base in preparation for 1998. To avoid the cost of hauling milk 
up from Victoria, where he’d have to pay at least manufacturing price plus freight of about 5.5¢ a 
litre, it was worth paying NSW farmers a little bit more. National Foods already had the two 
biggest producers in Australia: the Perich and Moxey families each produced about 30 million 
litres, together covering close to two-thirds of National’s total market milk requirement before 
deregulation. Paul Moxey had invested in low-cost production rather than quota because he 
knew deregulation was coming and National had guaranteed to take all his milk. Ron della 
Vedova and John Archer also scouted in other areas, particularly where regional co-ops 
remained independent of Dairy Farmers. Hastings Co-op, at Wauchope, welcomed their 
approach, as did Bega and Norco and other groups in the Illawarra and Southern Highlands. 

All these developments were part of the National Foods conversation with the major chains in 
the couple of years before deregulation and part of the planning of alternative scenarios for a win 
with either. Woolworths was tough but encouraging, suggesting that National would be the 
favourite provided it ticked all the right boxes, which included supply and distribution capacity, 
delivery precision, keeping vendors out of the picture, and price. Della Vedova was positioned to 
bid on a contract with minimal investment exposure in case they didn’t get it, but knowing that if 
they did get it, they’d be ready to ‘go like the clappers’ to bring everything up to the required 
capacity and had enough interstate resources to supplement NSW supply until the upgrades and 
expansions were completed. 

Formal tenders were requested by the supermarket chains in late 1997. In setting their 
wholesale price, processors worked back from the margins they understood the major chains 
regarded as a minimum. In assembling their ‘quotes’, they sought assurances from farmers that 
the still-regulated farm gate price would be competitive with Victoria. Input prices to processors 
had been edging up as the NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) sought to ‘squeeze out every 
last drop for the farmers.’ Once pricing was deregulated past the farm gate, the comparison with 
Victoria had to be spot on or NSW would lose the market. The relevant benchmark was 
Victoria’s special interstate price for market milk, which was less than the VDIA charged its own 
industry because of the waiver of margins not applicable outside Victoria. From a close 
examination of all the costs which made up the price paid by processors, the DFA concluded 
that the farmer price looked about 2¢ too high. After shaving every ‘on cost’ as low as they 
believed it could go, it offered a price drop of just over 1¢ a litre, which processors agreed would 
allow them to compete against interstate sales.22 
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Supermarket outcomes 
In Victoria, the supermarket supply arrangements were precisely defined contracts for 5 years. 
In NSW, the supermarkets opted for non-binding ‘supplier agreements’, initially for 1 year. 
Woolworths was renowned for its market strength and willingness to flex its market muscles. 
There was a common theory that Woolworths worked on a strategy of giving its business to the 
second strongest supplier in any market, so the biggest supplier didn’t become more powerful. 
Woolworths was the first to announce the result of its NSW tender and it didn’t disprove the 
theory. In February 1998, National Foods was declared the winner of the contract for NSW and 
the ACT. Overnight its required milk output increased from 110 million litres to 150 million litres, 
assuming it would now lose Coles.23 

National’s manager, Peter Margin, sent out a call to all dairy farmers that deregulation would 
lift National’s demand for milk supplies and need for long-term partnerships with efficient, 
investment-minded dairy farmers around its processing areas. The NSW team swung into action 
on infrastructure plans, with public disclosure of a $22 million redevelopment of the two key milk 
processing sites at Penrith and Taree. The Penrith upgrade catapulted forward while working at 
full capacity.24 The transition of the Taree plant from manufacturing purposes to market milk 
processing was fast tracked, with one plant moving in while the other moved out to Victoria. The 
new Taree plant started up in June, producing flavoured milk for the whole state and white milk 
for northern NSW.25 As the National Foods team went flat out on the plant and distribution centre 
rebuilds, Ron della Vedova was in constant dialogue with Woolworths, reassuring it that he’d be 
able to fill the orders from 1 July. He took constant calls from the head buyer, Josie Jones, one 
of the toughest negotiators around, who was always on his tail, saying, ‘Ron it’s only 60 more 
sleeps to D-day,’ then 30, 29, all the way down to zero. 

Woolworths advised Dairy Farmers that it had decided to central-warehouse milk and had 
chosen National Foods as its sole supplier. It also indicated that price was uppermost in the 
decision, and Dairy Farmers was nowhere near the mark. Dairy Farmers was bitterly 
disappointed but was certain that National Foods was encouraged to compete keenly to win the 
NSW house brand contact of the biggest retailer so that its proprietary brand could gain 
maximum exposure across the whole state. It was also certain that National’s healthy southern 
margins helped it pull it off.26 Alan Tooth tried to prevent panic in the co-op, telling farmers that 
the Woolworths decision affected about 2% of Dairy Farmers’ revenues, and freed up its 
resources and negotiations with other major retail chains. More sombrely, he told Peter Herd, 
‘We’ll just have to get the rest.’ The rest, especially Coles and Franklins, were essential to 
securing the volume needed to support the whole franchise and delivery network on which the 
direct-to-store distribution offer was based. 

Coles and Bi-Lo came to the rescue a couple of weeks later, making Dairy Farmers the 
preferred supplier in all their NSW stores and the provider of their house brand milk. National 
then won the business of Jewel, now owned by John David.27 Franklins took the opportunity, as 
the last of the big three, to maximise its bargaining position, stringing it out until the eleventh 
hour, with Dairy Farmers knowing that if it lost Franklins, Coles alone wasn’t enough to support 
its network. Franklins was still playing the pricing game in early June, pitting the Dairy Farmers–
Perfection expectation of 92¢ to 93¢ a litre for whole milk against the National offer of 89¢ a litre 
to the Davids wholesaling business, and pushing for prices as low as 87¢ a litre.28 Murray 
Goulburn threw an extra spanner into the works with a tender designed less to win contracts 
than to lower the wholesale price bar.29 

As retailers tightened the screws, processors put the hard word on farmers. Just days before 
the deregulation deadline, NSW dairy farmers were told that the competition was stiffer than 
expected and their prices were still too high.30 Perfection started the stampede because it was at 
the centre of the contest with Franklins and Davids. With his margin heavily reliant on whole milk 
and heading into negative territory, Steve Lester told Reg Smith that unless he got 3¢ a litre off 
his input price, he’d be forced to source manufacturing milk from Victoria, thereby breaching the 
Section 38 requirement to buy market milk only through a state authority and pay the gazetted 
Victorian price. Rumours also hinted that National Foods would supply Davids from Victoria, 
which Peter Margin denied. But the pressure to resort to Victorian supplies escalated once the 
supermarkets chose their single suppliers. With little scope for further competition on the 
supermarket shelves, the focus swung to the route trade, where word spread about new pricing 
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lows, including expectations among convenience stores such as those run at Shell and BP petrol 
stations that original offers around 90¢ a litre would need to be renegotiated downward.31 

Having excess capacity available after losing the Woolworths’ contract, Dairy Farmers was 
driven to recover some share via the route trade. The desire to maximise its brand presence and 
recoup some margin losses from winning the Woolworths contract drove National Foods in the 
same direction. With everyone racking up losses, the processors agreed they needed a quick 
commercial solution with the help of the farmers, something they should all regard as just a 
market correction that they would hopefully recover at some later stage. Right now the industry 
should stand together.32 After several days of frantic negotiation, a specially convened meeting 
of the Dairy Industry Conference agreed almost unanimously to recommend to the Minister that 
the still-regulated price payable by processors be reduced by almost 5.4¢ a litre, of which 3.3¢ a 
litre would come from the farmers, meaning the loss of an extra 2.25¢ a litre over and above the 
1.06¢ a litre they’d previously agreed to concede. Most of the rest was taken from the Milk 
Marketing margin.33 The downward adjustment of the processor buying price applied across the 
board, to supermarket, route trade and home delivery sales, and kept the milk sourcing within 
the state. 

Regardless of which processors won the contracts, the supermarkets pocketed handsome 
gains and everyone else lost out. Before deregulation, NSW supermarkets earned 16¢ a litre on 
whole milk. This jumped to around 26¢ a litre on deregulation, without any shift in retail prices. 
Merrill Lynch estimated that the supermarkets picked up over $22 million in extra revenue just 
through the 10¢ a litre gain on whole white milk. By contrast, processors were said to have 
suffered a 6¢ to 7¢ a litre fall in margin after the cost of distribution was deducted.34 Vendor 
margins that had been regulated at 10¢ a litre now averaged 4.8¢ a litre.35 Farmers lost close to 
$20 million in income from their price cut, even though they were still regulated. Jim Forsyth’s 
‘back of the envelope’ calculations suggested that the total NSW industry lost a conservative $45 
million in revenue as a result of the 1 July changes, of which about $33 million was picked up by 
chain stores.36 

In the reshuffle of market share, National Foods gained more than Dairy Farmers lost, as 
shown in Table 1. Dairy Farmers revealed that the supermarket contracts cost it about $40 
million in revenue. Because National Foods incurred significant costs in having to suddenly 
supply Woolworths over the whole state, it too would lose money on the Woolworths business 
into 1999. 

Table 1 Estimated market milk share changes on deregulation in NSW.37 

 Market share July 1998 Change from June 1998 

Dairy Farmers 60.9% –3% points 

National Foods 26.1% +7% points 

Perfection 3.9% nil 

Norco/Parmalat JV 4.7% –2.5% points 

Bega 1.7% nil 

Others 2.6% –1.5% points 
 

With retail prices unchanged, consumers gained nothing, not even choice, since the single 
supplier policy meant only one brand was available apart from the house brand of the 
supermarket itself. Many Woolworths shoppers were confused and angry at the disappearance 
of Dairy Farmers milk from their shelves, leading to a fall off in sales. The value of buying the 
industry brands was highlighted when Woolworths was forced by consumer demand to stock 
these Dairy Farmers products. 

Instead of closing the margin gap with Victoria as Dairy Farmers had hoped, the deregulation 
shift opened an even bigger gap between the positions of processors in Victoria and NSW. With 
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a cheaper milk input price in Victoria and a substantially higher retail price, Victorian processors 
were gaining a bigger proportion of a higher retail value, giving them a 12¢ a litre margin 
advantage over NSW processors. In NSW, farmers received 43.5% of the retail price, 
processors 28.9% and supermarkets 22.6%; in Victoria at this time, farmers received 35.6% of 
the retail price, processors 33.3% and supermarkets 25.2%.38 

The deregulation of the NSW marketplace revealed the market power of the major retailers 
and the way competitive pressures were transmitted down the chain. The loss to farmers, 
despite being regulated, showed how vulnerable they were. To salvage their own margin, they 
slashed that of Milk Marketing. Having just divested its brands, Milk Marketing saw its remaining 
income stream cut by 78%, cutting the legs off the generic promotion that was being preserved 
in the farmers’ interest. Embryonic programs in progress with vendors would have to be 
scrapped. Marketing funds would have to be committed almost exclusively to supporting the 
schools milk program and the white milk campaign—‘Milk. Legendary Stuff’—which ironically 
was winning advertising awards in Australia and overseas. Even this was possible only because 
of the funds generated from the sale of the industry brands. Once that money was spent over 
the next 12 to 18 months, the industry would have to decide whether to provide extra revenue to 
sustain Milk Marketing and generic promotion.39 

Deregulation lucky dip for vendors 
Vendors always thought that marketplace deregulation was conceded, and vendors sacrificed, in 
order to save the farmers. This view was reinforced when Minister Amery announced the result 
of the National Competition Policy review and the continuation of farm gate regulation for at least 
another 5 years. As it happened, the farmers were squeezed anyway but shared their loss 
uniformly. That loss was also transferred uniformly, with the 3.3¢ a litre cut in the farmer price 
applied to all milk sales in all outlets, giving processors more flexibility to pick up business in the 
route trade. But the benefit wasn’t shared uniformly by vendors when they lost their zoned 
geographic monopoly. 

Supermarket contracts based on a single supplier made processors into winners or losers. 
They also made deregulation a lucky dip for vendors. Dairy Farmers had attracted a total of 625 
vendors to become self-employed owners of a franchise to deliver Dairy Farmers products.40 For 
those with a supermarket franchise and a heavy weighting of Woolworths stores, the loss of the 
Woolworths contract decimated their business. One vendor on Sydney’s northern beaches area 
instantly lost 7 out of his 10 customers and 70% of his income. Another lost half his income in a 
single day and his run was no longer viable, either as an operating business or as a saleable 
asset. Typical of what could happen was the case of a Newcastle vendor who’d paid $570,000 in 
November 1995 for the right to deliver approximately 42,000 litres a week and signed up with 
Dairy Farmers. For 2 years the business grew, he introduced technology to improve efficiency 
and hired four full-time employees and another four casual staff. In November 1997, he was 
selling an average 48,000 litres a week. A few months later he learned that he’d lose all his 
Woolworths business to P&O Cold Storage Freighters, who were now contracted to deliver 
Woolworths milk throughout NSW. Up to June 1998 he still had three people working for him, 
delivering 51,000 litres of milk each week at 10.673¢ a litre. From 1 July he was down to a 
workforce of one, delivering 33,500 litres, and a truck that cost too much and was now too big. 
Another longer-term vendor had purchased a run in 1989 for $70,000 and a new truck for 
$36,800. Until June 1998, he had an income of $2000 a week. From July, the loss of 
Woolworths’ business cut his income to $170 a week, with costs of $896.41 

Some badly affected vendors were able to pick up a few compensating Coles stores through 
the rearrangement of runs in areas that Dairy Farmers hadn’t previously served. But having just 
lost perhaps hundreds of thousands of dollars in goodwill on Woolworths runs, they still had to 
tender for the new Coles runs and pay more goodwill for the right to serve them. The only 
consolation was that the valuation of supermarket runs had fallen through the floor with the 
uncertainty of deregulation, making the new runs a cheaper buy. But many vendors didn’t have 
this opportunity for a second chance and lost their livelihood, their business and their homes. 
Surviving supermarket vendors saw their margin cut by a third and had to work twice as hard, 
make two deliveries a day, both morning and afternoon, to deliver their load.42 Vendors were 
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definitely working longer hours for less money in a deregulated market. Jim Fleming would have 
been pleased. 

National Foods was caught in a double bind with its supermarket vendors. Depending on the 
fall of the supermarket contracts, they may or may not want them. Woolworths had always made 
it clear it didn’t want milk vendors delivering to its stores, whereas Coles had become much 
more predisposed to direct delivery by vendors through engagement with the Dairy Farmers’ 
logistics study. The need to be covered for both options led National Foods belatedly to go along 
with the AMVA’s drive for formal vendor contracts. Ron della Vedova was always uncomfortable 
with these commitments. In interviewing vendors for the contracts, he could see it wasn’t going 
to work for the supermarket distribution system National had in mind. The vendors had tiny 
trucks, many still not refrigerated, when pantechnicons were essential for delivery direct to store 
with a tight timeslot, as laid down by Woolworths. Nevertheless, National Foods had signed up 
all its vendors to a formal agreement and tendered for Woolworths’ business on a direct-to-store 
delivery basis. But Woolworths rejected the concept. It wanted a transport company of its own 
choosing, contracted to Woolworths, to collect the goods from the National Foods distribution 
centre and deliver them to its stores. It was all part of the streamlining style: if there was a 
problem with any delivery to any store in any place, Woolworths wanted to have a single person 
to deal with, and that would be the supervisor at the transport company, certainly not a 
traditional milk vendor. 

Woolworths had the same conversation with Dairy Farmers, whose tender was based on 
direct delivery by its supermarket franchisees, all rolled into the one final price delivered to the 
store. When Woolworths said it wanted milk delivered by a transport company, Dairy Farmers 
said that wasn’t part of the offer. National Foods agreed to do it the Woolworths way and won 
the contract. Only in the ACT and some country regions would National’s vendor network make 
store deliveries.43 This was bad news for its supermarket vendors whose runs included 
Woolworths stores. Some National vendors suffered a double loss, having previously delivered 
to Coles and Franklins supermarkets as well. By signing up with National Foods they lost access 
to that business, because Dairy Farmers won the Coles and Franklins contracts. When National 
Foods reneged on the Woolworths business, the vendors were left with nothing. 

The distraught vendors contacted the AMVA, who confronted National Foods with its 
contractual obligations. The company claimed that because of the way events unfolded, the 
contracts were null and void. The affected vendors then instigated a class action based on 
misrepresentation of the contractual commitments by National Foods executives. Not only had 
contracts been signed, but several group meetings had been held with the vendors to encourage 
them to sign up, with promises of future business. Some were new to the vendor scene at the 
time, buying from the Milk Distribution Services (NSW) pool, which required them to have a 
contract. At National Foods, internal opinion was divided as to what to do. The legal question 
concerned the extent of goodwill attached to having a contract with National, and the company’s 
obligation in terminating the contract. As Ron della Vedova saw it, the vendors had signed a 
contract with National and their business had a goodwill value based on that contract; if you 
wanted to stop the contract you had to pay the goodwill. His superiors didn’t agree. For close to 
2 years the case seesawed back and forth with the AMVA attempting to broker an agreement. 
Eventually National decided to settle out of court and ultimately did so quite generously, through 
one-to-one negotiation of a specific compensation payment for each vendor, depending on the 
specific situation. The National Foods’ head office in Melbourne was less generous towards the 
AMVA, maintaining a persistent grievance for its intervention to support the affected vendors. 

Route trade or home delivery vendors weren’t exposed to such an all-or-nothing outcome as 
supermarket vendors, but nothing was guaranteed. Several convenience store chains opted for 
a single supplier, but independents and corner stores could stock as many brands as they liked, 
and they’d be sure to have multiple offers, as regional processors were expected to target the 
metropolitan market, from which they were previously excluded. Vendors who’d established 
good customer relations in the past were likely to find customer loyalty. More vexatious types 
would be shown the door. The AMVA continued to believe that motivation was the key to 
customer relations, and there could be no greater motivator than having your own business, 
income and assets dependent on your own efforts. Some vendors hardly noticed a change. 
Those who served mainly home delivery continued as before. In some country areas, vendors 
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who served the route trade barely skipped a beat. Even in metropolitan areas, many vendors 
reported that their route trade customers had stuck with them despite heavy canvassing from 
opposing processors. Right through the state, the smaller customers generally stuck with their 
vendor unless they had a good reason not to.44 

In regional areas, many vendors found an unexpected reservoir of goodwill within their 
community and a sudden surge of support for local regional brands and the local milko, and for 
vendors who lost trade owing to supermarkets’ changing their supplier. In the Riverina, many 
consumers demanded the ‘local’ product of Murrumbidgee Dairy Products, driving a surge in the 
surrounding route trade, since the major chains sold only Dairy Farmers or Pura brands. The 
same thing occurred in Port Macquarie, where consumers demanded the product packed by 
Hastings Co-op at Wauchope. At Nowra, local vendors who lost supermarket business opened a 
milk store in a vacant shopfront next door to the supermarket, staffed by ‘local’ vendors, and 
selling ‘local’ product. Enterprising home delivery vendors were able to exploit the local loyalty to 
sign up hordes of new customers. Other vendors found success in adding other products to their 
home delivery runs.45 

No one believed they’d return to the days when the milkman delivered to nearly every home 
in the nation. Minister Amery was appalled when his own milko disappeared 2 weeks after 
deregulation. But more vendors were realising that there was money to be made from delivering 
to homes, and that many customers were prepared to pay for the convenience and freshness of 
home-delivered milk. The figures varied enormously from area to area, with estimates of total 
market penetration ranging from 2% to 15%.46 The overall home delivery rate in Australia was 
around 8%, ranging from 1% in Victoria to 25% in the ACT.47 

Those vendors who’d already signed up to the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point 
(HACCP) program of quality assurance had an advantage against those who hadn’t. As a direct 
result of HACCP implementation on farms and factories, the expiry date on fresh milk products 
had already increased by several days. From 1997, the Dairy Corporation worked on a HACCP 
program for vendors, focusing on temperature control, stock control and vehicle hygiene. From 
the earliest days of deregulation, the AMVA took a flurry of calls from anxious vendors 
challenged by customers to verify freshness and safety through HACCP credentials. In time, 
HACCP accreditation would become a must, and a game changer for vendors. 

Deregulation made the AMVA’s own business of Milkbilco redundant, since processors now 
dealt directly with supermarkets. For a while the AMVA tried to transform Milkbilco from a central 
billing agency for vendors into a data collection and processing service for hire to any interested 
processor. But ultimately Milkbilco became a relic of the AMVA’s heroic efforts to hold back the 
tide of deregulation for 14 years.48 

Deregulating Queensland 
Queensland was only 6 months behind NSW in deregulating its marketplace. Supermarket 
contracts were negotiated in the latter months of 1998. QUF was the undisputed market leader, 
with decades of established trade and about 60% of the milk business under regulation. Dairy 
Farmers had been making inroads in recent years through merger deals with some of the co-
ops. The merger with Queensco-Unity Dairyfoods gave Dairy Farmers only 30% of the key 
metropolitan market of south-east Queensland, but the Malanda Co-operative gave Dairy 
Farmers virtual control of the north of the state.49 In Queensland, National Foods was the odd 
man out, with no trade at all, having failed to win any of the co-ops over previous years. 

National Foods intended to buy market leadership in Queensland by taking over QUF and its 
ubiquitous Pauls brand. Because the acquisition would give National a virtual total monopoly in 
Victoria with about 92% market share, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
would require a divestment of some of its Victorian assets, and National had been negotiating 
with Dairy Farmers on what it might purchase. In late April 1998, National Foods made its first 
bid for the Queensland company, offering $316 million, or $3.85 per share. This quickly shot the 
market share price past $4, causing QUF’s chairman to dismiss the offer as unsolicited, 
unexpected and ‘inadequate’. With QUF fishing for a counterbid, Dairy Farmers and Murray 
Goulburn ruled themselves out. When QUF discovered that National planned to close the 
Brisbane operation and move everything to Melbourne, it encouraged the Italian multinational, 
Parmalat, which now owned Haberfields in Albury, to come to the rescue. Spurred by its vision 
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of being a worldwide market milk processor, Parmalat leapfrogged the National bid with an offer 
of $4.30 a share, with fewer conditions, then engaged in a series of counterbids, reaching a final 
figure of $5.30.50 

With a fundamental step in industry rationalisation in the balance, Alan Tooth and Ian 
Langdon were keen to buy National Foods’ Victorian divestments and boost the Dairy Farmers 
foothold in the Victorian market. But they were limited in what the co-op could afford to offer and 
in what it could borrow while its margins were being hammered. When Max Ould couldn’t extract 
enough from Dairy Farmers to match the Parmalat bid, he said publicly that he’d rather spend 
the money on a new milk processing plant than pay an inflated price for QUF’s assets.51 
Privately, Ould blamed Tooth and Langdon for their refusal to pay an inflated price for his 
Victorian assets. It was a bitter blow for both companies. Instead of the much anticipated two-
majors market, Parmalat turned it back into a much more daunting game for three.52 

Parmalat then did some more cleaning up in Queensland, taking over the Dairyfields co-op, 
whose members had just rejected a merger with Dairy Farmers, despite a positive 
recommendation from the Dairyfields board. The members went on to welcome Parmalat’s 
$32.5 million offer in August 1998. Parmalat’s two acquisitions then gave it a 55% stake in a joint 
venture company called Norco Dairyfields Milk, formed in 1996 from a joint venture by QUF 
(22%), Norco (45%) and Dairyfields (33%). This was subsequently restructured into a 50/50 joint 
venture between Parmalat and Norco.53 

Despite the unhappy outcome for National Foods, it was still Australia’s biggest fresh milk 
processor, with 30% market share and aspirations to be a truly national player. Max Ould said it 
was important to be in Queensland because its fresh milk market was the third largest in the 
country and accounted for 20% of national sales. The expected population growth in south-east 
Queensland would make it the second largest fresh milk market within 10 years. Ould 
immediately launched into building a $26 million milk processing and packaging plant in 
Crestmead, Brisbane, which was expected to be completed early in 1999.54 Having not yet 
secured a jot of Queensland volume, this was a plucky move. 

In the hierarchy of Queensland supermarkets, Woolworths was again top dog, followed by 
Coles and a more distant Franklins. This time Franklins was first to announce the tender results 
in late 1998, and gave the contract exclusively to QUF, now owned by Parmalat and called 
Pauls. Woolworths played safe. Since Pauls was the major supplier in southern Queensland and 
Dairy Farmers the major supplier in the north, the general manager, Bernie Brookes, opted for a 
dual-brand strategy, with head-to-head competition on the supermarket shelves. He’d also 
tracked the decline in Woolworths market share in NSW as the lack of Dairy Farmers milk 
converted into an early loss of milk sales at the register. He decided not to make the same 
mistake. The same dual-branding result was achieved with Coles supermarkets, though its Bi-Lo 
chain stocked only Dairy Farmers milk.55 On 1 January 1999, Dairy Farmers had to deliver to 
over 200 Queensland supermarkets that had previously not stocked its products. By the end of 
February, it could claim 37% of the whole Queensland milk market. National Foods admitted that 
its entry into Queensland was difficult and costly. The second half of 1999 saw it lose $5 million 
and gain only 3% of the market.56 

The irony of Queensland was that here, where the farm gate price was the highest, the retail 
price was the lowest. Bernie Brookes was adamant that Woolworths had no intention of 
increasing milk prices in the wake of deregulation. In fact, he’d introduced a home brand milk in 
Queensland at a price below that of the major processor brands and intended to freeze it at that 
level for 12 months.57 Queensland was shaping up to become the most competitive fresh milk 
market in the country. 
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Chapter 16: Victorian wildcard 

Despite taking a savage cut in their milk price from July 1998, NSW farmers were still regulated, 
and would be until at least 2003. Their relief at the reprieve from Hilmer was moderated only by 
the proviso that no significant change occur in market conditions—code for what happened in 
Victoria. The bid to manage the relationship with Victorian farmers and their manufacturing co-
operatives remained the weak spot in the NSW industry’s approach to steering and controlling 
the deregulation process. 

The relationship between the NSW and Victorian industries was always complex. The farmers 
of both states felt part of one Australian dairy community, in which NSW and Victoria enjoyed the 
added intimacy of close neighbours. Their co-ops felt a similar bond through farmer ownership. 
Other sectors coalesced around that farmer core. On the other hand, relationships could be testy 
and aggressive, spiced by the clash of interests between divergent state systems. The strain 
usually showed when things went sour on the world market: export prices slumped, 
manufacturing milk prices dropped and Victorian incomes went south. If they saw their NSW 
neighbours humming along on regulated market milk margins as though nothing had changed, 
they thought it unfair. Dairy farmers liked equity, especially when they were the ones who were 
down. ‘Share the pain’ was a familiar refrain. 

The question of the moment was how Victoria would approach its National Competition Policy 
(NCP) review. It seemed unthinkable that it would not do everything possible to protect the farm 
gate price. Yet out-of-sync deregulation timetables had woven new strands of self interest. The 
Hilmer scheme, though Federal in inspiration and national in scope, relied on state 
implementation, reinforcing state segmentation while aiming at the opposite. On the world stage, 
the Uruguay Round of General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations had ebbed 
and flowed, offering hope of reform one moment, dashing it the next. The OECD estimated that 
reform of international dairy markets would treble the volume of traded product and lift world 
prices by more than 13%. Other estimates suggested world prices might rise by a third and 
Australian dairy exports by 40%.1 But reform was slow. The big players in the GATT scene 
fought every millimetre, in bureaucratic increments over an array of industries, including 
agriculture. When an agreement was finally declared at the end of 1993, the implications for 
Australian dairy farmers were far from clear. 

The NCP reviews were all about market milk and whether continued regulation of farm gate 
pricing and supply could be justified in the public interest. The dairy industry was more 
concerned about its own interest. There was never any doubt about the case the NSW industry 
would argue. In Victoria, where market milk accounted for a small and declining proportion of 
production, many more issues were in play. Manufacturing milk was their bread and butter, 
market milk was the jam on top. Jam was sweet but controversial. Was it good for you? How 
much should you have? How much did you deserve? 

The ‘end of Crean’ problem 
Even before Fred Hilmer cast his shadow over the industry, Victorian farmers and co-ops 
reflected on the inescapable fact that the Crean Plan would progressively drain away 
manufacturing support. What would happen after it ended was central to their calculus of the 
future. How to use Crean’s 8-year reprieve to prepare for the loss of support was the question 
driving Victorian thinking in that decade. The United Dairyfarmers of Victoria (UDV) conference 
in May 1992 provided the forum for everyone to tell everyone else that the industry had to be in 
a viable position by 2000.2 

The reflex response to manufacturing anxiety was to lay claim to the NSW milk market, the 
biggest jam jar in the country. The access negotiated out of the 1987 milk war had collapsed in 
acrimony. The joint committee of 1989–90 failed to solve the issue.3 When interstate trade hit 
the Victorian agenda again in 1992, Winston Watts advocated a more creative approach. The 
Ballarat Agreement of 1991 represented a commitment to national markets, and Watts wanted to 
prove the NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association’s (DFA’s) bona fides in making market milk part of 
the solution to Victoria’s commercial restructuring. He believed the quota exchange concept held 
enormous potential as a national mechanism for trading the right to supply market milk around 
the country. Floated in vague terms during 1987 dialogue, the quota exchange was now fully 
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functional in NSW, providing the practical platform from which to launch a national scheme 
which could satisfy Victorian claims for equity and government demands for efficiency.4 

Watts submitted a paper on the national sharing of market milk access to the Australian Dairy 
Farmers’ Federation (ADFF) in April 1992. Avoiding the loaded language of ‘quotas’, he 
explained that ‘market access rights’ should be governed by the relative economic abilities of 
farmers to service a particular market, whatever their location. Market conditions and individual 
efficiencies would be naturally factored into the value that buyers and sellers would place on the 
right to supply a given market at a given time, facilitating the orderly transfer of market rights 
from the least efficient to the most efficient on a voluntary basis. In Victoria’s production-based 
pool, rights of access could be improved only by increasing individual production at a faster rate 
than the state as a whole, encouraging overproduction. Through the quota exchange, Victorians 
could add the option to buy a market-based supply right. The different types of right would have 
to be harmonised, and appropriate exchanges would have to be created in Sydney, Melbourne 
and Brisbane, but Watts was sure it could be done and would operate on principles of economic 
efficiency—the kind of rational sourcing model long touted by the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics and fellow travellers. 

The ADFF set up a working party to assess the DFA proposal and went through the motions 
over several months. But the UDV still didn’t like quotas under any name, didn’t want to 
jeopardise its advantage in low-cost seasonal milk, and wouldn’t sanction any sharing of market 
access that didn’t occur through the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority (VDIA) pool system.5 
Interstate trade remained the main focus. But Victorians fell into two camps about how to 
approach it. Some remained committed to gaining access to the NSW market without losing the 
market milk premium that was the source of the attraction. Others were prepared to risk some 
early pain in the belief that the end rewards would be greater and come sooner. 

It was the latter view that drove another push for the NSW market based on paying a freight 
subsidy from the VDIA pool to cover transport costs to Sydney and give Victorian processors a 
competitive edge. Though cost–benefit analyses predicted a substantial fall in Victorian dairy 
incomes for minimal gain in NSW volumes, delegates to the 1992 UDV conference were 
impressed by the conclusion that a transport subsidy would hurt the returns of NSW quota 
holders and cause structural ‘adjustments’. They resolved that the UDV take immediate action to 
put cost pressures on interstate farmers with large market milk quotas and undertake a study of 
the options.6 

To evaluate ways of increasing interstate trade without disrupting the market milk premium, 
the UDV held a major workshop in November 1992. After ruling out the status quo and total 
deregulation, the group gave highest priority to building trade through product development and 
brand marketing, and second ranking to interstate acquisitions or alliances that would strengthen 
market power nationally. Negotiated market access was ranked last, because progress would be 
slow and require threats, and Victorian farmers flatly rejected paying for quota. Ranked just 
above negotiated access, a pricing strategy of undercutting NSW suppliers had the advantage of 
placing structural pressure on interstate farmers but little prospect of revenue benefits for 
Victoria; it also carried the risk of retaliation against the Crean arrangements.7 However, the idea 
of a freight subsidy refused to die. 

In early 1993, with milk production reaching record heights, a large majority of the UDV 
central council voted for a VDIA transport subsidy for interstate milk. The DFA called the 
decision a travesty of the Ballarat Agreement, the subsidy a clear reduction in the ‘understood’ 
farm gate price that the agreement was intended to uphold. The UDV executive clearly agreed, 
since they voted against the subsidy, causing fury in certain areas.8 The grassroots mood was 
revealed in a farmer motion demanding interstate trading of market milk by no later than 1 July. 
At the May annual conference it won unanimous support. When Ivan Jones beat Max Fehring by 
seven votes to succeed John Watson as UDV president, he vowed to make interstate milk 
marketing his first priority.9 

Jones missed July 1993 but soon faced a new deadline of 1 March 1994 set by the UDV 
central council, with a threat to adopt the freight subsidy if other means failed. The vice 
president, Geoff Gardiner, was prepared to call for complete deregulation of the whole market 
milk system, saying 10 years of talks on sharing the milk market had yielded nothing. A senior 
UDV, leader Allan Burgess, said the push from Victorian farmers was so widespread that they 
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could no longer be seen as rebels: a growing number were willing to sacrifice premiums to sell in 
NSW. In November 1993, the UDV refused to reaffirm support for the Ballarat Agreement at the 
ADFF, and then Gardiner said on radio that the Ballarat Agreement was largely irrelevant.10 

Concerned by the Victorian bravado, Watts followed up their claims to have ‘done our figures’ 
and found that without any support their likely return was good enough to test their bet that they 
could price NSW farmers out of the Sydney market and out of the industry. To divert the UDV 
from this ‘dangerous’ strategy of ‘rationalising out’ high-quota farmers, Watts suggested the DFA 
put forward a viable plan for a genuine sharing of market milk access. The DFA proposed talks 
with the UDV in early 1994, and Watts revisited the idea of a multi-state quota exchange.11 

Ivan Jones quickly killed off this futile hope that Victorians would buy quota.12 What they 
wanted was some form of structured transfer from NSW that would ‘share the pain’ and take up 
the revenue slack as the Crean Plan wound down. The claim that emerged envisaged both 
states ultimately having ‘equal shares’ of their combined market milk sales, calculated as a 
proportion of their total milk production, which turned out to be 18%. Victoria’s rightful share 
would be 823 million litres and NSW’s only 184 million litres. Since NSW currently had 558 
million litres, it ‘owed’ Victoria the difference. Converted to money terms, this required a 
progressively growing annual transfer that reached 50% of NSW’s market milk premium by 
2000. Regarding the proposal as ‘ridiculous’, the DFA decided to reject it rather than haggle, so 
both camps could focus on the real issue of future support for exports.13 

The bargaining balance then suddenly tipped back to the DFA. The Council of Australian 
Governments meeting of February 1994 took the Hilmer report a step further, sending a 
reminder that Victorian farmers would be $1 billion better off with current arrangements than with 
no scheme at all. Even more dramatic were the implications of the GATT outcome. With the 
Agreement about to be signed in Morocco, the Australian Government applied its convention 
that it did not sign any international agreement unless its own legislation already complied. The 
Dairy Act that governed the Crean Plan breached GATT requirements because it legalised an 
explicit export subsidy. Under urgent pressure from Canberra, the Australian Dairy Industry 
Council (ADIC) executive was forced to sanction quick insertion of a ‘sunset’ clause so the 
signing could proceed. That would terminate the Crean Plan in 1995. 

Victoria now had a new export support crisis. By 2000, the GATT agreement required the 
volume of subsidised exports to be cut by 21% and the value of export subsidies by 36%.14 The 
choice of 1986–1989 as the base years was particularly onerous, since Australian dairy exports 
had soared since that time. Subsidies would have to slashed and the Crean concept remoulded. 
Crean had originally undertaken to adapt his plan if it were deemed inconsistent with the GATT 
outcome.15 His successor, Bob Collins, was amenable to continuing equivalent support by a 
different means, but the principle had to pass Prime Minister Keating and Cabinet, which the 
Federal Department of Primary Industry admitted was ‘a big ask’.16 

With Victoria vulnerable again, the DFA could reject the UDV’s market milk madness but 
extend a helping hand on export support. The usual rules applied: to gain you had to give, and 
the non-export states would demand loyalty to the standard market milk principles. The DFA 
advised the UDV that the proposal for direct transfer of market milk premium would deprive 
NSW of the funds to assist with export support, but it offered to work with the Victorian industry 
at the coming ADFF forum. At the forum, Reg Smith confirmed that NSW would play its part in 
devising a new national arrangement, and this included an ‘open mind’ on an increase in the all-
milk levy if warranted. The significance of the NSW support was highlighted when some states 
refused to endorse any increase in the levy, in any circumstance.17 

Market milk access was finally put to bed when Reg Smith assured the UDV conference of 
May 1994 that there’d be no resolution to the GATT dilemma unless market milk came off the 
agenda. With NSW already paying $20 million a year, attempts to transfer more revenue from 
NSW consumers to Victorian farmers would invite early deregulation of the farm sector. A UDV 
decision ‘to pull the plug on market milk will bring down the entire system.’ The popular theory of 
short-term pain followed by some long-term gain was ‘not the way I read it,’ said Smith. 
Everyone would lose income for little change in milk sourcing. Ivan Jones backed the NSW 
position and the $20,000 a year that Victorian farmers could expect if the whole industry 
cooperated nationally to retain support for both sectors.18 
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The presidential unity was edifying, the policy outcome somewhat ambiguous. The original 
motion proposed that ‘the UDV abandon any attempts to enter the NSW milk market by 
regulation and use all its resources to maintain market milk premium under a deregulated 
system.’ Conflicting interpretations led to amendment of the second part to ‘use all its resources 
to maximise market milk returns in the event of a deregulated system.’ It was taken to mean that 
the push for a negotiated share of the NSW market was over and so was the push for a 
breakdown on interstate trade. Most delegates accepted this position, except for a few 
‘hardheads’, some of them leaders of co-ops. Winston Watts read it as an indication that the 
UDV would like a bigger share of the NSW market but not at the expense of farm gate price, 
which he hoped would keep the co-operatives under control.19 

The industry now set about the restructure of manufacturing support. A new body called the 
World Trade Organization (WTO) was being created to implement the GATT agreement. The 
WTO rules would require the industry to switch from an export framework to a domestic scheme 
and from export product support towards income support.20 The Domestic Market Support 
(DMS) Scheme was designed to deliver at the same level as the Crean Plan, but without any link 
to exports. In place of the all-milk levy, the new scheme worked through two levies, both 
imposed on milk destined purely for domestic consumption. The first was paid by dairy farmers 
but applied only to supply for market milk. A second levy was paid by manufacturers on 
manufacturing milk used in products for domestic sale. Its rate was set so the total benefit would 
equal that offered by the Crean Plan. Manufacturers were assumed to pass on the levy to local 
consumers, thereby generating the same domestic premium, though there was no way to 
enforce this. The levy proceeds went into the DMS fund, which the Australian Dairy Corporation 
(ADC) distributed to dairy farmers on the basis of their volume of manufacturing milk each 
month. By removing any nexus between domestic support and Australian exports, the DMS 
Scheme claimed not only to meet, but to exceed Australia’s WTO obligations.21 The enabling 
legislation passed the autumn Parliament of 1995, and the DMS Scheme took effect in July 1995 
as the WTO came into operation. As with the Crean Plan, it was due to sunset on 30 June 2000. 

Market milk and cross-subsidies 
Though the DMS settled manufacturing support, Victorian co-ops still had market milk gripes. 
Unlike market milk companies, manufacturing co-ops sold on world markets and had no 
guaranteed return. For this reason, Bonlac and Murray Goulburn were stridently competitive, 
often likened to football teams Carlton and Collingwood. The combat started with the fight for 
suppliers, who were free to move. Loyalty was strong but the price for manufacturing milk was 
the lure. The competition continued into the marketplace since both co-ops came from the same 
traditional mould with comparable product ranges: butter, cheese and milk powder, then UHT. 
Any difference was in emphasis and style. Murray Goulburn had the advantage of continuous 
operation over four decades under the one banner. Other co-ops were absorbed one by one and 
integrated with the core culture set by Jack McGuire. Bonlac was formed in one hit from strong 
organisations which struggled to submerge their former selves, and the managing director, Ian 
Gresswell, came from gentler stock than the firebrands who dominated Murray Goulburn’s 
history. 

The cultural difference was reflected in the approach to being competitive. Under McGuire, 
Murray Goulburn was always cost conscious and frugal. A subsequent experiment with modern 
marketing under Barry Gilbert ended in tears when high interest rates collided with falling world 
prices. As profits bottomed, the financial controller, Alf Leysen, ascended to the top job in 1991 
to revive the company’s fortunes and the focus on cost cutting and production efficiency.22 
Bonlac started out with marketer ACMAL as a founding member and maintained an emphasis on 
branding as a source of competitive edge. A brand portfolio of Western Star, Bodalla and Bega 
gave Bonlac some presence in local supermarkets, but the domestic strength of both Bonlac and 
Murray Goulburn lay with their industrial product: a food manufacturer wanting to buy tonnes of 
milk powder as an ingredient would go to the co-ops. The Victorian co-ops experienced a 
dramatic growth in milk production during the 1990s and therefore a dramatic increase in 
exports, mostly commodity powders, butter and cheese. Keenly competitive between 
themselves, they didn’t welcome any newcomers on their highly contested patch, especially 
those with an ‘unfair’ advantage. 
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The notion of an unfair cross-subsidy from regulated market milk margins to manufacturing 
prices in northern states was the niggle that continued to eat away at dairy industry 
relationships. It was first vocalised in 1993, when Alf Leysen described an emerging ‘intrusion’ 
into Victorian manufacturing markets. Interstate milk processors were said to be encouraging 
growing volumes of manufacturing milk and converting it into dairy products which were sold into 
the traditional markets of the Victorian co-ops at ‘dumped’ prices that took manufacturing reven-
ue from Victorian farmers. The point of the story was the use of bloated market milk margins to 
subsidise the discounts that bought northerners market share. Outraged by companies that 
blocked Murray Goulburn from its rightful share of domestic milk markets, the chairman, John 
Hewlett, drew a parallel with the ‘protectionist policies’ of Europe and Japan. This victim line was 
run in tandem with playing down the value of the Victorian market milk premium. Leysen said it 
was worth only $7000 per farmer and its removal would cause some short-term pain but deliver 
long-term gain as Victorians took more of the domestic market. The rationale was that Victorians 
would win when market milk deregulation created a ‘level playing field’.23 

While the attack encompassed the likes of Queensland United Foods (QUF) and Norco, the 
real target was Dairy Farmers. Ian Langdon and Alan Tooth first experienced it in early 1992. In 
planning ahead for deregulation, they made two strategic decisions: to reduce the company’s 
dependence on fresh milk and to move interstate. The potential for conflict with Victorian co-ops 
was revealed when Langdon presumed that co-operatives might cooperate. Having identified 
National Foods as Australian Co-operative Foods’ (ACF’s) key competitor for the future, 
Langdon wanted to deny National the chance to swallow its Victorian opponents. In early 1992, 
ACF and Bonlac made a joint bid for Sandhurst, but lost out to QUF. Langdon also looked to 
Associated Dairies. Since Murray Goulburn owned 20% of that company’s shares, Langdon and 
Tooth approached Leysen and Hewlett to suggest a joint bid to acquire Associated Dairies. 

Alf Leysen was tough and gruff by nature, and had just brought Murray Goulburn through one 
of the worst years on record. His reply was scathing: ‘You guys are in regulated heaven up 
there, you won’t exist when the industry is deregulated, you’re like a government instrumentality, 
and we’re not going to work with you.’ A few months later, Langdon noticed that Murray 
Goulburn had sold three-quarters of its Associated Dairies shares without even offering him the 
chance to buy them. He rang John Hewlett to complain and to make a firm offer for the remain-
ing parcel. After buying further shares on-market, ACF launched a bid for Associated Dairies in 
August 1993. Though again outbid by QUF, it went on to buy Midland Milk from Bonlac, thereby 
establishing a presence in Victoria and another source of annoyance at Murray Goulburn.24 

An underlying antipathy also predated Langdon and Tooth, in part because a more serious 
NSW competitor was born with the co-operative merger that formed ACF in 1990. Part of it went 
further back to the original milk war mentality when Murray Goulburn invested in UHT in the late 
1970s as a route to the drinking milk market—one that escaped the cold-chain costs and 
regulated pricing of fresh milk. UHT then featured in several interstate dustups, including 
Bonlac’s cut-throat entry to the UHT scene in 1985–86, when both Victorian co-ops sold at huge 
discounts in NSW. Don Kinnersley didn’t win any Victorian friends when he fought for a common 
input price on UHT milk to kill the Victorian advantage. Ian Langdon walked into that ongoing 
battle with all guns blazing when the UHT war revved up again in 1990–91. Further inflaming the 
acrimony, Langdon’s evangelical passion in preaching a new co-operative gospel and a more 
flexible business model wasn’t always well received in traditional co-operatives. 

Past history and personal chemistry aside, something was happening with manufacturing milk 
in NSW that gave life to the Leysen line. ACF’s manufacturing strategy was designed to avoid 
commodity products and to focus on high-profit, short-shelf-life areas in which Murray Goulburn 
did not engage. However, ACF was caught by surprise in 1993 when manufacturing milk intake 
exceeded expectations by more than a third. Forced to make more low-margin products, they 
intruded more directly on traditional Victorian markets, scurrying to find profitable outlets both at 
home and abroad to absorb the extra milk.25 The incoming Murray Goulburn chairman, Frank 
Stewart, warned that ‘northern companies’ couldn’t have it both ways: ‘If they want better prices 
for market milk, they can’t expect to be able to dump manufactured products.’26 

Ian Langdon countered these attacks, observing the ‘misguided’ futility of resorting to farm 
gate deregulation to capture NSW markets, and the ‘immature’ theory that this was a solution for 
Victorian ‘stockpiles of butter, cheese and powder’. He said NSW farmers enjoyed large 
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proportions of market milk and its higher margins because they had ‘consciously farmed to their 
quota’, instead of joining ‘a mad rush for volume’. The cause and solution for any build up of 
commodity stocks should be sought south of the Murray, where production had soared by 669 
million litres that year. By contrast, ACF was introducing a supply management system for 
manufacturing milk where pay rates signalled two different levels of profitability of dairy product 
markets. As ACF’s revenue and margins from dairy foods surpassed market milk, the result was 
said to contradict the Victorian argument that regulated market milk was subsidising the 
manufacturing side.27 

The Victorian co-ops didn’t swallow it. They said farmers worked on the average or ‘blended’ 
price of their total supply for all uses, and NSW milk companies could pay a low manufacturing 
milk price and more than compensate from their high market milk returns. If ACF paid 15¢ a litre 
for manufacturing milk, its farmers might end up with an average price of 35¢ a litre. If Victorian 
co-ops paid 15¢ a litre, they wouldn’t get any milk. ACF claimed it didn’t pay lower manufacturing 
milk prices: it simply paid a more steady price and split the farmer payments into two forms. One 
was a commercial price, set by the market; the second was paid separately as a ‘co-operative 
premium’. 

Langdon and Tooth also queried how their small volumes could possibly affect prices in 
typical Victorian markets. The answer was that it only took a small volume of discount product to 
reset market expectations. A legendary example occurred in the mid-1990s when Dairy Farmers 
flogged off a few loads of butter on the export market and prices plummeted. Alf Leysen hit the 
roof and rang Jim Forsyth, who rang Alan Tooth to warn him off such exploits. Tooth couldn’t 
see what all the fuss was about and told Leysen: ‘If our small amount is such a problem why 
don’t you act as our agent and sell it for us. Then you have control.’ Leysen refused, saying he 
‘didn’t want to.’ 

For Dairy Farmers the success stories in dairy foods were yoghurts and cheese, also the two 
big growth areas in dairy foods in Australia. In just 4 years, from 1994 to 1998, Australia’s 
yoghurt consumption increased by 32% and cheese sales rose 20%. This compared with a 20% 
decrease in skim milk powder and a 6% decrease in butter and related blends.28 Cheese used 
around 30% of Australia’s milk, and Dairy Farmers’ growing share presented a serious threat to 
Murray Goulburn’s vision for cheese as a prime growth export. It had invested in a $40 million 
upgrade of its Cobram cheese plant to produce mozzarella and cheddar for the Japanese 
market.29 In the international market, Japanese buyers knew the pricing of every Australia seller. 
That set their expectations, and even small volumes at low prices could have an effect. 

Even more damaging was Dairy Farmers’ cheese expansion through interstate acquisitions. 
In Queensland, the merger with Queensco-Unity Dairyfoods delivered Toowoomba’s cheese 
operation, converted partly to pizza cheese in direct competition with Murray Goulburn. The 
merger with Malanda delivered the Atherton cheese operation. In 1997, Dairy Farmers acquired 
part of Kraft’s natural cheese business, including the iconic Coon brand, beating a competing bid 
by Murray Goulburn and putting Dairy Farmers head to head with Bonlac’s use of the Bega 
brand. The acquisition also offered shared opportunities with Warrnambool Cheese & Butter, 
and with United Milk Tasmania, whose joint venture supplied Kraft with cheddar cheese stock.30 

The process was repeated a few months later when Dairy Farmers made a bid for Dairy Vale 
and its cheese operations in South Australia. Murray Goulburn upped the offer, only to be 
leapfrogged itself, and Dairy Farmers took the prize in early 1998.31 Murray Goulburn directors 
railed against ‘the millstone of regulations controlling the trade of liquid milk’, the continued 
dumping on local and export markets, and now ‘interstate operators’ purchasing operations in 
Victoria ‘while we have extreme difficulty trying to become part of interstate markets.’32 Alan 
Tooth shrugged off the rancour: ‘Well, they could have offered more.’ 

DMS dilemma 
For Victorian manufacturers the DMS Scheme was the only bulwark against world fluctuations, 
and several factors seemed destined to reduce its benefit. Although Victoria obtained about 90% 
of the DMS funds, the payments were structured to decrease each year. The net gain of $100 
million in 1995–96 would become $80.7 million in 1997–98 and $66.4 million by 1999–2000. 
Further eroding farmer payments, the levies applied only to domestic sales and had to stretch 
further when the proportion of exports rose.33 In 1997–98, Victoria’s dairy farmers received 
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$8000 to $9000 per farm from the DMS Scheme. By 2000, 70% of Victoria’s milk would probably 
be exported, and that value would be considerably less.34 Beyond 2000, the legislated sunset 
intended there be no scheme at all. 

There was of course the Japanese approach: ‘For every sunset there is also a sunrise,’ 
revealed Japanese hosts when questioned on the longevity of a particular protective scheme. In 
Australia, those who entertained similar theories could refer to the dairy industry’s long history of 
extended supports. Who could say what the politics of the day would favour as 2000 drew near. 
However, those with any intimate involvement in the politics of world trade and the WTO refuted 
such optimism. The Australian Government included the 2000 sunset when it signed the DMS 
Scheme into its WTO commitments.35 WTO agreements operated on the principle that individual 
schemes were legal until invalidated by challenge by another member state. The Europeans and 
Americans chose to regard the re-instrumented Crean Plan as still an export subsidy, poorly 
camouflaged by its DMS disguise. The Australian Government deflected a threatened challenge 
by confirming that the DMS Scheme was set to end in 2000; trade officials were adamant that 
they were obliged to comply. Compounding this sentiment was the planning of a new WTO 
round, expected to yield significant gains in free trade. In late 1997, John Howard called for total 
elimination of agricultural export subsidies in those negotiations.36 

The Victorian co-ops pinned great hopes on international trade reform in the long term. In 
1995 the Bonlac board reset their strategic direction and upgraded internal expertise to take 
advantage of the emerging international landscape. Bill Hill flagged his retirement as chairman. 
Ian Gresswell, a co-op traditionalist, gave way to a managing director more suited to global free 
trade: Phil Scanlan, formerly of Amatil, was recruited for his top-notch experience in international 
marketing. Richard Woolcott, a respected diplomat and foreign affairs expert, joined the board 
as a ‘special qualifications director’. Scanlan recruited the industry insights of Rick Lacey, 
formerly head of information and planning at the ADC. Scanlan predicted the decline of 
subsidised international competition and the rise of regions with a genuine comparative 
advantage in milk production, such as Victoria.37 

Pat Rowley was more sanguine about future trade prospects. While backing the industry 
mission to improve WTO trade rules, he believed that powerful countries would adjust and 
cancel out anticipated gains. Citing recent international amalgamations that gave Australia’s 
competitors enormous economies of scale, he warned against ‘budgeting for any bonanza on 
that front.’38 Even New Zealand, while talking the talk on deregulation, would defend its 
remaining access into Europe and its single-seller status on the export market. 

If Dairy Farmers had padding from market milk margins, New Zealand enjoyed the advantage 
of paying no levies. By the late 1990s, its cheese imports held 10% to 15% of the domestic 
market.39 Courtesy of the Closer Economic Relations agreement, it incurred no tariff. Care of 
industry disunity on the issue, the Federal Government decided to give New Zealand a free ride 
on DMS levies. The DMS took 4¢ a litre from local manufacturers, gave New Zealand imports 
the benefit of the supported price without any contribution, and thereby exposed local product to 
New Zealand discounting.40 In theory, a chunk of money flowed into the Victorian industry; in 
practice it was eroded by an unburdened competitor.41 ‘It’s like putting money into a farmer’s left 
pocket and taking it out of the right one,’ said one observer. The gain from the DMS was 
‘illusory’.42 To the Victorian co-ops, these downsides of the DMS were adding up to a conclusion 
that it was no longer worth much to them, was more valuable to the New Zealanders and was 
set to end in 2000, and they would happily bid it farewell. 

The leaky boat of regulation 
Bonlac was originally more relaxed about market milk regulation. In 1995, Bill Hill thought it 
made Bonlac less competitive as a business but gave its farmers bigger gains than Bonlac could 
deliver from deregulation.43 A year on, Bonlac leaders perceived a shift in that balance and 
moved towards the Murray Goulburn view that market milk regulation had had its day. Its 
relevance to Victorian farmers was fading amid mounting volumes of manufacturing milk. But the 
system was also falling apart. More fractures appeared with each step in state deregulation. 

Making the regulated market milk system more fragile was the grey area on the fringes of 
regulation, particularly UHT and flavoured milk. Different state conventions about the price of the 
input milk and the regulation of the final product offered a ripe source of margin differences to 
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exploit in interstate trade. UHT had a particularly fraught history in driving bursts of interstate 
warfare. Several attempts to gain interstate agreement on a common input price for UHT milk 
were undermined by VDIA refusal to enforce it for interstate trade. Victoria worked on the 
principle that UHT milk sold in the home state was sourced at the prevailing market milk price, 
but UHT milk sold outside the state was sourced at the manufacturing milk rate, a model which 
most other states came to follow. Disadvantaged in their home state, UHT processors were 
encouraged to discount their way into interstate markets. After a vicious round in 1990–91, the 
national industry reached a tenuous agreement in 1992 to source at 62% of the market milk rate 
for all UHT milk sold in Australia.44 If it held, UHT processors would be on an equal footing, but 
the fresh milk market would be vulnerable. 

In the wake of marketplace deregulation in Victoria and South Australia, UHT reared to 
competitive prominence. With 80% of Australia’s UHT production, Murray Goulburn went all out 
on its own cross-subsidy strategy, using the 17¢ a litre advantage on the input price to take 
market share from fresh milk.45 Nationally, UHT sales for 1995–96 grew by 30% to 6% of all 
white milk sales. In Victoria, they grew by 75% (16 million litres), in NSW by 23%, adding 29 
million litres.46 But the sign of things to come showed in South Australia. With Victorian product 
regularly retailing at half the price of fresh milk, UHT milks reached more than 15% of the milk 
market and fresh milk sales fell by 10%. A local UHT processor, Dairy Vale, was hamstrung by 
regulation of its input price in its home market, and so it retaliated in other states. Unburdened 
by cold-chain costs or a regulated retail price, supermarkets revelled in the UHT opportunity, 
applying normal trading terms, discounts and promotional allowances, all of which transferred 
more of the sales value into their hands. In NSW, some chains made a point by placing UHT in 
the fresh milk cabinet.47 

By the end of 1995, UHT wholesale prices had dropped by 23%, and the ADFF resolved to 
push for the input price to be increased nationally from 62% to the full fresh milk price.48 Murray 
Goulburn pushed right back and stymied the move on three grounds. The first was concern that 
a higher input price would open the door to UHT from New Zealand, and ‘If we don’t produce 
UHT milk, someone else will.’49 The second was the regulated requirement to sell UHT milk at 
14¢ a litre above the fresh milk rate in Queensland. The third was a reluctance to share the 
proceeds from UHT sales through the VDIA pool. Following the logic that Murray Goulburn’s 
suppliers had funded the investment in UHT infrastructure and development, its board believed 
they had a right to keep all the rewards.50 For this reason, it resisted the classification and 
regulation of UHT under a market milk umbrella. That suited a fourth factor: to retain a price 
weapon against fresh milk companies. 

In a concession to the New Zealand pressure, the ADFF backed off from full fresh milk pricing 
and settled for a uniform rise to 75%, which equated to New Zealand import parity. But this didn’t 
solve the problem. The Market Milk Federation demanded adoption of the fresh milk rate by 
December 1996.51 Other states moved to adopt the 75% figure but the VDIA refused, on the 
grounds of the New Zealand threat and the fact that only fresh milk companies were 
complaining.52 The UDV wouldn’t go against Murray Goulburn and said marketplace 
deregulation made it inappropriate for the VDIA to increase the input price.53 With their fresh milk 
sales taking a caning, QUF and National Foods spearheaded a major retaliatory campaign 
through the Milk Processors Association of Victoria (MPAV). Claiming that UHT cost 13.5¢ a litre 
more to produce and sell than fresh milk, and yet was being sold at half the price, they accused 
Murray Goulburn of giving away industry revenue to supermarkets, cheating farmers and ruining 
UHT values as well as fresh milk markets. Murray Goulburn disputed the figures, claiming that 
60% of UHT milk sales were additional to, and did not come at the expense of, fresh milk. Alf 
Leysen told suppliers that far from being made at a loss, UHT products were the company’s 
most profitable products.54 

National Foods then worked on the UDV, presenting some bald facts and a choice. Victorian 
farmers were losing $11 million from this savaging of the milk market, and the national industry 
was likely to lose $80 million to $146 million. Should the DMS arrangements collapse as a result, 
Victoria would lose another $91 million. Fresh milk processors wanted input price parity with 
UHT. They could achieve it by negotiating the fresh milk price down to the UHT level, ripping 
$324 million from farmer revenue; alternatively, the UDV could demand Victorian price parity. 
Other states would then follow. The DFA also exhorted the UDV to pressure the VDIA before the 
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issue escalated beyond farmer control. The scare about attracting New Zealand UHT at the 75% 
rate just didn’t stack up. The real risk was the collapse of all market milk pricing in Australia.55 

Murray Goulburn would accept a lift in the UHT price only if Dairy Vale lost its advantage of 
not having to buy its milk from South Australia’s regulated central pool. However, the South 
Australian Government wouldn’t introduce new regulations in the deregulation climate, and Dairy 
Vale declined to reduce its farmer returns by sharing UHT revenue with all the dairy farmers in 
the state. To do so would give National Foods a big advantage over Dairy Vale, because 
National held the lion’s share of the local flavoured milk market and was not required to buy its 
input milk from the pool.56 

The relentless industry campaign eventually saw the VDIA grudgingly agree in September 
1996 to increase the input price to 75% of the fresh milk cost from November, bringing UHT 
uniformity to all eastern state authorities. But the VDIA games continued. It returned an 
advantage to Victorian UHT processors by doubling the factory handling margin allowed on UHT 
milk while leaving the equivalent margin for fresh milk unchanged. The margin bonus came out 
of the VDIA market milk pool, compelling suppliers to a company that did not produce UHT to 
pay a subsidy to neighbours whose factories did produce UHT.57 

By early 1997, UHT had captured 20% of the Adelaide milk market and no one was happy.58 
The MPAV raged at the VDIA’s role in sustaining the price gap and supporting the interstate 
attack on fresh milk. Murray Goulburn complained that the continuing campaign by QUF and 
National Foods had knocked UHT production from its growth trend of 50% a year at a cost to 
supplier returns.59 Bonlac withdrew from all but one UHT line in the face of price war losses, but 
regretted the VDIA cave-in to MPAV interests.60 In NSW the industry feared that these cutthroat 
commercial forces would pre-empt the Hilmer reviews. Victoria’s UHT processors sulked about 
sharing UHT revenue with all farmers via the market milk pool.61 Alf Leysen offered to accept 
100% UHT input pricing if the government would amend the dairy legislation to allow a separate 
company-based pool for Murray Goulburn suppliers, but other Victorian sectors were against it.62 
Ivan Jones said they should not let UHT milk determine the future of the $85 million premium 
that the fresh milk market was worth to Victorian farmers. Rhetoric spilled forth from the co-ops 
about Victorian farmers’ being better off with full deregulation because those north of the Murray 
would perish and Victorians would take their markets. Observing that the current price 
competition was based on regulated price differences, not efficiency, Ian Langdon accused the 
Victorian co-ops of alarming hypocrisy.63 

When the issue remained unresolved, other state authorities followed the VDIA lead by 
reducing their own input prices for UHT products. While UHT grew at the expense of fresh milk, 
processor-branded UHT was losing out to supermarket house brands, which by 1997 accounted 
for much of the growth, because price had been made the main selling point.64 Over the next 
year, Victoria saw considerable growth in the volume of UHT sales, all gained by interstate 
processors’ discounting into the Victorian market. National Foods produced UHT milk at its 
Masters plant in Western Australia and sold it under the Farmers Union brand in South Australia 
and Victoria.65 UHT shelf prices in 1998 ranged between 79¢ and $1.09 a litre, against the fresh 
milk price of $1.35 a litre, compounding annual industry revenue losses.66 

Price wars also raged around flavoured milk. National Foods shipped fresh flavoured milk 
from South Australia to Victoria and NSW to exploit margin differences, but screamed over UHT 
again when Coles sold UHT flavoured milk from New Zealand and Bonlac invested heavily in 
UHT flavoured milk.67 Bonlac built a $30 million plant to process its innovative product and 
bought the Spring Valley fruit juice company as a ready-made distribution platform from which to 
market it into the route trade and general beverage market. In Victoria, National Foods 
complained that VDIA policy allowed such UHT products to compete with a significant input 
advantage against fresh flavoured milk. Since the VDIA’s own Big M flavoured milk would be the 
prime target, the MPAV again sought VDIA equalisation of the input price for fresh and UHT 
products and reversal of the handling bonus for UHT milk. In NSW, National Foods lobbied the 
Dairy Corporation to drop the input price for fresh flavoured milk as a basis for introducing the 
iconic Farmers Union Iced Coffee milk into the NSW market. Promising a trebling of flavoured 
milk consumption and a doubling of farmer revenue from that source, National Foods warned the 
DFA that Bonlac’s advantage from a 75% input price on the UHT flavoured product would deny 
NSW farmers and processors that huge potential.68 
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With everyone playing margin games with UHT and flavoured milk, a bloody end seemed 
ominously close. Manufacturing support was going down, while people were exploiting 
opportunities in regulation and the supermarkets were gaining power to call the shots. In 1997, 
Bonlac’s Phil Scanlan advocated a policy to recognise the inevitability of deregulation.69 He 
believed that the VDIA’s coordination of year-round milk deliveries to processors just added 
costs to milk margins and should be negotiated commercially.70 Alf Leysen asserted that 
deregulation would eventuate ‘whether farmers like it or not,’ and ‘the longer it is put off, the 
longer Victorian dairy farmers will be disadvantaged compared to the so-called market milk 
states.’71 Murray Goulburn had concluded that the equitable sharing of market milk returns 
through pooling inhibited Victorian processors from developing differentiated and specialty 
products. 

After the whole UHT fiasco and the massive waste of productive time and effort on fighting 
over whether the input price should be x or y, Murray Goulburn was more committed than ever 
to the total abolition of regulation. Apart from the unfair advantage of market milk processors’ 
selling subsidised product into manufacturing markets, Murray Goulburn leaders simply believed 
that deregulation and competition were a good thing, as evidenced by the co-ops’ own change in 
behaviour in response to the pressure applied by the Kerin Plan. They could contend with zero 
support on the world scene as long as they had a level playing field across Australia. On this 
basis, they believed that deregulation was fair and necessary. If it didn’t happen, they would 
force it by exploring more commercial market milk opportunities. One plan was to tender for 
supermarket contracts: even if they didn’t win, a low tender would force NSW processors 
to go lower.72 

The UDV and the farmer position 
The UDV was a broad church. Many rank and file members preferred to avoid change. Others in 
leadership ranks had thought about industry restructure for a long time; some had concluded 
years before that market milk regulation would have to go, without really knowing how it would 
unravel. The UDV president had to represent the middle ground and the extremes. The co-ops 
also had to stay tuned to their supplier base—neither moving too far ahead nor lagging behind. 
Everyone was playing a balancing game. 

In early 1997, UDV leaders were contemplating Victoria’s NCP review, expected to start in 
July 1998. With $11,000 per farmer at stake in market milk premium, many were angered by the 
way Bonlac and Murray Goulburn were pushing for deregulation of the market milk sector at 
supplier meetings. Alf Leysen claimed that processing efficiencies alone would recoup at least 
half the value of the support lost through deregulation.73 Ivan Jones viewed such talk as a 
dangerous hindrance to the UDV goal of winning the public benefit test for regulation in the NCP 
review. As he retired from the UDV presidency, he challenged the assumption that deregulation 
would either reduce the NSW profits that funded cross-subsidies or erode its manufacturing 
supply by forcing NSW farmers out of the industry.74 The Milk Processors Association agreed. 
The president, Max Thomas, said: ‘No one has really put on the table the effect deregulation 
would have on the farm sector, the retail sector and the price of milk to the manufacturing sector. 
We are dealing without all the facts.’75 

Reg Smith was pleased to hear this ‘firming’ farmer attitude towards protecting regulation, 
despite the public opposition from Victorian co-operatives.76 The incoming UDV president, Max 
Fehring, also a moderate, took the view that the market milk premium was still very relevant and 
the UDV should determine its own attitude to the NCP review. The UDV called ‘time out’ to 
conduct some studies on the likely impact of deregulation and to test the manufacturers’ 
claims.77 Currently half way through the NSW Hilmer review, Reg Smith wrung his hands in 
frustration that this homework wasn’t already done. It left a dangerous gap in NSW’s NCP 
case.78 He also knew that Geoff Gardiner would be out front leading the UDV’s deregulation 
debate in the opposite direction.79 With high aspirations for Australian dairy, Gardiner advocated 
a totally commercial approach, asserting that the industry should have deregulated years ago.80 
When questioned at a workshop in June 1997 as to whether the manufacturer position had 
already won the deregulation debate, Gardiner said Victorian farmers were still undecided and 
would be guided by the position taken by UDV at the end of its study.81 
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An impatient DFA just wanted to know whether the UDV would submit a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the 
NCP review.82 Fehring reminded them that exports made Victoria’s case more complicated.83 
World tariff policies were one instance. The Federal Government was about to slow down tariff 
reductions for textiles, clothing and footwear, whose biggest exporters were Australia’s most 
important overseas dairy markets: export opportunities would dry up if Australian tariffs moved to 
current schedules. China, one of Australia’s biggest suppliers of textiles and garments, was 
tipped to soon become a major dairy market. As part of the deal on China’s WTO membership, 
the Chinese were offering bound tariffs of 40% to 50%, but Australia was pressing for 20%. 
Similarly, Korean shelf-life barriers to UHT milk were under negotiation. A market share of only 
3% would be worth $90 million, but the Koreans wanted lower tariff barriers on their exports of 
motor vehicles, clothing and footwear in return.84 

Timed to start in October 1997 and finish just before the UDV annual conference in May 
1998, the UDV study would research the costs and benefits of the DMS and market milk 
regulations. The first report would deal with national milk markets to assess the effect of 
deregulation on milk production and farmer prices and the implications for farmer incomes and 
investments. The second report would build on the first, and assess consequences for 
companies, both the manufacturers of dairy products and the processors of liquid milk. These 
two reports would test the manufacturers’ claim that they could deliver better results to farmers 
on a deregulated playing field than existing statutory arrangements allowed. Equipped with that 
evidence, the third report would focus on the Hilmer principles and prepare the UDV submission 
to the NCP review. To conduct its studies, the UDV appointed Inquit Pty Ltd, an economic policy 
consultancy headed by Peter Gallagher, an international trade specialist and a former CEO of 
the Australian Dairy Industry Council. Some of those who knew Gallagher from his ADIC days 
felt they could predict his findings and considered it highly likely that the UDV could also. But two 
divided camps in the UDV and the laser-like attention of the other states imposed a weighty 
burden. A formal study could legitimise the final decision.85 

In March 1998, the results of the first two Inquit studies were presented to UDV members. 
The report said the most likely outcome of market milk deregulation was a fall from 44¢ to about 
32¢ a litre at the farm gate—a net loss of $54 million, or about $6600 to the average farmer. 
Removal of the DMS Scheme would take each farmer’s total loss to around $19,000, or $150 
million a year across the state. This was likely to precipitate an 8% drop in production, with less 
efficient farmers leaving the industry. Taking up the cross-subsidy theme, the report indicated 
that the current average ‘blended’ price of 38¢ a litre in NSW was far above Victoria’s 25¢ a litre 
and would drive a continuing rapid rise in manufacturing milk if market milk regulation 
remained—from the current 48% of total output to 58% by 2001. On the other hand, deregulation 
would remove insulation from the world price all down the east coast and cause a significant 
contraction in the NSW industry, requiring the net import of about 300 million litres from Victoria 
to meet local demand.86 

Peter Gallagher declared deregulation a case of ‘when, not if’, essentially because of minimal 
public interest benefit from market milk regulation and Federal Government commitment to end 
the DMS Scheme. If nothing else changed, international prices would set Victorian farm returns, 
the domestic market would be more competitive and farm incomes would fall. The point was to 
actively manage the changes and seize opportunities to offset the losses. Gallagher suggested 
two ways to rescue farm income. The first was to gain a greater share of the national market, 
which was more profitable than exports. Secondly, the way to hang onto price premiums was to 
reduce competition, which could best be achieved by consolidating the market power of Vic-
torian co-operatives. If Bonlac and Murray Goulburn merged their milk supply for both drinking 
and manufacturing purposes, they’d be better placed to control the raw milk prices to market 
milk processors and dairy product prices to supermarkets than if they competed head to head.87 

Bonlac and Murray Goulburn were more optimistic than Inquit, expecting to retain some of the 
market milk premium and extract well over 32¢ a litre from the liquid milk market under 
deregulation.88 Both were also confident that deregulation would stimulate them to gain access 
to more competitive markets, produce more efficient dairy farmers, manufacturers and milk 
processors, and improve arrangements between them. They foresaw the industry growing as a 
result of deregulation. Murray Goulburn had no taste for a Bonlac merger, but Bonlac pulled off a 
merger with United Milk Tasmania by the end of the year.89 
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Many Victorian farmers rejected Gallagher’s message. Expressing a groundswell of opinion, 
one UDV member accused Fehring and Gallagher of lacking commitment and sincerity, and 
showing more regard for the views of big business and uncaring economic rationalists than for 
the concerns of 6000 UDV members. Comments by Peter Gallagher were said to ignore the 
hardship that deregulation would bring to dairy farmers and small dairy-based towns. Two weeks 
later, Max Fehring said the UDV would be ‘fighting like hell for extension to the current schemes 
while preparing for a commercial future.’ The Inquit report was ‘Peter Gallagher’s view of the 
world,’ said Fehring, ‘and the UDV would be crazy to let everything go.’ Widely interpreted as a 
backflip due to farmer pressure, this statement left the other states at a loss as to what position 
Victoria would take to its Hilmer review.90 

April 1998 was full of confusion and activity. Pat Rowley and other state farmer presidents 
expressed frustration at the lack of a clear UDV decision. The senior vice-president, Allan 
Burgess, wasn’t going to put them out of their misery. Known for keeping opponents guessing to 
the last moment, Burgess said what he’d stated many times before: ‘We’ll do what’s best for 
Victoria.’ After all, other states had known 9 months ago that the UDV wouldn’t establish its 
position until May because the NCP review wouldn’t start until July. He noted that other states 
were full of talk about market milk regulation but didn’t have much to say about the DMS. Max 
Fehring was hard at work on that, lobbying the Federal Minister, John Anderson, for an 
extension. Sensitive to the impact of Asia’s economic crisis on Victorian exports, Anderson didn’t 
rule out some form of extension but warned that it would take a very strong case and a totally 
united position to get anything past Cabinet. The UDV central council then empowered its 
executive to negotiate the best position for Victorian farmers, and Max Fehring threw it over to 
the other states to see what they could offer.91 

Declaring that Victoria stood to lose about $70 million in net revenue if the DMS ended in 
2000, Fehring dangled the possibility that the DMS might yet be extended, which seemed to 
imply that market milk regulation might also continue if other states made it worthwhile. ‘We are 
not wedded to 2000 as the end point,’ said Fehring, ‘but it may end up that way.’ The UDV 
executive would not be rushed. ‘We are moving through the debate in a very conscious and 
phased way to make sure each step we take doesn’t throw us to the wolves.’92 Grassroots 
sentiment would be sounded through a series of meetings with district councils before the May 
annual conference. In the weeks after the conference, a closed industry forum would be held 
with dairy co-ops, processors and other industry stakeholders to forge a Victorian position on 
market milk and national marketing deregulation. 

The UDV conference of May 1998 proved a robust contest. Two splinter groups teamed up to 
raise awareness of the dire farmer plight. Only a year into his presidency, Max Fehring faced a 
do-or-die challenge from Allan Burgess, with both running for the top job. Geoff Gardiner, who 
had long coveted the presidency, decided not to run against Fehring, but faced a challenge for 
his own position of deputy president. Nine candidates vied for all five executive positions.93 
Fehring had taken a moderate position on many interstate issues over the years. When his 
presidency was confirmed with a majority of 120 to 88, it suggested that the weight of farmer and 
delegate opinion remained unconvinced of the hard-line case for full deregulation.94 

Tasmania was well on its way to a decision for holding onto regulation, with farmers claiming 
that the loss of market milk and DMS support would slash their incomes by 25%. A report 
commissioned as input to its NCP review argued that Australian price supports were ‘minuscule’ 
compared with those given by international competitors. An even playing field in world dairy 
trade would allow Tasmania and Victoria to capitalise on natural advantages with potential to 
double exports over 10 years. But it hadn’t yet arrived. Until it did, the farm income derived from 
market milk was an integral part of the total support required to keep dairy farmers in Tasmania 
and Victoria economically viable. In June 1998, the Tasmanian NCP review followed the NSW 
and Queensland precedent to support retention of liquid milk regulations.95 

Victoria remained the wildcard on which the ultimate decision would depend. There, the 
anguish continued. The UDV’s May conference confirmed the executive’s power to negotiate the 
‘best position’ for Victorian farmers as they faced deregulation, conditional upon reporting back 
to members for final approval.96 A few days later, Fehring told the DFA conference that the Vic-
torian co-ops remained of a mind to deregulate in 2000, but UDV policy was not settled, options 
were still open and it was up to the other states to show that they could offer something better.97 
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The other states still had time to dig deep. Victoria’s NCP review was deferred to 1999. 
Norco’s chairman, Matthew Morland, was one of many northerners worried by the drift into the 
‘inevitability’ frame of mind without an adequate debate on the question of whether deregulation 
would deliver a better outcome to any farmer or consumer. He observed that only a few big 
processors were pursuing deregulation, yet it would be the majority of farmers who would 
suffer.98 In April 1998, Morland was relieved to find that Fehring had not developed a firm 
position. Hoping to save the situation, Morland tried to bring the chairmen of the major co-ops 
together so they could reach a common position on future arrangements.99 By early June, he’d 
been unable to arrange anything, telling Reg Smith, ‘The walls are going up.’ The Victorian 
CEOs were exerting pressure on their chairmen to ‘toe the company line’: to push hard for 
deregulation and extract a significant transfer to offset the loss of the DMS Scheme.100 
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Chapter 17: The art of the possible 

Rick Lacey was an agricultural economist, known in the industry as smart, frank and forthright, 
an insightful analyst and an influential spokesman who told it as he saw it. From his time in 
information and planning at the Australian Dairy Corporation (ADC), he’d gained a broad 
understanding of the industry. In his few years at Bonlac, he’d engaged with the markets, 
models and strategies of one of Australia’s biggest dairy manufacturers. Pat Rowley liked to 
keep him in the loop and to seek his views on current thinking in Victoria. ‘Give me a bead on 
what the processors are saying,’ was Rowley’s regular request. 

On 9 June 1998, Lacey flew into Sydney Airport for another link-up with Rowley. Rowley in 
turn called Winston Watts and Reg Smith. In a sparse airport room, Lacey delivered the 
message for northern farmers that they’d all hoped never to hear: ‘Guys, the Victorian industry 
will be deregulating in 2000. Bonlac has made the decision, and Murray Goulburn will be making 
the same decision. You’ve got to start thinking that this is going to happen, see what we are 
looking at, and which way we go.’1 

Lacey outlined the logic of this final decision, much of it now familiar. From a processor 
perspective, the benefit of the Domestic Market Support (DMS) levy by 2000 would be under 
$200 a tonne, and any extension would phase it lower; Bonlac believed it could gain as much 
from better company performance. From a government perspective, any attempt to extend the 
DMS Scheme would open the door for other countries to fight for similar support. ‘Classic case 
of us shooting ourselves in the foot,’ said Lacey. ‘We have more to lose than gain by arguing 
for extension.’ 

The industry was now thrashing through a range of enticements to sway the Victorian view. 
These included a rerun of some old chestnuts: an eastern seaboard pool, a national milk pool, 
and notional swaps between state dairy authorities,2 all offered as market milk transfers to offset 
the DMS loss. Reg Smith broached the subject again. Lacey virtually said, ‘Don’t bother.’ There 
was ‘just no support’ for continuing market milk regulations. The only course was to explore 
whether they could ‘salvage anything from the wreck.’ 

Lacey left no doubt that all regulation would end. Like a very leaky boat, the system was 
intrinsically doomed to sink. Murray Goulburn wanted to push it under, preferably by July 1999.3 
Bonlac hoped to minimise risks of drowning, particularly among their own farmers.4 Phil Scanlan 
was determined that deregulation would happen but wasn’t going to let Murray Goulburn turn it 
into ‘a tear it down and move on affair.’ Bonlac would push to hold back the tide until mid-2000 
and offer a life-line.5 ‘We’ve got to work on a compensation plan,’ said Lacey, ‘and you blokes 
have to think how we are going to get the plan up.’ Watts turned to Rowley: ‘It’s D-day.’ After 14 
years of fighting, Winston Watts accepted that deregulation at the farm was unstoppable; he no 
longer believed they could argue and deal their way out of it. He also saw that Lacey was 
offering a bridge to survival. A 2-year saga in policy making began. 

The compensation bridge 
Pat Rowley saw farm gate deregulation as a tidal wave rushing towards the industry, sure to 
wreak havoc. Agricultural history was strewn with disasters where farm equity was decimated 
and banks foreclosed, throwing farming families into penniless trauma. Dairy deregulation would 
be similar, particularly for those who had built their business around regulation and quotas. The 
revenue base of the industry would collapse the moment the regulated farm gate price in Victoria 
was removed.6 To provide some money and room to manoeuvre, Lacey proposed a scheme 
that would compensate for some of the lost equity but leave people free to make their own 
choices on their future.7 

The idea of compensation was nothing new. The dairy industry had its own repertoire, 
including Victoria’s 10-year program of payouts for milk contracts. There was no time for a 
phased model now; efficiency gains would be delayed, and commercially the regulated 
framework just wouldn’t last. To avoid chaos, the switch had to be swift and clean. Lacey saw a 
more likely model in Queensland’s vendor restructure, where the industry borrowed $60 million, 
bought all the runs, redrew and resold them, and paid back the loan over 5 years with levies on 
all sectors.8 In early May, Bonlac floated a concept whereby the Federal Government would 
advance sufficient funds—perhaps $1.3 billion—to compensate every farmer in Australia for their 
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market milk entitlement and the loan would be repaid over 5 years via a special levy on market 
milk.9 Just who would end up paying the levy was not yet clear. 

At the time, Reg Smith, Ian Langdon, Matthew Morland and Pat Rowley dismissed the idea 
because market milk companies would struggle to recover any levy from consumers and just 
take it from farmer returns. Rowley’s first preference was a gradual process whereby quotas 
could be gently unwound, but he saw the politics and logistics as daunting. The group hoped to 
at least stretch out farm regulation by persuading all states to sunset market milk in, say, 2005. 
Most revered was their dream option—no sunset at all—which they planned to include in their 
negotiations with the United Dairyfarmers of Victoria (UDV).10 

Rick Lacey now destroyed these fantasies. As Rowley put it, they were down to two choices: 
go ‘cold turkey’ to total deregulation with lots of conflict and damage or concoct a scheme to limit 
the losses and give farmers choices. The ‘Bonlac model’ took on new appeal. Lacey stressed 
the importance of providing a substantial one-hit cash payment at the time of deregulation, 
sufficient to allow farmers to adjust, either by investing in farm viability or by exiting the industry 
with enough funds to transition to another life. He envisaged a levy of around 12¢ a litre, paid by 
milk companies to the government for 5 years. Since the 12¢ a litre would equate roughly to the 
expected drop in the farm gate price, farmers could claw back that lost revenue with no net 
impact on consumers. There were still many points to be answered, but Smith conceded, ‘At this 
stage this plan looks like the best option we have available.’11 

This view was confirmed by a series of meetings over the next few weeks. The Victorian co-
ops ‘resolutely reaffirmed’ their intention not to support any regulation beyond 30 June 2000, and 
UDV leaders rejected all appeals to extend market milk regulations. On 15 July 1998, the NSW 
Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) executive reflected deeply on these facts and reluctantly 
resolved to accept the ‘entrenched’ position of the Victorian industry and therefore the imperative 
to pursue an adjustment package ‘with all vigour.’12 Seven other possible schemes were on the 
negotiating table. The compensation plan became option 8 on the industry list (Table 2). 

Table 2. The eight options.13 
1. Retain all regulation 
• Require continued regulation in all states 
• Commercial pressures and lack of support in Victoria make this untenable 

2. No regulation/deregulation 
• Would cause severe economic and social hardship due to sudden loss of income, loss of 

value of quota investment, and drop in value of property and stock 
3. National market milk pool 
• Unacceptable to NSW and Qld, as revenue transfers would be greater than expected losses 

under deregulation 
• Would require physical movement of milk around Australia to meet market milk demands, 

especially in out-of-season production periods, and does not recognise higher costs of year 
round supply 

• Federal Government believed it breached World Trade Organization obligations 
• Unlikely to pass NCP public benefit test 
• Required federal legislation and all states to transfer their constitutional powers to the 

Commonwealth 
• Did not recognise commercial pressures on the regulated farm gate price for market milk, or 

that DMS would end 
4. Eastern states market milk pool 
• Required continued regulation in all states 
• Unacceptable to NSW and Qld, as revenue transfers would be greater than expected losses 

under deregulation 
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5. Dairy industry authorities’ notional milk swaps 
• Required continued regulation in all states 
• Commercial pressures and lack of support in Victoria made this untenable 

6. Wind back market milk farm gate price over time 
• Required continued regulation in all states 
• Commercial pressures and lack of support in Victoria made this untenable 

7. Modified DMS Scheme with higher market milk levy 
• Required continued regulation in all states 
• Rapid expansion of production had negated effect of DMS Scheme, with payments spread 

across much greater volume of manufacturing milk 
• DMS required to end to meet World Trade Organization obligations 

8. Simultaneous deregulation and restructure package 
• Simultaneous removal of regulations on a single day without a phase-in period would cause 

a drop in the price to farmers and would need to be managed 
• Adjustment package delivered at time of deregulation would ease the transition to 

deregulation and provide funds for upgrading business viability or exiting the industry with 
dignity 

 
The boldness of the plan seemed breathtaking. Asking the Federal Government to advance 

more than a billion dollars was just one peak to climb in a whole mountain range. The linchpin 
was a common end date to regulation around Australia, partly as a clean sunset for the 
Government, but mainly to prevent the cavernous price gaps that would open if removal were 
piecemeal. The obvious date was 1 July 2000, to coincide with the end of the DMS Scheme. The 
plan would have to be negotiated through all levels and sectors of the industry, through hard-
nosed federal bureaucrats and politicians of all persuasions, and through all state governments, 
oppositions and bureaucrats. It would challenge them all with the question of who should bear 
responsibility for the fallout for individuals when governments withdraw property rights and policy 
shifts cause structural change. Even if everyone accepted the compensation concept, they’d 
have to be cajoled to act in concert, to draft and pass bills to repeal state legislation before the 
deadline date, now only 2 years away. Rowley saw there was no time to lose. 

Described as a ‘great shepherd’, skilled in herding everyone towards a central position and 
sending them off in the right direction, Rowley began his compensation round-up. He was fond 
of round table groups—small clusters of reliable people who could keep in close contact and get 
hard things done well. He assembled some of these groups to do the detailed work on a com-
pensation package. Key people included Winston Watts, Reg Smith and Jim Forsyth from NSW, 
Terry O’Callaghan and Rick Lacey from Victoria, and David Partridge from Western Australia. 
They and many others sallied forth into a series of gruelling battles in a great policy epic. 

Courting industry consensus 
The round table meetings began in July 1998 to sketch out the bones of a plausible scheme. 
They started with a sum of $1.5 billion and the principle that it should all be paid up front at 30 
June 2000, tax free and unconditional.14 It was hoped that the Federal Government might make 
a substantial contribution.15 When Rowley gingerly tested the broad concept with the Federal 
Agriculture Minister, John Anderson, he was relieved to find no instant roadblocks. 

The industry was a different story. Not all Victorians welcomed compensation. Ross 
Greenaway was an industry advisor in Victoria’s Department of Agriculture and a Victorian Dairy 
Industry Authority board member. He regarded quotas and regulation as a huge impediment, 
which he’d expected to collapse years ago. When approached by Rick Lacey on the idea of 
compensating the quota states, he said: ‘You’ve got to be joking: you’re going to compensate 
people because they haven’t done something? What about compensating the people who have 
been doing something?’ 
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Greenaway’s views sat well with Murray Goulburn, where Alf Leysen was dead against the 
compensation idea. Leysen departed in July 1998, replaced by his deputy, Steve O’Rourke, who 
headhunted Greenaway to manage the co-op’s farm services and lead the farmers through the 
deregulation process.16 Murray Goulburn continued to oppose the scheme, represented at 
Rowley’s round table by the tough-as-nails finance man, Paul Kerr, and then by Ross 
Greenaway. They refused to pay people to let go of regulation, saw the package as another 
super-sized subsidy to market milk states that would fuel more production, and envisaged 
another regime of costly levies that would burden their exports.17 They would agree to nothing 
that imposed extra costs on their business. 

The UDV was also divided. Officially, the UDV hadn’t declared a formal position and solicited 
offers from other states. But many Victorian farmers felt the UDV had already swallowed the co-
op line and closed the door to alternatives. A rear-guard action was emerging, with two UDV 
councillors advocating for regulation and one district council seeking open investigation of an 
eastern seaboard pool.18 The compensation option suddenly looked like a timely salve for farmer 
discord, a heroic enticement to fall in with the deregulation line. If so, it would have to offer 
enough to change deeply held Victorian views. 

State divisions soon added another layer to the negotiations. Though the plan started out as 
compensation for lost market milk entitlements, the DMS was central to UDV thinking. The 
political fact was that Victoria had most of the milk but used only a small proportion for market 
milk. Numbers based on market milk would pay Victorian farmers so little that the UDV would 
reject the whole concept. Led by Geoff Gardiner, the UDV demanded compensation on 
manufacturing milk for lost DMS revenue. It was both or nothing at all.19 This upended the 
economics of the scheme, since the Victorian co-ops remained adamant that no levy be applied 
to manufacturing milk or they’d still be disadvantaged against New Zealand. A levy on market 
milk would have to carry the whole cost. 

The UDV then insisted that their farmers suffer no deregulation effect for 3 years, which 
meant the payout had to match lost regulation-based revenue for that period. The DMS 
calculation was simple: about $75 million a year, $225 million over 3 years. Market milk was 
more complicated. The market milk states would lose investment in quota as well as the 
premium it gave them. The lost premium alone was estimated at 15¢ a litre, which on 1.9 billion 
litres a year came to $855 million over 3 years and took the compensation total to just over $1 
billion.20 Way too much, said Murray Goulburn. 

This still took no account of lost quota value. Victorians had no quotas and no interest in 
quota values. They shrugged off the compensation paid to abolish Victorian milk contracts as 
relevant to only a privileged few and said a package with quota compensation would never get 
past governments. Believing that it already gave too much to market milk, the UDV played 
hardball on the distribution of the compensation sum. Gardiner demanded at least 50% for 
Victorian farmers.21 

October 1998 was a desperate month that looked like the end of the road for option 8.22 
Market milk states refused to endorse any agreement that did not recognise the equity in quota, 
Victorian manufacturers maintained their fervour for deregulation, the UDV held its hard line on 
the size and distribution of the package, and Ian Langdon blew his stack over the very thought of 
throwing away a market milk premium worth $450 million. He believed Victorian farmers were 
not being given all the facts and intended to rectify that situation.23 Murray Goulburn’s chairman 
weighed in about the ‘campaign’ of a ‘major interstate operator’.24 

On top of all that, John Howard called a snap election for October, partly to nip Pauline 
Hanson’s regional popularity in the bud, but even more importantly to put the proposal for a 
Goods and Services Tax (GST) to the people.25 When he won the election, the dairy industry 
lost a sympathetic and well-briefed John Anderson in a ministerial reshuffle and had to start 
from scratch with Mark Vaile. Though philosophically comfortable with the package concept, 
Vaile wouldn’t touch it with a barge pole unless every industry sector united unequivocally 
behind a single position. It was a bleak moment for Pat Rowley as he pondered the odds of 
pulling that off. 

Those odds convinced the DFA and the Queensland Dairyfarmers’ Organisation (QDO) to 
seek other alternatives: in particular, could they run their state-regulated systems even if Victoria 
deregulated? Another negotiation with processors on the feasibility of a commercial supply 
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management scheme didn’t end well.26 Should Victoria deregulate, processors wanted direct 
control of their own suppliers, without third-party intervention; they totally rejected any collective 
supply management entity.27 For a few weeks it looked as though open market warfare might 
burst forth, as Murray Goulburn prickled about market milk companies and prepared to pursue 
‘any commercial or other avenue towards deregulation.’28 The DFA was warned informally that 
deregulation would be ‘forced’ on states attempting to maintain regulation.29 Short on 
alternatives, and desperate to keep negotiations open, the DFA returned to the round table in 
early November with a proposal for a bigger package. 

Winston Watts had sat at his computer night after night, nutting out how much compensation 
farmers could reasonably seek for lost quota value. Originally given free, quota became privately 
negotiable, then received a price tag of $4.50 a litre through the surrender scheme—later raised 
to $10 then $15 a litre. It was finally traded through a market-based exchange where prices 
changed monthly. Watts came up with an overall figure of $300 million, or 53¢ a litre, which sent 
Victorians wild with rage. After 3 weeks of searing negotiation, including a frantic fight for unity 
among Victorian parties, the deadlock was broken, Murray Goulburn was dragged into the 
compensation camp, and the size of the package was opened to upward revision. However, the 
trade-offs would see only 23% of the levies raised in Victoria but more than 50% of the funds 
return there.30 

December 1998 marked a turning point. The Australian Dairy Farmers’ Federation (ADFF) 
acknowledged that option 8 was the only one left on the table, and they’d have to find agreement 
on its parameters. The ADFF and Australian Dairy Industry Council (ADIC) supported a national 
restructure plan subject to seven fundamental conditions: that the funds be sufficient to allow 
farmers to adapt to deregulation; that ADFF members agree on the formula for distribution of the 
funds; that all processing sectors agree on the principles of the scheme; that all state govern-
ments withdraw state legislation on market milk pricing and supply management; that the 
required borrowings be repaid by a post-processor levy on drinking milk; that funds from the 
National Competition Policy (NCP) payments to state governments be made available to the 
industry; and finally that united agreement on all these conditions be followed by successful neg-
otiations with the Federal Government to provide the legislation to put the scheme into effect.31 

The urgency of unity became apparent when Rowley calculated that a proposal would have to 
go to the Federal Government by Easter 1999 if all legislation were to be in place to allow the 
scheme to start by 1 July 2000. The ADFF went into 1999 working on a total sum of $1.25 
billion, which it endorsed formally in March on the basis of payments of 35.45¢ a litre for market 
milk and 7.55¢ a litre for manufacturing milk.32 

One of the hottest issues would turn on the milk processors and the requirement that all the 
funds be raised through a levy on sales of market milk.33 Ian Langdon was still opposed to 
deregulation, incensed at market milk carrying the full burden for compensation, and bristling at 
the debate that had already started over what constituted drinking milk and whether UHT was 
included. As the main producer of UHT milk, Murray Goulburn would fight to the death against a 
levy on it. The UDV’s best offer was different levels of levy for fresh milk and UHT. Rowley 
insisted that this be debated behind closed doors. Like selecting a Pope: ‘We’ll only let them out 
when the smoke goes up the chimney.’34 

Jim Forsyth and John Hughes (of United Milk Tasmania) were handed the task of winning 
over processors who naturally recoiled from a levy that would make their product more 
expensive. A first round of the major companies in early 1999 indicated concern over the size 
and time frame of the levy and the question of UHT inclusion.35 Long and tortuous negotiations 
over many months would follow, weighing up higher levies against a prolonged collection period. 
Processors would support only a 5-year levy, while farmers insisted that 8 years was needed 
and refused to see the package watered down.36 

On 1 March 1999. Max Fehring finally declared the UDV’s official position for the NCP review: 
that market milk regulation should be terminated in conjunction with payment of $1.25 billion as 
transitional support. Pat Rowley urged all sectors to accept the deregulation reality and back the 
package.37 However, Fehring’s statement set off a wave of farmer anxiety. The Concerned Dairy 
Farmers of Australia (CDFA) planned meetings across Victoria. Two of its leaders were 
disaffected members of the UDV central council who’d joined forces with other disgruntled 
farmers in Victoria, NSW, Tasmania and Queensland under the CDFA banner.38 They found a 
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warm welcome among Bega farmers who believed their proximity to Victoria would make them 
the first and worst casualties of deregulation. CDFA lobbying in Canberra then triggered a 
Senate enquiry on dairy deregulation. Though the Federal Government had no power to stop 
Victoria acting to deregulate its own jurisdiction, the ADIC executive feared that unrealistic hopes 
of retaining regulation would be kept alive.39 

The CDFA accused the UDV of pursuing a predetermined position and constructing farmer 
meetings in a way that intimidated ordinary farmers and stifled debate. With world prices falling 
to 10-year lows, the CDFA believed the Victorian position was more about rescuing two ailing 
co-ops than concern for farmer benefit.40 Stirring more fear, an Australian Bureau of Agricultural 
and Resource Economics (ABARE) paper predicted that market milk prices would fall to 
manufacturing levels when regulatory controls were removed.41 

In the midst of this drama, tragedy struck the Victorian industry when Geoff Gardiner died 
from cancer at the end of March 1999. Gardiner had been an enigma: an aggressive fighter, an 
informed and perceptive thinker, a trusted friend. Even those who felt the brunt of his forceful 
opposition saluted his dedication to the industry. Allan Burgess praised Gardiner’s foresight in 
arguing 15 years earlier that the health of the industry would require the eventual move to 
deregulation.42 

That wasn’t how the CDFA saw it. Claiming farmer exclusion from information on outcomes or 
alternatives to the ‘inevitable’ deregulation, the CDFA promoted its own alternative: a national 
market milk pool that would share profits equally, compensate for loss of the DMS and cut dead 
the push for deregulation. Sure that 70% of dairy farmers were uncertain or opposed to 
deregulation, the CDFA petitioned for a Victorian poll to settle the matter.43 Ross Greenaway 
warned other states that no poll would change the fact that Victorian co-ops no longer supported 
regulation, and attempts to retain it would result in fierce market competition until such regulation 
failed.44 The ADFF continued to move forward with the industry package, in the firm belief that 
there really was no alternative. 

Wooing the Federal Government 
In the early days of the compensation concept, Pat Rowley floated the idea past the Federal 
Minister, John Anderson, and then kept him informed on progress. Anderson’s response was 
encouraging but noncommittal. When let in on the possible scale of the package he said, ‘Wow, I 
wish you luck.’ 

Rowley felt he needed all the luck that was going as he started to test the waters in 
government circles. The industry had two political cards to play but more political obstacles to 
conquer. On the positive side, a package scaled to ensure a smooth transition to deregulation 
offered government a bold way to avoid the political fallout from the alternative, namely large 
sections of the industry being sent to the wall when deregulation hit. Secondly, the coordinated 
termination of current programs presented a golden opportunity to eliminate all tiers of dairy 
regulation, fulfilling the dreams of national competition policy in a single stroke. On the negative 
side, the industry was asking the government to impose a new tax on milk, seeking an extra 
contribution from government coffers, and then expecting all the funds to be tax-free to farmers. 
The proposed package would also breach a major World Trade Organization (WTO) obligation. 

Rowley gained his first token of endorsement after addressing all agriculture ministers at their 
meeting in early March 1999. His description of the course Victoria was expected to take and its 
impact on dairy farms and communities won ministerial agreement to ‘a national approach’ to the 
structural reform implicit in the compensation concept. It wasn’t much, but it kept the door open 
on the package, and Vaile undertook to take it to Cabinet once the industry had a firm proposal.45 

The size of the proposed package was an obstacle in itself. Rowley regarded $1.25 billion as 
the bare minimum, but started low in conditioning Federal officials. A key person was Tim 
Rosebery, in the Department of Agriculture. Initial forays at $700 million received a ‘no way.’ 
When Rowley returned to talk about $800 million, he learned that $700 million was the limit. At 
$1 billion it was definitely no more than $800 million. On the day the industry figure of $1.25 
billion was revealed, Rosebery said ‘that’s ridiculous’ and wanted to know how this formula had 
been derived. Rowley had to confess that there was no brilliant formula, only the ‘art of the 
possible’: talking to everyone to find what they would accept as reasonable and working back 
from there.46 
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The art of the possible was also at work in establishing the source of the funds. The industry 
considered three options: the government could provide the full amount, the industry could 
borrow the full amount, or a deal could be done for a combination. If the industry borrowed the 
full amount, the payback with interest would be about $1.6 billion and require a market milk levy 
of 10¢ a litre for 7 to 8 years, a prospect resisted by processors. An alternative proposal would 
have the industry borrow only $750 million and Federal and state governments provide $500 
million out of NCP funds.47 A government contribution was the first item knocked off the industry 
wish-list. Treasury refused Federal funding and a government power broker refused to support 
anything less than a fully self-funded package.48 That meant the levy would have to rise.49 The 
ADIC forwarded a proposal on 21 April 1999 but there was a long row to hoe before Vaile could 
take anything to Cabinet. 

WTO obligations required a line of negotiations through the Department of Trade and Minister 
Tim Fischer. The Australian Government had signed on to a maximum of $470 million in 
domestic support for all agriculture in any one year, which a payment of $1.25 billion clearly 
breached. An idea to break the payment into three tranches of just over $400 million defeated 
the purpose of giving farmers sufficient means to adjust immediately, and gave the appearance 
of deliberate tax avoidance.50 

Taxation was even more delicate. With the Government drafting controversial GST legislation, 
the notion of imposing a consumer levy on milk was anathema to Treasury officials.51 Doubtful 
that the industry would persuade them, Phil Scanlan took matters into his own hands. As 
chairman of the Australia–American dialogue, he prided himself on high-level connections and 
embarked on a private mission to convince Treasurer Peter Costello that consumers would be 
better off with deregulation plus an adjustment package. Opening remarks about a tax on milk 
brought an incredulous ‘I don’t think so’ from Costello. Bonlac’s economist, David Harris, 
explained that consumers already paid a hidden ‘implicit’ tax on milk through existing price 
support schemes.52 Deregulation would remove that tax in all states on one day and cause a 
dramatic fall in the price of milk, with dire consequences for farmers. Rather than release all that 
revenue immediately and decimate the industry, the Government was being asked to impose a 
short-term ‘explicit’ tax by collecting a levy equivalent to a portion of the lost premium for a 
specific period. The levy would cover the cost of funds advanced to farmers to adjust to 
deregulation, and consumers would pay no extra tax and would enjoy the added benefit of lower 
prices. At an estimated price fall of about 15¢ a litre, a levy of 8¢ a litre would still allow a price 
cut for consumers and cover the politics. Costello understood and said he’d think about it. Vaile 
reported informally that the Government was inclined to support the levy.53 

The idea of tax exemptions for farmers was much more difficult to sell. Treasury officials and 
then Treasurer Costello spluttered with disbelief when Rowley first raised it. With structural 
reform occurring in a whole swathe of industries, Treasury envisaged an untenable precedent 
that would have other industries banging on the Tax Office door demanding equal treatment.54 
Costello laughed out loud and said, ‘You’ve got to be joking.’ How on earth could the 
government give tax exemptions when they were in the middle of a major overhaul of the tax 
system and introduction of the GST? Peter Reith, a free-market hardliner riding high after his 
waterfront coup, was even more horrified. Rowley could only explain that if farmers received 
their payouts and then lost $40,000 in tax, ‘the whole thing’s going to be a waste of time,’ a point 
he persisted with over weeks and months to keep the negotiations going.55 

Industry leaders in all states were now united on the necessity of the package and working to 
a well-thought-out strategy and agreed-on message. However, the CDFA churned out an 
alternative message in an effort to stop the deregulation machine. The chairman, Stuart Steele, 
was savvy and experienced. Having operated farms around the world and observed the UK 
deregulation first hand, he was well versed in the arguments. He believed Victorian sentiment 
could be turned around by playing the political numbers and garnering farmer support against 
Murray Goulburn and Bonlac. The CDFA put their concept of a national milk pool to Minister 
Vaile. To the ADFF, one of several flaws was imposition of a 1¢ a litre levy on all milk to fund the 
buyout of quotas in NSW, Queensland and Western Australia, at the expense of a $75 million a 
year transfer from Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania. Vaile’s department also advised of a 
clash with trade obligations.56 
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The CDFA had some powerful backers, including Tony Perich, the biggest supplier and quota 
holder in NSW. His family had started with 15 cows in the 1950s, but he and his brother Ron 
currently milked 3000 cows. The package would give them a handsome handout, but Tony in 
particular was convinced that deregulation would be a disaster for them and everyone else. At 
the DFA conference in May 1999, he pleaded with NSW farmers to block the deregulation push. 
Then he took his case to Melbourne and told Jeff Kennett and the Agriculture Minister, Pat 
McNamara, that they’d lose the next election if they deregulated. He found Kennett not much 
interested in milk, poorly informed about the industry and unimpressed by the electoral 
predictions. 

Meanwhile, the Federal agriculture department took advice from several sources. ABARE 
provided detailed assessments of the likely impact of deregulation on prices and the effect of the 
proposed package payments. The Bureau of Rural Sciences studied the regional impact.57 The 
National Competition Council criticised the unconditional nature of the package. They advised 
that any special adjustment assistance must be rigorously justified, transitional in nature and 
targeted to equip people to adjust to change: it shouldn’t just be about handing out cheques, but 
tied to significant educative and investment processes, so beneficiaries had to use the money to 
maximise structural adjustment, not defer it.58 

Vaile also sought the views of state ministers.59 Richard Amery received a scathing brief from 
his own department. It found no intrinsic right to ‘compensation’ for removal of support and 
definitely none for loss of the DMS, given the 8-year notice of termination. Despite a possible 
case to assist market milk farmers, due to government encouragement of high-cost year-round 
supply, the package was deemed seriously unfit for adjustment purposes. The levy was 
inequitable because the burden fell on milk consumers but restructure benefits accrued to 
everyone; it was inefficient because the levy could depress milk demand and dairy viability. 
Distribution of funds according to milk output would delay adjustment.60 

June 1999 saw serious lobbying efforts in Canberra by Rowley and other farmer leaders on 
the details of the levy. One question was how the levy would get from consumers to the 
Government. The plan in Canberra was to collect it from retailers, causing Jim Forsyth to spend 
countless hours explaining why that would never work. The only way was to use the milk 
processors to collect the levy and compel retailers to pay the levy as a fixed component of their 
wholesale price, without trying to contest it. The processor would then pass the money to the 
Government. By the end of June, levy collection seemed solved in principle, with the 
Government on track to support legislation that would ensure no levy leakage. Jim Forsyth 
gained processor agreement on a levy of 10¢ a litre for 8 years.61 The NSW processor 
organisation, the NSW Milk and Dairy Products Association, publicly endorsed the package as 
the only plausible transition solution for farmers.62 The CDFA, now getting the brush-off from 
Vaile, called for a moratorium on deregulation and a chance to test the national milk pool 
concept with farmers.63 

July brought further disruptions. Tim Fischer suddenly retired to the backbench, just as he 
was coming to terms with a creative solution to WTO obligations. The Federal Government 
wouldn’t breach WTO support levels if it wasn’t the entity making the $1.25 billion payout. The 
ADIC’s solicitor, Paul Cooper, suggested the industry borrow the funds commercially, via a 
discretionary trust, and repay the loan from the levy collections.64 In the subsequent reshuffle, 
Mark Vaile took on Trade and the WTO conundrum, and Warren Truss started a steep learning 
curve in Agriculture. Then the Senate hearings on deregulation gave a prominent platform to all 
the dissident voices. 

On 13 July, the Victorian Agriculture Minister, Pat McNamara, announced that the NCP 
review was complete and the Government was accepting the advice to deregulate market milk. 
Conducted by an external economic group, the review found that benefits to Victoria outweighed 
costs by at least $14.2 million and would yield a net gain of $21 million to the nation.65 Parmalat 
predicted a 40% fall in farmer numbers in Queensland that would force the company to transfer 
some manufacturing to Victoria. Victorian-based National Foods welcomed the news, saying 
falling milk prices would stimulate demand, which National Foods was best placed to meet. 
Langdon described the Victorian decision as ‘commercially stupid’ and destined to cause 
considerable income falls for dairy farmers: ‘It will be pain without gain.’66 
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The Victorian announcement killed off any last hopes of a change of course. The DFA 
confirmed that the only option to the adjustment package was to try to hold regulation in NSW 
until 2003, meeting the price challenges as they arose. In case this was necessary, the DFA 
started working with the Dairy Corporation and the NSW Government to maximise price flexibility 
while recognising that ‘it is not possible to build a wall at the Murray River.’67 

At the end of July 1999, Rowley likened the proposal to the Grand National Steeplechase. 
‘We are over about five or six very important jumps, but we have about three to run. Any one of 
these can bring the horse down and if we fail to clear any one of these last three jumps we are 
out of the race.’68 

The most important and most difficult jump was still the tax treatment of the package. The 
Government struggled with its GST legislation and needed a ‘win in the bush’ to counter the 
Hanson hype.69 Pat Rowley ran hard with the argument that taxing farmers would reduce their 
capacity to retire farm debt and restructure their business, and would expose ministers to 
political attack for ending regulation.70 Rowley had several Chinese dinners in a bid to win 
Costello to a tax-free, net $1.25 billion to farmers but found little joy. Reith remained even worse. 

At state level, Reg Smith and Winston Watts promoted the package as an ideal vehicle for 
relieving government of liability for compensation claims and begged Amery to press for 
favourable tax treatment at the coming Agriculture and Resources Management Council of 
Australia and New Zealand (ARMCANZ) meeting of agriculture ministers.71 Though ARMCANZ 
yielded nothing, industry lobbying reached new heights in August. Vibes about Cabinet 
intentions were not good. Scanlan proved his political worth in arranging meetings with Prime 
Minister John Howard. Howard was sympathetic but unyielding on taxing the package. Refusing 
to recognise property rights, he also insisted that the package be portrayed as adjustment 
funding, not a compensation scheme.72 

Recognising that tax-free treatment was a lost cause, the industry raised the steeplechase 
stakes by going for an expanded scheme to offset some of the taxation effects.73 At the ADC, 
Chris Phillips reworked the figures. Since most farmers paid tax at around 30%, the package 
was bumped up to $1.63 billion, plus enough to cover administration. The industry asked the 
government to endorse a total sum of $1.74 billion. Rowley and colleagues returned to Canberra 
for another round with bureaucrats and backbench MPs, more Chinese dinners with Costello, 
and another couple of meetings with Howard. 

Forsyth took on the processors, seeking an increase in the levy to 11¢ a litre for 8 years. 
While the Government could legislate to compel processors to collect the levy, Truss preferred 
to win willing compliance. Forsyth arranged a meeting of the CEOs of the big five in Melbourne, 
which Pat Rowley chaired with apprehension. The CEOs had been dragged from a levy limit of 
5¢ to 8¢ a litre, then pushed to 10¢ a litre. One had already said to Forsyth, ‘Every time you 
come and see me, the levy has gone up.’ They wondered where it would stop. Max Ould sought 
assurance that 11¢ was the absolute final figure. Rowley said, ‘That’s it, that’s the last,’ Ould 
quickly agreed, the others followed, and the whole thing was over in minutes. With time running 
out, most of the smaller processors were contacted by phone. A couple questioned the 
relevance of farmer compensation to them until reminded that the Government could legislate to 
make the levy compulsory. 

On the Government side, the CDFA message seemed to be breaking through, bringing 
reports of a split in the backbench and support for a CDFA moratorium to slow the deregulation 
process.74 Scanlan fired off personal letters to MPs and ministers. Rowley and Fehring had a 
timely link-up with some Cabinet members at an event in the Queensland outback where they 
conversed informally with Howard and others about ways around remaining problems. 

On 28 September 1999, Warren Truss finally announced Federal Government support for a 
dairy adjustment package, on condition that all state governments removed milk supply and 
pricing regulations on 30 June 2000, when the DMS would end. The package comprised two 
component programs. The Dairy Structural Adjustment Program (DSAP) was the core element, 
providing $1.63 billion in payments for eligible dairy farmers, to be administered by a Dairy 
Adjustment Authority (DAA). Entitlements would be paid at 46.23¢ a litre for market milk and 
8.96¢ a litre for manufacturing milk on volumes produced in the base year of 1998–99. The 
second element was available only to farmers who elected to exit agriculture. They could take 
their DSAP entitlement, taxed as income, or choose the Dairy Exit Program, which would 
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provide a tax-free exit payment of up to $45,000, means tested and administered by Centrelink. 
Directed at small farmers with little quota, this option would appeal only to those whose DSAP 
entitlement would yield less than $45,000.75 

From the Government end, entitlements would be paid quarterly in equal instalments for 8 
years. This served the dual purpose of spreading tax liability and bypassing annual WTO 
support limits. Farmers who wanted immediate access to all the money could choose to take an 
up-front payment by separate arrangement through a bank. Under conditions facilitated by the 
ADIC, the lump sum would be treated as a loan, reduced by the interest due on repayments over 
8 years. Low-risk interest rates would apply, because the money paid by the Government each 
quarter into farmers’ bank accounts would be automatically passed to the bank that provided the 
up-front loan. The levy on market milk sales would in turn refund that money to Government 
coffers. One tax concession was to allow the cost of taking the up-front package to be deductible 
if the funds were used for income-producing purposes. Likewise, farmers who had acquired 
quota after 1985 could claim a capital loss against any capital gains. In the end, the value of the 
package to farmers, in up-front terms, would still be about $1.25 billion.76 

The DFA saw the legislated power to recover the levy from the wholesale price as a powerful 
safeguard against the fall in farmer prices becoming a windfall gain for processors, retailers or 
consumers. One niggling provision that nearly scuttled the whole scheme was a requirement 
that farmers entitled to more than $350,000 demonstrate that at least 70% of their income was 
earned from dairying; politically, it wouldn’t do to allow ‘wealthy dairy farmers’ to extract unlimited 
sums but have asset tests on welfare benefits. All applications to the DAA would also require a 
statement confirming conduct of a farm business assessment, simply to encourage farmers to 
seek expert advice on the structure of their business.77 

The promise to remove all dairy regulations looked set to bring dividends in negotiations on 
the WTO millennium round, launched in December 1999. The Cairns Group of countries won 
crucial US support for elimination of rural export subsidies and a substantial increase in market 
access for farm products. Europe’s staunch opposition to the deal left the European Union 
isolated. The call to end export subsidies was backed by developing countries, Latin American 
countries and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum. However, a taste of what was to 
come saw thousands of anti-WTO activists descend on the Seattle opening.78 

Victorian turnaround 
Federal Government support was conditional—the package would be available only if all state 
governments deregulated on 1 July 2000. Ministers and parliaments in Queensland, NSW, 
Western Australia and Tasmania were uncomfortable with dismantling state systems of 
regulation and with passing specific state legislation to repeal them.79 They would do so only if 
deregulation went ahead in Victoria. 

The focus turned towards Victoria, where the Kennett Government had decided to deregulate 
market milk. That certainty suddenly vanished when Kennett went to the polls on 18 September 
amid an escalating anti-deregulation campaign and failed to win a majority. In an election upset, 
Labor eventually formed a government with the help of three dairy country independents, but 
only after weeks of nail-biting negotiations and a by-election triggered by the death of a sitting 
MP. The Bracks Labor Government was not sworn in until 20 October 1999.80 

Labor’s election platform promised to review the Kennett decision and to conduct a ballot to 
give every Victorian dairy farmer the right to vote on the future of the industry.81 Bracks and 
Brumby had rural seats and were well versed in these issues. The new Agriculture Minister, 
Keith Hamilton, was personally against deregulation but was obliged to conduct a vote. Urged by 
his head of department, Mike Taylor, to ensure a result before Christmas, Hamilton held a postal 
ballot that closed on 20 December 1999 but warned that other factors would affect the 
Government’s decision, including the impact on regional communities, jobs and industry 
viability.82 Dairy farmers were asked to vote ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the question: ‘Should Victorian dairy 
farmers accept the $1.7 billion dairy industry adjustment package proposed by the 
Commonwealth Government and agree to the repeal of Victorian legislation controlling the farm 
gate price and supply of milk?’ Hamilton said those who wanted a simple choice between 
deregulation and no deregulation missed the point: unlike Kennett, Labor would not deregulate 
without a Federal industry package. It was both or the status quo.83 
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When some people were encouraged to press again for extension of the DMS, the four 
Victorian co-ops fired off a joint statement saying the DMS was controlled by the Federal 
Government and would certainly end; a ‘no’ vote would simply force farmers to take their 
chances in uncontrolled deregulation.84 When Hamilton used disgruntled interstate farmers to 
help prepare the ‘no’ case, Max Fehring was worried enough to forgo the Seattle WTO meeting 
to work for a ‘yes’ vote at home. He asked how any farmer could oppose a package that would 
deliver at least $600 million to Victorian dairy families, the equivalent of 10 years of market milk 
premium. Max Ould threatened to defy state authorities and bring cheap drinking milk from 
South Australia if deregulation were derailed: if any state authority tried to stop free trade in milk 
on 1 July 2000, National Foods would go to the High Court.85 

Bonlac’s economist, David Harris, was confident of a positive outcome, having already 
commissioned his own survey of Victorian dairy farmer sentiment in late June. Using a series of 
questions, the survey separated awareness from opinion and separated views on deregulation 
from views on the package. The results showed a high level of awareness about deregulation 
and the package, and a high disposition towards deregulation, even without the package.86 At a 
Christmas event in Melbourne’s Parliament Gardens on 21 December 1999, Mike Taylor 
received the results of the official ballot: 84% of Victoria’s dairy farmers voted, and 89% of those 
were in favour of deregulation and access to the package.87 Hamilton said, ‘That’s terrible.’ 
Brumby quietly said, ‘That’s fantastic.’ The 7004 ‘yes’ votes represented more than half of the 
dairy farmers of Australia, something the UDV made very clear to anyone who questioned the 
direction the industry was taking.88 

With only 6 months to certain deregulation, an adjustment package remained conditional on 
all states’ legislating to deregulate on that date. Hoping for a speedy resolution, Warren Truss 
had called a special meeting of all agriculture ministers for 22 December 1999, telling them to 
come prepared to take decisions.89 South Australia’s NCP review had just followed Victoria’s 
and recommended removal of market milk regulations. But all the other states had 
recommended retention of regulation.90 

Winning the states 
The NSW Minister, Richard Amery, had no intention of being rushed into deregulating his own 
state. In June 1999, he’d brought on an urgency motion in the NSW Parliament to highlight the 
downsides of deregulation and to influence the Kennett Government against it. Now he urged 
Victoria’s Labor Government not to rush down that path. At the ARMCANZ meeting on 22 
December, Amery planned to listen to other ministers but consult the NSW industry before giving 
his own response in February. Though some ministers expected a snap decision, both Amery 
and his Queensland counterpart, Henry Palaszczuk, refused to commit. With Palaszczuk 
pressing for mitigation of job losses, a working party was formed to examine further measures to 
address the adverse impacts of deregulation and report back to the ARMCANZ meeting on 
3 March 2000.91 

The DFA was in more of a hurry. Despite the Victorian vote, the ambivalence of some of 
Hamilton’s statements fuelled new hope in some quarters. A body of Norco farmers voted to 
make strong political representations and to link up with other concerned farmers around Bega. 
Out of this emerged the NSW Action Group. The DFA warned that Section 92 made it impos-
sible to ignore Victoria’s actions. The certain end of DMS would unleash commercial forces 
who’d all head for the NSW market. Processors required to pay a regulated NSW price would 
rapidly lose market share, the regulated price would have to fall to meet the competition, and the 
regulation would become untenable. The call to defer deregulation to allow further discussion 
was totally unrealistic: the massacre would have happened, and without financial assistance.92 

Farmer meetings were held in all the market milk states early in 2000 to take stock of farmer 
sentiment. Pat Rowley attended most of them and often took Jim Forsyth to present the 
processor view. In NSW, the DFA planned regional meetings in January and February 2000 to 
present the ‘for’ and ‘against’ arguments, and to give all dairy farmers a chance to vote in a 
secret ballot. The DFA offered two options. Option 1 was to accept the argument that 
deregulation in Victoria would make continued regulation in NSW almost impossible, and 
therefore seek managed deregulation and accept the package. Option 2 was to reject the 
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argument of option 1 and therefore seek continued regulation and reject the package.93 Though 
indicative rather than legal, the vote would guide advice to the Minister. 

The meetings were targeted by regulation advocates with a consistent message: that debate 
was stifled by the ‘inevitability’ frame; that farmers were not receiving all the facts; that 
deregulation was not ‘inevitable’; that viable alternatives were available that would satisfy 
Victoria; and that farmers should fight hard to persuade state governments to resist the rush. 
The alternatives ranged from Bob Katter’s plan to open up quota systems to all Australian 
farmers to the former national milk pool proposal, and a new proposal to transfer more market 
milk premium to Victoria via a bigger market milk levy. The NSW Action Group said an extra 4¢ 
a litre on the 2¢ a litre market milk levy they’d paid for years would cost an average $13,800 per 
NSW farm, compared with the predicted loss of $50,000 to $80,000 under deregulation. Inspired 
by Hamilton’s promise to ‘reconsider’ if any states rejected the package, they campaigned for 
option 2 and a ‘no’ vote for the package as a means of blocking deregulation in Victoria and 
saving regulation in NSW.94 To demonstrate the futility of this position, the UDV leadership 
announced that Victoria would deregulate even without the package, and National Foods sent 
some milk interstate to highlight what would happen from 1 July, regardless of regulation. 

Tony Perich had given up on Victoria and linked up with the NSW Action Group. When he 
asked people why they wanted to deregulate, they’d say they would get $200,000. At the DFA 
meeting at Camden, he spoke strongly against this short-sighted view. As a measure of the 
conviction that deregulation was madness, he said he and others were prepared to hold back 
their milk supply—wash it down the drain or spray it on a paddock—just to make the point. Even 
if Victoria did deregulate, Perich thought NSW farmers could hold on. It would be hard but not 
impossible. Local farmers were still going to produce local milk, and the inevitable increase of 
fuel and transport costs would raise the barrier on Victorian imports. He urged NSW farmers to 
believe in their ability to compete and to stand up and fight. He despaired when the majority 
continued to think that deregulating with a package was preferable to facing it without. 

The overall vote from the DFA meetings in NSW averaged 65% in favour of deregulation with 
the package. The NSW Action Group took account of the absentees, compared the total ‘yes’ 
votes with the total number of NSW dairy farmers and figured that only 44% voted for 
deregulation.95 Polls in Western Australia and Queensland were also ambiguous. Nevertheless, 
all state ministers agreed on 3 March 2000 that, in principle, the dairy industry would deregulate 
across Australia by 1 July 2000. Amery announced the decision ‘with great regret’. What 
seemed to swing it was Hamilton’s advice that the Victorian industry planned to deregulate even 
without the adjustment package. Because the package was conditional, Amery admitted it was 
‘near impossible to resist the threat of dairy industry deregulation here in NSW.’96 

On 8 March, Truss introduced to Federal Parliament the four bills governing the package. 
They passed soon after with an amendment providing up to $45 million for regional assistance to 
affected communities, a flowthrough from the Senate enquiry of 1999.97 The DAA was 
established on 3 April 2000 to administer the DSAP package. With the ADC as secretariat, the 
DAA would ensure that all eligible dairy farmers had the chance to apply for a DSAP entitlement 
and that the right entitlements were paid to the right people through the right bank accounts. Of 
five DAA board members, the two industry nominees were Jim Forsyth and Terry O’Callaghan 
(retired UDV executive director).98 

The south-eastern states moved towards repealing their regulation. Tasmania introduced 
legislation in early April and passed it in late May. South Australia passed its legislation on 1 
June, as did Victoria. Victoria then wavered under a flood of protests until the industry 
marshalled its forces to give Keith Hamilton a firm ultimatum on Monday 26 June. The Victorian 
Act was proclaimed the next day. 

The quota states had more hazardous shoals to traverse. Lobby groups had merged into a 
national organisation called the Australian Milk Producers Association (AMPA), with John 
Cartwright from Albury as president. The Federal legislation gave the Federal Minister until 3 
October 2000 to be satisfied that deregulation had occurred. Until that date, the adjustment 
package was safe.99 This encouraged the AMPA to call for the NSW, Queensland and Western 
Australian governments to delay their deregulation bills so a compromise could be developed, 
even though the Federal levy would still be collected from 8 July to 3 October, regardless of 
state legislation. 
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The question of separate state compensation for abolition of quota property rights also 
emerged in the lead-up to the state deadline, giving opposition parties a kite to fly for the dairy 
farmer cause when they couldn’t see a clear course through the deregulation dilemma. The 
cause gained oxygen from the Federal Government’s insistence that its package was not 
intended to be compensation for property rights but assistance for adjustment. The Senate en-
quiry concluded that the result denied adequate compensation for lost quota investments, which 
the quota states should therefore provide.100 Governments who rejected this proposition were 
placed in the invidious position of appearing to deny dairy farmers due justice. Such pressures 
kept the quota states hanging out against the advice of their own dairy farmer organisations. 

The laggard states 
In NSW, the Dairy Industry Conference voted in February to request the Minister to repeal 
market milk supply and pricing regulation from 1 July 2000, subject to all states’ agreeing to take 
similar action.101 For 5 years, Amery had been assailed by industry leaders with arguments for 
retaining farm regulation. They were ‘passionate regulationists’, urging him to resist deregulation 
at all costs. He was stunned when they suddenly turned tail and pleaded for legislation to 
deregulate. He was only partly convinced by their explanation that the conditions of the Federal 
adjustment package made it absolutely necessary. He still favoured the benefits of certain sorts 
of regulation. 

Both sides of Parliament were torn. No political party wished to appear responsible for 
robbing dairy farmers of regulation. The Nationals, many with dairy electorates, were particularly 
sensitive. In late 1999, they scoffed at the miserly sum—about $2.1 million—that Amery 
reserved from the milk price to pay for financial and social counsellors to advise farmers on 
adjustment strategies.102 In April 2000, they foreshadowed amendments to provide for state 
quota compensation when the deregulation bill reached Parliament. Amery tried to nip this in the 
bud as an impossible ask, and the DFA assured him it would make no further compensation 
claims if deregulation went ahead. Reg Smith confirmed at the DFA conference that it would be 
totally unreasonable to ask for compensation for an action that the industry begged the 
Government to take against its wishes.103 

On 1 June 2000, Amery introduced the Dairy Industry Bill to the NSW Parliament with 
‘considerable reluctance’. As promised, the Nationals sought an amendment requiring 
compensation of about $80 million to NSW farmers, drawn from the NCP payments the state 
would receive by deregulating the industry.104 Ever the defender of regulation, Amery had a 
better idea. With some processors reportedly offering farmers just 27¢ a litre for their future milk, 
Country Labor was mounting a case for a national floor price. Amery asked Warren Truss to give 
it urgent consideration and to provide assurance that a floor price would not jeopardise farmer 
access to the package. The NSW Opposition knocked that idea back before Truss even replied. 

No one was more opposed to the floor price idea than the DFA leaders. This was re-
regulation and it made them very nervous that the deregulation legislation would be derailed by 
harebrained schemes designed to stave off the inevitable. With the National Party’s convention 
to take place at Tweed Heads over the weekend of 17–18 June, the AMPA planned a last-ditch 
protest to country MPs, and the Australian Democrats joined them. Democrat Senator John 
Woodley said: ‘Farmers know dairy deregulation is about as “inevitable” as a car crash,’ and the 
Federal Government could stop it.105 Over 200 dairy farmers from Queensland and NSW 
brandished placards, many warning, ‘If we lose our farmers we’ll make sure you lose your seats.’ 
They called again for a moratorium on deregulation until a more favourable milk marketing 
system was devised. To control interstate milk, the AMPA wanted it made an offence to sell 
market milk in NSW unless the raw milk was bought from a quota holder. The concept was 
based on the premise that quota could be sold interstate, with the Dairy Corporation empowered 
to administer a quota exchange and to set a maximum quota that could be sold in NSW. Legal 
advice to the AMPA indicated that the proposal would not contravene Section 92.106 The AMPA 
president, John Cartwright, wanted a poll of dairy farmers to expose the level of opposition and 
force the states to rethink their plans.107 To counter the effect of the protests, Watts and Smith 
also attended the convention, imploring state MPs not to meddle with dairy deregulation in 
Parliament and risk losing NSW’s $337 million share of the adjustment package.108 Smith asked 
John Anderson to exert his influence on his colleagues. 
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Political brawling and brinkmanship continued in the three quota states the following week, 
spurred by last-minute hopes peddled by the AMPA and the prospect of political kudos for 
claiming NCP funds for dairy farmers. The AMPA rejoiced when a Western Australian 
Government committee stood firm for the status quo until the result of a quota holders’ vote was 
revealed. It scored a point when the QDO considered joint negotiations with the Victorians. The 
Queensland Opposition praised Western Australia’s Coalition for committing $37 million to assist 
their dairy farmers, wanted similar benefits for its own state, and begged its Labor Government 
for time to explore the AMPA’s latest plan to overcome Section 92. Citing Pat Rowley’s pleas to 
the contrary and firm legal advice that it was impossible to ‘put tanks, guns and bricks and 
mortar at the Queensland border,’ the Queensland Government used its numbers to force the 
legislation through on the night of 22 June.109 

In NSW the numbers position was complicated by 11 independents on the Upper House 
cross benches. Labor didn’t have the numbers, the Democrats toyed with AMPA policies and the 
cross benches wouldn’t commit. The Nationals moved an amendment in the Lower House to 
include a compensation package; the Government refused. On Tuesday 20 June, the bill was 
read a second time in the Upper House; the Nationals successfully moved the rejected 
amendment and sent it back to the Lower House, where it was knocked out again. The NSW 
National Party leader, George Souris, urged Premier Bob Carr to override his Agriculture 
Minister and back the amendment.110 

In the last week of June, NSW became the only state standing in the way of the adjustment 
package, after Western Australia reluctantly bowed to the Victorian will.111 On Thursday 29 June, 
the last sitting day of the session, the NSW Parliament remained deadlocked. The bill had twice 
been rejected by the Legislative Council, and Amery remained adamant that it must pass in its 
original form or not at all. The AMPA was still lobbying the National Party and cross-bench 
members to resist deregulation.112 

An anguished Reg Smith warned that the situation could quickly spin out of control and 
jeopardise the whole package. ‘We’re at one minute to midnight, haggling over whether we can 
get another 20 or 30 million dollars out of the NSW Government,’ said Smith. ‘We’re not going to 
die in the ditch over this.’ The scheme would collapse if Truss wasn’t satisfied that every state 
had achieved ‘de facto’ deregulation by 30 September. Amery’s fall-back was to re-regulate the 
farm gate price at a competitive level. George Davey prepared the paperwork to gazette the 
farm gate price of 37.4¢ a litre, the regulated price regarded as necessary to keep NSW 
competitive with Victoria if the legislation didn’t go through. Souris accused Amery and the Labor 
Party of peddling myths about a national floor price. Reg Smith said a re-regulated market was 
unworkable and would put the NSW industry at a serious commercial disadvantage if Victoria 
deregulated on Saturday.113 

The only solution was to convince the National Party to abandon its amendment and support 
the Bill in the Upper House. All day, Reg Smith raced between Amery’s office, George Souris 
and his Upper House counterpart, Duncan Gay, while Bob Whan grasped for a miracle 
breakthrough. The AMPA and other protesters chased down any politician in sight. And no 
political party would step into the spotlight to give the go-ahead to deregulation. 

On the night of 29 June, the sitting was suspended to allow negotiations between party 
leaders. In emotional and desperate exchanges, a last-minute face-saver was found whereby 
the Opposition would back off if the Government agreed to set up a committee to review the 
impact of deregulation. A letter from Amery to Coalition leaders George Souris and Kerry 
Chikarovski stated the terms of reference. Amery confirmed that the Government had not agreed 
to any new funding but the committee could suggest ways to improve dairy farmer access to 
existing rural schemes. The letter was read to the Legislative Council, the Opposition withdrew 
its amendment, and the Council voted 22 to 12 to allow the Bill to pass.114 

Reg Smith, Winston Watts and Bob Whan watched from the gallery when the legislation went 
through just before midnight on 29 June. Proclamation occurred at a special meeting of the 
Executive Council on 30 June.115 On Saturday 1 July 2000, the dairy industry was deregulated 
throughout Australia, and the biggest structural adjustment package in Australian agricultural 
history took effect. Some people praised a heroic achievement. Critics saw another giant dairy 
rip-off.116 
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Chapter 18: When the walls came down 

When the walls came down, the gloves came off. The results showed up at the supermarket 
checkout. The consumer was declared the worthy winner—even though none of them knew they 
were paying an 11¢ a litre levy for the privilege. The losers were the farmers whose price for 
domestic drinking milk fell below export parity.1 

On 1 July 2000, three walls that protected Australian dairy markets for three-quarters of a 
century were pulled down. The barrier that broke the back of subsidised world prices vanished 
with the end of the Domestic Market Support (DMS) Scheme. The walls that made state drinking 
milk markets into separate islands finally fell with the end of regulated farm prices. The artificial 
division between market and manufacturing milk crumbled at the same time. Forces that had 
been rattling the walls for a good quarter century finally achieved what Section 92 of the Aus-
tralian Constitution was designed to do a century before. Around $500 million was up for grabs: 
up to $400 million from market milk premiums and another $120 from termination of the DMS.2 

That commercial forces were cut from their last leash was revealed in August 2000 when 
Woolworths announced dramatic cuts in the retail price of its house brand milk and said it would 
not be undersold.3 Signifying that this was now a national industry, the dominant supermarket 
chain set national prices for its own brand and took the floor price of milk to a new low.4 
Australia-wide, prices were slashed by 8% to 25%, depending on pack size. Purchased in a 3 
litre package, plain whole milk sold for 98¢ a litre, low-fat milk for $1.13. On 2 litre bottles, the 
price gap between National’s Pura and the house brand was 24¢ a litre, three times the discount 
of 8¢ a litre in June.5 

Defying the pundits and politicians who predicted that retailers would maximise their margin 
come deregulation, Woolworths chose to maximise store traffic and market share. The strategy 
worked. Demand followed price. Market share walked away from the route trade of small shops 
who had neither house brands nor 3 litre bottles. Faced with the choice of paying $2.80 at the 
corner store for 2 litres of Dairy Farmers or Pura or $2.16 for the Woolworths equivalent, many 
consumers abandoned convenience for a bargain. Others switched supermarkets. Suddenly, 
milk didn’t seem so price inelastic after all. 

To claw back customers, Coles, Franklins and IGA quickly followed the Woolworths’ lead, 
reducing the overall price of house brand milk by 20%. In September 2000, house brand milks 
stole almost 6% of market share from the processor brands that stood beside them on the 
supermarket shelves.6 Forced to defend their own brands and the route trade, processors 
scrambled to moderate the gaping discount on retailer lines, dropping the prices of their 
premium products by around 10%, both inside and outside the supermarket channel.7 

The shift of trade was substantial. Within supermarkets, sales bled from processor brands to 
retailer labels: by December 2000, house brand whole milk had soared from 37.2% to 61.6% of 
national sales. Between supermarkets, Woolworths gained market share, mainly at the expense 
of Franklins but also of independents and smaller regional chains. Convenience and corner 
stores were the big losers, sales volumes and revenues falling by 24% in the September 
quarter.8 

In NSW, the downward spiral continued as new entrants fought for a position in the major 
market. Parmalat targeted route trade business through its Norco partnership, subsidising 
vendor sales to small stores at $1.89 for 2 litres.9 The German chain Aldi opened its first 
Australian stores in January 2001 and pushed the benchmark even lower. Supplied by Murray 
Goulburn reportedly at 27¢ below the price paid by other chains, Aldi retailed its 2 litre milk at 
$1.89 against the $2.16 offering from established competitors.10 

Despite the 11¢ a litre levy to fund the Dairy Structural Adjustment Program (DSAP), retail 
prices fell by 22¢ a litre overall.11 Consumers gained more than $118 million a year just from 
supermarket sales but failed to drink more milk.12 Contrary to predictions by the Woolworths’ 
CEO, Roger Corbett, that cheap milk would drive extra demand and a boom for farmers,13 the 
discounts dislodged only the location and label of the purchase. Nationally, processors churned 
out the same volume of milk but much more of it was shipped out in a supermarket package and 
much less carried the processor’s own label. 

The new pattern of milk purchases triggered a step-change in the structure of the national 
milk market that sucked out industry revenue. Across all milk categories, processor earnings fell 
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by 14% in the first 6 months of deregulation. On whole milk—most subject to retailer brands—
the processor take fell by 22%, from $1.05 a litre before deregulation to $0.82 in the later months 
of 2000.14 With regulation despatched to history, farmer prices were at the mercy of processor 
revenues. Max Ould quickly announced a plan to cut National Foods’ costs by $40 million and 
take half of it from the farm gate price. A 4¢ a litre price cut for over-contract milk quickly 
followed.15 Similar calculations occurred at Dairy Farmers, where members enjoyed a 
guaranteed ‘soft landing’ price for the first 3 months of deregulation. After September, the co-op 
couldn’t afford to pay more than its competitors, warned Alan Tooth. Overall, farm gate prices fell 
by 19¢ a litre for milk going into the packaged milk markets. In NSW, average farm gate prices 
dropped 29%, and average dairy farm income fell from $82,000 in 1999–2000 to an estimated 
$37,000 in 2000–01.16 

Retailer brands versus company brands—relative share of national supermarket sales for whole milk, 2000–
01.17 

 
The industry was shocked by Woolworths’ actions, which followed the award of 2-year milk 

contracts for supply of its house brand in each state. Over 5 years of deregulating past the farm, 
national retail prices for plain whole milk rose by an average 27.9% against a consumer price 
index increase of only 8.6%. In defying that trend, Woolworths’ head of buying and marketing, 
Bernie Brookes, said the retailer was just passing on the ‘benefits of milk price deregulation’ and 
the ‘significant’ reductions in the processor quotes for their house brand tender, as required by 
the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC).18 

The Industry Commission seemed vindicated. It had warned that predictions of continuing 
retail rises were based on the false premise that the objectives of regulation were the same 
throughout the supply chain. In reality there were two quite different objectives. Regulation past 
the farm was intended to keep processing and retailing margins ‘tight’ compared with 
competitive market levels, causing higher retail prices on release of these constraints. But farm 
gate regulation was explicitly designed to maintain farmer returns above the levels that a 
competitive market would deliver, creating the potential for the retail price to fall when the floor 
for the input price was removed.19 

No one had disputed that farmer prices would fall with farm gate deregulation. Who would 
receive the bulk of that revenue transfer was the question. In the Hilmer review, the NSW Dairy 
Farmers’ Association (DFA) model estimated that only 10% would flow to consumers, and 
retailers would retain 70%. The Industry Commission said the competitive landscape made that 
unlikely: supermarkets could not deny consumers or sustain margins above competitive levels 
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for any length of time. The Commission had ventured that Victorian consumers might see retail 
prices fall by up to 14¢ a litre, while NSW consumers could save up to 20¢ a litre if retailers 
passed on the full revenue gains from deregulation.20 The reality exceeded even the 
Commission’s expectations. 

By October, many farmers were citing indications of 24¢ or 25¢ a litre, a level at which even 
the most efficient feared for their viability.21 When they protested at Woolworths stores around 
the country, Bernie Brookes expressed sympathy but denied any responsibility, saying 
Woolworths played no part in the setting of farm gate prices. ‘We didn’t force or demand any 
price,’ said Brookes. ‘We just simply accepted those prices that were fairly offered.’22 

Despite the protestations of innocence, Woolworths had played a shrewd hand in maximising 
the competitive tension around house brand supply contracts. Highly prized as the largest in the 
land, the Woolworths contracts were awarded state by state. Dairy Farmers and National Foods 
shared the spoils. Parmalat lost out. 

All eyes turned to Dairy Farmers when whispers emerged that the co-op had tendered a 
wholesale price of 63¢ a litre—said to be 20¢ a litre less than the National Foods quote and 10¢ 
a litre below cost.23 This had won Dairy Farmers the business in some states, but not in its home 
state of NSW. Newspapers reported that Woolworths forced National to match Dairy Farmers to 
retain the NSW contract and the nation’s largest market.24 National Foods did nothing to dispel 
that view. 

With farmers claiming they’d be the ones who paid for the discounts, the DFA castigated both 
Woolworths and Dairy Farmers for threatening the viability of the industry in NSW and 
Queensland. Bernie Brookes then met the DFA’s Reg Smith and Paul Moxey and revealed three 
pertinent points: that Woolworths was surprised by the tendered prices; that all three processors 
subsequently rejected the opportunity to withdraw their original tender; and that, despite the 
huge retail cuts, Woolworths retained its existing ¢/L margin.25 Market share had been won 
without cost to Woolworths’ bottom line. The industry totally funded the consumer gains. 

As a good bet to retain the NSW contract anyway, National Foods cursed Dairy Farmers for 
giving Woolworths the leverage to extract more than they would otherwise have yielded. 
Mortified now by the cost of defending their own brands, both National Foods and Parmalat were 
scathing about the loss of revenue to their business and the consequent cost pressures on the 
industry. Roger Corbett admitted, ‘It was beyond me to understand the nuances of the industry,’ 
but said he was assured the tenders were genuine and could be sustained over the life of the 
contracts.26 In the interpretations that followed, Dairy Farmers became the culprit that set the 
floor price that dislocated the whole supply chain. The story stuck, and passed into the folklore of 
the industry. 

The dynamics of a step change 
Dairy Farmers was an easy scapegoat in a complex and evolving scenario. The context had 
been building over several years with progressive state-by-state marketplace deregulation, then 
mounting apprehension as an industry in flux approached the climax of 1 July 2000. Woolworths 
was astute in playing industry dynamics to its advantage. 

Marketplace deregulation played out differently in the southern and northern states. In the 
southern states, Woolworths and National Foods had been partnered in reaping the rewards of 
deregulation for some time. As the dominant milk processor in Victoria, Tasmania and South 
Australia—the states with the lowest milk input prices and the highest retail prices—National had 
gained much from the relationship, retaining super profits from Farmers Union flavoured milk 
and taking no real pain from house brand discounts. As sole supplier, they’d managed the shelf 
space to advantage, keeping the Pura brands to the fore. Queensland United Foods (QUF), then 
Parmalat, had similar privileged access in Victoria through the acquired relationship with Coles. 

These southern benefits were brought to bear in the northern states, subsidising downward 
pressure on the supply price of retailer brands, and breaking the pattern of rising retail prices 
and processor margins after marketplace deregulation. The resetting of the benchmark for 
retailer brands began in NSW in 1998. In that critical contest for the NSW market, National 
Foods won the Woolworths contract off the back of 4 years of swelling southern margins. Dairy 
Farmers, though strong in market share, was weak in sources of cross subsidy and fell far short 
of the discount mark in its tendered wholesale price. Murray Goulburn spiced up the contest with 
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tenders designed less to win contracts than to whet retailer appetites and lower the wholesale 
price bar.27 Sensitive to political criticism of retailer price hikes elsewhere, NSW supermarkets 
refused to extract their deregulation gains from consumers. Processors were pinched instead. 
The margin squeeze that followed Queensland’s deregulation in January 1999 was even tighter. 
With the top three players in fierce competition, and National Foods starting from scratch, the 
state with the highest milk input cost ended up with the lowest retail price—the exact reverse of 
Victoria. Having won a Woolworths contract in Queensland, Dairy Farmers lost it the following 
year to Parmalat, explicitly on price. 

Victoria remained a huge weak spot for Dairy Farmers and one that Alan Tooth and Ian 
Langdon were determined to fix. The co-op suffered from having its strength in the two states 
that lagged in marketplace deregulation and then became the most competitive. In late 1999, 
Victorian processors still enjoyed a milk input price about 8¢ a litre lower than in NSW and a 
wholesale price about 10¢ a litre higher, affording an 18¢ a litre bonus.28 National Foods and 
Parmalat held the keys to that profit pool and Dairy Farmers had no way in. Midland Milk’s paltry 
7% of the Victorian market was also regional and provided no scope for building the broad-
based distribution needed to get in the door of any major retailer.29 The launch of a 3 litre 
container in 1999 provided the first opening, bringing an invitation to put the 3 litre bottle of Dairy 
Farmers whole milk on Coles shelves throughout Victoria, and the incentive to invest in the 
processing and distribution capacity to deliver to every Coles store in the state. But the co-op 
was still only picking at the edges of the Victorian market, and its marketers saw a long haul 
ahead while burdened by a tight margin squeeze in its base states of NSW and Queensland. 

Dairy Farmers had another weak spot. As a co-op, dependent on member contributions for 
capital, its capacity to buy market share through acquisition was tight laced. To ease the strain, 
Ian Langdon reshaped the capital base from 1993, starting with a compulsory share levy that 
would gradually align member shareholdings with their volume of supply. With this extra capital, 
the co-op was able to grow in a regulated environment without excessive debt and lay the 
foundation for a more profound change. Integral to Dairy Farmers’ deregulation strategy was the 
plan for a radical restructure of the co-op’s capital base. Designed to allow access to external 
investor funds, the proposed new structure had been carefully crafted to satisfy the co-operative 
need to retain farmer control while moving beyond the restrictive reliance on farmer capital. It 
was regarded as a prerequisite for Dairy Farmers to participate on an equal footing in industry 
rationalisation and to hold its own in a deregulated market. 

Industry observers had long highlighted the need for rationalisation of milk processors. As the 
big three emerged clearly from a series of merger moves during the 1990s, conventional wisdom 
said that excess processing capacity would soon force the three to become two. The tempo of 
rationalising manoeuvres quickened as marketplace deregulation progressed and full 
deregulation became a certainty for July 2000. The definitive move got under way in early 1998, 
with National Foods planning to take out QUF and to sell some of the Victorian assets to Dairy 
Farmers to satisfy the ACCC. The potential gains to both parties were expected to be 
impressive, both in efficiency terms and in added market power as two major processors faced 
up to the Woolworths and Coles duopoly in a deregulated environment. Underlying the move 
was a tacit assumption that a National Foods and Dairy Farmers duopoly would settle into a 
stable relationship with the two major retailers. 

Italian multinational Parmalat stymied that plan when it paid over the odds to become the third 
player. Spurred by a global vision and access to international capital, Parmalat eagerly adopted 
the role of predator in the hope of becoming Australia’s numero uno. Aiming to purchase an 
instant market, it chose its target cleverly. Dairy Farmers was the best strategic fit for Parmalat’s 
need to build a NSW presence. In true Machiavellian style, the Italians moved on Dairy Farmers 
in August 1999, announcing plans for a $40 million Sydney processing plant, then proposing a 
strangely complex reverse takeover, just as the co-operative was about to launch a critical 
member vote on its planned capital restructure.30 

The gloves came right off when the Dairy Farmers board declined to deal with the offer until 
completion of the restructure vote.31 Parmalat set out to scuttle the scheme via a splinter group 
of the co-op’s own members. With expectations that deregulation would put large numbers of 
dairy farmers out of business, these disgruntled members wished to reclaim their capital—at full 
market value—to invest in their farms. They’d favoured an earlier restructure model that would 
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publicly list all shares and release their cash; they were furious when the model was modified to 
retain a higher level of farmer ownership and unlock only 25% of their share value. Parmalat 
mobilised this dissident group to its mission, prompting disruptive legal proceedings that 
stretched on through 2000. National Foods helped to stir that pot by offering individual milk 
supply contracts to these farmers. 

Though Dairy Farmers fought to hold off the Parmalat bid and conduct the restructure vote, 
the court questioned its process and ruled that the member vote could not be counted. In parallel 
moves intended to push Dairy Farmers into a deal with Parmalat, the dissident group forced a 
special co-op meeting aimed at ousting the three senior directors seen to be blocking a deal. 
Though the director ousting and the Parmalat bid ultimately failed, the prolonged onslaught 
sabotaged the capital restructure at a critical time and inflicted serious damage to Dairy Farmers’ 
preparation for deregulation. In the midst of this litigious saga, Max Ould set National’s sights on 
Dairy Farmers. As the Woolworths tenders closed in May 2000, Ould advanced an ‘in principle’ 
takeover proposal and a plan to fill in the details over the following months. 

Meanwhile, processors had started to plan their deregulation strategies for milk supply 
pricing. As a co-operative, Dairy Farmers hoped to set the benchmark price as high as possible 
and led the pack in releasing its prices in February 2000, including an offer to pay 37¢ a litre for 
the first 3 months after deregulation.32 Proprietary companies hoped to keep the input price as 
low as possible, and sparked competition between farmers while refusing to publish prices. 
Despite numerous DFA requests to National Foods to follow Dairy Farmers’ price lead, National 
chose to test the market. It let it be known that it planned to source cheaper milk from its ‘base in 
Victoria’, where an offer just slightly above the manufacturing price was enough to attract supply, 
and called on individual farms to set their own prices through tendering for a supply contract for 
year-round drinking milk. Despite confidentiality clauses, word leaked out that many anxious 
farmers tendered low. Subsequent reports indicated that Victorian farmers were signing 
contracts to supply year-round milk in a range from 27¢ to 30¢ a litre.33 

In this tense and uncertain environment, with three processors jostling for early supremacy, 
Woolworths had a quick rethink of house brand strategy and suddenly dangled the juicy carrot of 
a possible contract for national supply. In March 2000, it called for tenders for NSW, South 
Australia and Queensland, where contracts were soon due for renewal. A few weeks later, it 
included Victoria, though those contracts still had some time to run. In a first for the Australian 
milk market, Woolworths offered the option to tender on a state basis, or on a national basis for 
the whole mainland business—a volume of 100 million litres a year, for 2 years. 

Retailer brands had become a powerful weapon in playing off processor competitors since 
1998. Several factors made this tender a particularly heady competitive mix. All the players had 
geographical areas of weakness. The prospect of a contract as sole national supplier to the 
leading chain opened the door for a single processor to gain a dramatic one-step jump in market 
share and definitive national dominance. Woolworths was also the only chain to open a tender at 
this time. As a one-off opportunity at a critical point in an industry with excess processing 
capacity, it tempted the candidates to go for broke to secure those house brand volumes. An 
added enticement was preferential treatment for the winner’s own branded range on the retailer 
shelf. The stakes were high when processors who lost the contract on the house brand would 
almost certainly lose placement for their own brand as well. Processors were encouraged to bid 
low on the house brand in order to maintain the presence of their high-margin company brands. 
The mounting downward push on the farm price added to prospects and expectations of lower 
wholesale offers from all contenders. Woolworths was tuned in to all these factors. 

National Foods was the obvious favourite, aware of its advantage. It held the existing 
Woolworths contracts for Victoria, South Australia, NSW and Western Australia. Woolworths had 
told it that it would be given the national contract when it was in a position to fulfil it, and it knew 
it had performed well, including meeting the daily measure by ‘delivery in full on time’. For this 
reason, its prior contracts in NSW, South Australia and Victoria had already been renewed, and 
relationships with key people in Woolworths were developing well. 

By contrast, Dairy Farmers struggled to develop any relationship with Woolworths. A fleeting 
contract in Queensland and a minuscule volume in South Australia did little to bring it in from the 
cold. In vying for the Woolworths contract in 2000, Dairy Farmers had multiple objectives, none 
of which were about immediate profits. Driven by co-operative principles, the first goal of farmer 
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directors was to optimise average prices for farmer members by maximising the volume directed 
to drinking milk—expected to retain some premium above the manufacture price. The other 
objectives were all about strategic market positioning: to develop a stronger Victorian base and 
deplete the volumes and profit pools of competitors in that market; to improve the flaky 
relationship with Woolworths through an insider presence; and to gain the Woolworths volume 
for the co-op’s processing plants, especially in Victoria and Queensland to underwrite added 
processing and distribution capability in those markets. Even on a state basis, the Woolworths 
tender offered sufficient gains in Victoria to lay the ground for a strong Victorian base. The scale 
of a national contract was a rare one-off chance to realign the relative market positions of the 
key players. 

Dairy Farmers strategists believed they should tender aggressively in the interests of longer-
term leadership. Well aware of the hazards of house brands from pre-co-op experience, the likes 
of Alan Tooth and the head of the milk division, Peter Herd, weighed up the pros and cons of 
bidding for business at marginal cost. They concluded that they had no choice. Their cost 
structure coming out of regulation simply demanded more volume for factory throughput, and 
they believed the holder of those retailer contracts would always be in a better position in a 
deregulated market than those who were left out. If Dairy Farmers had the contracts, it was at 
least better placed to use the position it wanted to be in over time. 

Woolworths intended the tender to be fiercely contested. It too spied a one-off chance for a 
step-change in market share. Eager to gain the jump on rivals in exploiting the gains from 
deregulation at the farm gate, it aimed at establishing a low price position from which to 
accelerate the switch from route trade to supermarket, using milk as the traffic builder. Also on 
the radar was the imminent entry of Aldi, a globally successful German chain whose business 
model was based on selling only its own brand right across its product range. The more 
Woolworths could establish its own position in the house brand segment before Aldi arrived, the 
more protected it would be. 

Conducted under closed conditions, with no right of reply, the Woolworths tender forced 
contestants to strike hard and low at the outset. They understood that intent. With a big hole to 
fill in its national profile, Dairy Farmers took a gamble and put market share before margin. With 
National Foods known to be signing up suppliers at 27¢ to 30¢ a litre, up to 8¢ a litre less than 
what Dairy Farmers was paying, that set the bar for what the co-op would have to beat to win the 
contracts.34 When it tendered on that basis, National Foods was forced to match that price to 
stay in the game. National Foods misjudged the Dairy Farmers strategy. All processors 
miscalculated in predicting the Woolworths strategy. 

No processor won a national contract and a national step-change. Bernie Brookes said no 
player could offer a national service. National Foods, for instance, could not supply Australia’s 
Top End. The contracts were split between the two biggest players. National retained the most 
valuable contract in NSW and hung onto the small contract in Western Australia. But Dairy 
Farmers won the strategically important Victoria as well as South Australia, Queensland and the 
Northern Territory—not the ultimate national prize but a good advance on its pre-deregulation 
position. 

Wins and losses from a step-change 
The joy at Dairy Farmers soon turned to horror when Woolworths announced its massive price 
cuts. Having struggled since 1998 to improve margins in NSW and Queensland, the last thing it 
expected was a reversal. Coles and Franklins stuck to the script of holding margins up and 
attracting consumers from corner stores gradually over time. Woolworths took everyone by 
surprise by suddenly changing course and accelerating that channel shift. 

Dairy Farmers’ success brought strategic gains and profit losses. Its marketers expected that 
Woolworths’ Victorian house brand sales might rise to perhaps 20 million litres, but the deep 
discounts drove sales to more than 40 million litres. The extra volume was gold to Midland’s 
Shepparton plant and the co-op’s stake in the Victorian market. It was also volume diverted from 
National’s Pura brand products and profit subtracted from National’s bottom line. Parmalat 
experienced a similar loss of branded business in Coles’ Victorian stores. Dairy Farmers 
suffered no such loss, having previously sold no branded product in Woolworths and very little in 
Coles. In Queensland, Dairy Farmers won 30 million litres of Woolworths house brands sales 
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from Parmalat plus the lost sales of the profitable Pauls brand. With similar shifts in other states, 
Dairy Farmers put more than 80 million litres of extra milk through its factories, despite failing to 
win the NSW contract. The consumer shift to house brands also evened up the position of 
retailer brands in all state markets, boosting the previously low levels in Victoria and South 
Australia and pricking the profit balloon of those states. All good news for Dairy Farmers. 

On the loss side of the ledger, Dairy Farmers’ pre-tender model was based on estimates of 
future cost and price relativities between the various market channels. Its calculations hadn’t 
anticipated the retail discounts and the scale of the swing to house brand milk. In the post-tender 
result, the more Woolworths sold, the more Dairy Farmers lost money.35 The pain escalated 
when Coles and Franklins then insisted on price support to help them respond to the 
Woolworths challenge. Franklins went a step further and followed Woolworths’ example, opening 
a new tender for its house brand milk in late 2000, with new contracts to take effect in January 
2001. With expectations based on the Woolworths benchmark, the Franklins tender was fiercely 
competitive. Dairy Farmers retained the Franklins contract for NSW but lost Queensland, 
Victoria and some of South Australia, as competitors scrambled to retrieve lost volumes. Dairy 
Farmers went into 2001 with the retailer brands already accounting for about 25% of its volume 
and margins back where they were about 3 years before. 

Alan Tooth was nevertheless upbeat on one vital point. Dairy Farmers’ ‘speedy and 
meaningful action’ had removed the geographic profit citadels that formerly funded attacks on 
Dairy Farmers’ markets.36 The level playing field came at a steep cost, but the marketing team 
hoped that the dislocation was temporary and they could resurrect a model where house brand 
volume contributed to recovery of overheads, and real profits were won from specialty milks 
targeted at specific consumer needs. In the meantime, Peter Herd could see an uphill struggle to 
deal with the significant shift in price relativities. By mid-2001, about 100 million litres of milk had 
moved out of route trade into supermarkets. Herd feared that pricing relativities had probably 
changed forever. 

The dynamics between the three major processors both facilitated Woolworths’ acceleration 
of the channel shift and suffered from it. Negotiations on a National Foods buyout of Dairy 
Farmers began in May 2000 and continued for several months. At the forefront was the explicit 
need to find the formula that could unite a co-operative structure and culture with the purely 
commercial focus of a public company. Joint work began on shaping a milk supply agreement 
that would satisfy the co-op’s members on their future security. As the farmers experienced the 
shock of the Woolworths strategy and the tortures of deregulation, their need for high-level 
assurances rose. Constrained by the Trade Practices Act (TPA), National Foods ultimately failed 
to win the confidence of farmer directors on security safeguards.37 Damaged by losses inflicted 
by the Woolworths coup, National was also more frugal in calculating what it was prepared to 
pay. On 1 December 2000, the Dairy Farmers board heard the final formal proposal, which 
valued Dairy Farmers shares at $3.43, compared with the $1 redeemed through the traditional 
co-operative structure. Attractive to members who planned to leave the industry, the proposal 
did not win the hearts of directors as a secure path for farmers who wished to continue dairying. 
Unable to genuinely recommend the proposal, they nevertheless agreed to put it to the 
members. Ould refused to take it forward without the board’s recommendation; nor did he offer a 
higher figure to offset the scale of risk.38 

The failure of what had seemed a done deal left very bitter feelings with Max Ould and his 
team who thought, wrongly, that Dairy Farmers’ management had talked the board out of it. The 
disgruntled Dairy Farmers members were equally enraged at the loss of another chance to 
retrieve their capital at market value. During 2001, they sought a vote to oust directors Langdon, 
Tooth, Bruem and Girgensohn, hoping to draft directors who would renew negotiations with 
National Foods. This ploy also failed when the existing directors gained overwhelming support 
from members. The Dairy Farmers board had meanwhile observed a general drift of member 
preference towards access to share value and modified the restructure model to improve exit 
entitlements. This too was hindered by legal objections from dissidents but finally went to a 
member vote in June 2001. There were now three distinct member groups: those wedded to 
pure co-operative ideals who wanted no change; those who wished to sell everything and 
retrieve maximum share value; and the moderate middle who saw the virtue of a proposal that 
would retain farmer control while gaining vital funds for the business and releasing share value 
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for continuing members. In 1999 the latter group had a large majority, but deregulation shifted 
farmer sentiment. Although member feedback on the original vote suggested that the 1999 
proposal would have won, when it finally reached a second vote in June 2001, only 63% 
supported it—not enough to cross the mandatory co-operative threshold of 75%. The fallout from 
deregulation had soured the taste for change. 

The failure of the restructure effectively locked Dairy Farmers into its traditional co-operative 
structure and out of external investor funds and proactive industry rationalisations. Looking for 
the upside, Alan Tooth comforted himself with the reminder that, unlike Max Ould, he didn’t have 
to run the business with a constant eye to the share price and instant profits and could be more 
aggressive on market growth. 

Farmers and collective power 
Deregulation removed the last safety net for dairy farmer returns. The major argument for 
retaining regulation—the weak market position of farmers and the huge power of retailers—
seemed well demonstrated by the events that followed its removal. In NSW, market milk prices 
immediately fell to around 28¢ a litre, creating a 10¢ a litre drop in farm income for an average 
50/50 split between market and manufacturing milk. Average production of around 750,000 litres 
equated to a $75,000 loss of income. By November 2000, the Australian Bureau of Agricultural 
and Resource Economics was projecting an average farm gate price in NSW of 25.4¢ a litre, 
when most farmers regarded 35¢ a litre as the viability threshold. Though that was mitigated by 
an average adjustment payment of around 4¢ a litre from the DSAP, even farmers who believed 
they’d developed lean and efficient operations found the going extremely tough at these prices. 
They complained bitterly of the ‘unfair’ market power that the supermarkets were able to exert 
and questioned the tender process that allowed these domestic buyers to apply greater 
downward price pressure than the world market with all its infamous distortions.39 

That the mighty Dairy Farmers Co-op had been unable to withstand the competitive pressure 
and hold back the price falls was what really worried Pat Rowley. For this reason, he advocated 
testing the ground with the ACCC on what protection might be gained through the TPA.40 The 
Act wasn’t intended to be the farmers’ friend. A specific provision deemed pricing discussions 
between two or more farmers as ‘collusion’ that would incur heavy penalties. Even a casual 
‘wink and a nod’ understanding was prohibited as illegal price-fixing.41 But farmers had been 
stripped not only of price protection, but of all the information on pricing throughout the supply 
chain that had previously been systematically collected and published for regulatory purposes. 
Farmers were price-blind in a market where much bigger players held the information, resources 
and power. Farmer organisations believed there must surely be some grounds for balancing the 
relative power of supermarkets, processors and farmers. As Rowley put it, ‘While there were 
three big processors and three big supermarkets, there were 13,000 odd dairy farmers who, 
under deregulation, were individuals operating against each other.’42 

State farmer organisations had two key concerns: the inability of uninformed farmers to 
negotiate fair terms when forced to compete as numerous individuals for the demand of a major 
milk processor, often without an alternative buyer; and the supermarket tendering process, 
through which major retail chains could command huge shares of the retail trade and exercise 
dominance over the processors. The two went together. Unless farmers were able to stiffen the 
underlying price position on their side of the chain, it was felt the milk processors would always 
find it difficult to stand up to the retailers.43 

The Australian Dairy Farmers’ Federation (ADFF) knew that collusion between farmers was 
allowed in one form or another in Europe and the US. Backed by the DFA and the Queensland 
Dairyfarmers’ Organisation (QDO), the ADFF began discussions with the ACCC in June 2000 
about ways for dairy farmers to collectively bargain with dairy companies and not be in breach of 
Australia’s TPA.44 What it came down to was another round of the public benefit test. Though the 
whole purpose of the TPA was to prevent anticompetitive behaviour, Section 90(6) allowed for 
certain anticompetitive behaviour to be authorised provided the ACCC could be satisfied that the 
conduct was likely to result in a benefit to the public that would outweigh the detriment caused 
by the lessening of competition. In July, Pat Rowley led a deputation by the DFA, QDO, the WA 
Farmers Federation and the SA Dairyfarmers Association to Allan Fels and gained an invitation 
to make a submission for ACCC consideration.45 
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In August 2000, a supply group called Premium Milk Supply, set up by Parmalat with 
Rowley’s encouragement, sought ACCC authorisation to negotiate terms and conditions for the 
purchase of Queensland milk. Membership of the Premium supply group was open to the 580 
members of the six co-ops that sold milk to Pauls. The application argued that any 
anticompetitive effects were diminished by the lack of compulsion on Pauls to buy, or on 
members to sell, at any particular recommended prices. Free choice arose from direct 
competition provided by very large volumes of manufacturing milk available on the eastern 
seaboard, and from competition between three major processors who in turned faced major 
supermarket chains with a very high degree of market power. In addition, three positive public 
benefits were claimed to outweigh any potential detriment to competition: the creation of 
countervailing bargaining power in favour of farmer members; the assistance of a smooth 
transition from a regulated to a deregulated environment; and the certainty created by collective 
negotiation of quality and compositional standards, which would foster investment in new 
technology, plant and equipment to ensure that quality standards were achieved.46 In February 
2001, the ACCC authorised Premium Milk’s proposal to allow farmers in Queensland to 
collectively negotiate farm gate milk prices and milk quality standards with Pauls Ltd.47 This was 
an authorisation for a particular group to collectively bargain with an individual company, 
something already achieved in other industries. 

The CEO of the ADFF, John McQueen, had his mind on something that hadn’t been done 
elsewhere. He wanted a fully national approach and a blanket authorisation for any group of 
dairy farmers to negotiate collectively with their processor, without having to go through the 
lengthy application process individually, group by group. Even more, he wanted the ADFF to be 
able to act as a common source of information and negotiating support to all dairy farmers, and 
even undertake negotiations on their behalf.48 And he wanted the ADFF to be able to talk 
directly to supermarkets to make them fully aware about the impact of their tender processes on 
farmers.49 

In the face of widespread scepticism, McQueen persisted in developing a submission on this 
basis, seeking advice from the ACCC. Suspecting that the national approach was another 
industry try-on to resurrect price regulation under a different guise, the ACCC was reserved. One 
of their major worries was the creation of a national monopoly of dairy farmers, which could 
extract a monopoly rent from processing companies that consumers would end up paying. It also 
saw potential for creating a national price for raw milk that would undermine the recent 
deregulation of the industry.50 

In March 2001, the ADFF made a formal application to the ACCC, arguing that dairy farmers 
received unequal and unfair treatment in not being allowed to negotiate collectively in a 
marketplace that was controlled by a few large processing companies. The application sought 
authorisation of three types of activity. The first would allow the ADFF to undertake contractual 
negotiations with a dairy company on behalf of groups of dairy farmers, at the request of those 
groups. The second would allow any group of farmers to negotiate collectively with a dairy 
company on all contractual terms and conditions without the direct involvement of the ADFF. 
The third would allow the ADFF to discuss separately with supermarkets the consequences of 
tender processes, including gaining acknowledgement of an independent statement of the 
impact on dairy farmers of a supermarket supply agreement with a dairy company.51 

This blanket request was the first time such an application had been made to the ACCC, and 
it sought authorisation for a 5-year period. Again, the onus was on the ADFF to show a public 
benefit sufficient to outweigh any detriment caused by any lessening of competition. The ACCC 
invited comment from interested parties and warned that the statutory requirement for public 
consultation, and the need to assess a complex series of agreements, in a variety of markets, 
could mean that several months would pass before a decision was made.52 

On 2 October 2001, the ACCC issued a draft determination proposing to authorise only some 
of the requested conduct, and with attached conditions. What the ACCC wouldn’t allow was any 
provision for the ADFF to collectively negotiate price and supply conditions on a national basis, 
or for any common agent to be involved in price and supply negotiations between dairy farmers 
and dairy processing companies. Nor would they allow dairy farmers across the country or 
multiple regions to engage collectively in negotiations with a processor. These combinations, 
said Allan Fels, could result in a set of identical contracts across the industry and increase the 
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potential for industry-wide price-fixing arrangements that would distort milk supply markets and 
lead to higher prices for consumers. What the ACCC would allow was groups of dairy farmers 
operating within, but not across, specified regions to engage in collective negotiations with dairy 
processing companies, on condition that processors retained the freedom to choose whether or 
not to participate. Secondly, the ADFF could discuss with the major supermarket chains the 
consequences of tender processes on dairy farmers, as long as the discussions took place on 
an individual and voluntary basis.53 

In November 2001, the ACCC convened a pre-decision conference. The ADFF expressed 
concern that the adopted regions were too narrow, too inflexible and commercially irrelevant; 
processors such as National Foods said the regions were too broad. After inviting interested 
parties to provide further submissions, the ACCC issued a final determination on 12 March 2002, 
granting authorisation to dairy farmer collective bargaining groups subject to several conditions 
designed to safeguard competition in the industry. National Foods objected strongly to the 
concept and quickly applied to the Australian Competition Tribunal for a review of the ACCC’s 
determination on the grounds that collective bargaining groups could alter the balance of power 
in negotiations in an anticompetitive way. Also, the ACCC conditions did not sufficiently limit the 
potential anticompetitive effects of the negotiations.54 

Over the following months, the Tribunal worked with the ACCC, National Foods and the 
ADFF, seeking to reach a set of conditions on which all could agree. To alleviate anticompetitive 
concerns, the ACCC proposed 11 conditions on the authorisation. In the ACCC’s view those 
conditions reduced the anticompetitive effect of the authorised conduct sufficiently to satisfy the 
public benefit test of section 90(6) of the Act. The Tribunal held a hearing on 16 August 2002 to 
determine whether a legal authorisation could be made by consent of the parties without going 
to a full judicial hearing. John McQueen faced a formidable line-up of learned QCs acting on 
National Foods’ behalf but managed to gain a settlement with very little modification of the 
conditions attached to the ACCC authorisation. 

Central to the settlement was the ACCC’s authorisation of collective bargaining by groups of 
dairy farmers who had a ‘shared community interest’. Such an interest was tied to operating 
under similar farming conditions with similar supply patterns (seasonal or year-round); operating 
within a distance in which milk could be economically delivered to a processor’s plant; or 
supplying a specialty raw milk product. Other conditions required voluntary participation in 
collective negotiations by all parties and the freedom to enter into individual contracts. 
Confidentiality of information and negotiations was also stipulated as a critical condition. While 
groups of farmers could have exploratory discussions with more than one dairy company to 
‘seek out interest’ in supply negotiations, any information obtained through participation in one 
group could not be disclosed to members of any other group. 

Given such conditions, the Tribunal’s decision of 16 August 2002 granted authorisation to two 
forms of conduct. Firstly, groups of dairy farmers could legally form collective bargaining groups 
through which to negotiate terms of supply, including pricing, with a dairy processing company 
that each member of the group wished to supply. Secondly, the ADFF was authorised to hold 
general, non-specific discussions with supermarkets, on an individual and voluntary basis, 
regarding the impact of tender processes on dairy farmers. These authorisations were effective 
until 1 July 2005. 

The ACCC identified several likely public benefits from the conditional authorisation of this 
conduct. It would increase competition in the supply of raw milk by allowing dairy farmers to take 
advantage of additional market opportunities; increase the confidence and bargaining power of 
individual farmers in dealing commercially with processors; increase the input of dairy farmers 
into supply contracts and reduce the likelihood of harsh or unfair contractual terms; facilitate the 
transition to a deregulated market; benefit rural communities by putting a brake on the exit of 
efficient farmers; and reduce transaction costs and increase information exchange between 
dairy farmers and processors. Similarly, the conditional authorisation of discussions with 
supermarkets could increase the information available to the participating parties and allow them 
to make more informed decisions in their business dealings. Furthermore, the ACCC considered 
that such discussions were unlikely to cause any detriment to the public.55 

While the ADFF didn’t see this conditional collective bargaining as the ultimate solution or a 
panacea for milk prices, it was expected to moderate abuse of market power and to provide a 
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means of incorporating genuine premiums for geography, quality and an all-year supply pattern. 
The ADFF saw the bargaining process as a tool for managing relationships, not something to be 
used as a confrontational negotiating forum. There was no compulsion on anyone to participate, 
and the process required a ‘win-win’ attitude from both parties.56 

Though National Foods agreed to the settlement and authorisation conditions, it was far from 
happy with the outcome. Over following years it would complain that the definition of ‘shared 
community interest’ was misconstrued, that confidentiality requirements were not met, and that 
collective bargaining groups failed to represent processor views accurately to supplier members.57 

The institutions of regulation 
When the walls came down on dairy industry regulation, the bodies built to operate the 
regulations and sustain the walls also fell. Industry and government debated what might be 
retained, what should be transferred into industry control and what should be totally discarded. 
Anything that lived off an industry levy was subject to sharp scrutiny. 

In NSW, July 2000 saw the end of the Dairy Corporation’s role in regulating market milk 
pricing and supply. In preparation for that fateful day when it would lose all but its quality 
functions, the Corporation morphed into a new multi-sector quality regulator called SafeFood 
from July 1999. This move was a win for George Davey, who fought to prevent the 
disappearance of long-honed specialist dairy safety expertise into the amorphous bulk of the 
Health Department. The outcome was the culmination of a dream that took root in the minds of a 
small band of food microbiologists, including George Davey, over two decades earlier. Some 
were in academia and some in food inspection in the Health Commission, but both groups were 
conscious of dangerous deficiencies in the regulation of food safety. They promoted the merits 
of a single, comprehensive food agency. It took a series of food safety scares from the mid-
1990s—the BSE crisis in the UK, E. coli in mettwurst in South Australia and hepatitis A from 
Wallis Lake oysters in NSW—to set off alarm bells and start the wheels turning.58 The timing 
proved fortuitous. 

George Davey believed the Dairy Corporation would struggle to survive as a standalone 
organisation with only quality and safety functions to its name. In the lead-up to deregulation, he 
convinced Bob Whan of the wisdom of keeping the Corporation’s skill base intact by 
amalgamating its food safety roles with those of the NSW Meat Industry Authority and the 
shellfish sanitation programs conducted by NSW Fisheries. At a specially organised dinner, 
Davey did a ‘Yes, Minister’ job and Amery came up with the excellent idea to rationalise 
government activities in food safety. John Kerin was commissioned to conduct a review, which 
found wide-ranging support for the creation of a through-chain, paddock-to-plate regulatory 
agency, initially in primary produce and seafood, and ultimately over a broad spectrum of foods. 
The submission to Cabinet gained impact by coinciding with the forced resignation of three 
members of the European Parliament over a salmonella outbreak. Though the concept was 
sealed in 1999, Amery agonised about the speed of the deed, fearing in those reluctant days 
that ditching the Dairy Corporation name would appear to send up the white flag of surrender on 
regulation. In dramatic confirmation of the rightness of the move, on the day in August 2000 
when Amery finally launched SafeFood Production and its logo, two key staff were struck down 
with severe food poisoning. Terry Outtrim was on life support in Wollongong hospital and Barry 
Shea was raced into Sydney hospital after collapsing in the Dairy Corporation office. Amery 
informed the media that this broad agency was so important that ‘two of its employees are now 
virtually dying in its cause.’ 

As CEO of SafeFood Production NSW, George Davey was triumphant in retaining a separate 
dairy branch, dedicated to dairy food safety. Their numbers were small—the Dairy Corporation 
having wound down from 230 to 30 people over a decade of reform—but their modus operandi 
was also a world away. Virtually 100% of operators in the NSW industry, from farm to vendor, 
had implemented accredited Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP)-based food safety 
schemes—thought to be a world first in industry-wide implementation of supply chain food safety 
measures. Sceptics who’d thought the target unachievable had been proved wrong. Investment 
of $3 million in the ambitious Quality Plus 2000 project was the icing on the cake, intended to 
give the NSW industry an extra competitive edge in the quality and reputation stakes in a 
deregulated market.59 
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But SafeFood already faced funding issues. With the loss of vesting powers at deregulation, 
the NSW Government would also lose access to the revenue needed to finance dairy safety.60 
The Carr Government committed $7.5 million over 3½ years to establish the new agency but 
considered that its operation should be fully self-funded through licence fees, levies, and 
inspection and audit charges. A reeling dairy industry wasn’t keen on coming up with the cash. 
George Davey found himself again arguing the ‘public good’ case for funding the food safety 
function. Ultimately, another Kerin review led to the introduction of a funding formula whereby 
industry and government contributed according to who was the primary beneficiary of each 
activity. When SafeFood became the Food Authority of NSW in 2004, this formula translated into 
60% from government and 40% from industry.61 

Also suddenly in the lurch in 2000 were the staff of Milk Marketing. The original plans for a 
fully independent, professional industry marketing company were never achieved. After the 
industry brands were sold off in 1998, Milk Marketing remained a subsidiary of the Dairy 
Corporation, responsible for generic promotion. Total deregulation had more dire funding 
consequences. Set to lose the regulatory collection process, Milk Marketing’s CEO, Harry 
Rodden, made the case for industry funding, citing the fall in milk consumption when generic 
promotion was thrown overboard with regulation in Britain and other countries. The story fell on 
deaf ears. On 1 July 1999, the Dairy Corporation transferred its Milk Marketing shares to 
SafeFood, and a year later Milk Marketing sadly closed its doors.62 

Milk Marketing staff were proud of their many successful and award-winning campaigns and 
believed the industry would lose by discarding their service. Not everyone mourned its passing. 
At Dairy Farmers, the head of milk marketing, Peter Herd, felt the generic promotion of milk had 
done the industry a disservice and played right into the hands of the retailers by reinforcing an 
image of ‘milk is milk’. 

The Dairy Industry Conference remained, in a much diminished form. Once a vibrant ‘industry 
parliament’ that regularly dissected sectoral interests in the ‘blood on the floor’ issues, from 1 
July 2000 its numbers fell from 39 to 10 and the agenda lost its heat and depth. In a 
commercially competitive environment, many issues were deemed ‘confidential’. 

The DFA, which had controlled the agenda of the Conference since 1984, would lose much of 
its funding base as many farmers exited the industry, and a large chunk of its advocacy focus as 
regulated pricing and supply became a relic of history. The only realistic option was to withdraw 
into the broad agricultural ranks of the NSW Farmers Association. The United Dairyfarmers of 
Victoria did likewise. The QDO remained an independent but smaller version of its former self. 

National bodies were also under the microscope. The Australian Dairy Corporation (ADC) 
would lose its administrative base when the sun set on the DMS Scheme on 30 June 2000. 
Other functions had been under question for some time. The fate of the ADC’s trading and 
investment arm, Austdairy Ltd, had been sealed as early as 1997 with the decision to transfer 
ownership of this wholly owned subsidiary to the industry via the ADFF. Whether Austdairy’s 
single-desk export agency would also be transferred as part of the privatisation plan was less 
clear. Not everyone looked fondly on its control of exports to specific markets, and several 
manufacturers expressed particular concern about handing over responsibility for the Japanese 
cheese business to a privatised Austdairy. As for the $20 million a year that the ADC raised from 
a farm levy to fund generic promotion, health and export market development activities, most 
farmers still saw value in the investment, but some processors believed the money would be 
better spent in their own hands. Also at risk was the vast amount of information collected by the 
ADC on almost every aspect of the Australian dairy industry by exercise of its statutory powers. 
One of the casualties of the decision to end the national marketing arrangements would be the 
statutory requirement for companies to systematically supply that information. The loss of this 
broad industry database would force farmers to rely more on the processing company that 
purchased their milk as a source of information on pricing and other trends.63 

Another part of the changing dairy landscape was the future role of the national research 
body, the Dairy Research and Development Corporation (DRDC), also funded as a statutory 
body by farmer levies. In a deregulated environment there was going to be less generic 
promotion and more need for R&D. And what of the ADFF and Australian Dairy Industry Council 
(ADIC)? With processors engrossed in marketing in a deregulated environment, what would 
happen to the industry body that delivered consistent policy messages to government and 
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others? With state farm organisations under pressure, what would be the shape of the ADFF? 
Farmers wanted more say in the expenditure and control of their funds and the activities of these 
organisations. An emerging view looked for savings and efficiencies from pruning national 
organisations, perhaps amalgamating the roles of the ADC and ADIC into one corporate entity, 
with the DRDC as a specialist subsidiary. The ADFF would then sit separately as the senior 
body responsible for policy development and advice.64 

The dairy industry itself drove a process to review its structures to deliver cost benefits and 
efficiencies, better industry coordination and governance, and enhanced service delivery. On 1 
July 2000, the ADC ended the single desk for sales of cheese to Japan, and plans were floated 
to merge the ADC and the DRDC into a single, industry-owned services company. It took a 
couple of years of argy-bargy to agree on the organisational model and many hours of Allan 
Burgess and John McQueen walking the halls of Federal Parliament to get the legislation 
passed. The wheat and pork industry precedents were not well regarded and cast many a doubt 
on the dairy solution. On 1 July 2003, amendments to the Dairy Produce Act 1986 facilitated the 
merger, and the national dairy industry had the institutional and legal foundation to run itself. 

The new industry-owned body was called Dairy Australia. Established as a public company 
limited by guarantee, it was to be funded by levies paid by dairy farmers who chose to become 
members, and by the Federal Government matching that funding for R&D purposes. Reliant on 
industry participants to cooperate in providing relevant details, Dairy Australia became the prime 
source of general dairy industry information and services for Australian dairy farmers and the 
industry.65 An important role was to undertake collective investment in research, development, 
extension and industry services that individual farmers and dairy companies would be unable to 
undertake efficiently themselves. 

The role of representing Dairy Australia’s members went to the industry’s peak bodies—
Australian Dairy Farmers Limited (previously ADFF) and the Australian Dairy Products 
Federation (ADPF)—and their state dairy farmer affiliates. The ADPF was formed in 1946 to 
represent milk processors and dairy manufacturers. The ADFF was formed in 1942 to represent 
the national interests of dairy farmers. In 2003 it was incorporated as a company limited by 
guarantee and changed its name to Australian Dairy Farmers Ltd to reflect its changed business 
structure, but remained the primary advocate for the farm sector of the industry. The ADIC 
continued to act as the industry’s peak policy body, coordinating and advocating the policy of its 
constituent bodies, Australian Dairy Farmers Ltd and ADPF. 

The Australian dairy industry was now running its own ship. How would it navigate the com-
mercial world and the invisible hand of the market without the intervening hand of government? 
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Chapter 19: Deregulation decade 

Paul Moxey was a visionary dreamer and hard-core realist. He embraced the boldness, 
openness and confidence of casting off regulated protections but knew that deregulation would 
be no bed of roses. ‘It’s all about attitude,’ he said. ‘Deregulation is coming, it’s not going to be 
easy, so focus on what you have to do to handle it. You can either stay and make this work, or 
get out.’ 

Almost 42% of Australian dairying families took the exit option over the decade from 2000. 
This compared with 16% in the 1990s and 30% in the 1980s.1 Some had no intention of staying 
and left quickly, some happily seizing the adjustment package lifeline, many suffering emotional 
distress. Others decided to wait and see, but then found the going too tough for too long. Some 
held on but reached retiring age and found no dairy enthusiasts in their next generation. Others 
were keen to stay but were gripped by debt at the wrong time. Some departed dairying but took 
up other forms of farming. Some just reduced their exposure to dairying, mixing it with other 
farming activity. In Queensland, Pat Rowley was a relatively small dairy farmer, dependent on 
quota. His wife had always loved to have cows around the place. She still did; the Rowleys 
adjusted by shifting into beef cattle. 

Over 1000 farms left the Australian dairy industry in the first year of deregulation; 255 was the 
annual average over the previous 5 years. NSW lost 271 farms, nearly 16%.2 Reg Smith, the 
NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) president who saw in deregulation, was one of its early 
casualties. Through all the anger and abuse endured in trying to prepare farmers for 
deregulation, Smith had always known his own Wauchope farm didn’t have the scope to 
prosper. Started in early dairying days, it covered a relatively small area, restricted on all sides. 
Producing around 500,000 litres a year with the security of quota, the farm could make a 
reasonable living. With the loss of quota and no room to grow, Smith saw no option but to sell up 
and move on. By the end of 2000, he’d sold the farm that had been in the family for almost a 
century—an emotional process—and become a Sydney newsagent. Being no longer eligible to 
hold office in the DFA, he resigned in favour of his deputy, Paul Moxey. 

Paul Moxey was among those determined to grow, change and learn—to do whatever it took 
to adapt and succeed. The family motto said, ‘There are innovators and there are imitators, and 
the Moxeys are innovators.’ Paul Moxey had followed passionately in that family ethos as he 
pursued the scale, technologies and cost structures that would be pivotal to survival in a 
deregulated industry. In 1986 the Moxeys were sitting on stools milking by hand. By the mid-
1990s they were milking 850 cows and experimenting with high-intensity dairying in their 
Richmond sheds. Instead of ploughing funds into quota, they chose to invest directly in their 
farm and go for volume and low-cost production. By 1998 they’d built a high-tech 2000-cow 
dairy—‘the Hilton for dairy cows’—on an inland property in the Lachlan Valley, between Forbes 
and Cowra. Cheap land, reliable water, a good feed base, cow comfort, taking nutritionally 
balanced feed to the cows: these were the factors that took them west of the Great Dividing 
Range and into a contentious Californian style of dairying. As one of National Food’s top two 
NSW suppliers, the Moxeys were guaranteed a contract and a B-double tanker devoted to 
collecting their milk and transporting it to the Penrith plant. A decade on, the Moxey farm at 
Gooloogong was among the biggest milk producers in the country, employing 55 staff, pushing 
towards 40 litres per cow per day, double the Australian average. One particular cow was said to 
produce 80 litres a day. ‘What they culled as below standard was probably the equal of what 
many farmers would consider their top cows,’ observed National Foods’ John Archer. 

Paul Moxey didn’t live to see it: he died suddenly and prematurely from a brain tumour in 
December 2001. His 23-year old son, Quentin—a ‘chip off the old block’—stepped into his 
father’s shoes as manager of the Moxey enterprise. The biggest challenges of the next decade 
would be drought, debt and managing staff and a vast array of professional technical inputs, not 
deregulation. Despite the personal losses and family hardship, the Moxeys counted themselves 
among the winners, essentially because of wise decisions made in the 1990s and determination 
and a can-do attitude from then on. 

At the other end of the spectrum, some stayers had quite different aspirations. One mature-
age North Coast farmer confided that his deregulation strategy was to get married and expand 
his herd … from 35 to 55 cows. 
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Drought, the dollar and world trade 
The decade of deregulation was also the decade of drought and the decade of the dollar. The 
mixture made a potent but confusing cocktail for the dairy industry, with wins and losses spread 
unevenly and often unpredictably. 

Victorian farmers looked set to be the big winners. The decade opened with market milk 
states in despair and export states rejoicing. Farm prices for drinking milk suffered sharp falls 
and endured ongoing pressure from highly competitive supermarket contracts. But world dairy 
prices started to rise, helped by supply shortages and fears about BSE and foot-and-mouth 
disease in the European Union (EU).3 At the same time, the Australian dollar started to dive, 
hitting the record low of US$0.48 in 2001. In 2000–01, the world price for skim milk powder 
increased by 70% in Australian dollar terms; whole milk powder rose by 53% and cheddar 
cheese by almost 30%.4 

Transition to deregulation—average milk prices by state (¢/L), 1996–2003.1 

 NSW Vic. Qld SA WA Tas. Australia 

1996–97 37.5 25.3 38.7 28.7 34.2 22.8 28.5 

1997–98 36.4 24.2 38.4 28.7 35.1 22.6 27.7 

1998–99 35.1 24.4 38.5 29.1 34.1 23.7 27.5 

1999–00 32.3 22.1 36.8 28.0 34.2 20.9 25.4 

2000–01 29.1 29.3 30.6 27.7 26.6 25.0 29.0 

2001–02 32.5 33.3 34.5 31.5 28.7 32.7 33.0 

2002–03 32.8 24.8 34.8 30.3 28.2 25.9 27.1 

 
With this double good fortune on top of the adjustment payout, Victorian farmers thought 

they’d struck gold. Their average price rose by 33% in the first year of deregulation, their 
average net income by 44%. Just 2 years of strong export returns offset the loss from 
terminating the Domestic Market Support (DMS) Scheme.5 

Then came the ‘Millennium Drought’, continuing almost without relief from 2002 to 2009, 
devastating the landscape over vast swathes of the Australian continent, including most prime 
dairy areas. By early 2004, 80% of dairy farmers considered they’d been adversely affected, and 
40% said drought had significantly increased their debt exposure.6 The irrigated region of 
northern Victoria, expected to be the powerhouse of the industry, suffered badly. Australian milk 
production declined by around 2.2 billion litres from its record high in 2002 to 9.0 billion at the 
end of the decade. Around 1.6 billion litres of that loss occurred in Victoria, the state least 
affected by deregulation, 1 billion litres from its northern region. Since most of this was milk lost 
to manufacturing, the proportion of exports also fell. Instead of the expected gains, Australia’s 
share of the world trade in dairy products fell from 14% in 2002 to about 8% in 2012.7 

Drought not only reduced production capacity, it also elevated the cost base. Factory 
throughput across Victoria fell by 1 billion litres within 2 years of the 2002 high, adding an 
estimated cost of 2¢ to 3¢ a litre for manufacturers in 2004, and reducing the price they could 
pay their farmers. Lack of rain and shortage of pastures forced farmers to buy in water and feed, 
causing price hikes for both. In 1 year, the price of feed wheat rose by 46%.8 A further 
deepening of drought in 2006–07 affected almost 90% of dairy farmers and also decimated 
wheat and hay harvests, causing a shortage of fibre sources in south-east Australia, and 
requiring the import of feed to maintain nutritional balance. Input costs for water, grain and hay 
rose again, and rising oil prices pushed up fuel and fertiliser costs as well. Farm cash incomes 
fell an estimated 80%, and feed costs rose 43%.9 A Parmalat analysis showed that dairy farmer 
costs had risen from a base index of 1 in 2000 to 1.53 in 2006–07 and 1.77 in 2007–08, mainly 
owing to the increased cost of grains such as wheat and sorghum.10 
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When the drought finally broke, it did so dramatically, with devastating floods through most of 
Queensland and northern NSW and much of Victoria, most notably the northern region in 2012. 
Dorothea McKellar’s words of ‘a land of drought and flooding rains’ had never seemed so apt. 
But record-breaking rains would replenish parched soils and rivers and lay the foundation for 
abundant pastures. A lower proportion of farmers bought in hay and silage, and feed purchases 
consumed less dairy farm cash. Conditions in 2011–12 were highly favourable, with good home-
grown feed, guaranteed access to irrigation water, and cows in good health.11 

Like local climates, the global economy and world dairy market also suffered wild gyrations, 
as did the Australian dollar. For farmers whose milk went to exports, deregulation paled into 
irrelevance. The drought of 2002–2004 coincided with a backward slide in world prices and a 
sudden surge in the Australian dollar as the US greenback crashed in the wake of the 11 
September 2001 attack on New York. Then 2006–07 brought the best world market conditions in 
decades, as dairy commodity prices reflected a buoyant global economy, consistent strong 
demand in importing countries and tight supplies from exporting countries. Though drought and 
a rising dollar limited the ability of Australian dairy farmers to maximise their gains, faith at last 
seemed rewarded when the EU took advantage of boom times to push ahead with reforms to its 
Common Agricultural Policy. In 2007, export subsidies on butter, cheese and milk powders were 
set to zero, and the dairy consumers in an expanded EU ate their way through all government 
intervention stocks. Australian farm gate prices reached record highs in 2007–08.12 

Boom times came to an abrupt halt in late 2008 with the global financial crisis. World prices 
dropped 50% in 6 months, partly because demand died, partly because banks wouldn’t finance 
purchases. The collapse in returns caused an unprecedented step-down in payments for the 
75% of Australian dairy farmers who supplied exporting companies. The impact triggered a 
sharp rise in farm debt and left farmers shaken and uncertain. Recovery was then limited as the 
Australian dollar soared to new highs on the back of the mining boom. Yet 2011 saw good 
seasons coincide with buoyant international demand, driven particularly by China and Russia, 
and the southern industry entered the most favourable conditions for a decade, with good export 
growth and company competition for suppliers.13 The volatility of myriad influences was 
reinforced as the Australia dollar persisted at levels above US parity for a prolonged period, 
once again dampening local currency returns from strong export markets. 

Adjustment at the farm 
In the aggregate, the industry ‘adjusted’ to deregulation. Farm numbers fell but production rose; 
producers reconfigured their farms, their finances and their practices to do more with less. The 
industry became more ‘efficient’. At an individual level, the story was less clinical. People who 
fell by the wayside were hurt; many grieved for a lost lifestyle. Among the most vulnerable were 
those who had been most dependent on quota. 

Reflecting the different forces operating on fresh milk and manufactured products, the exits 
from the market milk states tended to be early and rapid, while those in export states accelera-
ted with drought and waning world prices. NSW and Queensland lost around 15% to 16% in the 
first year. Victoria had a slow start, but 1005 farms had gone by the end of year 3. Surveys in 
late 2003 suggested that half the dairy farmers still operating in market milk states had consid-
ered leaving at the start of deregulation but hung on through the early turmoil in the hope that 
more stable conditions would develop.14 Many farmers complained of ‘vanishing margins’ and 
the loss of good operators from the industry.15 One NSW farmer in the Manning Valley accepted 
the readjustment package and sold out to work for a salary on a farm in Bega and found it a 
much happier existence.16 In 2005, one Queensland farmer sold his farm after asking, ‘Why 
keep doing this?’ and purchased a smaller block closer to town where he kept his heifers and 
machinery and ran 150 head of cattle, and did tractor work for other farmers. With time to travel 
and ‘have a life’, he wondered how he’d ever found time to milk cows.17 By 2011, for a variety of 
reasons, NSW had lost 918 farms (53.2%), Queensland 950 (61.4%) and Victoria 3217 (41.2%).18 

Those who did leave had the benefit of the adjustment package, but many also realised a 
substantial capital gain on land close to urban areas. A rise in farm values in many Victorian 
dairy areas in 2000 added an incentive for those contemplating an exit. Those who’d held their 
property since before 1985 enjoyed the extra advantage of paying no capital gains tax. Contrary 
to past industry shakeouts, few farmers would have left the industry with nothing, even if they 
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couldn’t make a consistently good living out of producing milk. On the other hand, those who 
continued often faced a strong temptation to ‘mine their assets’: to borrow against rising property 
values to get through lean periods. 

The stress of low prices and high exits in market milk states fed a political backlash. In the 
Queensland election of February 2001, Pauline Hanson, One Nation and Bob Katter cited 
disastrous effects of dairy deregulation, and National Party representation was virtually halved. 
Federal Coalition partners were pushed to soften the economic rationalist line and elevate social 
costs in the public interest test of competition policy. To score in ‘the bush’ before a Federal 
election, Minister Warren Truss dug deep to offset the effects of deregulation. The 
Supplementary Dairy Assistance scheme added $100 million of assistance for farmers heavily 
dependent on liquid milk sales, a further $20 million for adjustment in affected dairy regions, and 
$20 million for additional Dairy Structural Adjustment Program discretionary payments.19 

Adjustment payments worked as intended in market milk states: 85% of surveyed farmers 
marked them as moderately or very important for their deregulation decisions. The worry that the 
option of 8 years of quarterly payments could act as de facto welfare, tempting farmers to defer 
decisions, was largely unfounded, since a good 80% opted for the up-front lump sum. Anecdotal 
tales told of a proportion of farmers who indulged in new cars, swimming pools or overseas 
holidays, but at least 50% used their up-front payout to finance farm development or reduce their 
debt. That helped many potentially viable farmers actually survive the merciless drought. Of 
those who used their grants for farm development, a quarter invested in more land, while a third 
opted for farm equipment. Others invested in irrigation infrastructure, pasture improvements and 
herd expansion. Emphasis varied with region: farmers in northern Victoria tended to buy more 
land; those in northern NSW preferred to upgrade milking facilities. The wise use of grants was 
encouraged by the requirement for a farm business assessment before applying for adjustment 
funds. At least a third had never previously evaluated their viability. Around 40% of those asked 
in late 2003 felt that the assessment helped them focus on future goals and steered them 
towards a business plan.20 

The restructure process didn’t always align with theory. It was hoped that the least efficient 
farms would go and the young, keen farmers—the future of the industry—would stay. Though 
some young farmers would inherit the family farm, new entrants compelled to purchase and 
develop their own properties often carried high levels of debt, which many struggled to service 
when caught by drought. In some cases, older farmers with small, inefficient farms and resist-
ance to change were able to hunker down and survive because they carried little or no debt. 
Though the textbook said the resistors would go, in practice many of the innovators were more 
highly geared and unlucky in timing or not prepared to press on without reasonable returns. 

‘Get big or get out’ was the deregulation mantra. It was always expected that farms would go 
but the cows would stay, making the remaining farms bigger and more productive. The surprise 
was the loss of so many cows. Numbers fell from 2.17 million in 2000 to 1.6 million in 2011, 
around 1990 levels. Drought took a toll, then demand from Russia and China for live export 
cattle opened another market but eroded the national herd. The average herd size did indeed 
increase, with a quick burst from 168 cows per farm in 2000 to 192 by 2002, then rising to 232 
by 2011. A trend towards very large operations of more than 1000 dairy cows saw 11% of dairy 
farms milking more than 500 cows and producing 33% of Australia’s milk.21 Max and Evelyn 
Warren, in Victoria, spent $1 million to pioneer automated robotic milking systems in their 2 
million litre a year dairy and became the first dairy farmers in the world to use automatic milking 
systems in fully pasture-based production.22 At the other end, 26% of farms still had fewer than 
150 cows and produced just 8% of the milk.23 

In pursuit of higher output, farmers managed the nature and source of inputs with greater 
precision. Carrying capacity was increased through improved pastures and higher fertiliser and 
water inputs. The yield per cow was boosted by better pasture management and more 
supplementary feed, and by tuning the ratio of pasture to feed concentrates to local climate. 
Though output per cow rose from 4996 litres to 5688 litres, the increase was only half that of the 
previous decade. Drought aside, economist Alistair Watson observed that getting bigger wasn’t 
the sole solution to deregulation: farmers had been exhorted to increase output ‘as if that was 
automatically a salvation of their problems,’ when in many cases the high level of inputs used to 
achieve the increase gobbled up profits.24 
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Australian dairy industry long-term trends.1 

 1980 1990 2000 2011 

Milk production (ML) 5,432 6262 10,847 9,101 

Dairy cows (’000) 1,880 1,654 2,171 1,600 

Average herd size 85 107 168 232 

Milk per cow (L) 2889 3786 4996 5688 

Farms 21,994 15,396 12,896 6,883 

Milk per farm (L) 246,976 406,729 841,135 1,322,243 

Production value* (million) $3,325 $3,099 $3,788 $3,932 

Exports (% of production) 22% 31% 54% 43% 

Export value* (million) $1,004 $561 $3,454 $2,747 
*2010–11 dollars. 

The trend towards bigger farms compelled changes in farm management. Bigger farms 
exceeded the capacity of a single family and led to employment of staff. The proportion of farms 
operated by a single person or a couple was 43% in 2007 but only 29% in 2011. Disparity 
between extremes continued. Nationally, 64% of farms had paid roles, but 16% still used unpaid 
family labour, 27% in northern Queensland.25 One Queensland couple figured their working 
hours had increased from 100 to 200 hours a week since deregulation as the older generation 
pulled back from day-to-day farm work, and they engaged just one full-time employee. Another 
farmer had ‘gone full circle’ since deregulation, expanding to 250 cows year-round, then 
downsizing to 160.26 

Despite some huge farms, the jury was still out on the corporate model. Most of the industry 
perceived economic payoffs from the emotional involvement and animal care on the family farm, 
and the capacity to quickly tighten the family belt if prices suddenly fell. The Moxey and Perich 
families held passionately to that view. A corporate business had less emotional investment and 
less flexibility in adverse conditions, and still had to pay staff and please investors. 

As farmers strained for extra economy, more chose to relax the stringent adherence to all-
year production in market milk states. Traditional spring calving worked with nature, harvesting 
peak nutrients for lactation from plentiful pastures. It also provided some down time. Year-round 
production compelled farmers to constantly juggle many tasks—heat detection, calving, calf 
rearing, transition feeding and new matings—all on top of the daily routine of milking and feeding 
the herd. Historically, these demands added at least 3¢ a litre to costs. After deregulation, when 
every cent saved counted more, many farmers worked more seasonal calving into a relatively 
flat supply. Some chose batch calving, organising cows to come into milking in two or three 
batches over the year. Those with two farms often split their calving by farm. Instead of doing 
everything all year, batch mating allowed activities to be organised into more concentrated 
blocks, with a break in between. In northern climates, it made economic sense to avoid mating 
over the hot, humid months when heat stress peaks and pregnancy rates fall. The lifestyle 
benefits also appealed, making an easy January a family-friendly match with school holidays. By 
2006, 34% of Queensland’s herd was calved in autumn, 28% in winter, 23% in summer and 15% 
in spring.27 

Ironically, southern farmers were encouraged to adopt flatter supply curves, with less 
seasonal calving, because a higher proportion of their milk was going into the domestic market. 

Supply management and manufacturing migration 
Supply relationships and supply management models evolved as market and structural change 
worked its way through the industry. Farmers still needed a processor to reliably take their milk, 
and processors still needed a reliable, high-quality supply with properties to match their product 
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mix and customer needs. In the absence of regulated pricing and a statutory supply manager, 
companies individualised their supply mechanisms, which became more diverse.28 

For manufactured dairy products, the deregulation of 2000 brought little substantive change. 
Most of the milk in the southern states still went into manufactured dairy products, mostly made 
by co-operatives, whose suppliers retained the freedom to move to another company at any 
time. Co-ops had always guaranteed to take all their members’ milk, and payment systems for 
these products continued much as they had before, but without adjustments for DMS levies and 
reflecting even more directly the price trends and customer demands in global markets. Each 
manufacturer still set an opening price for the annual season, typically pitched at 85% to 90% of 
the expected final outcome, and paid additional ‘step-ups’ as sales were realised. Proprietary 
companies still took their cue from the nearest co-ops and then added whatever was needed to 
attract supply. Though not formally contractual, this form of supply management continued to 
provide farmers with some certainty of minimum returns and allowed them to plan their 
production profile over the year ahead. The co-ops continued to support seasonal milk as a low-
cost strategy for suppliers and maintained facilities sufficient to cope with the highest peak 
volumes. They also offered incentives to vary these patterns to fit changing market opportunities 
and demands, perhaps encouraging attributes targeted to higher-specification dairy products, or 
to flatten yearly supply and achieve more even, cost-efficient flows through factories. 

Supply for drinking milk was a different story, a dramatic break from the past, particularly in 
market milk states. Stripped of the regulatory floor on the raw material, market milk suppliers 
were in the same boat as their manufacturing cousins, exposed to the flow-back of strong 
competition on processed product at retail and wholesale level. World prices fed more directly 
into regional supply and pricing, mediated through their effect on manufacturing conditions and 
decisions, including the relative volumes directed to export and domestic use. The true cost of 
milk to processors would depend on how the full litre of milk could best be used in their 
business. Assessment of the economic value of alternative milk uses at a given time measured 
the merit of directing milk to the ‘next best’ use. Always relevant was the relative cost of 
transporting milk from more distant sources or to more distant processing facilities. Prices now 
varied across regions and by dairy company, largely according to product mix. Processor 
strategies on location and purpose of production facilities had consequences for the degree of 
‘choice’ of processor and alternative milk uses. 

Where state regulators had negotiated and applied the terms and standards of milk supply 
uniformly across the state, processors and suppliers were now individual entities, looking out for 
themselves. Processors could be more selective, and farmers were more sensitive to their weak 
seller status, particularly given trade practice provisions against ‘colluding’. Yet regulated 
arrangements no longer delivered milk to the factory door; companies had to secure their own 
supply base and develop their own management mechanisms. Processor products had to stand 
out from the crowd. Individual farmers could enhance their relative appeal by responding 
assiduously to buyer requirements. Production plans with bonuses and penalties encouraged 
suppliers to minimise seasonal bumps, match milk flows to market demand, share the cost of 
unplanned milk production, and attend to compositional preferences and general milk quality. 
National Food’s major suppliers, the Moxey and Perich farms, were always spot on with quality 
and prospered from incentive bonuses for doing so. Processors could also be subject to 
competition for milk suppliers as market conditions changed, sometimes giving farmers the 
upper hand. 

Despite some common processor needs and incentives, divergent philosophies and market 
positioning shaped their supply strategies. One area was supplier relationships. Australian Dairy 
Farmers Ltd won Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) authorisation to 
form collective bargaining groups. This had little relevance to Dairy Farmers who saw co-
operatives as the ultimate collective bargaining group. Parmalat’s Premium Milk supply group 
saved the company time and effort and gave suppliers a sense of comfort. National Foods took 
a more aggressive approach. That the company went to court with objections to collective 
bargaining and won tighter conditions indicated a more divide-and-conquer strategy that caused 
tense supplier relations in some areas. Behind many robust discussions was the implied threat 
that National could always bring milk from Victoria. 
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Processors also started out with different payment systems. As a co-operative, Dairy Farmers 
accepted all its members’ milk without a contract. With an evenly balanced product mix—50/50 
market milk and manufactured products—it designed a three-tiered system. The top tier offered 
top pricing and controlled volumes for ‘daily drinking milk’, required every day, all year. The 
second tier managed the supply for high-value, short-shelf-life dairy products that required fresh 
year-round supply, but not necessarily daily. The third tier took the seasonal milk that would go 
into long-life manufactured products that needed a low input cost to be competitive against world 
prices. Dairy Farmers had multiple plants for all three product types spread across the regions of 
NSW, Queensland and South Australia where its constituent co-operatives were based, plus the 
Midland Milk plant in Victoria. Co-operative principles drove the explicit decision to maintain 
these regional factories to guarantee the placement of their members’ milk and a fair balance of 
the higher- and lower-reward allocations across all supply areas.29 

As a public company accountable to external investors, National Foods took a more clinical 
commercial approach. Defining its dairy business as primarily drinking milk plus some high-end 
yoghurts, desserts and cheeses, it adopted geographic segregation and specialisation. NSW, 
Queensland and Western Australia were declared drinking milk territory, and dairy food 
manufacture was concentrated in Victoria to take advantage of its low-cost seasonal milk. In 
each state, market milk needs were serviced by a single processing factory, and legally binding 
supply contracts were designed to deliver precisely defined volumes of year-round milk of the 
required composition and quality. They typically offered single-tier prices, with penalties for 
supply either above or below the contracted volume; they stipulated a delivery pattern that 
ensured the factory received a relatively stable volume of raw milk daily. The contracts were 
offered on an individual basis to selected suppliers in geographically clustered areas that made 
for economical collection, always with an eye on freight costs. Any topping up of supply was 
bought at spot price from the closest available source. 

As a subsidiary of an Italian multinational, Parmalat operated on a product-mix-and-supply 
strategy positioned somewhere between Dairy Farmers and National Foods. Primarily in drinking 
milk (about 70%), with some yoghurts and desserts, Parmalat also focused on year-round 
supply, especially in its stronghold state of Queensland, the fastest growing consumer market in 
Australia. Sensitive to the challenging climate and the distance from alternative sources, 
Parmalat placed priority on keeping its Queensland supply base intact lest it lose market share. 
To allow its suppliers time to adjust to deregulation, it adopted a two-tiered system that 
essentially converted quotas into binding contracts called ‘Pauls Daily Access’, which paid a bit 
more than competitors for market milk, and a lower price for manufacturing supplies.30 

Going into deregulation, the prices specified in contracts offered by National Foods reflected 
its strong base in Victoria with its direct tie to expectations for world markets. Average prices 
quickly fell by as much as 8¢ a litre, prompting droves of exits in NSW and Queensland. 
However, the chickens came home to roost when a sudden surge in export returns spiked 
demand for manufacturing milk which Victoria failed to meet owing to poor seasonal conditions. 
Significant shortages drove strong competition between manufacturers, driving up prices at the 
farm and particularly in the ‘spot’ bulk milk market.31 Northern processors suddenly had to 
scramble for precious supply. By late 2001, farm gate prices for drinking milk approached levels 
equivalent to the last year of regulation.32 

With co-op members free to move, larger Dairy Farmers suppliers were targeted by 
competitors whose own supply was locked in with contracts. Forced to ditch the sacred cow of 
market milk recognition, Dairy Farmers switched to single-tier pricing and introduced formal 12-
month contracts and a price bonus to members producing over 2 million litres a year. Until this 
induced higher milk output, milk traders did a roaring business filling the supply gaps.33 Parmalat 
was also forced to modify its quota-style system when many suppliers farmed down to their 
entitlements and ignored growth. More flexible pricing was offered to newcomers and to original 
suppliers who would surrender the daily allocation carried forward from regulated quota days. In 
2003, price strategies changed again when export markets went off the boil; Murray Goulburn 
regained an input advantage of 7¢ a litre and engaged in fierce competition for northern fresh 
milk markets. Dairy Farmers cut an average 3¢ a litre from supplier prices in all regions and 
shortened the time frame of its price commitments.34 
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Despite fluctuations, the general contraction of supply in NSW and Queensland became a 
dominant determinant of northern manufacturing trends and made those states even more 
reliant on market milk. The modelling on deregulation always said the manufacturing would 
contract to Victoria and Tasmania, and it did. Geared to the flat supply that sustained market 
milk and short-life soft dairy, the northern states never generated the seasonal surge that could 
justify the large ‘peak-lopper’ powder plants that sustained Victorian manufacturing. Falling 
volumes sent the economics of local manufacturing plants into a downward spiral. Parmalat 
started deregulation with seven Queensland plants. By 2004 it had closed three and ceased 
butter and cheese manufacture, which could no longer carry the high cost of small volumes of 
specialty products.35 As competitors relocated manufacturing in Victoria, Dairy Farmers became 
the only large-scale manufacturer of dairy products in Queensland, NSW and much of South 
Australia and felt the burden of its commitment to maintain factories in all its collecting regions. 
In a deregulated market, Dairy Farmers constantly balanced the need for sustainable profits 
against processing security for its farmers.36 

By 2004, manufacturing strains were colliding with another impact of deregulation on Dairy 
Farmers. The compulsory share levy imposed from the early 1990s had mobilised member 
capital in line with supply volume, allowing Dairy Farmers to invest and grow with moderate debt. 
The difficulty arose after a sustained period of low prices for manufacturing milk, when many 
farmers started to exit or dropped their output. The obligation to return share capital at $1 a 
share created a negative equity flow, which drained the balance sheet of $45 million from 1999 
to 2004; another $55 million was expected to depart over the next 5 years. With the business 
‘capital starved’, investment stalled. To gain access to non-farmer equity and permanent share 
capital, the co-op restructured its capital base in 2004, in preparation for a future where exiting 
members could trade their shares directly to the public.37 Two separate co-ops were created, 
one containing the processing business, which could at some time be publicly listed, and the 
other acting purely as a supply co-op. Called Dairy Farmers Milk Co-operative (DFMC), it 
became the intermediary and negotiating body between farmers and the processing entity.38 

The restructure marked a turning point in Dairy Farmers’ approach. To prepare for future 
listing, the new CEO, Rob Gordon, began the ‘Step Change’ program of restructuring the cost 
base of every aspect of the business. A spotlight was turned on the milk flows needed to cover 
factory overheads and keep unit costs down, and led to the rationalisation of manufacturing 
sites.39 Queensland milk production had slumped by 25% since deregulation, and Dairy Farmers 
had lost more than 100 suppliers in the south-east because of drought, better returns from other 
farming activities, or higher prices from Parmalat. A series of plant closures across three states 
began with a cutback at the Toowoomba cheese plant to concentrate on butter and skim milk 
powder. Toowoomba was the largest manufacturing facility in south-east Queensland, upgraded 
before deregulation to produce mozzarella cheese: the identified product of the future.40 In April 
2006, Toowoomba closed completely and its declining powders were transferred to Booval. 
Although a cheese plant at Malanda, in the Atherton Tablelands, was always regarded as 
something of an economic joke, it lived on as the only available facility for farmer milk in that 
isolated mountain area. In NSW, the Shoalhaven factory at Bomaderry closed, leaving Lidcombe 
with fresh milk, Wetherill Park with dairy foods and UHT, and Hexham with fresh milk and a few 
soft dairy foods. 

Queensland shortages were good news for Norco, which sent more milk northwards to 
Parmalat and National Foods, commanding a reward that boosted its farm gate price from 28¢ a 
litre just after deregulation to an average of 35¢ a litre in 2004.41 At certain times of the year, 
National Foods also directed milk from its Taree farmers to Queensland instead of Sydney. But 
without manufacturing factories to soak up the surplus, the industry in the northern states 
essentially contracted to the supply of fresh products for local regional markets. With fewer 
factory options, more farmers became more reliant on a single processor. Given their 
geographic location, these regions experienced less influence from world market movements.42 
The value of milk to dairy companies in the south-east of Australia still conditioned the farm gate 
prices paid in other regions, but local factors of supply and demand became more significant in 
supplier–processor relationships. 

What surprised many of the economic modellers was the fact that a premium remained for 
fresh milk, based on the desire of northern and western processors to secure a stable raw milk 
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supply. Supply systems evolved towards two-tiered contracts designed to match local supply 
more closely with local demand. The top tier aimed at achieving a flatter supply curve by 
allocating a specific volume for a given period and paying a higher price for autumn and winter 
milk. To discourage more than the allocated volume, the second tier usually paid around half the 
top-tier price. The whole system looked remarkably like the quota systems of regulated days, 
just managed by individual processors. 

Contracts generally became longer to give farmers more security and a longer horizon for 
planning. This occurred particularly in southern Queensland, where daily milk supply fell below 
demand at certain times of the year. In 2008, to shore up milk supply in that region, firms offered 
farmers contracts with agreed-on prices and volumes for up to 5 years. At the end of the decade, 
around 20% of Australian milk went into fresh milk markets, but only 13% was covered by direct 
contracts, reflecting the bias towards larger farmers in these agreements.43 

Another surprise was how little milk actually flowed up the east coast given pre-deregulation 
predictions from Victoria. Any seasonal surplus was more likely to flow south because of the lack 
of northern manufacturing sites. The contraction of Victorian supplies also restricted northward 
flows, as did the cost of transport. Since the southern regional price still provided a benchmark 
for drinking milk regions, the Murray Goulburn price plus freight represented the likely cost of 
securing alternative large-scale milk supplies from outside a given region.44 

Slow road to rationalisation 
The rationalisation of milk processing had long been considered a must. The trend triggered by 
the start of the Kerin Plan quickened from 1990. By 1998 just three companies processed most 
of the country’s market milk, and the industry waited with bated breath for the move that would 
turn that to two. Among the stumbling blocks were capital constraints on co-operatives, the 
cultural clash between proprietary and co-operative companies, the appeal of a deregulating 
industry to cashed-up multinationals, restrictions imposed by the ACCC, and personal 
predilections and corporate rivalries. The result was years of replacing one player with another 
without removing the surplus processing capacity that undermined the economics of the drinking 
milk sector. 

The script that saw National Foods taking over Queensland United Foods and selling some 
Victorian assets to Dairy Farmers was rewritten in 1998 when Italian multinational Parmalat 
outbid National and took over as third player. It turned out to be a significant failure of strategy. 
Each of the three key players remained weak in one major state on the eastern seaboard: 
National Foods in Queensland, Dairy Farmers in Victoria, and Parmalat in NSW. Industry moves 
would be conditioned by these geographical relationships and the ACCC’s likely response. If 
Parmalat targeted National Foods, it would need to divest milk assets in Victoria, where 
combined market share would approximate 92%. If Parmalat targeted Dairy Farmers, it would 
need to divest in Queensland. If National targeted Dairy Farmers, or vice versa, asset sales 
would be required in NSW. Given its access to international capital, Parmalat was regarded as 
the most likely instigator of industry rationalisation and most likely to target NSW.45 

Complicating these calculations was the question of how Victorian co-operatives Murray 
Goulburn and Bonlac might attempt to satisfy their market milk aspirations. Both had invested 
heavily in UHT as a way into drinking milk, but their fresh milk businesses were small. After 
Parmalat’s messy tilt at Dairy Farmers in 1999, Bonlac engaged in a brief fling with the NSW co-
op that ultimately did not add up. When Bonlac exited, the door opened for National Foods to 
execute a Dairy Farmers takeover. At the forefront of subsequent negotiations was the explicit 
need for National to find the formula that could unite a co-operative structure and culture with the 
purely commercial focus of a public company. Months of joint work went into shaping a milk 
supply agreement that would satisfy ACCC requirements and reassure Dairy Farmers’ members 
of their future security. Another rationalisation prospect fell in a heap in December 2000, when 
National’s CEO, Max Ould, ultimately failed to convince the co-op’s directors that they could 
entrust their members’ futures to public company hands.46 The ongoing fight with Parmalat also 
undermined Dairy Farmers’ plan for a capital restructure that would provide access to external 
investor funds, and effectively locked the co-operative into its traditional structure, without the 
wherewithal to pursue major acquisitions. 
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While merger manoeuvres were failing in Australia, portentous moves were afoot in New 
Zealand. Deregulation had consolidated 36 dairy co-ops into two giants and two tiny minors. In 
preparation for removal of the New Zealand Dairy Board’s (NZDB’s) statutory export monopoly, 
the government transferred ownership to the industry. After a planned mega-merger of the 
NZDB and all co-ops into a single integrated entity was scuppered by the Commerce 
Commission in 1999, the next best course was merger of the NZDB with the co-operative giants, 
New Zealand Dairy Group and Kiwi Co-operative Dairies.47 In the interim, NZDB scooped up an 
18% holding in National Foods. In a parallel move, Kiwi Co-operative Dairies acquired 80% of 
Peters & Brownes milk processor in Western Australia. During 2001, legislation was passed to 
remove the NZDB’s statutory right to a single export desk and to authorise the agreed-on 
amalgamation. A new company was formed to buy the assets of the merging entities, and 
Fonterra Co-operative Group emerged as a vertically integrated company, owned by 13,000 
farmers who supplied 96% of New Zealand’s milk. As the country’s largest company and the 
world’s largest dairy exporter, Fonterra defined its home market as the combined 23.5 million 
consumers of Australia and New Zealand, promising rationalising potential in Australia and a 
muscle-flexing position in global markets.48 

The New Zealand transition coincided with deep troubles at Bonlac. While faltering export 
markets in 1999 strained capacity to service a high debt load, the killer blow came from the 
ticking time bomb of foreign exchange hedges that worked against the co-op when the A$ 
unexpectedly dived.49 Instead of winning export windfalls, Bonlac booked big losses. Murray 
Goulburn wasn’t hedged, and lifted its milk price to levels that Bonlac couldn’t match. As 
suppliers migrated, lost throughput increased the price discrepancy. In January 2000, Phil 
Scanlan departed with a golden handshake that enraged supplier members who had just been 
denied a dividend. The remaining management team scrambled to retrieve profitability through 
sweeping closures and a search for partners who could inject cash and a quantum leap in scale. 
Among potential saviours, the most appealing was the NZDB, a global marketer already doing 
business in Australia. In April 2000, the NZDB offered to take a 25% interest in Bonlac Foods 
and form a 50/50 joint venture company to manage and market their combined Australian 
consumer product businesses, including a range of high-profile cheese brands.50 

There was just one catch in the alliance plan. Bonlac didn’t own one of its top brands. A 
licensing agreement struck with the Bega co-op in 1986 had given Bonlac the right to use the 
Bega cheese brand in all states except NSW and the ACT. Bonlac also cut and packed all 
Bega’s bulk cheese for sale in NSW and Canberra. But Bega retained full ownership of the Bega 
brand. After it became Australia’s top cheddar seller in 1993, Bonlac tried to gain ownership by 
proposing a $20 million merger, which Bega vehemently rejected. After an unsuccessful attempt 
to withdraw Bonlac’s licence, Bega decided to become Australia’s premier cheddar cheese 
company in its own right.51 A resolution to move beyond bulk manufacturing and up the value-
adding chain bore fruit in 1998, when Bega installed its own cutting and packing plant and 
became independent of Bonlac’s services. 

In 2000, Bega had two key assets—ownership of a powerful brand and a modern cutting, 
packing and processing facility—and the NZDB wanted access to both. This put Bega in a 
strong position when the NZDB came to talk. Bonlac’s survival hung in the balance over many 
months, forcing the sale of its much-vaunted Spring Valley juice and Wave flavoured milk 
brands, since the NZDB wouldn’t sign with Bonlac until the Bega brand issues were resolved.52 
In December the Bega board agreed to provide the joint venture company with a 25-year 
franchise on the Bega brand in return for $35 million in cash, ongoing royalties on national 
cheese sales, and the transfer of Bonlac’s 30,000 tonnes of cheese business into the Bega 
plant.53 The Bonlac and NZDB directors approved the Bega deal and their own alliance. The 
shareholders of all bodies had to vote before the deals could be sealed. 

By March 2001, investigatory reports had revealed Bonlac’s accumulating woes, Standard & 
Poor’s had downgraded the co-op’s credit rating again, and the banks had refused to renegotiate 
loans. Bonlac needed 75% member approval to activate the New Zealand deal and satisfy the 
bankers, yet many of its farmers feared New Zealand control. Sniffing a potential fire sale if the 
vote failed, Murray Goulburn teased fraught farmers with a proposal to buy the Bonlac business, 
sell its consumer brands on to National Foods, keep the production assets and invite Bonlac 
suppliers into its ranks. Steve O’Rourke lauded the benefits of staying in an Australian co-
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operative and promised a formal offer, conditional on due diligence, well before Bonlac members 
voted on the NZDB deal.54 Instead, a cat and mouse game over dates and documents delayed 
due diligence, and Murray Goulburn destabilised the vote by keeping its informal proposal 
open.55 Amid accusations of a cynical plot to kill the New Zealand alliance, one Bonlac supplier 
summed up the general distress: ‘It’s not good enough to be carrying on like little kids when our 
livelihoods are at stake.’56 

An anguished 89% of Bonlac suppliers finally voted for the New Zealand alliance that would 
deliver $80 million in cash and a transfer of debt into the joint venture called Bonland Dairies Pty 
Ltd.57 The suppliers were congregated in a new Bonlac Supply Company. When the alliance 
was consummated, the NZDB owned 25% of Bonlac Foods and 50% of Bonland. Both interests 
passed to Fonterra when that was formed later in 2001, as did the NZDB’s 18% of National 
Foods and Kiwi Co-op’s 80% in Peters & Brownes. 

In July 2002, Fonterra rolled its Australian interests into Australasian Food Holdings, in which 
Fonterra held 75%, Bonlac 11.4%, and Peters & Browne and a New Zealand ice cream maker 
the rest. With total annual sales of more than $2 billion, Australasian Food Holdings gave 
Fonterra ‘a critical mass’ of east coast distribution.58 In early 2003, Fonterra revealed its plan to 
be one part of an Australian duopoly when the time was ripe. Murray Goulburn had just walked 
away from another round of merger talks with Bonlac, citing a lack of synergies and a shaky 
balance sheet. By September 2003, Fonterra was poised to lift its Bonlac stake to 50% and take 
over management of Bonlac Foods, with the right to buy the other 50% if performance wasn’t up 
to scratch. The promise to pay a competitive milk price, cut costs and grow the milk supply 
spurred Bonlac farmers to vote for Fonterra to take charge.59 

Meanwhile, a frustrated Max Ould departed National Foods, but successor Peter Margin 
looked for gains from Bonlac’s restructure. He picked up Bonlac’s new UHT flavoured milk plant 
at Cobden,60 dealing National into that market just as the long-awaited industry rationalisation 
suddenly looked close at hand. Parmalat’s Italian parent was caught out by a long-running fraud 
perpetrated by its founder and CEO, Calisto Tanzi. Outwardly the expansive and successful 
multinational, the group had for years been cheating on its balance sheets and was now 
swamped by financial crisis and mountainous debt. When the parent was declared bankrupt 
owing more than US$20 billion, Australia’s major players lined up for the likely sale of local 
Parmalat assets.61 With capacity in milk processing estimated at 2 to 3 times the size of the 
market, National Foods coveted the Queensland operations and Dairy Farmers eyed Parmalat’s 
business in Victoria.62 

Since Dairy Farmers had slipped behind National in the supermarket stakes, Ian Langdon 
was banking on industry rationalisation for Dairy Farmers’ resuscitation and wanted to be ready 
when the right opportunity appeared. To overcome the outflow of equity to exiting members, the 
co-op had reworked its capital restructure model and quickly put the first stage—creating two 
separate co-ops—into effect by mid-2004.63 But the chance to scoop up Parmalat assets 
evaporated when Italians rushed to rescue their biggest international company. The appointed 
administrator set in train a series of selective sales but decided to retain the Australian assets. In 
2005 Parmalat Australia became part of the restructured global group, which was relisted on the 
Milan Stock Exchange.64 

From Parmalat as target, attention turned to National Foods, which was striding ahead on the 
milk scene and seeking growth outside the dairy sector. In mid-2004, its shares hit a high after 
renewal of the Woolworths contract for national supply, and surged again on revelation of a 
takeover plan for fruit processor SPC Ardmona. Rationalisation via National Foods had 
previously seemed blocked by strategic shareholdings by Fonterra, yogurt rival Danone and 
Dairy Farmers.65 But Danone now sold its 10% stake, then Dairy Farmers shed its 9.2%, 
acquired in 2002 to ensure a ‘seat at the table’ in any consolidation talks.66 That opened the way 
for Fonterra, which reacted with alarm to National’s fruit processing plans and offered $1.3 billion 
for the remaining 81% of shares, conditional on gaining at least 50% control and not being 
bound to proceed with SPC Ardmona.67 

While National Foods scorned the offer and New Zealand critics warned Fonterra against 
merger with a public company that would pressure the co-op to demutualise, others seized the 
moment. In December 2004, a Philippine-based brewer and beverage group, San Miguel 
Corporation, launched a takeover bid. At $6 a share, Peter Margin thought it ‘very good value’. 
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San Miguel already owned Tasmanian brewer J. Boag & Son and 50% of Berri fruit juices. Now 
they hoped to exploit fast-growing dairy markets in the Asia–Pacific region.68 Under pressure 
from farmer shareholders not to overpay, Fonterra dithered before offering $6.20 if it gained 
more than 90%.69 San Miguel triumphed in April 2005 with ‘a compelling offer’ of $6.40 a share. 
The brewer promptly delisted National Foods from the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) and 
handed it Berri juices as a fully owned subsidiary.70 

Having exited National with a handy $220 million profit, Fonterra swiftly took full ownership of 
Bonlac Foods, including Murrumbidgee Dairy Products. Wishing to build an Australian position in 
market milk, yoghurt and dairy desserts, the New Zealanders also eyed off Dairy Farmers’ top 
brands.71 Instead, the northern NSW co-op Norco came into the frame. Currently partnered with 
Parmalat in a market milk business that limited its financial and geographical reach, Norco took 
a shine to the New Zealanders and their expansive desire to grow a branded milk business 
down the east coast.72 Norco split with Parmalat on the grounds that the Italian parent’s 
restructure and public relisting constituted a change of control and thereby triggered Norco’s 
right to acquire Parmalat’s interest. After some court squabbles, Norco was able to acquire 
Parmalat’s share of the joint venture and negotiated continued use of the brands. In early 2007, 
Norco sold its milk marketing, sales and distribution arm to Fonterra, but retained the processing 
facilities and sold the finished goods to Fonterra as preferred supplier. Norco became the next 
strategic platform from which Fonterra could extend its Australian dairy business.73 Again, no 
consolidation was achieved, simply replacement of one party with another. 

Japanese game changer 
Further swapping of the deck chairs occurred in late 2007, when National Foods shifted from 
Philippine ownership into Japanese hands. A Japanese beverage company, Kirin Holdings, 
wished to offset stagnating beer sales and boost its presence in Asia and Oceania. With an 
existing 20% of San Miguel and 46% of Australian brewer Lion Nathan, Kirin did a double deal, 
paying San Miguel $2.8 billion for National Foods and $325 million for Boag.74 

At this time, a small consolidation was building up steam in Sydney, where Perfection had 
survived as an independent processor through its alliance with Dairy Farmers. Dairy Farmers 
needed Perfection’s distribution capability in Sydney’s west and the Blue Mountains to compete 
strongly with National Foods in these areas. Perfection in turn needed Dairy Farmers’ volume to 
make its plant viable and augment its revenue. The partnership worked to mutual benefit 
between Steve Lester and Alan Tooth, and his successor, Calvin Boyle. Relations deteriorated 
after Rob Gordon became managing director in 2004 and worked to make Dairy Farmers self-
sufficient. With both sides trying to manoeuvre the other into a breach of contract, Gordon 
blinked first and found himself in court charged with wrongful termination, a case which 
Perfection won. Having gradually engineered what they clearly desired, Perfection’s owners 
put the company on the market in mid-2007, sold the business to Dairy Farmers and retired 
from the industry.75 

Then came the long-awaited game changer. In early 2008, Dairy Farmers went on the 
market. As part of the 2004 restructure, the new supply co-op, DFMC, retained a 20% share-
holding in the parent processor, whose board committed to releasing member capital within 4 
years. As the 4-year mark approached, the board assessed the options, including a trade sale, a 
merger with another dairy processor and stock exchange listing. Ian Langdon leaned towards 
listing until faced with imminent loss of the licence for Ski brand yoghurt, Australia’s market 
leader and one of Dairy Farmers’ best earners. In 2002 Nestlé had acquired the UK company 
that owned the Ski brand and, despite Dairy Farmers’ best efforts, refused to renew the licence 
at the end of current tenure in 2011. Fonterra was an integral part of the Nestlé play, having 
used its ‘long and successful global partnership with Nestlé’ to stitch up a deal back in 2005 to 
buy Nestlé Australia’s yoghurt and dairy dessert factory at Echuca, on condition that the Ski 
rights would be transferred to Fonterra when Dairy Farmers’ licence ended.76 

Fearing the value downgrade of a listed stock scheduled to lose an integral part of its brand 
offering, the Dairy Farmers board opted for a competitive sale while Ski was under its control. 
Langdon worked tirelessly for maximum member turnout so the vote would decisively reflect 
member sentiment. Around 89% voted, and close to 95% approved. In March 2008, interested 
parties were invited to tender to determine a preferred bidder.77 
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As the new owner of National Foods, Japan’s Kirin Holdings made the first indicative offer and 
the first application for ACCC clearance. With the Nestlé deal in the bag, Fonterra followed. 
Then came Parmalat, in a joint bid with Murray Goulburn, who wanted Dairy Farmers’ cheese 
and ingredient business and south-eastern milk supply. The Canadian-based Saputo also put up 
its hand.78 Then National Foods proposed to purchase Dairy Farmers and form a 50/50 joint 
venture with Warrnambool Cheese & Butter (WCB) to acquire and operate the cheese business. 
By the time valuations took place, the looming global financial crisis shook off Parmalat, Murray 
Goulburn and WCB. National Foods hung on and signed in the nick of time, just before Lehman 
Brothers collapsed. At $5.65 a share, the $910 million transaction valued Dairy Farmers at a 
multiple of 12.8 times 2007–08 earnings and gained overwhelming support from Dairy Farmers 
members.79 

Dairy Farmers’ sale released an enormous cash injection into the industry, and a massive 
transfer from processing to the farm sector, making millionaires of many Dairy Farmers suppliers 
in NSW and Queensland and parts of South Australia.80 As a long-departed Reg Smith would 
say: ‘Dairy Farmers members should get down on their knees every day and thank Ian Langdon 
for the way he fought for and persisted with his vision of aligning supply with shareholding.’ 
Besides the cash bonanza, the Dairy Farmers restructure also delivered milk security to supplier 
shareholders through the requirement to maintain the DFMC under specified conditions. A 
National Foods’ condition warned that it would be seeking a flatter supply curve from DFMC 
members. 

The sale also delivered National Foods a near-monopoly. To ensure at least a two-cornered 
competition in milk processing, the ACCC required divestments.81 National Foods was willing to 
license brands and sell some processing plants and depots. Parmalat remained eager to acquire 
some assets. Fonterra started negotiations but pulled out. In NSW, Parmalat ended up with 
Dairy Farmers’ Lidcombe plant, use of the Pura brand for 5 years, and the National Foods and 
Perfection distributors in Sydney’s west and south-west. In South Australia, Parmalat took over 
Dairy Farmers’ brands for 5 years and factories in Adelaide, Murray Bridge and Jervois. The 
deal extended Parmalat’s presence in NSW and South Australia, and added over 25% to 
revenue. In 2010 Parmalat announced investment of $40 million to expand capacity at several 
plants, following $16 million in 2009.82 

There were at last just two major milk processors, both foreign-owned multinationals, one 
Japanese, one Italian. Their market milk duopoly was mitigated only by a few small processors 
with regional brands. As a beverage company and beer maker, National Foods’ Japanese owner 
saw the milk business as part of a broad goal to double revenue from overseas sources by 
2015. In 2009 Kirin acquired the remaining 54% of Australian brewer Lion Nathan and merged 
the National Foods business into what was then called Lion Nathan National Foods.83 In 2011 all 
reference to National Foods and Dairy Farmers was obliterated when the name of all Australian 
business units was changed to Lion. In the same year, control of Parmalat moved into French 
hands when the multinational Lactalis bought 83% of the Italian parent. 

Making manufacturing giants 
Rationalisation was also expected among dairy manufacturers. Small regional co-operatives had 
been merging for decades, a process that stepped up once the Kerin Plan systematically 
reduced support from 1986. When regulation ended in 2000, Murray Goulburn and Bonlac 
accounted for close to 50% of the national milk intake and dominated the Victorian and 
Australian manufacturing sectors. Far behind were the smaller co-operatives, WCB and Tatura 
Milk Industries (TMI), and proprietary firms such as Kraft, Nestlé and Burra. Murray Goulburn 
proved to be the steady survivor. Bega and Warrnambool became the small, agile upstarts 
prepared to modify the traditional co-op model. Fonterra was the friendly-faced but ambitious 
multinational co-op that blocked Murray Goulburn’s path to supremacy but played second fiddle 
in the Australian dairy manufacturing scene. 

In Victoria’s densely populated dairy industry, most suppliers had a choice of buyers who vied 
for their milk. Relative efficiency of manufacturing and distribution was the key to a competitive 
milk price, with scale, operational economy and geographical configuration all part of the 
equation.84 Since the manufacturing sites of the big co-ops reflected the assets inherited from 
the regional co-ops from which they evolved, the hand dealt by history wasn’t necessarily 
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optimal. Fierce rivalry between Bonlac and Murray Goulburn ensured that both maintained a 
spread of manufacturing capacity through Victoria’s three dairy regions. Many plants in close 
proximity offered efficiency rewards from a union, despite divergent investment approaches. Phil 
Scanlan typically lavished $150 million on a greenfield milk powder plant at Darnum in eastern 
Victoria.85 Continuing its ethos of steady frugality, Murray Goulburn scoffed at Bonlac’s 
extravagance and focused on superior performance at existing sites, a well structured supply 
and factory base, and a mindset to make every milk component pay. 

Murray Goulburn’s sturdy but less flamboyant style stood the test of survival. The 1990s saw 
introduction of an R&D section where there was none before; the focus stuck to core 
commodities but tailored properties to specifications of individual customers in food and 
pharmaceutical manufacturing.86 The result was a higher-value range of specialised dairy 
ingredients. Tuning into consumer health fancies, the nutritionals division became a new growth 
area, fed by an innovative ‘biodiscovery’ research program from 2003. Capital expenditure from 
2000 totalled almost $1 billion, with consistent investment in technology and manufacturing 
renewal to meet more sophisticated demands. The co-op started the deregulation decade with 
80% of its milk going to exports. By the decade’s end, half of its revenue came from international 
orders for ingredients.87 The other half was earned in the domestic market—partly by strategic 
design to target more lucrative consumer segments, but partly because of declining milk 
production. In 2010, Murray Goulburn controlled 35.5% of Australia’s milk, from 2400 suppliers, 
and earned a total revenue of $2.24 billion.88 Size made it possible to sustain a diverse portfolio, 
including newer, more targeted nutritionals while retaining bulk commodities. 

Bonlac attributed Murray Goulburn’s persistent rejection of a Victorian mega-merger to a plot 
to scoop a basement bargain. Whatever the motivation, the strategy allowed Bonlac to fall to a 
New Zealand agenda. Fonterra lost suppliers to Murray Goulburn but became its chief rival. 
After the deregulation decade, Fonterra had revenues of $1.9 billion, collected 21% of Australia’s 
milk from around 1400 suppliers, and operated 10 processing sites. Over 40% of its Australian 
milk went into exports, around half in key markets such as China, Japan and south-east Asia. 
Close to 60% of its product was sold through Australian retailers or food service operators such 
as cafes, restaurants and clubs.89 

Fonterra massaged Bonlac assets into a trans-Tasman segment of a global plan. Australia 
offered no advantage in traditional bulk commodities that relied on scale, so Fonterra used its 
Bonlac platform to exploit the value and volume of high-quality nutritional exports and top-
branded products for Australian consumption. With consumer products in the Bonland joint 
venture, Bonlac Foods was left with bulk commodities. In 2005 Fonterra paid only $91 million for 
the 50% of Bonlac it didn’t already hold—a far cry from the $2 billion offered for National 
Foods.90 

The Bonlac takeover relied on a broader strategy. Multinationals such as Kraft and Nestlé 
were moving out of milk collection and processing and becoming marketers of purchased 
product. Fonterra wanted full-chain supply from cow to customer, and prominence in dairy 
ingredients and specialised nutritionals. A prerequisite of Bonlac takeover was simultaneous 
purchase of Nestlé’s milk powder plant in Victoria’s south-west, which brought in 420 suppliers, 
a powder facility and a contract to supply product for Nestlé to market. By consolidating Nestlé 
and Bonlac operations, Fonterra hoped to grow the ingredients business, upgrade Bonlac’s 
Darnum plant into a world-class site for nutritional powders, and drive operational efficiency.91 
The caveat for Fonterra’s promise on milk price and returns was the condition that Bonlac 
Supply Company deliver at least 1.2 billion litres of milk each year. At less than 1 billion litres, no 
dividend would be paid.92 

Bonlac’s Wagga Wagga-based Murrumbidgee Dairy Products helped fill in the liquid milk, 
yoghurt and dessert segment of Fonterra’s profile.93 The 2005 deal to purchase Nestlé’s yogurt 
and dessert operations at Echuca added more substance when implemented with transfer of the 
Ski licence in 2009. Fonterra also became Tasmania’s largest dairy processor, care of Bonlac’s 
1999 merger with United Milk Tasmania. This delivered Tasmanian milk sources, award-winning 
cheeses and whey protein concentrates, and a good market presence in the quality cheese 
market in Japan.94 After a decade in Australia, Fonterra held a 27% value share of its cheese 
market, 30% of its yoghurts and desserts, 20% of its milk powder market, and 21% of butter and 
blends. It also held a 2.3% value share of Australia’s fresh milk market.95 
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With Bonlac snatched away, Murray Goulburn turned expansion sights to Tasmania. In 2006 
it bought Classic Foods in the north, and expanded operations from UHT packaging to process-
sing of specialised UHT products.96 The grounds for dairy processing in the growing north-west 
were laid through a majority stake in Tasmanian Dairy Products, a company formed to drive 
construction of a plant in Smithton.97 Completion in 2013 would demand an extra 150 million 
litres a year from local farmers and cater for milk powder exports to Asia and the Middle East.98 

One factor in trans-Tasman competition was divergent production trends. New Zealand milk 
production grew from 12 billion to 18 billion litres in a decade while Australia’s production fell 
from 12 billion to 9 billion litres.99 New Zealand’s growing scale challenged Murray Goulburn in 
competing against Fonterra in the global market. A declining milk supply hindered Fonterra in 
Australia, where it faced tough competition for raw material against Murray Goulburn’s superior 
supply base. 

Manufacturing upstarts 
Bega emerged as a surprise winner from deregulation. Overturning expectations that it would be 
swallowed up by Victorian processors, Bega extended its own operations into the dairy state. 

Bega chose to face deregulation head-on. As early as 1994, its leaders read signs of future 
farm gate change and sought sources of survival. Though no less fixated on a place in the 
Sydney milk market, they took Bonlac’s designs on the Bega brand as a wake-up call.100 Thanks 
to the flexibility of notional supply, 70 million litres of Bega’s farm output nominally went into 
market milk, but only 10 million litres was processed at Bega’s factory. A notional swap with 
United Dairies, then National Foods, allowed Bega to keep the rest at home to use for cheese. 

Bega installed its own state-of-the-art cheese cutting and packing plant in 1998 for two 
reasons: to develop the internal capacity to add value to its brand, and to find a path that didn’t 
rely on regulation. Though regulation was considered valuable for Bega farms, the co-op was 
sceptical about its value for its manufacturing business. The 1970s quota fight left scars, 
aggravated by the obstacles for a new exporter trying to sell through a single desk into Japan. It 
often seemed that regulation favoured those who were well entrenched in liquid milk or export 
markets rather than smaller, emerging players. Bega people perceived a prevailing ‘status quo 
culture’—based on historical positions derived from historical regulation—and believed it worked 
to keep them contained. Deregulation would force everyone to fight for themselves afresh. 

Bonlac’s fall fed Bega’s rise, via the brand and processing agreement with the NZDB. The 
subsequent burst of growth proved a turning point.101 Supplier shareholders received $16 million 
of the NZDB payment, adding average payouts of $120,000 to their adjustment packages. The 
money boosted Bega farms just as world prices came off the boil.102 The transfer of Bonlac’s 
cheese processing into the Bega plant tripled the size of the company and achieved a leap in 
scale.103 With ongoing royalty payments from Bonland Dairies, Bega was able to add a canning 
line and a cheese shredding plant to its processing repertoire, taking it into other growing 
markets. 

Less tangible was a psychological transformation. There was no time for prolonged co-
operative debate about the Bonland commitment. This one-off gift forced the co-op to grasp the 
nettle of change. Led by Bega’s new chairman, Barry Irvin, the board negotiated, executed and 
fulfilled the deal in a way that opened minds to positive pursuit of opportunity. Bega began to 
shed the straitjacket of traditional co-operative culture. Drought, a surging dollar and falling world 
prices still hit hard, but Bega members saw they couldn’t just stay the same and looked for the 
next innovative step. 

By 2005, the business was well consolidated, expanding in international reach and growing 
organically. In seeking an acquisition, the Bega co-op focused on Victoria as the prime dairy 
state and in 2006 turned to TMI, near Shepparton. Tatura was struggling but its complementary 
profile could expand Bega’s scope. While Bega was renowned for cheese and whey powder, 
TMI made infant nutritionals, growing-up milk powders and cream cheese. Where Bega was 
largely domestic, TMI was mainly in export. Like Bega, Tatura was a century-old co-op. To ease 
the distress of a forced sale, the Bega board offered to buy 70% and leave 30% for a later day. 
Since the acquisition wasn’t regarded as hostile, the relationship prospered. In 2007, Bega paid 
$38.8 million for 70% of TMI, gave equal entitlements to the shares issued to Tatura farmers, 
and invited two TMI directors onto the board. 
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As Bega grew its business and drew milk from beyond traditional geographic boundaries, the 
Bega board debated what should happen to the value that its small shareholder base had 
helped to create. The co-operative rule of ‘one member, one vote’ gave a new member with only 
2000 shares the same voting power as a long-time member with 400,000 shares. To ensure that 
the original wealth creators were the ones who decided its future, in 2008 the co-operative was 
converted into an unlisted public company called Bega Cheese, in which votes aligned with 
shareholding. Bega Cheese extended its Victorian manufacturing capacity by buying a cheddar 
and mozzarella plant at Coburg, and then the former Kraft plant at Strathmerton. 

2011 was another landmark when Bega Cheese shareholders voted overwhelmingly to list on 
the ASX. Barry Irvin said the float would give farmers ‘a real sense of what their shareholding in 
Bega Cheese is worth.’104 Forecasting a revenue of $1 billion, Bega Cheese was listed on the 
ASX on 19 August 2011. In December it purchased the other 30% of TMI.105 

WCB also broke the co-operative mould. Established in 1888, WCB was one of the oldest 
manufacturers in the Australian dairy industry and the third largest Victorian co-op in the 1990s. 
It produced a range of cheese, butters and powdered dairy ingredients, including the growing 
export of whey protein concentrate for use in health products, sports drinks, nutritional health 
bars and as a binding agent in food processing. From a decades-long alliance with Kraft, WCB 
also acquired the regional market milk processor Sungold Milk, and continued to supply bulk 
cheese to Dairy Farmers after its purchase of Kraft’s natural cheese business in 1997.106 

When deregulation arrived, WCB promised to provide a facility for members to trade their 
shares. Preparations for stock exchange listing in 2003 collapsed when some suppliers feared 
that a listed entity would fall prey to speculators.107 The proposal was reworked to include more 
farmer control and won an 86% majority in February 2004. The vote-changing ‘heritage package’ 
included more supplier directors, a round of free shares for suppliers, and a 5% cap on any 
single shareholding in the early years, reaching 15% by 2010.108 WCB prospered as a listed 
entity, achieving exponential growth. Located in south-western Victoria, it gained from migration 
of New Zealand farmers, grew its milk supply to almost 900 million litres—nearly a third of 
Murray Goulburn’s—and generated regular profits even through drought. With a customer 
base that was 60% international, the company supplied specialised products not readily 
found elsewhere.109 

A blip in prosperity occurred in 2009 in the wake of the global financial crisis crash and some 
poor handling of farm gate prices.110 Though profitability was restored the following year, the 
momentary weakness attracted interest from bargain-hunters. Murray Goulburn was among 
them. Miffed at providing refuge for suppliers who fled WCB’s price cut but ran back when the 
cut was reversed, Murray Goulburn was prepared to divert precious capital to acquire this 
aspirational competitor. The first takeover bid was made in late 2009, increased in early 2010 
but soundly rejected as undervaluing the company.111 Murray Goulburn withdrew and proceeded 
to buy on market, only to see Bega Cheese acquire a much cheaper stake. Bega Cheese 
provided $22 million to a WCB capital raising through a friendly share placement at $2.90.112 

The cosy arrangement mystified financial analysts, who believed non-farming shareholders 
might well question a buy-in at less than $3 from Bega after knocking back Murray Goulburn’s 
$4.35. An incensed Steve O’Rourke exhorted the benefits of absorption into Murray Goulburn’s 
co-operative structure: ‘We believe that consolidation, not just with WCB and Murray Goulburn, 
but now also with Bega, can still deliver substantial benefits to farmers and the Australian dairy 
industry.’113 This three-cornered plot would continue to play out for some time. 

The Australian dairy industry experienced the concentrating effects of globalisation and 
internal structural change. Deregulation put half of Australia’s milk in foreign hands. Fonterra and 
Lion processed around 45% of Australia’s milk, Parmalat just over 5%.114 Murray Goulburn was 
the only home-grown dairy co-op of any scale that survived drought and economic crises and 
resisted the lure of external or overseas capital. As such, it continued its ‘barometric price 
leadership’: its price was taken to reflect market conditions and was followed by other 
companies.115 Murray Goulburn set the milk price in Victoria and the benchmark for the rest of 
Australia. Every other trader and major processor worked out how much extra they needed to 
pay to secure their milk supply. 
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For dairy farmers in Victoria, and indirectly throughout Australia, the fate of their milk price, 
farm profitability and livelihood was in Murray Goulburn’s hands.116 This would become even 
more pertinent as the next twist in Australia’s market milk history unfolded. 
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Chapter 20: Supply chain capture? 

The birthday gift 
On Australia Day, 26 January 2011, the Coles supermarket chain announced its birthday gift to 
Australian consumers: Coles own house brand milk would henceforth cost only $1 a litre. It was 
all part of Coles’ ‘Down Down’ campaign, which meant prices were staying down—this was no 
fleeting discount. The media release was titled, ‘Because we all buy milk: Coles cuts the price to 
help shoppers save.’1 

Shoppers would save quite a lot, with discounts of up to 33% in NSW, Queensland and 
Victoria and 4% in South Australia, Tasmania and Western Australia. The price cut applied to all 
Coles brand milk in 2 and 3 litre containers. A particular feature was the removal of the previous 
premium for the low-fat ‘Lite’ product.2 Woolworths immediately matched the Coles prices, and 
Franklins and Aldi soon followed. In a déjà vu moment for the industry, the deep discounts drove 
a sudden surge in sales of house brand milk, especially the low-fat lines.3 Within a week, Coles 
was reporting a lift of 10% in house brand sales, which it claimed as proof that its discounts 
increased milk consumption and was good for farmers. In anticipation of an industry furore, 
Coles said the discounts were funded from its own margins, and the processors had just 
received a price rise to pre-empt any transfer of price cuts to farmers.4 There would be no 
adverse effect on the industry. 

The industry didn’t see it that way. Calculating that the retail price was now below cost of 
production, they saw the $1 campaign as another cynical exercise in using milk as a loss leader 
to generate extra store traffic and take market share from Woolworths, independents and the 
route trade. Processors could see that they were losing out, with a rapid switch of consumer 
preference from their high-margin branded product to the private labels of the supermarkets: in 
just 3 weeks, house brands jumped from 63.5% to 68.8% of white milk sales in supermarkets, 
with branded sales falling accordingly. The route trade retailers could see that they were losing 
out: while supermarket milk sales rose from 10 million litres a week to 11.6 million litres, total 
milk sales remained static.5 Milk vendors knew they were losing out because many regular 
customers from corner stores, coffee shops and canteens had cut their orders, finding it cheaper 
to buy milk from the supermarket shelf than a wholesale source.6 Farmers expected to lose out 
as soon as their processor supply contract came up for renewal. Current negotiations between 
National Foods and the Dairy Farmers Milk Co-operative, covering 780 farmers in four states, 
were soon stalling over discount complications. Parmalat suppliers in Queensland started losing 
money immediately owing to the fall in their volume of tier 1 milk (paid at a higher rate for 
branded sales) and the rise in their volume of tier 2 milk (paid at a lower rate for house brand 
sales). Some Parmalat farmers were refusing to upgrade their dairy properties and replant their 
pastures, because they doubted future milk prices could sustain the expense. 

Contrary to Coles’ benign assertions, supermarket actions appeared to be reverberating 
quickly down the supply chain. Woolworths backed up the industry view by insisting that $1 milk 
was unsustainable for retailers as well as everyone else. Claiming that the white milk price had 
been ‘re-based’ overnight, Woolworths confirmed that this would inevitably lead to pressure at 
the farm gate. ‘The consumer baseline for price is now at 1990s levels, but with 2011 input costs 
for all parts of the supply chain,’ said Woolworths.7 It was indeed another step-change moment 
for the industry. 

The outcry against the Coles action led to a Senate enquiry. Labor Minister Joe Ludwig had 
welcomed the good news for milk drinkers and accepted Coles’ word that it would not affect milk 
processors or the dairy farmers who supplied them. A flurry of contrary opinion from the cross-
benches and the Senate brought a demand for more investigation. ‘I understand that consumers 
want cheap milk,’ said Senator Nick Xenophon, ‘but if cheap milk in the short term means the 
destruction of our dairy industry in the long term, ultimately consumers will suffer.’8 

The Senate enquiry began in March 2011 and continued over several months, often 
generating more heat than light as vested interests voiced set-piece statements. Most said $1 
milk was below cost of production, and if it continued would ruin the industry. As a key supplier, 
National Foods said it was losing money and Coles must be too. Coles claimed to be taking a 
lower margin but still making 4¢ a litre9 and promised to continue its $1 campaign indefinitely in 
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the cause of bringing real competition to the marketplace. Coles executives suggested that 
whingeing processors cut out some fat and sharpen their game.10 Pressing the ‘foreign 
multinational’ button, they cast the processors as the villains who used their Australian business 
as a convenient cash cow. It didn’t help that these executives criticised the lack of transparency 
around prices paid by the multinationals to farmers when they were totally opaque about their 
own contracts with processors.11 Nor did it help that they themselves were foreign imports on 
contracts with multimillion-dollar incentive bonuses dependent on achieving specific 
performance goals by a certain date. 

Retailer brands were hardly new, having been used for decades to vie for price-conscious 
consumers. But the dairy industry felt a new phase was afoot in the way these brands were 
being used. 

The private label story—from customer to competitor 
Australian milk had been given a lead part as Australian retailers stepped into what was a global 
story: the growth of the retailer brand. Once referred to as house brands, retailer brands were 
coming to be known as private labels, a title that itself heralded a changing perception of their 
role. Through their use of products sold under their own brand name, retailers were progress-
sively wrestling control of their supply chains from the product manufacturers. 

Retailers provide crucial infrastructure by which to transfer ownership of goods from produc-
ers to consumers. Yet manufacturers with strong brands gained ascendancy in the supply chain 
during the twentieth century. Mass advertising gave direct access to end users and the capacity 
to drive consumer perceptions and demand. With that came the market muscle to dominate 
dependent retailers. Through the concept of category champions, the manufacturers of leading 
brands often took control of retailer merchandising strategies and influenced store layout.12 

Grocery retailers were among those who experienced the force of the manufacturer brand. 
The post-war growth of self-service supermarkets and pre-packaged foods also helped the 
brands. But the aggregation of multiple stores into supermarket chains provided the scale to 
rebalance the retailer–supplier relationship. The accompanying economies offered greater 
purchasing efficiency; the access to a larger proportion of the market offered more market power 
for the retailer. Major chains such as Wal-Mart in the US and Carrefour in France altered the 
retail landscape by exercising massive buying power through a single point of purchase. They 
used that volume to have a range of goods packaged under their own brand. The ‘private label’ 
was born. 

The nature and purpose of retailer brands changed over time. Present from the 1920s, they 
took off in the 1970s on the back of national chain volumes and soaring inflation. The first 
generation ‘generics’ were used to provide a cheap alternative for the budget shopper. Typically 
functional staples with little scope for differentiation, common examples were paper towels, 
plastic wraps, salt, flour and sugar. Their low-cost structure relied on manufacture by firms with 
excess production capacity, on cheap unadorned packaging, and on the absence of brand 
marketing or other promotional expenditures. Lower unit costs brought extra revenue to 
manufacturers, bigger margins to retailers, and cheaper prices for consumers.13 Generally 
perceived as inferior to manufacturer-branded counterparts, they presented no real competitive 
threat and could even justify the premium price for the leading brands. This was a win–win 
phenomenon. 

The balance of benefit changed as retailer lines became more sophisticated and more prolific. 
While the second generation ‘quasi-brands’ were pitched only slightly above generics, the third 
and fourth generation private labels were styled as major brands and exclusive premium 
products which aimed at building loyalty to the retailer as the sole source. This pitted them 
against manufacturer brands that were available anywhere. The relationship of retailer to 
supplier expanded from customer to competitor, and even to product innovator. With retailers 
prescribing their own unique specifications, the role of private label tipped from price-fighter to 
‘value-adding differentiator’.14 Technology played handmaiden to the change. From barcode 
scanning to loyalty cards, electronic data collection revealed the purchasing patterns that 
allowed supermarkets to tailor their own brand innovations to target markets.15 

Several factors fuelled this evolution. Retailer competition for market share was a strong 
force, including the challenge by a model built almost totally on retailer brands. The German 
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chain Aldi was a leading example.16 By stripping out product duplication, multiple pack sizes and 
unnecessary promotion, Aldi combined quality and exclusivity with remarkably low price. 
Typically offering a single but carefully selected product in each category, Aldi’s limited lines 
allowed small, frugal stores, standardised packaging and a simple, disciplined supply chain. With 
products supplied by smaller manufacturers but benchmarked against the best, Aldi aimed at 
escaping brand premiums but winning customer trust in its selection of suppliers, and therefore 
in its brands and stores.17 Aldi’s 1990 arrival in the UK prompted local grocery chains to rework 
their brand strategies, driving up private label sales by 52% in 5 years from 1992. By 1998 they 
accounted for 29% of all packaged grocery expenditure.18 At major supermarket chains like 
Tesco, private label products represented 40% to 50% of total sales.19 

Two other factors drove retailer enthusiasm for private labels. A major drawcard was the 
potential to boost profits and cut prices by extracting more of the manufacturer margin. On 
average, suppliers were saving 10.6% on costs but reducing their own margins by 18.8% and 
delivering a 29.4% cut in wholesale price to the retailer; of that, the retailer typically retained a 
margin increase of 10.1% and handed consumers a 19.3% cut in retail price.20 A related and 
high-ranking motivator for retailers was the elevated bargaining power associated with being 
both customer and competitor. A strong market share on private labels consistently yielded 
retailers a higher margin on manufacturer brands as well as their own. Common negotiating 
techniques included aggressive shelf placements, playing off suppliers against each other, and 
using short-term supply contracts to keep losers in the competitive loop and provide regular 
retailer insights into manufacturer costs and margins.21 Such benefits cemented the role of 
retailer as competitor, and displaced a shared interest in optimising manufacturer sales with a 
conflicting interest in eroding the power of manufacturer brands. 

Retailer concentration enabled and reinforced the trend to retailer brands. The added scale 
made for better economies, and strong private label programs could double profits for leading 
retailers, delivering funds for further acquisitions.22 A pattern seen in many Western countries 
was repeated in the UK. The total market share of Britain’s top five supermarket chains rose 
from only 35% in 1977 to 65% in 1990 and 83% by 2000. Private label penetration grew in 
parallel, rising from 22% of supermarket sales in 1977 to 32% by 1990 and 45% by 2000.23 

Australia appeared to buck the trend. Though it excelled in retail concentration, it lagged in 
retailer brands. In 1975, Woolworths, Coles and Franklins held a combined 40% of the national 
grocery market. By 1998 they held 80%, having gobbled up many smaller chains and stores.24 
Australia had one of the most concentrated supermarket sectors in the world, yet retailer brands 
accounted for less than 10% of supermarket sales.25 This was despite offering the world’s 
biggest discount from manufacturer brands, an average 43%.26 The manufacturer brand was 
typically the market leader, recognised as the drawcard for customer interest. Research showed 
that Australian shoppers still associated house brand products with poor quality, a perception 
planted by the early generics and entrenched by a continuing connection with low-end discount 
chains.27 A Senate retail enquiry in 1999 heard little about house brands, but anxious 
outpourings about concentration.28 

Franklins, the original grocery discounter, had lit the house brand flame with its No Frills 
brand in 1978. It carried the label into a swathe of products while expanding from NSW into 
other states.29 At its 1980s pinnacle, Franklins was consistently 20% below mainstream prices.30 
As other regional chains emulated Franklins, they drew market share from Woolworths and 
Coles. Reluctant to tarnish their superior image, Woolworths and Coles acquired some of the 
discount chains, further concentrating supermarket ownership but keeping discounting and 
house brands largely segregated from their own names. Coles congregated theirs under the Bi-
Lo budget chain. Woolworths ran Flemings and Food for Less as their discount outlets. At their 
main stores, the top retailers used house brands judiciously, as a limited low-budget option.31 
Woolworths found a more successful form of differentiation in the ‘Fresh Food People’ campaign 
launched in 1987 and streaked ahead in customer loyalty. Coles, which used house brands 
more, did less well. Franklins the ‘price fighter’ collapsed in 2001, bringing Woolworths and 
Coles windfall acquisitions of many of their outlets. By 2002, Woolworths and Coles alone held 
an estimated 76% of the national grocery market, with wholesaler Metcash (formerly Davids) a 
significant third force. 
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Already equipped with enviable power from avid acquisition and extreme concentration, 
Australia’s supermarket giants put their primary focus on supply chain logistics and innovation as 
a source of extra savings and profits, making private labels a lower-order strategy. From the 
1990s they used their buyer power to drive supply chain changes and coerce suppliers to adopt 
facilitating technologies and disciplines. Electronic data interchange sped data transfer between 
organisations. A campaign to cut direct-to-store deliveries saw more suppliers unload their 
goods at retailer distribution centres; next, retailers took control of product movement from the 
manufacturer’s gate. In a sign of the times, Arnotts’ distinctive red trucks disappeared from the 
roadways.32 

In 1999, Woolworths started a decade-long program called ‘Project Refresh’.33 First, 
centralised buying would eliminate duplication and coordinate suppliers. Then end-to-end supply 
chain changes would reduce warehousing times, supply chain delays and stock costs, and 
increase the efficiency of product movement, all supported by specialised information technology 
programs. Plans for the next decade looked to rationalisation and automation of the distribution 
centres, then to a range of devices designed to slash product handling costs. Roll cages rather 
than pallets were expected to speed movement of goods through distribution centres onto trucks 
and all the way to supermarket aisles; various forms of shelf-ready packaging would reduce 
unpacking labour and carton waste. Close electronic collaboration between retailers and 
suppliers would use real-time point-of-sale data to forecast and plan speedy shipment of 
replacement stock to stores.34 Trailing its arch rival, Coles instigated a more modest version of 
Project Refresh from 2003. Woolworths planned to spend $1 billion over a decade to save $7 
billion through supply chain transformation. Coles planned to invest $604 million over 5 years 
and reap $425 million a year.35 

Against this background, Aldi’s arrival in 2001 prompted a rethink of private label strategies 
but no dramatic surge. Coles grew its Bi-Lo range, but house brands reached only 9% in its main 
stores. Woolworths briefly invoked a limited ‘control brand’ in areas around Aldi stores but 
confirmed in 2002 that it had no private label plan and preferred to rely on supplier brands.36 
Coles triggered a spike of interest in 2004 after recruiting a marketing specialist from Britain’s 
Asda chain, who introduced a 3-tier private label strategy topped by ‘Coles Finest’. Woolworths 
and Metcash announced plans to follow suit, and all three set targets for achieving 30% levels of 
private label sales by 2007, which they all failed to reach. In 2006, private label share of 
supermarket sales reached 18%, but Aldi provided most of the gains, winning customers by 
charging $55.70 for a standard basket of goods which cost $100.34 at Coles and Woolworths.37 
Rather than tackling Aldi head-on, Woolworths and Coles used less direct tactics such as 
interfering in planning approval processes to obstruct Aldi’s access to prime retail sites.38 
Meanwhile, to counter drift of ‘stomach share’ to specialised fresh food retailers and 
convenience stores, Coles and Woolworths rode the trend by affiliating with petrol chains and 
their associated shop outlets.39 

The real private label push occurred from 2008, induced by the confluence of Aldi’s rise and 
three pivotal events: the takeover of Coles–Myer by Wesfarmers at a premium price; the sale of 
Dairy Farmers to National Foods, which achieved the long-awaited rationalisation to two major 
milk processors; and the global financial crisis, which set consumers lusting for bargains. An 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) enquiry was also triggered by 
persistent claims that retail prices were too high and retailers were fleecing consumers. To 
revive the flagging Coles chain, Wesfarmers recruited a coterie of British grocery gurus, who 
swept out the former management and made two significant discoveries: that consumers bought 
50% of their fresh food outside supermarkets, and private label products still represented a low 
proportion of supermarket sales. Rebuilding consumer trust and loyalty was a key plank of a 5-
year plan, and the private label strategy was reworked to achieve it. To encourage consumer 
confidence in its home brand products, Coles introduced an on-pack promise of ‘100% satisfied 
or 100% refunded’ for private label goods. With a new dynamic in the supermarket sector, other 
chains revisited private label sales as a key driver of profit growth.40 

Milk was already way ahead of the curve in the house brand game and became an obvious 
spearhead for this new private label campaign. This lead role would take the milk category into a 
new phase of development in the retail market and set off another range of structural changes in 
the industry. 
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Private label share of supermarket sales—milk vs other products, 2000–2010.41 

 

The private label story for milk—from competitor to gatekeeper 
Milk had long been out of kilter with the general priorities of grocery retailer strategies and at 
odds with the concentrated structure of the retail grocery market. This mismatch had three 
dimensions. Milk far outstripped general private label penetration of supermarket sales from 
2000. But it remained well behind the general grocery curve in terms of the supermarket control 
of the total market: around 50% of milk was still sold outside the supermarket sector. Thirdly, 
milk lagged in the supply chain integration which the supermarkets so desired, a fact strongly 
related to the rigorous demands of its cold-chain logistics, which helped sustain the continuing 
presence of specialised distribution through milk vendors, which in turn helped sustain the route 
trade of corner and convenience stores as a healthy alternative to supermarket sources. 

As Jim Fleming and John David had grasped decades before, milk was the ideal house brand 
product. A nutritional staple, consumed daily by most of the population and purchased frequently 
because of its perishability, milk was the perfect drawcard to attract customers who would buy 
other goods at the same time. With limited scope for differentiation, milk was also more easily 
pressed into the basic price-fighter role. Regulation denied supermarkets the full potential of 
these milk attributes. House brand discounts were small and regulated; sourcing was 
fragmented by zones; retailers had little scope for distinctive milk offerings. Apart from the flurry 
of intermittent ‘milk wars’, they showed little interest in the milk category. 

Deregulation changed everything, unleashing the pulling power of low-priced house brands in 
big-volume lines and packs. A Woolworths representative confirmed in 2003 that the home 
brand was the major milk focus: it ‘makes it easier for us to manage … we have just got one 
brand, we bring it as efficiently as possible and of course at the best price. We retail it at a good 
price as well.’42 Deregulation also gave retailers the power to set their own terms. Instead of 
paying on terms dictated by the regulator, supermarkets revelled in the cash flow released by 
selling milk almost immediately on delivery while not paying their supplier for 30 days. 

The private label story for milk started in earnest in 1998 in NSW. The fragmented milk 
sourcing caused by exclusive distribution zones was swept away. Buyer power in the biggest 
market could be consolidated at last. The real game began in 2000 when Woolworths 
consolidated its buyer power nationally to grab the revenue released from the farm sector and 
passed most of it to consumers to trigger a step-change in the structure of the national milk 
market. The result was an estimated industry loss of 12¢ to 15¢ a litre in wholesale value in the 
market milk sector and $230 to $300 million a year in industry revenue.43 
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Since consumers received their share of the industry loss via the Woolworths brand, the price 
differential created between processor and retailer brands at that critical moment drove a brand 
switch within supermarkets and a channel switch within the retail market. That price gap 
remained the driver for levering up buyer power and control of the milk supply chain over the 
following years. 

Retail price differential—branded and private label milks.44 

 
The price gap widened over the decade. While branded products followed the upward drift of 

general inflation and cost of milk inputs, the retail price of house brand milks remained remark-
ably steady. An average price difference of 18¢ a litre in 2000 had grown to 71¢ a litre in 2010.45 

That increasing price difference changed the structure of the retail milk market. Retailer 
brands rose from 11% of all national milk sales in 1999 to 31% by 2004.46 Their share of national 
supermarket sales of whole milk products rose from 31% to 71% during the deregulation 
decade.47 The change in National Foods’ sales said it all. In 1999–2000, 74.1% of its 
supermarket sales was company branded and 25.9% was private label (246 million litres). A 
decade later, 49.6% was company branded and 50.4% (586 million litres) was private label. 
Another year on, 48.6% was branded and 51.4% (625 million litres) was private label.48 

The retail price gap was based on a corresponding difference in the wholesale price of 
company and retailer brands. This had nothing to do with quality, since the same product went 
into processor and retailer packages.49 Some of the disparity arose from the absence of 
promotional costs for retailer brands and the savings afforded by added economies of scale in 
production. Since company and retailer brands were delivered in the same truck to 
supermarkets, added economies of distribution occurred only to the extent that the shift of sales 
from route trade to supermarkets resulted in fewer small-volume drops. Anecdotal evidence 
cited at a series of enquiries suggested that all these savings amounted to only 7¢ to 10¢ a litre 
on 2 litre bottles, whereas the difference in wholesale prices ranged from $1.50 to $2.00, leaving 
at least 87% of the difference unaccounted for.50 Concentrated buyer power loomed as a major 
source of the discrepancy, exercised through highly competitive house brand tenders for ‘must 
have’ contracts. ‘It is by dividing and conquering, Coles and Woolworths have been able to keep 
the prices where they are,’ said one processor representative.51 A Senate committee agreed: 
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‘The highest price processors can secure is limited by the supermarkets’ ability to source milk 
from the next closest source of supply.’52 

For processors, a reliable route to the market is fundamental. For retailers wanting the 
benefits of private labels, volume is the key to success. Several factors set up a reinforcing cycle 
that increased the volume of milk sold by supermarket chains, magnified their buying power and 
handed them the role of major gatekeepers to the retail milk market. 

First, the price-induced shift of retail purchasing patterns on regular whole milk increased the 
volumes of house brand contracts, making them more compelling and therefore more 
competitive. The power associated with the gatekeeper effect was multiplied by more centralised 
buying and by increasing inclusion of modified and specialty milks under the private label ban-
ner. As a Woolworths representative stated in 2003: ‘We wouldn’t leave them away. We would 
go where there is volume … and where we tender our volume.’53 Supermarket share of modified 
milk products rose from 12% in 1999–2000 to 53% in 2010–11, a large part occurring from 
January 2011.54 As supermarkets drew an increasing proportion of milk sales, they boosted their 
control of access to consumers, which was, after all, the major point of the private label exercise. 

Second, revenue lost by processors was revenue lost by the industry. Unable to pass on their 
own rising costs through the retailer brands, processors sought compensating margins 
elsewhere. One avenue was to squeeze the margins in other parts of the supply chain. The 
average farm price for market milk failed to keep pace with the average retail price, and 
supermarket vendors saw their margin fall from 12¢ a litre under regulation to 8¢ a litre and then 
to 5¢ a litre. Another possibility was to play the retailers at their own game by using any 
countervailing bargaining power associated with strong brands in other dairy products. Dairy 
Farmers considered ‘it will be a brave retailer who will delete “Ski” yogurt,’ a market leader. The 
iconic Coon and Cracker Barrel brands of cheddar cheese provided similar leverage to obtain 
shelf space and higher wholesale prices on these powerful brands.55 However, the most 
prevalent avenue for rescuing milk margins was to increase the wholesale price on company 
branded product, within both the supermarket sector and the route trade, as evidenced by the 
increasing price differential that continued to propel the house brand advantage. 

The compensating increase of margins on company brands became a secondary mechanism 
driving the retail price differential. Labelled the ‘waterbed effect’, the process was likened to the 
effect of a large body in the middle of a waterbed forcing up smaller bodies on the sides.56 When 
a large player in a market demands lower wholesale prices—possibly below cost of production—
suppliers are forced to increase prices to other customers to restore earnings to a sustainable 
level, enhancing the price advantage and sales volumes of the retailer brands in a reinforcing 
cycle. In the waterbed scenario, the projected final outcome is the ability of the major chains to 
increase the price for their own labels; retail prices are increased across the board and the 
average retail price paid by the consumer is substantially higher than it was before the discount-
ing of the retailer brand began. To keep a brake on this cycle, milk processors needed to sustain 
the non-supermarket channels as an alternative route to market by keeping them reasonably 
competitive with supermarkets. They trod a tightrope in seeking a sustainable balance. 

Also compounding the gatekeeper effect was the way the major retailers managed their 
house brand contracts in a winner-takes-all manner. Already in the driver’s seat with three major 
processors vying for two major contracts, the retailers—particularly Woolworths—added the 
leverage of dealing with a single preferred supplier. Winning a house brand contract locked in 
the right to exclusive supply of retailer brand volumes at an agreed-on price over an agreed-on 
period, but also provided preferred-supplier status on processor brands, effectively doubling the 
volume stakes. Without the shelf space and shelf positioning gained for the processor brand, 
both ranging and visibility to the consumer would be minimal, and product that didn’t sell quickly 
didn’t retain shelf space. Winning house brand contracts became critical to the viability of the 
supplier’s branded business as well. As a National Foods representative revealed: ‘It is part of 
the arrangements with Woolworths that they will expand the presence of National brands as a 
part of the contract for supplying home brand milk.’57 

With huge volumes at stake, a single contract could make or break companies, driving 
processors to cut to the bone in tendering wholesale terms. Parmalat expressed the dilemma: 
‘House brands give critical mass but … the higher the house brand the more at risk you are.’58 
National experienced this in 2000, dropping $40 million in earnings after losing the Woolworths 
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contract and shelf space for the Pura range in some states. Dairy Farmers’ gleeful win of 
contracts in three states turned sour when house brand sales took off. As board member Ian 
Zandstra recalled, ‘The sales just boomed … we just kept losing money because much more 
was sold than was ever anticipated in the contract.’59 

Through their volumes and control of consumer access to company products, supermarket 
contracts made winners and losers of processors and their supply chain partners. Because of 
the contractual alignment of vendors and farmers with a particular processor, the whole supply 
chain was thrown out of kilter each time the contracts changed hands. Because the contracts 
were also short term, they could change hands frequently. Both winners and losers were kept in 
a state of uncertainty and ready to sharpen their pencils in the next tender. The industry held its 
collective breath each time the contracts came up for renewal. 

2002 was a pivotal year, when Woolworths offered a single national contract for the first time. 
For 200 million litres a year for 2 years, this contract would lock in the supply of 10% of 
Australia’s fresh milk consumption via the house brand, plus full national preferential placement 
of the brand of the winning processor. In the lead-up to the tender, processors clearly grappled 
with the house brand genie. Accepting that whole milk in particular was now a commodity, they 
rethought strategies on the relative weight to give to retailer brands and tried to talk up the price 
in the pre-tender months.60 Max Ould said current house brand pricing was unsustainable, 
hinting that National Foods might seek a margin gain when the next contracts came up.61 Alan 
Tooth likewise believed the market would sustain a price increase, but ‘That proved not to be 
the case.’62 

After a highly competitive tender between seven bidders, National Foods was victor, 
reportedly doubling its contract volume and gaining a guaranteed $150 million a year plus 
guaranteed national supply of Pura milk through all Woolworths outlets.63 The result gave 
National 43% of supermarket milk sales and put its national plan back on track. The extra scale 
reduced milk conversion costs—an added advantage for future tenders—and funded promo-
tional campaigns to strengthen their own brands.64 For Dairy Farmers, the tender outcome 
snatched away market access in Victoria, Queensland and South Australia after only 2 years, 
allowing little time to claw back the investment in capacity required to service those contracts 
and depleting the throughput needed to keep those platforms viable.65 Price proved the trump 
card yet again, with Woolworths confirming that Dairy Farmers had bettered or equalled all other 
bids on all aspects except price, and that National Foods had significantly undercut an extremely 
competitive offer. Revealingly, Dairy Farmers made more money from its subcontract to fill 
National’s supply gap in northern Queensland than it would from a direct contract with 
Woolworths.66 

Further switching occurred between Dairy Farmers and Parmalat when the Coles state 
contracts came up for renewal later in 2002. Parmalat was mortified to lose ground in its 
Queensland home, and in Victoria, where it held the Coles contract since buying Sandhurst in 
1992. Dairy Farmers made some gains but lost ground in South Australia. Such switching kept 
processors in a permanent state of investment uncertainty and operational instability. 

With a firming grip on their gatekeeper role, the major chains tightened the screws on supply 
chain contributions to their efficiency gains. 2004 was another critical year, with contracts up for 
renewal again and pressure on processors to adopt and invest in particular supply chain 
improvements. Technologies for speeding product movement were high on the agenda, and 
both major retailers were conducting trials of roll cages and trolleys and various kinds of shelf-
ready packaging.67 These would entail major capital investment for the processors, including a 
redesign of factories to cater for the trolleys, and commitment to a system that was likely to be 
incompatible with that adopted by other retailers.68 

With more than 40% of its milk volumes now sold through Woolworths, National Foods relied 
on that contract for ongoing leadership.69 Since 2002, it had consolidated and streamlined its 
logistics and milk supplies, achieving operational productivity gains of 21%.70 In the lead-up to 
the 2004 tender, it lobbied hard for a longer-term contract to provide more certainty for 
investment and to justify its supply chain expenditure. However, Woolworths made further supply 
chain improvements a specific bargaining point of the negotiations, and required contenders to 
bear some of the costs.71 Dairy Farmers actively pursued the contract, anxious to gain the 
stability of national supply to the biggest retailer, but baulked at the investment and factory 
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redesign needed to meet the supply chain condition.72 A more compliant National Foods won the 
tender and an extension to 3 years. At 220 million litres a year, the contract was reportedly worth 
$300 million over the 3 years, suggesting an average wholesale price of less than 50¢ a litre. 
‘Time will tell how good a deal this is,’ said one analyst.73 

Coles also pushed for roll cages and other supply chain initiatives in its 2004 round of state 
tenders. Totalling 200 million litres a year across the states for 2 years, these contracts were 
also hotly contested. Logistics experts at Dairy Farmers cited several reasons why the shelf-
ready packaging demanded by Coles wouldn’t work and resisted the pressure for major capital 
investment in trolleys. Dairy Farmers lost Victorian and Queensland contracts to Parmalat, which 
welcomed the return of sales volumes lost in 2002, but had to scrounge extra milk to meet the 
Queensland contract.74 This included calling on Norco to meet shortfalls. With its well 
established distribution network, Dairy Farmers retained the NSW contract in the short term, but 
received an explicit warning that the day would come when Coles would gain the critical mass 
and control to compel compliance with its supply chain strategies. 

When processors complained to an ACCC enquiry in 2008 that they could not forever sustain 
the inability to incorporate increasing costs in wholesale prices of retailer brands, it raised the 
question of why they bid for the contracts. Australian milk processors revealed motivations 
similar to those expressed by manufacturers in numerous industries overseas. Still contending 
with surplus capacity, they continued to rely on house brand volumes and revenue to contribute 
to fixed costs, reduce unit costs, and escape retailer imposts such as slotting and listing fees, 
promotional allowances and credit for return of unsold goods. They also coveted close 
relationships with powerful retailers, with more access to consumer information and more 
influence in category management and a better bargaining position on branded products. In 
addition, the guaranteed milk volumes provided some stability to the business, despite the 
minimal returns.75 Then there was the crunch factor: if we don’t do it, a competitor will.76 

To counter private label dominance, Australian processors deployed three kinds of strategies. 
To bypass the gatekeepers, they all invested in alternative channels, where they had to compete 
only with each other. Dairy Farmers, for instance, pushed hard into the route trade in 2003, 
winning several new contracts, including IGA, Shell and a chain of aged care sites.77 Secondly, 
to overcome the commodity status of milk that underpinned retailer brands, they invested in 
product innovation and diversity, particularly in the specialty and flavoured milk categories that 
brought higher retail prices and processor margins. A concerted drive by Dairy Farmers and 
National Foods into UHT flavoured milk took them into a more general beverage category and 
alternative channels, including impulse buying at vending machines in public places.78 Thirdly, to 
heighten consumer awareness of product and brand difference, processors invested in 
advertising and promotional campaigns. In 2004, Parmalat consolidated brand promotion under 
one new media roof, increased its media spend by 50% and saw an impressive peak in new 
sales in 2005. National Foods emphasised low-fat products, maintaining consumer awareness 
by monitoring health trends and launching new variants. In cricket, the former Sheffield Shield 
became the Pura Cup, and swimming legend Kieren Perkins was a leading sponsored athlete.79 

Such efforts helped stabilise private label milk sales. But innovation and brand promotion cost 
money, and milk as a category achieved less than 20% growth in value in the period from 2003 
to 2007.80 Equally demoralising was the supermarket tendency to appropriate successive 
innovations, demanding that more and more specialty products be supplied as house brands 
and priced accordingly. In 2012, National Foods used the growing concern about permeate 
addition as a point of difference by making and marketing all its milk as ‘permeate-free’. The trick 
worked and National’s sales rose steadily, until the supermarkets demanded permeate-free milk 
for their own brands. Over the decade, retailer brands eroded the former strength of the major 
company brands. Worse was to come. 

The second step-change—from gatekeeper to agent of structural change 
Coles’ ‘Down Down’ campaign reset the retail benchmark for drinking milk and caused another 
step-change in the structure of milk markets. Driven particularly by the new price gap for special-
ty milks,81 more consumers shifted from company brands to retailer brands and from route trade 
to supermarkets. In the wholesale market, more processors were invited to the tender party. Pre-
viously huge house brand contracts were split into smaller portions that allowed smaller proces-
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sors to play. New winners and new losers emerged from that restructure. Continuing the pattern 
of the deregulation decade, milk market gatekeepers became agents of structural change. 

Second step-change:82Company brands—share of supermarket sales (December 2010 to February 2013).  

 
Branded milk products recovered some market share with the introduction of highly promoted ‘permeate-
free’ milk in June 2012, but lost ground again once the permeate-free innovation was incorporated into 
retailer brands as well. 

Designed to seize price leadership, the $1 milk campaign came against the backdrop of 
plummeting farm prices after the global financial crisis, and a rebalancing of retailer–processor 
power after the Dairy Farmers sale.83 National Foods came out of the Dairy Farmers acquisition 
with about 80% of the fresh milk market, a near-monopoly in house brand supply, and a clear 
market lead in a two-processor race.84 For retailers looking to cut this dominant processor down 
to size, National Foods provided high-profile fodder from its own exercise of market power 
against Tasmanian farmers in 2009. Citing the global crisis, National offered contracts at 10¢ a 
litre below cost of production and 20¢ a litre below the previous price, and demanded direct 
negotiation with individual farmers.85 The spurned collective bargaining group complained to the 
ACCC and mounted a media and political campaign that sparked a Senate enquiry into milk 
pricing and competition. National was forced to back down after failing to attract individual 
farmers and suffering public outrage and a 30% drop in its local market share.86 

Ranking of company milk brands in top 100 brands, 2000–2009.1 

Year Pura Dairy Farmers Pauls Devondale (Murray Goulburn) 

2000 6 16 – – 

2002–03 6 16 18 – 

2004–05 12 26 13 – 

2007 17 28 12 92 (up 15 spots) 

2009 25 >100 –  
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Woolworths led the reallocation of processor share. In mid-2010, Woolworths ended 
National’s 8-year position as its national supplier, shifting back to state-by-state contracts. 
Murray Goulburn was contracted to supply the ACT, and Parmalat to supply the whole of 
Queensland.87 A year later, Parmalat won the prized Woolworths contract for NSW. 

But Coles gazumped Woolworths when it reset the retail price bar to $1, and then seized the 
folksy farmer narrative in allocating house brand contracts. The wholesale milk market was 
rearranged by splitting up formerly statewide contracts and bringing in smaller regional 
processors. To the accompaniment of a public relations campaign that scorned the ‘foreign 
multinationals’ and favoured Australian-owned processors and ‘Aussie farmers’, the strategy 
was applied to a widening range of dairy products. 

Murray Goulburn won a contract to supply milk to southern NSW and the ACT from its Kiewa 
plant. The contract for Western Australia passed from Fonterra’s Brownes Dairy to a local firm, 
Harvey Fresh. Taking the ‘Down Down’ line to ice-cream, Coles halved the price of its top-tier 
product and sourced from three regional manufacturers: Norco in NSW, and Dairy Bell and Bulla 
in Victoria.88 Then Bega Cheese won a 5-year contract to supply Coles’ private label cheddar, 
displacing former New Zealand supply. Bega found the deal profitable, because it brought more 
volume to the cutting and packing plant.89 

The new-style contracts just kept rolling out, promoted under the banner of Coles’ ‘Australian 
First’ sourcing policy, and bearing testimony to Coles’ ‘commitment to work with local dairy 
processors across Australia.’90 In January 2012, Warrnambool Cheese & Butter (WCB) won a 
contract to supply Great Ocean Road milk and cheese. Lauded as a processor brand, not a 
retailer brand, Great Ocean Road products were to be supplied exclusively to Coles—the fresh 
milk range in Victoria, the cheese range nationally. WCB’s CEO, formerly of Parmalat, said, 
‘Joining forces with Coles gives us a distribution we could not otherwise possibly get.’91 

On Australia Day 2012, Coles confirmed that the ‘Down Down’ milk price would stay down, 
and claimed that the company continued to fund the price cuts, that consumers had already 
saved $175 million through the Coles campaign, and that farmers had not been affected. In May, 
Coles signed a 5-year contract with Tasmania’s Tamar Valley Dairy to produce private label 
yoghurts, creating an extra milk demand in the island state of over 4 million litres a year.92 In 
July, Coles pulled full-cream UHT milk into the $1 campaign, reducing the price of its own brand 
by 22%. Coles brand shredded cheddar went down 25%.93 In January 2013, Coles opened a 
new front in the price war, offering $1 per litre milk through more than 600 Coles Express outlets 
Australia-wide in what was seen as a direct attack on the convenience market and the traditional 
corner shop.94 

Looking like the tail that wagged the dog, house brand contracts continued to make winners 
and losers among milk processors and their supply chain partners. The previous loss of 
processing plants in northern states made the situation worse because processors lacked 
facilities for alternative uses of surplus milk, and suppliers lacked alternative processors to 
choose from. Kirin was badly affected. In late 2010, it took a $485 million write-down on its 
purchase of National Foods and Dairy Farmers, citing losses on the Coles private label 
contract.95 In 2011, fresh milk earnings hit negative territory because of loss of branded sales, 
causing a further $1 billion write-down.96 Lion’s milk division predicted that nationwide 
distribution of fresh milk may soon be unaffordable; its distribution reach might have to be 
slashed from 100,000 small retail outlets dispersed across the country to around 1000 
supermarkets in concentrated metropolitan areas.97 Non-metropolitan consumers and multitudes 
of small businesses would suffer. 

Once again, what was bad for processors was bad for their contracted farmer suppliers. 
When Woolworths took away 25% of National’s Queensland market in 2010, National wanted 
less milk from hundreds of Queensland dairy farmers and paid less for what it did take.98 Though 
lucky Parmalat took up much of the slack, National introduced a new two-tiered pricing system 
that set lower contract prices for Parmalat to follow. In the state’s far north, Atherton farmers 
hoped Parmalat would subcontract National to bottle milk in Malanda.99 Instead, Parmalat 
shipped packaged milk north from its Rockhampton plant, and National’s Atherton suppliers 
received lower, tier 2 rates for their unwanted surplus, which had to be shipped elsewhere for 
other uses. Bob Katter ridiculed a situation where National’s milk trucks were going south, 
‘waving to the Parmalat … trucks coming north for a 4000 km round trip.’ When Woolworths 
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transferred its NSW contract to Parmalat, National Foods suddenly wanted 110 million litres less 
milk in that state. Parmalat needed extra NSW milk but put the squeeze on National suppliers 
trapped with homeless milk: the farm price fell by 4¢ a litre.100 

Many milk vendors also took a knockout punch. Parmalat’s keen bid for Woolworths’ NSW 
contract in 2011 included agreement to convert remaining direct-to-store delivery to warehouse 
distribution.101 Coles too looked to extract mega-millions from its supply network, partly by 
forcing manufacturers to wear the cost of new technology in distribution and packaging or cease 
supply to the Coles chain.102 In a major swing away from direct store delivery, Coles finally 
banished specialist milk vendors from its supply chain, announcing that henceforth all milk would 
go through a centralised warehouse, under Coles’ control.103 Justified on speed and efficiency, 
the new system strangely involved more travelling and less shelf-life time. Direct-to-store 
delivery via milk vendors took milk from processing plant to supermarket within hours; the new 
route involved two extra journeys and two extra warehouses and a period of 2 to 3 days. The 
compensating gain was control of the whole distribution process and more power to barter for 
better prices. Both Woolworths and Coles at last had milk vendors and their processor-specific 
distribution system out of the way. Milk supply tenders could be reduced simply to milk 
processing—at the lowest possible price. 

By late 2012, farmers in NSW and Queensland received tier 2 prices as low as 13¢ a litre, the 
worst price for many years.104 Some South Australian farmers received the worst price in nearly 
30 years.105 Wholesaler Metcash confirmed that farmers and manufacturers were funding the 
war between Coles and Woolworths, because suppliers were giving Metcash—with a 20% 
market share—the same deals to keep the independents competitive.106 

A Coles-commissioned analysis indicated that from January 2011 to mid-2012, the retail price 
of 2 litres of Coles brand milk fell by 17.1%, from $2.41 to $2.00, the cost of the goods rose by 
17.6%, and the retail margin fell by 72.5% per unit, based on data provided by Coles. But the 
volume of Coles brand sales increased enormously: whole milk in 2 litre plastic packs reportedly 
rising by 333% from mid-2010 to mid-2012, vastly outweighing the margin cut and bringing in 
greater overall revenue.107 

Research by Macquarie Private Wealth likewise showed that neither Coles nor Woolworths 
was losing from their alleged rip-roaring competition. Their share of the $112 billion grocery 
market had increased by 6% over the previous 5 years, and the biggest contributor to their profit 
growth was the transfer of profits from the companies that supplied them. Macquarie estimated 
that the big two had crunched supplier profit margins by 6% over the last 5 years in what it 
described as the ‘ongoing profit transfer from suppliers to retailers.’108 

Market forces or market power? 
The massive scale of the major grocery retailers and their gatekeeper grip on the market clearly 
had consequences for others in the supply chain. But a burning question tugged at the heart of 
several official enquiries: was this fair or foul? Was this just the way of free markets with the big 
guns fighting it out in legitimate retail competition? Or was this part of a broader strategy of 
control made possible by an excess of concentration and market power? Were the painful 
structural shifts emanating from Australia’s highly concentrated supermarket sector the result of 
the big two abusing their market power, or were the outcomes simply a verdict on who could 
read and respond to the dynamics of their own market, and who just didn’t cut the mustard? 

The formal arbiter was competition law, and it had a very clear mandate to promote compet-
itive behaviour and competitive markets in all quarters of the economy. In the cause of economic 
efficiency, it was dedicated to making competitive markets operate as effectively as possible and 
to removing any impediments to that goal. Part IV of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (TPA; now 
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010) contained a range of prohibitions designed to protect 
against particular types of anti-competitive conduct that were likely to reduce rivalry or deter new 
market entrants. Part VII allowed for special cases of conduct that may breach those prohibitions 
provided the social benefit outweighed the competitive cost. Apart from these specific provisions, 
the intention of the law was to leave firms free to act competitively as they saw fit.109 

What the rules were not about was creating a level playing field where all parties were equal 
and all had the right to survive. Competition required the pursuit of advantage over other 
contenders in meeting market demands. As noted by the High Court: ‘Competition by its very 
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nature is deliberate and ruthless. Competitors jockey for sales, the more effective competitors 
injuring the less effective by taking sales away. Competitors almost always try to “injure” each 
other in this way.’110 The rules didn’t aim at preventing such ‘injury’ or ‘injurious’ conduct. They 
simply aimed at protecting the competitive process by preventing behaviour that actively tried to 
block other competitors from being in the race. It could be a fine line to draw the distinction 
between very aggressive competition, which might have the collateral effect of harming or 
deterring other participants, and ‘anticompetitive’ behaviour by combatants who set out to rid 
themselves of rivals. Yet it was this distinction and balance that the law sought to maintain. 

Concerns that the balance was wrong or being subverted surfaced repeatedly in the course of 
official enquiries conducted around small business, grocery retailing and the dairy industry. 
Though the specifics varied, a common theme pointed to excessive concentration leading to 
excessive market power, which was then abused by means of practices intended to mislead 
consumers, intimidate and exploit suppliers and eliminate competitors. The complaints clustered 
around a few key sections of the law: the rules that set the boundaries of market concentration 
(s. 50), the rules that diagnosed the abuse of market power (s. 46), and the rules that applied—
or should apply—to the pricing strategies of market participants. 

Section 50 was supposed to keep the lid on market power by controlling how far mergers and 
acquisitions could go before real competition disappeared. Many critics perceived a loophole 
that allowed the retail giants to grow by stealth, through ‘creeping acquisitions’ that flew under 
the Section 50 radar because individually they’d have little impact on competition. Some 
advocates sought a clause that could count the cumulative effect and allow the ACCC to order 
divestments.111 

However, market power in itself was no sin. According to the ACCC, even monopolists were 
entitled to enjoy the benefits of their position if it was gained by purely commercial means of 
improving efficiency.112 The critical issue was the way the market power was used or misused. It 
fell to Section 46 of the Act to distinguish between what was desirable—vigorous competitive 
activity that delivered economic efficiency—and what was undesirable—abusive practice that 
undermined the competitive process. Section 46(1) specified three elements that had to be 
proved to establish a misuse of market power: that the party did actually have a ‘substantial 
degree of power’ in a market; that it did actually take advantage of that power; and that the 
conduct had an unacceptable intent, as defined by one or more of three specific purposes: 
aiming at eliminating or substantially damaging a competitor, at preventing entry to a market, or 
at preventing or deterring someone from engaging in competitive conduct in any market.113 

In assessing the existence of market power, a rule-of-thumb test of some standing drew the 
line as follows: ‘A firm possesses market power when it can behave persistently in a manner 
different from the behaviour that a competitive market would enforce on a firm facing otherwise 
similar cost and demand conditions.’114 Whether a firm intentionally took advantage of such 
power was a separate but crucial issue. 

Dairy and small business critics identified two common pricing strategies that they said 
indicated both the existence and the intentional misuse of excessive market power by the major 
chains. One was price discrimination at the wholesale level: the supply of the same product at 
different prices to different buyers. The other was predatory pricing at the retail level: the use of 
deep and extended discounting to destroy competitors. The major chains were accused of using 
their market power over suppliers—most notably through house brand contracts—to extract a 
lower wholesale price than that paid by small retailers for the same product, undermining their 
ability to compete. That price discrimination must therefore be deemed anticompetitive. Equally 
anticompetitive was the predatory use of the discounts, often in targeted attempts to wipe out 
local competition in the vicinity of a major chain store. Deep discounts, below the cost of supply, 
were often continued over long periods until the target crumbled and closed. The effect was less 
competition that left the supermarket free to then raise its prices; the conduct that led to this 
outcome was therefore perceived as anticompetitive and against the law. 

Anticompetitive price discrimination and predatory pricing were supposed to be covered by 
Section 46. That required any prosecution to establish that the purpose of price discounting and 
discrimination was to lessen competition and that a substantial degree of market power was 
intentionally used to that end. But without smoking gun statements, purpose was difficult to 
establish even though the unwanted effects—of lessening competition—might be obvious. 
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Likewise, ‘substantial degree’ of market power was a nebulous threshold, as was the proof that a 
company had taken advantage of it. In a high-profile case, the ACCC accused Boral Masonry of 
predatory pricing, alleging it had misused its market power by engaging in prolonged discounts, 
selling at or below its cost of manufacture with the intent to drive out a new competitor. In 2003, 
the High Court accepted that Boral had engaged in below-cost pricing, but the case failed on 
both purpose and substantial market power, because Boral had little prospect of and had not 
‘taken advantage’ of its position by recouping the cost of its discounts from the market.115 

The ACCC under Allan Fels was among those who complained that the general purpose-
based bias of Section 46 wasn’t up to the job and called for the return of a specific effects-based 
provision repealed in the 1995 amendments of the TPA.116 Section 49 had prohibited price 
discrimination of such a magnitude or of such recurring or systematic character that it could have 
the ‘effect’ of substantially lessening competition in the market being supplied.117 It did not apply 
if the price difference reflected a reasonable cost difference involved in supplying different 
customers. Costs might vary, for instance, with volumes, location or method of delivery for 
particular customers, and pricing differences that reflected such cost variations were regarded 
as both legitimate and desirable: they rewarded cost efficiencies.118 Despite this caveat, the 
Hilmer committee concluded that Section 49 discouraged the flexible and competitive pricing 
that spurred effective markets, and was also redundant,119 because anticompetitive price 
discrimination or predatory pricing required a certain level of market power and abusive intent, 
which would be covered by Section 46.120 The ACCC nevertheless considered it ‘wrong in 
principle’ not to have a specific prohibition against a corporation with substantial market power 
using it in a way that damaged competition: ‘The absence of an effects test in s. 46 constitutes a 
gap in Australia’s competition law,’ said the ACCC.121 The Dawson review of competition law in 
2002 sided with Hilmer, fearing that an ‘effects’ test would render purpose ineffective against the 
real villain of monopolistic practices.122 

Consequently the law continued to rely on purpose. In 2007, the cause of small business led 
to the ‘Birdsville’ amendment to the TPA. The new Section 46(1AA) specifically prohibited 
predatory pricing and lowered the burden of proof but still relied on purpose. A corporation 
having substantial market share—as opposed to market power—could not legally supply goods 
below cost for a sustained period for one of the three prohibited anticompetitive purposes.123 
Subsequent insertion of Section 46(1AAA) allowed a corporation to be prosecuted for breaching 
Section 46(1) even if market conditions might prevent it recouping the losses incurred from 
below cost supply.124 However, these amendments had not given rise to any case law, were 
untested in court, remained contentious, and still relied on proscribed purpose, not effect.125 And 
no specific prohibition even existed against price discrimination—the primary driver of the rise of 
retailer brands. 

In its 2008 enquiry into the grocery trade, the ACCC acknowledged that retailers sold private 
label products with the intent to reduce the influence of suppliers of proprietary brands, and to 
increase their own buyer power and bargaining power. In addition, confidential evidence 
revealed that some suppliers were making a loss on private label contracts.126 However, on 
balance, the ACCC found that introduction of a retailer brand product at a lower price than 
comparable proprietary brands offered consumers additional choice and was pro-competitive. 
Moreover, suppliers of branded products typically responded competitively, which led to lower 
retail prices in some categories. Furthermore, retailer incentives to take advantage of their 
position in breach of Section 46 were said to be suppressed because the competitive imperative 
compelled retailers to deliver products that consumers valued so they didn’t lose customers to 
other stores. Overall, the ACCC found ‘workable competition’ in the retail grocery market. 

Come 2011, the ACCC was asked to examine Coles’ pricing conduct. Because of the 
predatory pricing provisions of Section 46(1AA), there were legal implications if Coles was 
selling below cost. Guesstimates of what Coles was paying for its milk buzzed through the 
industry. But Coles very carefully said two things: that it was absorbing the costs of the 
discounts, and it was not selling below cost of supply: as Coles’ CEO, Ian MacLeod, told Alan 
Jones, he was making 4¢ a litre on private label milk. Coles continued to stress that all its 
intentions and conduct were driven by cut-throat competition for customers in the retail market; 
whatever happened to dairy farmers was between them and their processors. 
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The ACCC found that the case against Coles collapsed at the fundamental level of the 
purpose test and therefore didn’t qualify as a Section 46 or predatory pricing issue. Pricing at or 
even below cost was not in itself illegal unless there was anticompetitive purpose. The ACCC 
found that Coles’ purpose in reducing the price of its house brand milk was to increase its 
market share by cementing its image as the ‘retailer with the cheapest groceries’ and take sales 
from its supermarket competitors, in particular Woolworths. It found no evidence of an 
anticompetitive purpose.127 

The ACCC also found that the major impact of Coles’ milk discounts was erosion of its own 
profit margins on that product. The extent to which those margins came close to below cost of 
supply varied from region to region, but the concept of ‘predatory pricing’ did not automatically 
encompass all instances where a corporation with substantial market power or market share 
sold below its cost of supply. Heavy discounting was often indicative of ‘competitive pricing’ in 
‘jockeying for sales’ from competitors—in this instance, other supermarket competitors.128 

Nor did the ACCC find evidence of misleading or deceptive conduct. The ‘Down Down’ claim 
was found valid since the promised price reductions so far remained in place. Research from 
other sources suggesting that both Coles and Woolworths jacked up the prices of many non-
staple lines in parallel with the discount campaign was not considered.129 Issues concerning 
competition in the route trade and future product innovation were likewise not factors that came 
within the scope of conduct that might contravene Section 46 of the Act. The ACCC also said it 
was clear that the effect of this competition amongst major grocery retailers was that consumers 
in metropolitan and regional areas had benefited from a reduced national price for house brand 
milk.130 

The ACCC decision was a huge blow to the dairy lobby. Senator Xenophon called the 
consumer watchdog a ‘toothless Chihuahua’. He thought the ACCC evidence ‘both questionable 
and premature,’ because the real damage would be seen as new contracts came into effect. 
‘That’s when you’ll see the real price being paid by farmers,’ said Xenophon.131 However, the 
ACCC looked only at the processors, since they were the people Coles dealt with. They found 
no evidence that Coles had cut its prices to processors. If dairy farmers found that processors 
reduced the farm price, the ‘real issue’ was the ‘imbalance in bargaining power’ between the 
processor and farmers. The solution, therefore, was to make more use of collective bargaining 
provisions.132 

However, the industry saw the fundamental imbalance in bargaining power as that between 
processors and the concentrated retailers, who controlled such a large part of the processors’ 
route to market. The problem with the law was that it didn’t examine the supply chain as a whole. 
On behalf of small retailers, the National Association of Retail Grocers of Australia (NARGA) 
criticised the ACCC focus on the ‘straw man’ of predatory pricing and the validity of the ‘Down, 
Down’ campaign, which left basic questions unanswered. These included whether the low price 
the major chains pay for private label milk are a result of their market power or its abuse; and 
whether the agreement between the suppliers of private label milk and the major chains is 
anticompetitive. NARGA said there’d be no answer and solution to such questions without a 
specific prohibition of anticompetitive price discrimination, based on an effects test, such as the 
original Section 49.133 

Other countries had tests that took account of the actual effect that competition was 
substantially reduced. Section 18 of the UK legislation was proposed as a good model.134 In the 
UK, the Competition Commission had found that one of the features that adversely affected 
competition in the market was the exercise of buyer power by certain grocery retailers over their 
suppliers, through the adoption of supply chain practices that transferred excessive risks and 
unexpected costs to those suppliers. The Commission found that there was a detrimental effect 
on customers resulting from the adverse effect on competition.135 Another appealing supplement 
to UK competition law was the provision of a mandatory code of conduct to govern practices in 
supermarket supply and an independent ombudsman’s office to oversee the transparent 
implementation of such a code.136 

The ACCC insisted that there was still plenty of competition and this whole discounting 
campaign was a manifestation of that competition. An effects test would need proof that there 
was a substantial lessening of competition, not that various people went out of business down 
the supply chain. Certainly there were new market entrants. Aussie Farmers Direct started to fill 
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a gap in the market due to the loss of home delivery. Advertising that ‘the milkman is back’, it 
combined delivery of milk with delivery of other fresh produce, all of which could be ordered 
online. Also affected by the Coles discounts, it took the next step, bought a small plant in Victoria 
and started processing its own milk for delivery. Another niche emerged in the form of A2 milk, 
which appeared to have health benefits for certain groups of people. The Perich family were 
right in the middle of this move, breeding up the cows with the gene variant needed for the A2 
protein form, and investing heavily in the company processing A2 milk. As an innovation prized 
by many people, this product was the most expensive line in the supermarket but selling well. 
Such adaptive behaviour suggested market forces at work. 

When the Senate enquiry of 2011 reported in November of that year, the verdict was split. 
The majority report expressed concern that witnesses had shown so little regard for the benefits 
of cheaper prices for consumers. Despite some sympathy for farmers, the report argued that 
processors who found private label supply unprofitable shouldn’t do it. In a dissenting view, the 
Greens and independent Nick Xenophon argued that this was a short-term view, and the 
ACCC’s assessment that the supermarkets suffered the major impact of reduced milk prices was 
‘narrow and blinkered,’ and ‘simply not justified by the evidence.’137 

Picking up on concerns and proposals expressed in several submissions, the dissenting 
report recommended that Section 46 be amended to prohibit anticompetitive price 
discrimination; that an ‘effects test’ be reintroduced, as per Section 49 of the TPA; that the 
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 be amended to provide for a divestiture power that allowed 
the breakup of dominant companies whose conduct undermined competition; that the ACCC 
undertake a full investigation into whether Coles engaged in misleading or deceptive conduct in 
creating the impression that prices were reduced across the supermarket when only some 
products were reduced; that the ACCC be directed under the Act to formally monitor pricing 
behaviour all along the supermarket supply chain; that the Federal Government establish an 
Office of the Australian Small Business and Farming Commissioner; and that the Federal 
Government develop a mandatory industry code of conduct under the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, dealing with relationships between industry participants along the 
supermarket supply chain, such a code to also include the major supermarket chains.138 

It was plausible to say that Coles and Woolworths engaged in vigorous competition in the 
retail market for the biggest market share, the highest profits and the best returns to 
shareholders. What was left out of that story was the strong suggestion that the instrument of 
that competition entailed the fierce exploitation of their supply chain partners. The extent of 
abuse of their market power in that dimension was not really explored. 

Despite claims to the contrary, the massive scale of the major grocery retailers did have con-
sequences for participants in their supply chain. But the competition regulator still judged that the 
impacts flowed from the purchase decisions of willing customers and was therefore a case of 
competition working to good effect, bringing price deflation to consumers and a welfare benefit to 
society. Competition law was not there to protect competitors but to protect the competitive pro-
cess and the good working of market forces. The industry would have to accept that it operated 
in a competitive market economy: if its participants wanted to survive, they would have to adapt. 
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Chapter 21: Fightback 

Deregulation proved a challenge for much of the Australian dairy industry. The experience 
differed for the manufacturing and market milk states. The divergence in their structures had 
become more extreme as manufacturing migrated to the south-east, and NSW, Queensland and 
Western Australia became more reliant on market milk. That dependence made them all the 
more susceptible to Coles’ $1 campaign. 

The $1 campaign brought the market milk states to a new low. The industry watched the 
progressive buyer power exerted through house brand contracts and the growing supermarket 
grip on the fresh milk market with increasing alarm from 2000. Woolworths started the process 
with stunning savagery. Aldi’s presence inflamed it. But Coles’ $1 milk was one step too far. 
Calculations made across the land drew the conclusion that this retail price was below the cost 
of production and not sustainable. The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
(ACCC) assessment that Coles was not engaging in predatory pricing but was pursuing 
legitimate competitive activity—and suffering the major impact—was received with incredulity. 
Over the many months of the Senate enquiry, evidence was given with an increasing sense of 
futility. That sentiment seemed well founded when the committee’s majority report came down 
on the side of consumers and cheaper prices. 

It was all too much for some members of the NSW industry, who felt abandoned to a 
powerless fate. Deregulation had degraded the institutional glue that supported and connected 
all sectors. The Dairy Corporation had provided coordination, leadership and information as part 
of its role of regulator. It also provided informal facilitation. The Dairy Industry Conference 
provided a multi-sector forum and policy-making mechanism. Both kept the sectors talking, 
working collaboratively, resolving conflicts. After deregulation, the Dairy Corporation melted into 
a broad Food Authority. The Dairy Industry Conference survived but lost its soul; a shrunken 
force, with a superficial agenda, it was unable to tackle fundamental issues of power. The folding 
of the NSW Dairy Farmers’ Association (DFA) into the NSW Farmers Association was regarded 
as a failed experiment, in which the dairy committee was slotted at the bottom of the agricultural 
pecking order and denied the basic resources to operate effectively. 

The NSW industry found itself at a crossroads. Once a unified force, loss of numbers and loss 
of institutional supports had sapped its collective energy and the power of its advocacy. But 
among their decimated ranks a new force was gathering: a sense that enough was enough. It 
was time to unite and fight back: not by denial or trying to turn back the clock, but by facing up to 
the reality of structural change, and gathering the resources to adapt and survive. 

Led by a few activists such as farmer Adrian Drury, Amalgamated Milk Vendors Association 
(AMVA) secretary Bob Paton and former regulator George Davey, a plan emerged for the 
formation of a new peak industry body to work on behalf of the industry as a whole. Its purpose 
would be to unite existing bodies, interests and assets and develop a singular strategic focus 
that would look forward for opportunity, not backward with regret. Instead of organising 
horizontally within each sector, the industry would organise vertically, uniting all sectors. One 
voice, one point of contact and communication, one source of policy development, research and 
market development—that was the new hope. 

In August 2011, members of the Dairy Industry Conference briefed the NSW Minister for 
Primary Industries, Katrina Hodgkinson, sketching out their plan to combine Milk Marketing, the 
Dairy Industry Conference, the dairy committee of NSW Farmers and the AMVA into an 
independent company. They would call it Dairy Connect Ltd NSW, trading as Dairy Inc. The 
Dairy Industry Act would be repealed, the Dairy Industry Conference terminated. Unlike the 
original Conference, Dairy Connect would give equal representation to the three basic sectors of 
farmers, vendors and processors. In a dramatic break with tradition, the farmer representative, 
Adrian Drury, advocated in favour of that balance, since no single sector of the industry now had 
the critical mass to exert meaningful influence. 

To get off the ground, the Dairy Connect committee looked to the residual funds of regulation: 
the Graham Park Dairy Trust, Milk Marketing and the NSW Dairy Industry Conference. Their 
business plan envisaged progressive delivery of agricultural extension services on a fee-for-
service basis as the NSW Department of Primary Industries progressively withdrew from that 
field. 
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In April 2012, Dairy Connect NSW became official, formed as a not-for-profit organisation 
which would promote cooperation between all stakeholders, and represent the NSW dairy 
industry effectively to government, media and consumers.1 It was hoped that success in NSW 
would provide the template to take the concept national. The first hurdle was to convince the 
majority of NSW farmers to sign up to Dairy Connect and to vote to release the funds of the 
Graham Park Trust, held on their behalf through a trust deed by NSW Farmers. The second 
hurdle would be to persuade processors to come on board. 

Organisational hurdles aside, the primary goal of Dairy Connect was to reset the balance of 
power in the supply chain. This entailed two lines of strategy. One involved the pursuit of formal 
mechanisms designed to enhance the transparency and behavioural standards of supply chain 
transactions: primarily the establishment of a mandatory code of conduct and an independent 
ombudsman to police it. The second strategy involved a reset of the balance between supply 
and demand and the pursuit of alternative markets that would soak up the state’s surplus milk. 
Once used by processors to guarantee their fresh milk supplies or to convert to manufactured 
products, this milk had been rendered homeless and profitless by the closure of local factories. 
Fostering exports was seen as a possible key to drumming up competition for NSW milk, which 
the supermarkets had taken for granted.2 The chairman of the dairy committee of NSW Farmers, 
Terry Toohey, was prepared to advise his members to ‘flex their muscles’ by selling milk as 
powder on the international market, diverting fresh product away from local consumers and 
telling retailers, ‘You won’t have any milk.’ With increasing demand for milk powder in Asia, 
Toohey hinted at international interest in setting up a milk powder plant in northern NSW.3 

During 2012, the Dairy Connect committee stepped up efforts to find alternative buyers for 
NSW milk, potentially sending it overseas and draining supermarkets of local supplies for their 
cheap generic labels, a move supported by the NSW Government’s trade officials. The AMVA 
trialled air shipments of fresh milk to China in July 2012 and found it technically feasible, albeit 
fraught with regulatory complications.4 

Attempts to pursue a formal code of conduct occurred with the aid of the state’s recently 
appointed Small Business Commissioner, Yasmin King. A lawyer and former associate 
commissioner for the ACCC, her role was to protect the rights of NSW small businesses by 
providing a low-cost dispute-resolution mechanism, essentially acting as a ‘one-stop shop’ for 
small business complaints about unfair market practices.5 In September 2012, Coles agreed to 
meet dairy farmers, milk vendors and King to discuss more profitable options for the state’s milk 
supplies. Conversations were also begun with Woolworths. The Coles representatives proved 
defensive and unco-operative. Woolworths representatives perceived an opportunity to emerge 
as the good guy. 

The farmers’ friend 
Also during 2012, media stories accumulated about ruthless techniques used routinely by the 
major chains to coerce and exploit their suppliers. Terms such as ‘cliffing’ became commonplace 
in the daily news. A new chairman at the ACCC, Rod Sims, seemed to listen more attentively 
and went so far as to grapple with the greatest obstacle to prosecution under competition law: 
the fact that suppliers would not come forward with concrete details for fear of retribution by the 
chains. Simms moved towards guarantees of anonymity if suppliers would submit formal 
complaints that could be used as hard evidence.6 

Coles and Woolworths had meanwhile begun to compete over who was the Aussie farmer’s 
best friend. Both fought to appropriate the ‘Aussie farmer’ brand and the value of ‘local’ produce. 
Woolworths began labelling its private label milk with the state of origin.7 In splitting and 
reallocating their previously centralised supply contracts, both majors also closed off part of the 
milk market pipeline for the ‘foreign multinationals’, Lion and Parmalat. Unfortunately, this 
‘localist’ and ‘Aussie farmer’ policy had adverse impacts on the local Aussie farmers who 
supplied those processors. In 2012, Lion paid tier 2 prices as low as 13¢ a litre in NSW 
and Queensland. 

What really disturbed the industry was the way Coles persisted in perpetrating what were 
perceived as half-truths that distorted the reality of Australian milk markets in its public relations 
portrayal of its discounting campaign. These included the claim that the farm gate price for 
drinking milk had nothing to do with them because that price was set by the international market, 
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a convenient and false conflation of the market milk sector with the manufacturing sector. In a 
similar vein, Coles claimed that because the manufacturing farm price rose in 2011, dairy 
farmers were not losing from their $1 retail price. Likewise they continued to claim that their 
cheap milk had boosted Australian milk consumption—and demand for local farmers—when in 
fact the phenomenon they described was essentially a shift of purchasing patterns from com-
pany brand to retailer brand and from corner stores to supermarket. Another diversionary furphy 
was the assertion that the volume of milk sold by Coles was only 4% of national production and 
therefore inconsequential in the milk market. The pivotal market reality was the fact that Coles’ 
milk sales alone represented around 20% of Australia’s drinking milk market;8 in NSW, drinking 
milk represented 85% of milk production, and private label milk accounted for 44.3%.9 

While Coles tried to maintain the line that farmers were not being hurt—or if they were, it was 
the multinational processors’ fault—it demonstrated a spectacular inability to comprehend and 
handle the outrage of its ultimate supply base. Ads about helping Aussie farmers were a 
particular source of rage. In July 2012, after confirmation that Lion’s tier-2 payments would be 
cut by 50%,10 one Taree farmer’s wife let off steam with a heartfelt post on Coles’ Facebook 
page: ‘Your $1 per litre milk deal is killing the lifeblood of our dairy industry … Your latest ad 
campaign sprouting that you support Aussie growers is insulting. You are misleading the public 
in how you support Aussie growers. Not only have you ruined the fresh milk market but you have 
also lowered the price on your cheese and butter.’11 When Jane Burney’s outcry went viral, 
Coles dismissed the comments and then shut down the site. That response backfired when 
multitudes of supporters of Burney’s accusations reposted her letter online.12 

In early 2013, Coles posted a snappy public relations video on YouTube that purported to 
‘explore the facts’ but continued the simplistic distortion that sparked much of the rage.13 A 
clever college student’s YouTube reply set the facts straight and also went viral. 

Ultimately more influential than the digital cut and thrust was an on-the-ground shift in the 
supply dynamics of the industry. Milk production data showed that dairy farmers from central 
NSW to northern Queensland were turning off supply, mostly by leaving the industry. A few just 
withdrew supply and moved into processing their own boutique-style products.14 Demand in 
Western Australia had to be met by shipping milk across the deserts of the Nullabor. By contrast, 
dairy farmers in the south-east of Australia—largely unaffected by the supermarket wars—were 
rewarded with an upward lift in world prices in 2013, driven by demand from Asia, especially 
China. Victorian milk was unlikely to go north for a market that paid only $1 a litre at retail. 

March 2013 proved an interesting month. The industry push for a mandatory code of conduct 
had been diverted by the chains to a debate about a voluntary code. The National Farmers’ 
Federation had been persuaded that a voluntary code was adequate. But Dairy Connect 
members in Taree won the ear of the local Federal member, Rob Oakeshott, who delivered a 
passionate parliamentary speech pleading for more support for suppliers to the retail market. He 
complained of the ‘unfair, the uncompetitive and the unsustainable playing field’ that dairy 
farmers faced and said the ACCC’s powers were ineffective in addressing the real issues: ‘The 
ACCC asks for evidence when the true evidence is in the hands of the retailers themselves.’ In 
seeking constraint on the supermarket duopoly, he drew attention to the proposal for a grocery 
ombudsman and the question of whether to adopt a voluntary or mandatory code of conduct.15 
At Oakeshott’s urging, the political parties and even the National Farmers’ Federation started to 
back a mandatory code of conduct and an ombudsman for the supermarkets.16 

Then came the news that many expected would some day arrive. In the week that 
Woolworths was lobbying in Canberra for a voluntary, not mandatory, code of conduct, it also 
announced a direct supply arrangement with a group of Manning Valley dairy farmers. 
Responding to an initiative proposed by the farmers themselves, Woolworths agreed to trial a 
special non-homogenised product sold under the ‘Farmers’ Own’ brand, which it launched 
officially at Sydney’s Royal Easter Show. The plan involved contracting someone—most likely 
Parmalat—to process up to 15 million litres of the group’s milk each year. In pursuing this path, 
the Manning farmers wanted longer-term agreements, higher milk prices (expected to be 10% to 
15% higher) and a say in how their product was marketed.17 Woolworths said, ‘The trial of a 
direct relationship is seeking to give dairy farmers a better deal for their milk, end-to-end 
transparency from shed to shelf, the certainty of a longer term contract and a closer relationship 
to their consumers.’18 The rest of the industry warned of the hazards of this path, which would 
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benefit only a handful of farmers and was likely to come with strings that required more costly 
standards of supply.19 

Following hot on the heals of the Woolworths deal came a much more dramatic twist in the 
milk wars tale, in which Coles would make Murray Goulburn the rising star in Australia’s market 
milk sector. Coles’ corporate affairs manager, Rob Hadler, described it as the ‘game changer’ 
that Coles desperately needed to ‘neutralise the noise’ around $1 milk and repair its reputation.20 
In early April 2013, Coles announced a 10-year contract for Murray Goulburn to supply Coles 
private label milk in Victoria and NSW from July 2014. In addition, Coles would sell Murray 
Goulburn’s own Devondale brand of fresh milk, and restock its previously delisted Devondale 
cheese for the first time in 9 years.21 On a smaller scale, Coles signed a 5-year deal with Norco 
to supply Coles brand milk in northern NSW and south-east Queensland.22 As with Woolworths, 
Coles claimed the agreements would give dairy farmer payments much greater transparency: 
‘As the farmers own the dairy processing co-operative, they will set the farm gate price and they 
will have direct line of sight about what Coles pays them,’ said Coles’ merchandise director, 
John Durkan.23 Coles said the new contracts would ‘cut out the middle men’, so farmers would 
get ‘a bigger share of the retail price’, while customers would continue to get cheap milk.24 

If Murray Goulburn and Norco were big winners, the big losers were Lion and Parmalat. 
Having already lost its Woolworths contracts for NSW and much of Queensland, Lion would go 
from supplying 100% of Coles milk for NSW and 75% of its milk for Victoria to supplying no 
Coles brand milk in either state.25 Once again, the switch of supply lines promised more upheav-
al for supply chain partners. A disgruntled Parmalat described the Coles deal as a ‘very divisive, 
disruptional strategy’ that left many farmers sceptical about where the real benefits would end 
up. But Parmalat’s interest in toll processing of Woolworths’ ‘Farmers’ Own’ brand apparently 
increased in the wake of Coles’ news that it would dispense with a major segment of its private 
label services for several years.26 Lion responded to its dumping by swearing to stay and ‘fight 
tooth and nail’ for alternative markets to ensure a home for this suddenly surplus supply.27 

Though Murray Goulburn had to this time been a mere fringe dweller in the fresh milk market, 
it had started to reposition over recent years. During the first deregulation decade, it developed 
more sophisticated and customised dairy products but remained largely within its traditional 
profile. That started to change in 2010. After the sale of Dairy Farmers, Fonterra gained the 
promised control of the Ski yogurt brand in 2009.28 Murray Goulburn then entered a joint venture 
with Danone to produce and market yogurt and other fresh dairy products. Processed at the 
Kiewa plant in north-east Victoria, the Danone-labelled yogurt was part of Murray Goulburn’s 
overall strategy to add further value to its members’ milk. That strategy progressed a step further 
when, for the first time, Murray Goulburn supplied fresh milk to one of the major chains, gaining 
the contract to supply Woolworths stores with private label milk in southern NSW and the ACT. 
The Coles relationship also strengthened in 2010–11 with the award of new Coles brand 
business in dairy blends, powder and cream cheese.29 

Murray Goulburn saw enough upsides in the fresh milk deal to commit to a heavy investment. 
Under the Coles contract, it would supply about 200 million litres of Coles brand milk a year. To 
support the contracts, it intended to invest $120 million on two new state-of-the-art milk 
processing plants in Melbourne and Sydney, described as the biggest investment in dairy 
processing since deregulation in 2000.30 These high-tech plants would be the most efficient 
processing plants in Australia and have the capacity to supply other customers in time, making 
even higher returns. Given Murray Goulburn’s scale and location, industry pundits could see 
scope for a 10¢ a litre drop in the cost of supply.31 

Asked why Murray Goulburn hadn’t sold fresh milk into supermarkets before, one of its 
managers said: ‘Historically, we would have had to submit a tender for milk supply. And what, 
build factories in the hope that we won?’ The ‘golden opportunity’ in this case was that Murray 
Goulburn had something Coles badly needed: ‘Coles came to Murray Goulburn because it 
wanted to work with farmers.’32 What a bit of bargaining balance could do. In the scale of Murray 
Goulburn’s output and outlets, Coles and Woolworths were not the pre-eminent gatekeepers of 
their market. For Murray Goulburn, 200 million litres of private label milk to Coles had great 
appeal but was not its lifeblood—it had other options.33 Nor was it risking those other options by 
signing up for fresh milk supply. The cost of the new factories would be totally funded by the 
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Coles 10-year contract, without cross-subsidisation from other co-op activities.34 It appeared that 
Murray Goulburn and its farmer owners would actually make money on the deal. 

Coles was also a big winner, and certainly considered itself so. As Rob Hadler pointed out to 
fellow public relations professionals, favourable public sentiment towards Coles and its $1 milk 
suddenly started tracking upwards after the announcement of the farmer-friendly deal.35 By 
choosing the biggest dairy company and farmer co-op in the country, Coles could continue its 
customer-friendly $1 milk, regain more of its allegedly lost margin and still spruik its tale about 
looking after Aussie farmers.36 

It appeared that there might also be some salvation for NSW dairy farmers. As long intended, 
Murray Goulburn planned to seize the NSW market, but not to send up Victorian milk. Three 
factors drove the plan to supply NSW from NSW sources. With world demand on the rise, 
Victorian milk needed to stay in Victoria. Second, freight costs still mattered. Third, Coles wished 
to assert that its NSW milk was ‘local’.37 

In the interests of an orderly transition to its NSW obligations, scheduled to start in mid-2014, 
Murray Goulburn officially invited dairy farmers in the NSW–Sydney market region to express 
interest in supplying milk to the co-op from 1 October 2013. The Victorian co-op, built on the 
lower cost structure of seasonal production, recognised that the NSW pricing for year-round 
fresh milk supply would be different. Because this new venture would be totally geared to that 
single market, the pricing system would require a flat milk supply, agreed-on milk supply 
volumes and different pricing for milk components. Murray Goulburn promised a ‘competitive’ 
pricing system, available to all farmers in the central NSW regions such as the Manning Valley, 
Hunter Valley, Central Tablelands and Southern Highlands. For the 2014–15 year, Murray 
Goulburn would need around 100 million litres at its Sydney plant. ‘However, our vision is to be 
the primary milk handler and processor in NSW and we are confident that we can utilise or place 
all milk in the state through our Sydney plant or our commercial milk business,’ said Robert 
Poole.38 

For decades Victorian dairy farmers and processors had threatened to storm the border and 
the NSW milk market, usually as a higher-return outlet for their own milk when their supply 
exceeded the profitable return available from world markets. Now they planned to take the NSW 
market and NSW milk—on their terms. For the moment they would be vying with Parmalat and 
Dairy Farmers Milk Co-operative, which was still contracted to supply Lion. There were also 
predictions that Murray Goulburn would indulge in ‘cherry picking’ of the biggest and best 
farmers, creating a new ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’ division in the NSW dairy community.39 

Whatever the outcome, it was clear that the Coles contract had set Murray Goulburn and 
northern suppliers on a new trajectory that would cause further structural change in the industry. 
The contract not only locked in Murray Goulburn supply for 10 years; it locked out other 
processors for the same period. Whether it would all go to plan could only be wondered about. 
Whether Murray Goulburn would find itself dancing with the devil as it moved along this new 
path remained to be seen. 

One thing was certain: Murray Goulburn was not as dependent on the devil as its milk market 
forebears had become. As if to highlight this point, Murray Goulburn had another strategy up its 
sleeve. It still aimed at coming out on top in the three-cornered tussle that had emerged in the 
south-east. Warrnambool Cheese & Butter (WCB) was in play once again. Bega Cheese and 
Murray Goulburn each had strategic holdings of 18%. In September 2013, Bega kicked off the 
race with what WCB regarded as a low offer, which was soon trumped by the Canadian dairy 
company Saputo, which had been scanning Australian dairy opportunities for several years. 
After Bega upped its offer, Murray Goulburn showed its hand, overtaking both Bega and Saputo 
and playing the Australian farmer ownership card. In a bid to bypass the ACCC merger 
challenge, it would take advantage of Trade Practices Act amendments of 2007, which allowed it 
to take the ‘authorisation’ route and appeal directly to the Australian Competition Tribunal on 
public interest grounds.40 

Australia’s share of the global export market had shrunk from 14% in 2002 to only 8% in 
2012.41 Over the same period, New Zealand’s share had grown from 30% to 37%. Australian 
production had contracted at an annual rate of 1.7% while New Zealand’s volumes increased by 
3.5% a year. Murray Goulburn’s managing director, Gary Helou, made the point that the four 
major foreign-owned dairy players—Fonterra, Kirin, Parmalat-Lactalis and Kraft—had failed to 
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drive significant export growth. Helou wanted to reverse that trend, warning that failure to do so 
would turn Australia into a net importer of dairy products within 15 years.42 

Helou directed his pitch to dairy farmer shareholders, who held a collective 40% of WCB, and 
a further block of former suppliers who still resided in rural areas.43 The combined milk supply of 
Murray Goulburn and WCB was likely to be more than 4 billion litres in 2014, its combined 
revenue around $3.2 billion, ranking it among the top 20 global dairy producers. Helou said that 
farmers supplying WCB needed to consider the future of the Australian dairy industry in making 
their decision on takeover offers. ‘For farmers generally, they are at a fork in the road today. If 
they sell out to a private company, that they have no control over ... they will be spectators. What 
we are putting on the table is an offer for them to take a stake in every step in the value chain.’44 

Murray Goulburn’s bid also encouraged other dairy giants from the shadows. New Zealand’s 
Fonterra was said to be hovering. Japan’s leading dairy manufacturer, Snow Brand, seemed 
likely to join the fray.45 What they all lusted over was access to one of the cleanest and most 
efficient milk-producing areas in the world, and its proximity to the exploding growth in the Asian 
middle class. The potential scale of that market was the new jewel of world demand. In this, 
Australia now had a geographical advantage. Would the rationalisation of the Australian dairy 
industry take another step forward, or would a foreign company simply rearrange the deck chairs 
once again? 

The deregulation journey 
The seeds of dairy deregulation had germinated over many decades. A significant moment 
occurred in 1965 when the European Economic Community (EEC) crossed the threshold from 
dairy importer to dairy exporter under the pressure of mounting surpluses generated under its 
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). A second momentous event occurred when Britain joined 
the EEC in 1973 and wiped out Australia’s largest and most secure export market. A decade 
later, the signing of the Closer Economic Relations arrangement with New Zealand was another 
landmark, which propelled John Kerin into his own vision of dairy’s destiny. The increasing 
pressure applied to the manufacturing sector by the steadily reducing support of the Kerin and 
Crean plans highlighted the insulated existence enjoyed by the market milk sector. Manifested 
most sharply in the divide between NSW and Victoria, their divergent experience was intensified 
by the inability of those two states to agree on how to share the spoils of market milk regulation. 
The United Dairyfarmers of Victoria’s dream of an eastern pool was always a step too far for the 
dairy farmers of NSW’s DFA. The DFA’s vision of a free-trading national quota exchange hit the 
rock of Victorian farmers’ aversion to buying quota. Hilmer and National Competition Policy 
hastened and formalised what was likely to happen anyway as disappearing DMS payments 
removed the last prop of the gentlemen’s agreement that had sustained state regulation in the 
face of Section 92. In doing so, the National Competition Policy process shepherded the industry 
towards a rare demonstration of national unity in fighting for a compensation payout from 
Australian consumers to soften the transition to a deregulated future. 

In that future, structural change in the Australian dairy industry ground on, though not always 
as expected. The question of whether the industry should shrink to supply a profitable domestic 
market or grow to take on the world as it was had been answered in the affirmative by the south-
eastern majority in the 1990s. A decade of drought, combined with volatile trading conditions 
and domestic deregulation, had caused the industry to shrink anyway and increase its domestic 
focus, even though world demand had grown. 

Despite the disappearance of the legislated walls that formerly separated Australia’s dairy 
markets, the industry remained fragmented in two significant ways. Internally, it retained two 
largely separate sectors, serving two separate kinds of market, with two different patterns of 
supply. Similarly, it retained a state-based mentality that corresponded roughly with that market 
segmentation. Deregulation had, if anything, exacerbated that fragmentation owing to the 
closure of manufacturing plants in market milk states and the battering of the market milk sector 
by the power of supermarket chains. 

The relationship with the world market remained fraught with conflict between opportunity and 
obstacles. The relationship had been freed up and the opportunity enhanced by the eventual 
arrival of long-awaited changes and reforms to the European Union’s (EU’s) CAP. 
Encompassing 28 countries, the EU remained by far the biggest milk producer but had recently 
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fallen into second place behind New Zealand as the world’s chief dairy exporter.46 Though more 
than half of Australia’s milk production was processed into products sold domestically, the 
returns on more than 70% of milk output were set by the world market.47 However, this direct 
exposure to the volatility of the world market proved a difficult demon to conquer from a 
continent of seasonal extremes. 

Production-driven for decades, the Australian dairy industry found the demands of an 
unfettered market both fickle and fierce and struggled to find the agility to adjust without a buffer 
of support. Unused to asking ‘what does the market want?’, many still found it difficult to frame 
the question and even harder to come up with an answer. In seeking ways to differentiate their 
product, many were falling back on brand names that declared their direct link to the producing 
farmer—hardly novel in itself. Nevertheless, it was clear that new structures and relationships 
were emerging in dairy supply chains, many as yet in experimental form. Other individuals and 
organisations looked for radical change in farm practice, including Dairy Australia’s investment in 
exploring adaptation of automated robotic milking for Australian conditions. With implications for 
lifestyle as well as farm management, it was hoped that this would attract a young generation of 
dairy farmers eager to invest and grow. 

With world dairy demand outstripping world supply, growth was the emerging catchcry of the 
Australian dairy industry. In modern dairy economics, scale and cost efficiency mattered more 
than ever. Who would come out on top in the evolving dairy landscape was unknown. One thing 
was certain: the harsh verdict of the market would rule. Those who adapted to changing markets 
and conditions, who found and exploited a niche with advantage, were likely to survive. Those 
who wished for the past would need to depart. In deregulation days, the dairy industry had to 
operate like most other businesses. 
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